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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document summarizes the work performed by the DNV GL team to quantify the natural gas savings of
custom projects incentivized by the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) in 2016 through the
Commercial and Industrial Custom Lost Opportunity and Large Retrofit Program. This study was led by ERS
and included expertise from partner firms DMI and DNV GL with the oversight of the Massachusetts Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) consultants. This is the fifth statewide evaluation of the large C&I custom
gas programs in Massachusetts since 2009, and it had two main objectives:
1.

A site-based metering and verification (M&V) impact evaluation at 53 sites for determining programlevel and PA-specific gross savings realization rates.

2.

A baseline focused desk-review of a sample of PY2016 projects to examine the frequency and impact of
baseline changes, dual baseline calculations, and lost opportunity vs. retrofit measure reclassifications.

The program sponsor PAs include Berkshire Gas Company (Berkshire), Columbia Gas of Massachusetts
(Columbia), Eversource, Liberty Utilities (Liberty), National Grid, and Unitil.
The scope of work for this impact evaluation was all custom natural gas measures incentivized in 2016
(program year 2016, or PY2016) and included measures such as steam traps, pipe insulation, high efficiency
heating equipment, heating systems, heating controls, energy management systems (EMSs), boiler
combustion controls, building shell measures, high efficiency gas industrial process equipment, and other
measures.

1.1 Overview of Objectives
The primary objective of this evaluation was to provide verification and re-estimation of energy savings for a
sample of statistically selected custom gas projects through site-specific inspection, monitoring, and
analysis. The results of this study will be used to determine the gross realization rates for custom gas
energy efficiency projects implemented in PY2018 and beyond.
Key objectives of this evaluation:
1.

Evaluate savings impacts of custom gas projects implemented in PY2016. The study determined
the achieved natural gas gross energy savings for custom gas projects.

2.

Ensure consistency with applicable protocols. The DNV GL team’s approach and methodology
complied with the procedures and protocols developed for previous rounds of custom site-specific impact
evaluations, as well as the protocols that have been developed or were developed for this round of
impact evaluations, such as the Baseline and Impact Frameworks.

3.

Provide an early assessment of more rigorous baseline assessment practices. Project desk
reviews focused on assessing project baselines for an additional sample of sites as well as the primary
sample. The team generated a desk review memo that summarized the initial impacts to inform PA
program planning.

This scope of work was developed in collaboration with the PAs, the EEAC consultants, and the impact
evaluation team, collectively called the Working Group.
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1.2 Sampling Strategy
Based on the results achieved in the previous studies, this sample design assumed an error ratio of 0.6. The
final error ratios of each of the prior custom gas impact evaluations has remained relatively consistent
around this value, which is the basis for using 0.6 in this design. Primary sample design targeted ±10%
relative precision on statewide annual energy at the 80% confidence interval. The sample also targeted
±20% relative precision at the 80% confidence interval for Columbia, Eversource, and National Grid. We
used model-based statistical sampling (MBSS) techniques to develop the sample design.
In preparation for aggregate program analysis, the team used the design population stratum boundaries to
calculate case weights for each final sample observation. The team aggregated site-level evaluation results
by PA and also at the state level using those same weights.

1.3 Conclusions and Findings
A new steam trap calculator was introduced in 2017, reducing average steam trap savings. The PY2016
steam trap projects were calculated using the old calculator, although there is an expectation that the new
calculator will be used in PY2017 and going forward. As a consequence of this systematic change in practice,
the evaluation team calculated a realization rate that will be applied to the PY2018 program year and
subsequent years until a new impact evaluation study will be conducted.
For each site associated with steam traps measures, we calculated retrospective and prospective results,
which we then aggregated to program-level realization rates. More details on the methods for calculating
each set of results are provided in Section 2. The study results are summarized in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1. PA and Statewide Summary Results
Results by PA
Realization rate

Berkshire
40%

Columbia
80%

Eversource
72%

Liberty
71%

National Grid
88%

Unitil
116%

Statewide
82%

RP 80% CI

37%

6%

25%

21%

9%

0%

9%

Error bound

15%

5%

18%

15%

8%

0%

7%

Sample size

3

13

12

2

21

2

53

0.50

0.17

0.66

0.22

0.31

0.00

0.49

Error ratio

The PY2016 realization rate of this study is 6% lower than the 88% realization rate determined in the
previous impact evaluation study conducted for PY2013.
The evaluators determined that the program continues to generate significant natural gas savings. The
statewide program participation consisted of 558 distinct accounts, saving over 7.2 million therms annually.
The statewide realization rate was driven by these main factors: the magnitude of the original annual load
served by the installed measure (-5.6%), underperforming installed measures (-5.0%), and the removal or
failure of measures (-4.5%). More details about the differences are presented in Section 3.2.
The differences due to baseline changes as observed in the primary and desk review sites accounted for less
than 1% of the program-reported (tracking) savings. The methods used by the PAs to determine the
baseline are appropriate.
The study produced statewide results that are reliable (±9 at 80% confidence level). The relative precision
of the realization rates for National Grid (±9%), and Columbia (±6%) meet the design precision target,
while Eversource does not (±25%).
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We want to note that the results of Table 1-1 assume that steam trap measures installed in PY2018 use the
new steam trap calculation tool1 which was introduced in PY2017. The Table 1-1 site was developed using
PY2016 tracking data where steam trap measure savings were calculated using the old steam trap
calculation tool, which the evaluators adjusted to account for the impact of the new tool. The realization
rates in Table 1-1 are therefore ‘prospective’.

1.4 Recommendations and Considerations
This section presents the recommendations and considerations the evaluation team derived based on the
study results.

1.4.1 Recommendations
The evaluation team reviewed project files, conducted site level M&V, did detailed analyses of the
information provided in the files, and quantified discrepancies to make the following recommendations.
R-1.

The study produced statewide realization rate results that are reliable (±9 at 80% confidence
level). The evaluation team designed the sampling plan so that individual realization rates will be
applied for those PAs with more than ten evaluated sites and where the final precision meets the
intended individual PA precision targets (±20%). The relative precision of the realization rates
for National Grid (±9%), and Columbia (±6%) meets or exceeds the target and each PA had
more than ten sites, therefore their individual PA realization rates will be applied.

R-2.

The realization rate for Eversource had a wider error band (±25%) than the targeted 80/20
precision, therefore Eversource will use the statewide results. Berkshire, Liberty, and Unitil will
also use statewide results because less than ten sites were evaluated in their territory.

R-3.

The realization rates will be used for planning and program reporting starting with program year
PY2018 and subsequent years until a new impact evaluation study will be conducted.

R-4.

The use of a 0.60 error ratio in the sample design was confirmed in the subsequent evaluation,
which yielded a statewide error ratio of 0.52. A value of 0.60 is recommended for future
evaluations.

R-5.

Our site engineers struggle to capture winter period metering with every evaluation because of
the late winter evaluation start. Starting the evaluation is contingent on sampling and sampling
is contingent on tracking data. We recommend applying sampling methods that do not require
final reporting data sets. This should be possible with the rolling sample approach, which allows
for subsequent corrections.

1.4.2 Considerations
Using the results of the study, the evaluation team generated a list of considerations that are summarized
below.
C-1.

Sampling for Eversource sites – The realization rates for Eversource projects varied more than
the results for projects installed by Columbia or National Grid. Consider adding more Eversource

1 This was confirmed by PAs after reviewing 2018 steam trap projects.
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sites to the sample for the next impact evaluations so that the final precision will be less than
±20% at 80% confidence.
C-2.

Documentation – The application files are not always complete, sometimes missing significant
information. The PAs should be diligent in gathering the technical assistance studies,
spreadsheets, and models used to develop the project and include them in the electronic
documentation. Costs should be documented as well, particularly the full installed cost for
retrofit measures. Particular attention should be paid to the documentation of baseline
conditions.

C-3.

Application review – The application reviewers should cross-check the steam boiler efficiency as
well as the hours of the steam system that impact the savings of steam traps and insulation
measures. A convenient approach to check the boiler system efficiency would be to request
boiler combustion test receipts.

C-4.

Installation commissioning – Approximately 6% of the realization rate discrepancy was due to
overstating the annual load of the equipment impacted by the evaluated measures. One
approach to prevent this difference would be to calibrate the measure savings based on postinstallation metered or trend data and update the program-reported results for a sample of the
projects.

C-5.

Site recruitment – A large number of sites – 19 out of 53 – refused to cooperate and did not
allow the evaluators onto their premises. This high rate of refusal risks self-selection bias, led to
delays in reporting, and added to the cost of this evaluation study. The implementers could raise
the awareness among program participants to emphasize the benefits of conducting impact
evaluations.

C-6.

Baseline advisory group (BAG) – The BAG, composed of senior engineering leads from the DNV
GL Team, held weekly meetings to discuss projects with more complex or ambiguous baselines.
Sites were nominated for BAG review by site engineers. After discussing the site, the BAG would
provide guidelines on measure classification and baseline or on other issues, such as savings
adjustments for short-life failed measures. The BAG was a useful mechanism for gathering
expert input and arriving at a consensus conclusion. Consider continuing the BAG with some
possible adjustments to the format to allow for more frequent reporting of decisions to
stakeholders.

C-7.

Early failure equipment – The evaluation team proposed a method to account for the impact of
early failure of steam traps. Consider using that method in other similar circumstances
associated with custom measures. Appendix F shows the recommended approach.

C-8.

Pipe and fitting insulation measure calculator – The pipe/fitting insulation measure may benefit
from a statewide calculator, similar to the steam trap calculator. The ex-ante savings methods
were not transparent, and we could not always replicate them. A statewide deemed calculator
could provide consistent and transparent estimates of savings.

C-9.

Calculator based measures - Pipe insulation measures represented approximately 21% of
program savings and could rely on deemed calculators to determine savings. Steam traps
measures represented approximately 18% of the program savings and rely on a deemed
calculator to determine savings. Consider evaluating these measures as part of a technologyspecific evaluation or as a dedicated segment within the custom sample.
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2

METHODOLOGY

The evaluation team’s approach and methodology was consistent with the procedures and protocols
developed during the previous round of Custom Gas impact evaluation conducted on program year 2013. As
described in the next subsections, the impact evaluation consisted of desk reviews, on-site visits, and
metering of a randomly selected sample of projects at participating facilities.

2.1 Description of Sampling Strategy
Based on the results achieved in the previous studies, this sample design assumed an error ratio of 0.6. The
final error ratios of each of the prior custom gas impact evaluations has remained relatively consistent
around this value, which is the basis for using 0.6 in this design. Primary sample design was targeted for
±10% relative precision on statewide annual energy at the 80% confidence interval. The sample design also
targeted a ±20% relative precision at the 80% confidence interval for Columbia, Eversource, and National
Grid. We used model-based statistical sampling (MBSS) techniques to develop the sample design.

2.1.1 Sample Frame
The initial population for this impact evaluation was the set of custom gas projects rebated in 2016, as
tracking system data provided by the six PAs in Massachusetts. Table 2-1 shows the distribution of all
tracking system records, based on annual tracking savings in therms, by PA.
Table 2-1. PY2016 Distribution of Population of Custom Gas Sites

Program
Administrator

Tracking
Savings
(Therms)

Number of
Small Sites

Small-Site
Savings
(%)

Applications

Accounts

Berkshire Gas

35

32

168,545

6

2%

Columbia Gas

224

171

1,397,106

70

2%

Eversource

185

140

2,796,078

25

0%

30

20

131,297

9

3%

432

351

5,085,628

50

1%

6

6

73,996

2

0%

912

720

9,652,649

162

1%

Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
Statewide

As was done in previous evaluations, small sites were excluded from the sample frame. These small sites
account for about 1% of total tracking savings and do not warrant the expense of a site M&V. There were
162 sites or unique gas accounts with annual savings less than 1,000 therms that were removed, with a
total savings of 68,738 therms. Table 2-2 shows the selected sample frame after dropping the small sites,
by PA.
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Table 2-2. PY2016 Project Sample Frame

Program Administrator

Accounts

Tracking Savings
(Therms)

26
101
115
11
301
4
558

165,024
1,374,837
2,785,669
81,698*
5,057,389
73,661
9,538,277

Berkshire Gas
Columbia Gas
Eversource
Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
Statewide

* - for one project, the tracking dataset that had an error. We updated the savings values after reviewing
the tracking savings for all PY2016 projects with Liberty.

2.1.2 Sample Design
The goal of the sample design was to monitor enough sites to produce aggregated realization rates by PA
with reasonable precision. The Working Group has agreed that the precision target is ±10% precision at the
80% confidence level at the statewide level. The sample sizes for the three PAs with the largest savings
(Columbia, Eversource, and National Grid) were designed to meet a ±20% precision target for PA-specific
reporting at the 80% confidence level.
The employed sample design is a stratified ratio estimate approach that is particularly efficient for programs
with a wide variation in site-to-site savings and where a good predictor of the evaluated site savings exists
(the tracking savings). A key determinant of sample sizes and anticipated precisions was the amount of
variability that is likely to exist from site to site in the parameter being evaluated, which, in this case, is the
realization rate for Therms saved. In the last full impact evaluation for PY2013, an error ratio of 0.6 was
used in the sample design. While an argument might be made for using a lower error ratio of 0.5, resulting
in a smaller overall sample (by about five sites), the variance in error ratios was still quite wide between
PAs. The Working Group agreed that a more conservative error ratio of 0.6 was warranted to ensure
meeting all of the precision targets. Table 2-3 shows the sampling design summary by PA with the precision
targets.
Table 2-3. Target Precisions for the Recommended Sample Design

Program
Administrator
Berkshire Gas
Columbia Gas
Eversource
Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
Statewide
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Accounts
26
101
115
11
301
4
558

Savings
165,024
1,374,837
2,785,669
81,698
5,057,389
73,661
9,538,277

March 5, 2019

Error
Ratio
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Sample
Points
3
13
13
2
20
2
53

Expected Relative
Precision
48.5%
17.1%
18.4%
50.8%
15.2%
13.9%
10.0%
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In this design, since Berkshire, Liberty, and Unitil do not have enough sample points to produce their own
PA-specific results, they would need to apply the statewide result in any future reporting. Columbia,
Eversource, and National Grid’s samples were designed to use their PA-specific result for future reporting.

2.1.3 Final Sample
Multiple primary sites refused to participate in the study and were replaced by secondary sites. Table 2-4
presents the final disposition of the sample for on-site M&V.
Table 2-4. Final Sample Disposition

PA
Berkshire Gas
Columbia Gas
Eversource
Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
Statewide

Target Sample

Replaced Sites

Evaluated Sample

3

1

3

13

5

13

12

4

12

2

0

2

21

9

21

2

0

2

53

19

53

Appendix A summarizes the 53 sites for which M&V activities were completed. The summary includes the
site id, PA, PA id, the verified measure description, and tracking savings and site realization rate. Appendix B
provides a summary of the replaced sites and the factors that led to their replacement. Appendix G includes
all 53 site-specific reports approved by the PAs and the EEAC.

2.2 Baseline Advisory Group
The Baseline Advisory Group (BAG) was formed by representatives of the three firms that participated in this
study: DMI, ERS, and DNV GL. The BAG meetings were held every week mainly to discuss projects flagged
by the site engineers and to provide guidelines on the measure classification and baseline. PA and EEAC
representatives participated in two meetings. The BAG provided overarching baselines for common
measures, deliberated on baseline issues, and addressed any other complex site and program issues.
Discussions regarding early failures of measures with short lives led to developing a method for adjusting
the evaluated savings. Appendix C provides details on the sites and issues discussed during the BAG
meetings.

2.3 Desk Review of Baselines
The purpose of this task was to conduct an in-depth review of baselines for each project in the selected
sample and to provide the stakeholders with an early and accurate assessment of the impact of baseline
changes for planning purposes. These focused desk reviews did not include other analysis elements that
were incorporated in previous desk reviews, including quality of the documents and a re-estimating of
savings. The baselines were scrutinized by the BAG.
Desk Review (DR) Template. A desk review data collection instrument used in the previous evaluation of
the program was repurposed to focus on the measure baseline assessment. This revised template focused
on measure specific assessments of:


Measure event type classifications (lost opportunity, retrofit single/dual, add-on single/dual)
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Applicant and evaluator measure life



Applicant baseline



Evaluator assessment of the baseline (preexisting condition, industry standard practice, or unique)



Assessment of baseline change impact on the measure savings

The DR template captured changes in baseline and early retirement/dual baseline lifetime savings impacts.
The desk review findings have been compiled into a spreadsheet template for consistent capture. Data fields
were extracted from each site spreadsheet, compiled, and aggregated for program-wide results.
Desk Review Memo. We submitted a draft desk review memo to the PAs and EEAC Consultants. This
memo summarized the results of all project-file reviews and provided an initial assessment of the impact of
baseline adjustments to the custom gas population. An important objective of this desk review memo was to
develop programmatic adjustment factors (not realization rates) that can be used to provide PAs with
feedback on how to improve their engineering estimation processes with respect to baselines. The results
included in the memo led to the conclusion that the baselines reported by the program are appropriate and
that the baseline discrepancy assessed during the review had an impact of less than 1% in the program
tracking savings. This memo is attached to this study as Appendix D.

2.4 Site M&V Planning
The site evaluation plan played an important role in establishing approved field methods and ensuring that
the ultimate objectives for each site evaluation were met. The M&V plan for each evaluated site provided
detailed information on the procedures for accomplishing those objectives.
The DNV GL team submitted full, individual M&V plans for each evaluated site. These plans were reviewed
by each PA. Each site plan included the following sections:
Project description – A description of how the project saves energy
Tracking savings – A short description of how the tracking savings were estimated and their source,
including:
–

Analysis method used

–

Identification of the key baseline assumptions

–

Identification of the key proposed assumptions

–

Evaluator assessment of tracking savings methods or assumptions, including program reported
baseline

Project evaluation – A short description of the methods used to evaluate the project, including but not
limited to:
–

How measure installation and current operation was verified

–

How building use and occupancy was observed and/or assessed

–

Identification of the tracking and expected evaluator baseline by measure

–

The data collected by the DNV GL team. Where a number of similar items have been installed or are
being controlled, the evaluation plan described and justified the sampling rate of the equipment to
be monitored

–

Site staff interview questions (to understand the baseline operation and determine if any changes in
the operation of the impacted system occurred after the project was installed)
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–

The data provided by the site (e.g., EMS trends, production, pre-metering, etc.) and/or their PA

–

The expected evaluation analysis method to be used, including any deviations from the implementer
savings estimation method. In general, the same methodology used to estimate tracking savings
was be used to estimate evaluated savings. The DNV GL team presented an alternative methodology
only if the tracking methodology was flawed, unfeasible, or a more accurate methodology that
utilized post-installation data was available.

–

Key parameters that were determined through the evaluation and compared to those used in the
original savings estimate.

The DNV GL team responded to PA comments on the M&V plan and in most of the cases submitted a revised
M&V plan before the site visit. For some sites, the initial visit was scheduled within a couple of days or less
and the PA reviewers did not have the chance to approve the entire M&V plan. For those sites, the PA
reviewers approved the tasks to be conducted on site and the metering approach.

2.5 Data Collection
The DNV GL team scheduled a site visit to perform the tasks described in the site M&V plan.

2.5.1 Customer Outreach
Using the information provided in the project files, project engineers reached out to customer site contacts.
During this initial outreach, the engineers discussed the purpose of the evaluation, the scope of measures
installed, availability of on-site trend/SCADA/production data, any other applicable parameters relevant to
the evaluation, and confirmed that the site will allow the DNV GL team to conduct the site visits. To include
the info gathered during discussions with the site, for most of the sites, the site engineers started the desk
review after the initial discussion with the participant. The site-specific M&V planning effort did not
commence until the customer site contact indicated they were willing to accommodate the ex-post on-site
evaluation process. If during the customer outreach discussion, the engineer determined significant barriers
preventing M&V of substantial parts of the completed project, the site was flagged for review and, if
warranted, replaced with a backup site.
Nineteen of the 53 sites randomly selected for evaluation refused to cooperate and did not allow the
evaluators onto their premises. This high rate of refusals risks self-selection bias led to long delays in
reporting and added to the cost of this evaluation study. Appendix B provides a summary of the replaced
sites and the factors that led to their replacement.

2.5.2 Site Visit
Each initial site visit consisted of the verification of installed equipment, a discussion with facility personnel
regarding the baseline characteristics of the measure, the installation of measurement equipment, and the
collection of available trend data and/or the creation of a plan to gather trend data coinciding with the
measurement period. Trend data beyond the measurement period was also requested and used when it
improved the accuracy of the evaluation’s estimate of measure savings.
A second site visit to retrieve meters was scheduled for sites at which the evaluators installed meters during
the initial visit.
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2.5.3 M&V Plan Update
The DNV GL team submitted an updated site M&V plan to the PAs after the completion of the initial site visit
if there were significant deviations from the approved plan. This updated plan included the following
information based on the site visit:
Any deviations from the plan that occurred during the visit or were expected to occur
Deviations included cases where a portion of the proposed M&V plan was not feasible for unforeseen reasons
The intention of the update was to keep the PAs current on the status of the site evaluation and
communicate any anticipated or resultant deviations from the plan.

2.6 Site Analysis
The DNV GL team reviewed all data collected and then utilized the data to complete an evaluation analysis
for each sampled project. The custom gas segment includes existing building retrofits, new construction, and
major renovation projects and does not include comprehensive design assistance (CDA) projects. The desk
reviews examined the baseline assumption closely and they were verified through the course of the project
using site data, project documentation, and interviews at the facility. Ex-post analysis methods were usually
similar to the ex-ante methods.
For each project, the analysis generated evaluated savings estimates for all measures installed at each
sampled site. Results were normalized to typical production or weather data. For weather-dependent
measures the site analysis involved normalizing the calibrated models to weather data using the typical
Meteorological Year 3 (TMY3) data in closest proximity to each site.
We note that for pipe and fitting insulation projects, we calculated the impacts using 3EPlus modeling
software. Steam trap evaluated savings were calculated using the calculator developed in P59 MA CIEC P59
Steam Trap Evaluation Phase 2 (Custom Steam Trap Savings Tool).
There were four special cases of savings calculations that are described in this section.

2.6.1 Steam Trap Retrospective and Prospective Methods
A new steam trap calculator that reduced the average measure savings was introduced in 2017. The PAs
confirmed in April 2019 that all PY2018 projects used the new steam trap calculator, however the PY2016
sites assessed in this study used the old steam trap calculator.
As a consequence of this systematic change in practice, we calculated two realization rates for each steam
trap project:


A retrospective realization rate, which reflects the reduction in PY2016 steam trap savings using the
new savings calculator



A prospective realization rate for application once the new calculator is fully adopted by the
Program. These are the results that were used in calculating the final evaluated realization rates.

For each site associated with steam traps measures, we calculated both retrospective and a prospective
evaluated savings.
Retrospective realization rate (RR) was calculated using the following formula:
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,

where,
– Retrospective realization rate (%)
- Evaluated first year savings calculated using the

,

Custom Steam Trap Savings Tool and the field conditions observed by the site engineer
– Program tracking first year savings calculated using by the program
(Therms)


Prospective realization rate (RR): calculated using the following formula:
,
,

where,
– Prospective realization rate (%)
Evaluated first year savings calculated using the Custom

,

Steam Trap Savings Tool and the field conditions observed by the site engineer
– Adjusted first year savings calculated using the

,

Custom Steam Trap Savings Tool and the ex-ante inputs (provided in the application savings
calculator)
Because steam traps projected represented about 18% of the savings, the program level retrospective
realization rates were significantly different from the study final results. We have included Table 2-5 for
reference, although the realization rates will not be applied.
Table 2-5. Summary Results – Comparison between Tracking and Evaluated
Berkshire
165,024

Columbia
1,374,837

Eversource
2,785,669

Liberty
81,698

National
Grid
5,057,389

Unitil
73,661

Statewide
9,538,277

66,595

879,640

1,871,582

52,541

4,281,126

85,623

7,237,107

Realization rate

40%

64%

67%

64%

85%

116%

76%

RP 80% CI

37%

14%

26%

4%

9%

0%

9%

Error bound

15%

9%

18%

3%

8%

0%

7%

Results by PA
Tracking savings
(Therms)
Evaluated
savings (Therms)

Sample size
Error ratio

3

13

12

2

21

2

53

0.50

0.38

0.69

0.04

0.32

0.00

0.52

2.6.2 Adjustments for Normal Failure Rates
Steam traps measures have an effective useful life of 6 years. Since the site engineer might visit the site as
much as three years after the measures were installed, some level of normal trap failure can be expected. In
these cases, the savings were adjusted for normal failure rates using a simplified approach that is described
on the Memo entitled: “Factoring in Rates of Failure for Measures with A Short Life” that was issued on May
18, 2018. The Memo indicates that:
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Discounting impact based on high failure rates should only be made in exceptional circumstances, when the
evaluators find a measure and conditions that meet all of the following criteria:
1.

The measure being reviewed is at least 1 year and 15% into its EUL at the time of evaluation.

2.

The measure includes at least a dozen discrete elements at the site in question that can be
evaluated (e.g. steam traps), and

3.

The observed failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be expected based on a simple linear
survival rate curve.

Measures that have failed less than a year after the installation date with no evidence of upcoming repair
should have both first year and lifetime savings fully discounted in proportion to the amount of failure and
are not the topic of this guidance.
The first year savings ratio was calculated using the following formulas:
50%
where,
50%

= Theoretical percentage of measures that are failed at the end of measure life

EUL

= Effective useful life in years

.
.

Regardless of the calculation outcome, the Savings Ratio should be limited to no less than (1 – Observed
Failure Rate). The evaluators then multiplied the unadjusted savings by the savings ratio to calculate the
evaluated first-year savings adjusted for shortened measure life. More details on this approach are provided
in Appendix F.

2.6.3 Removed Equipment
For measures the site engineers verified as removed or failed after at least one year of operation, the
evaluators used the following method to calculate the evaluated savings:


Calculated the annual savings (the savings prior to the measure being removed)



Calculated the annualized “first-year savings” using the following formula:

where,
–

evaluated “first year savings” (Therms), which is the average annual savings
over the life of the measure

-
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period the measure operated as intended (years)
the life of the measure (years)

Calculated the lifetime natural gas savings by multiplying the evaluated first year savings with the
measure life.

2.6.4 Lifetime Savings
For each evaluated measure, the evaluators calculated the natural gas savings over the life of the measure.
The evaluators calculated the natural gas savings over the life of the measure using the following formula:

where:
–
-

Natural gas savings over the life of the measure (therms)
Evaluated first year retrospective savings (therms)
Measure life (years)

The evaluators determined the measure life using the following approach:


Completed a breakdown of the custom project into prescriptive measures and identified measure life
values in the MA TRM



If the evaluators could not identify measure life values in the MA TRM, the evaluators used the
measure life used by the PA.

Note that dual baseline methods were not incorporated in this evaluation.

2.7 Site Reporting
The DNV GL team submitted draft site reports to each PA. Each PA reviewed the site report and provided
comments or questions to the engineer who led the site analysis. The EEAC representative also reviewed a
sample of site reports. The engineer responded to comments and questions raised until a final agreement
was reached on the analysis approach and results and the report itself. Each site report contains the
following sections:
Project summary and results – This section provides a brief description of how the evaluated measures at
the site save energy and a high-level summary of why the evaluation results may differ from the tracking
estimates. The site results are also presented in this section.
Evaluated measures – This section provides a description of the evaluated measures, including but not
limited to:
–

Applicant baseline and proposed conditions

–

Applicant savings calculations methods

–

Evaluator’s assessment of the applicant savings calculation methods

–

How measures were verified

–

The data collected by the DNV GL team summarized in graphical or tabular form for each data
point collected
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–

The data provided by the site and/or their PA, with key data summarized in graphical or tabular
form

–

Evaluation baseline used

–

The evaluation analysis method used, identifying any deviations from the original savings
estimation method

–

Key savings parameters determined through the evaluation, and a comparison to those used in
the original savings estimate

–

A summary of the evaluated savings calculated and the primary drivers for any differences
between the tracking savings and evaluation savings estimates

–

Lifetime savings

A sample of the site reports were reviewed by the team’s independent quality assurance lead. This review
determined if the reports comply with the requirements for this deliverable and if the document
communicates information clearly and consistently. The quality assurance lead reviewed the first report
completed by each evaluation firm and one additional report from each firm selected based on the
characteristics of the site or analysis.
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3

RESULTS

The results include statewide-level and PA-level comparison between tracking and evaluated results and the
realization rates (and associated precision levels) for annual natural gas savings. The difference between the
program-reported savings and the evaluated savings is due to factors that the evaluators associated with
four main categories: administrative, application, installed measure verification, and installed measure
performance. For this study, the evaluators also calculated lifetime natural gas savings. The following
subsections provide more details on the results and the differences between the tracking and evaluated
savings.

3.1 Comparison between Tracking and Evaluated Results
In this section, the evaluation team will provide details that resulted from comparing tracking and evaluated
results. The evaluated results reflect retrospective savings where steam trap savings were calculated using
the old steam trap calculators so include the discrepancy introduced by the new calculator.

3.1.1 Program Level Comparison
The program level comparison is summarized in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. First Year Results - Comparison between Tracking and Evaluated
Results by PA
Total tracking
savings (Therms)

Berkshire
165,024

Columbia
1,374,837

Eversource
2,785,669

Liberty
81,698

National
Grid
5,057,389

Unitil
73,661

Statewide
9,538,277

Total evaluated
savings (Therms)

66,595

879,640

1,871,582

52,541

4,281,126

85,623

7,237,107

The change in the savings calculation tool for steam traps measure was the main driver for differences
between tracking and evaluated impacts.

3.1.2 Measure Level Comparison
Pipe insulation and steam traps contribution to program savings more than doubled when compared with
PY2013 and accounts for 39% of the program savings. Boiler related measures account for 8% of the
program savings which is less than half of the PY2013 program savings (18%).
Figure 3-1 illustrates the comparison of evaluated (y-axis) and reported (x-axis) annual natural gas savings
for each of the 77 measure applications installed at the 53 sites included in the evaluation sample. Ideally,
the evaluated savings would always match the reported savings; this ideal is shown as a solid green line on
the chart.
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Figure 3-1. Comparison of Reported and Evaluated Annual Natural Gas Savings
700,000

Evaluated natural gas savings (Therms)

600,000
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500,000
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100,000

0
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Figure 3 2 illustrates the comparison of evaluated (y-axis) and reported (x-axis) annual natural gas savings
for 70 measure applications with evaluated savings less than 100,000 therms that were installed at the 48
sites included in the evaluation sample. Ideally, the evaluated savings would always match the reported
savings; this ideal is shown as a solid green line on the chart.
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Figure 3-2. Comparison of Reported and Evaluated Annual Natural Gas Savings
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Nine measures installed at seven sites deviated from the tracking savings by more than 75%:


Site 2016N0008 replaced preexisting EMS and weather stripping with new EMS and weather
stripping. The measure did not achieve savings because the applicant did not account for the heating
supplied from the stand-alone fin tube radiation and the UVs, which caused an insignificant change
in the pre- and post-implementation heating consumption.



Site 2016E0504 installed smart thermostats and boiler controls. The two measures did not achieve
savings because the preexisting conditions were not modeled correctly. The facility operates 24/7; the
temperature setback was not implemented; and the boiler as‐built operating profile was identical to
the preexisting profile.



Site 2016N0218 installed boiler controls. The measure did not achieve savings because the boiler asbuilt operating hours did not decrease compared to the baseline.



Site 2016E0424 repaired steam traps. The measure achieved 11% of the reported savings primarily
because the traps were removed one year after the project was commissioned.



Site 2016N0367 repaired steam traps. The measure achieved 20% of the reported savings because
one of the traps was removed one year after the project was commissioned and due to the updated
steam traps calculator.



Site 2016C0668 installed faucet aerators. The measure achieved 22% of the reported savings
because the evaluated base hot water annual load was smaller than the ex-ante annual load used to
calculate the tracking values.
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Site 2016N0605 repaired steam traps. The measure achieved 24% of the reported savings because
the traps are energized fewer hours than predicted by the applicant and due to the updated steam
traps calculator.



Site 2016E0397 rebuilt an industrial furnace. The measure achieved 24% of the reported savings
because the measure was removed two years after the project was commissioned.

Appendix A summarizes the 53 sites for which verification M&V activities were completed with vital statistics,
such as the site ID, PA, PA ID, the verified measure description, and the tracking and realization rate.
Appendix A also presents a summary description for each evaluated site and the site’s most prevalent
difference category.

3.1.3 Discrepancy Results
For each of the 53 sites included in the study, the site engineers identified factors that led to differences
between the program-reported (tracking) savings and the evaluated savings. The factors are classified into
four main categories: administrative, application, installed measure verification, and installed measure
performance. The evaluation team used the site-specific sampling weights and the site-specific impacts of
discrepancy to calculate the impact of those factors that caused differences between the tracking and
evaluated results. Figure 3-3 presents the discrepancy factors and their impacts.
Figure 3-3. Discrepancy Factors between Tracking and Evaluated Results
Category
Discrepancy Sub-Category
Counts Impact on RR Impact (%)
Admin error Difference between the application and tracking savings
4
-0.9%
Application Difference in analysis methodology – steam traps
23
-8.1%
Difference in analysis methodology – pipe insulation
12
-1.6%
Difference in equipment hours of operation - steam traps
9
-0.6%
Inaccurate pre-project characterization
20
-1.6%
Heating system efficiency
37
-1.4%
Difference in analysis methodology – boiler
2
-0.3%
Other factors (measure interactivity, unkown applicant assumptions, baseline reference)
3
-0.2%
Incorrect baseline reference
1
0.0%
Difference in equipment hours of operation - insulation
3
0.1%
Measure
Difference in installed equipment size
3
0.0%
installation Difference in quantity installed
1
0.0%
verification Additional measures installed
1
0.1%
M&V
Difference in the annual load shape served by the equipment
20
-5.8%
Measure removed
2
-3.6%
Failed traps
3
-1.0%
Difference in equipment hours of operation - new RTO, UH, HR, controls
6
-0.2%
Difference in as-built equipment efficiency
9
1.2%

The largest single difference is approximately 8% and is due to the use of the new steam trap calculator to
calculate the impacts of the steam traps measure. This difference is not included in the prospective
realization rate presented in Table 1-1 above. The difference in the equipment annual load served by the
measure resulted in a difference of approximately 6%. One large site with a project that was removed early
resulted in a difference of approximately 4%. Detailed information on site-specific differences is presented in
Section 3 of each site report.

3.1.4 Measure Lifetime Results Comparison
In addition to calculating annualized first year gross savings, the site engineers calculated evaluated lifetime
savings for the measure as described in Section 2.0. The lifetime savings results are intended to be advisory
only. The evaluation team compared the tracking measure life for all 77 measures included in the study and
observed the following:
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Missing lifetime savings and measure life tracking data for projects implemented by Liberty.



National Grid uses 18 years and 15 years for pipe and fittings insulation measures’ life. We used 15
years [the value provided in the 2016-2018 Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual (MA TRM)].



Columbia uses 6 years for pipe and fittings insulation measures’ life. The evaluators used 15 years
(the value provided in the MA TRM).



Eversource uses 3 years for steam trap repair measures life. The evaluators used 6 years (the value
provided in the MA TRM).

The lifetime savings tracking and evaluated results are provided in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2. Lifetime Results - Comparison between Tracking and Evaluated
PA
Berkshire
Columbia
Eversource
Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
Overall

Total Tracking Savings
2,433,740
12,276,544
29,133,209
523,164
48,809,717
1,220,679
94,397,052

Total Evaluated Savings
1,039,220
8,748,171
23,959,761
333,766
66,718,915
1,419,044
102,218,877

For projects implemented by Liberty, the evaluators calculated the tracking lifetime savings using the
program reported first year savings and the measure life provided in the MA TRM.
Table 3-3 presents the lifetime savings results by measure category.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Measure-Level Results – Comparison between Tracking and Evaluated
Measure Category
Process
Pipe insulation and insulating jackets
Controls
Repair/replace failed steam traps
Boiler related
Low flow fixtures
Envelope
Overall

Number of
Measures
9
18
12
24
9
2
3
77

Total Tracking Savings
36,369,604
24,656,357
11,775,182
12,966,237
7,260,869
448,103
920,700
94,397,052

Total Evaluated
Savings
51,108,408
24,979,205
6,934,998
12,923,819
5,506,164
139,113
627,170
102,218,877

The factor that drives the discrepancy between the program and evaluated lifetime realization rates is the
differences in measure life used by the evaluator and the implementer. We note that we did not include dual
baseline effects in this analysis.
After conducting this task for the first time, we recommend further work to develop consistent measure life
references.
The tracking and evaluated lifetime savings for each of the 77 evaluated measures are presented in
Appendix A.
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3.2 Desk Review Memo Results
On May 31, 2018, the evaluation team submitted a memo entitled: ”Desk Review Results from the Impact
Evaluation of Custom Gas Installations (P79)”. The program baselines are largely well characterized. The
memo summarized the results of the desk reviews conducted for 86 sites and concluded that updated
measure classification and baseline differences account for less than a 1% change in the program savings.
Table 3-4 shows a summary of the results.
Table 3-4. DR Results Summary
Description

Desk
Reviews

Tracking

Number of reviewed measures

86

86

Lost opportunity measures as percentage of program first year savings

18%

32%

Retrofit measures as a percentage of program first year savings

82%

68%

Change in first year savings due to event type reclassification (from retrofit
to lost opportunity only)

N/A

-0.39%

Change in first year saving due to adjustments to baseline efficiencies

N/A

-0.49%

Changes in program lifetime savings due to dual baseline treatment

N/A

0%

N/A: not applicable

3.3 Evaluation Results
The evaluation team calculated the program realization rate (RR) using the following approach:


Non-steam traps measures: evaluated savings divided by program reported (tracking) savings



Steam traps measures:
o

Calculated adjusted tracking savings using the inputs used to calculate the tracking values
and the new steam trap calculator

o

Evaluated savings divided by the adjusted savings calculated as described above.

The study results are summarized in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5. PA and Statewide Summary Results
Results by PA
Realization rate

Berkshire
40%

Columbia
80%

Eversource
72%

Liberty
71%

National Grid
88%

Unitil
116%

Statewide
82%

RP 80% CI

37%

6%

25%

21%

9%

0%

9%

Error bound

15%

5%

18%

15%

8%

0%

7%

Sample size

3

13

12

2

21

2

53

0.50

0.17

0.66

0.22

0.31

0.00

0.49

Error ratio

The statewide realization rate is 82% with a relative precision of ±9% at the 80% level of confidence.
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3.3.1 Measure Level Results
For each of the measure categories, shown in Table 3-3 above, the evaluation team calculated the weighted
realization rates. Table 3-6 presents the results for each measure category.
Table 3-6. Measure Level Results
Measure Category
Process
Pipe insulation and insulating jackets
Repair/replace failed steam traps
Controls
Boiler related
Low flow fixtures
Envelope
Overall

Number of
Measures
9
18
24
12
9
2
3
77

% of Program
Savings
36%
21%
18%
17%
8%
1%
<1%
100%

RR (%)
86%
91%
73%
87%
56%
31%
72%
82%

Pipe insulation and steam traps contribution to program savings more than doubled when compared with
PY13 and accounts for 39% of the program savings. We note that if the PAs had used the new steam trap
calculator, the realization rate for steam trap savings would have been increase from 51% (retrospective) to
73% (prospective).
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4

CONCLUSIONS AND FINDINGS

A new steam trap calculator was introduced in 2017, reducing average steam trap savings. The PY2016
steam trap projects were calculated using the old calculator, although there is an expectation that the new
calculator will be used in PY2017 and going forward. As a consequence of this systematic change in practice,
the evaluation team calculated prospective realization rate that will be applied to the PY2018 program year
and subsequent years until a new impact evaluation study will be conducted.
For each site associated with steam traps measures, we calculated both retrospective and prospective
results, which we then aggregated to program-level realization rates. More details on the methods for
calculating each set of results are provided in Section 2 above. The results are summarized in Table 4 1.
Table 4-1. PA and Statewide Summary Results
Results by PA
Realization rate

Berkshire
40%

Columbia
80%

Eversource
72%

Liberty
71%

National Grid
88%

Unitil
116%

Statewide
82%

RP 80% CI

37%

6%

25%

21%

9%

0%

9%

Error bound

15%

5%

18%

15%

8%

0%

7%

Sample size

3

13

12

2

21

2

53

0.50

0.17

0.66

0.22

0.31

0.00

0.49

Error ratio

The evaluators determined that the program continues to generate significant natural gas savings. The
statewide program participation consisted of 558 distinct accounts, saving over 7.2 million therms annually.
The PY2016 realization rate of this study is 6% lower than the 88% realization rate determined in the
previous impact evaluation study conducted for PY2013.
The difference between the statewide tracked and evaluated savings was driven by these main factors: the
magnitude of the original annual load served by the installed measure (-5.6%), underperforming installed
measures (-5.0%), and the removal or failure of measures (-4.5%). More details about the differences are
presented in Section 3.2 above.
The differences due to baseline changes as observed in the primary and desk review sites accounted for less
than 1% of the program-reported (tracking) savings. The methods used by the PAs to determine the
baseline are appropriate.
The study produced statewide retrospective and prospective results that are reliable (±9 at 80% confidence
level). The relative precision of the retrospective realization rates for National Grid (±9%), and Columbia
(±14%) meet the design precision target, while Eversource does not (±26%).
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5

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

This section presents the recommendations and considerations the evaluation team derived based on the
study results.

5.1 Recommendations
The evaluation team reviewed project files, conducted detailed analyses of the information provided in the
files, and quantified discrepancies to make the following recommendations.
R-1.

The study produced statewide prospective results that are reliable (±9 at 80% confidence level).
The evaluation team designed the sampling plan so that individual realization rates will be
applied for those PAs with more than ten evaluated sites and where the final precision meets the
intended individual PA precision targets (±20%). The relative precision of the realization rates
for National Grid (±9%), and Columbia (±6%) meets or exceeds the target and each PA had
more than ten sites, therefore their individual PA realization rates will be applied.

R-2.

The realization rate for Eversource had a wider error band (±25%) than the targeted 80/20
precision, therefore Eversource will use the statewide results. Berkshire, Liberty, and Unitil will
also use statewide results because less than ten sites were evaluated in their territory.

R-3.

The realization rates will be used for planning and program reporting starting with program year
PY2018 and subsequent years until a new impact evaluation study will be conducted.

R-4.

The use of a 0.60 error ratio in the sample design was confirmed in the subsequent evaluation,
which yielded a statewide error ratio of 0.52. A value of 0.60 is recommended for future
evaluations.

R-5.

Our site engineers struggle to capture winter period metering with every evaluation because of
the late winter evaluation start. Starting the evaluation is contingent on sampling and sampling
is contingent on tracking data. We recommend applying sampling methods that do not require
final reporting data sets. This should be possible with the rolling sample approach, which allows
for subsequent corrections.

5.2 Considerations
Using the results of the study, the evaluation team generated a list of considerations that are summarized
below.
C-1.

Sampling for Eversource sites – The realization rates for Eversource projects varied more than
the results for projects installed by Columbia or National Grid. Consider adding more Eversource
sites to the sample for the next impact evaluations so that the final precision will be less than
±20% at 80% confidence.

C-2.

Documentation – The application files are not always complete, sometimes missing significant
information. The PAs should be diligent in gathering the technical assistance studies,
spreadsheets, and models used to develop the project and include them in the electronic
documentation. Costs should be documented as well, particularly the full installed cost for
retrofit measures. Particular attention should be paid to the documentation of baseline
conditions.
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C-3.

Application review – The application reviewers should cross-check the steam boiler efficiency as
well as the hours of the steam system that impact the savings of steam traps and insulation
measures. A convenient approach to check the boiler system efficiency would be to request
boiler combustion test receipts.

C-4.

Installation commissioning – Approximately 6% of the realization rate discrepancy was due to
overstating the annual load of the equipment impacted by the evaluated measures. One
approach to prevent this difference would be to calibrate the measure savings based on postinstallation metered or trend data and update the program-reported results for a sample of the
projects.

C-5.

Site recruitment – A large number of sites – 19 out of 53 – refused to cooperate and did not
allow the evaluators onto their premises. This high rate of refusal risks self-selection bias, led to
delays in reporting, and added to the cost of this evaluation study. The implementers could raise
the awareness among program participants to emphasize the benefits of conducting impact
evaluations.

C-6.

Baseline advisory group (BAG) – The BAG, composed of senior engineering leads from the DNV
GL Team, held weekly meetings to discuss projects with more complex or ambiguous baselines.
Sites were nominated for BAG review by site engineers. After discussing the site, the BAG would
provide guidelines on measure classification and baseline or on other issues, such as savings
adjustments for short-life failed measures. The BAG was a useful mechanism for gathering
expert input and arriving at a consensus conclusion. Consider continuing the BAG with some
possible adjustments to the format to allow for more frequent reporting of decisions to
stakeholders.

C-7.

Early failure equipment – The evaluation team proposed a method to account for the impact of
early failure of steam traps. Consider using that method in other similar circumstances
associated with custom measures. Appendix F shows the recommended approach.

C-8.

Pipe and fitting insulation measure calculator – The pipe/fitting insulation measure may benefit
from a statewide calculator, similar to the steam trap calculator. The ex-ante savings methods
were not transparent, and we could not always replicate them. A statewide deemed calculator
could provide consistent and transparent estimates of savings.

C-9.

Calculator based measures - Pipe insulation measures represented approximately 21% of
program savings and could rely on deemed calculators to determine savings. Steam traps
measures represented approximately 18% of the program savings and rely on a deemed
calculator to determine savings. Consider evaluating these measures as part of a technologyspecific evaluation or as a dedicated segment within the custom sample.
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ABOUT DNV GL

Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property and the environment, DNV GL enables organizations to
advance the safety and sustainability of their business. We provide classification and technical assurance
along with software and independent expert advisory services to the maritime, oil and gas, and energy
industries. We also provide certification services to customers across a wide range of industries. Operating in
more than 100 countries, our 16,000 professionals are dedicated to helping our customers make the world
safer, smarter, and greener.
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APPENDIX A.

SITE RESULTS

This Appendix includes details presented in three Tables:


measure-specific results are presented in Table A-1;



site-specific results are presented in Table A-2;



site-specific summaries are presented in Table A-3.

TRK stands for tracking, EVL stands for evaluated, RETRO stands for retrospective, and PRO stands for
prospective.
Table A-1. Measure-specific results

Measure

TRK First

EVL First

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

TRK

EVL

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

Site ID

PA ID

Description

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

2016B0548

BG20160009

AHU controls

17,906

5,620

31%

31%

268,590

84,300

2016B0549

8288

1,694

595

35%

35%

42,350

14,280

2016B0553

316

1,826

1,789

98%

98%

39,870

39,062

2016C0578

300387

2,715

1,663

61%

61%

67,875

41,575

637

440

69%

69%

3,822

6,600

14,418

8,531

59%

96%

86,508

51,186

6,115

1,490

24%

25%

36,690

8,820

31,089

10,050

32%

75%

186,534

60,300

32,916

20,099

61%

81%

197,496

120,594

Building
insulation
Building
insulation
Boiler
replacement
Pipe insulation

2016C0584

300375

and insulating
jackets
Repair/replace

2016C0584

300299

failed steam
traps
Repair/replace

2016C0605

300330

failed steam
traps
Repair/replace

2016C0628

300326

failed steam
traps
Repair/replace

2016C0643

300177

failed steam
traps
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

Description

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

25,673

10,190

40%

85%

154,038

61,140

2,677

1,144

43%

43%

26,768

11,440

3,434

753

22%

22%

34,337

7,530

60,350

60,350

100%

100%

603,500

603,500

297,423

264,382

89%

89%

4,461,345

3,965,730

57,248

26,717

47%

96%

343,488

160,302

1,779

963

54%

44%

10,674

5,778

1,344

1,762

131%

131%

20,160

26,430

394

375

95%

95%

5,910

5,625

11,815

8,640

73%

112%

70,890

51,840

1,805

788

44%

44%

18,050

7,880

25,319

14,174

56%

82%

151,914

85,044

7,224

5,530

77%

77%

72,240

60,830

465,891

114,031

24%

24%

3,727,128

912,248

Repair/replace
2016C0654

300231

failed steam
traps

2016C0668

300485

2016C0668

300485

2016C0672

300262

2016C0672

300304

2016C0672

300305

Low flow
showerheads
Faucet aerators
EMS control
optimization
Pipe Insulation
Repair/replace
failed steam
traps
Repair/replace

2016C0684

301596

failed steam
traps

2016C0684

301596

2016C0684

301710

2016C0691

300051

Insulate bare
steam piping
Insulate walls
Repair/replace
failed steam
traps

2016C0707

300412

DDC heating
controls
Repair/replace

2016C0708

300264

failed steam
traps

2016C0735

301703

2016E0397

NC140199
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

Description

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

15,928

8,456

53%

73%

95,568

50,736

2,207

1,913

87%

87%

33,105

28,695

8,813

967

11%

17%

52,878

5,802

30,469

21,351

70%

70%

85,800

54,630

5,720

3,642

64%

64%

457,035

320,265

40,399

25,584

63%

81%

121,197

153,504

65,006

54,107

83%

83%

975,090

811,605

49,949

41,127

82%

82%

499,949

534,651

47,492

78,150

165%

165%

474,920

781,500

109,680

144,587

132%

132%

2,193,600

2,891,740

10,625

4,051

38%

65%

63,750

24,306

26,292

0

0%

0%

267,005

0

Repair/replace
2016E0413

NR161386

failed steam
traps

2016E0417

NR150651

Pipe Insulation
Repair/replace

2016E0424

NR161139

failed steam
traps

2016E0470

NR160178

2016E0470

NR160269

Pipe insulation
Insulation
jackets
Repair/replace

2016E0470

NR160269

failed steam
traps
Pipe insulation

2016E0480

NR160779

and insulating
jackets

2016E0485

NR160766

2016E0486

NR160272

2016E0499

NC150452

Flue stack
economizer
Air flow
reduction
New, energy
efficient
production line
Repair/replace

2016E0502

NR151335

failed steam
traps
Smart

2016E0504

NR150982

2016E0504

NR151259

Boiler controls

1,436

0

0%

0%

14,583

0

2016E0769

NR160782

Pipe insulation

90,134

75,013

83%

83%

1,352,010

1,125,195

thermostat

and insulating
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

Description

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

9,127

6,206

68%

97%

54,762

37,238

4,596

2,881

63%

63%

45,960

28,810

16,259

0

0%

0%

139,697

0

9,697

7,040

73%

89%

41,653

42,240

9,215

8,150

88%

88%

118,746

122,250

21,947

13,319

61%

94%

94,271

79,914

108,137

99,000

92%

92%

774,154

990,000

4,108

4,075

99%

97%

17,645

24,450

36,193

42,308

117%

117%

347,274

634,620

7,809

4,592

59%

95%

74,928

27,552

42,232

54,898

130%

130%

453,509

823,466

jackets
Repair/replace
2016L0004

B

failed steam
traps

2016L0752

A

Boiler controls
Replace
preexisting EMS
and weather

2016N0008

3829280

stripping with
new EMS and
weather
stripping
Repair/replace

2016N0031

6534732

failed steam
traps

2016N0046

6400964

2016N0046

6003657

Insulation
jackets
Repair/replace
failed steam
traps

2016N0066

5565258

EMS control
optimization
Repair/replace

2016N0066

6296402

failed steam
traps

2016N0113

3873095

Insulation
jackets
Repair/replace

2016N0113

6130045

failed steam
traps

2016N0144

4751775
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

Description

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

17,372

15,510

89%

89%

248,733

310,200

303,234

204,310

67%

67%

3,256,283

3,064,653

1,718

1,541

90%

90%

12,464

15,705

1,741

1,561

90%

90%

12,299

15,497

16,777

12,842

77%

79%

72,064

77,052

21,393

20,413

95%

121%

91,892

122,478

3,894

0

0%

0%

27,877

0

2,163

1,502

69%

94%

9,291

9,012

43,031

46,019

107%

107%

308,059

460,186

26,057

33,403

128%

128%

186,542

334,032

5,743

4,027

70%

70%

41,114

40,270

Mist/dust
collection with
2016N0145

4454500

recovered air
sent into
breathable space
Process heat

2016N0152

5015962

recovery for
space heating
Demand

2016N0172

6480591

controlled
ventilation
Demand

2016N0172

5582760

controlled
ventilation
Repair/replace

2016N0194

6446083

failed steam
traps
Repair/replace

2016N0204

6296396

failed steam
traps
Boiler

2016N0218

6316055

optimization
controls
Repair/replace

2016N0242

5931317

failed steam
traps

2016N0248

5183956

2016N0248

5183956

Ventilation
reduction
Lab hood and
make-up air
reduction

2016N0248

5183956

Boiler
combustion
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

Description

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

15,900

15,350

97%

97%

113,828

153,496

3,678

3,384

92%

92%

47,396

50,760

731

704

96%

94%

3,140

4,224

14,275

11,632

81%

81%

102,195

116,319

22,844

21,025

92%

92%

163,540

210,253

58,449

50,023

86%

86%

753,187

750,346

2,326

2,120

91%

91%

29,973

31,805

1,210

1,236

102%

102%

15,592

18,537

946

842

89%

89%

12,190

12,630

10,859

3,334

31%

42%

46,644

20,002

11,427

5,991

52%

52%

147,251

89,865

186,015

167,386

90%

90%

2,663,366

4,184,650

controls

2016N0248

5183956

2016N0248

6600475

Process free
cooling
Pipe insulation
Repair/replace

2016N0248

5931307

failed steam
traps
Boiler controls

2016N0250

6296453

(VFD and firing
rate control)
Hot water

2016N0250

6320906

controls (reset
supply
temperature)
Steam fittings

2016N0250

6447045

insulation
jackets

2016N0250

6600471

2016N0250

6600472

2016N0250

6600473

Steam pipe
insulation
Steam pipe
insulation
Steam pipe and
tank insulation
Repair/replace

2016N0257

6491176

failed steam
traps

2016N0313

5677820

2016N0317

5599923

Insulation
jackets
High-efficiency
boilers and RTO
heat recovery
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TRK First

Measure
Site ID

PA ID

2016N0346

5891377

2016N0367

6485191

2016N0367

6477820

Description
Boiler heat timer
control
New process line

EVL First

TRK

EVL

Year

Year

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

2,496

1,706

68%

68%

26,803

25,590

532,169

609,943

115%

115%

5,486,117

12,198,860

2,479

493

20%

43%

10,648

2,958

9,498

4,673

49%

49%

101,994

51,403

64,491

74,925

116%

116%

967,365

1,123,880

4,691

5,466

117%

117%

84,438

98,388

Repair/replace
failed steam
traps
2016N0382

6214699

Washers

2016U0575

99822

Pipe Insulation
Install two

2016U0741

101246

efficient unit
heaters
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Table A-2 presents a summary for each of the 53 sites included in this evaluation study.
Table A-2. Site-specific summary
TRK First
Year

EVL First

RETRO

PRO

TRK

EVL

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Year Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

Stratum

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

Berkshire Gas

2

17,906

5,620

31%

31%

268,590

84,300

2016B0549

Berkshire Gas

1

1,694

595

35%

35%

42,350

14,280

2016B0553

Berkshire Gas

1

1,826

1,789

98%

98%

39,870

39,062

2016C0584

Columbia Gas

3

15,055

8,971

60%

94%

90,330

57,786

2016C0707

Columbia Gas

1

1,805

788

44%

44%

18,050

7,880

2016C0578

Columbia Gas

1

2,715

1,663

61%

61%

67,875

41,575

2016C0643

Columbia Gas

5

32,916

20,099

61%

81%

197,496

120,594

2016C0668

Columbia Gas

2

6,111

1,897

31%

31%

61,105

18,970

2016C0708

Columbia Gas

4

25,319

14,174

56%

82%

151,914

85,044

2016C0691

Columbia Gas

3

11,815

8,640

73%

112%

70,890

51,840

2016C0735

Columbia Gas

2

7,224

5,530

77%

77%

72,240

60,830

2016C0605

Columbia Gas

2

6,115

1,490

24%

25%

36,690

8,820

2016C0628

Columbia Gas

5

31,089

10,050

32%

75%

186,534

60,300

2016C0654

Columbia Gas

4

25,673

10,190

40%

85%

154,038

61,140

2016C0672

Columbia Gas

6

415,021

351,449

85%

91%

5,408,333

4,729,532

2016C0684

Columbia Gas

1

3,517

3,100

88%

79%

36,744

37,833

2016E0470

Eversource

4

76,588

50,577

66%

75%

664,032

528,399

2016E0769

Eversource

5

90,134

75,013

83%

83%

1,352,010

1,125,195

2016E0424

Eversource

1

8,813

967

11%

17%

52,878

5,802

2016E0480

Eversource

4

65,006

54,107

83%

83%

975,090

811,605

2016E0413

Eversource

2

15,928

8,456

53%

73%

95,568

50,736

2016E0397

Eversource

6

465,891

114,031

24%

24%

3,727,128

912,248

Site ID

PA

2016B0548
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TRK First

TRK

EVL

Year

EVL First

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Year Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

Stratum

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

Site ID

PA

2016E0504

Eversource

2

27,728

0

0%

0%

281,588

0

2016E0499

Eversource

5

109,680

144,587

132%

132%

2,193,600

2,891,740

2016E0486

Eversource

3

47,492

78,150

165%

165%

474,920

781,500

2016E0485

Eversource

3

49,949

41,127

82%

82%

499,949

534,651

2016E0417

Eversource

1

2,207

1,913

87%

87%

33,105

28,695

2016E0502

Eversource

2

10,625

4,051

38%

65%

63,750

24,306

1

4,596

2,881

63%

63%

45,960

28,810

2

9,127

6,206

68%

97%

54,762

37,238

2016L0752

2016L0004

Liberty
Utilities
Liberty
Utilities

2016N0144

National Grid

4

42,232

54,898

130%

130%

453,509

823,466

2016N0204

National Grid

3

21,393

20,413

95%

121%

91,892

122,478

2016N0145

National Grid

3

17,372

15,510

89%

89%

248,733

310,200

2016N0066

National Grid

5

112,245

103,075

92%

92%

791,799

1,014,450

2016N0317

National Grid

5

186,015

167,386

90%

90%

2,663,366

4,184,650

2016N0218

National Grid

1

3,894

0

0%

0%

27,877

0

2016N0152

National Grid

5

303,234

204,310

67%

67%

3,256,283

3,064,653

2016N0008

National Grid

3

16,259

0

0%

0%

139,697

0

2016N0257

National Grid

2

10,859

3,334

31%

42%

46,644

20,002

2016N0313

National Grid

2

11,427

5,991

52%

52%

147,251

89,865

2016N0382

National Grid

2

9,498

4,673

49%

49%

101,994

51,403

2016N0046

National Grid

3

31,162

21,469

69%

92%

213,018

202,164

2016N0031

National Grid

2

9,697

7,040

73%

89%

41,653

42,240

2016N0172

National Grid

1

3,459

3,102

90%

90%

24,763

31,202

2016N0194

National Grid

3

16,777

12,842

77%

79%

72,064

77,052
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TRK First

TRK

EVL

Year

EVL First

RETRO

PRO

Lifetime

Lifetime

Savings

Year Savings

RR

RR

Savings

Savings

Stratum

(Therms)

(Therms)

(%)

(%)

(Therms)

(Therms)

Site ID

PA

2016N0367

National Grid

6

534,648

610,436

114%

114%

5,496,765

12,201,818

2016N0346

National Grid

1

2,496

1,706

68%

68%

26,803

25,590

2016N0113

National Grid

4

44,002

46,900

107%

114%

422,202

662,172

2016N0242

National Grid

1

2,163

1,502

69%

94%

9,291

9,012

2016N0248

National Grid

4

95,140

102,887

108%

108%

700,080

1,042,968

2016N0250

National Grid

5

100,050

86,878

87%

87%

1,076,678

1,139,890

2016U0575

Unitil

2

64,491

74,925

116%

116%

967,365

1,123,880

2016U0741

Unitil

1

4,691

5,466

117%

117%

84,438

98,388

Table A-3 presents a summary for each of the 53 sites included in this evaluation study.
Table A-3. Site-specific summary
Site ID

PA

Site Summary
The evaluated project was installed at a laboratory building at a college and consisted of VFD
installations and controls upgrades on three air handling units (AHUs) that serve the building.
The AHUs are programmed to operate based on a weekday/weekend scheduling with night
setbacks and demand control ventilation. The applicant calculated the measure savings by
using the specifications of the existing AHUs, local weather data, and baseline and proposed

2016B0548

Berkshire Gas

system operating schedules. The applicant classified the project as a retrofit with a single
baseline. The evaluator analyzed one full year of post-installation trends and determined the
incentivized measure does not operate as intended. Because the tracking savings represented
more than 50% of the preexisting natural gas consumption at the facility, the evaluator
conducted a weather-normalized billing analysis to calculate the project impacts on the natural
gas consumption. The evaluated natural gas savings is 69% smaller than the tracking value
mainly because the applicant overestimated the heating load at the facility.
The evaluated project was installed at an admissions building at a college and consisted of attic
insulation, wall insulation, and air sealing measures. The heating system is programmed with
night setbacks. Savings analysis files were not provided by the applicant. Since the pre- and
post-installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was strong,

2016B0549

Berkshire Gas

the evaluators modeled the measure savings using a billing analysis. The evaluators determined
the measure is an add-on with a single baseline with preexisting conditions because the
building envelope was functioning properly before the measure installations and the
weatherization occurred for energy efficiency purposes. Because savings analysis files were not
provided, the evaluator assigned the 65% difference in savings to differences in the analysis
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Site ID

PA

Site Summary
methods.
The evaluated project was installed at a jewelry store and consisted of window sealing, door
sealing, attic insulation, and basement insulation measures. The heating system is set to
weekday/weekend scheduling with night setbacks. The applicant calculated the measure
savings by using the square footages of the affected areas, baseline and installed insulation Rvalues, and applying standard Massachusetts Technical Resource Manual (TRM) calculations.

2016B0553

Berkshire Gas

Since the pre- and post-installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with
OAT was strong, the evaluators modeled the measure savings using a billing analysis. The
evaluators determined the measure is an add-on with a single baseline with pre-existing
conditions because the facility does not intend to replace the insulation during the life of the
building. The evaluated savings were less than the tracking savings. Because savings analysis
files were not provided, the evaluator assigned the 2% difference in savings to differences in
the analysis methods.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on steam traps in addition to repairing and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures
are expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution
system. Insulation jackets were installed on the steam traps that were repaired/replaced. The
facility has a low-pressure steam system and a high-pressure steam system. The low-pressure
system serves DHW loads and provides seasonal heating. The high-pressure system serves
process loads. The evaluated savings are only 2% of the total gas usage for 2016, therefore the
evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of

2016C0584

Columbia Gas

the evaluated measures. However, this low percentage suggests that the evaluated gas savings
are reasonable for the facility. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the
insulation jackets, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected
information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The
evaluated savings are less than reported values, primarily because a different custom express
tool was used to evaluate the steam trap savings, and three insulation jackets included in the
project according to the applicant were not installed. The evaluated savings are 40% less than
reported values, primarily because a different custom express tool was used to evaluate the
steam trap savings and three insulation jackets included in the project according to the
applicant were not installed.
This project was implemented at a town police station. This is a two-story building that provides
dispatch, emergency services, and law enforcement services. The facility is occupied 24-hours
per day and 365-days per year. Command and dispatch is located on the first level with offices
on the second floor. This project installs a web-based digital controller to improve and optimize

2016C0707

Columbia Gas

heating operation. Natural gas savings are achieved through providing scheduled operation for
the eight unit heaters that heat the facility. The evaluator visited the facility and observed the
installed digital control panel. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the
police station and heating system operation. Three time-of-use loggers were installed to
monitor unit heater operation. Two temperature loggers were installed to monitor space
temperatures. The evaluated savings are 56% less than the applicant-reported savings
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primarily due to limited night setback scheduling opportunities in a building that is occupied
8,760 hours per year.
Th project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of replacing two preexisting hot
water boilers with two new condensing hot water boilers and implementing an outdoor air
temperature (OAT) based hot water supply temperature reset strategy by integrating the
boilers controls into the existing EMS. The applicant reported that the preexisting boilers were
at the end of their useful life and a code-compliant boiler was used to establish the applicant’s
baseline natural gas consumption. The installed condensing boilers have a rated combustion

2016C0578

Columbia Gas

efficiency of 92% and an output of 3,220 MBtuh each. The boilers are used for space heating
purposes and are enabled from September to June. The evaluators agree with the applicant’s
selection of the baseline as the industry standard practice, which is mandated by IECC 2012 to
be a non-condensing hot water boiler with a combustion efficiency of 82%. The evaluators
calculated the boilers load with billing data, site findings, and discussions with the site contact.
The evaluated savings were 61% of the tracking savings primarily because the evaluated asbuilt boiler efficiencies were lower than the applicant-reported values.
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at an industrial manufacturing plant.
The project replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in two system wide steam trap
surveys: one survey was performed in December 2015 and the other was performed in March
2016. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed
were claimed by the utility. During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the
facility; interviewed the site contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment;
conducted a boiler combustion test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired
or replaced using an ultra-sonic leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the
traps were operating correctly. The applicant estimated the project savings using the

2016C0643

Columbia Gas

appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the time based on the steam trap survey
results. The evaluators determined the project impacts through an updated custom express
spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the steam trap test sample results and spot
measurements taken on-site. The reduced savings was due to the high rate of trap failures,
field verified differences in boiler operations, and updates to the calculation tool for steam
traps. The evaluated savings are 61% of the tracked savings mainly because the evaluator
savings are calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the
applicant savings were calculated using the previous version of the custom express
spreadsheet. The evaluator found that 17% of the traps have failed since being
repaired/replaced.
This project was implemented at a motel and consisted of the installation of low-flow shower
heads and faucet aerators. Both measures are expected to save gas energy by reducing the
amount of water needed to be heated by the facility’s hot water system. The motel consists of

2016C0668

Columbia Gas

101 rooms, each equipped with two sinks and one shower. The age and condition of the preexisting shower-heads and aerators is unknown, but the site depicted that in the event of
failure they are replaced with in-kind flow equipment. It is assumed that all pre-existing
shower-heads and faucets were in working condition and providing full operation prior to their
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replacement. The evaluator visited the facility, observed nominal flow rates of the installed
fixtures and performed flow rate measurements on a sample of the rooms. Utility water and gas
bill data was used to calibrate the evaluation baseline model. The evaluated savings for each
measure are smaller than the reported values. This can be attributed to adjustments in hotel
occupancy rates, installed case flow rates and daily faucet/showerhead usage.
The project consists of a custom gas measure intended to be installed at a hospital. The project
consisted of replacing or repairing steam traps identified in a system-wide steam trap survey
conducted on January, 2016. The evaluators visited the site and conducted a walkthrough of
the facility, interviewed the site contact, and reviewed the incentivized equipment. Shortly after

2016C0708

Columbia Gas

the site visit, the vendor conducted another steam trap survey of all of the traps at the facility.
The applicant estimated the project savings using custom express tool for steam traps that was
available at the time of the project was initiated. The evaluators determined the project impacts
through an updated custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the
steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on-site. The reduced savings was
due to updates to the calculation tool for steam traps and the high rate of trap failures.
The project was implemented at an elementary school and consisted of repairing and replacing
failing or failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating season. Steam is
generated at the facility by one natural gas fired boiler. The commencement of work began

2016C0691

Columbia Gas

December 2015 and finished shortly thereafter according to the contract. The evaluator visited
the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, took
instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler plant and
updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than
reported values, primarily due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation
to calculate savings.
The project was implemented at a hotel and conference center and consisted of the installation
of high efficiency laundry equipment (washers and dryers). The washing machines utilize a
proprietary polymer bead system that significantly reduces the amount of hot water used for
laundry while the dryers are high efficiency units designed to reduce drying cycle times. The
evaluators visited the facility, verified the installation of the incented washers and dryers,

2016C0735

Columbia Gas

deployed metering equipment and held discussions with the site contact regarding the project
timeline, pre-retrofit conditions and facility operation. The evaluators also collected unit-specific
trend data from the manufacturer and updated the applicant’s savings calculations to reflect the
information collected. The evaluators were unable to gather sufficient pre- and post-project
billing data to conduct a utility billing analysis but were able to confirm the validity of the
savings estimates relative to the facility’s annual usage. The evaluated savings are lower than
reported values, primarily due to lower than anticipated laundry volume at the hotel.

2016C0605

Columbia Gas

The project was implemented at a light industrial facility and consisted of one single measure repairing and replacing 22 failed steam traps. The measure saves heating energy by reducing
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losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. All of the repaired and replaced
steam traps serve unit heaters and radiators, which only operate during the heating season.
The facility consists of a single 100,000 sq. ft., seven-floor building with many short-term and
long-term tenants who steam for heating only. The whole building is heated by steam radiators,
unit heaters, and baseboard heaters, controlled by thermostats. Steam is generated at the
building by two natural gas fired boilers, each with dual fuel capabilities. The boilers operate in
a day boiler/night boiler configuration to equalize the operating hours. The boilers are enabled
and disabled manually each year based on the operator’s perception of tenants’ needs. The
typical heating season is from October through April. The evaluators visited the facility,
performed a comprehensive inspection of the replaced and repaired steam traps, deployed
motor on/off meters on the combustion fans of the boilers, and recorded spot measurements of
the boiler efficiencies. The evaluators used an updated analysis approach, with updated inputs
from the site findings. Although natural gas billing data was provided, the project savings were
expected to be less than 4% of the billed gas usage and the billing analysis showed large
variations in historical natural gas usage, likely attributable to tenant changes. Therefore, a
billing analysis would not be appropriate in determining project savings. The evaluated savings
are lower than the reported savings, primarily because of the reduced operating hours, the
analysis method update, and higher boiler efficiencies.
The project was implemented at a light manufacturing facility and consisted of repairing and
replacing failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
serviced through the program serve process-based equipment and run in accordance with the
facility’s production schedule. Steam is generated at the facility by two natural gas fired boilers
operating in a primary-backup configuration, rotating on a weekly basis. Approximately four

2016C0628

Columbia Gas

years of utility billing data was provided to aid in the evaluator’s determination of project
energy savings. However, the gas consumption at the facility is largely production driven and
since the evaluators were unable to gather production data, the evaluators determined a billing
analysis would not be appropriate for calculating project energy impacts. The evaluator visited
the facility, confirmed the installation and operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps,
collected information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analysis accordingly. The
evaluated savings are lower than reported values due to a number of differences between the
applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions.
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a university. The project replaced or
repaired steam traps identified as failed in a June 2016 system wide steam trap survey. Gas
savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed were claimed
by the utility. During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility;

2016C0654

Columbia Gas

interviewed the site contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; conducted a
boiler combustion test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced
using an ultra-sonic leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the traps were
operating correctly. The applicant estimated the project savings using the vendor’s savings
estimates, which is different than the appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the
time based on the steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project impacts
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through an updated custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the
steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on-site. The reduction in savings
was due to field verified differences in boiler operations, and changes in the calculation tool.
Three measures were installed in this 1,000,000+ ft2 hospital as part of a campus wide
Performance Contract project. Measure #300262 expanded energy management system (EMS)
controls to implement unoccupied scheduling in six buildings across the campus:

2016C0672

Columbia Gas

•

Building #1 - Main Administration Building

•

Building #3 - Ambulatory Care Building

•

Building #5 - Psychiatric Outpatient Care Building

•

Building #22 - Recreation Hall

•

Building #23 - Gym

•

Building #24 - Chapel

Measure #300304 added insulation to uninsulated steam/condensate piping and steam
components across the campus. Insulated devices include bends/90’s/T’s, caps and covers,
unions, strainers, valves, and flanges. Measure #300305 involved repairing or replacing steam
traps that had failed across the campus. Steam traps were replaced in buildings #1-#8, #20,
#22-#25, #32, #40, #44-#46, #60-#62, the boiler room, and various utility tunnels. The site
contact indicated that other work had been performed before and after projects were installed
and the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the
performance of the evaluated measures. The total evaluated savings are 15% less than the
applicant-reported savings. The evaluated savings are 15% smaller than the reported savings,
primarily due to the higher boiler efficiency observed by the evaluators compared to the
applicant for the insulation measure.
The project consisted of three measures and was implemented at an early 20th century mill
that has been converted to retail and commercial spaces. The first measure repaired broken
and failed steam traps. The second measure added 1” of fiberglass insulation to bare steam
pipes. The third measure is to install 3.5” of spray foam insulation on walls in two different
areas of the building, thereby decreasing the loss of heat through these walls. The measures
are expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution
system and the conditioned spaces. The steam traps and steam piping serve heating equipment
2016C0684

Columbia Gas

and only run during the heating season. Steam is generated at the facility by one natural gas
fired boiler. The steam trap and insulation survey were performed in November 2015 and the
measure installation was completed in the first quarter of 2016. The evaluator visited the
facility and confirmed the operation of the repaired steam traps and verified that insulation was
added to the bare steam piping and the walls that received spray foam. Instantaneous
temperature spot measurements were performed on steam traps and on steam lines. The
evaluated savings are less than reported values, primarily due to less annual heating hours
calculated by the evaluators compared to the applicant’s estimate, and lower than predicted
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steam pipe temperatures. The total evaluated savings are 12% less than the applicant-reported
savings, due to less annual heating hours calculated by the evaluators compared to the
applicant’s estimate, and lower than predicted steam pipe temperatures.
The project was implemented at a commercial facility and included replacing and repairing
failed steam traps and installing insulated jackets on uninsulated float and thermostatic and
inverted bucket type steam traps as well as installing insulation on uninsulated steam valves,
fittings, and straight pipe. These measures are expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The facility has a central steam plant
that serves campus wide seasonal heating loads. The evaluated savings are 14.6% of the total

2016E0470

Eversource

gas usage for 2016. The billing analysis shows less savings than evaluated, however the results
from billing analysis are unreliable because the installation of the different measures was
staggered throughout 2016. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the
insulation jackets, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected
information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The
evaluated savings are less than reported values because a different custom express tool was
used to evaluate the steam trap savings and due to differences between the applicant
assumptions and evaluator onsite findings.
The project was implemented at a university campus and consisted of the installation of hard
pipe and pipe fitting insulation to steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems and
fitted insulation jackets on serviceable components such as steam traps and valves on the
steam lines. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam, hot water, and chilled water piping. Steam is generated for the building from
the facility’s cogeneration plant comprising of a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) and five
boilers and is used for space heating and service hot water. The cogeneration plant also
includes a steam chiller that utilizes the steam generated from the HRSG and boilers to provide

2016E0769

Eversource

chilled water to the facility. The boilers all have dual fuel capabilities. The steam generation
efficiency was estimated by the applicant to be 84%. While sufficient utility billing data was
available to perform a billing analysis, the tracked savings for this project represent less than
1% of the cogeneration plant natural gas usage during the year preceding the installation and
the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance
of the evaluated measures. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the
insulation, deployed temperature loggers on a select number of fittings and steam traps,
collected information on the cogeneration plant and updated the savings analyses models
accordingly. The evaluated savings are smaller than reported values, primarily due to the
applicant overestimating heat losses from uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a university building. The project
replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in a February 2016 system wide steam trap

2016E0424

Eversource

survey. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed
were claimed by the utility. No site visit was conducted because the building has undergone a
gut and rehab project that includes the demolition of the existing steam system including the
steam traps considered in this measure. The steam trap repairs were made on 7/7/16, and the
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gut and rehab project commenced in the summer of 2017. The applicant estimated the project
savings using the appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the time based on the
steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project impacts through an updated
custom express spreadsheet tool using the same inputs as the applicant. The lower than
anticipated evaluated savings is a result of the use of the updated custom express tool.
The project was implemented at a university campus and consisted of the installation of hard
pipe and pipe fitting insulation to steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems and
fitted insulation jackets on serviceable components such as steam traps and valves of the
steam lines. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam, hot water, and chilled water piping. Steam is generated for the building from
the facility’s cogeneration plant comprising of a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) and five
boilers and is used for space heating and service hot water. The cogeneration plant also
includes a steam chiller that utilizes the steam generated from the HRSG and boilers to provide

2016E0480

Eversource

chilled water to the facility. The boilers all have dual fuel capabilities. The steam generation
efficiency was estimated by the applicant to be 84%. While sufficient utility billing data was
available to perform a billing analysis, the tracked savings for this project represent less than
1% of the cogeneration plant natural gas usage during the year preceding the installation and
the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance
of the evaluated measures. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the
insulation, deployed temperature loggers on a select number of fittings and steam traps,
collected information on the cogeneration plant and updated the savings analyses accordingly.
The evaluated savings are smaller than reported values, primarily due to the applicant
overestimating heat losses from uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a hospital. The project replaced or
repaired steam traps identified as failed in a November 2016 system wide steam trap survey.
Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed were
claimed by the utility. During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the
facility; interviewed the site contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment;
conducted a boiler combustion test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired

2016E0413

Eversource

or replaced using an ultra-sonic leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the
traps were operating correctly. The applicant estimated the project savings using the
appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the time based on the steam trap survey
results. The evaluators determined the project impacts through an updated custom express
spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the steam trap test sample results and spot
measurements taken on-site. The reduced savings was due changes in the calculation tool, field
verified differences in boiler operations, field verification of steam pressure reduction outside of
the boiler plant, and to the high rate of trap failures.
This energy efficiency project was completed at a glass bottle manufacturing plant and was part

2016E0397

Eversource

of a larger project that consisted of rebuilding an existing process furnace. The energy
efficiency measures implemented during the rebuild process included: installation of type 8
cruciforms, installation of process enhancement equipment, additional furnace insulation,
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installation of DIG burners, new oscillating chargers, and natural gas metering. Because the
measure is a complete rebuilt of failed equipment, the PA and the evaluator classified the
measure as a lost opportunity. The evaluator determined the baseline is ISP. During the site
visit the evaluators learned that the facility was going to be shut down at the end of the first
quarter of 2018. Through subsequent discussions with the site contacts, the evaluators
confirmed that the facility was shut down at the end of March 2018. According to the site
contact, the furnace which was rebuilt as a part of this project was no longer operable and will
remain as such. The furnace rebuild was completed in February of 2016 and was in operation
until March of 2018. The evaluators included the impact of removing the furnace in the first
year savings.
The project was implemented in a 300,000 sq. ft. office building and consisted of two
measures: installation of smart thermostat controls and automated boiler controls. All space
heating in the building is supplied by one preexisting dual-fuel boiler rated for 14,640 MBH. The
smart thermostat measure included the installation of 106 network-controlled thermostats. The
units were deployed throughout the office spaces in the building (Main and Annex sections) to
allow optimal start/stop, deeper unoccupied setback, and optimal occupancy scheduling. The
optimized boiler controls included the installation of direct digital controls (DDC) on the
preexisting boiler to eliminate the operations of the boiler when the outside air temperature

2016E0504

Eversource

(OAT) is above 65°F. The boiler serves Main, Annex, BC East and BC West sections. The
reported baseline was the preexisting conditions for both evaluated measures, with which the
evaluators agree. Based on the analysis of available trend data and metered data, and a review
of the site findings, the evaluators determined the smart thermostat measure did not perform
as expected because the baseline of the boiler controls measure performed similarly to the
installed efficient controls. Because of those reasons, the evaluators concluded the measures
did not have any impact on the natural gas consumption. The evaluators conducted a weathernormalized natural gas billing analysis as a cross-check, which confirmed that the project did
not have an impact on the natural gas use.
The evaluated project was installed at a paper product manufacturing plant and consisted of the
installation of a new, energy efficient production line. The new production line was installed to
meet increased production demand. The facility operates on a 24/7 basis with stoppages for
holidays and maintenance. Based on conversations with the site contact, the evaluator learned
that the energy efficiency improvements of the newly installed equipment include a heat
recovery unit, a pre-drying press, and upgraded gas-fired burners. Those upgrades improved
the overall efficiency of the new line when compared with a standard line. Because the

2016E0499

Eversource

preexisting and post-installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with
production was strong, the evaluators modeled the savings using the gas consumption of the
new line and production data provided by the site contact. Because this project involved the
addition of a production line to handle increased demand, the evaluators determined that the
new construction (lost opportunity) classification for this project was appropriate. The
evaluators also considered the applicant’s industry standard practice baseline efficiency to be
within reason. The evaluated savings were higher than the tracking savings because the data
provided by the site contact showed higher production levels and that the new line was
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operating more efficiently than projected.
The incentivized project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of programming the
energy management system (EMS) to reduce the occupied and unoccupied airflow in four
mixed-air air handling units (AHUs). The AHUs operate 24/7, although the facility is occupied
14 hours per day. The space temperature is set back during unoccupied hours. The AHUs’
outside air (OA) dampers modulate from 20% to 100% open for air-side economizing. The
project saves heating energy by reducing the supply air flow during the occupied and
unoccupied periods, thus reducing the heating of OA at the AHU level and the reheat energy at
the zone level. For heating, the facility uses steam provided by a central boiler plant. The
applicant calculated energy savings using a custom analysis spreadsheet informed by 15-

2016E0486

Eversource

minute interval data recorded by the EMS. The evaluators reviewed the applicant’s savings
algorithm and determined that the applicant’s annual analysis was performed based on scaling
seven months of data from April to October to the entire year, thus disregarding winter
operation. The evaluators analyzed trend data recorded by the EMS and determined the
measure operates as intended. The project impacts on the natural gas consumption account for
more than 20% of the preexisting natural gas consumption and the evaluators determined a
weather-normalized billing analysis was the most appropriate method for calculating the
savings associated with this project. The evaluated savings were 78,150 therms/year, 65%
more than the applicant-reported value, primarily because applicant analysis disregarded winter
operation.
The project was implemented at a college campus and consisted of the installation flue stack
economizers for preheating the feedwater for two 666 hp steam boilers. The two boilers
impacted by the project are part of a central boiler plant that supplies 100 psi steam
throughout the campus for space heating only. The boiler plant has a total of three boilers and

2016E0485

Eversource

is enabled from end of September to early May. The evaluators conducted the savings analysis
based on metered data on the economizer inlet and outlet water temperature and hourly logs
with steam production. The evaluated savings were smaller than the values estimated by the
applicant because the temperature increase across the newly installed economizers is smaller
than the value predicted by the applicant.
The evaluated project was implemented at a residence hall in a university campus. This is a
multi-story building that houses residences, a dining hall, meeting and common areas, and
some offices. Although the facility is occupied 24-hours per day, 365-days per year, the
occupancy varies with the school calendar. This project consisted of the installation of 1-inch
insulation with jackets on steam pipes, flanges, strainers, elbows, valves, and other steam

2016E0417

Eversource

components and on condensate piping. Steam is used for space heating and domestic hot water
loads in the residence hall. The evaluator visited the facility and inspected the insulation
installed in the basement mechanical space. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the
operation of the residence hall and the heating system. One data logger with two temperature
sensors was installed to measure steam system temperatures on the steam pipe entering the
domestic hot water heat exchanger and the steam pipe serving the space heating system. The
evaluated savings are 13% less than the tracking savings mainly because the evaluated annual
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space heating hours are less than the values used in the tracking savings calculations.
This project consisted of replacing three and repairing ten existing steam traps that had failed
throughout a University campus. Failed traps were classified as partial leak, partial blow by or
plugged by the applicant. The campus buildings impacted by this project operate throughout
the year between the normal academic calendar as well as for summer classes. Twelve of the
13 steam trap applications are on drip leg steam lines used to discharge condensate with a
negligible loss of steam. One steam trap application is on a unit heater. There are three boilers
on-site that provide steam to the system. Two boilers are usually running in lead/lag
configuration but the third boiler can run on colder days when additional load is needed. Steam
is used in these facilities for space conditioning and domestic hot water (DHW). During the site

2016E0502

Eversource

visit, the evaluator conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site contact;
verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; and tested a sample of the steam traps
that were repaired or replaced using an infrared temperature gun to verify that the traps were
operating correctly. Boiler combustion efficiency testing could not be performed by the
evaluators due to facility safety procedures. The applicant estimated the project savings using
the appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the time based on the steam trap
survey results. Evaluators estimated the project savings using an updated custom express
spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the steam trap test sample results and spot
measurements taken on-site. The evaluated savings are lower than reported primarily due to
lower annual steam trap operating hours estimated by the evaluator compared to the applicant.
This project was implemented at a senior citizen facility. This building was constructed as an
elementary school over 50 years ago. The previous cafeteria/gymnasium is used as a
community center and common room. Classrooms have been converted into craft and special
use rooms. The senior center primary operating hours are from 7:00 am until 5:00 pm on
Mondays through Fridays. Special functions are booked for other days and times as needed
over the year. This project installs a web-based digital controller to improve and optimize
heating operation. A scope of work document states that the primary measures are
implementing outside air lockout temperatures for the boiler, set a seasonal heating schedule,

2016L0752

Liberty Utilities

and improved room temperature control. The evaluator visited the facility and observed the
installed digital control panel. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the
senior center and heating system operation. Data loggers were installed to monitor room
temperatures and a combustion efficiency test was conducted on the existing steam boiler. The
evaluated savings are 37% lower than the applicant-reported savings. Unoccupied space
temperature maintenance is the single largest contributor to the savings variance. The tracking
savings are based upon implementing a 60°F unoccupied space temperature. Monitoring found
that the average unoccupied space temperature is 64°F. The unoccupied period is 118 hours
per week.
The evaluated project was implemented in early 2016 at a food processing facility. After the

2016L0004

Liberty Utilities

evaluator submitted the site-report, the PA indicated the information and the documents
provided at the beginning of the study were for a 2017 steam trap replacement project at the
same facility. The evaluator reviewed the information gathered during the site visit and
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determined the steam system operation did not change between 2016 and 2017 and verified
traps operation is representative for both 2016 and 2017 projects. For these reasons, the
evaluator used the results calculated for the 2017 project to calculate the results for the 2016
project.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, took instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler
plant, and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. A billing analysis was not
conducted as impacts due to the number of steam traps replaced through the program relative
to the overall gas usage at the facility would give inconclusive results on project savings. The
evaluated savings are 32% less than the reported savings because the tracking savings were
greater than the applicant savings and because the evaluated savings are calculated using the
2017 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated
using the previous version of the Custom Express spreadsheet.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of custom fitted
insulation blankets to all exposed fitting and junctions identified during a third party insulation
survey. The measure was expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. There were a total of 297 insulation jackets installed on
steam heating pipes, valves, and domestic hot water (DHW) lines that are energized year
round. Steam is generated at the facility by three 150 psi natural gas fired boilers. One boiler is
used as the primary while the other two are used as backup. During colder weather all three

2016N0144

National Grid

boilers may run; one primary with the other two modulating to meet demand. While sufficient
utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the total natural gas usage at the
facility relative to the impacts of the installed measure was too small such that evaluators
determined a billing analysis could not provide an accurate estimate of savings. The evaluator
visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, deployed temperature
meters on a select number of insulated steam jackets, collected information on the boiler plant
and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are higher than
reported values, primarily because the tracking savings were calculated without including the
boiler plant efficiency value of 84% in the savings calculations.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of repairing and replacing partially
broken or failed steam traps. The measure expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating season. Steam is
generated at the facility by natural gas fired boilers. The commencement of work began early in

2016N0204

National Grid

2016 and finished approximately in July 2016. The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, took instantaneous temperature spot
measurements, collected information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analyses
models accordingly. The evaluated savings are less than reported values, primarily due to
evaluators employing a more accurate savings methodology to calculate savings. The reduction
in savings from the change in methodology is partially offset by longer than anticipated annual
heating hours.
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This project was implemented at a plastic recycling facility. This is a compounding services
facility and industrial processes include pelletizing, blending, and extrusion. This site is primarily
a job shop; production is highly variable and driven by market forces. A new single screw
extrusion machine was installed in the facility. The new machine is used to process clean dry
Polyethylene, Polypropylene, and Polystyrene materials into pellets. A new smoke, mist, and
dust collection system was installed with the new extruder. This measure allows the facility to
circulate cleaned warm exhaust air into the warehouse instead of exhausting the contaminated
air the outdoors. The measure supplies space heating to the warehouse and allows gas-fired

2016N0145

National Grid

unit heaters in that space to operate less and use less natural gas. The applicant classified the
measure as a new construction with an ISP baseline since a new machine was added. The
evaluator visited the facility and confirmed the operation of the installed extruder and collection
system. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the collection system along
with plant ventilation and heating requirements. Loggers were installed to monitor collection
system fan and heating equipment run times. The evaluator agrees with the measure
classification and the baseline and calculated the measure impacts using a similar algorithm as
the one used by the applicant. The evaluated savings are smaller than the reported values,
primarily because the applicant did not normalize the results to TMY3 weather.
The project was implemented at a rehabilitation hospital and consisted of energy management
system (EMS) control optimization and repairing failing or failed steam traps. The measures are
expected to save energy by reducing ventilation air reheat and losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired steam traps predominantly serve the steam
distribution line and run an 8,760 schedule. Steam is generated at the facility by three natural
gas fired boilers. EMS control optimization was completed in November 2015 according to the
Minimum Requirements Document inspection form. The commencement of the steam trap work
began April 2016 and finished shortly thereafter according to the invoice. The evaluator visited
the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired steam traps, took instantaneous

2016N0066

National Grid

temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler plant and updated the
savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than reported values,
primarily due to the evaluators calibration of the eQUEST model to as-built building operation
billing data for natural gas and due to a higher evaluated boiler combustion efficiency in the
steam trap calculator. A billing analysis was also performed by the evaluation team but was
inconclusive and did not impact results presented in this report due to the possible addition of
other measures after EMS optimization and the steam traps were repaired. The billing analysis
estimated an increase in load in the post-installation scenario and the site contact confirmed
operational changes due to increased rehabilitation patient activity and possible measures
performed after the program years evaluated in this report. The changes in calibration and
model inputs resulted in 8% reduction in savings.
The evaluated project was installed at a food processing facility to serve process heating only.
The project consisted of two sub-measures: Installing a heat exchanger on the exhaust stack of

2016N0317

National Grid

a preexisting regenerative thermal oxidizer (RTO) to preheat the incoming city water. The
preheated city water serves as makeup water to the low-pressure (LP) and high-pressure (HP)
steam boilers, as well as process and sanitation hot water. A bypass damper on the RTO
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exhaust stack modulates to maintain the preheated city water temperature at the setpoint.
Installing two natural gas-fired HP steam boilers with 150 hp nominal capacity each, 85% rated
efficiency, and equipped with integrated stack economizers for preheating the boiler feedwater.
These two boilers (Boiler #1 and #2) are part of the three-boiler HP steam plant which serves a
new process. The processes require heating 24 hours per day, 5 days per week. The impacted
heating loads are correlated with production levels only, which vary with customer demands.
The applicant classified this measure as a lost-opportunity with a unique baseline for this
project. The applicant defined the baseline as two 150 hp 79% efficient steam boilers without
economizers and no preheating of the incoming city water. The evaluated savings were less
than the tracking estimates because of updates to the analysis input parameters. The most
impactful updates include reduced RTO preheat flow rate, lower RTO preheat exit water
temperature, and reduced HP boiler load.
This project was installed at a university residence hall and consisted of the installation of boiler
optimization controls on two 2,957 MBtuh low-pressure natural gas-fired boilers that operate in
a lead/lag configuration and provide hot water for space heating and domestic hot water (DHW)
from September to May (the university’s fall and spring semesters). During the summer, DHW
is provided by a smaller gas-fired water heater that is operated with a manual switch. The
installed controllers optimize the efficiency of the boiler firing rate by monitoring the supply and
return hot water temperatures and adjusting the cycle time based on those temperatures to
reduce purge losses. The vendor updated the measure savings after the application was

2016N0218

National Grid

submitted; the updated measure savings calculations were calculated by metering the boiler
cycles and on/off times when the controller was in bypass mode (off) and save mode (on). The
applicant applied the percent cycle reduction as a savings factor to the boiler’s annual gas
consumption. The evaluators determined the measure is an add-on measure with a single
baseline because the boilers will outlive the life of the controller. The baseline is the preexisting
boiler conditions. The evaluators assigned zero savings to the evaluated project because the
evaluator metered the boilers operation and determined that the boilers operate more
frequently after the controllers were installed. In addition, the billing analysis shows that the
post-implementation gas consumption is higher than the pre-implementation gas consumption.
The project was implemented at a heavy industrial manufacturing facility and consisted of the
installation of an economizer to recover waste heat from a heat recovery steam generator
(HRSG). The HRSG is part of a newly installed CHP and supplies steam to the plant for various
processes. The economizer removes 4.6 MMBtu/hr from the exhaust stream of the HRSG and
transfers it via a glycol loop to three make up air units. These units supply heat to the facility
via distribution duct work. When the reclaimed heating energy from the economizer is not

2016N0152

National Grid

required, the heat is dissipated to the outside through a dry cooler. The facility uses natural gas
for both process and space heating applications, although the majority of gas is consumed by
the production lines. The facility has six different gas meters serving the facility, with a
dedicated meter for the CHP unit and a different meter serving the boiler from the preexisting
case. Due to this configuration and the fact that production-dependent usage without
production data is not suitable for a billing analysis, the evaluators chose to forgo this type of
approach. The evaluators visited the facility, verified the installation of the economizer, glycol
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loop, makeup air units and distribution ductwork, held discussions with the site contact
regarding the measure event, collected trended operating data of the incented equipment and
calculated measure savings using a modified version of the approach laid out in the approved
M&V plan. The evaluated savings are lower than reported values, primarily due to the facility
having a lower heating load than what had been anticipated by the applicant.
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of two components:
Sub-measure #1: Replace the pre-existing energy management system (EMS) with a
new EMS to control the pre-existing HVAC equipment.
Sub-measure #2: Replace preexisting weather stripping with new weather stripping
on 24 pre-existing exterior doors.
The installed sequences of operation were expected to reduce the unoccupied heating
consumption and operating hours of the impacted AHUs and HV units, resulting in natural gas
savings.
Sub-measure#2 included the installation of new weather stripping on 24 existing exterior doors
at the facility. The sub-measure was expected to save natural gas consumption by reducing
infiltration flow rate introduced to the facility.
Heating at the facility is provided by the two gas-fired hot water boilers with each boiler’s gross
output of 3,190 MBH. Hot water is distributed to the facility via two lead-lag hot water pumps.
The facility’s heating season runs from September through April. Four AHUs were impacted by
the evaluated project: two AHUs equipped with VFD controlled fans and two AHUs equipped

2016N0008

National Grid

with single speed fans. Both impacted HV units are single speed units. All impacted AHUs and
HV units are equipped with hot water coils and direct expansion cooling coils. In addition, the
spaces served by the impacted AHUs were equipped with fin tube radiation and unit ventilators
(UVs) for additional heating. The additional heating equipment was controlled using a separate
thermostat in each space served by the impacted AHUs. The impacted HVAC equipment was
controlled by a pre-existing EMS prior to the installation of the project. The pre-existing EMS
allowed the facility staff to modify control temperature setpoints and operating schedules of the
controlled units. The preexisting EMS was 20 years old but fully operational at the time the
project was installed. The impacted boilers were enabled using a heat timer control. The details
of how the boilers were controlled using the heat timer were not clear to the evaluators. The
evaluators first visited the facility on January 31, 2018 to determine the baseline, confirm
installation of the measure, interview the facility manager, and install data loggers. A second
visit was made on May 16, 2018 to remove loggers. The evaluators classified the evaluated
measure as an add-on with a single baseline because the underlying HVAC equipment will likely
outlast the installed EMS. The baseline is the pre-existing HVAC system controlled by some
combination of the pre-existing EMS and the heat timers. The evaluators assigned zero savings
to the evaluated project because the applicant did not account for the heating consumption
from the stand-alone fin tube radiation and the UVs, which caused an insignificant change in
the pre- and post-implementation heating consumption. In addition, the billing analysis shows
that the post-implementation gas consumption is higher than the pre-implementation gas
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consumption.
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a retail and office building. The
project replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in a system-wide steam trap survey
performed in March 2016. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps
that had failed were claimed by the utility. During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a
walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site contact; verified the installation of the
incentivized equipment; conducted a boiler combustion test; and tested a sample of the steam

2016N0257

National Grid

traps that were repaired or replaced using an ultra-sonic leak detector and an infrared thermal
camera to verify that the traps were operating correctly. The applicant estimated the project
savings using the appropriate Custom Express tool for steam traps at the time based on the
steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project impacts through an updated
Custom Express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the steam trap test sample
results and spot measurements taken on-site. The reduction in savings was due to the high rate
of trap failures, updates to the calculation tool for steam traps, and field verified differences in
boiler operation.
The project was implemented at a skilled nursing home/rehab center and consisted of the
installation of fitted insulation jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, and other steam system
components in the boiler room. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. Insulation jackets were installed on
lines serving space heating, service hot water, and food service. Steam is generated at the
facility by four natural gas fired boilers; two 440 hp boilers operate primarily during the heating
season and two 120 hp boilers operate during the remainder of the year. While sufficient utility
billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, tracking saving represented a small

2016N0313

National Grid

percentage of the total bills and the evaluator determined that a billing analysis would not
provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures. In addition, the contact
indicated that retrofitting the lighting systems to LED technology has been a major effort over
the past few years with a resulting increase in gas usage. The evaluator visited the facility,
verified the installation of the insulation jackets and deployed temperature meters on a select
number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant, and updated the
savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are smaller than reported values,
primarily because the evaluated pipe surface temperatures are smaller than the values used in
the tracking savings calculations and because the difference in methodologies for calculating
the measure impacts.
The project was implemented at a hotel and consisted of the installation of two high efficiency
washing machines. The washing machines utilize a proprietary polymer bead system that
significantly reduces the amount of hot water used for laundry. Additionally, the high-efficiency

2016N0382

National Grid

polymer bead machines have a lower moisture retention rate, which reduces the heat required
for the dryers resulting in additional savings. The evaluators visited the facility, verified the
installation of the incentivized washers, and held discussions with the site contact regarding the
project timeline, pre-retrofit conditions, laundry material and volume patterns, and facility
operation. The evaluators also collected unit-specific trend data from the manufacturer. The
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manufacturer stated that occupancy of the hotel was lower than predicted in 2017, which
resulted in lower energy savings than anticipated. The manufacturer’s statement was confirmed
by the evaluator’s analysis. The evaluators were unable to gather sufficient post-project billing
data to conduct a utility billing analysis but were able to confirm the validity of the savings
estimates relative to the facility’s annual usage. The evaluated savings are lower than reported
values, primarily due to lower than anticipated laundry volume at the hotel.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, steam traps, and other heating equipment in addition to
repairing and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures are expected to save energy by
reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The hospital requires
steam year-round for sterilization, space heating, and domestic hot water (DHW). Since the
insulation was installed on the valves and steam traps on the steam distribution lines and the
replaced/repaired steam traps serve the hospital’s steam system, both measures expect to
save energy year-round. Low-pressure steam is generated at the building for space heating and
DHW by two 24.5 MMBtuh natural gas-fired boilers during the heating season and one 12.25
MMBtuh natural gas-fired boiler during the summer. The site has two additional boilers that

2016N0046

National Grid

operate year-round to provide high-pressure steam for sterilization. While sufficient utility
billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project installation dates were
staggered and other projects affecting the facility’s gas use were completed at the same time
as the evaluated measures. Additionally, the billing data showed large variations in natural gas
use from July 2014 to January 2017. Therefore, the evaluators determined that a billing
analysis would not be sufficient to determine energy savings for these two measures. The
evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant,
and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than
reported values, primarily due to updating the calculation methodology for repairing and
replacing steam traps.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of repairing and replacing 22 failed
steam traps identified in an April 2016 system wide steam trap survey. The measure saves
heating energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The
22 repaired and replaced steam traps serve air handling units (AHUs), sterilization equipment,
unit heaters, and radiators. Most of the steam traps provide space heating and domestic hot
water year-round; 27% of the repaired and replaced steam traps only operate during the
heating season. Steam is generated at the building for space heating and domestic hot water

2016N0031

National Grid

by two 8.375 MMBtu natural gas-fired boilers during the heating season and one 3.347 MMBtu
natural gas-fired boiler during the summer. The site also has two additional boilers that operate
year-round to provide high-pressure steam for sterilization. Sufficient natural gas billing data
was provided; however, the project reported savings were less than 3% of the billed gas usage.
Therefore, it was determined that a billing analysis would not be appropriate in determining
project savings. The evaluators visited the facility, verified operation of a sample of the repaired
and replaced steam traps using an ultrasonic leak detector and infrared temperature gun,
acquired 2016 combustion efficiency test results, and updated the savings analysis accordingly.
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The evaluated savings are lower than reported values due to several differences between the
applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions.
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of the installation of
demand control ventilation (DCV) on two existing rooftop units (RTUs) serving the gymnasium
and the cafeteria at the facility. The measure included the installation of two new CO2 sensors
and DCV sequence of operation onto the two impacted RTUs. The reported measure baseline
was the preexisting conditions – the two underlying RTUs without DCV. The measure is
expected to save energy by reducing outside air intake through the two impacted rooftop units
using modulating outside air dampers.
The facility’s central boiler plant consists of two hot water boilers. Hot water is distributed to
the existing impacted rooftop units via two lead-lag hot water pumps. The hot water boilers
operate on a 24/7 schedule from October through May. The existing impacted RTUs are single

2016N0172

National Grid

zone units equipped with constant speed supply and return air fans. There is one RTU serving
the gymnasium and one RTU serving the cafeteria. The RTU serving the gymnasium provides
only heating to the space and the RTU serving the cafeteria provides both cooling and heating
to the space. The evaluators first visited the facility on January 12, 2018 to determine the
baseline, confirm installation of the measure, interview the facility manager, and install data
loggers. A second visit was made on March 29, 2018 to remove loggers.
The evaluators conducted the savings analysis using a methodology similar to the applicant
methodology with updated input parameters based on on-site findings. The evaluated savings
are smaller than the reported values, primarily because there were two separate incentive
applications for this project, one of which was determined to be a duplicate application and
removed by the evaluators.
The project was implemented at a high school and consisted repairing and replacing failed
steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps predominantly serve
heating equipment that operates during the heating season. Steam is generated at the facility
by two primary and one backup natural gas steam boilers. One primary and the backup boilers
serve one half of the facility and the other primary boiler serves the other half of the facility.

2016N0194

National Grid

The applicant indicated that the steam operating pressure at the plant is 7 psi, the heating
season at the facility lasts from October through May, and during the heating season, the
steam boilers operate on a 24/7 schedule. The evaluators visited the facility, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant,
and calculated the evaluated savings based on on-site findings. The evaluated savings are
lower than the reported values, primarily because the operating hours of the repaired/ replaced
steam traps were less than the applicant’s assumed operating hours.
The project consists of a custom gas measures installed at an industrial cranberry processing

2016N0367

National Grid

plant. The project replaced an existing batch production line with a continuous line and
replacing two failed steam traps. The original process relied on soaking cranberries and then
evaporating excess water to achieve the desired juice concentration in the making of sweetened
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dried cranberries. The new line is a continuous process that utilizes a centrifuge to extract juice
from the fruit with a lower energy input. Steam trap replacements were based on a system
wide steam trap survey conducted in April 2016. During the site visit, the evaluators conducted
a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site contact; verified the installation of the
incentivized equipment; and collected production and utility data. The applicant estimated the
project savings using a custom spreadsheet analysis with input assumptions based on data
provided by the customer (i.e. average condensate and juice flow rates, process temperatures,
average evaporator steam load). The applicant claimed savings amounted to roughly 33% of
the facility’s annual gas use so the evaluators relied on a production data and utility bill review
to calculate realized savings. The increased savings for the new process line was due primarily
to increased production performance beyond what was calculated by the applicant. The
decrease in savings for the steam trap replacement due to one of two traps no longer being in
operation and due to a different custom express tool being used to evaluate the steam traps.
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of the installation of
heat timer controls on two 3,660 MBtuh gas-fired boilers that operate in a lead/lag
configuration and provide steam for space heating. The heat timer is set to control the number
of minutes per 30-minute interval the lead boiler will operate based on outdoor air temperature
(OAT) and the steam pressure. The system is set to weekday/weekend scheduling with night
setbacks. The applicant calculated the measure savings by decreasing the heating load as a
result of a reduction in the average space temperature from 72°F to 70°F. Since the preexisting

2016N0346

National Grid

and post-installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was
strong, the evaluators modeled the savings using a billing analysis. In addition, the billing
analysis captures preexisting manual operation of the boilers which cannot be accurately
modeled using an engineering approach. The evaluators determined the measure is as an addon measure with a single baseline because the boilers will outlive the life of the controller. The
baseline is the pre-existing conditions. The savings were less than the tracking estimates
because the applicant’s project characterization and analysis approach were inconsistent with
the scope of the measure.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, and other heating equipment in addition to repairing
and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures are expected to save energy by reducing
losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. Insulation was installed for the
most part on lines serving process and DHW that are energized year round while the repaired
and replaced steam traps predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the

2016N0113

National Grid

heating season. Steam is generated at the facility by three natural gas fired boilers, each with
dual fuel capabilities. While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing
analysis, the project installation dates were staggered and the contact indicated that other work
had been performed before and after both projects were installed and the evaluator determined
billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated
measures. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets,
confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, deployed temperature
meters on a select number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant
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and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are higher than
reported values, primarily because the tracking savings were calculated without including the
boiler plant efficiency value in the savings calculation for the insulation measure.
The project was implemented at a university campus building and consisted of repairing and
replacing partially broken or failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by
reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and
replaced steam traps predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating

2016N0242

National Grid

season. Steam is generated at the facility by natural gas fired boilers. The commencement of
work began early in 2016 and finished on February 1st, 2016. The evaluator visited the facility,
confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the
boiler plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are
less than reported values, due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation
to calculate savings.
This project was implemented at a university’s laboratory building which was constructed in
1995. The nine-story building (plus occupied basement) is spread over 275,000 sq. ft. and
contains residence halls, research labs with fume hoods, offices, classrooms, and a physical
plant. The facility is more heavily occupied during daytimes and weekdays, but air flow is
required from the primary air handlers 24/7, partially due to the lab spaces. The four airhandlers serve VAV boxes, many with reheat. This project includes three different custom gas
applications consisting of six different measures installed on the university’s campus. The
evaluated measures are:
Ventilation Reduction - A demand control ventilation (DCV) study was done in the classrooms
and offices of the facility that determined that there were too many air changes per hour (ACH)
increasing energy costs. The pre-existing energy management system (EMS) controls were
connected to the pre-existing air handling units (AHU) to reduce ventilation and set back
temperature set-points during occupied and unoccupied times.

2016N0248

National Grid

Lab Hood and Make-up Air Reduction - A DCV study determined that there were too many ACH
in lab spaces which increased the need for make-up air to balance pressure. The existing EMS
was connected to the AHU’s serving the labs to set back ventilation set-points during occupied
and unoccupied times.
Boiler Combustion Controls - The building is heated by three steam boilers. Two of the three
boilers were retrofitted with combustion controls. The controls on the two primary boilers allow
them to run in a lead/lag configuration with the addition of variable frequency drives (VFDs) on
the combustion blower motors while the third boiler is used as a backup when the primaries
cannot meet demand. The controls also monitor flue gas to modulate air/fuel lines as
necessary.
Process Free Cooling - Lasers in laboratory spaces are cooled with two process chillers which
have been connected to the existing central EMS. The preexisting process chiller loop has been
reconfigured to utilize free cooling from outside air instead of mechanical cooling. The
reconfigured system allows the process loop to bypass the chiller and send the heated process
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fluid from the lasers to the heat exchangers (HX) of the AHUs to preheat outdoor air for space
heating.
Pipe Insulation - 89 ft. of pipe insulation was installed on the preexisting steam piping to reduce
heat loss.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace - The project consisted of repairing three existing steam traps that
had partial leaks. The repaired traps are of the float and thermostatic type with one on a HX
and the other two drip legs.
The evaluators visited the facility on January 30th, 2018. Site personnel were interviewed to
discuss the implemented measures. Trend data was collected from the building’s EMS to verify
post-retrofit conditions. The evaluated savings are greater than reported values due to several
differences between the applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions for the specific
measures.
This project was implemented at a residence hall on a university campus. This is a multi-story
building that houses residences, a dining hall, meeting and common areas, and some offices.
The facility is occupied 24-hours per day and 365-days per year. The level of occupancy
changes seasonally. This project included six different retrofit measures installed within the
building. The measures and a summary of each are as follows:
6296453- Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The building is heated via five Cleaver
Brooks steam boilers. All five boilers were retrofitted with additional sensors, combustion
controls, and variable frequency drives (VFDs) on the combustion blower motors.
6320906- Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The boiler plant serves steam to hot
water heat exchangers which are pumped in three separate secondary loops. The systems feed
space heating and domestic hot water loads in the residence hall. The existing hot water supply
temperature reset strategy was changed to generally decrease the setpoint as a function of
outside air temperature to reduce distribution system thermal losses.

2016N0250

National Grid

6447045- Steam fittings insulation jackets – A total of 607 uninsulated tanks, flanges,
strainers, elbows, valves, and other devices were insulated with removable jackets.
6600471- Steam pipe insulation – A single 16” diameter x 30’ long uninsulated, bare pipe on
the steam system was insulated.
6600472- Steam pipe insulation - Two uninsulated pipes on the steam system, including one
16” diameter x 7’ long run and one 4” diameter x 30’ long run were insulated.
6600473- Steam pipe and tank insulation – One uninsulated steam pipe and one domestic hot
water tank were insulated.
The evaluators visited the facility on January 30th, 2018 and verified the insulation installed in
the basement mechanical space. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of
the residence hall and the heating system. Two temperature loggers were installed to log steam
system temperatures as well as the insulated surface temperatures of a low-pressure steam
valve and a condensate receiver tank. Trend data was collected from the building’s energy
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management system (EMS) to determine the post-implementation efficiency of the boiler
controls. The evaluated savings for the project is 13% less than the reported value primarily
due to the decrease in savings resulting from the updated heat loss rates of bare and insulated
surfaces for the steam fittings insulation jackets measure (app. 6447045).
The project was implemented at a correctional facility and consisted of one measure –
insulating the site’s condensate return pipes. The insulated condensate return pipes served the
steam distribution system, which operates year-round to satisfy space heating, domestic hot
water (DHW) needs, and process end-uses. This measure was expected to save energy by
reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The evaluators also
found that the condensate return pipes themselves had been replaced as part of the project.
The old pipes were leaking; replacing the pipes would save energy by reducing heating losses
due to the water lost from leaking pipes. The applicant did not include the impact of replacing
the condensate return pipes and, because of that, the program reported energy savings are
solely due to the installation of insulation. Steam is generated at the facility by two rotating 500

2016U0575

Unitil

hp natural gas-fired boilers during the heating season and one 350 hp natural gas-fired boiler
during the summer. While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing
analysis, the installation of pipe insulation and the replacement of the condensate return pipes
were completed as part of a larger multi-million dollar project with several other energy
efficiency measures, such as heat exchanger replacement, additional powerhouse insulation,
addition of control valves and VFDs, and pump replacement. Therefore, the evaluator
determined a billing analysis would not be able to provide clear information about the
performance of the evaluated measure. The evaluator visited the facility, verified the
installation of the pipe insulation and replacement of the condensate return pipes, deployed
temperature meters on several sections of pipe at different locations, collected information on
the boiler plant, and updated the savings analysis model accordingly. The evaluated savings are
higher than the reported values, due to the addition of the pipe replacement savings.
The project was implemented at an industrial facility heated by a central steam boiler and
consisted of installing of two efficient unit heaters in the shipping and receiving area. The new
unit heaters are single stage, condensing warm air furnaces, each with an input capacity of 310
MBH, and rated thermal efficiency of 93%. The preexisting equipment was an air handling unit
with degraded or failed steam coils served by the central boiler which continues to heat the rest
of the facility. The air handler was removed, the steam lines were capped off, and new gas lines
were installed from the boiler room to the loading dock to supply the unit heaters. The facility is

2016U0741

Unitil

served by one single gas meter. The evaluators first visited the facility on January 15, 2018 to
confirm installation of the measure, interview the facility manager, and install data loggers. A
second visit was made on March 7, 2018 to remove loggers and discuss the results of a billing
analysis that had been completed during the metering period. The evaluators conducted the
savings analysis using metered data from both unit heaters, ambient temperature recorded at
the thermostat controlling the heaters, and measured boiler efficiency. The savings were
greater than estimated by the applicant primarily because the evaluated operating hours were
greater than the values used to calculate the tracking savings.
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This Appendix includes the list of replaced sites as presented in Table B-1.
Table B-1. Replaced sites
Site ID

PA

2016B0537

Berkshire Gas

2016C0619

Columbia Gas

Notes

5 calls, one voicemail, one email. The site contact was hesitant because this project has
been hit up by a few evaluations already.
8 calls/emails
First reached site contact on 1/9/2018, site contact appeared on-board but could not

2016C0637

Columbia Gas

pencil in a site visit date due to anticipated busy season. Site contact has since been
unresponsive since initial contact. A total of 9 recruitment attempts were made between
12/21/2017 and 1/15/2018 without being able to schedule a site visit.
The original site contact is no longer at the site and no one has taken over that role. We
have been in touch with the interim facility director, but she serves as the corporate

2016C0651

Columbia Gas

EH&S director and it appears that she has a lot on her plate. She has been responsive
to our emails, but when we checked in again yesterday her response was " I am flat out
with accreditation survey and regulatory preparations. Please give me a couple of weeks
to get back to you."

2016E0446

Eversource

5+ calls

2016E0448

Eversource

5+ calls

2016N0075

National Grid

11 calls/emails

2016N0137

National Grid

2016N0141

National Grid

2016N0160

National Grid

2016N0298

National Grid

2016N0070

National Grid

2016N0368

National Grid

Have made 6 calls, left one voicemail. (KS left 2 VMs, sent email).

2016C0624

Columbia Gas

Have made 6 calls, left one voicemail.

2016E0511

Eversource

5+ calls

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com

Exhausted all options for this site and can’t recruit the site, both DCAMM and the site
contact did not get back to us.
5+ calls
This site is a group home for patients and he did not want us to visit the site due to
safety concerns and concerns about their privacy.
5+ calls
We were able to connect with the contact and the contact indicated he was in a meeting
and would call us back after the meeting. We were not able to reach him since.
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Site ID

PA

Notes

2016N0343

National Grid

4 calls. Refusal from new owner as the owner sold the business.
The phone number on the application was incorrect and I tried his email and have not
received a response. We also did not have luck with the operator. We connected with

2016N0065

National Grid

the vendor contact but all he was able to provide was the incorrect number he said he
didn’t have any other contact information and that we should try to go through the
operator.

2016C0669

Columbia Gas

Confirmed it was associated with a prescriptive app

2016E0465

Eversource

5+ calls

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com
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APPENDIX C: BAG MEETINGS SUMMARY
Table C-1 in this Appendix presents an abbreviated summary of topics related to P79 discussed during BAG
meetings that were held over the duration of the evaluation study. The BAG meetings were intended to
mainly discuss measure-specific baseline questions and provide recommendations to the site engineers. The
BAG also discussed and generated a method to adjust savings for short life (<10 years) measures that failed
at the time of the evaluation. The BAG participants were representatives from the firms that participated in
the study and, on two meetings, PA and EEAC representatives.
Table C-1. P79 related BAG meetings notes
Date

Site ID

04/20/2018

N/A

P79 topics discussed during the meeting
Reviewed the approach to calculate first year savings for failed steam
traps.
Measure: Commercial laundry for hotels

03/06/2018

N/A

ERS discussed with the vendor that installed units that do not use hot
water at two evaluated sites. He claimed the baseline units defined in
the TA report are the standard. There is no available ISP research that
could provide more details.
Measure: Pipe insulation installed on newly replaced condensate pipes.
Because the insulation was installed at the same time with new pipes,
BAG determined the project is a lost opportunity with a single baseline.
Code is baseline.

02/27/2018

2016U0575 (PA
id: 99822)

During the site visit, the evaluator determined the site replaced pipes
that had some minor leaks because they wanted to achieve steam
savings. We had a call with the PA to discuss this new detail and we
agreed to screen the overall cost of the project against the project
savings and we determined the project was a retrofit with the
preexisting conditions as baseline.
Measure: New 150 hp (~5,020MBH) boilers were installed to supply

02/27/2018

2016N0317 (PA
id: 5599923)

100 psi steam to a new process.
The BAG determined the project is a lost opportunity with a single
baseline. The baseline is unique. Note that the code of federal does not
have provisions for steam boilers that operate at this pressure
Measure EUL discussion (in reference to the DR form)
we use the evaluator EUL value to QC the site-specific results; if we see

02/12/2018

N/A

that the equipment is within its EUL we would expect to see a retrofit
measure but we see the measure is a lost opportunity, we will look for
the supporting detail that prompted the engineer to make that
classification.

DNV GL – www.dnvgl.com
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Date

Site ID

P79 topics discussed during the meeting
in the DR template, the evaluator EUL value is not being used for other
purposes
outside of the template, we will use the evaluator EUL value first to flag
differences between the PA and evaluator, review the project files to
see if we can explain the differences
we collect the EUL/measure life from the BCR forms and then we enter
the TRM measure life
in the DR workbook, EUL and measure life terms are the same
there are two ways to determine the evaluator EUL for custom
projects:
breakdown the custom project into prescriptive measures and identify
the EUL in MA TRM and enter the shortest value
if the measure cannot be broken-down into prescriptive measures, give
credit to the PA
in the DR template, the evaluator EUL value is one of the factors that
will help engineers make an informed decision on the measure event
type
Measure: EMS replacement in a school

02/06/2018

2016N0008 (PA
id: 3829280)

The preexisting EMS was operating as intended; measure type: retrofit;
the BAG determined this project is a retrofit with a single-baseline. The
baseline is the preexisting conditions.
Measure: existing steam pipe insulation that was in disrepair was
replaced with new.

01/30/2018

2016N0248 (PA
id: 6600475)

The TA claims bare pipes as the baseline. If the preexisting insulation
was deteriorated for less than one year, the replacement was
necessary and the repaired previous existing condition would be the
baseline. If the insulation had been in poor repair for more than a year,
the baseline is the existing conditions (poorly insulated). This assumes
some OSHA or similar requirement was not driving the project.
Measure: installation of commercial washers and dryers in a hotel

01/30/2018

2016C0735 (PA
id: 301703)

Agreement with TA report that the baseline is ISP, however, what is
ISP for a new commercial washer/dryer for hotels? The new equipment
is new low water bead medium technology. Call the vendor.

01/23/208

2016U0741 (PA

Measure: preexisting steam system with heating coils was replaced

id:101246)

with gas-fired unit heaters.
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Date

Site ID

P79 topics discussed during the meeting
Measure type: lost opportunity with a unique baseline. The baseline is a
new unit heater with steam coils. The existing system was steam coils,
the old boiler was still in place and operating and the customer could
have put in a like for like system.
Measure: an industrial furnace has been refurbished and additional

01/23/208

2016E0397 (PA
id: NC140199)

features were added with the refurbishment.
The customer claims the refurbishment was required. The measure is a
lost opportunity with an ISP single baseline. The baseline is the
repaired furnace without the energy efficiency enhancements.
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APPENDIX D: DESK REVIEW MEMO
to
Memo to:

From:

Sorin Ioan and Susan Haselhorst,
ERS

Massachusetts Program Administrators Research
Team and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council EM&V
Consultants

Date:

May 31, 2018

Copied to: P79 C&I Custom Gas Evaluation Team

Desk Review Results From the Impact Evaluation of Custom Gas Installations (P79)
This memo summarizes the results of the DNV GL team’s desk review (DR) of each of the projects included
in the Impact Evaluation of Custom Gas Installations (P79)1, an evaluation of the PY2016 Commercial and
Industrial (C&I) Custom Gas Program. The desk reviews almost exclusively focused on the correct
characterization of the measure baseline. Table 1-1 shows a summary of the results.
Table 1-1. DR Results Summary

Description
Number of reviewed measures

Tracking

Desk
Reviews

86

86

Lost opportunity measures as percentage of program first year
savings

18%

32%

Retrofit measures as a percentage of program first year savings

82%

68%

N/A

-0.39%

N/A

-0.49%

N/A

0%

Change in first year savings due to event type reclassification (from
retrofit to lost opportunity only)
Change in first year saving due to adjustments to baseline
efficiencies
Changes in program lifetime savings due to dual baseline treatment
N/A: not applicable

The purpose of the DRs was to assess the impact of new evaluation practices outlined in Massachusetts’s
Baseline Framework. While these practices were present prior to the implementation of the Baseline
Framework in April 2017, they were not systematically included in the evaluation and reporting of C&I
portfolio savings. The study evaluated the following practices:


Measure event type reclassification. The appropriate reference baseline, either lost opportunity or
retrofit, is established based on the preponderance of evidence supporting the selection. Reassignment
from retrofit to lost opportunity usually results in lower savings; the converse usually results in more
savings.

1 The memo satisfies P79’s Milestone T009.
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Industry standard practice (ISP). The baseline framework requires ISP baselines (except for unique
measures) for lost opportunities (new construction or replace on failure measures). This practice may
induce more frequent use of an ISP instead of a customer-specific baseline or the relevant codes and
standards. As ISP can be better than code, the change could reduce savings.



Dual baseline. Considering the effects of dual baseline calculations on lifetime savings of early
retirement measures, rather than always using single baseline savings over the measure life, reduces
lifetime savings. These results are provided for information purposes only so that the PAs could prepare
for reporting them starting with 2019 program year.

The scope of the DRs was to conduct an in-depth review of measure event types and baselines for each
measure installed at the sites included in the evaluation, and to provide the stakeholders with an
assessment of the impact of baseline changes for planning purposes. These focused DRs did not include
other analysis elements incorporated in previous DRs, including quality of the documents and re-estimation
of savings. The measures with complex baselines were scrutinized by the Baseline Advisory Group (BAG) to
ensure that the events and the baselines were assessed in a consistent manner. The BAG identified ISP
research topics that must be resolved before the M&V site reports are finalized.
This memo describes the DR methodology and presents the DR findings.

1

METHODS

The DNV GL team conducted desk reviews (DR) for measures installed at the sites selected for site
measurement and verification (M&V) for gross impact evaluation. The sample design for the impact
evaluation can be found in the P79 work plan. 2 shows the count of sites included in the DR and the
weighted tracking savings by Program Administrator.
Table 1-2. Desk Review Weighted Program Savings by PA

Program
Administrator

Desk
Review
Sites
Completed

M&V and DR
Site Sample
Quotas

Desk
Review
Measures
Completed

Program
Savings
(therms)

Berkshire Gas

3

3

6

142,636

Columbia Gas

13

13

21

1,287,735

Eversource

13

13

17

2,742,083

2

2

2

150,888

20

22

38

5,243,758

2

2

2

78,564

53

55

86

9,645,664

Liberty
National Grid
Unitil
All sites

The Desk Review phase of this evaluation includes results from 55 sites, rather than the sample quota of 53,
because the evaluators replaced 2 primary sites after the DRs were completed.
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Each of the sites included in the sample was assigned to an engineer for the DR. The engineer established
the measure event type and baseline based upon a preponderance of evidence gathered from the project
files (technical assessment study report, measure cost-benefit screening document, savings calculation files,
and other file information) and from an interview with the site contact.
A new DR data collection instrument was designed to focus on measure specific assessments of:


Measure event type classifications (five types): retrofit – single or dual baseline, add-on – single or dual
baseline, and lost opportunity (includes replace on failure, end of life replacement, and new
construction)



Applicant and evaluator measure effective useful life (EUL) of pre-existing equipment



Applicant baseline



Evaluator assessment of the baseline (for retrofit: pre-existing condition and for lost opportunity:
industry standard practice or unique)



Assessment of the impact of a baseline change on the measure savings

If the engineer concluded that the measure event and/or baseline as defined by the PA were not reasonable,
the engineer changed them and quantified the impacts of the new baseline on the measure tracking savings.
If the reviewing engineer could not assess the measure event and/or the baseline, the engineer requested
assistance from the BAG.
The BAG’s role was to support the project engineers and ensure that they assessed the measures in a
consistent manner, flagging measures for potential ISP baseline research. Measures that did not have
existing ISP research, were not unique, and were not retrofit were assigned an interim ISP baseline. For
non-unique lost opportunity measures for which there is no ISP research, the evaluator conducted an online
research to gather information on ISP studies conducted in other jurisdictions. If the online research did not
result in finding an ISP baseline and the evaluator did not have a reason to challenge the applicant ISP
baseline, the applicant baseline was used as interim ISP. The applicant ISP baseline was used for three
measures. These interim baselines will be revisited before the conclusion of the final site reports.
For each site, the reviewer filled out the DR information (by measure) in the data collection template
workbook. The entries from all 55 DR workbooks were aggregated and analysed to summarize measure
event and baseline reclassification occurrences, explore potential trends, and quantify baseline
reclassification impacts on the tracking savings.
The site engineers had high confidence in the information gathered for the DRs for 43 sites and a moderate
confidence for 12 sites. It is expected that further information acquired in the production of the final M&V
site results may lead to some modifications in the desk review findings. The site engineers gathered
information from a site contact interview for all but 7 sites.
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2

RESULTS

This section presents the measures included in the DR task, the measure event type and measure baseline
reclassification summary, and the impact of baseline changes in the program savings.

2.1 Summary of reviewed measures
Table 2-1 presents the measures reviewed as part of this task and the associated program savings.
Table 2-1. Desk Review Weighted Savings by Measure Category

PA Measure Category

Number of Projects per
Measures

Program savings
(therms)

Process
Steam traps

14
26

2,430,334
2,269,854

EMS

13

1,498,471

Insulation - pipe

11

1,118,158

HVAC

2

822,697

Boiler

2

541,290

Controls

3

242,012

Heat recovery

2

222,819

DHW

2

151,859

Comprehensive retrofit

1

134,137

VFD

1

107,436

Insulation

5

35,987

Aerator

1

25,183

Other

1

20,020

Showerhead

1

19,628

Weatherization

1

5,780

86

9,645,664

Overall

Process measures included production lines replacement, furnace insulation replacement, and hotel clothing
washer and dryer replacements.

2.2 Measure event type
The first task in the DR was to assess the measure event type. The DNV GL team selected a measure
baseline event based on a preponderence of the evidence presented in the project file and the data gathered
during the interview with the site contact. The evidence included the following types of information:


Pre-existing system age as a fraction of the measure life defined by the TRM



Pre-existing system operating condition and primary energy source (electric or natural gas)



Type of cost (full installed versus incremental cost) used by the PA to screen the measure



Full scope of work conducted at the site concurrent with the measure



The interview information regarding the installed measure, other concurrent projects at the facility, and
other factors affecting the decision to install the measure.
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The PAs classify measures into two event types: lost opportunity measures and retrofit measures. The
evaluators used five measure event types: lost opportunities (which includes new construction and replace
on failure), retrofit with a single baseline, retrofit with a dual baseline, add-on with a single baseline, and
add-on with a dual baseline. The reviewer recorded both the PA and the evaluated measure event type in
the DR workbook.
The evaluation team reclassified the measure event type for 33 measures, although only one reclassification
had an impact on savings. Most of the remaining measures were reclassified from retrofit to add-on. Since
both retrofit and add-on measures use existing conditions as the baseline and the evaluator agreed with the
baseline, there was no change in savings. The program savings distribution by measure event category is
shown in Table 2-2 as well as the estimated impact on program savings due to the reclassification.
Table 2-2. Program First Year Savings Changes in Event Type
Retrofit
Measure event category
source

Lost
opportunity
(%)

Single
baseline
(%)

Dual
baseline
(%)

Add-on
single (%)

Add-on
dual (%)

Tracking

18%

Desk review

32%

28%

0%

40%

0%

-0.39%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Change in savings

82%

Most of the measures for which the evaluators changed the measure event type were the pipe and jacket
insulation measures, which the PA categorized as retrofit and the evaluators categorized as add-on
measures. Only one reclassification resulted in a change in savings:
Site 2016U575: This measure was installed at a correctional facility and involved the installation of pipe
insulation on 3,716 ft of condensate return pipes in underground steam tunnels. The applicant claimed that
this was a retrofit measure with bare pipes as the baseline. The measure was reclassified by the evaluator
as lost opportunities since the pipes themselves had also been replaced nearly concurrent with the
insulation. The reclassified event type reduced the tracking savings for the site by 53%, however the impact
on program savings is relatively small at -0.39%.
The measures where the measure event was reclassified are summarized in Table 2-3.
Table 2-3. Measure Event Reclassification
Site ID

Reclassifica
tion

PA Measure Category
/ Evaluator Measure
Description

Notes

2016U0575

Retrofit to
lost
opportunities

DHW / Condensate pipe
insulation

Decreased savings - Baseline changed from
bare pipes to Code (interim ISP) because the
condensate pipes were also replaced.

2016N0367

Retrofit to
lost
opportunities

Process / Replace preexisting batch process
with two new complete
continuous infusion lines

No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator determined the measure is unique
due to a change in technology.
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Site ID

Reclassifica
tion

PA Measure Category
/ Evaluator Measure
Description

2016C0735

Retrofit to
lost
opportunities

Process / High-efficiency
washers and dryers

2016E0485

Retrofit to
add-on

Process / Flue stack
economizer

2016N0008

Retrofit to
add-on

Comprehensive retrofit /
Weather stripping

2016E0486

Retrofit to
add-on

EMS / Retrocommissioning

2016B0549,
2016B0553

Retrofit to
add-on

Insulation / Building
envelope insulation

11 sites

Retrofit to
add-on

Insulation-pipe / Pipe
and fixture insulation

6 sites

Retrofit to
add-on

Controls / EMS controls

3 sites

Retrofit to
add-on

Controls / Boiler controls

Notes
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
applicant defined standard units and used
them as baseline which was adopted as an
interim ISP baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed because the
evaluator and the applicant used the preexisting conditions as baseline.

More details on a sample of measures for which the evaluators changed the measure event type are
presented in Appendix A.

2.3 ISP measure baseline
After the measure event type was selected, the evaluator selected the evaluated baseline for the event type.
Measures classified as retrofit used pre-existing conditions as baseline. Measures classified as lost
opportunity are assigned an ISP baseline, unless the reviewers determined the measures were unique.
A measure is assigned a unique or site-specific baseline in cases where there is a change in technology type
or where the installed technology does not have a broad and recognizable market. An example of a unique
site follows:


Site 2016U0741. Two 310 MBH condensing gas-fired unit heaters (warm air furnaces) were installed in
the shipping area of an industrial facility. The pre-existing system was an air handler with failed steam
coils supplied by the plant’s natural gas fired boiler, which is still serving the facility. The measure
changes the system technology from steam-fired to natural gas-fired unit heaters, therefore this is a
unique measure with a site specific baseline. In this case the baseline is a new steam-fired AHU, rather
than an ISP gas-fired unit heater.
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All lost opportunity, non-unique, measures, in theory, have an ISP baseline. In cases where ISP research
existed, the ISP baseline was assigned. In cases where ISP research did not exist, the BAG assigned an
interim ISP baseline. In two cases, the applicant baseline was adjusted as follows:


Site 2016N0142. This measure, installed at a nursing home, replaced the pre-existing domestic hot
water heaters with two 400-MBH condensing gas water heaters. Both the evaluator and applicant agreed
that the baseline is ISP, however, the applicant used an efficiency of 0.75, while the evaluator’s interim
baseline referenced a code efficiency of 0.8.



Site 2016E0397. This measure was installed at a glass bottle manufacturing plant as part of a larger
project that consisted of rebuilding a pre-existing process furnace. The measures implemented during
the rebuild process included installation of type 8 cruciforms, installation of additional manufacturing
equipment, additional furnace insulation, installation of DIG burners, new oscillating chargers, and
natural gas metering. The tracking savings for the insulation measure were calculated under the
assumption that the pre-installation furnace is standard. The evaluator updated the baseline and
considered the as-built furnace without insulation as baseline.

The DNV GL team determined the baseline is ISP for 9 measures and unique for 4 measures. The evaluators
updated the ISP baseline value for two measures. The summary of LO measures and their baselines is
shown in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4. Summary of Lost Opportunity Measures
Percentage of First Year Program
Savings

Parameter

Lost opportunity share of savings

32%

Share of savings with unique baseline

11.2%

Share of savings with ISP baseline

20.8%

ISP baseline efficiency value change impact on program savings

-0.49%

The interim baselines will be revisited as part of the baseline repository development before the conclusion
of the final site reports. These measures will be queued up for a determination of final baseline for use in the
M&V plan. It is likely that most of these baselines will be retained; however, it is possible that one or more
could be slated for further ISP research which could impact the final savings. The list of LO measures and
their baselines are shown in Table 2-5. The table includes an assessment of those measures where the
interim ISP baselines might be revised by the repository team.
Table 2-5. Lost Opportunity Measures – Baseline Summary
Site ID

Evaluator Measure
Description

PA
Baseline

Desk
Review
Baseline

Notes

2016U575

Condensate pipe insulation

Preexisting

Interim
ISP

Decreased savings - Baseline
changed from bare pipes to Code
because the condensate pipes were
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Site ID

Evaluator Measure
Description

PA
Baseline

Desk
Review
Baseline

2016N0367

Replace pre-existing batch
process with two new
complete continuous
infusion lines

Preexisting

Unique

2016C0735

High-efficiency washers
and dryers

ISP

Interim
ISP

2016E0397

Glass furnace
refurbishment with added
controls and features.

Preexisting

Interim
ISP

ISP

Interim
ISP

2016E0499

2016N0317

2016N0145

Installation of a new paper
product production line.
Includes a heat recovery
unit, a pre-drying press,
and upgraded gas-fired
burners.
New high pressure high
efficiency boiler was
installed to support
production as well as the
existing low-pressure
boiler. A heat recovery
economizer was installed
on the RTO to pre-heat the
boiler make-up water and
make wash down hot
water.
Install heat reclamation off
extruders to offset mist
collector makeup heating
usage.

2016C0578

This measure consisted of
the installation of two new
3,220 MBH condensing
boilers that provide hot
water for space heating.

2016N0142

This measure consisted of
the installation of two 400MBH condensing gas water
heaters to replace the preexisting domestic hot
water heaters.

Unique,
Unique

Interim
ISP,
Unique

Unique

Unique

ISP

Interim
ISP

ISP

Interim
ISP

Notes
also replaced. Likely the repository
team will accept this baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed
because the evaluator determined
the measure is unique due to a
change in technology.
No impact – Adopted the applicant
baseline of a new standard washer
and dryer as an interim baseline.
Likely the repository team will
accept this baseline.
No impact - Adopted the applicant
baseline as an interim ISP baseline.
Likely the repository team will
accept this baseline.
No impact - Adopted the applicant
baseline as an interim ISP baseline.
The repository team may change
this baseline.
For the boiler, no impact – Adopted the applicant baseline as
an interim ISP baseline. The
repository team may change this
baseline.
For the heat recovery, no impact Baseline not changed because the
evaluator determined the measure
is unique due to a change in
technology.
No impact - Baseline not changed
because the evaluator determined
the measure is unique and adopted
the applicant baseline.
No impact - Baseline not changed
because the evaluator and applicant
used Code as baseline. The boiler
market study did not address
boilers of this size. Possible the
repository team will revise this
baseline.
Decreased savings - Baseline
changed from 75% to 80% because
of the Code requirements. Likely
the repository team will revise this
baseline based on the P77 research.
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Site ID

Evaluator Measure
Description

2016N0382

This project consisted of
the installation of new
high-efficiency washing
machines.

2016U741

Two 310 MBH condensing
gas-fired unit heaters
(warm air furnaces) were
installed in the shipping
area of an industrial
facility. The pre-existing
system was an air handler
with failed steam coils
supplied by the plant’s
natural gas fired boiler,
which is still serving the
facility.

PA
Baseline

ISP

Unique

Desk
Review
Baseline

Notes

Interim
ISP

No impact - Adopted the applicant
baseline of a new standard washer
and dryer as an interim baseline.
Likely the repository team will
accept this baseline

Unique

No impact - Baseline not changed
because the evaluator and applicant
used the same unique baseline due
to a technology change

2.4 Dual baseline for early replacement measures
The third baseline framework practice requires dual baseline treatment of certain early replacement
measures. While retrofit measures constitute 72% of program savings, all of the savings arises from single
baseline measures (low flow fixtures, pipe insulation, HVAC controls, envelope insulation, and steam traps).
For add-on measures, such as insulation or controls, the underlying equipment is expected to outlast the
add-on measures, hence, a single baseline (the EUL of the add-on is less than 2/3 the EUL of the underlying
equipment). Similarly, for retrofit measures, such as steam traps, the market is stable and there are no
expectations of efficiency improvements within the remaining useful life of the measure, hence a single
baseline is assigned. No measures were determined to be dual baseline. Note, however, that there were
inconsistencies observed in the lives assigned to measures by the applicant. When these inconsistencies are
cleaned up, there could be changes in lifetime savings that have not been captured in this projected change
in lifetime savings.

APPENDIX A. SITE-SPECIFIC DETAILS
This appendix provides detailed information on 9 measures that feature the different scenarios the
evaluation team analyzed. For all of the measures shown below, the evaluators updated one, two, or all of
the the following parameters:


Measure event type



Baseline category



Baseline efficiency value

Site: 2016U0575
Change: Measure event type, baseline category, and baseline efficiency value
Facility type: Correctional facility
Evaluator measure description: This project at a correctional facility involved the installation of pipe
insulation on 3,716 ft of condensate return pipes in the underground steam tunnels. The pipes impacted by
this project had been replaced less than 12 months before this project was completed. The baseline for this
measure is ISP.
Tracking savings (therm): 64,491
PA measure event: Retrofit
PA baseline: Pre-existing conditions (bare pipes)
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity – major renovation
Evaluator baseline: ISP
Factors that supported the reclassification:


The measure consisted of adding insulation to pipes that had been installed less than 12 months before
the evaluated project was commissioned. Because of this detail, the evaluator categorized the measure
as a lost opportunity.



The evaluators chose the code as the interim baseline because an ISP study for pipe insulation is not
available.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: -53%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: -53%
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Site: 2016E0397
Change: Measure event type, measure baseline category, and measure efficiency value
Facility type: Industrial
Evaluator measure description: This furnace insulation project was completed at a glass bottle
manufacturing plant as part of a larger project that consisted of rebuilding a pre-existing process furnace.
The measures implemented during the rebuild process included installation of type 8 cruciforms, installation
of additional manufacturing equipment, additional furnace insulation, installation of DIG burners, new
oscillating chargers, and natural gas metering. The tracking savings for the insulation measure were
calculated under the assumption that the pre-installation furnace is standard. The evaluator updated the
baseline and considered the as-built furnace without insulation as baseline.
Tracking savings (therms): 465,891
PA measure event: New construction
PA baseline: Pre-existing furnace
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity
Evaluator baseline: Interim ISP (newly rebuilt furnace without insulation)
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Based on discussions with the site contact, the pre-existing furnace was determined to be in a
deteriorated state and at the end of its EUL. The project consisted of involved energy efficient options
that provide improved performance when compared to standard efficiency rebuild options. Most of the
furnaces at other company locations were equipped similarly to the efficiently rebuilt furnace at this
facility. However, the insulation is not a standard feature. These details supported updating the baseline
efficiency from pre-project furnace to the efficiency of the re-built furnace with no insulation.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: -8%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: -8%
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Site: 2016N0142
Change: Measure event type, measure baseline category, and measure baseline efficiency value
Facility type: Nursing home
Evaluator measure description: This measure consisted of the installation of two 400-MBH condensing
gas water heaters to replace the pre-existing domestic hot water heaters. The applicant indicated that the
project baseline is two non-condensing hot water heaters that were twice the size of the installed hot water
heaters. The evaluator and applicant baseline is ISP although the evalautor and applicant did not use the
same efficiency value.
Tracking savings (therms): 6,934
PA measure event: New construction
PA baseline: ISP (“Standard efficiency hot water boilers with storage tanks”)
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity – Replacement of failed equipment
Evaluator baseline: Interim ISP (in this case, the interim value is code)
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Based on discussions with the site contact, the pre-existing boilers required extensive repairs to be kept
operational. Based on this detail, the evaluator determined the measure to be a lost opportunity.



For these types of boilers there is an ISP study underway in MA. For this reason, the evaluator
categorised the baseline as ISP and assigned an interim value defined by code.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: -6.25%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: -6.25%
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Site: 2016C0578
Change: Measure event type and measure baseline category
Facility type: School
Evaluator measure description: This measure consisted of the installation of two new 3,220 MBH
condensing boilers that provide hot water for space heating at a school. The boilers are enabled from
September to June. The pre-existing boilers were built in 1968 and were past their EUL. The evaluators have
classified this project as a replace on failure with single baseline. The baseline is ISP.
Tracking savings (therms): 2,715
PA measure event: New construction
PA baseline: ISP
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity – End of life replacement
Evaluator baseline: Interim ISP, (in this case, the interim value is code)
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Based on discussions with the site contact, the pre-existing boilers were installed in 1968. Based on this
detail, the evaluator determined the measure to be a lost opportunity.



The boiler market study did not address boilers of this size. An interim ISP value based on code was
assigned.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%
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Site: 2016N0382
Change: Measure event type
Facility type: Hotel
Evaluator measure description: This project consisted of the installation of new high-efficiency washing
machines at a hotel.Two 60-lb capacity washers were installed to replace the pre-existing laundry
equipment. The replaced equipment was failing and required extensive repairs to be kept operational. The
newly installed efficient washing machines utilize polymer beads with cold water to clean a variety of laundry
materials, while a standard machine would typically use hot water in the cleaning process. The reduction of
hot water from the process will significantly reduce the amount of energy used per load. The project
baseline is ISP.
Tracking savings (therms): 9,498
PA measure event: New construction
PA baseline: ISP
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity – Replacement of failed equipment
Evaluator baseline: Interim ISP
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Based on discussions with the site contact, the pre-existing units were old and required extensive
repairs to be kept operational. Based on this detail, the evaluator determined the measure to be a lost
opportunity.



The evaluators did not find an ISP study conducted in MA or in other jurisdictions for hotel laundry units.
The applicant though provided a study conducted by the vendor. In that study is described a standard
unit for hotel laundry units.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%
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Site: 2016N0172
Change: Measure event type and baseline category
Facility type: School
Evaluator measure description: The project was implemented at an elementary school and consisted of
installing demand controlled ventilation (DCV) on three rooftop units (RTUs), two serving the gymnasium,
and one RTU serving the cafeteria. The implementation included installing CO2 sensors in the return duct of
each impacted RTU, adding CO2 analog input and programming DCV sequence of operation logic for each
impacted RTU in the energy management system (EMS).
Tracking savings (therm): 3,459
PA measure event: Retrofit
PA baseline: Pre-existing conditions
Evaluator measure event: Add-on with single baseline
Evaluator baseline: Pre-existing conditions
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Because the measure consisted of adding controls to a pre-existing unit, the evaluator classified the
measure as an add-on.



The evaluators chose a single baseline add-on because the RTUs are likely to be replaced within the
lifetime of the controls.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%
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Site: 2016N0367
Change: Measure event type and baseline category
Facility type: Industrial
Evaluator measure description: An industrial site replaced a pre-existing batch process with two new
complete continuous infusion lines. The new continuous infusion line utilizes centrifuges to extract juice from
cranberries without relying on the pre-existing practice of soaking and then evaporating water from juice. A
site interview confirmed that the existing equipment was in good operating condition but this project
eliminated a bottleneck in the old process, which increased capacity. The site indicated that they would have
needed to purchase three to four additional batch tanks and potentially add an additional boiler and dryer to
match the capacity of their new system. The evaluator considers this a lost opportunity measure due to the
increases in production capacity. The baseline will consider the additional equipment needed to match the
current production levels with the pre-existing batch processing technique.
Tracking savings (therm): 425,735
PA measure event: Retrofit
PA baseline: Pre-existing conditions
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity
Evaluator baseline: Unique
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Because the measure consisted of replacing pre-existing equipment to increase the production capacity,
the evaluator classified the measure as a lost opportunity.



The evaluators chose a unique baseline because this measure is a change in technology. By the time the
results from the memo were completed, the DNV GL team did not have an updated efficiency value for
this measure.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%
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Site: 2016U0741
Change: Measure event type
Facility type: Industrial
Evaluator measure description: This project consisted of installing two 310-MBH condensing gas-fired
unit heaters (warm air furnaces), in the shipping area of an industrial facility. The pre-existing system was
an air handler with failed steam coils. Steam was supplied by the plant’s natural gas fired boiler. The
baseline for this project is new steam coils in the pre-existing AHUs.
Tracking savings (therms): 4,691
PA measure event: New construction
PA baseline: Unique
Evaluator measure event: Lost opportunity – Replacement of failed equipment
Evaluator baseline: Unique
Factors that supported the reclassification:


Based on discussions with the site contact, the pre-existing units were old and required extensive
repairs to be kept operational. Based on this detail, the evaluator determined the measure is a lost
opportunity.



This is a unique site, since there was a change in technology. The site could have installed new steam
unit heaters supplied by the pre-existing steam distribution system. Based on this detail, the evaluator
determined the baseline is new code-compliant steam heaters supplied with steam by the pre-existing
boiler. The evaluator agrees with the tracking baseline category.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%
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Site: 2016N0008
Change: Measure event type
Facility type: School
Evaluator measure description: The measure, implemented at an elementary school, consisted of the
installation of new weather-stripping on the exterior doors of the facility. The PA categorized the measure as
retrofit with the pre-existing conditions as baseline. The pre-existing weather-stripping was 25 years old and
damaged.
Tracking savings (therm): 545
PA measure event: Retrofit
PA baseline: Pre-existing conditions
Evaluator measure event: Add-on
Evaluator baseline: Pre-existing conditions
Factors that supported the reclassification:


The measure consisted of adding weather stripping to replace old damaged caulking. The evaluator
categorized the measure as an add-on because the measure is added to the existing envelope.



The evaluators chose the pre-existing condition as baseline because the school operated in this condition
for more than 24 months.

Reclassification impact on first year measure savings: 0%
Reclassification impact on lifetime measure savings: 0%

APPENDIX E: PY16 RESULTS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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E-2: CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN PA-SPECIFIC AND
STATEWIDE RESULTS

APPENDIX E-1: INFLUENCE TESTS AND RESULTS SELECTION
CRITERIA

1. INFLUENCE TESTS AND RESULTS SELECTION CRITERIA
This appendix addresses two questions that arose in analysing the data for this study.
1. How should data points be screened for anomalous values that may be unduly affecting results
and should potentially be downweighted? This is a question related to influence and leverage.
2. What should the criteria be for using a statewide value rather than a PA-specific value, for those
PAs where the sample was designed with the intent of producing PA-specific values.

1.1 Influence and Leverage
To answer the first question, we consider how to identify




What points have high leverage
What points have high influence
What points are outliers relative to the PA or SW ratio line.

First, we review what’s meant by leverage and by influence.

1.1.1 Definitions and metrics
The gross realization rate GRR is the ratio of the weighted sum of verified gross savings y to the
weighted sum of reported savings x, using the sample case weights w. This ratio is also the ratio of the
sample-based estimates of total of y to total of x, using direct (mean-per-unit) expansion with the
sample weights. The approaches described here can apply to any ratio estimator that is such a ratio of
weighted sums:
= j yjwj /j xjwj
where both the numerator and denominator are summed over the sample points j.

Leverage
Leverage is a characteristic of the sample design, that is the x values and their weights w, independent
of the value of a particular observed y. A point has high leverage if the parameter being estimated (such
as the ratio

) is very sensitive to deviations between the observed y and the underlying line at that

value of x.
The leverage concept is most familiar in the context of a linear regression. For a linear regression
(unweighted) a point is said to have high leverage if its x value is far from the mean of the other x
values. When that happens, the regression line can be swung a lot according to whether the y
observation at that x is high or low relative to the true regression line. How far a particular x value is
from the mean of the x values is measured relative to the variance of x values, and the overall sample
size.
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Technical Detail
In a simple linear regression
Yi =  + xi +j
The leverage metric is
Lj = |Xj ‐ |/SXX = |Xj ‐ |/i (Xj ‐

2

This leverage metric says how much the estimated coefficient

changes for a given change in the

residual error j. The metric’s numerator |Xj ‐ | is larger—so that leverage at point j is greater--for xj
farther from the mean. The metric’s denominator SXX = i (Xj ‐

2

is larger—so that leverage is less-

-if the x values are more spread out, or if the total sample size is larger for the same overall
variability.
In our situation we have a ratio calculation with unequal sampling across strata, leading to unequal
weighting. We further have a design assumption that the standard deviation of the error—that is, the
dispersion around the ratio line--is roughly proportional to the xj value. Specifically, we assume the
standard deviation of the deviations from the ratio line is proportional to xjwhere the power  is
typically less than one. For the custom program sample designs we often assume  = 0.8.
For this weighted ratio situation, the leverage – that is, the sensitivity of the estimated ratio
unusually large deviations from the ratio line – is proportional to the product of
w .
j

xjand

to

the case weight

We therefore screen for high leverage by looking for large values of “relative leverage”, defined as:
Li = xjwj/Average(xjwj).

Technical Detail
We assume
yi = Rxi + ei
ej = ujxj where the uj are independent and identically distributed random disturbances.
We calculate the ratio
= j yjwj /j xjwj
= j (Rxj + ei)wj /j xjwj
= R + j ejwj/j xjwj
= R + j uj xj wj/j xjwj
Hence
d /duj = xjwj/j xjwj
That is, the sensitivity of the ratio to the relative deviation uj depends on the magnitude of xjwj

Now with our sampling approach, the selection probability pj for an individual case j is set to be
proportional to xjand the case weight wj is proportional to 1/pj. As a result, the product xj wj is fairly
uniform. The sample design thus mitigates most extreme leverage situations.
This protection from high leverage can break down in a few situations:


An x value accounts for such a large fraction of the total of x that its allocation would be much
more than 1. In that case its selection probability is lower than the general proportional rate, so
that xjwj is larger than average.



The completed sample doesn’t meet all its targets, resulting in higher weights than planned in
the design.



The value of  assumed for the design is very different from what is observed in the collected
data.

As a rule of thumb, we suggest that high leverage is indicated if the leverage metric is greater than
around 4 or 5. This is based on general experience that in typical samples for the reasons indicated
above, variations in this range are not uncommon.

Influence
Influence is the extent to which the estimate is changed if a particular value is omitted or changed. A
point can have high leverage but not be influential if the y value is in line with the pattern in the rest of
the data. To look at influence we can simply look at whether the result changes a lot if we leave the
point out. High influence results from the combination of a large residual y - Rx combined with high
leverage. A residual is “large” if it’s an outlier in the sense described below.
Now, we don’t want to exclude or down-weight cases just because they have leverage or influence. We
do our best to create close to uniform leverage but we can’t create a perfectly optimal sample. Moreover,
we don’t want to automatically down-weight very large cases, especially on a retrospective basis. These
cases represent a large fraction of the savings, which is why they are sampled at high rates.
We would want to down-weight a high leverage case if
1. It’s highly influential
2. We have reason to believe its realization rate is anomalous, and somehow much more extreme
than is typical of its stratum or the population overall.

Outliers
To look at how extreme or anomalous a value is, we compare the residual yj -

xj with the “typical”

residual. Now, we know that the magnitude of the residual in general increases with xj. An outlier
residual is one that is large given the magnitude of xj.
residuals, but for large “relative residuals” uj = (yj -

That is, we’re looking not for large absolute
xj)/xjWe identify a value yj is an outlier based on

a simple t test. We calculate the mean m and standard deviation SD of the relative residuals u, then
look for values that are more than t standard deviations from the mean. That is, we test for 
|uj -m| > t SD
where t is the t-statistic we want to use as a criterion for “extreme.”
In this analysis, we simply set t = 2. If the relative residuals are approximately normally distributed, we
expect about 5 percent to fall outside these bounds. Put another way, if we plot the observed yj versus
xj, and also plot the estimated ratio line yj = xj , we expect about 5 percent of the observed points to
fall outside the bounds around the ratio line
yj+/- = xj + 2 SD xj

1.1.2 Results for the P79 Sample
Figure 1 shows the ratio lines, the 2 standard deviation bounds based on the assumed value of gamma,
and the individual points contributing to the ratios, for each of the larger PAs and for the statewide result.
These plots indicate that, while there are some large residuals for some of the sites with larger savings,
these residuals are within the 2 SD limits, or just at the edge.

Figure 1. Ratio Lines, Individual Observations, and Outlier Limits for PA-Specific and Statewide Ratios, Retrospective Analysis
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Table 1 shows the outlier test t-statistics and relative leverage for all sites with residuals t-statistics
greater than 2 or relative leverage greater than 5, for either PA-Specific or statewide ratios. The table
shows that while there are a few borderline cases, there are no situations of extreme leverage. Based on
this review, none of the sites was recommended for down-weighting.

Table 1. Sites with Large Residual or High Relative Leverage, Retrospective Analysis
PA Ratios

Statewide Ratio

Weight

126

PA
Columbia
Gas

Reported
Gross
Therms

1
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2.3
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This analysis was developed for retrospective results. The retrospective results are not shown in this
report because all PAs are now using the new steam trap tool. A similar analysis was applied to the
prospective results. For the prospective results, Figure 2 shows an alternative display, which plots the
outlier test t-statistic (relative deviation) against the relative leverage metric. These results are for the
PA-Specific ratios, plotted on a single plot. Sites meriting further investigation are those that fall into
the upper quadrant of t-statistic greater than 2 and leverage greater than 4. For the prospective analysis,
again no sites fell into this quadrant and no down-weighting was recommended.
Figure 2. Relative Deviation versus Relative Leverage, for Prospective Realization Rates
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APPENDIX E-2: CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN PA-SPECIFIC
AND STATEWIDE RESULTS
This appendix presents the memo generated by the evaluators and reviewed by the EEAC and PAs.

Memo to:
MA Program Administrators, EEAC
Copied to:

Date:

March 1, 2019

Prep. By:

Mimi Goldberg

MA C&I Evaluation Team
Criteria for Choosing between PA-Specific and Statewide Results
On the February 28 C&I call reviewing the P79 Custom Gas realization rates, the group discussed possible
criteria for deciding when to use a statewide rather than PA-specific result based on the quality of the
estimate. (For prescriptive programs, statewide results are used because the program is essentially the
same for all PAs.) This memo provides a suggested approach, and presents results for some alternative sets
of rules.

1

SUMMARY OF RECENT DISCUSSION

DNV GL presented a set of criteria that had been recommended in a 2010 report appendix, but were never
adopted. These criteria were:
1.

Sample size (n) > 10

2.

Precision better than 80/35

3.

PA result statistically significantly different from the rest of the state, at 80% confidence.

Ralph Prahl raised 2 concerns
1.

We should not develop new decision criteria that are inconsistent with those used in the past,
unless there’s a compelling reason. The proposed criteria in the February 28 slides do not
appear to have been used since the 2010 report.

2.

Hypothesis testing—specifically, testing whether a difference is statistically significant--isn’t a
good basis for deciding between 2 options in our situation. Hypothesis testing is an imbalanced
decision approach, that assumes it’s much worse to make an error in one direction than the
other. Instead of saying, “Which seems better, A or B?” the test says to choose A unless there’s
good evidence that B is better. In the case of the 2010 criterion #3, the test says to use
statewide results unless there’s good evidence that the PA is different from the rest of the state.
In fact, we know each PA to have different operations, so we don’t need or want to test for this.

As a further note to Ralph’s point #2, since we know the program operations to be different, we have a
preference to use PA-specific results that are “reliable enough,” even if they’re quite similar to one another.
We don’t want to use a test that would require application of statewide results any time the PA results fall
somewhat close together.
Riley Hastings pointed out that 80/35 is a wide band. It would be preferable to use numbers with tighter
bounds. Having a high chance that the bounds will be tighter in future studies depends on sample sizes, the
subject of other discussions.
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2

PRELIMINARY CRITERIA FROM RECENT REPORTS

We’re in the process of reviewing past impact reports in response to Ralph’s point #1. For the most recent
NTGR report, TXC49, the agreed criteria for providing PA-specific ratios for filings were
1.

n > 10

2.

Precision better than 90/25 relative OR 90/10 absolute.

If a custom program estimate doesn’t meet both of those, the statewide custom value within that initiative
is applied, assuming it does meet the criteria. The result of applying this rule for TXC49 was that the large
PAs’ recommended values for filing were PA-specific for all 3 electric initiatives, but statewide for several of
the Gas custom results.

3

ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA

3.1.1 Basic Criteria
The C&I impact work has not previously agreed to decision criteria similar to those for NTGR. It makes
sense to set cut-offs for sample size and relative precision.
Sample Size
For purposes of this discussion we assume a minimum requirement of 10 sites, as in the 2010 proposed
criteria and the agreed NTGR criteria.
Relative Precision
While the target precision for the sample designs is 80/20, design targets are not always achieved, and we
don’t want to require statewide values whenever the achieved sample misses the design target. Hence the
filing criterion has to be at least somewhat more relaxed than the design target precision. If we follow the
sample size and precision criteria from the 2010 report we would require relative precision better than 80/35.
We might instead require 80/25.
Absolute Precision
The NTGR criteria allow PA-specific values if the absolute precision is better than 10%. This rule recognizes
that, while tight precision for a small ratio might be difficult to achieve, it’s still informative that the estimate
is low and its upper confidence bound is also low, even if in relative terms the error bands are large. For
example, a ratio of 0.2 + 0.1 means the ratio is between 0.1 and 0.3, and that’s important information even
though the relative error is 50%.

For ratios of 40% or higher, the 25% relative precision requirement is the

constraint. For ratios of 40% of lower, it’s the 10% absolute precision requirement. At 40% the two
requirements are equal.
At a ratio of 40%, a 14% absolute precision is the same as 35% relative precision. Hence, if we take a
relative precision cut-off of 35%, we might take an absolute precision cut-off of 14%.

3.1.2 Smaller Overall Error Criterion
In choosing between applying a PA-Specific or a statewide value, the question we’re trying to address is the
trade-off between specificity and precision. This is a classic statistical question. That is, when is a group
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better represented by a larger sample including sites from other groups, rather than by its own data with a
smaller sample? In general, the answer has to do with how different the group is from the others. The
hypothesis test criterion from the 2010 recommendations attempts to address this, with the drawbacks
Ralph identified.
An alternative to hypothesis testing is to ask: “Which has worse overall error to represent the PA, the PAspecific value or the statewide value?” One has worse precision, the other introduces bias.
The standard way to look at the combined effects of bias and standard error is in terms of the root-meansquared error (RMSE). Thus, one way to choose between PA-specific and statewide results is to choose the
one that has the lower estimated RMSE.
For the PA-specific value, the RMSE is simply the standard error of the estimate1. That is
RMSEPA = SEPA.
Using the statewide ratio RSW as an estimate for the PA, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is the sum of the
statewide MSE and the squared bias. We estimate the bias by the difference between the two estimates.
Thus
MSESW|PA = SESW2 + (RSW – RPA)2.
RMSESW|PA = [SESW2 + (RSW – RPA)2]1/2.
We suggest applying this rule only for situations where the PA-specific value meets the sample size criterion
but not the relative precision criterion. When a PA-specific ratio fails basic precision criterion, we would
choose between the PA and statewide value based on which has the smaller estimated RMSE. That is, we
ask which is worse, 1) the RMSE resulting from the combined effect of variance and bias using the statewide
to represent the PA or 2) the SE of the PA estimate. If the PA value is far enough from the statewide value,
the PA-specific value might still be a more meaningful estimate even with poor precision.
This lower-RMSE approach requires a more complicated calculation than checking whether the sample size
or precision is above or below a threshold. Thus, even though the lower-MSE criterion offers some benefits,
it might be preferable to use a simple precision cut-off criterion.
There may exist in the statistical literature a more sophisticated method of determining which estimate is
likely to have the lower overall error. The proposed approach is practical and somewhat ad hoc.

3.1.3 Blending
Rather than being forced to choose between a PA-specific and statewide result, particularly if they’re very
different, we could use some mix of the two. For example, we could choose the mix of PA and statewide
results that has the smallest RMSE. This approach could be considered for occasional challenging cases.

4

RESULTS OF APPLYING THE ALTERNATIVE CRITERIA

The table below summarizes the results of the following 3 alternative sets of potential decision criteria. In
each set, the first criterion is to use Statewide results if the sample size is less than 10 sites. If this criterion
is met, the alternative accuracy criteria are as follows:
1 A ratio estimator has an inherent bias, so that the RMSE is actually a combination of the SE and the bias. Since the bias is unknown and is typically

small compared to the SE, we ignore the bias in this calculation.
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1.

Use PA results if the relative precision is less than 25%, otherwise use statewide.

2.

Use PA results if the relative precision is less than 35%, otherwise use statewide.

3.

Use PA results if the relative precision is less than 25%, otherwise choose between PA and
statewide based on the lower RMSE criterion.

The table shows that statewide results are always used for the smaller PAs based on sample size less than
10, so that the other criteria don’t apply. The large PAs all meet the minimum sample size threshold.
Columbia Gas and National Grid have relative error smaller than 25%, so that they would use PA results
under any of these sets of criteria.
Eversource has a relative error greater than 25% but smaller than 35%. It would use the statewide result if
a 25% relative precision threshold is set, but not with a 35% threshold. If the lower RMSE rule is applied
when relative precision is worse than 25%, Eversource would use the statewide value. The RMSE for
applying the statewide value to represent Eversource is 0.11, which is smaller than Eversource’s SE, 0.13.
For all the other PAs, the combined error using statewide is worse than using the PA-specific value. For the
smaller PAs, the statewide value is used in any case based on sample size. For Columbia and National Gris,
the lower-RMSE rule wouldn’t have been invoked since they met the relative precision criteria.

Table 1. Application of Potential Criteria to P79 Retrospective Realization Rates

PA
Berkshire Gas
Columbia Gas
Eversource
Liberty
National Grid
Unitil

DNV GL Energy

Number
of Sites
3
13
12
2
21
2

Ratio
0.40
0.64
0.67
0.64
0.85
1.16

StdErr
0.12
0.07
0.13
0.02
0.06
0.00

Relative
Error @
80%
conf
0.37
0.14
0.26
0.04
0.09
0.00

RMSE
using
SW for
PA
0.36
0.14
0.11
0.13
0.10
0.40

Potential Criteria for PA‐Specific
Results
Rel
Rel
Error < Error < PA SE <
25% @
35% @
RMSE
80%
80%
using
n > 10?
conf?
conf?
SW?
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

PA‐specific or SW

80/25
cut‐
off
SW
PA
SW
SW
PA
SW

80/35
cut‐
off
SW
PA
PA
SW
PA
SW

RMSE
test if
RP80 >
25
SW
PA
SW
SW
PA
SW

www.dnvgl.com

APPENDIX F: FACTORING IN RATES OF FAILURE FOR MEASURES
WITH A SHORT LIFE
This appendix presents the memo generated by the evaluators and reviewed by the EEAC and PAs.

Factoring in Rates of Failure for Measures with A Short Life
Date: May 18, 2018
To: EEAC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document articulates a procedure for evaluators to consistently calculate the first year
savings associated with short life measures verified as failed during the evaluation
measurement & verification (EM&V) in an impact evaluation for of commercial or industrial
(C&I).
The guidance applies to both electricity‐ and natural gas‐saving measures, both prescriptive and
custom, and all Massachusetts (MA) Program Administrator (PA) programs. The focus is on
calculating the appropriate first year savings as part of an impact evaluation. Judgment
regarding savings calculations and related considerations is not included in this document. The
document also does not provide specific measure theoretical survival rate values. It addresses
measure persistence, not savings persistence.1
The primary audience for the document is C&I evaluators: Independent evaluation contractors,
PA evaluation staff and advisors, and those who oversee evaluation on behalf of the Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC). PAs’ C&I implementation staff and contractors who
develop savings estimates are a secondary but important audience, as their project will be
assessed using these guidelines.

APPLICABILITY
This method has limited applicability. Measure life and survival rates are among the most
difficult parameters for energy efficiency professionals to estimate. There is considerable
variability and uncertainty in both effective useful life (EUL) estimates and survival rate curves.
Furthermore, evaluations typically occur early in the life of most measures. For these reasons
evaluators generally do not adjust life parameters for individual sites. Discounting impact
based on high failure rates should only be made in exceptional circumstances, when the
evaluators find a measure and conditions that meet all of the following criteria:
1. The measure being reviewed is at least 1 year and 15% into its EUL at the time of
evaluation.
2. The measure includes at least a dozen discrete elements at the site in question that can
be evaluated (e.g. steam traps), and

In Massachusetts, measure persistence is defined as the degree to which an installed measure remains in place and
functional. It is a component of EUL. Savings persistence is the degree to which a measure in place continues to save
as much energy as when first installed. It is not a component of EUL. For more detailed discussion on these and
related definitions see Section 2.5 of Measure Life Study, prepared for the Massachusetts Joint Utilities by ERS, 2005.
Available at http://www.ers‐inc.com/wp‐content/uploads/2018/04/Measure‐Life‐Study_MA‐Joint‐Utilities_ERS.pdf.
1
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3. The observed failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be expected based on a
simple linear survival rate curve.
Measures that have failed less than a year after the installation date with no evidence of
upcoming repair should have both first year and lifetime savings fully discounted in proportion
to the amount of failure and are not the topic of this guidance.

MEASURES COVERED BY THIS METHODOLOGY
Impact evaluation studies are typically conducted within two years of measure installation.
Given the first applicability criteria, the guidance is most relevant for measures with shorter
EULs.
Some of the measures included in the impact evaluation study may have failed at the time of
the evaluation site visit. The procedure has traditionally been to assign zero savings for all
failed measures, an approach that the stakeholders concluded is not always appropriate. As a
result this procedure enables the evaluated program to receive credit for a fraction of the
measure life savings if the criteria are met. This memo outlines the procedure for partial
savings estimation for failed measures that meet the criteria.
Massachusetts Technical Manual provides guidelines on the measure classification and their
life. The measures with a life less than 10 years and thus are the most likely candidates for life
review are:
 Lighting ‐ Lighting controls retrofit measure – life: 9 years
 HVAC ‐ Dual enthalpy economizer controls retrofit measure – life: 7 years
 HVAC ‐ Programmable thermostats retrofit measure ‐life: 8 years
 Refrigeration ‐ Vending misers retrofit measure – life: 5 years
 Compressed air – Low pressure drop filters lost opportunity measure – life: 5 years
 Compressed air – Low pressure drop filters retrofit measure – life: 3 years
 Process – Steam traps retrofit measure – life: 6 years
 Water heating – Pre‐rinse spray valve retrofit measure– life: 8 years
 Water heating – Low‐flow shower heads C&I and MF retrofit measure – life: 7 years
 Water heating – Faucet aerator C&I and MF retrofit measure – life: 7 years
Ice machine replacement and building operator certification also have EULs of less than ten
years but are not candidates for this review. These measures are prescriptive. Custom measures
are candidates as well.

www.ers‐inc.com
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METHODOLOGY
The attribution for measures verified as failed and meeting the criteria during the impact
evaluation study will account for the following factors:
 Measure life
 Measure failure rate at the end of its life
 Number of years passed between the measure installation and the impact evaluation site
visit date
The methodology will be based on the following assumptions:
 The measure rate of failure is linear during the life of the measure
 The measure life savings will be calculated based on the observed failed equipment at the
time of the evaluation site visit
The assumptions reflect a simplified approach2that calculates measure life savings using the
following formulas:
50%
where,
50%

= Theoretical failure percentage at the end of measure life

EUL

= Effective useful life in years
.
.

Regardless of the calculation outcome, the Savings Ratio should be limited to no less than (1 –
Observed Failure Rate).
Multiply the unadjusted savings by the savings ratio to calculate the savings adjusted for
shortened measure life.
This simplification represents a compromise between real‐world considerations. For example, after a
few early failures likely covered by warranty and not affecting lifetime savings, one might expect a long
period with few failures, in which case presuming a linear failure rate is a generous threshold. It reduces
the penalty for early failures. On the other hand, one particular customer’s equipment that fails could just
be bad luck and part of the normal distribution of failures. We don’t want to routinely consider that cause
for site‐specific adjustment, as the EUL is intended to account for that phenomenon and adjusting for it
here would represent a double penalty.
2

www.ers‐inc.com
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EXAMPLE
Measure description:

50 low pressure steam traps have been replaced at
a hospital

Measure life:

6 years

Measure installation date:

08/15/2015

Impact evaluation site visit date:

08/15/2018, 3 years after installation

Traps observed as failed during site visit:

15

Evaluated first‐year savings for 50 traps:

425 MMBtu, if no adjustment for early failures

Savings attribution:


Theoretical expected failure rate at time of evaluation
50%

3

6


Evaluated failure rate
15
50



30%

Savings ratio
25%
30%



25%

0.83

Evaluated first year savings, adjusted for shortened life
425

0.83

354

The adjusted first year saving is less than if there were no failures, 425 MMBtu/yr, and more
than if no savings at all is granted for any of the failed traps, 298 MMBtu/yr (425 x (1‐0.30)).
Applicability check:
 The evaluation site visit occurs more than 1 year after installation and 50% (>15%) into
its EUL.
 Fifty traps (>12) were evaluated.
 The reduction is more than a 15% change compared to linear.
The first two checks can be completed before starting the calculation process.

www.ers‐inc.com
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at a laboratory building at a college and consisted of VFD
installations and controls upgrades on three air handling units (AHUs) that serve the building.
The AHUs are programmed to operate based on a weekday/weekend schedule with night
setbacks and demand control ventilation. The applicant calculated the measure savings by
using the specifications of the existing AHUs, local weather data, and baseline and proposed
system operating schedules. The applicant classified the project as a retrofit with a single
baseline.
The evaluator analyzed one full year of post‐installation trends and determined the incentivized
measure does not operate as intended. Because the tracking savings represented more than 50%
of the preexisting natural gas consumption at the facility, the evaluator conducted a weather‐
normalized billing analysis to calculate the project impacts on the natural gas consumption. The
evaluated natural gas savings is 69% smaller than the tracking value mainly because the
applicant overestimated the heating load at the facility.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
BG20160009

Measure Name
AHU controls

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

17,906

N.R.

Evaluated

5,620
31%

N/A
N/A

17,906
5,620
31%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are smaller than the tracking values because the applicant overestimated
the heating load at the facility and because the as‐built AHUs operating hours are greater than
the value predicted by the applicant. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available. The project consisted of the
following controls upgrades on each of the three AHUs:


demand control ventilation (DCV)



optimal start/stop



occupancy scheduling



ventilation rate reduction

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline was the preexisting
conditions at the building. Table 2‐1 presents the main parameters of the baseline as defined by
the applicant.
Table 2-1. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

AHU-1

AHU-2

AHU-3

Design CFM

23,510

18,110

15,835

Supply fan speed while on

100%

100%

100%

Outdoor air percentage (heating season)

35%

35%

35%

Maximum discharge air temperature

85°F

85°F

85°F

Annual operating hours

8,024

6,567

8,753

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The installed measure consisted of VFD installation and the following controls: demand control
ventilation, optimal start/stop, enthalpy economizing, ventilation rate reduction, and occupancy
scheduling. Table 2‐2 presents the main parameters of the post‐installation case as defined by
the applicant.
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Table 2-2. Applicant Post-Installation Summary
Operation description

AHU-1

AHU-2

AHU-3

Design CFM

23,510

18,110

15,835

Average supply fan speed while on

84%

84%

84%

Outdoor air percentage (heating season)

33%

33%

33%

Maximum discharge air temperature

85°F

85°F

85°F

Annual operating hours

5,187

5,187

5,187

2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated the energy savings for the controls measures using local weather data,
expected baseline and installed system setpoints, and the existing AHU specifications. The
baseline and installed natural gas usage for each of the three AHUs, as calculated by the
applicant using standard heat transfer equations, is shown in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3 Baseline and Installed Natural Gas Usage
Unit
AHU-1
AHU-2
AHU-3
Total

2.1.4

Baseline Usage (therms)
15,244
9,113
11,218
35,575

Installed Usage (therms)
7,283
5,477
4,908
17,669

Savings (therms)
7,960
3,636
6,310
17,906

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The total baseline usage for the three AHUs is greater than the pre‐installation utility data. The
equations used to calculate heating load and usage are standard and take the actual
specifications of the AHUs into account. The applicant though did not calibrate the modeled
natural gas use to the bills and therefore overestimated the baseline natural gas consumption by
approximately 20%.

2.2

On-Site Inspection

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

A site visit was not conducted for this project. The person familiar with the project left the
organization right after the evaluator recruited the site and initiated preliminary discussions
regarding the site visit. The evaluator reached out to the energy consulting company that
installed the project and gathered information about the evaluated project, operation of the
facility, and trend data for the installed system. The evaluator identified a new contact at the
site and conducted an interview to gather information on the preexisting and as‐built building
operations. The facilities manager indicated that, prior to the installation of the evaluated
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project, the building had issues with the humidity control. The facility addressed the humidity
control issue at the same time the incentivized project was installed.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The vendor provided details on the installed system and trend data for 2017 for each of the
three AHUs impacted by this project. More information is provided in the following sections.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluator reviewed the project files and applicant analysis and classified this measure as an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline is the preexisting conditions at the facility.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator reviewed the trend data, provided in 15 minute intervals, and determined that
enough information was provided to determine if the installed measure operates as intended.
Because the tracking savings represent more than 50% of the billed natural gas consumption
and the three impacted AHUs are the largest natural gas end‐use, the evaluator determined a
billing analsyis will be used to calculate the project impacts.
Measure Verification
Among the data points included within the trend data logs were the mixed air temperatures
(MATs), discharge air temperatures (DATs), supply fan speeds, and zone temperatures for each
AHU. The evaluators determined that the DCV, optimal start/stop, and ventilation reduction
measures were not operating as intended.
Evidence of the DCV measure on each AHU was found by reviewing the outdoor air
percentage and zone CO2 levels. Figures 2‐1 and 2‐2 present the average outdoor air percentage
and zone CO2 levels, respectively, for AHU‐1 from January 2017 through April 2017 and
October 2017 through December 2017. The figures show that the outdoor air ventilation rate
increases as an increase in carbon dioxide is detected in the space. This trend is typical for
AHUs 2 and 3 as well.
Figure 2-1. AHU-1 Average Outdoor Air Percentage
Day of
Week

Hour

Sun

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
14% 14% 14% 13% 14% 14% 14% 15% 17% 17% 17% 15% 16% 16% 17% 17% 16% 14% 14% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13%

Mon

12% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 15% 16% 16% 17% 18% 18% 18% 18% 17% 17% 16% 15% 15% 14% 14% 15% 13%

Tue

12% 14% 13% 14% 13% 13% 13% 15% 14% 15% 16% 16% 16% 17% 16% 16% 15% 14% 15% 15% 14% 13% 13% 13%

Wed

13% 14% 14% 13% 13% 13% 14% 15% 14% 15% 15% 16% 16% 16% 15% 14% 14% 13% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12% 12%

Thu

13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 17% 16% 16% 16% 16% 14% 14% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13% 13%

Fri

13% 13% 12% 12% 12% 13% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 16% 15% 15% 14% 18% 15% 12% 12% 12% 13% 12% 12% 11%

Sat

11% 11% 11% 12% 13% 13% 13% 15% 17% 15% 16% 15% 16% 15% 15% 14% 14% 12% 12% 12% 12% 13% 13% 13%
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Figure 2-2. AHU-1 Average Zone Carbone Dioxide Levels (ppm)
Day of
Week

Hour

Sun

0
472

1
476

2
478

3
475

4
477

5
476

6
475

7
475

8
475

9
475

10
474

11
481

12
478

13
487

14
463

15
475

16
464

17
464

18
463

19
466

20
466

21
481

22
470

23
470

Mon

484

471

472

485

473

484

474

474

477

490

487

504

529

541

521

522

522

512

510

484

478

475

472

472

Tue

473

486

485

485

471

473

473

475

477

480

484

501

538

522

540

520

514

504

496

510

480

478

492

479

Wed

479

476

476

477

489

476

477

492

478

483

493

513

528

535

526

520

523

513

502

492

484

478

477

475

Thu

474

473

469

470

469

470

485

472

473

476

486

511

526

536

539

519

510

500

489

480

474

471

484

470

Fri

482

481

467

465

466

467

483

470

470

472

494

502

507

508

508

502

489

483

489

469

465

463

464

465

Sat

466

467

468

470

472

475

476

476

477

477

491

485

483

467

464

462

463

466

480

480

469

469

468

471

The optimal start/stop measure application was determined by reviewing the average supply
fan speed and heating coil use for each AHU. The evaluator determined that all three AHUs
were typically heating when the outdoor temperature was below 60°F. Figures 2‐3 and 2‐4
present the average supply fan speed and average temperature difference across the heating
coil, respectively, for AHU‐2. The average values were calculated using trend data recorded
from January 2017 through April 2017 and October 2017 through December 2017 when the
outdoor air temperature was below 60°F. The temperature difference presented in Figure 2‐4
was calculated using the following formula:
∆
where:
∆

= air temperature gain across the heating coil (°F)
= air temperature downstream the heating coil – discharge temperature (°F)
= air temperature upstream the heating coil – mixed air temperature (°F)
Figure 2-3. AHU-2 Average Supply Fan Speed, Heating Season

Day of
Week

Hour
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sun

52% 53% 51% 55% 54% 54% 57% 59% 58% 58% 58% 60% 58% 57% 55% 54% 53% 52% 51% 50% 48% 49% 49% 49%

Mon

48% 49% 49% 48% 50% 54% 53% 53% 56% 54% 52% 51% 50% 49% 49% 48% 48% 46% 47% 46% 48% 47% 46% 45%

Tue

46% 47% 50% 49% 51% 54% 55% 54% 55% 56% 55% 52% 51% 50% 49% 50% 50% 50% 48% 47% 47% 47% 47% 46%

Wed

46% 47% 49% 51% 53% 53% 53% 54% 56% 54% 51% 46% 44% 43% 42% 43% 42% 43% 44% 43% 44% 44% 46% 45%

Thu

45% 46% 49% 50% 51% 53% 55% 54% 56% 52% 51% 45% 43% 42% 42% 42% 40% 40% 43% 43% 42% 42% 42% 40%

Fri

43% 45% 46% 50% 52% 56% 58% 58% 58% 58% 54% 51% 49% 47% 43% 43% 44% 44% 44% 45% 47% 48% 50% 53%

Sat

55% 59% 59% 59% 58% 57% 60% 60% 60% 63% 67% 66% 62% 63% 61% 58% 60% 57% 55% 54% 51% 51% 52% 53%

Figure 2‐3 provides evidence of the overall expected ventilation rate reduction for AHU‐2. The
other two AHUs feature a similar operating pattern.
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Figure 2-4. AHU-2 Average Temperature Gain Across the Heating Coil
Hour

Day of
Week

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sun

21.4 21.3 21.6 22.6 22.4 23.2 23.0 24.4 24.8 24.9 24.0 24.3 24.2 24.0 24.1 23.6 23.4 21.0 21.0 20.2 20.3 20.5 20.8 21.0

Mon

21.7 22.0 21.0 21.7 21.8 22.1 23.1 23.2 23.4 23.7 24.3 23.0 22.6 22.8 22.8 22.5 20.7 17.4 16.5 15.8 16.3 16.2 16.8 17.2

Tue

18.0 17.5 18.3 18.5 18.7 19.3 19.6 20.2 20.9 21.8 21.1 20.4 19.8 17.9 17.3 16.4 15.4 15.1 15.1 15.1 15.7 16.6 16.8 17.2

Wed

17.9 17.8 17.9 17.8 18.0 18.5 18.6 18.3 19.4 20.1 19.7 18.4 17.0 15.8 15.3 16.6 15.9 15.6 14.4 14.4 15.0 15.2 15.5 16.1

Thu

17.9 17.2 17.4 17.6 17.5 17.7 18.5 19.6 20.0 21.0 21.5 22.2 21.2 21.3 20.8 18.4 18.0 18.1 17.0 17.9 18.1 17.4 18.0 18.1

Fri

19.6 19.6 20.2 21.0 21.2 21.2 21.4 21.9 24.3 24.6 24.0 25.2 25.1 25.2 25.1 23.9 20.7 20.0 17.8 18.2 18.6 19.1 19.7 19.5

Sat

22.1 22.2 22.6 20.7 20.8 20.6 21.8 23.5 23.6 23.4 25.2 25.0 25.4 24.5 24.7 25.0 24.6 21.5 20.2 20.6 20.1 20.2 20.5 20.0

Figures 2‐3 and 2‐4 show that AHU‐2 supplies more heating energy during the monrning hours
between 3:00 AM and 10:00 AM however the operation does not seem to follow a regular
pattern.
After carefully reviewing the post‐installation trend data, the evaluator determined that the
DAT for each of the three AHUs was frequently higher than the maximum DAT used in the
applicant’s calculations. Figure 2‐5 presents the frequency of the DATs for each of the AHUs
compared against the applicant’s model. The applicant assumed the same DAT frequency for
each unit.
Figure 2-5. Post-Installation AHU Discharge Air Temperatures
12%

10%

Frequency

8%

6%

4%

2%

0%
40

60

80

100

120

140

160
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Furthermore, the evaluators determined that the temperature increase across the AHUs heating
coil varies in a tight range. Table 2‐4 presents the hourly difference between the DAT and MAT
for each AHU from January 2017 through April 2017 and October 2017 through December 2017.
Table 2-4. Post-Installation - Temparature Gain Across the Heating Coil
Hour of the Day
0

AHU-1 ∆T (°F)
19.5

AHU-2 ∆T (°F)
18.8

AHU-3 ∆T (°F)
11.4

1

20.0

18.6

12.0

2

20.3

18.9

11.8

3

20.7

19.4

12.4

4

20.9

19.4

11.9

5

21.2

19.6

12.6

6

21.1

19.9

12.1

7

21.1

20.2

12.5

8

21.5

20.4

12.2

9

21.3

20.3

12.2

10

20.9

20.0

11.9

11

20.5

19.3

10.9

12

20.0

18.3

10.4

13

19.3

17.3

9.5

14

18.9

16.9

9.4

15

18.5

16.2

8.4

16

18.2

15.6

8.2

17

18.2

15.3

8.0

18

18.4

15.5

8.3

19

18.6

16.0

8.9

20

18.6

16.2

9.3

21

18.8

16.6

10.3

22

19.1

17.0

10.5

23

19.3

17.6

10.6

The large difference in temperatures indicates that the air was consistently being heated as it
passed through the air handler regardless of the time of day. Figures 2‐6, 2‐7, and 2‐8 show the
zone temperature profiles during the heating season for AHU‐1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Figure 2-6. AHU-1 Zone Temperature Profile, Heating Season
Day of
Week

Hour
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sun

68.7 68.7 68.6 68.5 68.5 68.4 68.3 68.2 68.1 67.9 68.0 67.8 67.8 67.9 67.9 68.0 68.0 68.2 68.4 68.7 69.0 69.0 69.0 68.9

Mon

69.4 69.1 69.4 69.4 69.3 69.3 69.1 69.0 68.8 68.7 68.5 68.4 68.5 68.7 68.8 68.9 69.0 69.2 69.3 69.5 69.6 69.8 69.7 69.7

Tue

69.6 69.6 69.4 69.4 69.3 69.2 69.2 69.1 68.9 68.9 68.9 68.8 68.9 68.9 69.1 69.1 69.1 69.2 69.3 69.5 69.5 69.5 69.5 69.6

Wed

69.6 69.6 69.6 69.6 69.6 69.5 69.5 69.5 69.2 68.8 68.9 69.0 69.2 69.3 69.5 69.1 69.3 69.5 69.8 70.1 70.1 70.1 70.0 69.9

Thu

69.9 69.9 69.9 69.9 69.8 69.7 69.7 69.6 69.5 69.3 69.2 69.0 69.2 69.3 69.4 69.5 69.3 69.2 69.5 69.5 69.6 69.8 69.8 69.9

Fri

69.9 69.4 69.3 69.1 69.0 68.8 68.7 68.6 68.0 68.1 68.2 68.0 67.8 67.9 67.9 67.8 68.2 68.6 69.0 69.0 69.0 69.1 68.9 69.1

Sat

68.8 68.7 68.6 68.9 68.8 69.0 68.8 68.6 68.5 68.2 67.8 67.8 67.8 67.9 67.8 67.7 67.5 68.4 68.8 68.8 68.8 68.8 68.8 68.9
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Figure 2-7. AHU-2 Zone Temperature Profile, Heating Season
Day of
Week

Hour
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sun

71.9 71.9 71.9 71.8 71.7 71.6 71.5 71.4 71.3 71.2 71.3 71.1 71.1 71.1 71.2 71.2 71.3 71.5 71.6 71.7 71.7 71.7 71.7 71.6

Mon

71.9 71.7 71.9 71.9 71.8 71.7 71.7 71.6 71.4 71.4 71.4 71.5 71.7 71.8 71.8 71.9 72.1 72.2 72.4 72.5 72.5 72.5 72.5 72.4

Tue

72.3 72.3 72.1 72.1 72.0 71.9 71.9 71.8 71.7 71.8 71.9 72.0 72.1 72.2 72.2 72.3 72.4 72.4 72.4 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.5 72.6

Wed

72.6 72.5 72.5 72.4 72.4 72.3 72.3 72.2 72.1 71.9 72.0 72.1 72.4 72.5 72.5 72.3 72.5 72.6 72.7 73.1 73.0 73.0 72.9 72.8

Thu

72.7 72.7 72.6 72.5 72.4 72.3 72.2 72.1 72.1 71.9 72.0 71.9 72.0 72.1 72.1 72.3 72.4 72.4 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.6

Fri

72.5 72.4 72.4 72.3 72.2 72.1 72.0 71.9 71.6 71.6 71.6 71.7 71.5 71.6 71.7 71.7 72.0 72.2 72.4 72.5 72.5 72.4 72.2 72.5

Sat

72.1 72.1 72.0 72.1 72.1 71.9 71.7 71.5 71.5 71.2 70.9 70.9 71.0 71.0 71.1 71.0 70.8 71.5 71.9 71.9 72.0 71.9 72.0 72.0

Figure 2-8. AHU-3 Zone Temperature Profile, Heating Season
Day of
Week

Hour
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sun

72.8 72.7 72.7 72.6 72.4 72.4 72.2 72.2 72.0 72.1 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.1 72.2 72.2 72.5 72.6 72.6 72.7 72.7 72.7 72.6 72.9

Mon

72.6 72.9 72.8 72.8 72.7 72.7 72.5 72.5 72.3 72.3 72.4 72.5 72.5 72.6 72.7 72.8 73.0 73.2 73.2 73.2 73.2 73.2 73.1 73.1

Tue

73.1 72.9 72.9 72.8 72.8 72.7 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.6 72.7 72.8 72.8 72.9 72.9 73.0 73.1 73.2 73.4 73.3 73.3 73.2 73.3 73.2

Wed

73.3 73.2 73.2 73.1 73.1 73.0 73.0 72.9 72.6 72.7 72.7 73.1 73.1 73.2 73.1 73.2 73.4 73.6 73.9 73.9 73.8 73.7 73.7 73.6

Thu

73.7 73.6 73.5 73.4 73.3 73.3 73.1 73.1 72.9 72.9 72.8 72.8 72.9 72.9 73.0 73.1 73.1 73.4 73.4 73.3 73.3 73.2 73.3 73.3

Fri

73.3 73.2 73.2 73.1 73.0 73.0 72.9 72.5 72.4 72.4 72.4 72.3 72.3 72.4 72.4 72.6 72.7 73.0 73.0 73.0 72.9 72.8 73.0 72.7

Sat

72.8 72.7 72.8 72.7 72.7 72.5 72.4 72.4 72.3 71.8 71.9 71.9 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.0 72.5 72.7 72.8 72.9 72.9 72.9 73.0 72.8

The evaluators determined that heating was occurring whenever the outdoor air temperature
fell below 60°F between the months of October and April, regardless of the time of day.The
average zone temperatures for each AHU vary by less than approximately 2°F over the course
of the heating season, indicating that no setback was applied.
Tables 2‐5 and 2‐6 present the applicant’s modeled values and the verified operation for
temperature gain across the heating coil and operating hours.
Table 2-5. Post-installation Average Temperature Gain Across Heating Coil
Analysis Model
Applicant – heating season
Evaluator – heating season

AHU-1
7.5°F
21.8°F

AHU-2
7.5°F
20.2°F

AHU-3
7.5°F
12.0°F

The evaluators determined that the average temperature gain across the heating coils for each
AHU was higher than predicted by the applicant’s model.
Table 2-6. Post-Installation - Hours of Operation
Analysis Model
Applicant – heating season
Evaluator – heating season

AHU-1
2,700
4,492

AHU-2
2,700
4,492

AHU-3
2,700
4,492

Based on the results above, the evaluator determined that the evaluated measure does not
operate as intended. The DCV and ventilation rate reduction compennts of the measure were
partially implemented and the occupancy scheduling and the optimal start and stop
components of the measure were not implemented.
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Evaluated Impacts
To calculate the measure impacts, the evaluator conducted a billing analysis. According to the
site contact, the facility had humidity control issues that were addressed at the same time the
evaluated project was installed.
The evaluator collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to TMY3 data
for the region. Figure 2‐9 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree
days.

7,000

1,400

6,000

1,200

5,000

1,000

4,000

800

3,000
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400

1,000

200
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Gas usage (therms)

Figure 2-9. Natural Gas Consumption from April-2014 to April-2018

0

0

HDD

Consumption (therm)

The evaluator included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 April 28, 2014 to April 26, 2016 – baseline consumption
 September 28, 2016 to April 25, 2018 – as‐built consumption
First, the evaluator calculated the baseload consumption by using the following formulas:
∑
∑
where,
– natural gas consumption during non‐heating season
‐ billing periods included in the baseload calculations
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‐ natural gas consumption billed during each billing period included in
the baseload calculations
‐ number of days withing each billing period included in the baseload
calculations
Then, to isolate the space heating gas usage, the evaluator subtracted the baseload from the
billed consumption. Table 2‐7 presents the billed consumption for both the pre‐ and post‐
installation periods and the baseload and the space heating consumption.
Table 2-7. Billed Gas Consumption Summary

29

Billed Usage
(therm)
644

Baseload
(therm)
644

Space Heating
(therm)
0

6/25/2014

29

293

293

0

6/25/2014

7/28/2014

33

107

107

0

Pre-

7/28/2014

8/26/2014

29

372

372

0

Pre-

8/26/2014

9/25/2014

30

920

920

0

Pre-

9/25/2014

10/28/2014

33

1,408

424

984

Pre-

10/28/2014

11/25/2014

28

2,751

360

2,391

Pre-

11/25/2014

12/29/2014

34

4,759

437

4,322

Pre-

12/29/2014

1/26/2015

28

5,895

360

5,535

Pre-

1/26/2015

2/24/2015

29

6,170

373

5,797

Pre-

2/24/2015

3/26/2015

30

4,209

385

3,823

Pre-

3/26/2015

4/28/2015

33

2,303

PrePrePre-

4/28/2015
5/26/2015
6/26/2015

5/26/2015
6/26/2015
7/29/2015

28
31
33

551
180
125

424
551
180
125

1,879
0
0
0

Pre-

7/29/2015

8/26/2015

28

13

13

0

PrePrePre-

8/26/2015
9/28/2015
10/27/2015

9/28/2015
10/27/2015
11/24/2015

33
29
28

650
1,211
1,694

650

0

373

838

360

1,334

Pre-

11/24/2015

12/24/2015

30

3,094

385

2,708

Pre-

12/24/2015

1/27/2016

34

4,962

437

4,525

Pre-

1/27/2016

2/24/2016

28

4,339

360

3,980

Pre-

2/24/2016

3/28/2016

33

3,624

424

3,200

Pre-

3/28/2016

4/26/2016

29

2,160

373

1,788

Post-

9/28/2016

10/26/2016

28

2,437

1,372

1,065

Post-

10/26/2016

11/28/2016

33

3,327

1,616

1,710

Post-

11/28/2016

12/27/2016

29

4,794

1,420

3,373

Post-

12/27/2016

1/26/2017

30

5,022

1,469

3,552

Post-

1/26/2017

2/23/2017

28

4,481

1,372

3,109

Post-

2/23/2017

3/28/2017

33

4,661

1,616

3,045

Phase

Start Date

End Date

Days

Pre-

4/28/2014

5/27/2014

Pre-

5/27/2014

Pre-
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Phase

Start Date

End Date

Days

Post-

3/28/2017

4/25/2017

28

Billed Usage
(therm)
2,408

Baseload
(therm)

Space Heating
(therm)

Post-

4/25/2017

5/25/2017

30

1,642

1,372
1,642

1,037
0

Post-

5/25/2017

6/27/2017

33

1,569

1,569

0

Post-

6/27/2017

7/26/2017

29

1,541

1,541

0

Post-

7/26/2017

8/28/2017

33

1,581

1,581

0

Post-

8/28/2017

9/26/2017

29

1,206

1,206

0

Post-

9/26/2017

10/26/2017

30

1,595

1,469

125

Post-

10/26/2017

11/27/2017

32

3,517

1,567

1,950

Post-

11/27/2017

12/26/2017

29

4,489

1,420

3,068

Post-

12/26/2017

1/29/2018

34

5,986

1,665

4,321

Post-

1/29/2018

2/26/2018

28

3,904

1,372

2,532

Post-

2/26/2018

3/27/2018

29

3,074

1,420

1,653

Post-

3/27/2018

4/25/2018

29

2,918

1,420

1,498

Using the space heating natural gas consumption hown in Table 2‐7 above, the evaluator
created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions as shown in Figure 2‐10.
Figure 2-10. Space Heating Consumption - Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
7,000

6,000

Consumption (therm)

y = 5.071104x + 243.571560
R² = 0.945580
5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000
y = 4.081413x + 52.414013
R² = 0.898020
1,000

0
0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

1,400

Heating degree days
Pre-

Post-

The evaluator then applied the regression equations above to the regional TMY3 weather data
to determine the baseline and as‐built weather‐normalized space heating gas consumption. The
monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐8.
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Table 2-8. Space Heating - Billing Analysis Results
Days
31

HDDTMY3
889

Weather Normalized Baseline
3,987

Weather Normalized –
As-Built
3,065

Savings
(therm)
922

2

28

841

3,802

2,916

886

3

31

760

3,368

2,567

801

4

30

487

2,097

1,544

553

5

31

232

963

632

332

6

30

40

0

0

0

7

31

20

0

0

0

8

31

35

0

0

0

Month
1

9

30

152

719

435

284

10

31

314

1,322

921

402

11

30

571

2,475

1,848

627

12

31

785

3,442

2,627

815

Total

365

5,127

22,176

16,555

5,620

The results of the billing analysis show that the evaluated measure saves 5,620 therms per year.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of upgrading three AHUs to implement DCV, optimal start/stop,
occupancy scheduling, and ventilation rate reduction at a laboratory building at a college. The
applicant modeled the baseline and proposed natural gas consumption values using energy
balance equations. The baseline consumption was not calibrated to the natural gas bills and was
approximately 20% greatr than the actual usage. The evaluator verified the measure was
partially implemented and determined that the measure impacts can be calculated using a
weather‐normalized billing analysis. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in
Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Billed consumption (therms/year)
Weather-normalized consumption (therms/year)
Space heating consumption (therms/year)
As-Built
Billed consumption (therms/year)
Weather-normalized consumption (therms/year)
Space heating consumption (therms/year)
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Applicant
N.D.
N.D.
35,575
Applicant
N.D.
N.D.
17,669

Evaluator
22,050
26,864
22,176
Evaluator
31,379
34,434
16,555

17,906

5,620
31%

N.D = No data

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluator calculated the measure impacts using a billing analysis and presented all the
analysis steps in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluators determined that there are no gas savings as the installed controls are not
operating as expected. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
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Table 3-3. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Inaccurate pre-project
characterization

3.5

Applicant
17,906 therms

Evaluator
17,906 therms

35,575

22,176

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

-69%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked
savings were consistent
with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
applicant heating load
modeled by the applicant
was not calibrated to the
bills.

Lifetime Savings

Because the installed measure improved the operation of the heating system, the evaluators
classified this measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐4 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
268,590 therms
17,906 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
268,590 therms
17,906 therms
15 years
N/A

Evaluator
84,300 therms
5,620 therms
15 years
Add-on

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at an admissions building at a college and consisted of attic
insulation, wall insulation, and air sealing measures. The heating system is programmed with
night setbacks. Savings analysis files were not provided by the applicant.
Since the pre‐ and post‐installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with
OAT was strong, the evaluators modeled the measure savings using a billing analysis. The
evaluators determined the measure is an add‐on with a single baseline with preexisting
conditions because the building envelope was functioning properly before the measure
installations and the weatherization occurred for energy efficiency purposes. The evaluated
savings were less than the tracking savings.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
8288

Totals

Measure Name
Building insulation

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

1,694

N.R.

Evaluated

595

RR1

35%

N/A
N/A

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1,694
595
35%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 65% less than the applicant‐reported savings. Further details
regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the information provided by the applicant and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of insulation and air sealing measures throughout an
office.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant evaluator did not have acess to the applicant savings calculations. According to
the site contact, the baseline was the preexisting conditions at the building. No prior air sealing
or insulation projects had been completed.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The installed insulation involved air sealing in the attic along with various insulation in the attic
and walls of the facility. Table 2‐1 presents the main parameters of the post‐installation case as
defined by the applicant.
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Table 2-1. Applicant Post-Installation Summary
Location

Measure

Depth (in)

R-Value

Area (sq ft)

Crawl wall

Spray foam closed cell

3

21

564

Crawl wall

Spray foam closed cell

3

21

172

Thermax board

2

14

99

Attic 1 floor

Cellulose densepack

8

28

360

Attic 1 floor

Cellulose open blow

9

33

105

Attic 1 kneewall

Cellulose densepack

8

28

8

Attic 1 kneewall

Cellulose open blow

9

33

88

Attic 1 kneewall gables

Fiberglass batt

4

13

10

Attic 1 kneewall gables

Thermax board

2

14

104

Attic 1 eyebrow

Cellulose densepack

1

42

294

Attic 1 slope

Cellulose densepack

6

21

22

Attic 1 closet slope

Cellulose densepack

6

21

10

Main attic door

Thermax board

2

14

1

Main attic stair walls

Fiberglass batt

4

13

18

Main attic stair walls

Thermax board

2

14

18

Main attic floor

Cellulose open blow

16

59

240

Main attic floor

Cellulose densepack

8

28

3

Main attic floor

Cellulose open blow

9

33

1

Walls addition

Cellulose densepack

4

14

8

Foyer ceiling

Cellulose densepack

8

14

168

Attic 2

Cellulose open blow

16

59

96

Walls

Cellulose densepack

4

14

1,828

Air sealing

0

N/A

6

Attic 1 transition

All attics
N/A = Not applicable

2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The evaluator did not have access to the applicant energy savings calculations for this project.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators could not analyze the parameters the applicant in the savings calculations
because they did not have access to the to the savings calculations.

2.2

On-Site Inspection

This section provides the steps involved in the evaluation from the initial site visit through the
final results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full
evaluation and savings calculation process.
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Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 26, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the site contact and verified the installation of weatherization measures. The owner
stated that the weatherization measures were installed as a part of a renovation of the building.
The occupied hours of the building were stated to be from Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The site contact indicated that the heating setpoint is set back to 65°F at night. The site contact
also indicated that no additional projects that would affect the natural gas usage were
implemented after the installation of the insulation.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

No metering was conducted as it was expected that the evaluated savings would be determined
from a billing analysis.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure improves the operation of the heating system and is an
add‐on with a single baseline and the baseline is the preexisting conditions.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator modeled the savings using a billing analysis, since the pre‐existing and post‐
installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was strong.
The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to TMY3 data
for the region. Figure 2‐1 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree
days, using 60°F as the base temperature.
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Figure 2-1. Natural Gas Consumption from April-2014 to May-2018
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods for
the billing analysis:

 October 6, 2014 to May 5, 2016 – baseline consumption
 October 6, 2016 to May 4, 2018 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 2‐2, from two
heating seasons for both periods and applied them to the regional TMY3 weather data to
determine the modeled baseline and as‐built weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 2-2. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐1.
Table 2-1. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1

Days
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therm)

889

400

305

95

2

28

841

381

290

91

3

31

760

348

264

84

4

30

487

237

177

60

5

31

232

134

96

37

6

30

40

0

0

0

7

31

20

0

0

0

8

31

35

0

0

0

9

30

152

101

71

30

10

31

314

167

122

45

11

30

571

271

204

67

12

31

785

358

272

86

Total

365

5,127

2,555

1,900

595

The evaluated savings represent 23% of the total weather‐normalized annual baseline natural
gas consumption.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of attic insulation, wall insulation, and air sealing at an admissions
building. The evaluators determined that the building could be accurately modeled using a
weather‐normalized billing anlaysis. The evaluated savings are less than the reported values.
The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Baseline gas usage (therms) - October 6, 2014 to May 5,
2016 (heating seasons only)

Applicant
N.D.

Evaluator
4,521

Baseline HDD at 60°F base - October 6, 2014 to May 5,
2016 (heating seasons only)

N.D.

9,773

Post-installation gas usage (therms) – October 6, 2016, to
May 4, 2018 (heating seasons only)

N.D.

3,353

Post-installation HDD at 50°F base - October 6, 2016, to
May 4, 2018 (heating seasons only)
Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas usage (therms)

N.D.

9,549

N.D.

2,555

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage (therms)

N.D.

1,900

HDD used for weather-normalization at 60°F base – TMY3

N.D.

595

Applicant
No insulation

Evaluator
Verified with site
contact

Baseline
Pre-existing insulation
As-Built
Installed insulation

Applicant
R-14 minimum

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

Evaluator
Verified as accurate,
not used in savings
calculations

1,694

Natural gas realization rate

595
35%

N.D = No data

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings. As no applicant analysis was provided,
difference in savings is attributed to calculation methodologies. Table 3‐2 provides a summary
of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
1,694 therms

Evaluator
1,694 therms

Analysis
approach

Unknown

Weathernormalized
billing analysis

3.5

No impact

-65%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
applicant’s savings calculation
methodologies are unknown and
the evaluator is confident that
billing analysis provides more
accurate model of savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the installed measure improved the operation of the heating system, the evaluators
classified this measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
42,350 therms
1,694 therms
25 years

Applicant
33,880 therms
1,694 therms
20 years (BCR tool)

N/A

N/A

Evaluator
14,280 therms
595 therms
Air-sealing: 15 years (MA TRM)
Insulation: 25 years (MA TRM)
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at a jewelry store and consisted of window sealing, door
sealing, attic insulation, and basement insulation measures. The heating system is set to
weekday/weekend scheduling with night setbacks. The applicant calculated the measure
savings by using the square footages of the affected areas, baseline and installed insulation R‐
values, and applying standard Massachusetts Technical Resource Manual (TRM) calculations.
Since the pre‐ and post‐installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with
OAT was strong, the evaluators modeled the measure savings using a billing analysis. The
evaluators determined the measure is an add‐on with a single baseline with pre‐existing
conditions because the facility does not intend to replace the insulation during the life of the
building. The evaluated savings were less than the tracking savings.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
316

Measure Name
Building insulation

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

1,826

N.R.

Evaluated

1,789
98%

N/A
N/A

1,826
1,789
98%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 2% less than the applicant‐reported savings primarily due to the
differences in savings methodologies. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the insulation and air sealing measures throughout a retail store.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline was the preexisting
conditions at the building. No prior air sealing or insulation projects had been completed. Table
2‐2 presents the main parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant.
Table 2-2. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Baseline Value

Treated space for air sealing

32,000 ft3

HDD for air sealing measure

5,234

Infiltration reduction, in air changes per hour

0.8

R-value

4

Open attic area to insulate

2,040 ft2

Wall area to insulate

150 ft2

Basement area to insulate

2.1.2

1,606 ft2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The installed insulation involved window, door, and roof eave sealing along with blown‐in
fiberglass in the attic and open‐cell insulation in the basement. The fiberglass and open‐cell
insulation covered an area of approximately 3,796 sq. ft. while the air sealing covered 37
window openings, 2 doors, and approximately 450 linear feet of roof eave. Table 2‐3 presents
the main parameters of the post‐installation case as defined by the applicant.
Table 2-2. Applicant Post-Installation Summary
Operation description

Post-Installation Value

R-value for attic insulation

23.3

R-value for wall insulation

14.9

R-value for basement insulation

2.1.3

20

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated the energy savings for the insulation and air sealing using the
Massachusetts TRM standard calculations. The savings for insulation were calculated as
follows:
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1

1

24

1,000,000
where,
= Existing effective R‐value, ft2‐°F/Btuh
= New total effective R‐value, ft2‐°F/Btuh
= Square footage of insulated area
= Efficiency of the heating system
= Heating Degree Days
The savings for the air sealing measure were calculated as follows:
Δ

0.018

Δ

24

1,000,000

where,
= Air volume of the treated space
Δ

= Infiltration reduction in Air Changes per Hour
= Heating Degree Days
= Efficiency of the heating system

0.018
2.1.4

= Air heat capacity, Btu/ft3‐°F

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant calculated the natural gas savings using a baseline R‐value of 4 ft2‐°F/Btuh for all
areas of the building. Two different heating system efficiencies were used: an efficiency of 78%
was assumed for the insulation savings calculations while an efficiency of 100% was assumed
for the air sealing calculations. It is unclear as to why a 100% efficiency was assumed. The
applicant used TRM HDD values for the region in which the building is located.

2.2

On-Site Inspection

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 27, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the store owner and verified the installation of weatherization measures on‐site.
The owner stated that the building was completely renovated the year before the insulation
project and that there were complaints from occupants about the temperature in the building
during the first winter after the renovation. The air sealing measure in particular was used to
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address a draft in the space that occurred due to the presence of old windows in a historical
building. The heating setpoints for the store were described as follows:

 Tuesday – Saturday, 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (occupied hours): 71°F
 Tuesday – Saturday, unoccupied hours: 68°F
 Sunday & Monday: 65°F
The site contact indicated that no additional projects that would affect the natural gas usage
were implemented after the installation of the insulation.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

No metering was conducted as it was expected that the evaluated savings would be determined
from a billing analysis.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure improves the operation of the heating system and is an
add‐on with a single baseline and the baseline is the preexisting conditions.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator modeled the savings using a billing analysis, since the pre‐existing and post‐
installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was strong.
The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to TMY3 data
for the region. Figure 2‐1 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree
days, using 50°F as the base temperature.
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Figure 2-1. Natural Gas Consumption from April-2014 to March-2018
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 August 20, 2014 to August 19, 2015 – baseline consumption
 January 21, 2016 to January 20, 2017 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 2‐2, and applied
them to the regional TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built
weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 2-2. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐1.
Table 2-1. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1

Days
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therm)

1,014

1,069

568

502

2

28

703

746

387

359

3

31

322

351

166

184

4

30

188

212

89

123

5

31

47

65

7

58

6

30

5

0

0

0

7

31

1

0

0

0

8

31

2

0

0

0

9

30

9

0

0

0

10

31

111

132

44

88

11

30

326

355

168

186

12

31

548

585

297

288

Total

365

3,275

3,515

1,726

1,789

The evaluated savings represent 51% of the total weather‐normalized annual baseline natural
gas consumption.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installing window sealing, door sealing, attic insulation, and basement
insulation at a jewelry store. The applicant used standard savings methodologies; the evaluators
determined, however, that the building could be accurately modeled using a weather‐
normalized billing anlaysis. The evaluated savings are greater than the reported values. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Baseline gas usage (therms) - August 20, 2014 to August
19, 2015

Applicant
N.D.

Evaluator
3,842

Baseline HDD at 50°F base - August 20, 2014 to August
19, 2015

N.D.

3,518

Post-installation gas usage (therms) – September 21,
2015, to September 20, 2016

N.D.

1,140

Post-installation HDD at 50°F base - September 21, 2015,
to September 20, 2016
Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas usage (therms)

N.D.

2,449

N.D.

3,515

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage (therms)

N.D.

1,726

HDD used for weather-normalization at 50°F base – TMY3

N.D.

3,275

Applicant
R-4

Evaluator
Unable to verify

Baseline
Pre-existing insulation
As-Built
Installed insulation

Applicant
R-16 minimum

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

Evaluator
Verified as accurate,
not used in savings
calculations

1,826

Natural gas realization rate

1,789
98%

N.D = No data

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are greater than the tracked savings due a difference in savings
calculation methodologies. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
1,826 therms

Evaluator
1,826 therms

MA TRM
standard
equations

Weathernormalized
billing analysis

Analysis
approach

3.5

Impact of
Deviation
No impact
-2%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Increased savings ‒ Evaluator is
confident that billing analysis
provides more accurate model of
savings

Lifetime Savings

Because the installed measure improved the operation of the heating system, the evaluators
classified this measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

Tracking
39,870 therms
1,826 therms
Air-sealing: 15 years
Insulation: 25 years
N/A

Applicant
39,695 therms(*)
1,826 therms
Air-sealing: 15 years
Insulation: 25 years
N/A

Evaluator
39,062 therms
1,789 therms
Air-sealing: 15 years (MA TRM)
Insulation: 25 years (MA TRM)
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) this value is provided in the applicant calculation file
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This energy efficiency project was completed at an elementary school and consisted of replacing
two preexisting hot water boilers with two new condensing hot water boilers and implementing
an outdoor air temperature (OAT) based hot water supply temperature reset strategy by
integrating the boilers controls into the existing EMS. The applicant reported that the
preexisting boilers were at the end of their useful life and a code‐compliant boiler was used to
establish the applicant’s baseline natural gas consumption. The installed condensing boilers
have a rated combustion efficiency of 92% and an output of 3,220 MBtuh each. The boilers are
used for space heating purposes and are enabled from September to June.
The evaluators agree with the applicant’s selection of the baseline as the industry standard
practice, which is mandated by IECC 2012 to be a non‐condensing hot water boiler with a
combustion efficiency of 82%. The evaluators calculated the boilers load with billing data, site
findings, and discussions with the site contact. The evaluated savings were 61% of the tracking
savings.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
300387

Measure Name
Boiler replacement

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

2,715

N.R.

Evaluated

1,663
61%

N/A
N/A

2,715
1,663
61%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are significantly lower than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily
because the evaluated as‐built boiler efficiencies were lower than the applicant‐reported values.
Further details regarding the discrepancy between applicant and evaluator savings are
presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of two new 3,220 MBtuh condensing gas‐fired boilers
that provide hot water for space heating.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The preexisting boilers supplied hot water for space heating and were built in 1968 and had
reached the end of their useful lives. Therefore, the applicant baseline considered code
compliant non‐condensing boilers of the same size as the new boilers. According to IECC 2012,
the minimum combustion efficiency requirement for a non‐condensing, gas‐fired hot water
boiler greater than 2,500 MBH is 82%. Table 2‐1 presents the main parameters of the baseline as
defined by the applicant.
Table 2-1. Applicant Baseline Summary
Variable description

Value

Boiler capacity (MBtuh)

3,220

Boiler combustion efficiency

82%

Occupied schedule

Typical elementary school operation

Boilers enabled

2.1.2

September to June

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The as‐built boiler plant is equipped with two gas‐fired condensing boilers. The new
condensing boilers have a rated efficiency of 92% and an output of 3,220 MBtuh each. The
boilers are enabled during the heating season which lasts from September to June.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The savings for this project are based on the improved efficiency of the condensing boilers as
compared to a code‐compliant, non‐condensing boiler.
The applicant determined the baseline heating demand by using gas billing and actual heating
degree days (HDD with a base of 65°F) from January 2010 until the time of the savings estimate
study in April 2016. The gas billing data was filtered to exclude non‐space‐heating gas usage.
Based on space heating gas usage, the applicant calculated the average therms of billed
consumption per HDD.
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An outdoor air temperature (OAT) bin model based on typical Boston weather was created with
the assumption that the boilers operated from September to June. The weather‐normalized
preexisting gas consumption of the facility was determined by applying the therms/HDD
relationship described above to the typical HDD in each 5°F OAT bin. The heating load in each
OAT bin was calculated using the following formula:
100
where,
= weather‐normalized preexisting gas usage (therms)
100

= therms to MBtu conversion factor
= preexisting boiler efficiency, 80%

The applicant calculated the baseline gas usage in each OAT with the following formula:
100
where,
= weather‐normalized baseline gas usage (therms)
= occupied hours in the OAT bin
= baseline boiler efficiency, 82%
The applicant modeled the installed boiler efficiency as a function of the return water
temperature. The return water temperature was modeled as 20°F lower than the supply water
temperature. The supply water temperature was determined using a typical reset schedule of
180°F at an OAT of 0°F and 120°F at an OAT of 65°F. The return water temperature at each
temperature bin was then applied to the manufacturer supplied boiler performance trend to
determine the installed boiler efficiency in each OAT bin, with a linear relationship between
87% at 160°F and 96% at 100°F.
The applicant calculated the installed boiler gas usage in each OAT with the following formula:
100
where,
= weather‐normalized installed gas usage (therms)
= installed boiler efficiency, based on the linear model on the
return water temperature in that OAT bin
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Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators determined that the applicant algorithm was valid and of sufficient rigor. The
applicant used weather data for Boston, while the evaluators determined that data from the
weather station in Norwood, MA was more appropriate because it is closer to the site.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted the logger deployment site visit on January 5, 2018 and the logger
retrieval site visit on April 5, 2018. During the site visits, the evaluators performed the following
tasks:

 Installed temperature probes to meter hot water supply and return temperature to verify
the OAT‐based HW supply temperature reset and to determine when the boilers operate
in the condensing mode.

 Installed amperage loggers to meter the boilers’ combustion fans.
 During the site visit, the outdoor temperature was 12°F and the evaluators observed that
only one boiler was operating at approximately 35% firing rate (17% of the total capacity
of both boilers). Photograph 2‐1 shows a screenshot of the boiler system capacity screen
taken during the first site visit (a cold day). Photograph 2‐2 shows a screenshot of the
boiler system capacity screen taken during the retrieval site visit (a moderate winter day).
Photo 2-1. Boiler System Capacity on 1/5/2018
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Photo 2-2. Boiler System Capacity on 4/5/2018

Tthe following action items in the evaluators’ original plan could not be executed:

 The evaluators were unable to spot‐measure the boilers’ combustion efficiency, stack
temperature, combustion fan amps at various firing rates (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%)
because the boiler stack did not allow access for combustion testing.

 Because the site contact was not able to attend any of the two site visits, the evaluators
could not retrieve any available boiler trend data, including HW supply and return
temperatures, firing rate, boiler efficiency and boiler run hours, from the boilers’ local
controller or the EMS, which were password‐protected.

 Subsequent requests for trend data did not receive responses from the site contact.
All data loggers slated for deployment were installed during the first site visit. During the
subsequent site visit on April 5, 2018, the evaluators were unable to locate the loggers. The
evaluators requested and obtained one year’s worth of gas billing data from the site contact, for
both the pre‐ and post‐installation periods. The site contact indicated no other projects that
would have impacted the natural gas consumption were installed at the site after the evaluated
project was commissioned. In lieu of logger and trend data, the evaluators determined that the
combination of spot readings from the first visit, photographs from both visits, and pre and post
billing data, were sufficient to conduct the evaluator’s savings analysis for this project.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators obtained combustion testing reports for the as‐built boilers conducted in
November of 2017 as part of the boiler’s annual servicing. Table 2‐2 presents the results of the
boiler combustion reports.
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Table 2-2. Boiler Combustion Report Results
Boiler ID
Boiler 1
Boiler 2

Firing Rate
Low fire

Stack Temperature (°F)
144

Combustion Efficiency
87.1%

High fire

185

86.2%

Low fire
High fire

125
172

88.1%
87.7%

The combustion test reports indicated lower combustion efficiencies than expected from the
boiler performance data. Figure 2‐1 shows the boiler rated combustion efficiency at different
firing rates and return water temperatures.
Figure 2-1. Boiler Rated Efficiency

Based on a review of the boiler interface screens during the site visit, the evaluators found that
the boilers operate at low firing rates (less than 25% of the maximum firing rate) for 95% of the
boilers’ operating time. Photographs 2‐3 and 2‐4 show the operating logs for boiler 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Photo 2-3. Boiler 1 Runtime Log

Photo 2-4. Boiler 2 Runtime Log

The evaluators verified that the gas meter to the site served the boiler plant and the kitchen
only. The gas consumption of the kitchen appliances is expected to be minimal compared to the
boiler plant gas usage.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
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Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the information provided in the project files, the evaluators determined that this
project was appropriately classified as a lost opportunity with a single baseline. The baseline for
this project is an ISP boiler with a combustion efficiency of 82%.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators found the applicant’s savings algorithm to be appropriate, and used the same
algorithm in the evaluators’ analysis, but with updated inputs based on findings from the site
visit and discussions with the site contact.
The evaluators verified from screenshots of the boiler interface that the supply water setpoint
was reset based on the OAT, as reported by the applicant. The screenshots indicated that the
boiler outlet water temperature tracks the flue temperature. Using a combination of all available
combustion testing reports and the spot readings from the boilers’ local interface, the evaluators
updated the supply temperature reset parameters. The evaluators also updated the temperature
differential between the supply and return water temperatures, based on the boiler interface
spot readings and on‐site readings of the supply and return water pipe surface temperatures.
The initial site visit was conducted in early January on a cold day while the subsequent site visit
was in April during a more moderate winter day. Photographs 2‐5 and 2‐6 show screenshots
taken from the boiler interface on the first and second site visits, respectively.
Photo 2-5. Boiler 1 Modulation – First Site Visit (Cold Day)
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Photo 2-6. Boiler 1 Modulation – Second Site Visit (Moderate Day)

The evaluator savings calculation reflected the boiler certification testing efficiencies found
during the site visits. These efficiencies were detailed above in Table 2‐2 and were significantly
lower than those considered in the applicant savings analysis. The evaluators used the post‐
installation billing consumption to calculate the heating load at the site and used the post‐
installation and baseline efficiencies to calculate the project impact on the natural gas
consumption.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This project consisted of installing two new 3,220 MBtuh condensing boilers. The evaluators
used the same savings calculation methodology as what the applicant used, with updated
inputs from the site findings and discussions with the site contact. The evaluated savings are
less than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table
3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Boiler combustion efficiency

Applicant
82%

Evaluator
82%

None

None

Boston (HDD – 5,557)

Norwood (HDD – 6,259)

Applicant
20°F

Evaluator
10°F

Hot water supply temperature upper limit

180°F at an OAT of 0°F

185°F at an OAT of 0°F

Hot water supply temperature lower limit
Combustion efficiency at supply water
temperature upper limit

120°F at an OAT of 65°F
87%

125°F at an OAT of 65°F
86.7%

96%

87.5%

2,715

1,663

Supply temperature reset
Weather station
As-Built
Temperature differential between supply and
return water

Combustion efficiency at supply water
temperature lower limit
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

61%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to historic
Norwood, MA weather data. Figure 3‐1 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly
heating degree days, with a base temperature of 65°F.
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Gas usage (therms)
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Figure 3-1. Natural Gas Consumption from June-2015 to May-2017
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 August 15, 2015 to May 15, 2016 – pre‐installation consumption
 December 15, 2016 to May 15, 2017 – post‐installation consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 3‐2, and applied
them to Norwood, MA TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled pre‐ and post‐installation
weather‐normalized gas consumptions.
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Figure 3-2. Pre- and Post-Installation Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 3‐2.
Table 3-2. Billing Analysis Results

1

Days
31

HDDTMY3
1,216

Weather Normalized Pre
5,521

Weather Normalized Post
5,755

Savings
(therm)
(234)

2

28

1,093

4,980

5,078

(99)

3

31

723

3,347

3,037

310

4

30

470

2,233

1,644

589

5

31

368

1,782

1,081

701

6

30

92

38

38

0

7

31

36

38

38

0

8

31

39

38

38

0

9

30

128

723

(243)

966

10

31

541

2,545

2,034

510

11

30

668

3,103

2,732

371

12
Total

31

884

4,059

3,927

132

365

6,259

28,406

25,160

3,246

Month

The evaluated savings represent 6% of the weather‐normalized pre‐installation annual natural
gas consumption. As expected, the billing analysis showed higher savings than the evaluation
savings, because the evaluator’s ISP baseline boiler efficiency was higher than the preexisting
boiler efficiency.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, primarily due to the lower combustion
efficiencies observed in the site combustion testing reports. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the
key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
2,715 therms

Evaluator
2,715 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Difference in asbuilt boiler
combustion
efficiency

92%

87%

-44%

Difference in
weather station
selection

Boston (HDD
– 5,557)

Norwood (HDD
– 6,259)

7%

20°F

10°F

-1%

180°F at an
OAT of 0°F,
120°F at an
OAT of 65°F

185°F at an
OAT of 0°F,
125°F at an
OAT of 65°F

-1%

Difference in the
supply and return
hot water
temperature
differential
Difference in asbuilt hot water
supply reset
strategy

Site 2016C0578

3‐4

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The evaluators
found that the average as-built boiler
combustion efficiency was lower than
what the applicant estimated, resulting
in decreased savings.
Increased savings ‒ The evaluators
determined that the Norwood, MA
weather station, which is the closest
weather station to the project site,
should be used instead of the
applicant reported Boston, MA
weather station. This updated resulted
in an increase in the HDD and the
heating load, and thus contributed to
an increase in savings.
Decreased savings ‒ The evaluators
found that the average hot water
temperature differential was lower
than what the applicant estimated,
resulting in decreased savings.
Decreased savings ‒ The evaluators
updated the hot water supply
temperature reset parameters based
on the boiler interface spot readings,
resulting in an overall higher supply
water temperature and decreased
savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the steam boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified this
measure as lost opportunity with an ISP single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
67,875 therms
2,715 therms
25 years (project
BCR)
N/A

Applicant
67,875 therms
2,715 therms
25 years (project BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
41,575 therms
1,663 therms
25 years (MA TRM for
boilers)
Lost opportunity

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on steam traps in addition to repairing and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures
are expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution
system. Insulation jackets were installed on the steam traps that were repaired/replaced. The
facility has a low pressure steam system and a high pressure steam system. The low pressure
system serves DHW loads and provides seasonal heating. The high pressure system serves
process loads.
The evaluated savings are only 2% of the total gas usage for 2016, therefore the evaluator
determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the
evaluated measures. However, this low percentage suggests that the evaluated gas savings are
reasonable for the facility.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant
and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are less than
reported values, primarily because a different custom express tool was used to evaluate the
steam trap savings, and three insulation jackets included in the project according to the
applicant were not installed.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
3873095

Measure Name
Insulation jackets

Tracked
Evaluated

Steam traps

440

N/A

69%

N/A

Tracked

14,418

N.R.

Evaluated

8,531

N/A

59%

N/A

15,055
8,971
60%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

1

RR
6130045

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
637

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

1

Realization rate
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R. = Not recorded, N/A = Not applicable
2

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 40% less than reported values, primarily because a different custom
express tool was used to evaluate the steam trap savings and three insulation jackets included
in the project according to the applicant were not installed. Further details regarding deviations
from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of fitted insulation jackets on steam traps in addition to
repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated steam traps for the
insulation measure and failed steam traps for the steam trap measure.
For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumed that the low pressure steam system
operates at 10 psi and the high pressure steam system operates at 75 psi. The operating hours of
the central steam plant were assumed to be 8,760 for the low pressure system because it serves
the domestic hot water loads of the building in addition to the seasonal heating loads and 8,760
hours for the high pressure system because the high pressure system serves process loads and
the hospital operates 24/7 year‐round. Steam traps that serve space heating elements were
assumed to operate 1,700 hours annually because the heating load varies and steam control
valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the space temperature setpoint.
For the insulation measure, the vendor performed a scoping audit in which they identified
uninsulated steam traps that were allowing excess heat to escape to spaces throughout the
building. The vendor took surface temperature spot readings of these uninsulated surfaces and
identified 14 steam traps as uninsulated.
For the steam trap measure, the same vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps
throughout the facility which involved determining the operating status of each trap by taking
surface temperature spot measurements and performing ultrasonic testing. The baseline status
for each trap was established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the
survey.
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The vendor survey shows that testing was conducted on 157 steam traps. The survey identified
16 steam traps as failed open. Table 2‐1 table below details the findings of the vendor steam trap
survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

141

N/A

N/A

141

Plugged

0

0

0

0

Partially Leaking

0

6

0

6

Partially Blowing By

0

7

3

10

141

13

3

157

Fully Operational

Total

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation measure consisted of installing insulation
jackets on the 14 uninsulated steam traps.
The steam trap survey was conducted in March 2016 and identified 16 failed steam traps. The
applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all of the trap on‐site are in good
working condition after being repaired/replaced. The trap operating pressure and hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The energy savings associated with the insulation jacket measure were calculated by the applicant
using a custom analysis spreadsheet. The formula used to calculate the heat loss from each steam
trap in the pre‐existing and proposed cases was:
/

° –

°

where,
U

= Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr‐°F‐ft2.

The formulas for the pre‐existing and proposed case heat transfer coefficients used by the
applicant are shown below.
26.9
26.9
2.6
0.32
0.32
0.25
2.6

2.6

0.85

where,
k

= Thermal conductivity

L

= Insulation thickness in inches

ht =

Combined heat transfer coefficients (radiation and convection)
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The ambient temperature was assumed to be 70°F and the surface temperature for each trap
was based on spot measurements taken by the vendor. The vendor developed a lookup table
that correlates steam trap model number to the surface area for that steam trap. The basis for
the k and ht values was not provided with the applicant’s documentation.
The annual gas savings from insulating each trap were calculated using the following formula.
,

80%

100,000

/

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool that was relevant in 2016 to calculate savings. The custom express inputs were
based on the steam trap survey results.The calculation tool used to evaluate the energy savings
for this project calculates the steam loss through the failed traps using the Grashof formula for
steam flow through an orifice. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap was calculated using
the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings were then calculated using various loss mechanisms that were
selected based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to
atmosphere were calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting
into a closed condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project were associated
with a single configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss
mechanisms for this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings were
calculated using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
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= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
Total correction factor (TCF) was calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% was applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings was calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads was calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
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= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle was calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluator agrees with the savings calculation methodology for the steam trap insulation jacket
measure. The surface temperatures used in the analysis were based on spot measurements, the trap
make and model is used as a basis for the surface area, and the difference between the bare and
insulated heat transfer coefficients is reasonable.
The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology for calculating steam trap savings
because the standard custom express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application.
Note, however, the standard custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool
was used to determine evaluated savings. The evaluators agree that the various input parameters
used in both the insulation and steam trap savings calculations (surface temperatures, surface
areas, trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had three primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings, to confirm that insulation jackets had been installed on all of
the steam traps that were considerd for insulation savings, and to evaluate if the steam traps
that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
The evaluator was able to test all 16 traps that had been repaired/replaced and verified their
operation using an infrared thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The
evaluator observed all of the traps that had been considered for insulation jackets. It was found
Site 2016C0584
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that one of the 16 traps was failed open and that three of the traps that were expected to have
insulation jackets did not have insulation jackets installed.
It was confirmed on site that the low pressure steam system operates at 10 psi and is served by
three gas‐fired boilers. The high pressure steam is provided at 75 psi by five gas‐fired boilers
that each serve a dedicated load. The high pressure boilers cycle on and off as required by their
dedicated load and the low pressure boilers are staged to evenly distribute run hours and meet
the low pressure steam system demand. Combustion efficiency tests were performed on all
eight steam boilers at the facility. The results of these spot metering tests are summarized in the
table below.

Combustion Test
Parameter
Steam Pressure
Firing Rate
Combustion Eff
Stack temp
% Excess O2

LP-1
10.1
22%
87.3%
233.8
5.0%

Table 2-2 Combustion Test Readings
Boiler
LP-2
LP-3
HP-1
HP-2
HP-3
10.9
10.3
75
75
75
52%
36%
100%
100%
100%
86.2% 86.3% 79.7% 75.0% 73.8%
285.6
275.4
594.5
744.8
661.6
4.9%
5.3%
4.7%
6.4%
9.1%

HP-4
75
100%
77.5%
613
7.0%

HP-5
75
100%
76.6%
611.2
8.0%

Unit
psi
%
%
°F
%

The average low pressure boiler combustion efficiency was found to be 86.6% and the average
combustion efficiency of the high pressure boilers was found to be 76.52%.
Infrared camera readings was used to take surface temperature readings for all of the evaluated
steam traps. This was used in part to determine whether or not each steam trap was operating
properly, but also to take spot readings for use in evaluating the surface temperatures used for
the insulation jacket measure. The average surface temperature of the low pressure steam traps
was found to be 220°F and the average surface temperature of the high pressure steam traps
was found to be 295°F.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for both the insulation and steam trap measures are
the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site
contact. For the insulation jacket measure, the baseline is the preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with uninsulated steam traps while the baseline for the steam trap measure
is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in the operating
condition observed by the applicant during the steam trap survey.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The two measures installed at this site are described separately.
Steam Trap Insulation Jackets
For the insulation jacket measure, the evaluator used 3EPlus to calculate energy savings. This is
a different method than the formula used by the applicant. The insulation used is LT500HS‐TC
and the thermal conductivity data provided by the manufacturer was used to create an
insulation type in 3EPlus.
The range of steam trap surface temperatures varies for this site because there is a high pressure
and a low pressure system, so the 3EPlus output for BTU/hr/ft² was taken for the insulated and
bare case throughout the range of trap surface temperatures. The parabolic relationship
between surface temperature and BTU/hr/ft² was used to calculated the heat transfer coefficient
for each steam trap. The formulas below show the polynomial relationship between surface
temperature and heat transfer coefficient based on 3EPlus calculation data (ST is surface
temperature in °F).
0.0046 ∗

∗

0.0007 ∗

∗

0.9001 ∗
0.4072 ∗

92.411
31.906

The evaluator’s spot readings of the trap surface temperatures were consistent with the values
used by the vendor. Since the vendor’s readings were confirmed as reasonable, the values were
not updated because small variations are expected between spot readings due sensor calibration
or small temperature variations on the trap surface.
Table 2-3 Trap Heat Loss
BTU/hr/ft²

Trap ID

Surface Area
(ft²)

Insulation
Installed

Operating
Hours

Surface
Temp (°F)

Bare

Insulated

128661

1.54

Y

8,760

230

358

99

128662

1.54

Y

8,760

220

328

92

128692

1.37

Y

8,760

275

503

133

128687

1.54

N

N/A

274

500

132

128688

1.54

N

N/A

254

433

117

128689

1.54

N

N/A

300

592

153

128690

1.37

Y

8,760

293

566

147

128645

1.54

Y

1,700

213

308

87

128646

1.54

Y

8,760

217

320

89

128678

1.54

Y

8,760

220

328

92

128681

1.37

Y

1,700

205

285

81

128631

1.54

Y

8,760

222

334

93

128632

1.54

Y

8,760

226

346

96

157576

1.37

Y

8,760

300

592

153
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The annual gas savings from insulating each trap were calculated using the following formula.
∗

,

∗ 100,000

/

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 440 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
69%. The discrepancies between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to eliminating the
three steam traps that were found not to be insulated from the savings analysis and the
inclusion of the spot metered boiler combustion efficiency in the savings calculation.
Steam Traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluator used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluator updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results. With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the
custom savings equation.
Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the spot metered
boiler combustion efficiency. The evaluator used the same trap orifice sizes, operating pressure,
and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
The guidance for the evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings based on the
evaluated failure rate is that the observed failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be
expected based on a simple linear survival rate curve. The annual rate of failure observed by
the evaluator is lower than a simple linear survival rate curve, therefore no savings adjustments
are made. The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described
above are 8,531 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 59%.
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on on‐site findings, the only revision the evalautors
made to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology was updating the
boiler combustion efficiency. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific
findings yields measure level savings of 13,338 therms.The primary reason why the evaluated
savings are lower than the reported values is due to the difference in the methodologies
employed by the applicant and evaluator. Table 2‐4 compares the reported, modified applicant
and evaluated savings for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-4 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

14,418

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

13,338

93%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

8,867

62%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

8,531

59%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 59%.
2It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 96%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of insulation jackets on steam traps in addition to the
repair and replacement of failed steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis model. The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom
express screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam
trap survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a different calculation
methodology (3EPlus) than the applicant and the spot measured boiler combustion efficiency.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site
visit. The evaluated savings for the project are greater than the reported values. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Insulation jacket
measure

Applicant
Fourteen uninsulated steam traps.

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with fourteen uninsulated steam traps.

Steam traps
measure

Sixteen failed steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with sixteen failed steam traps.

Steam plant
operating hours
Steam pressure

8,760

8,760

Low Pressure: 10 psi
High Pressure: 75 psi

Low Pressure: 10 psi
High Pressure: 75 psi

Boiler plant
efficiency

High Pressure Boilers: 80%
Low Pressure Boilers: 80%
System line losses: 5% (steam trap only)
Applicant
Insulation jackets installed on fourteen
steam traps.

High Pressure Boilers: 76.5%
Low Pressure Boilers: 86.6%
System line losses: 0% (steam trap only)
Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with insulation jackets installed on
eleven steam traps.

Steam traps
measure

Sixteen operational steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with one out of 16 steam traps failed
open at the time of the site visit.

Steam plant
operating hours
Steam pressure

8,760

8,760

Low Pressure: 10 psi
High Pressure: 75 psi

Low Pressure: 10 psi
High Pressure: 75 psi

Boiler plant
combustion
efficiency

High Pressure Boilers: 80%
Low Pressure Boilers: 80%
System line losses: 5% (steam trap only)

High Pressure Boilers: 76.5%
Low Pressure Boilers: 86.6%
System line losses: 0% (steam trap only)

As-Built
Insulation jacket
measure

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)

Applicant
15,055

Evaluator
8,971

Natural gas
realization rate
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Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the evaluator
determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the
evaluated measures . The combined measure evaluated savings account for approximately 2%
of the 2016 facility’s natural gas usage. The fact that the evaluated savings are 2% of the 2016
total gas consumption suggests that the evaluation results are reasonable.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings for the insulation jacket measure
primarily due to the fact that three insulation jackets were found not to have been installed. The
evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily due
to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings. Table 3‐2
provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
15,055 therms

Evaluator
15,055 therms

Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model
for both
measures

High Pressure
Boilers: 80%
Low Pressure
Boilers: 80%

High Pressure
Boilers: 76.52%
Low Pressure
Boilers: 86.6%

-6.4%

Difference in
quantity
installed for
insulation
measure

All steam traps
considered in
insulation
jacket measure
will be
insulated.
2016 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

Three steam traps
considered in
insulation jacket
measure were not
insulated.

-1.2%

2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

-32.8%

Difference in
analysis
methodology
for steam trap
measure

Site 2016C0584

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
low pressure steam boilers
have a higher efficiency than
assumed by the applicant
resulting in a net reduction in
calculated savings.
Decreased savings – Three
steam traps are not
considered for insulation
jacket energy savings.

Decreased savings – Using
the updated custom express
tool reduces the energy
savings for the steam trap
measure.
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Impact of
Deviation
-0.04%

Evaluator
3EPlus

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased Savings – Using
3EPlus very marginally
decreased the energy
savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016C0584

Tracking
90,330 therms
15,055 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Applicant
96,063 therms
15,055 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

3‐3

Evaluator
57,786 therms
8,971 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a light industrial facility and consisted of one single measure ‐
repairing and replacing 22 failed steam traps. The measure saves heating energy by reducing
losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. All of the repaired and replaced
steam traps serve unit heaters and radiators, which only operate during the heating season.
The facility consists of a single 100,000 sq. ft., seven‐floor building with many short‐term and
long‐term tenants who steam for heating only. The whole building is heated by steam radiators,
unit heaters, and baseboard heaters, controlled by thermostats. Steam is generated at the
building by two natural gas fired boilers, each with dual fuel capabilities. The boilers operate in
a day boiler/night boiler configuration to equalize the operating hours. The boilers are enabled
and disabled manually each year based on the operator’s perception of tenants’ needs. The
typical heating season is from October through April.
The evaluators visited the facility, performed a comprehensive inspection of the replaced and
repaired steam traps, deployed motor on/off meters on the combustion fans of the boilers, and
recorded spot measurements of the boiler efficiencies. The evaluators used an updated analysis
approach, with updated inputs from the site findings. Although natural gas billing data was
provided, the project savings were expected to be less than 4% of the billed gas usage and the
billing analysis showed large variations in historical natural gas usage, likely attributable to
tenant changes. Therefore, a billing analysis would not be appropriate in determining project
savings.
The evaluated savings are lower than the reported savings, primarily because of the reduced
operating hours, the analysis method update, and higher boiler efficiencies.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
CGCLCR00300330

Measure Name
Repair and replace
steam trap

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
6,115
1,490
24%
6,115
1,490
24%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 76% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
lower evaluated operating hours, the higher boiler efficiencies, and the analysis method update.
Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of one single measure of repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of 22 failed steam traps. A vendor performed a
survey of all the steam traps throughout the facility which involved determining the operating
status of each trap by way to temperature spot measurements and ultrasonic testing. The
baseline status for each trap was established to be the operating condition identified by the
vendor during the survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was conducted on 92 steam
traps in the facility. The survey identified 21 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam
passing through their trap mechanism while another 1 trap were identified as being plugged
and allowing no steam or condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Table 2‐1 below
shows the findings of the vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status
Fully operational

2.1.2

No Action
70

Repair
N/A

Replace
N/A

Total
70

Plugged

0

1

0

1

Partially leaking

0

3

1

4

Partially blowing by

0

15

2

17

Total

70

19

3

92

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey was conducted in March 2016 and identified 22 defunct traps which
were later repaired or replaced. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all
of the trap on‐site are in good working condition. The trap operating pressure and hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used a Custom Express Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed
by National Grid in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate
energy savings. The tool determines energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through
the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then applying a number of factors to account for
trap‐specific and system level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each
trap is calculated using the formula below.
Site 2016C0605
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14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
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The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
custom express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to a number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in the steam trap savings
calculations (trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted the meter deployment site visit on March 15, 2018. During the site
visit, the evaluators inspected all replaced and repaired steam traps, documented the boiler
plant configuration and operations, and deployed motor on/off meters on the boiler combustion
fans to quantify the boiler operating hours. The evaluators also interviewed the site contact to
verify the heating season at the site, during which the boiler plant is enabled. The evaluators
retrieved the loggers on April 26, 2018. Photo 2‐1 shows some of the repaired and replaced traps
verified by the evaluators during their site visit.
Photo 2-1. Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps
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Ultrasonic measurements were taken at the throat of each steam trap in order to confirm that
the trap was allowing for the removal of condensate from the steam line according to the trap
type. Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in
order to confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure
range (based on the saturated steam table). Photo 2‐2 shows an example of temperature
difference measured across the trap.
Photo 2-2. Temperature Readings on Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps

The evaluators conducted testing on all inspected steam traps to confirm their operability and
confirmed that none had failed, although several of the traps were not consistently energized
during the testing and the results of the testing were inconclusive.
The evaluators also visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation.
Although the evaluators could not safely access the boiler stack ports for combustion efficiency
testing, they were provided with test data from both of the plant’s boilers conducted in
February 2016. The site contact confirmed that the boiler operations had not changed since
February 2016. The evaluators obtained a total of five combustion efficiency values, which
showed that the two boilers had similar efficiency values, with an average value of 86.2%. .
The evaluators also verified the steam pressure with local gauge readings, which showed a
consistent 6 to 7 psi when the boiler is on. When the space temperature setpoint is satisfied and
the boiler turns off, the steam line pressure is observed to decrease in approximately two
minutes. Thus, the evaluators determined that the use of the boiler operating hours as a proxy
to the steam trap energized hours is a valid approximation.
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Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators deployed motor on/off loggers on the combustion fan motors of both boilers to
quantify their operating hours. The metering period was from March 15, 2018 to April 26, 2018.
Table 2‐2 provides a summary of the metering results.
Table 2-2. Summary of Boiler Run Hour Metering Results
Boiler ID

Operation Mode

Metered Hours

Boiler 1

Night

85

Boiler 2

Day

85

The evaluators used the heating degree days (HDD) during the metering period and calculated
with typical meteorological year (TMY3) data to normalize the boiler operating hours to an
annual basis. A base temperature of 55°F was used in the HDD calculations based on site
observations. Table 2‐3 presents the results of the annual heating hours calculations.
Table 2-3. Annual Heating Hours Calculations
Parameter

Value

HDD in metering period

2.3

591

TYM3 HDD

3,580

Annual normalized heating hours

1,031

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for the steam trap measure is the preexisting boiler
plant and steam distribution system with traps in conditions they were identified to be
operating during the survey conducted by the applicant.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observatins.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes,
operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site
using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. To
account for the heating system efficiency, the evaluators included the combustion efficiency in
the savings calculations. This approach was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase
2 study results. With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to
the custom savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency
value to reflect the data collected from combustion test reports during the site visit.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
1,490 therms per year, yielding a realization rate of 24%.
Site 2016C0605
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site fidings, the only revisions the
evalautors could make to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology
were updated to the plant’s operating hours and boiler efficiency. The applicant methodology
updated to reflect site specific findings yields savings of 2,041 therms.
Table 2‐4 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-4. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings
(therms)

Realization Rate1,2

6,115

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

2,041

33%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

6,001

98%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

1,490

24%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization
rate is the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 24%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore
the prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs
(applied to the revised calculator) or 25%
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated measure savings using the custom express screening tool with inputs
provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated the measure savings using a revised version of the custom express
savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are less than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps

Applicant
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 22 failed
steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 22 failed
steam traps

Boiler plant

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Annual weighted average energized
hours: 2,656

Boiler combustion efficiency: 86.1%
System line losses: 0%
Annual weighted average energized
hours: 1,031

As-Built
Steam traps

Applicant
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 22
operational steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 22
operational steam traps

Boiler plant

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Annual weighted average energized
hours: 2,656

Boiler combustion efficiency: 86.1%
System line losses: 0%
Annual weighted average energized
hours: 1,031

6,115

1,490

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

24%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators reviewed the billed natural gas usage data from December 2011 through
December 2016 and determined that the billed usage was significantly impacted by the tenant
mix and other non‐weather‐related factors, so that a weather normalized billing analysis would
not be valid. Figure 3‐1 shows the monthly billing data.
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Thousands

Figure 3-1. Monthly Billed Natural Gas Usage
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The evaluators were able to verify the typical heating season using the billing data. The most
recent 12 months of available billed usage (January through December of 2016) totaled 37,830
therms of usage; thus, evaluated savings of 1,490 therms are 3.9% of the billed usage, within the
expected range given the project scope relative to the heatng system size.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the lower
evaluated operating hours, the higher boiler efficiencies, and the analysis method update. Table
3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
6,115 therms

Evaluator
6,115 therms

Difference in
equipment hours
of operation

Weighted average
steam traps
energized hours of
2,656 hours per
year
Original custom
express method

Weighted
average steam
traps energized
hours of 1,031
hours per year
Revised
custom
express
method

-62%

-9%

Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2 Steam
Trap Evaluation (MA59) effort.

Boiler efficiency:
80%

Boiler
efficiency:
86.2%
System line
losses: 0%

-5%

Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit.

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

System line
losses: 5%

3.5

No impact

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluated steam energized hours
were 62% less than the applicant
reported average value.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the measure as
an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
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Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
36,690 therms
6,115 therms
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Applicant
36,690 therms
6,115 therms
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Evaluator
8,940 therms
1,490 therms
Steam traps: 6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a light manufacturing facility and consisted of repairing and
replacing failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
serviced through the program serve process based equipment and run in accordance with the
facility’s production schedule.
Steam is generated at the facility by two natural gas fired boilers operating in a primary‐backup
configuration, rotating on a weekly basis. Approximately four years of utility billing data was
provided to aid in the evaluator’s determination of project energy savings. However, the gas
consumption at the facility is largely production driven and since the evaluators were unable to
gather production data, the evaluators determined a billing analysis would not be appropriate
for calculating project energy impacts.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the installation and operation of the repaired and
replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analysis
accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than reported values due to a number of
differences between the applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
CGCLCR00300326

Measure Name
Steam traps

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
31,089

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

10,050

N/A

32%

N/A

31,089
10,050
32%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 68% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to
differences between the applicant assumptions and evaluator’s on‐site findings, along with the
difference in calculation methodologies. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of steam traps in the designated mode of failure
(plugged, leaking, blowing by) identified during the vendor steam trap survey.
A vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap by way to temperature spot measurements and
ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was established to be the operating
condition identified by the vendor during the survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was
conducted on 51 steam traps out of the 57 traps listed in the facility inventory. The survey
identified 21 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam passing through their trap
mechanism while another single trap was identified as being plugged and allowing no steam or
condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Table 2‐1 details the findings of the vendor
steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

Fully operational

29

N/A

N/A

29

Plugged

0

0

1

1

Partially leaking

0

0

11

11

Partially blowing by

0

0

10

10

Total

29

0

22

51

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey was conducted in March 2016 and identified 22 defunct traps which
were later replaced in April 2016. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that
all of the trap on‐site are in good working condition. The trap operating pressure and hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the Custom Express Screening Tool
provided by the PA to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and
uses the findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool
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determines energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the
Grashof formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system
level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.
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where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,
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where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
custom express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to a number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in the steam trap savings
calculations (trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable
but subject to updates pending the findings of the on‐site portion of work.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 23, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. While he could not recall exact dates, he confirmed the documented
project timelines, indicating that the steam trap work was completed in the Spring of 2016. The
site contact indicated that in addition to having an external vendor come in and perform a
facility wide survey on an annual basis, the facility also tests a portion of traps throughout the
facility on a quarterly basis using in‐house staff.
The site contact indicated that the facility operates six days a week (Monday through Saturday)
throughout the year with two weeks of scheduled shutdowns for maintenance and an
additional week or so of downtime accounting for lost time and brief but regular production
gaps.
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The evaluators discussed the boiler plant setup and operating practices with the facility
engineer. Two natural gas fired steam boilers with rated output capacities of 2.4 and 3.6
MMBtu/hr are rotated as the primary and backup boilers on a weekly basis to provide all of the
facility’s steam generation needs.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to confirm the repair or replacement and
functionality of the fixed steam traps. Of the 22 steam traps reported as fixed, evaluators were
able to inspect 15 traps as the remaining 7 were located in an area that evaluators were
restricted from entering due to hazardous processes being carried out. The evaluators took
temperature readings on all of the replaced traps and conducted ultrasonic testing on 11 out of
the 15 traps (4 were inaccessible for ultrasonic measurement). The evaluators were restricted
from taking photographs or thermal images within the production area.
Ultrasonic measurements were taken at the throat of each steam trap in order to confirm that
the trap was allowing for the removal of condensate from the steam line according to the trap
type. Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in
order to confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure
range (based on the saturated steam table). The evaluators conducted testing on 11 inspected
steam traps to confirm their operability and verify that they were all in good working condition.
The evaluators also visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation
and in lieu of conducting their own combustion tests were provided with test data from the
most recent boiler testing conducted earlier that winter (December 2017). The boiler plant
operates six days a week throughout the year with the exception of shutdown periods and
provides the facility with steam primarily for processes in addition to some heating end use
applications.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements and conducted ultrasonic testing on the
replaced steam traps. The evaluators did not deploy any metering equipment at the facility.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline is the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the
evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The baseline can be characterized as the
preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in the condition they were
identified to be operating in during the survey conducted by the vendor.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
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for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observatins.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more accurate and consistent methodology for
calculating steam trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications
to the approach in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used
to calculate savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has
been adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings.
The evaluators revised the trap hours of operation to account for the fact that the traps are not
pressurized year round, which was assumed within the applicant analysis. Based on the site
contact’s description of facility schedule, the evaluators adjusted the hours of operation to

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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reflect that the boiler only operates 6 days a week and also has multiple weekly shutdowns over
the course of the year.
The evaluators also updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the data from combustion
test reports collected during the site visit. Combustion test efficiency data provided by the
facility is detailed in Table 2‐2 below.
Table 2-2. Combustion Test Efficiency
Firing Rate

Boiler Combustion Efficiency

Low

84.1%

Medium

85.4%

High

88.3%

Average

85.9%

The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes and operating pressure and updated the
operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the
options from the applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking”
and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance
from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised
leak factors to the custom savings equation.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
9,897 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 32%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site fidings, the evalautors revised the
pressure, hours of operation and boiler efficiency using the applicant methodology. The
applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of
22,099 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported
values is due to differences between applicant assumptions and the evaluator’s on site findings
as well as the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator. Table
2‐3 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

31,089

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

22,099

71%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

13,366

43%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

10,050

32%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 32%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 75%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the project using the custom express screening tool with
inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated savings using a revised version of the custom express savings
equation along with revised hours of operation and boiler plant efficiency based on the
information gathered during the site visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are less than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam trap measure

Applicant
Twenty two failed steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with twenty two
failed steam traps

Steam trap operation

Operating pressure: 125 psig
Hours per year: 8,760

Operating pressure: 125 psig
Hours per year: 7,075

Boiler plant efficiency

Boiler efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler efficiency: 85.9%
System line losses: 0%

As-Built
Steam traps measure

Applicant
Thirteen operational steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with thirteen
operational steam traps

Steam trap operation

Operating pressure: 125 psig
Hours per year: 8,760

Operating pressure: 125 psig
Hours per year: 7,075

Boiler plant efficiency

Boiler efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler efficiency: 85.9%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

31,089

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

10,050
32%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the facility’s gas
usage is largely production dependent, which would render the results of a utility billing
analysis indiscernible. The evaluators did however compare the evaluated project savings
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relative to the average annual use at the facility and found the evaluated savings accounted for
less than 2% of the annual gas usage.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, due to differences between the
applicant assumptions and evaluator on‐site findings in addition to the difference in calculation
methodologies employed.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
31,089 therms

Evaluator
31,089 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-42%

Difference in
equipment hours
of operation

8,760 hours per
year

7,075 hours per
year

-15%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line losses:
5%

Boiler efficiency:
85.9%
System line losses:
0%

-11%

Site 2016C0628

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators found that the facility
boiler plant operates for fewer
hours than what had been
originally anticipated by the
applicant for both the baseline
and as-built cases.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators found that the facility
boiler plant operated more
efficiently than what had been
anticipated by the applicant for
both the baseline and as-built
cases.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the measure as
add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
186,534 therms
31,089 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
186,534 therms
31,089 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
60,300 therms
10,050 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at an industrial manufacturing plant. The
project replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in two system wide steam trap
surveys: one survey was performed in December 2015 and the other was performed in March
2016. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed were
claimed by the utility.
During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; conducted a boiler combustion
test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced using an ultra‐sonic
leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the traps were operating correctly.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the appropriate custom express tool for steam
traps at the time based on the steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project
impacts through an updated custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from
the steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on‐site. The reduced savings
was due to the high rate of trap failures, field verified differences in boiler operations, and
updates to the calculation tool for steam traps.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

CGCLCR00300177

Repair/replace failed steam
traps

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
32,916
20,099
61%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

32,916

N.R.

Evaluated

20,099

N/A

61%

N/A

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate
2
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 61% of the tracked savings. This is because the boiler efficiency was
found to be higher than assumed by the applicant, and the evaluator found that 17% of the
traps have failed since being repaired/replaced. Additionally, the evaluator savings are
calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant
savings were calculated using the previous version of the custom express spreadsheet.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumes that the steam system operates at
12 psi. The central steam plant serves process loads, a steam generator, and space conditioning
equipment such as radiators, air handlers and unit heaters. The steam plant operates 8,760
hours annually. There are a mixture of radiator traps (1,700 hours), heat exchanger traps (2,080
hours), drip legs traps (8,760 hours), unit heater and AHU coil traps (1,700 hours). Steam traps
that serve space heating elements are assumed to operate for 1,700 hours (EFLH) annually
because the the heating load varies and steam control valves will cycle between open and closed
to satisfy the space temperature setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
The steam trap survey identified 54 failed or partially failed open steam traps and
40 steam traps that were failed closed. “Plugged” is the term used in the custom express tool to
describe a trap that has failed closed. Table 2‐1 below details the findings of the December 2015
and March 2016 steam trap surveys.
Table 2-1: Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status
Fully operational
Partial leak
Partial blow by
Plugged
Total

2.1.2

Repair
0
25
29
29
83

Replace
0
0
0
11
11

No Action
214
0
0
0
214

Total
214
25
29
40
308

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 54 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
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are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
failed open (or defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have
failed closed do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line. Boiler efficiency,
operating hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used the 2016 Custom Express Screening Tool (2016 Tool) to calculate the savings
for repairing the failed traps. The custom express inputs were based on the steam trap survey
results.The calculation tool used to evaluate the energy savings for this project calculates the
steam loss through the failed traps using the Grashof formula for steam flow through an orifice.
The tool uses the inputs listed below to calculate savings:
P= Operating steam pressure (psig)
D = Orifice diameter (in) (or area)
Hours = Annual hours that the trap is pressurized with live steam.
LF = Leak Factor determined based on the pre‐retrofit trap status (partial leaking,
leaking, partial blow‐by, or blow‐by)
Repair/Replace = It appears that one of the PAs may include a factor to adjust the
savings if the trap is repaired versus replaced.
Boiler Efficiency = The boiler efficiency is used in the calculation tool to calculate the gas
savings, but it is not a user adjustable input. Adjusting the boiler efficiency requires
accessing the unlocked spreadsheet by the program administrator.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology because the standard custom
express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application. Note, however, the standard
custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool was used to determine
evaluated savings.
The applicant assumes 8,760 operationg hours for the steam plant, which is consistent with the site’s
stated operation throughout the year. The steam plant boilers run generators so they are always
needed to run. On weekends, the regular high pressure boiler switches operation with the two
smaller low pressure boilers.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the custom express tool: and, to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating as intended.
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The evaluator sampled eighteen steam traps (33% of the 54 steam traps identified as failed open
in the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced using an infrared thermal
imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The sample was selected randomly. Three (3)
traps included in this sample were identified as failed. The evaluator observed three additional
steam traps without steam flow during the site visit. The site contact informed the evaluator
that these traps served comfort equipment and the steam valves are manually turned on for the
winter and off for the summer. The site contact explained that these traps were missed when
turning on the comfort equipment, and the site contact manually activated the steam valves
during the site visit. These steam traps were excluded from the sample.
The evaluator interviewed the plant manager on 1/16/2018. The plant manager confirmed that
the annual operating hours assumed by the applicant were appropriate. The site contact
confirmed the boilers run 24/7: the high pressure boiler runs when the attendant is on‐site from
7am to 3pm, Monday to Friday and the two lower pressure boiler runs when the attendant is
not on‐site. The billing data supports this claim, as facility therm usage is high throughout the
year.
A combustion test found that the operating central steam boiler has a combustion efficiency of
82.0%. Whether the high pressure boiler or low pressure boilers are running, there are pressure
reducing valves to maintain the system pressure at 12 psi.
A summary of the data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2: Summary of Metered & Observed Data
Parameter

Value

Source

Boiler efficiency

82.0%

Boiler combustion test

Steam pressure

12 psi

Spot observation

Failed traps

3 out of 18 tested

Infrared thermal imaging camera and ultrasonic leak
detector

2.3

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The evaluation used the baseline established with the steam trap surveys conducted in
December 2015 and March 2016, whichidentified 54 failed or partially failed open steam traps.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
inventory of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

In March 2017 an evaluation study was completed1 to develop a methodology for producing
more consistent results for custom steam trap savings and a new prescriptive steam trap
deemed savings value. The result of the study was a new custom express spreadsheet tool to be
used by all Program Administrators. The custom savings equation developed through the
referenced study has been adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The energy savings for the steam trap repairs at this site were considered by the evaluator using
both the steam trap custom express tool from 2016 as well as the newly revised steam trap
custom express tool. The final evaluated savings are based on the newly revised tool.
The inputs for boiler efficiency and steam pressure were appropriately adjusted to the observed
values in both custom express spreadsheets.
Savings were adjusted based on the evaluator’s observed trap failure rate. This rate is assumed
to be independent of the mode of failure. The decrease in savings is calculated based on the
failure rate observed by the evaluator compared to the assumed failure rate associated with a 6
1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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year measure life for steam traps. The applicant savings are based on a mean trap life span of 6
years and therefore the assumed failure rate is 8.3% traps per year. The assumed failure
percentage (AFP) at the time of the evaluation testing is calculated using the following formula.
∗ 50%
6
The evaluated failure percentage (EFP) is the ratio of failed traps to traps sampled by the
evaluator.
The EFP and the AFP for steam traps are used to calculate the savings adjustment using the
formula below.
1

%

The evaluation team has agreed with the PAs and EEAC to limit the savings adjustment to no
more than the –EFP.
This savings adjustment is applied to the custom express tool energy savings after the boiler
efficiency and steam pressure adjustments have been made using the following formula.
∗ 1

%

For this site, the EFP was found to be 16.7% (3 out of 18 traps were observed as failed) and the
AFP at the time of the site visit was 12.8% (repaired on 07/06/16 and evaluated on 1/16/18) and
the savings adjustment was ‐23.4%. The savings adjustment applied is limited to the ‐EFP
or ‐16.7%.
The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes,
operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site
using spot checks and site conversations. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results. With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the
custom savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value
to reflect the data collected from combustion test during the site visit. The savings adjustment
factor as explained above for failed traps were then applied to discount the savings for failed
traps.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the new methodology and new site level
inputs described above are 20,099 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of
61%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site fidings, the only revisions the
evaluators could make to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology
was updating the plant’s boiler efficiency, which was higher and applying the savings
adjustment factor for failed traps. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific
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findings yields measure level savings of 26,185 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old
methodology of 32,916 therms.

The primary reason why the evaluated savings (using the new methodology) are lower than the
reported values is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and
evaluator. The energy savings results for each of the Custom Express tools considering all
adjustments are summarized in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3: Evaluator Savings Summary
Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

32,916

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

26,185

79.6%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

24,722

75.1%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

20,099

61.1%

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 61.1%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 81.3%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 54 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators sampled eighteen of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating
properly and collected data for the central boiler plant.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant. This is
because three of the sampled steam traps had failed, and the boiler efficiency is higher than
originally assumed. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the energy
savings for the measure.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps measure

Applicant
Fifty four failed steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
fifty four failed steam traps.

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 82.0%
System line losses: 0%

As-Built
Steam traps status

Applicant
Fifty four operational steam
traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
three out of eighteen traps found
failed during the site visit.

Steam plant operating hours

8,760

8,760

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 82.0%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

Applicant

Evaluator
32,916

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

20,099
61%

Cross-Check with Billing Data

The evaluator verified the trap repair/replacement date with the vendor: the installation was
completed on July 6, 2016. The site consumed 957,280 therms of natural gas in 2016. The
evaluation updated savings of 18,469 therms is 1.9% of the total facility natural gas energy
consumption. The facility uses steam to run a generator, so the facility gas usage varies
significantly with respect to production year over year. The total energy savings are minor
relative to the generator process load, so a billing analysis does not provide more details about
the performance of the evaluated measure.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings because the evaluators used an updated
custom express tool, the boiler efficiency was found to be greater than assumed by the
applicant, and three of the eighteen steam traps sampled by the evaluator had failed since being
repaired or replaced. Each of these changes to the savings calculations lead to a decrease in the
energy savings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2: Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
32,916 therms

Evaluator
32,916 therms

Difference in
as-built
equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line losses:
5%

Boiler efficiency:
82.0%
System line
losses: 0%

-4%

Failure of
steam traps

100% of steam
traps operational

83% of steam
traps operational

-14%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-21%
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the
custom express equation
using the boiler efficiency
determined during the site
visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the
steam traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluator adjusted the
savings calculations to
account for the failed steam
traps observed during the
evaluation site visit. This
approach resulting in smaller
savings for the steam traps
measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the
savings methodology to
incorporate approach
generated from the recently
concluded Phase 2 Steam
Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the
steam traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed steam traps, the evaluators classified the measures
as add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
197,496 therms
32,916 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
197,496 therms
32,916 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
120,594 therms
20,099 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a university. The project replaced or
repaired steam traps identified as failed in a June 2016 system wide steam trap survey. Gas
savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed were claimed
by the utility.
During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; conducted a boiler combustion
test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced using an ultra‐sonic
leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the traps were operating correctly.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the vendor’s savings estimates, which is
different than the appropriate custom express tool for steam traps at the time based on the
steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project impacts through an updated
custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the steam trap test sample
results and spot measurements taken on‐site. The reduction in savings was due to field verified
differences in boiler operations, and changes in the calculation tool.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

CGCLCR00300231

Repair/replace failed
steam traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

25,673

N.R.

Evaluated

10,190

N/A

1,2

39.7%

N/A

Tracked

25,673

N.R.

Evaluated

10,190

N/A

40%

N/A

RR
Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate
2
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R. = Not recorded, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 40% of the tracked savings. This is mainly because the evaluator
savings are calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the
tracked savings are taken from the vendor’s energy savings spreadsheet. The tracked savings
were not updated by the applicant to reflect the results of the 2016 screening tool. In addition,
steam pressure was found to be lower than assumed by the applicant, and the boiler efficiency
was found to be higher than assumed by the applicant.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. (The baseline calculation tool uses combustion and not
thermal efficiency.) The applicant assumes that the steam system operates at 5 psi. The
operating hours of the central steam plant are assumed to be 5,110 because the heating season
for the site is October through April and the boilers run 24/7 during that time period. Steam
traps that serve space heating elements are assumed to operate 1,700 hours annually because
the the heating load varies and steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to
satisfy the space temperature setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an
onsitesurvey of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
The steam trap survey identified 88 failed or partially failed open steam traps and 21 steam
traps that were failed closed. “Plugged” is the term used in the custom express tool to describe a
trap that has failed closed. The table below details the findings of the 2016 steam trap survey.
Table 2-1 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

Site 2016C0654

Repair

Replace

No Action

Total

Fully Operational

0

0

338

338

Partial Leak

50

1

0

51

Partial Blow By

33

4

0

37

Plugged

20

1

0

21

Total

103

6

338

447
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Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 88 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
failed open (or defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have
failed closed do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line. Boiler
efficiency, operating hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Energy Savings Algorithms

The tracked savings claimed for the project are from the vendor’s savings spreadsheet. The
vendor savings are calculated using the formulas below.
24.24
where,
PA

= Steam Pressure (psia)

D

= Trap Diameter (inches)

Adj

= Adjustment for non‐perfect orifice shape
999
100,000

where,
999

= Steam enthalpy (btu/lb)

Hours

= Steam plant operating hours

100,0000

= Btu to therms conversion

It should be noted that a completed a Custom Express Screening Tool was including in the
applicant’s supporting documentation for the project, however the Custom Express Screening
Tool results were not used to update the tracked savings. The vendor savings results are greater
than the Custom Express Screening Tool results.
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The applicant used the Custom Express Screening Tool to calculate project savings, although
these results were not used to update the tracking savings. The tool was developed in 2010 and
uses the findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool
determines energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the
Grashof formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system
level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The applicant did not update the tracked savings based on the Custom Express Screening Tool
results.
Aside from this, the evaluator found the applicant calculation methodology reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant discounts
savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the measure life for
repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that since the savings
for this project were reported, a revised version of the Custom Express tool has been adopted by the
PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap savings calculation in the applicant algorithm.
The evaluator agreed that the various input parameters used in the applicant steam trap savings
calculations which include trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency and trap
orifice diameters were reasonable.
The applicant assumes 5,110 operationg hours for the steam plant, which is consistent with the site’s
stated operation from October through April. If the plant was started on October 1st and shutdown
on May 1st the operationg hours would be 5,088. The exact plant startup and shutdown date may
vary from year to year; thefore 5,110 operating hours is reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the custom express tool: and, to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
The evaluator sampled twenty steam traps (22.7% of the 88 steam traps identified as failed open
in the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced using an infrared thermal
imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The sample was selected randomly. Of the
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twenty traps tested, three traps included in the sample were identified as failed open and two
traps were identified as failed closed.
The evaluator interviewed the Plant Manager on 1/25/2018. The Plant Manager confirmed that
the annual operating hours assumed by the applicant were appropriate. The site contact
confirmed the boilers run 24/7 from October through May during the site interview and billing
data supports this claim. A combustion test found that the operating central steam boiler has a
combustion efficiency of 84.5% at a firing rate of 55%. The site interview and a spot observation
of a pressure gauge in the boiler plant revealed that the steam system is maintained at 3 psi
rather than 5 psi.
The site contact informed the evaluators that the steam distribution system at the facility is very
old. Because the pipes are old and the steam system does not operate all year long, when the
steam is first enabled at the beginning of the heating season there is a significant amount of rust
released into the condensate return. The site does not expect steam traps to operate for more
than two years before failing because the rust damages the steam traps.
At the time of the site visit, the site had recently identified a broken steam pipe that was leaking
large amounts of live steam into an open field. The issue was only identified when a large patch
of snow had melted in the open field. This finding suggests that a billing analysis may not
accurately present the gas savings associated with the steam trap project. A summary of the
data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2 Summary of Metered Data

2.3

Parameter

Value

Source

Boiler Efficiency

84.5 % @55%
firing rate

Boiler combustion test

Steam Pressure

3 psi

Spot observation

Failed Open Traps

3 out of 20 tested

Infrared thermal imaging camera and ultrasonic
leak detector

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The evaluator found that the central steam boiler has a combustion efficiency of 84.5% and the
steam plant operates at 3 psi.
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The steam trap survey conducted in January 2016 identified 88 failed or partially failed open
steam traps. The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an
onsite inventory of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and
leaving surface temperature readings.
The evaluator used an ultra‐sonic leak detector and infrared thermal imaging camera to
evaluate the operation of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced in 2016. Of the 20
steam traps sampled by the evaluator three traps were identified as failed open and two traps
were identified as failed closed.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised Custom Express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original Custom Express methodology revised
with site specific obserations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site via spot checks and
interviews with the site contact. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion
efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach
was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results. With these updated
statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the data
collected from combustion test reports during the site visit.
The guidance for the evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings based on the
evaluated failure rate is that the observed failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be
expected based on a simple linear survival rate curve. The annual rate of failure observed by
the evaluator does not meet this criteria, therefore no savings adjustments are made.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using newly revised Custom Express tool
described above are 10,190 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 72%.
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the revisions the
evaluators made to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology were
updating the plant’s boiler efficiency and the number of repaired/ replaced traps. The applicant
methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of 11,473
therms. The evaluated savings were 81% of the savings using the applicant methodology using
the pre‐evalution ex‐ante assumptions.
Table 2‐3 compares the reported tracking estimate using both methods, modified applicant and
new methods using evaluated site finding for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

25,673

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

11,473

44.7%

Applicant Inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

11,941

46.5%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

10,190

39.7%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 39.7%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 85.3%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 88 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators sampled twenty of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating
properly and collected data for the central boiler plant.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant. This is
because the boiler efficiency is higher than originally assumed, and the operating steam
pressure at the facility was lower than originally assumed. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key
parameters used to calculate the energy savings for the measure and considers the Custom
Express Screening Tool results that should have been used to update the tracked savings for this
project.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Steam traps
measure

189 failed open steam traps

Boiler plant
efficiency

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 84.5%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure

Steam pressure is 5 psi.

Steam pressure is 3 psi.

Steam plant
operating hours

5,110 hours

5,110 hours

As-Built

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 189 failed open
steam traps.

Applicant

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with three traps failed
open and two traps failed closed in a 20
trap sample.

Steam traps
measure

189 operational steam traps.

Boiler plant
efficiency

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 84.5%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure

Steam pressure is 5 psi.

Steam pressure is 3 psi.

Steam plant
operating hours

5,110 hours

5,110 hours

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)
Natural gas
realization rate
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

The date that the application was signed by the customer, November 20, 2015, is used as the
assumed install date for this project. Billing data for the site from December 2014 through
December 2016 were used to perform the comparison. Table 3‐2 outlines the evaluator‐modeled
as‐built TMY3 consumption and the weather‐normalized pre‐ and post‐project data.
Table 3-2. Weather-Normalized Pre- and Post-Billing Data
Weather-Normalized Usage
Month
1

Days
31

HDD-TMY3
802

Pre
16,642

Post
19,528

Savings
(2,886)

2

28

640

14,242

16,063

(1,821)

3

31

504

12,204

13,121

(916)

4

30

261

8,591

7,904

687

5

31

80

0

0

0

6

30

9

0

0

0

7

31

0

0

0

0

8

31

0

0

0

0

9

30

21

0

0

0

10

31

152

6,975

5,571

1,404

11

30

391

10,532

10,706

(174)

12
Total

31

742

15,752

18,243

(2,491)

365

3,602

84,939

91,136

(6,197)

A comparison of the weather‐normalized pre‐ and post‐project billing data indicates an increase
in gas consumption after the project was installed. A probable explanation for this is that the
performance of the steam traps at the facility have a minor impact on the total gas consumption.
A detail that demonstrates this point is that a major steam system leak, a ruptured steam header
in an open field, was found around the time of the evaluator’s site visit. An issue like this will
have a significantly greater impact on gas consumption than failed steam traps.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

One of the adjustments made by the evaluator is the operating steam pressure of the facility. It
is recommended that documentation such as an email or picture be provided to show the basis
for the steam pressure used in the analysis to ensure that the input is based on actual site
operation opposed to an assumed pressure. Due to changes in facility staff it can be difficult to
track down the history of changes in operating parameters such as steam pressure. It is possible
that the steam system used to operate at 5 psi and the facility has lowered the steam pressure
since the survey, but this cannot be determined without documentation.

3.3

Customer Alert

The customer does not have a maintenance plan to continually monitor steam trap
performance. Conducting annual or bi‐annual steam trap surveys would help to identify failed
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steam traps and repairing/replacing these failed steam traps will improve steam system
performance.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings because the evaluators are using an
updated custom express tool, the boiler efficiency was found to be greater than assumed by the
applicant, and the steam pressure was found to be lower than assumed by the applicant. Each
of these changes to the savings calculations lead to a decrease in the energy savings. Table 2‐4
provides a breakdown of the change in savings due to each of the input modificiations.
Table 3-3 Discrepancy Summary
Impact of
Deviation
-45%

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
14,193 therms

Evaluator
25,673 therms

Difference in
as-built
equipment
efficiency

Boiler
Combustion
efficiency: 80%

Boiler
Combustion
efficiency: 84.5%

-3%

Difference in
operating
parameters

Steam pressure
is 5 psi.

Steam pressure
is 3 psi.

-5%

Difference in
analysis
methodolgy

2016 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

-7%

3.5

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased Savings ‒ The
2016 custom express results
were not used to update the
tracked savings for this project.
Decreased savings ‒ The
boiler efficiency is higher than
expected and this change
reduces savings for the
measure.
Decreased savings – The
steam pressure is lower than
expected and this change
reduces savings for the
measure.
Decreased savings – Using
the updated custom express
tool reduces the energy savings
for the steam trap measure.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therms)
= first year savings (therms)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures
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The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
154,038 therms
25,673 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
85,158 therms
14,193 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
61,140 therms
10,190 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a motel and consisted of the installation of low‐flow shower
heads and faucet aerators. Both measures are expected to save gas energy by reducing the
amount of water needed to be heated by the facility’s hot water system.
The motel consists of 101 rooms, each equipped with two sinks and one shower. The age and
condition of the pre‐existing shower‐heads and aerators is unknown, but the site depicted that
in the event of failure they are replaced with in‐kind flow equipment. It is assumed that all pre‐
existing shower‐heads and faucets were in working condition and providing full operation
prior to their replacement.
The evaluator visited the facility, observed nominal flow rates of the installed fixtures and
performed flow rate measurements on a sample of the rooms. Utility water and gas bill data
was used to calibrate the evaluation baseline model. The evaluated savings for each measure are
lower than the reported values. This can be attributed to adjustments in hotel occupancy rates,
installed case flow rates and daily faucet/showerhead usage.

1.1

Savings
Measure

Measure

ID

Name

Gas Savings Electric Savings
Therms/yr

kWh/yr

2,676.5

N.R.

Evaluated
RR1

1,144

N/A

43%

N/A

Tracked

3,434

N.R.

753

N/A

22%

N/A

6,110.5

N.R.

1,897

N/A

31%

N/A

Tracked
Low-flow Showerheads
CGCLCR00300485
Facuet Aerators

Evaluated
1

RR

Tracked
Total

Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 70% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to lower
than predicted occupancy rate, higher than predicted installed flow rates and lower than
predicted daily usage. Further details regarding deviations from tracked savings and the
analysis are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of low‐flow showerheads and faucet aerators at the
facility.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of the continued use of pre‐existing fixtures
within the facility. The applicant did not document the pre‐existing faucet or showerhead flow
rate, but assumed the flow rate was an industry standard practice flow rate per the
Massachusetts Technical Reference Manual (TRM). Being that the motel has been fully
operational for the past few years, the applicant assumed that the pre‐existing equipment was
in working condition and in full operation prior to this project; therefore this measure was
considered to be a retrofit project.
The base case for the low‐flow showerhead measure is the continued operation of the assumed
pre‐existing flow rate of 2.5 gpm per showerhead.
The base case for the faucet aerator measure is the continued operation of the assumed pre‐
existing flow rate of 2.2 gpm per aerator.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The installed equipment depicted by the applicant consisted of 101 low‐flow showerheads with
a flow rate of 1.5 gpm and 202 faucet aerators with a flow rate 1.5 gpm.
The operating hours assumed by applicant’s TRM savings calculations for the low‐showerheads
consisted of 10 minutes per day for 365 days per year resulting in ~61 annual hours.
The operating hours assumed by the savings calculations for the faucet aerators consisted of an
operation time of 30 minutes per day for 260 days resulting in approximately 130 annual hours.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant predicted savings using the TRM. These savings are based off of flow rate and
annual usage for each piece of equipment. The TRM provides a prescriptive energy savings per
aerator or showerhead, which is based on a calculation tool provided by the Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy’s (EERE) federal energy management program.
Low Flow Showerheads
The assumptions used within the calculation tool in order to produce the reported savings for the
proposed case are as follows:
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1. Base case flow rate: 2.5 GPM
2. Proposed case flow rate: 1.5 GPM
3. Minutes per day of operation: 10 minutes
4. Days per year of operation: 365 days
5. Quantity to be purchased: 101 units
Savings calculated for this measure are 2.65 MMBtu per showerhead.
Faucet Aerator
The assumptions used within the calculation tool in order to produce the reported savings for the
proposed case are as follows:
1. Base case flow rate: 2.2 GPM
2. Proposed case flow rate: 1.5 GPM
3. Minutes per day of operation: 20 minutes
4. Days per year of operation: 260 days
5. Quantity to be purchased: 202 units
The savings calculated for this measure are 1.7 MMBtu
Table 2‐1 summarizes the total therm savings as per the TRM.
Table 2-1 - Total Savings Summary
Equipment
Showerhead
Aerator

2.1.4

MMBtu/unit

# of units

Therms/MMBtu

Therms

2.65

101

10

2,675.5

1.7

202

10

3,434

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating savings is reasonable with the exception of the savings
calculation assuming a constant occupancy rate. Adjustments for occupancy rates, as this is a
motel and not all rooms are occupied consistently throughout the year, would yield lower
savings than was reported.
The savings calculation by the TRM assume that the site followed industry standard practice for
their pre‐existing fixtures. Due to the fact that there is no evidence to suggest otherwise, the
evaluation agrees that this was the best approach.
The evaluators agrees that the default inputs for fixture usage were reasonable for the
magnitude of calculated savings.
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On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on April 26, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The site reported that the fixtures were changed within the last year, but an exact installation
date could not be determined. The site described the installation to be a complete replacement
of about 90% of the total fixtures within a span of two days. However, with lack of records to
confirm an incomplete installation, the evaluation assumes that the measures were installed in
entirety throughout the facility. The site was also unable to provide any information on the pre‐
existing fixtures.
The site reported that the rooms are not consistently fully booked. The typical occupancy rate
observed is about 50% occupancy during winter months, and 90% occupancy during summer
months.
The building’s domestic hot water was served by six in‐line natural gas water heaters prior to
the replacement of the fixtures. A short time after the fixtures were replaced, this system was
changed to two condensing hot water heaters. The system serves each of the rooms within the
motel, in addition to the laundry.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to observe the nominal flows of installed
fixtures and also to record flow measurements of a sample of faucets and showerheads. The
sample consisted of nine rooms with three rooms from each floor.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators sampled about 9% of the facility’s rooms. This consisted of a total of 14 faucets
and 11 showerheads. The nominal flow rate identified on each fixture was recorded. Flow
measurements were then conducted by observing the volume of water in milliliters that could
be captured within a container during a time interval of ten seconds. These measurements were
used to determine the flow rate in gpm for each fixture to provide a comparison to the nominal
flow rates.
Temperature measurements were also taken. The faucet’s hot water temperature was observed
to be 127˚F. Based on a spot observation the operating set‐point of the water heater tank was
160˚F, with a distribution temperature after the mixing valve of 125˚F.
Figures 2‐1 and 2‐2 present the recorded nominal vs. measure flow rates for the showerheads
and faucets respectively.
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Figure 2-1 - Showerhead nominal and measured flow rates.
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Figure 2-2 - Faucet nominal and measured flow rates
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Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined both measures to be
retrofits with a single baseline. This event type is appropriate based on the review of the
documents provided and discussion with the site contact. These measures consist of equipment
replacement to reduce the amount of heating required by the natural gas fired water heater
without changes to the underlying equipment. The underlying equipment in both cases is
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considered to be the hotel room sink or shower. Therefore, new construction would only be
considered in the event of a full‐gut renovation of the facility. Changes to the boiler system
would have no impact on the baseline for the end uses. Given that the site was unable to
provide information on nominal flow rates for the pre‐existing fixtures, the evaluator used the
industry standard practice value from the TRM, following the assumption that the facility
followed industry standard practice for pre‐existing fixture installation. The baseline nominal
flow rates were adjusted to follow the relationship observed between the proposed nominal and
measured flow rates for each fixture. Details on the calculation of the assumed actual baseline
flow rates is provided in the Evaluator Calculation Methodology section.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator’s savings calculations for each measure follow the same format as the TRM
calculator used by the applicant. The models were altered for each measure on an iterative basis
off of the calculator tool to adjust for seasonal occupancy, observed flow rates, and daily usage.
This iterative process is broken down below:
1. TRM Calculator Inputs: The inputs are identical to that of the calculation tool provided
by the TRM. The same assumptions outlined within Section 2.1.3 were used to produce
the same savings values for confirmation of the TRM savings values.
2. Seasonal Occupancy: An adjustment was made for the varying room occupancy based
on season and is displayed in Table 2‐2. As stated by the site, 50% of the rooms are
occupied during the winter and 90% of the rooms are occupied during the summer. The
applicant assumes full occupancy year round.
Table 2-2 - Occupancy adjustment summary
Value
Source

Winter

Summer

Average

Occupancy Occupancy Occupancy

Tracked

101

101

101

Evaluated

50.5

90.9

80.8

The winter period is assumed to be 25% of the year, and the summer period is assumed
to be 75% of the year. These rates were applied to the total 101 showerheads and
202 faucets to gain a more accurate representation of overall water usage throughout the
year. The following formula was used to calculate this adjustment:
#

∗ 25% ∗ 50%

#

∗ 75% ∗ 90%

#
3. Observed Nominal Flow Rates: The observed average nominal flow rates (listed on
fixture nameplate) for the showerheads was higher than predicted by the applicant. The
applicant proposed case was for 1.5 gpm nominal flow for showerheads and faucets.
The average nominal flow rates for the showerheads was 1.98 gpm (1 @2.5 gpm, 3 @1.75
gpm, and 7@2 gpm). A majority of the observed faucets were the predicted 1.5 gpm
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nominal flow, but 1 fixture was 1.8 gpm and 1 was 2.0 gpm resulting in an average of
1.56 gpm.
4. Measure Flow Rates: This adjustment considers the difference between the flow that is
rated to be output (nominal flow on fixture nameplate), and what the actual output was
measured to be in order to account for other nuances within the system that may impact
the fixture performance. The average measured flow rates were used to adjust the
proposed fixture flow rate input. These values are summarized in Table 2‐3.
The nominal values were then compared to the measured flow rates in order to
determine if a more accurate baseline could be extracted based on the data collected. A
ratio of measured to nominal flow rate was created and applied to the TRM baseline.
This is outlined in the following formula:
∗
Table 2-3 - Baseline adjustment summary
Baseline
Equipment

Tracked
Nominal

Evaluated

Proposed
Tracked

Adjustment Nominal

Savings

Evaulated

Tracked Evaluated

%

Nominal

Measured

gpm

gpm

Change

Showerheads

2.50

2.31

1.50

1.98

1.83

1.00

0.48

48%

Faucets

2.20

2.00

1.50

1.56

1.42

0.70

0.58

83%

5. Water Use Calibration / Daily Operation Time: The operation time of the faucets and
showeheads were adjusted in this iteration to calibrate the calculations with the billed
water usage. After the occupancy and flow rate adjustments the calculate baseline water
usage was 221% of the total billed usage. The faucets minutes per day operation was
reduced from 30 minutes to 8 minutes and the showerhead usage was reduced from 10
minutes per day to 9 minutes per day. After the daily usage adjustments the baseline
usage is 89% of the total billed usage. The remaining 11% of the water usage is cold
water for the laundry and toilets. The model calibration is explained further in
Section 3‐1.
6. Gas Usage Calibration / Hot Water Temperature: The final step in the evaluation
calculations was to ensure that the baseline gas usage was reasonably calibrated to the
bill data. In order to calibrate the gas usage the hot water temperature difference used to
calculate gas energy use was adjusted. The hot water supply temperature and the
incoming town water temperatures are not adjustable inputs in the EERE’s tool, but the
average temperature difference (outgoing minus incoming) can be derived from the tool
inputs and outputs. An increase in the assumed hot water temperature difference could
be attributed to a higher water temperature setpoint than is assumed in the tool. The site
is maintaining 160°F at the water heater and providing 125°F to the facusets, which may
be higher than is assumed by the calculation tool. The faucet and showerhead average
hot water temperature rise were each increased by 125% in order to calibrate the model
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with the billed gas usage. After the calibration the modeled gas usage is 94% of the
billed usage with the remaining 6% being heating of the water for the laundry machines.
Figure 2‐4 summarizes the differences between the parameters applied in the model.
Figure 2-4 - Summary of applied parameters
Parameter
Seasonal Occupancy

Applicant
101 rooms year round

Evaluated
25.25 rooms during Winter;

Evaluated Savings
4,829

68.175 rooms during Summer

Nominal Flow Rates
Observed Flow Rates

1.98 gpm for showerheads
1.56 gpm for faucets

3,603

and showerheads
1.5 gpm for faucets

1.83 gpm for showerheads

3,277

and showerheads

1.42 gpm for faucets

1.5 gpm for faucets

Minutes/day Operation 30 min. For faucets
Hot Water Delta-T

Site 2016C0668

8 min. for faucets

10 min. for Showerheads

9 min. for showerheads

Built in to applicant tool

increased by 25%
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation low‐flow shower heads and faucet aerators at a motel
facility.
The applicant calculated savings for both measures using the TRM calculation tool, and TRM
determined baselines.
The evaluator calculated savings for both measures by adjusting the inputs of the calculation
tool to better capture the conditions and operations at the facility. The calculated savings are
less than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table
3‐1.
Table 3-1 - Summary of Key Parameters
Parameter
Number of Rooms

Applicant

Evaluator

101 year round

Evaluator/Applicant

25.25 in Winter

25% in Winter

68.175 in Summer

67.5% in Summer

Flow Rates

1.5 for showerheads

1.83 for showerheads

122% for showerheads

(proposed)

and faucets

1.42 for faucets

94.6% for faucets

Minutes/ day Operation

30 min. for faucets

8 min. for faucets

27% for faucets

10 min. for showerheads

9 min. for showerheads

90% for showerheads

Built in to applicant tool

increased by 25%

139%

Hot Water Delta-T

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The billing data was used to assist with calibrating the evaluation baseline calculations and
confirm that the savings are within reason. Gas bills displayed an annual usage of 8,778 therms
for the most recent year, 2017. As previously stated, the domestic hot water system also serves
the in‐house laundry. A usage estimate calculator from Energy Star determined that the typical
annual gas consumption of a washing machine is 28 therms. For this facility consisting of 8
washing machines, the total laundry use of the entire system is estimated to be 224 therms.
Therefore, the billed domestic hot water usage without the consideration of the laundry use
should be approximately 8,554 therms.
The calculated usage of the adjusted base case from the evaluated model was determined to be
8,043 therms. This is reasonably close to the observed use from the bill data.
The calculated usage that was expected to be observed as a result of the project’s installation is
6,135 therms. The billed usage over a 5 year period maintains an average of 8,600 therms used
annually without any evidence of reduction. It is probable that the resulting reduction is offset
by changes in occupancy, boiler efficiency, or laundry usage, but lack of information results in
the inability to confirm. Also, the site was not able to provide an exact installation date;
therefore pre and post bill data period could not be confirmed. Table 3‐2 summarizes the
evaluated results compared to the billed data.
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Water usage was considered to confirm the accuracy of the model. The billed usage over a
5 year period maintains an average of 1,451,569 gallons used annually. Due to the fact that
water does not solely serve the domestic hot water system at the facility, it is expected that the
calculated baseline hot water usage is lower, but still within range of the average. The model’s
hot water usage is calculated to be 1,286,464 gallons. This accounts for 89% of the average water
use at the facility which confirms that the model is within reason.
Table 3-2 - Summary of Bill Data Comparison

3.2

Calc

Water

Gas

Approach

gallons

therms

Billed

1,451,569

8,600

Model

1,286,464

8,067

Ratio

89%

94%

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

The evaluator recommends that documentation of the pre‐existing fixture nominal flow rates be
included in the applicant’s files. This would allow for more accurate savings analysis in that
assumptions would not have to be made about the pre‐retrofit fixtures.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, primarily due to adjusting the inputs
of the calculation tool to better capture the conditions and operations at the facility.
Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-3 - Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Seasonal
Occupancy

Observed
Nominal Flow
Rates

Site 2016C0668

Applicant
101 rooms year
round

1.5 gpm for
faucets
and showerheads

Evaluator
25.25 rooms during
Winter;
68.175 rooms
during Summer
1.98 gpm for
showerheads
1.56 gpm for
faucets

3‐2

Impact of
Deviation

-14%

-18%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased Savings - Room
occupancy adjusted for winter
and summer rates
Decreased Savings – The
showerhead installed nominal
flow rate was higher than
predicted by the applicant
leading to a decrease in
savings.
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Impact of
Deviation
-22%

Factor
Measured Flow
Rates

Applicant
1.5 gpm for
faucets
and showerheads

Evaluator
1.83 gpm for
showerheads
1.42 gpm for
faucets

Operation Time
(Water
Calibration)

30 min. For
faucets
10 min. for
Showerheads

8 min. for faucets
9 min. for
showerheads

-32%

Hot Water DeltaT (Gas
Calibration)

Built in to
applicant tool

increased by 25%

17%

3.5

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased Savings – The
measured installed flow rate is
lower than the nominal flow rate.
The evaluator reduced the
baseline and proposed flow
rates based on the
measurements leading to a
decrease in savings.
Decreased Savings – The
decrease in daily usage reduces
the baseline and proposed gas
usage leading to a decrease in
savings.
Increased Savings – The
increase in the hot water delta-t
in order to calibrate the model
with the billed gas usage leads
to an increase in savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐4 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4 - Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016C0668

Tracking
61,105 therms
6,110.5 therms
10 years
N/A

Applicant
61,105 therms
6,110.5 therms
10 years
N/A

3‐3

Evaluator
18,970 therms
1,897 therms
10 years
Retrofit - single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
Three measures were installed in this 1,000,000+ ft2 hospital as part of a campus wide
Performance Contract project.
Measure #300262 expanded energy management system (EMS) controls to implement
unoccupied scheduling in six buildings across the campus:


Building #1 ‐ Main Administration Building



Building #3 ‐ Ambulatory Care Building



Building #5 ‐ Psychiatric Outpatient Care Building



Building #22 ‐ Recreation Hall



Building #23 ‐ Gym



Building #24 ‐ Chapel

Measure #300304 added insulation to uninsulated steam/condensate piping and steam
components across the campus. Insulated devices include bends/90’s/T’s, caps and covers,
unions, strainers, valves, and flanges.
Measure #300305 involved repairing or replacing steam traps that had failed across the campus.
Steam traps were replaced in buildings #1‐#8, #20, #22‐#25, #32, #40, #44‐#46, #60‐#62, the boiler
room, and various utility tunnels. The site contact indicated that other work had been
performed before and after projects were installed and the evaluator determined billing analysis
would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures. The total
evaluated savings are 15% less than the applicant‐reported savings.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

CGCLCR00300262

Implement EMS
unoccupied schedules

CGCLCR00300304

CGCLCR00300305

Insulate bare piping
and devices

Repair failed steam
traps

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
60,350
60,350

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A

100%

N/A

Tracked

297,423

N.R.

Evaluated

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

264,382

N/A

1

89%

N/A

Tracked

57,248

N.R.

Evaluated

RR

26,717

N/A

1,2

45%

N/A

Tracked

415,021

N.R.

Evaluated

351,449

N/A

85%

N/A

RR

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 15% smaller than the reported savings, primarily due to the higher
boiler efficiency observed by the evaluators compared to the applicant for the insulation
measure. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section
3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section provides details on the applicant savings calculations approach.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
HVAC fans in six building on the campus were operating continuously regardless of
occupancy. The buildings affected by this upgrade were buildings #1, #3, #5, #22, #23, and #24.
All affected buildings had a 71 °F heating setpoint, 24‐hours/day and 7‐days/week for the base
model, and continuous fan operation.
CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
9,583 square feet of uninsulated steam and condensate piping or devices were identified in the
boiler room, service tunnels, and mechanical spaces across the campus. Piping sizes ranged
from ¾” diameter to 24” in diameter. Piping/device area and temperatures are shown in Table
2‐1.
Condensate piping was listed at 175°F and 185°F. Steam temperatures ranged from 200°F to
350°F. Some of the pipes were assumed to serve the HVAC system if the steam pipe
temperature was less than 350 deg F. These HVAC related steam pipes were estimated to
maintain pressure for 5,110 hours per year. Otherwise, when the steam pipe temperature was
350 deg F, steam usage was estimated at 8,640 annual hours. Boiler system efficiency was
estimated at 77.6%.
Table 2-1: Steam Piping Diameters
Diameter

Average Temp °F

Square Feet

Diameter

Average Temp °F

Square Feet

0.75

266.4

1,200.5

6.00

256.4

1,034.0

1.00

260.1

1,478.6

8.00

307.4

572.9

1.25

250.0

784.6

10.00

312.5

193.6

1.50

276.9

838.7

12.00

310.4

107.8

2.00

264.0

675.6

14.00

230.0

40.8

2.50

271.4

612.8

16.00

350.0

1.2

3.00

270.2

1,042.8

18.00

225.0

0.9

4.00

299.2

1,185.7

24.00

350.0

0.3

Eleven uninsulated condensate tanks were identified. Total uninsulated tank area was 146.5
square feet.
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CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
Steam traps were surveyed by the Performance Contract vendor in December of 2014 and 214
failed traps were identified for replacement. Low pressure radiator steam traps were excluded
from the survey. The claimed savings for this measure were quantified for 36 of the 214 traps
that were replaced. Savings were not claimed for the 178 remaining steam traps which were
replaced to resolve mechanical failures and application‐specific issues that produced no energy
savings. More specifically, the replaced and repaired traps not included in this measure include
traps that were improperly sized, improperly installed, the wrong trap type, or an improper
master trap. Many of these traps were operational and energy savings were not expected for
these by the applicant. The 36 failed traps that provided steam savings are located buildings #1‐
#8, #20, #22‐#25, #32, #40, #44‐#46, #60‐#62, and various utility tunnels.
The Custom Express Savings Tool reported steam traps that were partially leaking or partially
blowing‐by in the hospital. A total of 36 failed traps were identified and were all proposed for
replacement. Table 2‐2 details the findings of the Custom Express Savings Tool submitted with
the application. Other baseline conditions include 5,760 and 4,320 annual HVAC and process
load hours, and 8,640 steam system operating hours. Steam pressures range from 5‐psig to 120‐
psig. Boiler combustion efficiency was estimated at 80.0%. System losses were estimated at 5.0%
and total system efficiency was 75.0%.
Table 2-2: National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Status
Trap Status
No Status

2.1.2

No Action
0

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
0

Fully operational

0

0

0

0

Plugged

0

0

0

0

Partially leaking

0

0

5

5

Full leak

0

0

0

0

Partially blowing by

0

0

31

31

Total

0

0

36

36

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
Direct digital control (DDC) points were added to the HVAC units. Programming was updated
to operate, monitor, and control HVAC scheduling. The building automation system (BAS)
control algorithms were updated to implement unoccupied control schedules. The new
unoccupied schedules were installed in buildings 1, 3, 5, 22, 23, and 24. Scheduling sequences
were created for occupied/unoccupied operating modes. The 71°F occupied period heating
temperature was retained from the baseline condition. A 55°F unoccupied heating temperature
set point was programmed into the control system. This unoccupied set point was designed to
keep room temperatures from dropping too low. The heating system would add heat to the
space only if room temperatures dropped below the 55°F threshold. Additionally, temperature
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sensors with override pushbutton and manual setpoint adjustment were installed in rooms
lacking this capability. Proposed schedules for each building are shown in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3: Proposed Occupied Scheduling
Building

Weekday

Weekend

Cycle as needed

Cycle as needed

B3 1 floor

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

10:00 am – 2:00 pm

B3 remaining

4:00 am – 7:00 pm

10:00 am – 2:00 pm

B5

4:00 am – 7:00 pm

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

B22

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

B23

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

B24

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

5:00 am – 6:00 pm

B1
st

No new HVAC equipment was installed or replaced with this measure, and ventilation rates
and capacities were not modified or changed from the baseline.
CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
The installed insulation was primarily fiberglass. Calcium silicate insulation and Pyrogel
insulation were used for special applications. This information was used in 3E Plus to calculate
the insulated surface heat loss rates for comparison with the established baseline. The hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
Thirty‐six failed steam traps were replaced as part of this project. Steam traps were replaced in
buildings #1‐#8, #20, #22‐#25, #32, #40, #44‐#46, #60‐#62, the boiler room, and various utility
tunnels. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all of the traps operate as
intended. No changes were made to annual operating hours, steam pressures, or boiler
efficiency.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
EMS natural gas savings for this project were included in a campus wide Performance Contract
(PC). Savings for the PC were estimated using an eQUEST model. The major scope of the PC
was to update the central chilled water plant and systems including chiller staging, new cooling
towers, modified chilled and condenser water pump sequencing, changes in chilled water and
condenser water temperatures, and optimized chiller/pump/tower variable speed drive
operation.
Additional work addressed in the PC was the correction of deferred maintenance issues
including repairing inoperable actuators and dampers. Many of the buildings’ damper and
valve controls were operated with pneumatic actuators and analog output points which were
replaced with electric actuators and analog output points. Internal zone dampers were
Site 2016C0672
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improperly set and manually operated. Systems were rebalanced throughout the campus to
respond to actual loads.
The natural gas savings for this project were a small portion of the total Performance Contract.
eQUEST programmers relied on the software to calculate the design requirements for CFM,
outside air ventilation requirements, static pressure and other HVAC variables because of the
scope of the deferred maintenance changes. The only eQUEST input variables that were directly
associated with this measure is the setting of the occupied/unoccupied schedule shown in Table
2‐3 above and with creation of a 55°F unoccupied heating setpoint.
CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
Tracking savings were generated using a custom analysis spreadsheet. Savings were calculated
for 297 individual rows of piping and devices. The calculations consisted of two components. The
first component consists of the bare pipe heat loss and insulated pipe heat loss (BTU/HR/FT).
These were obtained from the 3EPlus insulation savings software. The insulated values are for the
type and thickness of the insulation installed. Other conditions include a 75°F ambient
temperature and a zero‐mph wind speed.
The second component to the calculations consists of the remaining variables that include the
annual operating hours, area in square feet of the pipe or device, and the boiler efficiency. This
data is obtained from the site. Annual natural gas savings are calculated using the equation:
100,000
where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings
AREA

= Device or piping surface area in square feet

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in BTU/HR/LF

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in BTU/HR/LF

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler system efficiency
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CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying several factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
An eQUEST model was used to estimate the EMS savings. The natural gas savings for this
measure is a small component of a much larger Performance Contract project at the hospital.
The primary scope of the Performance Contract is the modernization and upgrade of the central
cooling plant, replacement of pneumatics with DDC controls, and repairing inoperative HVAC
components. An extensive lighting retrofit to LED fixtures was also part of the performance
contract. Evaluators obtained the specific schedules for the buildings in this measure from the
EMS trends.
CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
The insulation analysis is a composite of site‐specific data and performance data for the piping
that provide the losses for the bare and uninsulated scenarios. The equation itself is a basic
estimation approach. 3EPlus was used to replicate the bare and uninsulated heat loss values
and savings. The tracking savings used a 75°F ambient space temperature and a zero‐mph wind
speed to generate the heat loss values. The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters
used in insulation savings calculations were reasonable.
CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable except for the
repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered approach to calculating
steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant
discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the
measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that
since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the custom express tool has
been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap savings in addition to
several other changes to the applicant algorithm described above. The evaluators agreed that
the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations (trap operating pressure,
hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.
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On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 15, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and the Performance Contractor representative. The facility
engineer explained the scope of the work that was being done at the hospital and the measures
included in this project.
The PC engineer stated that controls in buildings #1, #3, #5, #22, #23, and #24 were non‐
functional and that those buildings were operated continuously in the occupied mode in the
pre‐existing scenario. Occupied and unoccupied schedules were put in place for each of the
buildings. The 71°F occupied heating set point was retained and the EMS was programmed
with a 55°F unoccupied heating set point across all areas. Other work, such as repairing zone
dampers, replacing failed DDC controls, and replacing pneumatics were also performed.
A walk‐through of the facility was conducted to review the replaced traps and installed
insulation. The occupied/unoccupied schedules and temperature set points for the six buildings
were reviewed in the energy management system. 6‐months of temperature and operating
status trends were downloaded for use in the evaluation.
During a follow up phone call on December 13th, 2018, the boiler plant operators indicated that
heating is rarely required before October 1st and after early May.
The replaced trap documentation was discussed with the PC vendor and that data was
consistent with their records. He stated that additional traps had been replaced. These included
plugged traps and traps that were improperly sized. No savings were claimed for those units.
Steam trap replacement was an ongoing process throughout the installation period. He
estimated that 6 additional traps had failed, and been replaced, since their initial survey was
conducted. These savings are also not included in the steam trap replacement measure. Seven of
the 36 replaced steam traps were reviewed during the walk through. The PC engineer explained
that they used a 77.6% seasonal heating efficiency to account for distribution losses.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of a sample of
the insulation jackets. The PC’s documentation on insulation identified 7 changes in insulation
thicknesses compared to the tracking documentation. 2.5” of fiberglass was installed on 4
devices in place of 2.0” mats. 2.0” of fiberglass was installed on 3 devices in place of 1.5” mats.
Additionally, 12 new insulation jackets which were not included in the applicant’s original
scope were added and six insulation jackets from the original scope were removed from the
final as‐built list.
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Measured Data

Six months of trend data was obtained from the energy management system. The data included
35 individual trend reports that covered 630 control points. Trend values/status was reported
hourly. Key trend points included the occupied/unoccupied heating set point temperatures,
room temperatures, and fan on/off status.
Evaluators took temperature spot measurements on 7 steam trap piping before and after the
steam traps. The traps selected were representative of the different steam pressures maintained
in the system. Steam trap replacements were performed campus wide. The selected traps
included areas that were outside the areas identified in the EMS measure. The results are found
in Table 2-4 below. The steam pressures listed in the steam trap and insulation document were
reviewed with the PC vendor and with the boiler plant operators. No discrepancies between the
documented pressures and maintained pressures were noted. Temperatures taken at the traps
were in line with associated steam pressures. Additional line temperatures were taken during
the walk through on identified steam lines. No discrepancies were found.
Table 2-4: Steam Trap Survey Findings

Location

Steam
Pressure at
Trap (psig)

Orifice
Size (in)

Inlet
Temp 1
(°F)

Outlet
Temp 2
(°F)

Drip Leg

Bldg #40 - Upper Mezzanine

100

3/16

333

316

Drip Leg

Bldg #45 - Basement

120

½

354

332

Drip Leg

Bldg #23 - Basement

15

3/16

247

237

Air Handler

Bldg #7 - Basement

15

¼

249

236

Drip Leg

Bldg #3 - Sub Basement - A025

20

3/16

260

241

Drip Leg

Utility Tunnel - Section D

15

3/16

251

234

Drip Leg

Bldg #25 - NE Corner

5

3/16

227

212

Application

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined all measure improves the operation of the heating system and they
are add‐ons with a single baseline and the baseline is the preexisting conditions.
CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
Facility personnel and the PC representative both confirmed that the HVAC systems in
buildings #1, #3, #5, #22, #23, and #24 were operating without an unoccupied schedule prior to
the installation of this project. The occupied heating temperature set point was 71°F. These
matched the baseline savings factors in the Performance Contract.
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CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
The documentation review of the installed insulation with facility personnel confirmed that the
listed devices and piping were uninsulated prior to the project.
CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the
evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam trap measure is the pre‐existing
boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in condition they were identified to be
operating during the survey conducted by the applicant and documented in the Custom
Express Screening Tool.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

CGCLCR00300262 ‐ Implement EMS Unoccupied Schedule
Tracking savings were generated through an eQUEST simulation of the entire campus for a
Performance Contract. The six buildings included in the EMS measure are building 1 Main
Administration, building 3 Ambulatory Care, building 5 Psychiatric Outpatient Care, building
22 Recreation Hall, building 23 Gym, and building 24 Chapel. They account for 190,000 square
feet of area and just less than 20% of the entire campus and eQUEST model.
The only variables that were used to generate the savings are the creation of an unoccupied
period for each location and creating a 55°F unoccupied heating temperature set point. Figure 1
is a screen capture of the EMS temperature set points for building 3. The data matches the
tracking values.
Figure 1: EMS Temperature Set Points
Selected Points: 03-3B-18: DAY CLG STPT, 03-3B-18: DAY HTG STPT, ...
(3434 Points)
Selected Panels: *
Filter: All Points

Name: Suffix

Address

Description

Value/State

Status Priority

_______________________________________________________________________________
_
03-3B-18: DAY CLG STPT

1 17 06

(

) 73.00

DEG F -N-

NONE

****************************************************************************************************
03-3B-18: DAY HTG STPT

1 17 07

(

) 71.00

DEG F -N-

NONE

****************************************************************************************************
03-3B-18: NGT CLG STPT

1 17 08

(

) 85.00

DEG F -N-

NONE

****************************************************************************************************
03-3B-18: NGT HTG STPT
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Data identified in the 35 trend reports provided by the PC contractor confirms that the occupied
and unoccupied heating temperature set points are consistent through all areas and are
unchanged from the tracking assumptions.
Temperature trends were reviewed for November and December average room temperatures
for the spaces. The hourly average trended temperatures closely match the tracking values.
Table 2‐5 shows the average space temperatures for different buildings included in this project.
The actual space temperatures show that the thermal mass of the building and any remaining
internal gains are sufficient to keep the temperature from dropping. No additional heat was
required during the unoccupied mode with these temperatures.
Table 2-5: Average Trended Heating Space Temperatures
Occupied (°F)

Unoccupied (°F)

Building #1

70.1

66.6

Building #3

70.4

66.9

Building #5

71.0

67.3

Building #22

71.6

67.5

Building #23

71.6

67.5

Building #24

71.2

65.8

Average

71.0

66.9

Building

The occupied and unoccupied scheduled hours from the trend data also conformed with the
proposed tracking schedules. The fan operation for building 1 was to be scheduled according to
need. The simulation calculated duration of the fan operation based upon calculated heating
loads. The trend data found that fan operation followed that logic as shown in Figure 2.
Annualized fan operation is 655 hours.
Figure 2: Building #1 Fan Operation

Building #1 Fan Operation
25%

Percent Operation

20%
Sun

15%

Mon
Tue

10%

Wed
Thu
Fri

5%

Sat

0%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Hour of Day
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The schedule for the remaining buildings closely matched the tracking assumptions as shown in
Table 2‐6.
Table 2-6: Occupied and Unoccupied Schedules
Weekday
Tracking
Evaluation
Building 1
As Needed
Varies
Building 3 1st Flr 5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm 5:30 am ‐ 6:00 pm
Building 3 2nd‐3rd 4:00 am ‐ 7:00 pm 4:00 am ‐ 7:00 pm
Building 5
4:00 am ‐ 7:00 pm 4:30 am ‐ 7:00 pm
Building 22
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm 5:15 am ‐ 6:15 pm
Building 23
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm 5:15 am ‐ 6:15 pm
Building 24
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm 5:15 am ‐ 6:15 pm

Weekend
Tracking
As Needed
10:00 am ‐ 2:00 pm
10:00 am ‐ 2:00 pm
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm

Evaluation
Varies
10:00 am ‐ 2:00 pm
10:00 am ‐ 2:00 pm
5:30 am ‐ 6:00 pm
5:15 am ‐ 6:15 pm
5:15 am ‐ 6:15 pm
5:00 am ‐ 6:00 pm

The monitored temperatures and schedules closely matched the tracking assumptions. It was
determined by the evaluators that rerunning the eQUEST simulation would have had negligible
differences in evaluated savings compared to tracking. The tracking savings were accepted as
the evaluation value.
CGCLCR00300304 ‐ Insulate Bare Piping and Devices
The same spreadsheet used to generate the tracking savings was modified to be used for the
evaluation. Changes were made to the proposed data as identified in the field, including bare
steam pipe temperatures, changes to linear foot of piping and square footage of jacket areas,
and changes to applicable hours. The site contact confirmed that the piping listed in the baseline
were uninsulated prior to the program. Table 2‐7 shows the 3EPlus differences for the tracking
and evaluation data for the insulated devices.
Table 2-7: Comparison of Heat Loss Variables - Installed
Location
ROOM 006
ROOM 006
ROOM 006
ROOM 006
ROOM 006
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
B-005
B-001
Gym
A-025
A-025
A-025
A-025

Line
1
2
5
7
8
21
22
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
40
41
43
48
49
50

Site 2016C0672

Area
(ft2)
18.1
32.6
12.1
15.7
13.6
10.3
4.8
23.0
6.3
30.2
6.9
4.5
4.8
18.7
3.3
6.3
18.1
2.7
169.1
240.4
130.2
136.5

3EPlus Tracking Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)
20.1
33.9
44.7
50.9
70.8
33.9
33.9
44.7
44.7
53.0
53.0
53.0
70.8
83.6
115.9
44.7
53.0
44.7
33.9
50.9
53.0
70.8

2‐12

3EPlus Evaluated Heat
Loss (Btu/hr/ft)
17.2
37.0
41.8
47.6
66.1
37.0
37.0
41.8
41.8
49.4
49.4
49.4
66.1
78.1
108.2
41.8
49.4
41.8
37.0
47.6
49.4
66.1

Pipe Diameter
(inch)
0.75
0.75
2
3
6
0.75
0.75
2
2
4
4
4
6
8
12
2
4
2
0.75
3
4
6
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Location
A-025
A-025
A-025
B-001A
B-005
B-005
B-006B
A-017
A-017
A-017
A-017
PHA-04
Basement
Basement
C-0005
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
Penthouse
Penthouse
A-006
C-009A
C-009A
C-020
C-020
B-001
B-001
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant

Line
51
52
53
55
56
57
58
79
80
81
82
85
90
92
99
108
110
120
125
128
129
132
136
141
143
144
176
177
181
187
188
191
192
193
194
195
196
198
199
204
206
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

Site 2016C0672

Area
(ft2)
115.1
142.5
59.8
6.6
1.8
3.6
2.1
33.8
77.3
106.9
30.8
3.3
72.2
15.4
2.7
15.1
0.9
34.7
0.9
3.3
13.3
68.0
106.3
6.0
17.8
3.6
8.8
11.5
1.8
3.0
1.8
48.3
24.8
38.7
2.4
17.5
2.4
1.8
45.3
4.5
53.8
14.8
21.4
21.4
22.7
6.0
0.9
26.0
1.2
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3EPlus Tracking Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)
83.6
100.8
115.9
21.0
115.9
115.9
21.0
50.9
53.0
70.8
83.6
21.0
19.0
21.8
20.5
53.0
20.5
37.5
83.6
18.9
21.0
19.0
15.3
27.6
15.4
24.6
20.5
44.7
33.9
53.0
23.3
83.6
50.9
53.0
53.0
83.6
115.9
20.1
33.9
44.7
13.7
83.6
83.6
83.6
100.8
100.8
115.9
115.9
114.6

2‐13

3EPlus Evaluated Heat
Loss (Btu/hr/ft)
78.1
94.2
108.2
26.9
108.2
108.2
26.9
47.6
49.4
66.1
78.1
26.9
15.0
16.7
23.9
49.4
23.9
33.1
78.1
21.0
26.9
15.0
17.4
88.8
17.4
17.7
23.9
41.8
37.0
49.4
17.1
78.1
47.6
49.4
49.4
78.1
108.2
17.2
37.0
41.8
10.8
78.1
78.1
78.1
94.2
94.2
108.2
108.2
107.0

Pipe Diameter
(inch)
8
10
12
1.25
12
12
1.25
3
4
6
8
1.25
1.25
2.5
1.5
4
1.5
14
8
.75
1.25
1.25
1.25
14
2
2
1.5
2
0.75
4
6
8
3
4
4
8
12
0.75
0.75
2
2.5
8
8
8
10
10
12
12
16
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The same review was conducted on the 3EPlus estimates of heat loss on the base baseline
components as shown in Table 2‐8.
Table 2-8: Comparison of Heat Loss Variables - Baseline
Location
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
A0001
C-009A
C-020
B-001
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant
Boiler Plant

Line
107
109
111
112
120
141
143
175
183
185
188
206

Area (ft2)
6.6
96.6
52.9
9.1
34.7
6.0
17.8
16.6
13.3
20.8
1.8
53.8

3EPlus Tracking Heat
Loss (Btu/hr/ft)
102.3
59.9
83.4
102.3
548.6
433.3
102.3
59.9
83.4
146.5
267.5
122.0

3EPlus Evaluated
Heat Loss (Btu/hr/ft)
119.0
70.0
97.0
119.0
640.0
1,625.0
119.0
70.0
97.0
171.0
312.0
142.0

Pipe Diameter
(inch)
2
1
1.5
2
14
14
2
1
1.5
3
6
2.5

The boiler efficiency was modified to 83.6% from data provided by the boiler plant operators.
Tracking insulation savings were calculated using 5,110 annual hours for pipes and fitting
serving heating systems and 8,640 hours for all remaining loads. These values account for
downtime and system maintenance. In the evaluation, steam system annual operational hours
remained at 5,110 hours for the heating branches based on the typical operational schedule of
October 1st to May 1st. Annual system operation was assumed to be 8,640 hours to account for
maintenance and downtime.
CGCLCR00300305 ‐ Repair Failed Steam Traps
The evaluated steam trap savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom
express tool with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam
trap site work for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated
steam trap savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology
revised with site specific observations.
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Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.

60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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A sample of 7 steam traps were inspected of the 36 repaired steam traps. Temperatures spot
checks were measured to verify upstream and downstream pipe temperatures. Residual
temperatures on the traps showed a differential between the input and output sides.
System pressures are assumed to be maintained from typically from October 1st to May 1st, or
5,110 hours on the heating branches based on interviews with site operators. Annual system
operation was assumed to be 8,640‐hours to account for maintenance and downtime.
A boiler efficiency of 83.6% from data provided by the boiler plant operators was used in the
evaluation analysis.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual methodology. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields
measure level savings of 27,944 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology
of 57,248 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported
values is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator.
Changes in annual operating hours slightly added to that impact.
Table 2‐9 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-9: Steam Trap Survey Methodology Comparison
Savings (therms)
57,248

Realization
Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

46,434

81%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

27,944

49%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

26,717

47%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 47%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore, the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 92%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of implementing unoccupied schedules through energy management
system upgrades, insulating bare steam system devices, and repairing failed open steam
traps.
EMS scheduling savings were generated through an eQUEST simulation. A review of EMS
temperature trend data and programmed HVAC occupied/unoccupied schedules found no
changes from the tracking assumptions.
For the steam piping insulation measure the evaluators used the applicant spreadsheet to
estimate savings. The monitored steam piping and room temperatures were used in the
evaluation calculations. New 3EPlus heat loss values for the bare piping and insulated piping
was used in the spreadsheet.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express
screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap
survey. The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version
of the custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during
the site visit. The evaluated savings for the project are smaller than the reported values. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Occupied heating set point °F
Unoccupied heating set point °F
Steam traps measure
Boiler plant efficiency traps
Boiler plant efficiency insulation
Heating system hours
Remaining system pressurized hours
As-Built
Steam traps measure
Boiler plant efficiency traps
Boiler plant efficiency insulation
Heating system hours
Remaining system pressurized hours
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016C0672

Applicant
Evaluator
71.0°F
71.0°F
55.0°F
55.0°F
36 failed-open steam traps
36 failed-open steam traps
75%
83.6%
77.6%
83.6%
5,110 insulation
5,110 for both insulation
5,760 and 4,320 steam
and steam traps
traps
8,640
8,640
Applicant
Evaluator
36 repaired steam traps
36 repaired steam traps
75%
83.6%
77.6%
83.6%
5,110 insulation
5,110 for both the
5,760 and 4,320 steam
insulation and steam traps
traps
8,640
8,640
Applicant
Evaluator
415,021
351,449
85%
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Cross Check with Billing Data

A billing analysis was done for this project using monthly bills during the year prior and the
year after the project was implemented, as requested by the PA’s consultant, even though the
site contact indicated that other work had been performed before and after projects were
installed and the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details about
the performance of the evaluated measures.
The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to historic
Brockton, MA data. Figure 3‐1 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree
days, which have 65°F as base temperature.
Figure 3-1. Natural Gas Consumption from Dec-2011 to Dec-2017

Baseline

Measure
installation

200

1,400
1,200
1,000

150
Gas usage (therms)

As-built

800
600

100

400
50

HDD (Base 65 deg F)

Thousands

250

200

0

0

HDD

Consumption (therm)

The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 September 30, 2014 to April 30, 2015 – baseline consumption
 September 30, 2016 to April 30, 2017 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 3‐2, and applied
them to the closest TMY3 Weather station in Norwood, MA TMY3 weather data to determine
the modeled baseline and as‐built weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 3-2. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
300,000

Pre-existing
y = 111.398131x + 93,525.263566
R² = 0.943579

Consumption (therm)

250,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

Post-install
y = 117.649519x + 79,694.938276
R² = 0.982181

50,000

0
0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

1,400

Heating degree days
As-built

Baseline

The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Billing Analysis Results
HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized
- Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therm)

918
814
430
220
139
12
1
4

195,768
184,226
141,455
118,061
108,974
70,633
70,633
70,633

187,676
175,486
130,314
105,607
96,010
61,978
61,978
61,978

8,093
8,740
11,141
12,453
12,963
8,655
8,655
8,655

30

32

97,111

83,482

13,629

10

31

284

125,161

113,106

12,055

11

30

384

136,306

124,877

11,430

12

31

587

158,929

148,769

10,160

Total

365

3,826

1,477,889

1,351,260

126,629

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Days
31
28
31
30
31
30
31
31

9

When these regressions were applied to TMY3 data, an annual decrease in consumption was
determined to be 36% of the evaluated savings.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are 15% lower than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
inclusion of system losses when applying the boiler plant efficiency by the applicant, rather
only the boiler combustion efficiency used by the evaluators for the insulation measure. Hours
of operation of the traps and insulated pipes and fittings were also secondary contributors to
the evaluator’s savings estimates being less than the applicants’ savings estimates. Table 3‐2
provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant

Evaluator

415,021
therms

415,021
therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked
savings were consistent
with the application.

Avg. heat loss bare surface
for insulation (Btu/hr/ft)

501.6

503.1

-0.3%

Increased savings –
Evaluation 3EPlus values
had slightly greater heat
loss

Avg. heat loss insulated
surface for insulation
(Btu/hr/ft)

37.1

36.5

0.1%

Increased savings –
Evaluation 3EPlus values
had slightly lower heat loss

Avg. bare surface
temperatures of insulated
pipes, insulation thickness,
scope count

Varies

Varies

-0.7%

Decreased savings –
Evaluation as-built scope
decreased thermal savings
slightly

Difference equipment
efficiency - insulation

Boiler system
efficiency:
77.6%

Boiler
combustion
efficiency:
83.6%

-5.7%

Decreased total savings
– Higher boiler efficiency
reduced natural gas use.

Difference in annual operation
runtime hours – steam traps

5,760 and
4,320 –
heating
8,640 hours other

5,110 annual
hours –
heating
8,640 hours other

-0.6%

Decreased total savings
– Change in operating
hours reflect downtimes
and seasonal operation

Difference equipment
efficiency - steam traps

Boiler system
efficiency:
75.0%

Boiler system
efficiency:
83.6%

-2.7%

Decreased total savings
– Higher boiler efficiency
reduced natural gas use.

-5.4%

Decreased total savings
– The evaluators updated
the savings methodology
to incorporate approach
generated from the
recently concluded Phase
2 Steam Trap Evaluation
(MA59) effort. This
approach resulted in
smaller savings for the
steam traps measure.

Difference in analysis
methodology – steam traps

Site 2016C0672

Original
custom
express
method

Revised
custom
express
method
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therms)
= first year savings (therms)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
program did not report lifetime savings for the insulation measure. The evaluated savings are
smaller than the applicant savings because the evaluated first year savings are smaller than the
applicant first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the
lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings - EMS
First year savings - EMS
Measure lifetime - EMS
Lifetime savings - traps
First year savings - traps
Measure lifetime- traps
Lifetime savings - insulation
First year savings insulation
Measure lifetime - insulation
Lifetime savings - combined
First year savings combined
Baseline classification

Tracking
603,500
60,350
10 years
343,488
57,248
6 years
4,461,345

Applicant
603,500
60,350
10 years
343,488
57,248
6 years
4,461,345

Evaluator
603,500
60,350
10 years
160,302
26,717
6 years
3,965,730

297,423

297,423

264,382

15 years
5,408,333

15 years
5,408,333

15 years
4,729,532

415,021

415,021

351,449

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consisted of three measures and was implemented at an early 20th century mill that
has been converted to retail and commercial spaces. The first measure repaired broken and
failed steam traps. The second measure added 1” of fiberglass insulation to bare steam pipes.
The third measure is to install 3.5” of spray foam insulation on walls in two different areas of
the building, thereby decreasing the loss of heat through these walls. The measures are
expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution
system and the conditioned spaces. The steam traps and steam piping serve heating equipment
and only run during the heating season.
Steam is generated at the facility by one natural gas fired boiler. The steam trap and insulation
survey were performed in November 2015 and the measure installation was completed in the
first quarter of 2016.
The evaluator visited the facility and confirmed the operation of the repaired steam traps and
verified that insulation was added to the bare steam piping and the walls that received spray
foam. Instantaneous temperature spot measurements were performed on steam traps and on
steam lines.
The evaluated savings are less than reported values, primarily due to less annual heating hours
calculated by the evaluators compared to the applicant’s estimate, and lower than predicted
steam pipe temperatures. The evaluated savings are estimated to be 88% of projected tracking
savings.
Table 1-1. Project Summary of Savings
Measure ID

301596

301596

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
1,779
963

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A

RR1,2

54%

N/A

Tracked

1,344

N.R.

Evaluated

Measure Name

Repair failed steam traps

Insulate bare steam piping

Tracked
Evaluated

1,762

N/A

1

131%

N/A

Tracked

394

N.R.

Evaluated

375

N/A

95%

N/A

Tracked

3,517

N.R.

Evaluated

3,100

N/A

88%

N/A

RR
301710

Insulate walls

RR
Totals

RR

1

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively.

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The total evaluated savings are 12% less than the applicant‐reported savings, due to less annual
heating hours calculated by the evaluators compared to the applicant’s estimate, and lower than
predicted steam pipe temperatures. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing failed steam traps and insulating bare steam piping.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Repair failed steam traps
The vendor conducted a survey of all steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap by way of spot measurements on trap entering
and leaving temperatures and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was
established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey.
This report will reflect the information found in the Custom Express Screening Tool as the
baseline due to its ability to quantify gas savings through calculations. The Custom Express
Savings Tool identified steam traps that were plugged or partially leaking, in the mill. A total of
24 failed traps were identified and were all proposed for repair. Tracking data refers to 44 total
traps in the facility. The remaining 20 traps were fully operational. Table 2‐1 details the findings
of the Custom Express Savings Tool submitted with the application. Other baseline conditions
include 2,000 annual heating hours, 1‐psig steam pressure, and an 80.0% boiler efficiency.
Table 2-1: National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Claims
Trap Status
No Status

No Action
0

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
0

Fully operational

20

0

0

20

Plugged

0

10

0

10

Partially leaking

0

14

0

14

Full leak

0

0

0

0

Partially blowing by

0

0

0

0

Total

20

24

0

44

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Insulate bare steam piping
Two runs of uninsulated piping were identified in the baseline as shown in Table 2‐. Other
baseline conditions include 2,000 annual heating hours, 1‐psig steam pressure, and an 80.0%
boiler efficiency.
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Table 2-2: Insulated Steam Piping
Description
6” diameter
1” diameter

Pipe
Temperature

Ambient
Temperature

Linear
Feet

215°F

60°F

50

215°F

60°F

250

CGCLCR00301710 ‐ Insulate Walls
Two walls with poor insulation were identified in the baseline as shown in 2‐3. Other baseline
conditions include 5,110 annual heating hours, 1‐psig steam pressure, and an 80.0% boiler
efficiency.
Table 2-3: Wall Insulation

Description
Wall 1
Wall 2

2.1.2

Occupied
Ambient
Temperature
65°F

Unoccupied
Ambient
Temperature
62°F

Wall
Square
Feet

65°F

62°F

348

690

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Repair failed steam traps
The 24 failed steam traps were repaired during the first quarter of 2016. The applicant’s
installed case for this measure assumes that all traps on‐site are brought to good working
condition. The trap operating pressure, boiler efficiency, and hours of operation identified in the
baseline remain unchanged in the installed scenario.
CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Insulate bare steam piping
1” fiberglass insulation with protective jackets were applied to the piping runs identified in
Table 2‐. All other baseline variables mentioned in Section 2.1.1 are unchanged and are applied
to the installed scenario.
CGCLCR00301710 ‐ Insulate walls
3.5” of spray foam insulation was added to poorly insulated walls in two different areas of the
building, thereby decreasing the loss of heat through these walls, with temperature and square
footage parameters as identified in Table 2‐. All other baseline variables mentioned in Section
2.1.1 are unchanged and are applied to the installed scenario.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Repair failed steam traps
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
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formula and then applying several factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
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= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
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= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Insulate bare steam piping
Tracking savings were generated in an Excel spreadsheet. The two rows of piping shown in Table
2‐ had individual savings calculated per row. The calculations consisted of two components. The
first component consists of the bare pipe heat loss and insulated pipe heat loss [BTU/HR/FT].
These are hard copy values obtained from another unspecified source. However, one notation
states that the model was run with 1ʺ 850F mineral fiber pipe insulation and an all service jacket
on the cast iron piping. This is consistent with 3EPlus designation. These represent the heat loss
from the devices for the baseline and installed scenarios respectively.
The second component to the calculations consists of the remaining variables that include the
pipe temperatures, annual operating hours, linear feet, and boiler efficiency. This data is
obtained from the site. Annual natural gas savings are calculated using the equation:
100,000
where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings
LF

= Linear feet of piping

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in BTU/HR/LF

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in BTU/HR/LF

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

CGCLCR00301710 ‐ Insulate walls
Tracking savings were generated in an Excel spreadsheet. The two walls shown in Table 2‐3 had
individual savings calculated per each wall. The calculations consisted of savings for both
occupied and unoccupied hours, including heat loss differential temperatures between outside
average month temps and their respective average space temperatures as shown in Table 2‐3.
Baseline insulated values were R‐4 and post‐retrofit insulation values for 3.5” of spray foam were
R‐25.875. The calculation includes key variables that include the annual operating hours, square
feet, and boiler efficiency. This data is obtained from the site. Annual natural gas savings are
calculated using the equation:
100,000
100,000
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where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings
THERMSsavedOcc

= Annual natural gas savings during occupied operating hours

THERMSsavedUnOcc

= Annual natural gas savings during unoccupied operating hours

SF

=Square feet of walls

OccHOURS

= Annual Occ operating hours

UnOccHOURS= Annual UnOcc operating hours

2.1.4

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from under‐insulated walls in BTU/HR/LF in the baseline

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated walls in BTU/HR/LF

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Repair failed steam traps
While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
custom express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to several other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations
(trap operating pressure and boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.
CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Insulate bare steam piping
The analysis is a composite of site specific data and performance data for the piping that
provide the losses for the bare and uninsulated scenarios. The equation itself is a basic
estimation approach. The heat loss values could not be precisely replicated.
3EPlus was used to try and replicate the savings. 3EPlus has an extensive database of piping,
tanks, and flat surfaces. The 3EPlus program could not replicate the bare and insulated heat loss
factors using the 1” and 6” iron piping, 0 MPH [minimum] wind speed, 60°F space temperature,
215°F steam temperature. One‐inch jacketed fiberglass insulation is used in the post scenario.
CGCLCR00301710 ‐ Insulate walls
The analysis is a composite of site specific data and performance data for the spaces that are
adjacent to the walls in the insulated and under‐insulated scenarios. The equation itself is a
basic estimation approach using monthly average outdoor temperatures, savings for that
Site 2016C0684
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scenario during occupied and occupied ambient temperatures multiplied by the number of
respective occupied and unoccupied hours within that month. The heat loss values were
assumed for October 15th to May 15th.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 16, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility owner and discussed the heating system operation.
The facility owner verified that the project work was completed and was very happy with the
project. The owner also described the heating requirements of his building. This is an early 20th
century mill that was dormant for several years. The mill was converted to retail and
commercial rental space. Occupancy has varied over time and the facility is currently 80%
occupied. Occupancy varies greatly between tenant. Most occupancy is Monday through
Fridays, and hours start at 6:00 am until 8:00 pm.
The building is heated by a single boiler that generates 1‐psi of steam. There is limited capacity
for night setbacks and some individual radiators are fitted with manually adjustable
incremental control valves. Thermostats maintain common areas at 68°F during the day and
night. The heating season is from October 1st to April 30th depending on outside air temperature
and conditions. Boiler start/stop was controlled manually starting May 1st as needed. The old
brick and stone structure has significant thermal mass and retains heat well.
The evaluators visited the boiler plant to perform combustion efficiency testing. The steam
boiler was operating at the time and a combustion test was performed. A 237°F adjusted stack
temperature was measured along with an 11.1% CO2 reading. This equates to an 84% steady
state efficiency for natural gas. A 1‐psi reading was estimated from the boiler gauge. The boiler
shutdown at the end of the test as the buildings space temperature set points had been satisfied.
The boiler could not be brought back online with continuous operation to measure steam traps
near the boiler room. The boiler did not cycle again during the site visit.
Six of the 24 repaired steam traps were identified in the building. The steam system was off and
temperature readings taken by the evaluators could not verify if the traps were functioning
properly.
The installed pipe insulation was in the boiler room and in adjacent mechanical and
maintenance spaces. The 50’ of 6” piping was part of the main distribution header in the boiler
room and in the maintenance shop. The 1” piping is branch legs of the heating system. 1” of
fiberglass insulation with a vinyl cladding was observed at the site and this matches the
proposed values.
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Measured Data

Combustion efficiency testing was performed during the site visit. A 237°F adjusted stack
temperature was measured along with an 11.1% CO2 reading. This equates to an 84% steady
state efficiency for natural gas. The boiler shutdown at the end of the test.
Evaluators took temperature spot measurements on 5 steam trap piping locations before and
after the steam traps. These traps were in the maintenance shop and common areas near the
boiler room. The residual heat on both sides of the earliest measured traps indicate a differential
that is consistent with an operating trap. The results are presented in the Table 2‐4 below.
Table 2-4. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Tag #
447
554
379
430
432

Application

Steam Pressure
at Trap (psig)

Orifice Size
(in)

Temp 1
(°F)

Temp 2
(°F)

Drip Leg
Drip Leg
Radiator
Radiator
Radiator

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

7/32
7/32
7/32
7/32
7/32

211
216
200
207
192

199
202
194
193
184

A temperature logger was installed to monitor steam pipe temperatures and the boiler room
space temperature. The average steam pipe temperature was 152.3°F. The average space
temperature was 65°F. Logged bare pipe temperatures are shown in Figure 2‐1 below.
Figure 2-1. Bare Pipe Metered Temperature
250

Temperature (Deg F)

200

150

100

50

0
2/9/2018

3/11/2018

4/10/2018

5/10/2018

6/9/2018

7/9/2018

Bare Pipe Measured Temperature
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Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting
conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam
trap measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in
condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant
and documented in the Custom Express Screening Tool. The baseline for the insulation measure
were uninsulated runs of steam piping as shown in Table 2‐.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Repair failed steam traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

1

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice
,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
The TA calculations estimated 2,000 annual operating hours for the steam heating season. The
facility personnel stated that heating is required from September into early May. The boiler is
also manually started during May, September, and early October as needed when outside
temperatures drop. Monitoring found that the boiler operated just 16% of the 2,087 monitoring
hours. Monitoring began on February 16th and included cold outside air temperatures. The
annualized operation from this data is 920 hours per year.
An 80.0% combustion efficiency was used in the TA study. The boiler efficiency was changed to
84.0% from combustion efficiency testing done at the site.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are 963
therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 54%.
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual methodology. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields
measure level savings of 777 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology of
1,779 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values
is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator.
Table 2‐5 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-5: Steam Trap Survey Findings
Method
Tracking savings (using old method)
Evaluated inputs (using the old method)
Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)
Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

Savings (therms)
1,779

Realization Rate
N/A

777

44%

2,199

124%

963

54%

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 54%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 44%.

CGCLCR00301596 ‐ Insulate bare steam piping
The site contact confirmed that the piping listed in the baseline were uninsulated prior to the
program. linear feet of piping inventoried during the site visit were consistent with tracking
data. 50 linear feet of insulated 6” diameter piping was identified in the boiler room and
maintenance space. 215 linear feet of 1” steam piping was observed in common areas,
maintenance areas, and retail spaces. Tracking data shows 250’ of insulated 1” piping. The site
contact said that additional piping was insulated in rented spaces that were locked and
inaccessible at that time.
An 80.0% combustion efficiency was used in the TA study. The boiler efficiency was changed to
84.0% from combustion efficiency testing done at the site. Notes in the tracking calculations
stated that the average space temperature for the piping locations was 60°F. Monitoring found
the temperature to be 64.5°F. However, review of the monitored temperatures found some
temperatures in excess of 100°F. The tracking found 243 hours with boiler room temperatures
greater than 80°F. Further review of the temperatures found that the high temperatures were
logged after the boiler had been operating. This indicates that the room temperature probe was
placed too close to the boiler or piping. The sensor was picking up radiant heat from the system.
The average room temperature under 80°F is 61.7°F which is close to the 60°F tracking value.
Therefore, the evaluators used the tracking value of 60°F.
Tracking savings were calculated using 2,000 annual heating hours. Evaluation savings are
calculated using the average monitored pipe temperature of 152.3°F and 5,250 annual heating
hours from October 1st to May 15th when the boiler has historically been operational, and the
evaluators were able to measure supply temperatures. The evaluation uses 3EPlus heat loss
Site 2016C0684
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data for the bare and insulated scenarios for both pipe sizes. Table 2‐6 shows the 3EPlus
differences for the tracking and evaluation data.
Table 2-6: Comparison of Piping Variables

Pipe insulation
tracking
Pipe insulation
tracking
Pipe insulation
evaluation
Pipe insulation
evaluation

Pipe
Diameter
(inches)

Pipe
Temperature
(˚F)

Bare Pipe
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)

Insulated
Pipe Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)

Length
of
Piping
(feet)

Annual
Energized
Hours
(hours/year)

6.00

215.0

574.90

72.72

50

2,000

1.00

215.0

128.50

13.97

250

2,000

6.00

152.3

314.90

39.02

50

5,250

1.00

152.3

70.96

13.34

250

5,250

Evaluated savings. The monitored temperature data from the data logger and the information
obtained during the site visit were used in the evaluation. The same spreadsheet used to
generate the tracking savings was used for the evaluation. The evaluation used 3EPlus heat loss
values for the bare and insulated cases in place of the tracking heat loss values. The evaluation
calculations also use 5,250 annual hours for the space heating and the average pipe temperature
over the monitoring period.

100,000
where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings
LF

= Linear feet of piping

HOURS

= Annual pipe energized hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in BTU/HR/LF

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in BTU/HR/LF

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Table 2‐7 presents the savings for the installed pipe insulation.
Table 2-7: Final Pipe Insulation Savings
Method
Tracking savings
Evaluated savings

Site 2016C0684
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CGCLCR00301710 ‐ Insulate walls
The site contact confirmed that the walls listed in the baseline were under‐insulated prior to the
program.
An 80.0% combustion efficiency was used in the TA study. The boiler efficiency of 84.0% was
used by the evaluators, based on the combustion efficiency testing done at the site. Notes in the
tracking calculations stated that the average space temperature for the piping locations was
62°F during unoccupied heating hours and 62°F during occupied heating hours. A spot check of
nearby spaces found the temperature to be 64.5°F, which matches well with the estimate. Note
that this is a different space than those evaluated under the pipe insulation measure, which
explains the difference in space temperatures during occupied and unoccupied hours.
Evaluated savings. The boiler operation information obtained during the site visit were used in
the evaluation. The same spreadsheet used to generate the tracking savings was used for the
evaluation. The evaluation calculations also use 5,110 annual hours, for October 15th to May 15th
when space heating occurs along with the estimate average occupied and unoccupied space
temperatures from the applicant’s calculation. The heat loss values were assumed to be
accurate in the applicant’s calculations. Note that both the applicant and the evaluators used a
subset of the total heating hours applied under the Insulate bare steam piping measure the
evaluators.

100,000
100,000
where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings
THERMSsavedOcc

= Annual natural gas savings during occupied operating hours

THERMSsavedUnOcc

= Annual natural gas savings during unoccupied operating hours

SF

=Square feet of walls

OccHOURS

= Annual Occ operating hours

UnOccHOURS= Annual UnOcc operating hours
LOSSbase

= Heat loss from under‐insulated walls in BTU/HR/LF in the baseline

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated walls in BTU/HR/LF

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler
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Table 2‐8 presents the savings for the installed wall insulation.
Table 2-8: Wall Insulation Savings
Method
Tracking savings

Savings (therms)

Evaluated savings

Site 2016C0684
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair of broken steam traps and the installation of 1” fiberglass
insulation on bare steam piping.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express
screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap
survey. The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version
of the custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during
the site visit.
For the steam piping insulation measure the evaluators used the applicant spreadsheet to
estimate savings. The monitored steam piping and room temperatures were used in the
evaluation calculations. New 3EPlus heat loss values for the bare piping and piping with 1”
jacketed fiberglass insulation was used in the equation.
The evaluated savings for the project are greater than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps measure
Boiler plant
Pipe Insulation measure
Annual heating hours - insulation
Wall insulation measure
Annual heating hours - insulation
Annual heating hours - traps
As-Built
Steam traps measure
Boiler plant
Pipe Insulation measure
Annual heating hours - insulation
Wall insulation measure
Annual heating hours - insulation
Annual heating hours - traps
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016C0684

Applicant
14 leaking steam traps
80.0%
Uninsulated steam pipes
2,000
R-4 walls
5,110
2,000
Applicant
14 repaired steam traps
80.0%
Insulated steam pipes
2,000
R-25.875 insulated walls
5,110
2,000
Applicant
3,517

Evaluator
14 leaking steam traps
84.0%
Uninsulated steam pipes
5,250
R-4 walls
5,110
920
Evaluator
14 repaired steam traps
84.0%
Insulated steam pipes
5,250
R-25.875 insulated walls
5,110
920
Evaluator
3,100
88%
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Cross Check with Billing Data

Evaluators conducted a billing analysis using 59‐months of natural gas billing from November
8, 2012 through December 20, 2017. Annual average usage was created for both the pre‐and post
periods. The pre‐period was from November 8th through July 21, 2016. The average post period
is from July 22, 2016 through December 20, 2017. Table 3‐2 shows the average gas usage.
Table 3-2: Natural Gas Billing (therms)

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Totals

Pre
2,348
2,273
1,530
915
203
5
0
0
0
110
603
1,550
9,536

Post
2,220
2,240
1,690
970
410
0
0
0
5
180
1,050
2,005
10,770

Average post‐installation usage is 13% greater than the average baseline usage. The monthly
values are not normalized for weather. The site contact stated that the building had low
occupancy during a significant portion of the pre‐installation period and work was being
done on the facility as well. Therefore, the evaluators determined billing analysis would not
provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are smaller than the reported values
primarily due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate
savings. Pipe insulation savings are greater than reported because of the higher annual pipe
energized hours. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-3. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
3,517 therms

Evaluator
3,517 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Difference in
annual operation
runtime hours traps
Difference in
annual pipe
energized hours insulation
Difference
equipment
efficiency
Difference in
analysis
methodology

2,000

920

-14%

2,000

5,250

10%

80%

84%

-2%

Original
custom
express
method

Revised
custom
express
method

-4%

Bare 6” 574.9
Bare 1” 128.5
Insul 6” 72.7
Insul 1” 14.0

Bare 6” 314.9
Bare 1” 39.02
Insul 6” 70.96
Insul 1” 13.34

-2%

Updated insulation
heat loss values
(Btu/hr/lf)

Site 2016C0684
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased total savings – Annual
boiler operating hours are lower than
anticipated due to building mass and
some manual spring//fall boiler control
Increased total savings – Interactive
with heat loss values. Longer annual
hours increased savings duration
Decreased total savings – The
higher evaluation efficiency requires
less natural gas to meet the load.
Decreased total savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate approach
generated from the recently concluded
Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation
(MA59) effort. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam traps
measure.
Decreased total savings –
Interactive with the average pipe
temperature.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (Therm)
= first year savings (Therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings - traps
First year savings - traps
Measure lifetime
Lifetime savings - pipe
insulation
First year savings - pipe
insulation
Measure lifetime
Lifetime savings – wall
insulation
First year savings - wall
insulation
Measure lifetime
Lifetime savings - combined
First year savings - combined
Baseline classification

Site 2016C0684

Tracking
10,674 therms
1,779 therms
6 years

Applicant
10,674 therms
1,779 therms
6 years

Evaluator
5,778 therms
963 therms
6 years

20,160 therms

20,160 therms

26,430 therms

1,344 therms

1,344 therms

1,762 therms

15 years

15 years

15 years

5,910 therms

5,910 therms

5,625 therms

394 therms

394 therms

375 therms

15 years
36,744 therms
3,517 therms
Retrofit single

15 years
36,744 therms
3,517 therms
Retrofit single

15 years
37,833 therms
3,100 therms
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at an elementary school and consisted of repairing and replacing
failing or failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated
with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating season.
Steam is generated at the facility by one natural gas fired boiler. The commencement of work
began December 2015 and finished shortly thereafter according to the contract.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, took instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler
plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower
than reported values, primarily due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings
equation to calculate savings.
A billing analysis was also performed by the evaluation team but was inconclusive and did not
impact results presented in this report due to the possible addition of other measures after the
steam traps were replaced. The billing analysis estimated an increase in load in the post‐
installation scenario and the site contact was unable confirm if the steam trap repair/replacement
was the only measure that was implemented at the facility or if there was an increase in the heat
load of the building.

1.1

Savings
Table 1-1 Project Summary of Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

CGCSCR00300051

Repair/replace failed steam
traps

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

11,815
8,640
73%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

11,815

N.R.

Evaluated

8,640

N/A

73%

N/A

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 27% lower than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to to the
evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings. Further details
regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4. Additionally, the
evaluator savings are calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while
the applicant savings were calculated using the previous version of the custom express
spreadsheet.
Site 2016C0691
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐depth
review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology determined to be
the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The vendor performed a survey of all steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap by way of spot measurements on trap entering and
leaving temperatures and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was established to
be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey.
There is a discrepancy between the Custom Express Screening Tool, described in Section 2.1.3, for
steam traps submitted with the application and the vendor final report while both reflect the same
annual savings value. This report will reflect the information found in the Custom Express
Screening Tool as the baseline due to its ability to quantify therms savings through calculations.
The Custom Express Savings Tool claims 70 steam traps tested at the facility with 56 repaired or
replaced. Of the 56 repaired or replaced steam traps, 29 were found leaking, 24 blowing by, and
3 plugged. The table below details the findings of the Custom Express Savings Tool submitted
with the application.
Table 2-1. National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Claims
Trap Status
No Status

2.1.2

No Action
8

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
8

Fully operational

6

0

0

6

Plugged

0

3

0

3

Partially leaking

0

2

3

5

Full leak

0

24

0

24

Partially blowing by

0

23

1

24

Total

14

52

4

70

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam traps were repaired or replaced in December 2015. The applicant’s installed case for
this measure assumes that all of the traps on‐site are brought to good working condition. The trap
operating pressure and hours of operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline
configuration.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level
operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the exception
of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered approach to
calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace factor used by the
applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the
measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that
since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the custom express tool has
been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap savings in addition to a
number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations
(trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 9, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. While he could not recall exact dates, the facility engineer confirmed
the documented project timelines. The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and
operating practices with the facility engineer. An older 15,000 lb/hr fire tube boiler produces
steam for the system. The boiler is located on one single natural gas meter along with the rest of
the gas appliances in the facility.
The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incented steam traps throughout the
facility. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they were able to visually confirm 19
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out of 56 traps that had been fixed and conducted temperature verification of trap operation.
Photo 2‐1 shows some of the repaired and replaced traps verified by the evaluators during their
site visit.
Photo 2-1. Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps

Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in order to
confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure range (based
on the saturated steam table).
The evaluators conducted testing on all 19 inspected steam traps to confirm their operability and
confirmed that 16 traps were operating. One trap was plugged and two traps were not in‐service
because the steam lines the traps were installed on were not energized since the project was
completed. The summary of inspected steam traps are presented in Table 2‐2 with rows that show
temperature values for upstream (Temp 1) and downstream (Temp 2) of the trap. The evaluators
also visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation, however, the
facility engineer did not permit a combustion analysis test nor had a recent combustion analysis
conducted within the past two years. Therefore, nameplate efficiency was used to determine
boiler efficiency. The boiler plant operates during the winter season (October to April) providing
steam throughout the campus for process and heating end uses.
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Measured Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on a number of steam trap piping before
and after the steam traps. The results are found in the Table 2‐2 below.
Table 2-2. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Application

Steam Pressure
at Trap (psig)

Pipe Size
(in)

Orifice Size
(in)

Temp 1
(°F)

Temp 2
(°F)

33

Drip Leg

5.0

3/4"

5/16

205

200

34

Drip Leg

5.0

3/4"

5/16

210

200

35

Drip Leg

5.0

1 1/2"

5/16

220

210

36

Drip Leg

5.0

3/4"

5/16

205

180

41

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

210

185

53

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

235

205

54

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

235

215

55

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

210

170

Tag #

56

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

215

130

57

Drip Leg

5.0

3/4"

1/4

115

90

60

Drip Leg

5.0

3/4"

1/4

220

205

80

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

230

210

81

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

225

200

75

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

225

210

82

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

220

210

83

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

110

105

84

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

75

75

302

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

235

215

306

Radiator

5.0

1/2"

1/4

235

215

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an add‐
on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting conditions as
confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam trap measure is
the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in condition they were
identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant and documented in the
Custom Express Screening Tool.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work for
this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap savings
with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with site specific
observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach in
addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate savings.
The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been adopted by the
evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes and
operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
A sample of 19 steam traps were inspected of the 56 repaired or replaced steam traps.
Temperatures spot checks were measured during operational hours to verify upstream and
downstream pipe temperatures. The only operational change determined from temperatures spot
checks were 2 of the 19 sampled steam traps were not in‐service during heating hours. The
operational changes of steam traps “not in‐service” was then extrapolated from the sample to the
population by changing 6 stream traps to “not in‐service.” Plugged steam traps were also
adjusted similarly. One plugged steam trap was found during inspection and the results were
extrapolated to 2 other steam traps in the population. These changes resulted in minor
adjustments to the total savings of the site which is discussed in detail in Table 3‐2.
The major change affecting savings is due to operating hours of Drip Legs where total system
runtime hours are used instead of original claimed operating hours. The Drip Legs service the
boiler loop and are operating while the boiler is operating. The operating hours are then increased
from 2,000 annual hours to 4,926 annual hours based on an analysis of TMY3 data estimating the
total annual hours of use from the on‐site interview provided schedule, temperature setbacks and
setpoints, and winter heating months while the boiler is in use. Radiator steam traps are then
considered to have 1,626 annual operating hours in lieu of the 2,000 operating hours claimed in
the previous savings tool based on steam trap operating hours, which are considered one‐third
of boiler operating hours. Lastly, the boiler efficiency was changed to 86% from 80% based on
nameplate efficiency since the site contact did not allow a combustion analysis to be performed.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses, the
evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are 8,640
therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 73%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site fidings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual methodology. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields
measure level savings of 8,640 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology of
7,730 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values
is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator.
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Table 2‐3 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)
11,815

Realization Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

12,660

107%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

7,730

65%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

8,640

73%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 73%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 112%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express screening
tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site
visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are greater than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps measure

Applicant
Fifty-six failed steam traps

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Applicant
Fifty-six operational steam
traps

As-Built
Steam traps status

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
fifty-six failed steam traps
Combustion efficiency: 86%
System line losses: 0%
Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
fifty-three operational steam
traps, 2 steam traps “not-in
service”, and 1 plugged steam
trap
1,626 annual hours for radiator
steam traps and 4,926 annual
hours for drip leg steam traps

Steam traps annual operating
hours

2,000

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 86%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Applicant

Evaluator

3.1

11,815

8,640
73%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the site contact
could not guarantee that other gas measures were not performed at the facility after the steam
traps were replaced. The evaluator determined the billing analysis would not provide more
details about the performance of the evaluated measures since the analysis claims the measure
would increase the load of the facility by over 2,000 therms if there were no other measures
installed. Therefore, is it plausible other measures were installed or the heating load increased at
the facility which affects the billing analysis results.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily
due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
0%

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
11,815 therms

Evaluator
11,815 therms

Difference in
annual operation
runtime hours

2,000 hours

Difference
equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
75%
System line
losses: 5%

4,926 annual
hours for drip
legs
1,626 annual
hours for
radiators
Boiler efficiency:
86%
System line
losses: 0%

Difference of inservice and
plugged steam
traps

56 fully operating
steam traps

53 fully
operating, 2 not
In-service, and 1
plugged steam
trap

-13.2%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-34.6%

Site 2016C0691
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35%

-13.7%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Increased savings – The
evaluators updated the annual
hours based on a TMY3 analysis
including facility schedule, boiler
runtime months, and temperature
setbacks/setpoints.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the steam trap
statuses and found the site had 2
fully functional claimed steam
traps were not in-service and 1
repaired steam trap is plugged.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016C0691

Tracking
70,890 therms
11,815 therms
6 years
Retrofit

Applicant
70,890 therms
11,815 therms
6 years
Retrofit

3‐3

Evaluator
51,840 therms
8,640 therms
6 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a town police station. This is a two‐story building that
provides dispatch, emergency services, and law enforcement services. The facility is occupied
24‐hours per day and 365‐days per year. Command and dispatch is located on the first level
with offices on the second floor.
This project installs a web‐based digital controller to improve and optimize heating operation.
Natural gas savings are achieved through providing scheduled operation for the 8 unit heaters
that heat the facility.
The evaluator visited the facility and observed the installed digital control panel. Site personnel
were interviewed to discuss the operation of the police station and heating system operation.
Three time‐of‐use [TOU] loggers were installed to monitor unit heater operation. Two
temperature loggers were installed to monitor space temperatures.

1.1

Savings
Table 1-1-1 Project Summary of Savings

Measure ID

300412

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1,805
788
44%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

1,805

N.R.

788

N/A

44%

N/A

Measure Name

DDC Boiler Controls

Totals

Evaluated
RR

1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 56% less than the applicant‐reported savings. Tracking natural gas
savings are derived from eliminating ventilation air during expanded unoccupied periods. This
is a 24‐hour facility. Site monitoring found that the setback period was not as deep as
anticipated.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of installing digital HVAC controls to schedule unit heater operation and
to maintain space temperatures.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

Heating hot water is circulated to eight (6) fan coil units which serve various spaces of the
building. Each fan coil is controlled by zone thermostats. The baseline condition calls for
continuous fan operation with no occupied/unoccupied scheduling in place. Fans operate 4,032
hours in the baseline. Space temperatures are not defined.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

One Jace 6E Webserver control system was recommended to provide occupied/unoccupied
schedule control for each unit heater. New digital temperature sensors and DDC controllers
would be installed to maintain space temperatures. Unit heater fans operate 1,331 hours in the
installed condition. No unoccupied schedule is provided. Space temperatures are not defined
for the installed condition. The proposed 1,331 occupied heating hours is low for a facility that
is occupied 8,760 hours per year.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Tracking savings were generated by single line calculation in an Excel spreadsheet. Natural Gas
savings are achieved with the reduction of ventilation air. The baseline condition is for no
unoccupied periods. Fans operate continuously. Annual fan operation is reduced by 2,701 hours
from the baseline operation. Occupied and unoccupied schedules are not provided. The single
line calculation uses a 10°F differential between space temperature and average winter outside
air temperature. The equation is:
1.08

∆
100,000 ∗

–

where:
CCFcond

= Annual natural gas savings

QNTY

= Number of unit heaters (6 units)
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CFM

= Ventilation air in CFM per unit heater (825 CFM per unit)

1.08

= Constant

∆T

= Space temperature – outside air temperature delta [fixed at 10°F]

HOURSbase

= Baseline annual operating hours (4,032 hours)

HOURSinst

= Installed annual operating hours (1,331 hours)

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler (80%)

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The Tracking documentation consisted of 3 files. One file was the BCR spreadsheet. A second
Excel spreadsheet contained the working equation that generated the tracking savings. The
third document was a Word document that provided a brief description of the project.
The single line calculation is a simplistic form of analysis that does generate an annual savings
value. The supporting documentation lacks the details to explain and define the values used in
the equation. Baseline [4,032‐hours] and installed annual hours [1,331‐hours] are not discussed
and weekly operating schedules are not provided. No interior space temperatures are provided
for either the baseline or installed conditions. No HVAC equipment lists are provided and the
outside air ventilation CFM is not documented.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 8, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed site contact to discuss the installed measure and the operation of the facility. The
Jace 6E digital controller was located. The site contact has no direct access to the digital
controller. This is a web‐based system with no dedicated terminal at the site. The site contact
called up real time readings on a laptop, but he was not able to access setup or scheduling
screens.
Trane HVUA‐R‐250 horizontal wall units were identified. The unit has a rated 2,500 CFM rated
capacity. There was no documentation on site to identify ventilation settings.
This is a small police station that is manned continuously. The site contact stated that set back
requirements were limited. Two of the unit heaters serve spaces that are continuously manned.
Those units do not have an unoccupied schedule and fans are enabled to provide circulation.
The remaining six unit heaters serve common areas, office spaces, and break room. Those units
have unoccupied scheduling. New digital space controllers and sensors were installed.
However, the police station has many open areas and air circulates between all the spaces. The
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Captain’s Office can be isolated from the remaining facility and has a deeper night setback
schedule.
Three time‐of‐use loggers were installed to monitor the fan operation in the command center,
the captain’s office, and the break area. Two temperature loggers were installed to monitor the
space temperature near the command center on the first floor and near the second‐floor break
area.
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Measured Data

TOU loggers were installed on three representative HVAC fans. The loggers were installed on
03/08/2018 and recorded average percent operation of the HVAC fans hourly over the 67‐day
monitoring period. The selected spaces were the command center, the Captain’s office, and the
second‐floor break area. The site contact stated that the Captain’s office had the least common
usage and has the deepest unoccupied schedule. The command center and the break room
represent 1st and 2nd floor average usage respectively. These are open and connected areas.
Monitoring these three spaces accounts for 50% of the controlled unit heaters. The Captain’s
Office unit‐heater weekly operating profile as shown in Table 2-1. The weekly profile for the
remaining units are shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-1: Weekly Average HVAC Operation
Captains Office UH Average Weekly Operation
Hour

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

4

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

5

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

8

1.3%

1.1%

1.1%

0.9%

0.7%

2.1%

1.8%

9

49.8%

48.4%

52.1%

50.3%

48.9%

52.4%

51.1%

10

98.2%

97.9%

99.4%

99.2%

98.8%

98.8%

98.6%

11

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

12

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

13

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

14

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

15

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

16

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

17

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

18

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

19

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

20

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

21

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

22

83.4%

88.3%

87.4%

86.2%

86.5%

85.7%

84.5%

23

18.6%

19.5%

18.7%

18.4%

20.7%

20.1%

19.4%

24

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%
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Table 2-2: Remaining UH Weekly Profile
Remaining UH Operation
Hour

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

90.6%

90.2%

95.1%

94.9%

90.7%

90.7%

88.6%

2

91.6%

88.3%

95.6%

94.4%

91.2%

90.4%

89.2%

3

90.9%

88.8%

96.0%

96.4%

91.2%

91.9%

89.8%

4

90.9%

86.4%

92.7%

95.5%

91.2%

91.6%

90.0%

5

90.8%

91.9%

92.9%

95.7%

91.4%

91.5%

90.8%

6

91.9%

92.6%

96.2%

97.8%

92.0%

92.0%

91.7%

7

92.4%

96.2%

96.3%

96.7%

92.6%

91.4%

91.6%

8

91.6%

95.0%

93.7%

96.7%

91.7%

91.7%

91.5%

9

92.1%

96.2%

95.8%

96.2%

93.1%

92.7%

91.6%

10

97.0%

98.2%

96.2%

96.9%

98.6%

97.0%

92.6%

11

96.5%

97.3%

97.5%

98.3%

97.4%

98.5%

93.9%

12

97.7%

98.4%

97.9%

97.7%

97.4%

97.9%

89.7%

13

98.7%

98.2%

97.2%

98.7%

99.4%

99.4%

88.6%

14

97.6%

97.9%

97.9%

98.1%

97.0%

97.0%

89.1%

15

98.2%

99.0%

97.9%

98.0%

98.1%

98.5%

89.5%

16

97.9%

99.1%

97.6%

98.2%

98.2%

98.7%

89.8%

17

96.0%

97.9%

98.3%

98.3%

97.4%

98.2%

93.6%

18

98.1%

99.3%

97.9%

99.3%

99.3%

100.0%

94.3%

19

99.6%

100.0%

99.6%

99.6%

99.7%

99.4%

94.3%

20

99.3%

99.7%

100.0%

100.0%

99.9%

99.8%

94.5%

21

98.8%

99.6%

98.7%

99.6%

99.8%

98.7%

94.5%

22

98.6%

97.0%

96.3%

97.4%

99.7%

94.1%

92.2%

23

96.3%

97.6%

97.3%

97.2%

97.9%

92.0%

90.1%

24

93.6%

95.1%

95.0%

93.2%

91.2%

90.1%

90.1%

Two temperature loggers were installed to monitor space temperatures in the police station.
One logger was installed at the Command Center and the second logger was installed outside
the break area on the second floor. The weekly temperature profile is shown in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3: Weekly Average Space Temperatures
Weekly Average Space Temperatures
Hour

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

71.0

70.8

70.7

71.1

71.0

70.7

71.1

2

71.0

70.7

70.6

71.1

70.9

70.7

71.1

3

71.0

70.6

70.6

71.1

70.9

70.8

71.0

4

71.0

70.6

70.7

71.2

70.9

70.8

70.9

5

70.8

70.5

70.8

71.1

70.6

70.6

70.7

6

70.7

70.6

70.9

70.9

70.4

70.4

70.7

7

70.8

70.7

70.9

71.1

70.6

70.6

70.7

8

70.8

70.7

71.0

71.2

70.6

70.9

70.8

9

70.7

70.8

71.1

71.2

70.6

71.1

70.9

10

70.8

70.9

71.2

71.1

70.7

71.2

71.0

11

70.8

71.0

71.2

71.2

70.7

71.3

71.0

12

70.7

70.9

71.2

71.2

70.7

71.4

71.0

13

70.4

70.8

71.1

71.2

70.6

71.5

71.1

14

70.5

70.9

71.1

71.2

70.5

71.6

71.1

15

70.6

71.0

71.1

71.2

70.6

71.5

71.1

16

70.5

70.8

71.0

71.2

70.7

71.5

71.2

17

70.3

70.7

71.0

71.2

70.7

71.6

71.2

18

70.5

70.8

71.0

71.2

70.6

71.6

71.2

19

70.6

70.8

71.0

71.1

70.7

71.5

71.2

20

70.7

70.8

71.0

71.2

70.6

71.4

71.3

21

70.7

70.8

71.1

71.2

70.7

71.2

71.4

22

70.8

70.8

71.1

71.1

70.6

70.9

71.3

23

70.7

70.8

71.1

71.0

70.6

70.8

71.2

24

70.7

70.8

71.1

71.1

70.7

70.9

71.2

The temperatures are consistent across day‐of‐week and hour‐of‐day. This is consistent with the
site contacts comments that this is a continuously occupied facility with many open spaces. The
average monitored space temperature is 70.9°F.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluation baseline remains the same as the application baseline. The unit heater fans
operated continuously in the baseline and no unoccupied schedules were in place. Baseline
space temperatures are not known and not referenced in the tracking documentation. Unit
heaters were not replaced and no mechanical changes were made to the unit heaters. The 825
CFM outside air value was retained for the evaluation. This is approximately 33% of the
specified design CFM [2,500 CFM].
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Evaluated savings. The monitored data from the data loggers and the ventilation air CFM from
the tracking calculations were entered into an 8,760‐hour calculation spreadsheet. Per
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discussions with the site contact, the heating season was defined as October 15th to the first of
May. The 70.9°F average space temperature from the temperature loggers was used as the
average space temperature in the calculations. The hourly TMY3 temperature was subtracted
from the average space temperature to calculate the ventilation load delta T for periods when
the unit ventilator is on and at a minimum outside air damper position. Most Trane unit
ventilators have an ASRAE Type II damper control sequence as follows:

As shown, when the space temperature is less than 1.5 deg F below the space temperature
setpoint, the outside air damper fully closed. Therefore, space temperatures were assumed to
have a setpoint of 72 deg F. The logged space temperatures were less than 1.5 deg F below this
setpoint 35.5% of the time.
The same equation used in the TA spreadsheet was used for each heating hour in the evaluation
analysis for both the baseline and evaluation calculations. Continuous operation was used for
the baseline. The unique hourly percentages show in Table 2‐1 and Table 2‐2 were used in the
evaluation calculations. Table 2‐4 shows savings for the first day of the year.
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Table 2-4: Evaluation Analysis - January 1st
Avg

89.9

15.0

1.2

113

99.0

Max

197.1

37.9

2.8

258

3.2

0.8

-4.0

Min

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0.0

0.0

Totals

421,719

46,923

5,858

531,708

6,646

788

4,728

EVALUATION

1.4

BASELINE
OA

Total
Tracking
Therms

Total
Therm
Savings

1.1

123.8

1.5

0.405

1.1

123.8

1.5

0.397

0.0

1.2

127.2

1.6

0.400

95.4

0.0

1.2

127.2

1.6

0.397

5

96.2

0.0

1.2

127.2

1.6

0.387

34.0

6

97.2

0.0

1.2

127.2

1.6

0.375

1

33.0

7

99.7

0.0

1.2

130.7

1.6

0.387

7

1

33.0

8

99.7

0.4

1.3

130.7

1.6

0.383

Sat

7

1

33.0

9

99.8

11.1

1.4

130.7

1.6

0.247

Jan

Sat

7

1

32.0

10

103.5

22.0

1.6

134.1

1.7

0.107

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

11

99.6

21.2

1.5

127.2

1.6

0.080

12

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

12

95.1

21.2

1.5

127.2

1.6

0.137

13

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

36.0

13

88.9

20.1

1.4

120.3

1.5

0.143

14

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

37.0

14

86.8

19.5

1.3

116.9

1.5

0.132

15

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

37.0

15

87.2

19.5

1.3

116.9

1.5

0.128

16

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

36.0

16

90.0

20.1

1.4

120.3

1.5

0.128

17

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

17

99.2

21.2

1.5

127.2

1.6

0.085

18

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

32.0

18

105.4

22.4

1.6

134.1

1.7

0.080

19

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

30.0

19

110.8

23.5

1.7

141.0

1.8

0.083

20

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

28.0

20

116.5

24.7

1.8

147.9

1.8

0.085

21

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

26.0

21

121.9

25.8

1.8

154.8

1.9

0.088

22

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

24.0

22

124.3

22.8

1.8

161.7

2.0

0.183

23

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

22.0

23

126.6

5.4

1.7

168.6

2.1

0.457

24

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

20.0

24

131.8

0.0

1.6

175.5

2.2

0.546

Date

Month

Day

Day
of
Wk

Baseline
Heating
Season

Boston
DB
Temp

Hour

Remaining
UH

1

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

35.0

1

91.4

0.0

2

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

35.0

2

92.0

0.0

3

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

3

95.2

4

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

4

5

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

34.0

6

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

1

7

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

7

8

1/1/2011

Jan

Sat

9

1/1/2011

Jan

10

1/1/2011

11

Line

Capt's Site Total
Ofc UH Therms

Comparison with old methodology. The 8,760‐hour analysis spreadsheet uses the same
equations and ventilation data as the TA analysis. The monitored average space temperature is
used in the ventilation savings estimates. A combustion efficiency test was not done. The design
default steady state efficiency of 80% from the TA report was retained. The hourly methodology
is more precise than the single line format. The hourly spreadsheet defines the heating season in
place of a fixed annual hour value. Ventilation savings are calculated for each hour using the
difference between the monitored hourly temperature and the TMY3 hourly outside air
temperature. The measured percentage of time that the unit heater’s outdoor air damper is at
the minimum percentage vs. the fully closed position is multiplied by each bin to match the
thermal heating load. Energy usage is calculated separately for the Captain’s Office UH and the
remaining unit heaters. Table 2‐3 presents the final savings for the installed DDC controls.
Table 2-3. Final Savings
Method
Tracking savings
Evaluated savings
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This measure installs a web‐based DDC controller implement an unoccupied heating schedule
at the police station.
The applicant calculated savings for the measure using a single line spreadsheet analysis.
The evaluators calculated savings in an 8,760‐hour spreadsheet using baseline ventilation
CFM and monitored space temperatures and unit heater operating hours.
The evaluated savings for the project are 56% less than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Applicant

Evaluator

Total unit heater ventilation
CFM [6 units x 825 CFM/unit]

4,950

4,950

Boiler efficiency

80.0%

80.0%

Space temperature

Unknown

70.9°F

% of time OA Damper at min

Unknown

64.5%

4,032

4,728

Applicant

Evaluator

4,950

4,950

80.0%

80.0%

Space temperature

Unknown

70.9°F

% of time OA Damper at min

Unknown

64.5%

1,331

3,895

Applicant

Evaluator

1,805

788

Baseline

Heating season hours
As-Built
Total unit heater ventilation
CFM [6 units x 825 CFM/unit]
Boiler efficiency

Heating season hours
Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

44%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Natural gas billing histories were reviewed for this project. Billing data for 2015 was missing
from the history as was February 2014 usage. The project installation occurred during June and
July 2016. Twenty‐four months of gas billing from January 4, 2012 to January 6, 2014 [733‐days]
was used as the pre‐installation period. Heating degree‐days [base 65] were compiled for each
month. Non‐heating therms were defined from June, July, and August usage. This non‐heating
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usage is subtracted from monthly therms to estimate heating therms. Average baseline usage is
shown in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1: Baseline Natural Gas Usage

Pre‐installation Average Therms and HDDs
Month Therms Heating
HDDs
Th/HDD
Jan
805
776
663
1.17
Feb
759
731
607
1.20
Mar
510
482
395
1.22
Apr
283
254
172
1.48
May
131
102
44
2.31
Jun
41
0
0
0.00
Jul
22
0
0
0.00
Aug
23
0
0
0.00
Sep
120
91
0
0.00
Oct
260
231
102
2.26
Nov
537
508
431
1.18
Dec
821
792
680
1.17
4,308
3,966
3,095
1.28
29
Non‐heating monthly Therms

Billing histories from October 6, 2016 to December 7, 2017 were annualized along with monthly
heating degree-days to create a post-installation profile as shown in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2: Post-installation Natural Gas Usage

Post‐installation Average Therms and HDDs
Month Therms Heating
HDDs
Th/HDD
Jan
885
818
619
1.32
Feb
738
671
506
1.33
Mar
910
843
669
1.26
Apr
318
251
161
1.56
May
238
171
75
2.28
Jun
81
0
0
0.00
Jul
47
0
0
0.00
Aug
73
0
0
0.00
Sep
105
38
0
0.00
Oct
231
164
75
2.18
Nov
533
466
359
1.30
Dec
894
827
657
1.26
5,052
4,248
3,121
1.36
67
Non‐heating monthly Therms

Average post-installation annual therms are greater than the pre-installation period. However,
monthly post-installation non-heating therms have increased and are more than twice the baseline
values. Pre-installation heating is based upon 3,095 heating degree-days and an average of 1.28
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therms per heating degree-day. The post-installation heating period was colder [3,121 HDDs] with
average usage of 1.36 Therms per HDD. This is a 6.0% increase in heating requirements.
Increasing the pre-installation 3,966 heating therms by 6.0% yields 4,212 adjusted heating therms.
This is just 44 therms less than the post-installation heating usage.
The weather normalized bin modeled annual post-retrofit gas consumption for the heating system is
5,858 therms, while billing analysis regression indicates weather normalized annual total
consumption is 6,085 therms in the post retrofit period, or 4% above the model.
The calculated 788 annual therms savings achieved in this measure are too small to be seen in the
billing analysis and are possibly masked by an increase in non-heating natural gas usage.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the measure are 56% less than the reported value. The variance is
primarily due to limited night setback scheduling opportunities in a building that is occupied
8,760 hours per year.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
1,805 therms

Evaluator
1,805 therms

Change in baseline and
installed annual
operating hours

Baseline
4,032 hours;
Installed
1,331 hours

Baseline 4,691
hours; Installed
4,200 hours

-81%

Change in ventilation air
∆T

10°F

32.6°F

+41%

Change % time outside
ventilation air damper at
min position

100%

64.5%

-16%

Site 2016C0707
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased Savings – The HVAC
system weighted unoccupied
operation is 5.5 times greater than
baseline predictions. Interactive
with temperature differential.
Increased Savings – The greater
∆T increased potential savings.
Interactive with annual operating
hours.
Decreased Savings – The
decreased percentage of time with
the full ∆T decreased potential
savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measure as
add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

Outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016C0707

Tracking
18,050 therms
1,805 therms
10 years
N/A

Applicant
18,050 therms
1,805 therms
10 years
N/A

3‐4

Evaluator
7,880 therms
788 therms
10 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure intended to be installed at a hospital. The project
consisted of replacing or repairing steam traps identified in a system‐wide steam trap survey
conduted on January, 2016.
The evaluators visited the site and conducted a walkthrough of the facility, interviewed the site
contact, and reviewed the incentivized equipment. Shortly after the site visit, the vendor
conducted another steam trap survey of all of the traps at the facility.
The applicant estimated the project savings using custom express tool for steam traps that was
available at the time of the project was initiated. The evaluators determined the project impacts
through an updated custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from the
steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on‐site. The reduced savings was
due to the high rate of trap failures and updates to the calculation tool for steam traps.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
CGCLCR00300264

Measure Name
Repair/replace failed
steam traps

Tracked

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
25,319

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

14,174

N/A

56%

N/A

25,319
14,174
56%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Evaluated
RR1,2

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1.2

1

Realization rate

2

Tthese results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 56% of the tracked savings mostly because the evaluator calculated
the project impacts using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the
applicant predicted the project impacts using the previous version of the custom express
spreadsheet. In addtiona, the evaluator found that 21.3% of the traps have failed since being
repaired/replaced.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumes that the steam system operate at
10 psi or 15 psi, depending on the trap location. The steam plant operates 5,110 hours annually
for space conditioning equipment such as radiators. There are a mixture of drip leg traps
(5,110 hours), and radiator traps (1,700 hours). Steam traps that serve space heating elements
are assumed to operate for 1,700 hours (EFLH) annually because the the heating load varies and
steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the space temperature
setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
The steam trap survey identified 107 failed or partially failed open steam traps and
6 steam traps that were failed closed. “Plugged” is the term used in the custom express tool to
describe a trap that has failed closed. The table below details the findings of the January 2016
steam trap survey.
Table 2-1: Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

Repair

Replace

No Action

Total

Fully Operational

0

0

43

43

Partial Leak

57

11

0

68

Partial Blow By

27

12

0

39

Plugged

5

1

0

6

Total

89

24

43

156

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 107 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
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failed open (or defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have
failed closed (plugged) do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line. Boiler
efficiency, operating hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used the 2016 National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool (2016 Tool) to
calculate the savings for repairing the failed traps. The custom express inputs were based on the
steam trap survey results.The calculation tool used to evaluate the energy savings for this
project calculates the steam loss through the failed traps using the Grashof formula for steam
flow through an orifice. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
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= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
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,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology because the standard custom
express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application. Note, however, the standard
custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool was used to determine
evaluated savings.
The applicant assumes 5,110 operationg hours for the steam plant, which is consistent with the site’s
stated operation throughout the year. The boiler plant operates annually to serve space conditioning
loads and some process loads (DHW and sterilization).

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the custom express tool: and, to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
The evaluator visited the site on 01/24/2018. While on site, the evaluator interviewed the site
contact. The site contact confirmed that the annual operating house assumed by the applicant
were appropriate. The site contact explained that the boiler plant operates between 10 and and
15 psi.
Due to some initial confusion between the evaluator, the site contact and the vendor, the
evaluator did not perform a major review of the steam traps while on site. The vendor returned
to the site on 3/26/2018 to perform a full steam trap survey of the evaluation site. This steam
trap survey is used as the basis of the evaluator’s on‐site findings.
The vendor surveyed 94 steam traps (i.e. 88% of the 107 steam traps identified as failed open in
the original steam trap survey) using an infrared thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic
leak detector. It is likely that the vendor surveyed 100% of the failed traps, however some
steam trap IDs were updated and it is difficult to distinguish which of these traps are common
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between the 2016 and the 2018 steam trap survey. Twenty (20) steam traps included in this
sample were identified as failed.
A summary of the data collected during the evaluation site visit and during the vendor survey
is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2: Summary of Metered Data
Parameter

Value

Steam pressure
Failed traps

2.3

Source

10 psi to 12 psi

Discussion with site contact.

20 out of 94 tested

Vendor’s infrared thermal imaging camera and
ultrasonic leak detector

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The evaluation used the baseline established with the steam trap survey conducted in March
2016, which identified 107 failed or partially failed open steam traps. The baseline status of each
steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite inventory of all the traps at the
site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving surface temperature readings.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

In March 2017, an evaluation study was completed1 to develop a methodology for producing
more consistent results for custom steam trap savings and a new prescriptive steam trap
deemed savings value. The result of the study was a new custom express spreadsheet tool to be
used by all Program Administrators. The custom savings equation developed through the
referenced study has been adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia
0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a combination of original
and revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice
sizes, operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on
site using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results. During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the
combustion efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency.
This approach was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results.
The input for steam pressure was not adjusted, as the applicant’s steam pressure is the same as
the evaluator’s steam pressure. The input for boiler efficiency was not adjusted because the
evaluator did not take a combustion efficiency reading when on site.
Savings were adjusted based on the vendor’s observed trap failure rate. This rate is assumed to
be independent of the mode of failure. The decrease in savings is calculated based on the failure
rate observed by the evaluator compared to the assumed failure rate associated with a 6 year
measure life for steam traps. The applicant savings are based on a mean trap life span of 6 years
and therefore the assumed failure rate is 8.3% traps per year. The assumed failure percentage
(AFP) at the time of the evaluation testing is calculated using the following formula.
∗ 50%
6
The evaluated failure percentage (EFP) is the ratio of failed traps to traps sampled by the
evaluator.
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The EFP and the AFP for steam traps are used to calculate the savings adjustment using the
formula below.
%

1

This savings adjustment is applied to the custom express tool energy savings using the
following formula.
∗ 1

%

For this site, the EFP was found to be 21.3% (20 out of 94 traps were observed as failed) and the
AFP at the time of the site visit was 17.5% (repaired on 02/18/16 and evaluated on 03/26/18) and
the savings adjustment was ‐17.7%.
The guidance for the evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings based on the
evaluated failure rate is that the observed failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be
expected based on a simple linear survival rate curve. The annual rate of failure observed by the
evaluator meets this criteria.
The primary reason why the evaluated savings (using the new methodology) are lower than the
reported values is that 20 of the 94 steam traps sampled by the evaluator had failed since being
repaired or replaced. Table 2-3 compares the reported, modified applicant, and evaluated savings
for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-4. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

25,319

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

20,837

82.3%

Applicant Inputs (applies to the revised calculator)

17,221

68.0%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

14,174

55.9%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 56%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 82%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 107 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators/vendor sampled 94 of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating
properly.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant. This is
because 20 of the sampled steam traps had failed, and the steam pressure is higher than
originally assumed. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the energy
savings for the measure.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps measure

One hundred and seven
failed steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 107 failed
steam traps

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure

10 psi & 15 psi, depending
on trap location

10 psi & 15 psi, depending on trap
location

Steam plant operating hours

8,760 hours

8,760 hours

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps status

One hundred and seven
operational steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 20 traps
failed out of a sample of 94.

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Steam pressure: 10 to 15 psi

Combustion efficiency: 80.0%
System line losses: 0%
Steam pressure: 10 to 15 psi

Steam pressure

10 psi & 15 psi, depending
on trap location

10 psi & 15 psi, depending on trap
location

Steam plant operating hours

8,760 hours

8,760 hours

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

Applicant

Evaluator
25,319

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

14,174
56%

Cross-Check with Billing Data

The evaluator verified the trap repair/replacement date with the vendor and PA: the invoice for
the scope of work was sent on February 18th, 2016. The site consumed, on average,
370,000 therms annually over the past five years. The evaluation updated savings of
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13,702 therms is 3.7% of the annual energy consumption. This is an appropriate savings range
for a steam trap replacement measure.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

The customer explained that they have a maintenance plan to continually monitor steam trap
performance. They plan to have the vendor perform a survey of the traps bi‐annually to identify
failed steam traps and to repair and replace them. There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings because the evaluators used an updated
custom express tool, the steam pressure was found to be lower than assumed by the applicant,
and 20 of 94 steam traps sampled by the evaluator had failed since being repaired or replaced.
Each of these changes to the savings calculations lead to a decrease in the energy savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2: Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
25,319 therms

Evaluator
25,319 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-28%

Inoperable
Measure

100% of steam
traps operational

82.3% of steam
traps operational

-16%

Site 2016C0708
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate the
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluator adjusted the savings
calculations to account for the
failed steam traps observed
during the evaluation/vendor
site visit. This approach
resulting in smaller savings for
the steam traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed steam traps, the evaluators classified the steam trap
measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
151,914 therms
25,319 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
151,914 therms
25,319 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
85,044 therms
14,174 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hotel and conference center and consisted of the installation
of high efficiency laundry equipment (washers and dryers). The washing machines utilize a
proprietary polymer bead system that significantly reduces the amount of hot water used for
laundry while the dryers are high efficiency units designed to reduce drying cycle times.
The evaluators visited the facility, verified the installation of the incented washers and dryers,
deployed metering equipment and held discussions with the site contact regarding the project
timeline, pre‐retrofit conditions and facility operation. The evaluators also collected unit‐
specific trend data from the manufacturer and updated the applicant’s savings calculations to
reflect the information collected. The evaluators were unable to gather sufficient pre‐ and post‐
project billing data to conduct a utility billing analysis, but were able to confirm the validity of
the savings estimates relative to the facility’s annual usage. The evaluated savings are lower
than reported values, primarily due to lower than anticipated laundry volume at the hotel.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
CGCSCR00301703

Measure Name
Washers

Tracked
Evaluated

Dryers

4,600

N/A

83%

N/A

Tracked

1,672

N.R.

931

N/A

56%

N/A

7,224
5,530
77%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Evaluated
RR
Totals

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

1

RR
CGCSCR00301703

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
5,552

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 23% less than the applicant reported savings, primarily due to lower
than anticipated laundry volume at the hotel. Further details regarding deviations from the
tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of high efficiency laundry equipment (washers and
dryers) at a hotel.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project is presumed to be industry standard practice (ISP). While
the documentation for this project provides limited insight into the measure event type, the
equipment performance data used to characterize the baseline was that of equivalent capacity,
gas‐fired washers and dryers. Based on this information, the evaluators have come to
understand the applicant baseline as two 60 lb capacity conventional clothes washers and two
80 lb capacity conventional clothes dryers. The applicant assumed that 70% of the total water
used by conventional clotheswashers is hot water.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for this measure consisted of two 60 lb capacity polymer
bead clothes washers and two 80 lb high efficiency clothes dryers. The washing machines utilize
polymer beads with cold water to perform the majority of laundering normally performed with
hot water. The washers have the ability to use hot water for hard‐to‐clean fabrics (provided by a
separate HW heater) and the applicant assumed that less than 5% of the total water used was
hot water. The dryers come equipped with a pre‐heated burner design and axial air flow to
ensure high operating efficiency and reduced dry cycle times. The as‐built equipment loads (lbs
of laundry per load, loads per day) for the washers and dryers match those of the baseline.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant estimated savings for this project by calculating facility gas loads based on facility
production and using equipment specifications derived from a TA study. Since the washing
machines effectively eliminate the use of hot water in the proposed case, the applicant
established that the measure savings are equal to the baseline gas usage. Savings for the
washing machine measure were calculated using the following formula:
8.34
100,000

365

where,
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= Reduction in annual energy consumption (therms)
8.34

= Density of water
= Hot water temperature (140 °F)
= Incoming city water temperature (55 °F)
= Gallons of HW used per load (96 gallon), established in the TA study
= Water heater thermal efficiency (85%), assumed
= Average number of loads per day (19 loads), known from site

Dryer savings were calculated separately from the washer measure using equipment
performance specifications provided by the manufacturer. While the claimed savings for the
dryer measure appears as a hard‐coded value in the applicant analysis, it is not clear how it was
derived as none of the calculated outputs match the claimed value. The dryer savings
spreadsheet provides two distinct approaches for calculating project impacts depending on the
baseline. Both methods assume the installed measure is a new efficient washer and dryer
system. While one approach assumes a baseline of traditional gas‐fired washers and dryers, the
other assumes the baseline is a new efficient washer and a traditional dryer. Since the washer
and dryer savings were calculated separately, the evaluators have assumed that the applicant
intended to use the new efficient washer and a traditional dryer as the baseline. Following that
approach the savings are calculated as follows:
,

365

where,
= Reduction in annual energy consumption (Therms)
= Average daily laundered material (1,200 lbs)
= Average heat input per lb of laundry, conventional dryer (1,142 Btu/lb)
= Average heat input per lb of laundry, new efficient dryer (849 Btu/lb)
Both the pre‐ and post‐installation heat input rates are blended averages accounting for the
different energy requirements of towels and sheets broken down by their relative portion of the
daily combined weight. The applicant assumed the breakdown of laundry by weight was 75%
towels and 25% sheets.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators have found that the algorithms for calculating both washer and dryer savings
are reasonable.
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On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 25, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility manager and verified operating conditions at the site.
The facility manager verified that the project work had been completed and discussed the
project history (i.e. measure event) with the evaluators. The facility manager confirmed that the
project was installed in 2016 and indicated the preexisting laundry equipment was in constant
need of upkeep to maintain full functionality.
The facility is open 365 days a year and laundry is cleaned on a daily basis. The site contact
identified that the facility regularly undergoes seasonal changes in occupancy between the
summer and winter, where the hotel is only about 40% booked from November through April
and then maintains close to 100% occupancy from May through October.
The site contact indicated that while the new washing machines almost exclusively use cold
water, there are some loads that require hot water, which is provided by two instantaneous hot
water heaters at the facility. While the contact could not identify when exactly these water
heaters were installed, they indicated that it occurred approximately the same time the new
laundry equipment was installed. Since the installation of these new heaters did not impact the
baseline natural gas consumption, the evaluators did not include them in the savings
calculations for the evaluated measure.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of the incented
laundry equipment. The evaluators verified the installation of two polymer bead washers and
two high efficiency dryers at the facility. Photo 2‐1 details the washers and dryers verified as
installed during the site visit.
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Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Washers (Left) and Dryers (Right)

The evaluators also visited another mechanical space in the facility to inspect and collect
nameplate data off the instantaneous hot water heaters which provide hot water to the washers
at a temperature of 120°F (see picture) when needed. Photo 2‐2 details the installed hot water
heaters serving the washers and other various equipment throughout the facility.
Photo 2-2. Instantaneous Hot Water Heaters
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According to the TA study, the ISP washers would use 140°F hot water.
Following the initial site visit, the evaluators reached out to a manufacturer’s representative in
an effort to better understand the technology and look into gathering trend data from the
machines installed at the facility. The representative provided additional information on the
equipment design and operation as well as insight into how they determine energy impacts for
installations at different facilities. Additionally, the representative provided the evaluators with
a years worth of monthly trended operating data which includes a breakdown of water used,
cycles run and estimated energy and cost savings.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

In order to verify the approximate amount of hot water used by each washing machine,
evaluators deployed temperature meters on the water supply lines to each washer. Figure 2‐1
illustrates the supply water temperatures for the two washers as well as the outdoor air
temperature (OAT) for comparison.
Figure 2-1. Water Supply Temperature to Washers
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Over the 30 day period in which metering was conducted, logger data indicated a single
instance where hot water was used. The leftmost portion of Figure 2‐1 illustrates the lone hour
over the month of logger deployment in which hot water was used by the washers. Figure 2‐2
provides a higher resolution view of the reclaim cycle peak over a nine hour period.
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Figure 2-2. Water Supply Temperatures to Washers (1/25/2018)
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The evaluators were also provided with a year’s worth of monthly trend data from the
equipment manufacturer in order to verify the typical load volume and confirm the limited hot
water usage from the new configuration. Table 2‐1 provides a summary of the information
provided by the manufacturer.
Table 2-1. Manufacturer Provided Equipment Specifications
Water Usage (Gallons)

Wash Cycles

Month
Mar-17

Hot

Cold

Total

Sheets

Towels

Other

Reclaim

Total

466

16,018

16,484

176

112

51

11

350

Apr-17

159

18,278

18,437

222

136

47

4

409

May-17*

0

9,863

9,863

123

83

22

0

228

Jun-17*

93

12,364

12,457

187

64

25

2

278

Jul-17*

0

15,886

15,886

226

76

59

0

361

Aug-17

90

27,567

27,657

354

179

68

2

603

Sep-17

239

23,902

24,141

300

164

54

6

524

Oct-17

179

24,830

25,009

306

174

76

4

560

Nov-17

134

20,167

20,301

242

127

69

3

441

Dec-17

167

18,459

18,626

214

106

91

4

415

Jan-18

84

16,225

16,309

196

100

79

2

377

Feb-18

17

16,498

16,515

206

95

78

0

379

Total

1,628

220,057

221,685

2,752

1,416

719

38

4,925

*Data compiled from May, June & July 2017 is incomplete due to monitoring equipment malfunction

Discussions with the manufacturer’s representative indicated that the data compiled from May,
June and July 2017 is incomplete as there was a malfunctioning part that had to be replaced and
as a result the operational data from that period could not be reconciled. Review of the hot
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water usage provided by the manufacturer indicates that hot water accounts for 0.7% of the
total amount of water used for laundry at the facility.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on a review of the project files and site visit findings, the evaluators classified the
measure event type as a lost opportunity with a single baseline. The baseline is the ISP unit
defined by the applicant.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators employed the same methodologies used by the applicant to determine energy
savings for the both measures, updating assumptions to reflect the evaluators’ on‐site findings.
The evaluators processed the operating data provided by the manufacturer by averaging it out
for the summer and winter operating seasons and combined them to use as inputs in the
approved methodology. Table 2‐2 details the values averaged from the manufacturer data and
used in the savings equation.
Table 2-2. Manufacturer Specified Operating Data
Parameter
Loads per day

Winter
(Nov-Apr)

Summer
(May-Oct)

Annual
Average

Annual
Total

12.3

17.6

15.0

N/A

Loads per month

395

562

479

N/A

Loads per season

2,371

3,374

N/A

5,745

Normalized % Sheets

65.0%

64.9%

65%

N/A

Normalized % Towels

35.0%

35.1%

35%

N/A

N/A = Not applicable

For the summer season (May through October), the evaluators only took averages of data from
August through October due to the incomplete data from May through June. The site contact
indicated that while there may be some variation in operation between summer months, their
operation is relatively consistent when compared to winter time operation.
Since the applicant methodology only provided dryer operating data for sheets and towels and
the two cycle types accounted for more than 80% of all cycles run on the equipment, the
evaluators chose to normalize the percentage of sheets and towels to their combined total.
The evalautors updated the applicant equations to include this modified data. Table 2‐3
provides a comparison of the applicant and evaluator inputs used to determine energy impacts
for both the washer and dryer measures.
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Table 2-3. Comparison of Applicant and Evaluator Calculation Inputs
Applicant
Value

Evaluator
Value

Evaluator Source

Days operating per year

365

365

Confirmed with site

Loads per day

19

15

Derived directly from trend data

Pounds per day

1,200

945

Revised indirectly from trend data

Pounds per load

63.2

63.2

Applicant assumption

HW gal per load (baseline)

96

96

Applicant assumption

Supply water temp (°F)

140

140

The ISP units would require 140°F

City water temp (°F)
Baseline water heater
efficiency

55

55

Applicant assumption

85%

85%

Applicant assumption

Baseline Btu/lb towels

1,227

1,227

TA study specifcation

As-built Btu/lb towels

918

918

TA study specifcation

Baseline Btu/lb sheets

890

890

TA study specifcation

As-built Btu/lb sheets

641

641

TA study specifcation

% towel cycles

75%

35%

Derived directly from trend data

Parameter

% sheet cycles

25%

65%

Derived directly from trend data

Blended baseline Btu/lb

1,142

1,008

Revised indirectly from trend data

Blended as-built Btu/lb

849

738

Revised indirectly from trend data

Based on the evaluator’s assessment of the installed measures through on‐site verification and
review of the operation data collected both during the site visit and provided by the equipment
manufacturer, the evaluators have determined that the washer and dryer measures save 4,887
therms and 931 therms, respectively, yielding a site level realization rate of 77%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of high efficiency washers and dryers at a hotel.
The applicant calculated savings for this project by calculating gas loads based on the facility
operation and using equipment specifications derived from a TA study completed by the
manufacturer and a separate consulting firm.
The evalautors calculated savings for the project using the same methodology employed by
the applicant, but updated a number of assumptions to reflect their findings compiled during
their site visit and review of the collected data.
The evaluated savings for the project are less than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Washer

Applicant
Conventional gas fired washing
machine

Evaluator
Conventional gas fired washing
machine

Dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

HW supply

Portion of loads w/ HW = 70%
HW supply temp = 140°F
HW per load = 96 gal
Water heater efficiency = 85%

Portion of loads w/ HW = 70%
HW supply temp = 140°F
HW per load = 96 gal
Water heater efficiency = 85%

Laundry plant operation

Loads per day = 19
Lbs per load = 63.2
Towel / sheet ratio = 75/25

Loads per day = 15
Lbs per load = 63.2
Towel / sheet ratio = 35/65

As-Built
Washer

Applicant
Polymer bead washer using
primarily cold water

Evaluator
Polymer bead washer using
primarily cold water

Dryer

High efficiency dryer

High efficiency dryer

HW supply

Portion of loads w/ HW = 5%
HW supply temp = 140°F
HW per load = 96 gal
Water heater efficiency = 85%

Portion of loads w/ HW = 1%
HW supply temp = 120°F (*)HW
per load = 96 gal
Water heater efficiency = 97% (*)

Laundry plant operation

Loads per day = 19
Towel / sheet ratio = 75/25

Loads per day = 15
Towel / sheet ratio = 35/65

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

7,224

Natural gas realization rate

5,530
77%

(*) These variables do not impact the savings calculations because they do not impact the baseline natural gas consumption
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Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators were unable to gather sufficient pre‐ and post‐project billing data to conduct a
utility billing analysis, but were able to confirm that the evaluated savings represent
approximately 21% of the average annual pre‐project gas consumption at the facility.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracking savings, primarily due to the applicant
overestimating the equipment loads at the facility. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key
factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
6,838 therms

Evaluator
7,224 therms

Impact of
Deviation
-5%

Difference in
equipment load
profile

19 loads per
day

15 loads per day

-16%

Difference in
equipment load
profile

75% Towels
25% Sheets

35% Towels
65% Sheets

-2%
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Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings - The
evaluators found the reported
values did not match the values
calculated in the applicant savings
analysis file.
Decreased savings - The
evaluators determined that the
facility processed fewer loads of
laundry per day on average than
what had been predicted by the
applicant.
Decreased savings - The
evaluators determined that the
breakdown of towel and sheet
cycles processed was different than
what had been anticipated by the
applicant.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the preexisting laundry equipment was failing and did not operate as intended without
extensive repairs, the evaluators classified the measures as lost opportunities with a single ISP
baseline. The evaluators included the impacts of installing the new WHs and classified the
measure as a retrofit with preexisting conditions as baseline. The evaluators calculated
applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime

Tracking
72,240 therms
7,224 therms
Washers: 10 years
Dryers: 10 years

Applicant
68,380 therms
6,838 therms
Washers: 10 years
Dryers: 10 years

Evaluator
60,830 therms
5,530 therms
Washers: 11 years(*)
Dryers: 11 years (*)

N/A

N/A

ISP

Baseline classification
(*) Lifetime for Energystar rated appliances
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This energy efficiency project was completed at a glass bottle manufacturing plant and was part
of a larger project that consisted of rebuilding an existing process furnace. The energy efficiency
measures implemented during the rebuild process included: installation of type 8 cruciforms,
installation of process enhancement equipment, additional furnace insulation, installation of
DIG burners, new oscillating chargers, and natural gas metering. Because the measure is a
complete rebuilt of failed equipment, the PA and the evaluator classified the measure as a lost
opportunity. The evaluator determined the baseline is ISP.
During the site visit the evaluators learned that the facility was going to be shut down at the
end of the first quarter of 2018. Through subsequent discussions with the site contacts, the
evaluators confirmed that the facility was shut down at the end of March 2018. According to the
site contact, the furnace which was rebuilt as a part of this project was no longer operable and
will remain as such.
The furnace rebuild was completed in February of 2016 and was in operation until March of
2018. The evaluators included the impact of removing the furnace in the first year savings.
The evaluated savings for this project were similar to the applicant reported savings. However,
the evaluation savings calculation was based on production and gas use data provided by the
site contact while the source of the applicant’s initial savings estimate, upon which the tracking
savings estimate is based, was unclear. The details of the evaluator’s assessment of the applicant
savings algorithm will be provided in section 2.1.4.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
NC140199

Measure Name
Efficient furnace rebuild

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

465,891

N.R.

Evaluated

114,031
24%

N/A
N/A

465,891
114,031
24%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR1
Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 76% less than the applicant‐reported savings becausethe furnace was
completely removed once the facility ceased operations two years into the eight year measure
life and because of minor differences in baseline and as‐built efficiencies used in the savings
calculations. A detailed description of the deviations will be provided further along in this
report.

Site 2016E0397
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the refurbishment of a process furnace at a glass bottle manufacturing
plant.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project was the existing equipment. The project files do not
provide information on the preexisting equipment capacity, design, and efficiency. Based on
project documentation the furnace operated on a 24/7 basis with the exception of a one‐week
period at the end of the year when the production rate is dropped by 85% for maintenance
purposes. Table 2‐2 presents the main parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant.
Table 2-2. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Value

Baseline furnace specifc energy (MMBtu/ton)

2.1.2

3.23

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The energy efficiency measures implemented during the rebuild process included: installation
of type 8 cruciforms, installation of process enhancement equipment, additional furnace
insulation, installation of DIG burners, new oscillating chargers, and natural gas metering. The
as‐built furnace operates on the same schedule and production rate as the preexisting system.
Table 2‐3 presents the main parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant.
Table 2-3. Applicant Installed Efficient Equipment Summary
Operation description

Value

Efficienct furnace specifc energy (MMBtu/ton)

2.1.3

2.39

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated savings calculations in two steps:
‐

The first step consisted of predicting the savings before the measure was installed. The
project files do not show how those values were calculated. The savings values shown
for this steps are:
o

Specific savings per unit of production: 702,000 Btu/ton

o

Annual measure savings: 388,512 therms

Site 2016E0397
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The second step consisted of calculating the measure savings after the project was
installed. The applicant used one year of pre‐ and ten days of post‐installation
production and gas use data to calculate average specific energy (MMBtu/ton) for both
pre‐ and post‐installation cases. Then the applicant calculated the savings per unit of
production using the following formula:
3.23

2.39 ∗ 10

841,816

where:
3.23 = pre‐installation natural gas consumed per unit of production (MMBtu/ton)
2.39 = post‐installation natural gas consumed per unit of production (MMBtu/ton)
The applicant calculated the annual project savings using the following formula:
#

2.1.4

841,816
702,000

388,512

465,891

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluator reviewed the project documents and interviewed the site contact to determine
what was the source of specific energy inputs used to predict the savings before the project was
installed and could not identify that source. The applicant used one year’s worth of pre‐
installation and 10 days of post‐installation gas use and production data to adjust their initial
savings estimate. However, during the site visit, the evaluators learned that the furnace had
been operating in a state of disrepair and at lower efficiency than normal. The site contacts
mentioned that significant maintenance was required to keep the furnace and the facility in
operation. Therefore the evalualtor determined that the preexisting condition baseline which
the applicant used to determined their savings estimate, was inappropriate.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluator conducted a site visit on January 3, 2018. Based on discussions with the site
contact, the evaluator confirmed that energy use and production data for the furnace are
tracked and recorded daily. The evaluators reviewed a sample of the tracked data included in
the project files and found the data sufficient for this evaluation. The same tracked data was
requested and collected for one year both pre‐ and post‐installation. No further metering was
necessary.
As stated earlier, the evaluators learned that at the time of the rebuild, the furnace was
operating in a state of disrepair and required extensive maintenance to remain operational. The
site contact mentioned that the furnace had been previously rebuilt in 2006. The retrofit in 2006
Site 2016E0397
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was completed in a more standard efficiency configuration. Therefore, the evaluators requested
data gas use and production data from 2006. The site contact was able to provide data for all of
2006. The evaluators were able to use 5 months of this post‐rebuild data as a baseline specific
energy (MMBtu/ton) value for the current evaluation. Additionally, the site contact was able to
provide one full year’s worth of post‐installation data from 12/1/2016 to 11/30/2017. In March
2018, the facility ceased operations and the measure was removed from the site.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

Table 2‐3 presents the applicant and evaluator baseline and as‐built average furnace specific
energies. The evaluator’s baseline specific energy is lower than the applicant’s. This is due to the
fact that the evaluation data was taken from the period directly following the initial furnace
rebuild in 2006 while the applicant’s data is based on data from a period when the furnace was
operating in a state of disrepair.
Table 2-3. Applicant vs. Evaluator Baseline and As-Built Specific Energy

Scenario
Baseline

Applicant
Specific Energy
(MMBtu/ton)
Date Range
3.26
1/1/2015 – 1/2/2016

As-built

2.41

4/1/2016 – 4/10/2016

Evaluator
Specific Energy
(MMBtu/ton)
Date Range
7/17/2006 –
3.03
12/23/2006
12/1/2016 –
2.55
11/30/2017

The evaluators analyzed production data for the period between 1/1/2015 and 12/31/2015 and
between 12/1/2016 and 11/30/2017 and determined the annual production was consistent
between 2015 and 2017. Total production in 2015 was 95,264 tons and in 2017 was 95,248 tons.
Data was provided for 310 days for 2006, the evaluation baseline year. To determine the annual
production for 2006, the evaluators calculated an average daily production and extrapolated
that over a full year. The daily average production in 2006 was found to be approximately 269
tons/day which corresponded to an annual production of 98,159 tons.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure is a lost opportunity measure with an ISP baseline. The
site contact indicated that an ISP furnace is the furnace after it was rebuilt in a standard
efficiency configuration in 2006. Based on the gas use and production data provided by the site
contact for 2006, the evaluator determined that the baseline specific energy was 3.03
MMBtu/ton.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator modeled the annual savings by taking the difference between the average annual
specific energies of the baseline and efficient systems. This value was then multiplied by the
total annual tons of production to determine the annual therms savings. Because the furnace
was removed two years into the eight year measure life, the savings are reduced by 75% (6/8).
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This project consisted of the rebuilding of a deteriorating process furnace at a glass bottle
manufacturing plant. The energy savings associated with this project were a result of the
efficiency upgrades implemented by the facility as compared to a standard efficiency rebuild of
the furnace. Based on the information provided in the project documents and discussions with
the site contact, the evaluation team determined that the applicant savings calculations were
incorrect. In spite of this, the final realization rate between the evaluated and tracked savings
was 97.9%. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Baseline specific energy (MMBtu/ton)

Applicant
3.26 (1/1/2015 – 1/2/2016)

Evaluator
3.03 (7/17/2006 –
12/23/2006)

N.D.

95,248 (12/1/2016 –
11/30/2017)
Evaluator
2.55 (12/1/2016 –
11/30/2017)

Baseline production (ton/year)
As-Built
Efficient specific energy (MMBtu/ton)

Applicant
2.41 (4/1/2016 – 4/10/2016)

Post-installation production (ton/year)
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

N.D.
Applicant
465,891

Natural gas realization rate

95,248 (12/1/2016 –
Evaluator
114,031
24%

N.D. = No data

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators were not able to cross check their analysis with billing data as none was
provided for this site.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, due to the inconsistencies in the
applicant savings calculation methodology. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors
and deviations.
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Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
465,891 therms

Evaluator
465,891 therms

Difference in
equipment hours
of operation

8 year measure life

-74%

Incorrect
baseline
reference

Analysis based on
data from furnace
operating in a
deteriorated state

Equipment was
removed 2
years into 8
years measure
life.
Analysis based
on data from
furnace
operating in
newly rebuilt
state

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Analysis based on
ten days of postinstallation data

Analysis based
on one year’s
worth of postinstallation data

-1%

Site 2016E0397
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No impact

-1%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The savings
are reduced to reflect the fact that
the equipment was removed two
years into the eight years measure
life.
Decreased savings ‒ The
applicant baseline data was taken
from the period just before the
most recent rebuild. The furnace
was operating in a deteriorated
state and the performance data
was not representative of the true
incremental savings of the
efficiency mesasures implemented
through this project. The evaluator
baseline was taken from the period
just after the initial furnace rebuild
in 2006. That rebuild was
performed with more standard
efficiency measures and provided
a more accurate representation of
the impact of the efficiency
measures implemented as a part
of this project.
Decreased savings ‒ The
applicant as-built data was taken
from the ten days just after the
rebuild of the furnace. The
evaluation savings calculation was
based on the most recent year’s
operation. The evaluation as-built
furnace efficiency was lower than
the applicant’s and therefore, the
savings decreased.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the the measure was a major rebuilt of failed equipment, the evaluators classified this
measure as a lost opportunity with an ISP baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and
evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

=100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the first
year savings are smaller than the tracking values. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of key factors
that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
3,727,128 therms
465,891 therms
8 years
N/A

Applicant
3,727,128 therms
465,891 therms
8 years (project BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
912,248 therms
114,031 therms
8 years1
ISP

N/A = Not applicable

Although this particular piece of equipment was removed from service after two years, the “measure
lifetime” remains unchanged at 8 years, requiring the lifetime adjustment to be made in the “first year
savings” term.

1
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a hospital. The project replaced or
repaired steam traps identified as failed in a November 2016 system wide steam trap survey.
Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed were
claimed by the utility.
During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; conducted a boiler combustion
test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced using an ultra‐sonic
leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the traps were operating correctly.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the appropriate custom express tool for steam
traps at the time based on the steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project
impacts through an updated custom express spreadshseet tool populated with the findings
from the steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on‐site. The reduced
savings was due to the high rate of trap failures, field verified differences in boiler operations,
field verification of steam pressure reduction outside of the boiler plant, and changes in the
calculation tool.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

NR161386

Repair/replace failed
steam traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

15,928

N.R.

Evaluated

8,456

N/A

1,2

53.10%

N/A

Tracked

15,928

N.R.

Evaluated

8,456

N/A

53%

N/A

RR
Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate
2
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R. = Not recorded by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 47% of the tracked savings. Approximately half of this reduction is
due to changes in the calculation methodology; the evaluator savings are calculated using the
2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated
using the previous version of the custom express spreadsheet. Other factors which reduced the
savings include: steam pressure was found to be lower than assumed by the applicant, the
boiler efficiency was found to be higher than assumed by the applicant, and two traps were
found to be permanently offline.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumes that the steam system operates at
12 psi. The operating hours of the central steam plant are assumed to be 8,760 because the
boilers run 24/7 to serve process medical equipment loads and provide reheat in the summer for
the air handlers for humidity control. Steam traps in the boiler plant and serving the main
steam header are assumed to operate 8,760 hours per year. Steam traps that are on drip lines
serving seasonal heating zones are assumed to operate 5,110 hours annually, and traps that
serve space heating elements are assumed to operate 1,700 hours annually because the the
heating load varies and steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the
space temperature setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving surface
temperature readings.
The steam trap survey identified 31 failed or partially failed open steam traps and 12 steam
traps that were failed closed. “Plugged” is the term used in the custom express tool to describe
a trap that has failed closed. The table below details the findings of the 2016 steam trap survey.
Table 2-1 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

Repair

Replace

No Action

Total

Fully Operational

0

0

159

159

Partial Leak

12

1

0

13

Partial Blow By

13

5

0

18

Plugged

12

0

0

12

Total

37

6

159

202

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 31 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
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are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
failed open (defined as partial leak or partial blow‐by) as these traps waste live steam and the
traps that have failed closed do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line.
Boiler efficiency, operating hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithms

The Program Administrator for this application uses a worksheet that presents savings calculated
using two methods; a modified Napier formula and the Custom Express Screening Tool. The
applicants savings are based on the calculation from the Custom Express Screening Tool. The
Custom Express Screening Tool was developed in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam trap
survey as inputs to calculate energy savings and is referred to throughout this report as the “2016
Custom Express Steam Trap Tool”. The tool determines energy savings by calculating theoretical
steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then applying a number of
factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating characteristics. Steam flow through
the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
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= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
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,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (80%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator found the applicant calculation methodology reasonable with the exception of the
repair/replace factor. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated
for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter
than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were
reported, a revised version of the Custom Express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no
longer applies this repair/replace factor.
The evaluator agreed that the various input parameters used in the applicant steam trap savings
calculations which include trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency and trap
orifice diameters were reasonable.
The applicant assumes 8,760 operating hours for traps in the boiler plant and serving the main
steam header due to year round plant operation, 5,110 hours for traps on drip lines serving
seasonal heating zones, and 1,700 hours for traps serving heating elements.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the custom express tool: and, to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
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The evaluator sampled nineteen steam traps (61.3% of the 31 steam traps identified as failed
open in the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced using an infrared
thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The sample was selected randomly.
One trap included in this sample was identified as failed and two traps were found to be
permanently taken offline.
The evaluator interviewed the Facilities Supervisor on 1/17/2018. The Facilities Supervisor
confirmed that the annual operating hours assumed by the applicant were appropriate. The site
contact confirmed the boilers run 24/7 year round and serve process medical equipment loads
and seasonal heating loads during the site interview and billing data supports this claim.
A combustion test found that the operating central steam boiler has a combustion efficiency of
85%. The site interview and a spot observation of pressure gauges revealed that while the
steam is generated at 12 psi, reducers lower the steam pressure to 4 psi before being distributed
to end use locations throughout the facility.
A summary of the data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2 Summary of Metered Data
Parameter

Value

Source

Boiler Efficiency

85%

Boiler combustion test

Steam Pressure

12 psi (Plant)
4 psi (End Use)

Spot observation

Failed Open Traps

1 out of 19 tested

Infrared thermal imaging camera and ultrasonic leak
detector

2.3

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The steam trap survey conducted in November 2016 identified 31 failed or partially failed open
steam traps. The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an
onsite inventory of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and
leaving surface temperature readings.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised Custom Express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
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for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original Custom Express methodology revised
with site specific obserations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice
= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (965.5 Btu/lb for 12 psi steam)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)

= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating, 1700, 5110, or
8760 hr/yr depending on location
100,000

= Btu per Thermconversion
= Boiler plant efficiency, 85%

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes as
used by the applicant as they were verified on site via spot checks and interviews with the site

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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contact. However the end use operating pressure was adjusted to 4 psi by the evaluator because
it was found that pressure reducing valves are used to reduce steam pressure after the steam
leaves the central plant. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the
picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This
involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and
“blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. During the Phase
2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion efficiency of the
steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach was agreed
upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses, the
evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation. Additionally, the
evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the data collected from
combustion test reports during the site visit.
No correction was made for the discovery of failed traps. The guidance for the evaluation team
in adjusting steam trap measure savings based on the evaluated failure rate is that the observed
failure rate is at least 15% worse than would be expected based on a simple linear survival rate
curve. The annual rate of failure observed by the evaluator is lower than a simple linear
survival rate curve, therefore no savings adjustments are made.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using newly revised Custom Express tool
described above are 8,456 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 53%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the revisions the
evaluators made to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology were
updating the plant’s boiler efficiency and the number of repaired/ replaced traps. The applicant
methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of 11,057
therms. The evaluated savings were 69% of the savings using the applicant methodology using
the pre‐evalution ex‐ante assumptions.
Table 2‐3 compares the reported tracking estimate using both methods, modified applicant and
new methods using evaluated site finding for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

15,928

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

11,057

69.4%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

11,638

73.1%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

8,456

53.1%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 53.1%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 72.7%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 31 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators sampled nineteen of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating
properly and collected data for the central boiler plant. The evaluators’ analyses show lower
savings than were projected by the applicant. This is because two of the sampled steam traps
have been removed from operation, the boiler efficiency is higher than originally assumed, and
pressure reducing valves lower the steam pressure after the steam is generated at a higher
pressure in the central plant. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the
energy savings for the measure.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

189 failed open steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with 189 failed open steam traps.

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 80%

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 85.0%

System line losses: 5%

System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure (plant)

12 psi

12 psi

Steam Pressure (end use)

12 psi

4 psi

Steam plant operating hours

8,760 hours

8,760 hours

Steam trap operating hours

8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
5,110 hours (one trap)
1,700 (traps on heating eleements)

8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
5,110 hours (one trap)
1,700 (traps on heating elements)

Applicant

Evaluator

31 operational steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with 1 failed trap and two permanently
offline traps out of 19 tested traps during site
visit.

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%

Boiler combustion efficiency: 85.0%

System line losses: 5%

System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure (plant)

12 psi

12 psi

Steam Pressure (end use)

12 psi

4 psi

Steam plant operating hours

8,760 hours

8,760 hours

Steam trap operating hours

8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
5,110 hours (one trap)
1,700 (traps on heating eleements)

8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
5,110 hours (one trap)
1,700 (traps on heating elements)

Applicant

Evaluator

15,928

8,456

Steam traps measure
Boiler plant efficiency

As-Built
Steam traps measure

Boiler plant efficiency

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

The measure was installed from December 12, 2016 to December 14, 2016. Billing data for the
site from January 2012 through December 2016 was provided for the billing analysis so no post
install bill data is available. The total gas consumption in 2016 was 380,152 therms. The
evaluated savings are 2.2% of the total annual gas consumption which is reasonable for the
measure.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

One of the adjustments made by the evaluator is the operating steam pressure of the facility. It
is recommended that documentation be provided to show the basis for the steam pressure used
in the analysis and to verify whether or not the facility has pressure reducers.

3.3

Customer Alert

The customer has a service agreement and conducts regular steam trap assessment surveys.
There are no alerts for this customer.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily
due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
15,055 therms

Evaluator
15,055 therms

Difference in
as-built
equipment
efficiency

Boiler
combustion
efficiency: 80%

Boiler combustion
efficiency: 85%

-5%

Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model

Building wide
steam
pressure is 12
psi

-19%

Offline steam
traps

Steam traps
included in
analysis will be
used through
end of useful
life.

Steam pressure
is reduced to 4
psi after the
leaving the
central plant
Two traps are
permanently
taken offline.

Site 2016E0413
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-2%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
boilers have a higher efficiency
than assumed by the applicant
resulting in a reduction in
calculated savings.
Decreased savings – Lower
steam pressure results in less
energy savings.

Decreased savings – The
evaluator adjusted the savings
calculations to account for the
failed steam traps observed
during the evaluation site visit.
This approach resulting in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Evaluator
2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

Impact of
Deviation
-21%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate the
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016E0413

Tracking
95,568 therms
15,928 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
95,568 therms
15,928 therms
6 years
N/A

3‐3

Evaluator
50,736 therms
8,456 therms
6 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was implemented at a residence hall in a university campus. This is a
multi‐story building that houses residences, a dining hall, meeting and common areas, and
some offices. Although the facility is occupied 24‐hours per day, 365‐days per year, the
occupancy varies with the school calendar.
This project consisted of the installation of 1‐inch insulation with jackets on steam pipes,
flanges, strainers, elbows, valves, and other steam components and on condensate piping.
Steam is used for space heating and domestic hot water loads in the residence hall.
The evaluator visited the facility and inspected the insulation installed in the basement
mechanical space. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the residence hall
and the heating system. One data logger with two temperature sensors was installed to measure
steam system temperatures on the steam pipe entering the domestic hot water heat exchanger
and the steam pipe serving the space heating system.
The evaluated savings are 13% less than the tracking savings mainly because the evaluated
annual space heating hours are less than the values used in the tracking savings calculations.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

NR150651

87%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

2,207

N.R.

Evaluated

1,913

N/A

RR1

87%

N/A

Measure Name
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Steam pipes insulation

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
2,207
1,913

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 13% less than the tracking savings mainly because the evaluated
annual space heating hours are less than the values used in the tracking savings calculations.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of installing 1” jacketed fiberglass insulation on bare steam pipes,
condensate piping, and other steam components in the mechanical space.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

Twelve uninsulated components and piping runs were identified in the baseline as shown in
Table 2‐1. According to the applicant, condensate system piping operated at 170°F, domestic hot
water systems operated at 239°F, and the space heating leg operated at 292°F.
Table 2-1: Baseline Steam Piping and Components
Nominal
Pipe Size
(in)

Operating
Temp (⁰F)

Component
Area (ft2)

Operating
Hours

Bare
(BTU/hr/sf)

2" Hard Pipe Insulation x1' 1" (0°-299°F) - 1

2.00

292

3.73

8760

555.80

2" Hard Pipe Insulation x1' 1" - 2

2.00

292

6.22

8760

555.80

2.5" Gate Valve 125/150 1" (0°-299°F) - 3

2.50

239

2.29

8760

359.50

2.5 90 Degree Elbow - 4

2.50

239

2.00

8760

359.50

2.5 Wye Strainer 125/150 1" (0°-299°F) - 5

2.50

239

2.67

8760

359.50

2.5 Reducer 1" - 6

2.50

239

0.65

8760

359.50

1.5" Control Valve npt 1" (0°-299°F) - 7

1.50

239

1.48

8760

371.10

1.5" Control Valve npt 1" (0°-299°F) - 8

1.50

239

1.48

8760

371.10

1" Hard Pipe Insulation x1' 1" (0°-299°F) - 9

1.00

239

6.89

8760

384.10

4 Flange 125/150 1" (0°-299°F) - 10

4.00

292

1.18

8760

534.10

4 Flange 125/150 1" (0°-299°F) - 11

4.00

292

1.18

8760

534.10

4" Hard Pipe Insulation x1' 1" (0°-299°F) 12

4.00

170

58.90

8760

151.20

Description

All steam systems and equipment were assumed to operate for 8,760 hours per year. The
average boiler efficiency was estimated at 75% and the mechanical space temperature was 97°F.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

One‐inch fiberglass insulation with protective jackets were applied to each device in Table 2‐1.
All other baseline variables mentioned in Section 2.1.1 are unchanged and are applied to the
installed scenario.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Tracking savings were generated in a spreadsheet‐based analysis by the applicant. The 12 rows of
steam components shown in Table 2‐1 had individual savings calculated per row. The
calculations consisted of two heat loss values, the bare device heat loss and insulated device heat
loss (Btu/hr/ft2). These were hard copy values obtained from an unspecified source by the
applicant. These represent the heat loss from the steam components for the baseline and installed
scenarios respectively. The heat loss rates for pipes are in units of Btu/hr/ft, so it is unclear if
linear feet of pipe heat loss has been converted to area, or if this is an error by the applicant.
The second component to the calculations consists of the remaining variables that include the
pipe temperatures, annual operating hours, device area (ft2) and boiler efficiency. This data was
obtained from the site. Annual natural gas savings are calculated using the following equation:

100,000
where:
THERMSsaved = Annual natural gas savings

2.1.4

AREA

= Device area in square feet

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in Btu/hr/ft2

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in Btu/hr/ft2

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant used a combination of site‐specific data and performance data for the piping and
devices and modeled the loses using 3EPlus. The applicant did not provide details on how the
equivalent heat transfer surface areas and heat loss rates were calculated.
The evaluator attempted to replicate the applicant savings using 3EPlus and could not replicate
the bare and insulated heat loss values.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on April 4, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed site contact to discuss the installed measure and the operation of the facility. The
Site 2016E0417
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site contact stated that insulation was installed on two systems. One system feeds the DHW
heat exchangers (HX) in the facility. DHW is required all year and those lines maintain pressure
8,760 hours per year.
The second system provides space heating. The space heating line is shutoff from May through
October. No space heating is needed during those months. There are no boilers in the building,
and steam is fed to the site from a central boiler plant.
The insulated piping and devices were identified in the basement mechanical space. One inch of
fiberglass was observed at piping runs by the evaluators. Pipe jackets consisted of a PVC layer,
and device jackets consisted of laced fabric covers. Piping runs were measured and lengths
matched tracking values. Laced jackets were not removed to view components types as it was
not practical. The site contact confirmed that the mechanical room was excessively warm and
that the 97°F baseline room temperature used by the applicant was a fair approximation of
actual operating conditions.
One temperature logger was installed in the mechanical space, in which the first channel
monitored the temperature of the steam line feeding the DHW HX and the second channel
monitored the heating system leg.
2.2.2

Measured Data

A temperature logger was installed to monitor the temperatures of the steam line feeding the
DHW HX and those needing the space heating system. The logger was installed on April 5, 2018
and removed on May 30, 2018. The logger monitored pipe temperatures in 1‐minute increments
over the 55‐day monitoring period. The average hourly temperatures for the two legs are shown
in Error! Reference source not found..
Figure 2-1: Steam Entering DHW HX and Space Heating Pipe Temperature Over Monitoring Period

Average Temperatures °F
350
300

Degrees F

250
200
150
100
50

4/5/2018: 10
4/7/2018: 3
4/8/2018: 20
4/10/2018: 13
4/12/2018: 6
4/13/2018: 23
4/15/2018: 16
4/17/2018: 9
4/19/2018: 2
4/20/2018: 19
4/22/2018: 12
4/24/2018: 5
4/25/2018: 22
4/27/2018: 15
4/29/2018: 8
5/1/2018: 1
5/2/2018: 18
5/4/2018: 11
5/6/2018: 4
5/7/2018: 21
5/9/2018: 14
5/11/2018: 7
5/12/2018: 24
5/14/2018: 17
5/16/2018: 10
5/18/2018: 3
5/19/2018: 20
5/21/2018: 13
5/23/2018: 6
5/24/2018: 23
5/26/2018: 16
5/28/2018: 9
5/30/2018: 2

0

DHW
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The average steam temperature feeding the DHW HX was 236.8° over the monitoring period.
The average monitored space heating leg temperature was 297.8°F. The space heating
temperatures dropped on May 26th. This is coincident with the end of the heating season.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the information provided in the project files and gathered during the site visit, the
evaluator determined this measure was an add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline is the
preexisting heating system. The site contact confirmed that the devices listed in the baseline
were uninsulated prior to the program. The quantities of components and linear feet of piping
inventoried during the site visit were consistent with tracking data.
The site contact said steam was supplied from a central plant and no boilers exist in the
building. The 75% heating efficiency was retained from the baseline. The contact also confirmed
that the 97°F space temperature was a fair approximation. The site visit confirmed that steam is
provided to the DHW HX system all year and that the 8,760 annual operating hours were
accurate. This holds true for the condensate system. The space heating side is shutoff during the
summer according to interviews of site staff. Evaluators used 5,040 hours [May to October] as
the baseline space heating hours in place of 8,760 hours.
Monitored line temperatures were slightly different from baseline estimates. The monitored
average steam temperature serving the DHW leg of the HX was 236.8°F (239°F tracking). The
monitored average space heating leg temperature was 297.8°F [292°F tracking]. Average
condensate line temperature measured with a digital thermal gun was 171.5°F. This was within
1.5°F of what was reported by the applicant, hence the 170°F baseline was retained for the
evaluation as the limited readings were not sufficiently different to warrant overriding the
applicant’s assumptions.
The applicant’s surface area of devices covered by the insulation jackets were compared to a
visual inspection of those insulation jackets found onsite. Surface areas for the fittings covered
by the insulation jackets were found to be reasonable approximations of bare surface area.
However, the surface area approximations used by the applicant were slightly lower than the
external surface areas calculated by the evaluators for the 1ʺ Hard Pipe Insulation x20ʹ (0°‐299°F)
– 9 which had an assumed 1.2” external pipe diameter rather than the evaluators calculated
1.315” external diameter. Linear lengths of pipe were measured. The changes to pipe lengths
are shown in Table 2‐2 below:
Table 2-2: Pipe Insulation Changes

Description
2" Hard Pipe Insulation x10' (0°-299°F) - 1
2" Hard Pipe Insulation x1' 1" - 2

Site 2016E0417
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6
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2‐4

Tracking Length
(feet)
10
2
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Evaluated savings. The monitored temperature data from the data logger and the information
obtained during the site visit were used in the evaluation. Bare and insulated heat loss values
were obtained from the 3EPlus program using the average monitored line temperatures. The
97°F room temperature was used in 3EPlus along with a 0 MPH wind speed. While the door to
the mechanical space was often left open to provide ventilation to the room, the wind speed of 0
MPH was deemed reasonable and consistent with other sites in the study. The heat loss values
from 3EPlus are shown in Table 2‐3 and 2‐4, for pipe insulation and jacket insulation
respectively. The applicant’s heat loss rates are also included for reference.
Table 2-3: 3Eplus Heat Loss Values - Pipes

Nominal Pipe
Size

Evaluated
Operating
Temperature
(°F)

1.00

Insulated Heat Loss
(BTU/hr/lf)

Bare Heat Loss (BTU/hr/lf)
Tracking

Evaluated

Tracking

Evaluated

237

384.10

129.8

22.76

20.22

2.00

298

555.80

360.2

38.56

48.06

4.00

170

151.20

178.2

14.54

23.97

Table 2-4: 3Eplus Heat Loss Values - Insulation Jackets
Operating Temperature
(°F)

Bare Heat Loss (BTU/hr/sf)

Insulated Heat Loss (BTU/hr/sf)

Applicant

Evaluated

Tracking

Evaluated

Tracking

Evaluated

239

237

359.50

319.3

27.90

37.7

292

298

534.10

520.4

42.69

58.91

The same spreadsheet used to generate the tracking savings was used for the evaluation to
estimate the evaluated savings. The spreadsheet was modified to accommodate the average
monitored temperatures for the steam serving the DHW HX and space heating legs. The
spreadsheet was also modified to use linear footage of pipes and linear heat loss rates. The
evaluation calculations also use the 5,040 annual hours for the space heating in place of the
8,760‐hours used in the tracking savings. The savings equation utilized was:
100,000
where:
THERMSsavedJackets
Site 2016E0417
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AREA

= Device area in square feet

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in Btu/hr/ft2

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in Btu/hr/ft2

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

100,000
where:
THERMSsavedPipes

= Annual natural gas savings for Pipes

LENGTH

= Pipe length in feet

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device in Btu/hr/ft

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device in Btu/hr/ft

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Table 2‐5 presents the final savings for the installed insulation.
Table 2-5. Final Savings
Method
Tracking savings

Savings (therms)

Evaluated savings

Site 2016E0417
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This measure installed 1‐inch jacketed fiberglass insulation on pipes and devices serving
domestic hot water and space heating systems.
The applicant calculated savings for the measure using a single line equation for all line items
in a spreadsheet‐based analysis.
Monitored steam entering the DHW HX and space heating line temperatures were used in the
evaluation along with site verified annual heating hours. The evaluators used 3EPlus to
estimate the impacts of the evaluated measure.
The evaluated savings for the project are 13% less than the tracking values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Condensate line temperature
Steam serving DHW HX entering temperature
Space heating line temperature
Boiler efficiency
Space temperature
Heating season hours
DHW season hours
As-Built
Condensate line temperature
Steam serving DHW HX entering temperature
Space heating line temperature
Boiler efficiency
Space temperature
Heating season hours
DHW season hours
Liner pipe length insulated
Surface area insulated jackets
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Applicant
170°F
239°F
292°F
75.0%
97.0°F
8,760
8,760
Applicant
170°F
239°F
292°F
75.0%
97.0°F
8,760
8,760
82 ft
12.9 ft2
Applicant
2,206

Evaluator
170°F
237°F
298°F
75.0%
97.0°F
5,040
8,760
Evaluator
170°F
237°F
298°F
75.0%
97.0°F
5,040
8,760
86 ft
12.9 ft2
Evaluator
1,913
87%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Billing data was not used in the analysis.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

The evaluators have some concerns regarding the various inputs and assumptions in 3EPlus.
Specifically, the theoretical basis and accuracy of the discrepancy between heat loss of round
Site 2016E0417
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pipe as compared to other shapes of equipment. Additionally, other assumptions need focused
investigation with field‐verification such as the surface area of various fittings, custom
insulation types used by each manufacturer, and the inclusion/ estimation of system loss in the
boiler system efficiency. Some of these issues may warrant additional research ‐ and should be
prioritized based on potential impact of savings estimates.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are 13% less than the tracking savings mainly because the evaluated
annual space heating hours are less than the values used in the tracking savings calculations.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor

Applicant

Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

Tracked
savings

2,206 therms

2,206 therms

No impact

Operating
hours

8,760 hours

5,040 hours

-14.0%

248.9
(BTU/hr/sf) bare
20.2
(BTU/hr/sf) insulated

356.0 (BTU/hr/sf)
– bare fittings
200.8 (BTU/hr/ft) bare pipes
41.6 (BTU/hr/sf) –
insulated fittings
27.6 (BTU/hr/ft) –
insulated pipes

Average bare
and insulated
heat loss
values

-2.3%

Pipe length

82 feet

86 feet

1.8%

Surface area
of components

85.6

86.2

1.1%

Site 2016E0417

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased Savings – Space
heating system operates less
hours than predicted by the
applicant.
Decreased Savings – The
3EPlus heat loss values
calculated by the evaluator result
in smaller savings than the
undocumented tracking values.
The updated values decreased
overall savings.
Increased Savings - The longer
pipe length requiring insulation
and confirmed as installed
provided greater surface area for
savings.
Increased Savings - The
applicant used incorrect surface
area values for pipes.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016E0417

Tracking
33,105 therms
2,207 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
33,105 therms
2,207 therms
15 years
N/A

3‐3

Evaluator
28,695 therms
1,913 therms
15 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a university building. The project
replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in a February 2016 system wide steam trap
survey. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps that had failed
were claimed by the utility.
No site visit was conducted because the building has undergone a gut and rehab project that
includes the demolition of the existing steam system including the steam traps considered in
this measure. The steam trap repairs were made on 7/7/16, and the gut and rehab project
commenced in the summer of 2017.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the appropriate custom express tool for steam
traps at the time based on the steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the project
impacts through an updated custom express spreadsheet tool using the same inputs as the
applicant. The lower than anticipated evaluated savings is a result of the use of the updated
custom express tool.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NR161139

Measure Name
Repair/replace failed
steam traps

Tracked

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

967

N/A

11.0%

N/A

8,813
967
11.0%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Evaluated
RR

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
8,813

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

1

Realization rate

2

Tthese results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R. = Not recorded; N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 11% of the tracked savings. This is because the steam system was
completely removed as part of a gut and rehab project one year into the 6 year measure life,
reducing the lifetime savings by 5/6; furthermore,and the evaluator savings are calculated using
the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were
calculated using the previous version of the custom express spreadsheet.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumes that various parts of the steam
system operate at different pressures. Some traps operate at 5 psi, some operate at 10 psi, and
some operate at 15 psi. The operating hours of the central steam plant are assumed to be 5,110
because the boilers operate to serve seasonal heating loads. Traps that serve space heating
elements are assumed to operate 1,700 hours annually because the the heating load varies and
steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the space temperature
setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving surface
temperature readings.
The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 14 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
failed open (or defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have
failed closed do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line. Boiler efficiency,
operating hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.2

Energy Savings Algorithms

The applicant used the 2016 Custom Express Screening Tool (2016 Tool) to calculate the savings
for repairing the failed traps. The custom express inputs were based on the steam trap survey
results.The calculation tool used to evaluate the energy savings for this project calculates the
steam loss through the failed traps using the Grashof formula for steam flow through an orifice.
The tool uses the inputs listed below to calculate savings.
P= Operating steam pressure (psig)
D = Orifice diameter (in) (or area)
Hours = Annual hours that the trap is pressurized with live steam.
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LF = Leak Factor determined based on the pre‐retrofit trap status (partial leaking = 0.115,
leaking = 0.26, partial blow‐by = 0.34, or blow‐by = 0.65)
Repair/Replace = It appears that one of the PAs may include a factor to adjust the
savings if the trap is repaired versus replaced. For this site, traps that were replaced
receive a 130% multiplier for the calculated energy savings.
Boiler Efficiency = The boiler efficiency of 80% with 5% system distribution loss is used
in the calculation tool to calculate the gas saivngs, but it is not a user adjustable input.
Adjusting the boiler efficiency requires accessing the unlocked spreadsheet by the
program administrator.
2.1.3

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology because the standard custom
express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application. Note, however, the standard
custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool was used to determine
evaluated savings.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

No on‐site observations were made for this site. The facility has undergone a gut and rehab
project that included the total removal of the steam system in June 2017, approximately one
year into the measure life.

2.3

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The steam trap survey conducted in February 2016 identified 14 failed or partially failed open
steam traps. The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an
onsite inventory of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and
leaving surface temperature readings.
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Energy Savings Algorithms

In March 2017, an evaluation study was completed to develop a methodology for producing
more consistent results for custom steam trap savings and a new prescriptive steam trap
deemed savings value. The result of the study was a new custom express spreadsheet tool to be
used by all Program Administrators. The energy savings for the steam trap repairs at this site
were considered by the evaluator using both the Eversource steam trap custom express tool
from 2016 as well as the newly revised steam trap custom express tool. The final evaluated
savings are based on the newly revised tool.
The inputs for boiler efficiency, operating hours, and steam pressure are unchanged because no
on‐site observations were made and there is no basis to change any of the applicant’s inputs.
Because the steam system was removed one year into the six year steam trap measure life as
part of a gut and rehab project at the building, the first year savings are downgraded to 1/6th of
the custom express tool results.
The energy savings results for each of the Custom Express tools considering all adjustments are
summarized in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

8,813

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

1,468

16.7%

Tracking savings (applied to the revised calculator)

5,801

65.8%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

967

11.0%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 11.0%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 16.7%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 14 steam traps that had failed open at the site.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant because the
steam system was completely removed as part of a gut and rehab project one year into the 6
year measure life and the evaluator savings are calculated using the 2018 Custom Express
Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated using the previous
version of the custom express spreadsheet.. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to
calculate the energy savings for the measure.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps measure

14 failed open steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 14 failed
open steam traps.

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%

System line losses: 5%

System line losses: 0%

Steam pressures at traps

15 psi, 10 psi, and 5 psi

15 psi, 10 psi, and 5 psi

Steam plant operating hours

5,110 hours

5,110 hours

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps measure

14 operational steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 14
operational steam traps for 1 year
after installation and all traps
removed at the end of the first year

Boiler plant efficiency

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressures at traps

15 psi, 10 psi, and 5 psi

15 psi, 10 psi, and 5 psi

Steam plant operating hours

5,110 hours

5,110 hours

Boiler plant efficiency

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

8,813

Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016E0424
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

Bill data provided for this site shows annual usage between 400 to 500 therms and does not
show a weather dependency, which is not consistent with the application documents; therefore
the bill data does not appear to be a reliable source of data for cross‐checking the savings.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily
due to the equipment being removed from service after one year. In addition, the evaluators
employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings, further reducing the savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
8,813 therms

Evaluator
8,813 therms

Difference in
equipment
hours of
operation

6 year
measure life

Equipment is
demolished 1 year
into 6 year
measure life.

-63%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

2016 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

-26%

Site 2016E0424

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
savings are reduced to reflect
the fact that the equipment
was removed 1 year into the
6 year measure life.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the
savings methodology to
incorporate the approach
generated from the recently
concluded Phase 2 Steam
Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the
steam traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers would typically outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the
measure as add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= is 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
52,878 therms
8,813 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
52,878 therms
8,813 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
5,802 therms
967 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a commercial facility and included replacing and repairing
failed steam traps and installing insulated jackets on uninsulated float and thermostatic and
inverted bucket type steam traps as well as installing insulation on uninsulated steam valves,
fittings, and straight pipe. These measures are expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The facility has a central steam plant
that serves campus wide seasonal heating loads.
The evaluated savings are 14.6% of the total gas usage for 2016. The billing analysis shows less
savings than evaluated, however the results from billing analysis are unreliable because the
installation of the different measures was staggered throughout 2016.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant
and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are less than
reported values due to differences between the applicant assumptions and evaluator onsite
findings and because a different custom express tool was used to evaluate the steam trap
savings.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NR160178

Measure Name
Steam pipe insulation

Tracked
Evaluated

NR160269

Insulation jackets

Steam traps

21,351

N/A

70%

N/A

Tracked

5,720

N.R.

Evaluated

3,642

N/A

RR1

64%

N/A

Tracked

40,399

N.R.

Evaluated

25,584

N/A

63%

N/A

76,589
50,577
66%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

1

RR
NR160269

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
30,470

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively.

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 34% less than reported values primarily due to differences between
the applicant assumptions and evaluator’s on‐site findings, the difference in calculation
methodologies resulting from using an updated Custom Express tool for steam trap calculations
Site 2016E0470
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and the difference in calculation methodology from using 3EPlus to calculate the energy savings
for the insulation measures. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are
presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of insulation on uninsulated steam pipe and steam pipe
fittings, installing fitted insulation jackets on uninsulated inverted bucket and float and
thermostatic steam traps, and repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated steam pipe, steam pipe
fittings, and inverted bucket and float and thermostatic type steam traps for the insulation
measures and failed steam traps for the steam trap measure.
For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant assumed that the steam plant generates
steam at 10 psi and that it is regulated to 5 psi for various low pressure heating applications.
The applicant used 8,760 plant operating hours for the steam trap savings analysis, however
5,840 hours were used for the steam pipe insulation energy savings calculations and 5,110
annual operating hours were used for the steam trap insulation jackets energy savings
calculations. Steam traps that serve space heating elements are assumed to operate 1,700 hours
annually because the heating load varies and steam control valves will cycle between open and
closed to satisfy the space temperature setpoint.
For the insulation measures, the vendor performed a scoping audit in which they identified
uninsulated steam pipe, steam pipe fittings, and steam traps that were allowing excess heat to
escape to spaces throughout the building. The vendor took surface temperature spot readings of
these uninsulated surfaces and collected surface areas. The vendor identified 113 uninsulated
steam traps and 115 uninsulated steam pipe components including both fittings and straight
pipe sections.
For the steam trap measure, the same vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps
throughout the facility which involved determining the operating status of each trap by taking
surface temperature spot measurements and performing ultrasonic testing. The baseline status
for each trap was established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the
survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was conducted on 509 steam traps. The survey
identified 189 steam traps as failed open. Repairing plugged traps does not yield savings for
this project.
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Table 2‐1 details the findings of the vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

274

N/A

N/A

274

Plugged

0

15

31

46

Partially Leaking

0

101

22

123

Partially Blowing By

0

55

11

66

274

171

64

509

Fully Operational

Total

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation measure consisted of installing insulation
jackets on 113 uninsulated inverted bucket, and float and thermostatic steam traps and
installing mineral wool insulation on 115 steam pipe components including pipe fittings and
straight pipe sections.
The steam trap survey was conducted in December 2015 and identified 235 failed steam traps,
189 of which had failed open. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all of
the traps on‐site are in good working condition after being repaired/replaced. The trap
operating pressure and hours of operation used for the proposed efficient case matched those of
the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Steam Pipe Insulation
The energy savings associated with the steam pipe insulation measure were calculated by the
applicant using a custom analysis spreadsheet.
The formula used to calculate the heat loss from each steam trap in the pre‐existing and proposed
cases was:
/

∗

° –

°

∗

where,
U

= Overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr‐°F‐ft2.

The formulas for the pre‐existing and proposed case heat transfer coefficients are below.
26.9
26.9
3.2
0.525
0.525
1.5
3.2
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where,
k

= Thermal conductivity

L

= Insulation thickness in inches

ht =

Combined heat transfer coefficients (radiation and convection)

The ambient temperature was assumed to be 68°F and the surface temperature for each steam
pipe component was based on spot measurements taken by the vendor. The basis for the k and
ht values was not provided with the applicant’s documentation. The calculated heat loss is
multiplied by 5,840 steam plant annual operating hours to calculate annual energy savings. The
applicant did not use boiler efficiency to convert heat loss in MMBTU to therms savings at the
gas meter, implicitly assuming 100% efficiency. The applicant used a unit conversion of 0.1
therms/MMBTU to calculate therms savings.
Steam Trap Insulation Jackets
The annual gas savings from insulating all 113 trap were calculated using the following
formula.
,

∗
80%

∗ 100,000

/

The base and insulated heat loss in Btu/hr are direct inputs into the calculation. The applicant
cited the National Mechanical Insulation Committee Energy Calculator 4/2011 as the basis for the
bare and insulated heat loss in BTU/hr. This calculator is an online tool that is part of the
National Institute of Building Sciences’ Whole Building Design Guide. The inputs into the tool
were total bare metal area (293.8 ft2), average bare metal temperature (210°F), and ambient
temperature (75°F). The steam plant annual operating hours (5,110 hours) and boiler efficiency
(80%) were used to calculate therms savings. The insulation jacket type is INSULTECH
LT500HS‐TC, which consists of an 18.0 oz/sy PTFE Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth outer
jacket and a ¼” layer of ManniGlass 1900 non‐woven glass fiber insulation.
Steam Traps
The Program Administrator for this application uses a worksheet that presents savings calculated
using two methods; a modified Napier formula and the Custom Express Screening Tool. The
applicant’s savings are based on the calculation from the Custom Express Screening Tool. The
Custom Express Screening Tool was developed in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam trap
survey as inputs to calculate energy savings and is referred to throughout this report as the “2016
Custom Express Steam Trap Tool”. The tool determines energy savings by calculating theoretical
steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then applying a number of
factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating characteristics.
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Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig), 5 or 10 psig depending on location

= Leak factor (%), depending on trap status; 25% for partially leaking,
75% for partially blowing by
Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluator agrees with methodology used for calculating heat loss savings for the steam pipe
insulation measure, however the evaluator does not agree with the omission of boiler efficiency in
converting heat loss to therms savings at the gas meter. The assumed boiler plant operating hours
for this measure were reasonable, but different from the trap insulation measure.
The evaluator agrees with the savings calculation methodology for the steam trap insulation jacket
measure. The surface temperatures used in the analysis are based on spot measurements, the trap
make and model is used as a basis for the surface area, and the difference between the bare and
insulated heat transfer coefficients is reasonable.
The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology for calculating steam trap savings
because the standard custom express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application.
Note, however, the standard custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool
was used to determine evaluated savings. The evaluators agreed that most of the various input
parameters used in both the insulation and steam trap savings calculations (surface
temperatures, surface areas, trap operating pressure, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable. The
exception is operating hours; the applicant assumed 8,760 boiler plant operating hours though
the plant is shutdown from May through September.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had three primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings, to confirm that insulation had been installed where expected
based on the savings analysis, and to evaluate if the steam traps that were replaced or repaired
in 2016 are still operating properly.
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The evaluator sampled twenty steam traps (10.6% of the 189 steam traps identified as failed
open in the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced and verified their
operation using an infrared thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The
sample was selected randomly. Of these 20 steam traps, 3 were failed closed, 3 were failed
open, and 2 were permanently taken offline.
During the site visit, the evaluator observed that steam pipe insulation was installed in locations
noted in the savings analysis spreadsheet. The insulation thickness and type appeared to match
the assumptions in the savings analysis.
The site has a central boiler plant with two steam boilers. The boilers operate lead/lag and
rotate lead duty to evenly distribute run hours. The combustion efficiency of the boiler that was
operating at the time of the evaluation site visit was spot measured to be 84.6%. The operating
conditions during the test were: 19% firing rate, 259°F stack temperature, 5% excess oxygen, and
8.6 psi steam. The site contact informed the evaluator that there are no pressure reducers and
the steam system pressure is maintained at 8 psi throughout the heating season.
The infrared thermal imaging camera was used to take surface temperature readings for all of
the evaluated steam traps. This was used in part to determine whether or not each steam trap
was operating properly, and also to take spot readings for use in evaluating the surface
temperatures used for the insulation jacket measure. The average surface temperature of the
uninsulated steam traps was found to be 212°F.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined all of the measures
installed at this site are add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluator agrees with the applicant
choice of baseline. The baseline for both the insulation and steam trap measures are the
preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact.
For the insulation measures, the baseline is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with uninsulated steam traps while the baseline for the steam trap measure is the
preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in the operating condition
observed by the applicant during the steam trap survey.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The three measures installed at this site are described separately.
Steam Pipe Insulation
For the steam pipe insulation measure the evaluator used 3EPlus to calculate energy savings.
This is a different method than the formula used by the applicant. The insulation used is 1.5”
LT450TT and the thermal conductivity data provided by the manufacturer was used to create
an insulation type in 3EPlus.
Site 2016E0470
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The range of steam trap surface temperatures varies for this site so the 3EPlus output for
BTU/hr /ft² is taken for the insulated and bare pipe throughout the range of surface
temperatures assuming 75°F ambient temperature for all steam pipe locations. The evaluator
did not measure space temperature during the site visit and by default uses the same ambient
temperature as the applicant. We develop a quadratic relationship between surface
temperature and BTU/hr/ft² which is then used to calculated the heat transfer rate per surface
area for each steam trap. The formulas below show the polynomial relationship between
surface temperature and heat transfer rate per surface area based on 3EPlus calculation data (ST
is surface temperature of bare pipe in °F).
0.0046 ∗

∗
∗

0.8885 ∗
0.1635 ∗

0.0002 ∗

99.172
13.673

The evaluator did not remove any insulation from steam pipe components to take spot
measurements of bare metal surface temperature. The average bare metal temperature
measured by the vendor is 217.8°F and the temperature difference between bare metal and
ambient temperature is 142.7°F assuming an average ambient temperature of 75°F.
The evaluator used the evaluated boiler efficiency to convert heat loss to therms savings. The
annual operating hours have been changed from 5,840 to 5,100 to maintain consistency between
the calculation methodology for the three measure analyses. These annual operating hours are
in line with the October through May operation described by the site contact. The annual gas
savings for installing steam pipe insulation are calculated using the following formula.
,

∗
84.6%

∗ 100,000

/

The evaluated savings for the steam pipe insulation measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 21,351 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
69.7%. The primary differences between the applicant and evaluator savings are different
calculation tools and a reduction in boiler plant operating hours; partially offsetting these
reductions, the inclusion of the spot metered boiler combustion efficiency increased the savings
estimate.
Steam Trap Insulation Jackets
For the insulation jacket measure the evaluator used 3EPlus to calculate energy savings. This is
a different method than the formula used by the applicant. The insulation used is LT500HS‐TC
and the thermal conductivity data provided by the manufacturer was used to create an
insulation type in 3EPlus.
The applicant savings were calculated using one average steam trap surface temperature and
surface area and using the quantity of steam trap insulation jackets installed as a multiplier.
3EPlus was used to calculate the heat transfer in BTU/hr/ft² using the average surface
temperature assumed by the applicant. The average bare metal temp assumed by the vendor
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was 210°F and the temperature difference resulting from this average temperature is 135°F
assuming 75°F average ambient temperature.
The evaluator’s spot measurements of steam trap surface temps resulted in an average of 212°F.
The steam trap jackets were installed on IB and F&T traps, the evaluator only saw two of these
traps and a total of 113 steam trap insulation jackets were installed. The evaluated sample size
for these types of traps is too low for the evaluator to confidently change the average surface
temperature input in the savings analysis.
The evaluator used the evaluated boiler efficiency to convert heat loss to therms savings. The
annual operating hours have been changed from 5,110 to 5,100 to maintain consistency between
the calculation methodology for the three measure analyses. These annual operating hours are
in line with the October through May operation described by the site contact. The annual gas
savings for installing steam trap insulation jackets are calculated using the following formula.
,

∗
84.6%

∗ 100,000

/

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 3,642 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
63.7%. The primary differences between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to the
inclusion of the spot metered boiler combustion efficiency in the savings calculation.
Steam Traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. At the onset of the steam trap site work for this
larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap savings
with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with site
specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings.

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been adopted by the
evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor (%), depending on trap status; 26% for leaking, 55% for
blowing by
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency, 84.6%

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results. With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the
custom savings equation.
Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the spot metered
boiler combustion efficiency, the plant operating hours based on feedback from the site, and
adjusted the steam pressure based on observations and feedback from the site. To account for
the heating system efficiency, the evaluators included the combustion efficiency in the savings
calculations. This approach was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study
results.
The two steam traps that were permanently taken offline were removed from the savings
calculation and are not factored into the evaluated failure rate because the finding affects the
baseline and as‐built cases.
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The guidance for the evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings based on the
evaluated failure rate is that the observed failure rate is at least 15% greater than would be
expected based on a simple linear survival rate curve. The annual rate of failure observed by
the evaluator does not meet this criterion, therefore no savings adjustments were made based
on the evaluated failure rate.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
25,584 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 63.3%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators updated the
steam pressure, operating hours, the boiler combustion efficiency custom express tool inputs
and removed the two steam traps that had been permanently taken offline from the savings
analysis. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure
level savings of 33,254 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than
the reported values is due to the use of the updated custom express tool to calculate savings.
Tables 2‐2 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-2. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

40,399

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

33,254

82.3%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

31,422

77.8%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

25,584

63.3%

Method

1

The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 63.3%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 81.4%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of replacing and repairing failed steam traps and installing insulated
jackets on uninsulated float and thermostatic and inverted bucket type steam traps as well as
installing insulation on uninsulated steam valves, fittings, and straight pipe.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measures using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis model. The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the 2016
custom express screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a steam trap survey
completed in December 2015.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measures using a different calculation
methodology (3Eplus) than the applicant and the spot measured boiler combustion efficiency.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the 2018 revised version
of the custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during
the site visit. The evaluated savings for the project are less than the reported values.
The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.

Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam pipe
insulation measure

Applicant
115 uninsulated steam pipe
components.

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 115 uninsulated
steam pipe components.

Insulation jacket
measure

113 uninsulated inverted bucket and
float and thermostatic steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 113 uninsulated
inverted bucket and float and thermostatic
steam traps.

Steam traps
measure

189 failed open steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 187 failed open
steam traps.

Steam plant
operating hours

5,840 (steam pipe)
5,110 (trap jackets)
8,760 (steam traps)
8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
1,700 (traps on heating elements)

5,100 (all)

Boiler plant
efficiency

Steam pipe insulation: 100%
Insulation jacket: 80%
Steam traps: 80% (and 5% distribution
losses)

Boiler combustion efficiency: 84.6%

Steam pressure

Steam pressure is supplied at 10 psi
and pressure is reduced to 5 psi for
some low pressure heating
applications.

Steam pressure is supplied at 8 psi and
the pressure is not reduced

Steam trap
operating hours
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As-Built
Steam pipe
insulation measure

Applicant
115 insulated steam pipe components.

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 115 insulated
steam pipe components.

Insulation jacket
measure

113 insulated inverted bucket and float
and thermostatic steam traps.

Steam traps
measure

189 operational steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 113 insulated
inverted bucket and float and thermostatic
steam traps.
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 3 traps failed
closed, 3 traps failed open, and 2 traps
permanently taken offline out of a 20 trap
sample at the time of the site visit.

Steam plant
operating hours

5,840 (steam pipe)
5,110 (trap jackets)
8,760 (steam traps)
8,760 (traps not on heating elements)
1,700 (traps on heating elements)

5,100 (all)

Boiler plant
efficiency

Steam pipe insulation: 100%
Insulation jacket: 80%
Steam traps: 80% (and 5% distribution
losses)

Boiler combustion efficiency: 84.6%

Steam pressure

Steam pressure is supplied at 10 psi
and pressure is reduced to 5 psi for
some low pressure heating
applications.

Steam pressure is supplied at 8 psi and
the pressure is not reduced

Steam trap
operating hours

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)

76,589

50,577

Natural gas
realization rate

3.1

5,100 (traps not on heating elements)
1,700 (traps on heating elements)

66%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Sufficient data was provided to perform a billing analysis. The invoice dates are used to
approximate the installation dates for these measures. The invoice dates are May 16, 2016 for
the trap repairs, August 22, 2016 for the steam trap insulation jackets, and July 8, 2016 for the
steam pipe insulation.
Table 3‐2 shows the weather normalized pre‐ and post‐installation gas consumptions at the
facility, and the associated savings from billing analysis. This is calculated using bill data from
January 2015 through April 2016 as the pre‐installation period and bill data from August 2016
through January 2017 as the post‐installation period.
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Table 3-2. Billing Analysis Results
Weather-Normalized Usage

1

Days
31

HDDTMY3
802

Weather Normalized –
Pre (therms)
81,828

Weather Normalized –
Post (therms)
80,768

Savings
(therm)
1,060

2

28

640

66,748

65,589

1,159

52,704

1,243

Month

3

31

504

53,947

4

30

261

31,245

29,853

1,392

5

31

80

0

0

0

6

30

9

0

0

0

7

31

0

0

0

0

8

31

0

0

0

0

9

30

21

0

7,350

(7,350)

10

31

152

21,094

19,635

1,459

42,128

1,312

11

30

391

43,440

12
Total

31

742

76,235

75,138

1,097

365

3,602

374,538

373,166

1,373

The result of the billing analysis was a net savings of 0.4% of the pre‐installation weather
normalized annual gas consumption. The evaluated savings for this measure are 13.2% of the
pre‐installation weather normalized annual gas consumption.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are lower than the tracked savings for the insulation measures due to the
evaluator using a different calculation methodology than the applicant. The evaluated savings
for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily due to the evaluators
employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings. For all three measures the
annual steam plant operating hours have been updated to 5,100 for consistency leading to a
decrease in gas savings. These annual operating hours are in line with the October through
May operation described by the site contact. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors
and deviations.
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Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
76,589 therms

Evaluator
76,589 therms

Difference in
equipment
hours of
operation
Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model

All steam traps
considered for
energy savings
will be used.
Boiler combustion
efficiency:
Steam pipe
insulation: 100%
Insulation jacket:
80%
Steam traps: 80%
(and 5%
distribution losses)

Two steam
traps are
offline.

-0.2%

Boiler
combustion
efficiency:
84.6%

4%

Difference in
plant operating
hours

Steam Trap:
8,760 Steam
Pipe: 5,840
Insulation Jacket:
5,110
Steam pressure is
supplied at 10 psi
and pressure is
reduced to 5 psi for
some low pressure
heating
applications.

5,100 hours for
steam plant
operating
based on
findings at site.

-14%

Steam pressure
is supplied at 8
psi and the
pressure is not
reduced

3%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

2016 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

-12%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Shannon Energy
Spreadsheet for
pipe insulation,
National
Mechanical
Insulation
Committee
Energy Calculator
4/2011 for
insulation jacket
analysis

3EPlus for
both measures

-15%

Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased Savings – The
two traps are not considered
for energy savings in the
evaluation analysis.
Increased savings ‒ The
boiler efficiency was not used
to calculate therms savings for
steam pipe insulation.
Incorporating boiler efficiency
in this analysis results in a net
increase of savings for the
project although it decreases
energy savings for the other
two measures because the
applicant assumed a lower
boiler efficiency.
Decreased savings –
Reduced run hours reduce the
calculated energy savings.

Increased savings – This
change reduces savings for
some traps and increases the
savings for remaining
depending on whether they
were analyzed as 5 psi or 10
psi in the applicant analysis.
The result is a net increase in
savings.
Decreased savings – Using
the updated custom express
tool reduces the energy
savings for the steam trap
measure.
Decreased savings – Using
3EPlus reduces the energy
savings for the steam pipe
insulation and steam trap
insulation jacket measures.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therms)
= first year savings (therms)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary
of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
664,032 therms
76,589 therms
Insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 3 years
N/A

Applicant
785,229 therms
76,589 therms
Insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Evaluator
528,399 therms
50,577 therms
Insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a university campus and consisted of the installation of hard
pipe and pipe fitting insulation to steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems and
fitted insulation jackets on serviceable components such as steam traps and valves of the steam
lines. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s
steam, hot water, and chilled water piping.
Steam is generated for the building from the facility’s cogeneration plant comprising of a heat
recovery steam generator (HRSG) and five boilers and is used for space heating and service hot
water. The cogeneration plant also includes a steam chiller that utilizes the steam generated
from the HRSG and boilers to provide chilled water to the facility. The boilers all have dual fuel
capabilities. The steam generation efficiency was estimated by the applicant to be 84%. While
sufficient utility billing data was available to perform a billing analysis, the tracked savings for
this project represent less than 1% of the cogeneration plant natural gas usage during the year
preceding the installation and the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide
more details about the performance of the evaluated measures.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation, deployed
temperature loggers on a select number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the
cogeneration plant and updated the savings analyses accordingly. The evaluated savings are
smaller than reported values, primarily due to the applicant overestimating heat losses from
uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NR160779

Measure Name
Pipe insulation and
insulating jackets

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
65,006

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

54,107

N/A

83%

N/A

65,006
54,107
83%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 17% less than the applicant‐reported savings. It appears that the
vendor’s inputs to the analysis software were incorrect resulting in higher rates of heat loss for
the higher temperature ranges pipes. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of pipe insulation and fitted insulation jackets on
various components of the steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems located
throughout the building.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe and pipe fittings with
operating temperatures ranging from 42°F to 324°F.
The vendor identified uninsulated pipes and fittings that were allowing heat to escape to
unconditioned mechanical spaces, or absorbed by the pipe from the mechanical spaces in the
case of chilled water pipes. The vendor took surface temperature spot readings of these
uninsulated surfaces, measured pipe lengths and diameters, identified fittings and determined
hours of operation for each fitting. The vendor identified 150 pipe fittings and 1,828 feet of pipe
to be insulated. This information was compiled into an inventory and heat loss rates calculated
using the vendor’s proprietary data base of pipe fitting characteristics and proprietary energy
modeling software. The hot surface temperatures were expected to be maintained for 8,760
hours per year, and the chilled water sections for 4,320 hours.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation was presented in five insulation groups
categorized by type of application. Table 2‐1 details the five applictions.
Table 2-1. Insulation Application Summary
Application Type

Count of Locations

Savings (therms/yr)

Steam Jackets

95

11,690

Steam Hard Insulation

38

1,914

Hot Water Hard Insulation

15

1,368

Chilled Water Hard Insulation

2

7

Pipe Hard Insulation

33

50,028

The insulating jackets are constructed of 10 mm to 1 inch thick fiberglass padding coated with
Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth, and the hard insulation components are 1 to 2 inch semi‐
rigid fiberglass with a polymer outer layer. The hours of operation used for the as‐built case
matched those of the baseline configuration.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The insulation vendor prepared the savings analysis that was submitted by the applicant. Pipe
and insulation properties and bare surface temperatures were inputs to vendor’s proprietary
energy modelling software to determine bare and insulated surface rates of heat loss. The energy
savings were then calculated for each line item using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
= Applicant estimated steam generation efficiency (84%)
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion

Overall, vendor’s analysis yielded savings of 65,006 therms which is the tracking value reported
by the program.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable although not fully
transparent. Each line item in the applicant analysis provides heat loss rates per square foot
along with the surface area of the insulated component. However, most of the savings were
achieved from insulating straight pipe for which the surface areas and system application were
readily available and the evaluators used with 3E Plus to develop heat loss rates that could be
compared with the applicant analysis.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 2, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility energy manager who provided their most recent full year accounting of
fuels used, steam production, electrical generation, and heat recovery.
The facility energy manager confirmed that the insulated pipe fittings were bare prior to the
project taking place. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the
installation of a sample of insulation jackets.
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The evaluators verified the installation of approximately one quarter of the installed jackets.
Photo 2‐1 details some of the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on a number of hot surfaces covered with
insulation jackets and confirmed that the surface temperature measurements were within
reason of the values provided by the vendor analysis. Additionally, the evaluators deployed
temperature probes with data loggers on a pair of pipe fittings in order to verify the constant
operation as described by the applicant and the site contact. Figure 2‐1 illustrates metered
temperature data collected on one of the insulated sections over a period of one month.
Figure 2-1. Insulated Section Bare Surface Metered Temperature
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2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
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Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for the insulation of both hot and cold surfaces
measure is the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with
the site contact. The baseline is the preexisting cogeneration plant and steam distribution
system with uninsulated pipe, pipe fittings, steam traps, and valves served by the preexisting
cogeneration plant.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator obtained cogeneration plant fuel use and output summary from the site contact
to estimate overall cogeneration plant steam generation efficiency. The cogeneration plant
utilizes a combustion gas turbine to generate electricity. The exhaust heat from the combustion
gas turbine is utilized in the HRSG to generate steam for the facility. The HRSG is also equipped
with a duct burner to provide additional steam to the facility. In addition to the HRSG, there are
six dual‐fuel boilers that supply steam to the facility.
The evaluators estimated the overall cogeneration plant steam generation efficiency using the
following equation:

The total energy input to the HRSG was estimated using the following equation:

The evaluators estimated an overall gas to steam efficiency of 83.63%, compared to the 84%
value used in the applicant calculations.
To calculate energy savings resulting from this measure, the evaluator elected to bin all of the
inventoried insulation line items for each application type by temperature, run a 3E Plus
simulation for the average bin temperature, and then use the modeled bare and insulated heat
loss rates along with the operating hours and boiler plant efficiency.
The evaluators grouped the 183 unique lines of the insulation inventory by application type and
the into multiple temperature bins identified in the inventory as shown in Tables 2‐2 through 2‐
6. The evaluated savings for the insulation measure applications were calculated for each
application and inventory temperature bin using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
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= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= ‘Hot’ hours of operation, 8760 hr/yr
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Steam generation efficiency, 83.63%

For straight pipes, evaluators utilized the pipe lengths in place of surface areas and heat loss
rates from 3E plus in Btu/hr/ft in the above equation to estimate the energy savings. Tables 2‐2
through 2‐6 provide a detailed summary of the bin characteristics used in the evaluator’s
methodology and evaluated savings from each bin.
Table 2-2. Steam Jacket Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Line
Count

Total
Surface
Area
(ft2)

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

180

1

11.8

188.4

2

222

16

41.2

3

239

30

4

259

5

Bin #

Bin
Temp
(°F)

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

1

23.1

237

205

301.5

35.2

1,578

1,148

74.0

352.0

40.5

2,766

2,415

4

7.8

414.8

47.0

307

301

274

33

85.2

464.5

52.1

5,166

3,680

6

298

4

7.4

548.6

60.7

455

376

7

316

6

15.2

615.5

47.0

996

906

8

338

1

2.5

702.0

76.4

185

164

Total

N/A

95

245

N/A

N/A

11,690

9,195

Table 2-3. Steam Hard Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Line
Count

Total
Surface
Area
(ft2)

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

222

33

49.5

310.2

2

239

3

3.0

3

274

1

Bin #

Bin
Temp
(°F)

1

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

76.2

1,681

1,213

352.0

40.5

107

98

1.1

464.5

110.8

58

41

4

298

1

1.1

548.6

129.5

68

49

Total

N/A

38

55

N/A

N/A

1,913

1,401
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Table 2-4 Hot Water Hard Insulation Bin Summary

Bin #

Bin
Temp
(°F)

Line
Count

Total
Surface
Area (ft2)

1

160

3

2

170

Total

N/A

3E Plus Outputs

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

17.8

138

122

171.9

21.3

1,230

1,180

N/A

N/A

1,368

1,302

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

9.5

140.3

12

74.8

15

84

Table 2-5. Chilled Water Hard Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Line
Count

Total
Surface
Area
(ft2)

Bare Heat
Gain
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Gain
(Btu/hr/ft2)

42

2

2.2

64.0

N/A

2

2

N/A

Bin #

Bin
Temp
(°F)

1
Total

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

9.1

5

6

N/A

5

6

Table 2-6. Pipe Hard Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Bin #

Bin
Temp
(°F)

Line
Count

Total
Pipe
Length
(ft)

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft)

1

180

3

167.3

120.2

2

259

4

414.8

3

298

1

4

42

5

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

18.4

2,197

1,785

438.2

49.5

20,560

16,888

103.2

1,021.0

74.2

11,000

10,239

8

523.6

49.2

6.7

1,960

1,148

70

10

339.4

8.3

1.8

2,304

230

6

150

3

51.5

59.0

10.4

273

262

7

160

2

62.5

50.8

10.5

260

264

8

324

2

165.1

721.9

63.8

11,473

11,383

Total

N/A

33

1,828

N/A

N/A

50,027

42,199

The evaluated savings for the insulation measure using the method described above resulted in
annual energy savings of 54,107 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of 83%. The
primary difference between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to lower rates of heat
loss as determined by the evaluator’s use of the 3E Plus software.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installating insulation on pipes, pipe fittings, valves and steam traps
throughout the buildings’s steam, hot water and chilled water distribution systems which
were formerly bare of insulation.
The applicant savings were calculated for the measure using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis and applying 3E Plus generated outputs for each of the insulated components.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a modified version of the
approach used by the applicant, in which they grouped the inventory by pipe surface
temperature into bins, ran 3E Plus simulations for each bin, and then applied the bin results to
each inventory line in the bin.
The evaluated savings for the project are smaller than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Insulation measure

Applicant
Uninsulated pipes, fittings and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting cogeneration plant and
steam distribution system with
uninsulated pipes, fittings, and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Steam generation efficiency

Net efficiency: 84%

Net efficiency: 83.63%

As-Built
Insulation jacket measure

Applicant
Insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical
spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting cogeneration plant and
steam distribution system with
insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces

Steam generation efficiency

Net efficiency: 84%

Net efficiency: 83.63%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

65,006

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

54,107
83%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project
savings account for less than 1% of the pre‐project annual usage at the facility.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are smaller than the tracked savings, due to the applicant overestimating
heat losses from uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
65,006 therms

Evaluator
65,006 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Vendor’s
proprietary
software to
estimate heat
losses from
uninsulated
components

Binned insulation
inventory into
multiple bins and
ran 3E Plus
model for each
bin, applying heat
loss rate outputs
to every line from
each bin.

-17%

Difference in
steam generation
efficiency

Steam
generation
efficiency: 84%

Steam generation
efficiency:
83.63%

0.4%

3.5

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluator employed 3E Plus to
determine the rates of heat loss for
bare and uninsulated surfaces, as
did the applicant. Most of the
savings came from hard pipe
insulation which is the most basic
application for 3E Plus, and for this
application (as in the others), the
evaluators consistently obtained
lower heat losses for bare surfaces
than the applicant.
Increased savings ‒ The
evaluator’s recalculation of steam
generation efficiency for the facility
yielded slightly higher savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the steam generation components in the cogeneration plant will outlive the installed
measures, the evaluators classified the measure as add‐ons with a single baseline. The
evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following
formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures
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The evaluated lifetime savings are lesshan the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
975,090
65,006 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
975,090
65,006 therms
15 years
N/A

Evaluator
811,605 therms
54,107 therms
15 years
Add-on single

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a college campus and consisted of the installation flue stack
economizers for preheating the feedwater for two 666 hp steam boilers. The two boilers
impacted by the project are part of a central boiler plant that supplies 100 psi steam throughout
the campus for space heating only. The boiler plant has a total of three boilers and is enabled
from end of September to early May.
The evaluators conducted the savings analysis based on metered data on the economizer inlet
and outlet water temperature and hourly logs with steam production. The evaluated savings
were smaller than the values estimated by the applicant because the temperature increase
across the newly installed economizers is smaller than the value predicted by the applicant.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

NR160766

Flue stack economizer

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

49,949

N.R.

Evaluated

41,127

N/A

82%

N/A

Tracked

49,949

N.R.

Evaluated

41,127

N/A

82%

N/A

RR1
Totals

RR

1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

There is one major difference between the evaluator and the applicant: the temperature increase
across the newly installed economizers is smaller than the value predicted by the applicant.
Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and the information available.
The project consists of the installation of a boiler flue stack economizer intended to preheat
boiler feed water. The measure was installed on two 666 hp gas‐fired steam boilers.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The preexisting boiler plant consisted of two 666 hp steam boilers and one smaller steam boiler.
The boiler plant was enabled from September to May. The applicant baseline was the
preexisting boilers’ operation without the stack economizer. In the savings algorithms, the
applicant used the inputs shown in Table 2‐1. The post‐installation conditions predicted by the
applicant are included in this same table for convenience.
Table 2-1. Applicant Description of the Baseline and Post-Installation Systems
Baseline
Value

PostInstallation
Value

81%

81%

Boiler plant weather-normalized steam production (klbs/yr)

72,663

72,663

666 hp boilers contribution to annual steam production (%)

87%

87%

Feedwater temperature (°F)

150

214

Average water temperature gain across the economizers (°F)

N/A

64

Heat recovered (lbs/yr)

N/A

49,949

Parameter
Average combustion efficiency

N/A: Not applicable

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built condition consists of two 666 hp gas‐fired steam boilers equipped with
stack economizers and one smaller steam boiler. The as‐built steam production is the same as
the baseline production and the feedwater temperature is 214°F.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

To calculate the baseline the applicant used steam production data from September 2015 to May
2016 to calculate the total steam supplied by the 666 hp steam boilers and normalized the steam
production to average heating degree days, calculated the heat that could be recovered by the
economizer, and divided the result by the average boiler efficiency to calculate the measure
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impacts. The applicant estimated that the annual steam production of the boiler plant is 72,663
lb/yr and that the impacted boilers produce 87% of the steam supplied by the plant.
The applicant used the following formula to calculate the natural gas savings:
87%
10

72,663
10

1
214
0.81

150

where,
= steam flow rate, 87%

72,663) lb/yr

= specific heat capacity of water, 1 Btu/°F‐lb
Δ = temperature differential between inlet and outlet feed water, °F

10 = conversion factor from Btu to therm
η = boiler efficiency
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating savings is reasonable and the evaluator used the same
approach.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

Boiler stack economizers were added to the exhaust stack of two 666 hp steam boilers. The
evaluator conducted the first site visit on December 21, 2017. During the site visit the evaluator
interviewed the lead operating engineer and verified conditions at the site. Boilers #1 and #3,
with nominal capacities of 666 hp, have economizers installed on the exhaust stack. The boiler
plant is enabled from September to May. All three boilers are equipped with single‐speed
combustion fans and single‐speed feedwater pumps.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluator gathered boiler combustion measurements taken at low, medium, and high firing
rate. Table 2‐2 shows the combustion efficiency measurements.
Table 2-2. Spot-measured Combustion Efficiency
Firing Rate

Site 2016E0485

Boiler #1 Efficiency

Boiler #3 Efficiency

Low

79.8%

82.1%

Medium

81.2%

79.9%

High

79.0%

79.0%

Average

80.0%

80.3%
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Because the difference between the spot‐measured efficiency values is minimal, the evaluator
used an average value of 80% in the savings calculations.
The evaluator deployed data loggers on boiler #1 to meter the current draw of the combustion
fan and the temperature of the water entering and leaving the economizer. All data logging
occurred from December 21, 2017 to March 7, 2018. The evaluator also gathered hourly steam
production data for all three boilers. Table 2‐3 presents the logger deployment details.
Table 2-3. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type

Parameter

Time Interval

Quantity

Combustion fan current draw

1 minute

1

HOBO logger with
temperature probe

Economizer inlet water temperature

1 minute

1

HOBO logger with
temperature probe

Economizer outlet water
temperature

1 minute

1

HOBO logger with two
current transformers (CT)

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the information gathered during the site visit and details provided in the application
files the evaluators determined the measure is an add‐on measure with a single baseline. The
preexisting conditions without the flue stack economizer is the appropriate baseline.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The boiler economizer natural gas savings over the metering period was determined using the
same approach as the applicant.
The evaluator processed and analyzed the steam production recorded between December 1,
2017 and February 28, 2018 and determined there is a correlation between logged steam
production and the outdoor conditions. Figure 2‐1 presents the hourly steam production versus
outside air temperature.
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Figure 2-1. Hourly Steam Production Vs. Outside Air Temperature
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The evaluator used the correlation between hourly steam production [klbs/hr=f(OAT)] and the
TMY3 weather data generated for the same station for which the OAT was recorded during the
metering period to model the weather‐normalized annual steam production. The evaluator
calibrated the modeled as‐built plant consumption to the weather‐normalized post‐installation
gas consumption.
The evaluator processed the hourly steam production recorded between December 1, 2017 and
February 28, 2018 and determined that only one of the impacted boilers (B#1 and B#3) operates
at any given time and the small boiler (B#2) is used as trim. The impacted boilers generate 82%
of the steam supplied by the plant.
While the water temperature gain across the stack economizers varied between 36°F and 55°F,
the average of 49°F was stable. Figure 2‐2 presents the metered temperature of feedwater
entering and leaving the stack economizers and the water temperature difference across the
stack economizers versus OAT.
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Figure 2-2. Feedwater Temperature Values Vs. Outdoor Air Temperature
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The average temperature of the feedwater entering the economizers is 205°F and the average
temperature of the feedwater leaving the economizers is 254°F.
The evaluator calculated the heat recovered through the economizers using the modeled steam
production, the metered temperature gain across the stack economizers, and the boilers
efficiency. The evaluator used the following formula to calculate the natural gas savings:
# & #

99.9761
where,
= weather‐normalized modeled steam flow rate, klb/hr
# & #

= impacted boilers’ contribution to the steam production (82%)
= specific heat capacity of water, 1 Btu/°F‐lb

Δ

= metered feedwater temperature gain across the economizer (49°F)

99.9761

= conversion factor from 1,000 Btu to therm

η

= spot‐measured boilers average efficiency (80%)
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project was implemented at a college campus and consisted of the installation flue stack
economizers on two 666 hp steam boilers that operate at approximately 80% combustion
efficiency. The boiler plant is enabled from September to May.
The applicant calculated the project savings using a spreadsheet analysis model that was based
on weather‐normalized steam production.
The evaluators modeled the project impacts using hourly steam logs, feedwater temperature
gain across the stack economizer, and the average spot‐measured boilers’ efficiency. The
evaluated savings are smaller than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis
are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing

Applicant

Evaluator

873,510 (August 2015
through July 2016)

873,510 (June 2015 through
May 2016)

N/A

842,773 (December 2016
through November 2017)

Weather-normalized modeled baseline
gas usage (therms)

979,356

1,055,822

Weather-normalized modeled as-built
gas usage (therms)

921,944

993,692

Applicant

Evaluator

81%

80%

72,663

82,019

87%

82%

64

49

49,949

41,127

Billed pre-project annual gas usage for
the entire facility (therms)

Billed post-project annual gas usage
for the entire facility (therms)

Boiler plant operation
Average combustion efficiency
Boiler plant steam production (klb/yr)
Boilers #1 and #3 contribution to
plant’s steam production (%)
Average feed water temperature gain
across the economizers (F°)
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

82%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators cross‐checked the modeled gas consumptions against the billing data for the
central boiler plant. The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in
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Figure 3‐1, and applied them to TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐
built weather‐normalized gas consumption.
Figure 3-1. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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Table 3‐2 outlines the weather‐normalized post‐and pre‐project billing data and the evaluator‐
modeled as‐built consumption.
Table 3-2. Weather-Normalized Billing Data Vs. Modeled Consumption
Weather-Normalized Pre-Project
Consumption (therms)

Weather-Normalized Post-Project
Consumption (therms)

1

221,318

209,782

2

173,699

165,019

3

151,332

143,993

4

90,619

86,922

5

36,203

35,770

6

0

0

7

0

0

8

0

0

9

27,441

27,534

10

60,046

58,183

11

110,701

105,800

12

169,094

160,690

1,040,453

993,692

Month

Total
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The billing data shows the annual natural gas consumption decreased by 46,762 therms. This
reduction is approximately 10% greater than the savings calculated by the evaluator.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are smaller than the tracking estimates. There are three major differences
between the applicant and evaluator savings calculations, the differences between the steam
supplied by the impacted boilers, the temperature gain across the stack economizers, and the
boilers’ average efficiency. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Applicant
49,949 therms

Evaluator
49,949 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Feed water
average
temperature
gain across the
economizer

64°F

50°F

-19%

Decreased savings – The metered
average temperature gain across the
economizers is smaller than the value
used by the applicant in the savings
calculations.

Weighted asbuilt boiler
annual average
combustion
efficiency

81%

80%

+0.1%

Decreased savings ‒ The evaluated
annual weighted average as-built
combustion efficiency is 80%, smaller
than the 81% used in the applicant
analysis.

63,217 klbs/yr

67,255 klbs/yr

+1%

Factor
Tracked savings

Steam load

Site 2016E0485
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consistent with the application.

Increased savings – The evaluated
steam supplied by boilers #1 and #3 was
greater than the value used by the
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Lifetime Savings

Because the steam boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified this
measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= expected useful life of measure (years)

RUL

= remaining useful life, 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated measure lifetime value is greater than the tracking value. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016E0485

Tracking
499,949 therms
49,949 therms
10 years
Retrofit

Applicant
649,337 therms
49,949 therms
13 years (project BCR)
Retrofit

3‐4

Evaluator
534,651 therms
41,127 therms
13 years (project BCR)
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The incentivized project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of programming the
energy management system (EMS) to reduce the occupied and unoccupied airflow in four
mixed‐air air handling units (AHUs). The AHUs operate 24/7, although the facility is occupied
14 hours per day. The space temperature is set back during unoccupied hours. The AHUs’
outside air (OA) dampers modulate from 20% to 100% open for air‐side economizing. The
project saves heating energy by reducing the supply air flow during the occupied and
unoccupied periods, thus reducing the heating of OA at the AHU level and the reheat energy at
the zone level. For heating, the facility uses steam provided by a central boiler plant. The
applicant calculated energy savings using a custom analysis spreadsheet informed by 15‐minute
interval data recorded by the EMS. The evaluators reviewed the applicant’s savings algorithm
and determined that the applicant’s annual analysis was performed based on scaling seven
months of data from April to October to the entire year, thus disregarding winter operation. The
evaluators analyzed trend data recorded by the EMS and determined the measure operates as
intended. The project impacts on the natural gas consumption account for more than 20% of the
preexisting natural gas consumption and the evaluators determined a weather‐normalized
billing analysis was the most appropriate method for calculating the savings associated with
this project. The evaluated savings were 78,150 therms/year, 65% more than the applicant‐
reported value, primarily because applicant analysis disregarded winter operation.

1.1

Savings

Table 1‐1 presents a summary of the tracked and evaluated savings, and the realization rate.
Table 1-1. Project Savings Summary
Measure ID
NR160272

Measure Name
Air flow reduction

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
47,492
78,150
165%
47,492
78,150
165%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are greater than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily because winter
operation was neglected by the applicant. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.

Site 2016E486
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of one single measure –reducing
occupied and unoccupied airflow through four AHUs. In the preexisting configuration, the
AHUs’ controls included air‐side economizing, but did not include any airflow setback. Heating
fuel savings result from the reduced heating requirement at the AHU level as well as at the zone
level, which included reheat for humidity control purposes.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline consisted of the pre‐project configurations of the four impacted AHUs,
including the airflows prior to unoccupied and occupied reductions. The applicant’s baseline
was based on airflow trend data captured from the EMS during the pre‐project period, from
April 2015 to October 2015; this trended period did not include significant heating season
operation.
In the savings algorithms, the applicant used the inputs shown in Table 2‐1. The applicant’s
expected post‐installation conditions are also included in this table for convenience.
Table 2-1. Applicant Description of Baseline and Post-Installation Systems
Parameter
Average unoccupied airflow (cfm)
Average occupied airflow (cfm)
Operating schedule occupied (hours per year)
Operating schedule unoccupied (hours per year)

Baseline Value
111,000
111,000
3,650
5,110

Post-Installation Value
61,100
88,800
3,650
5,110

75%

75%

Final VAV discharge temperature (°F)

63

63

AHU supply air temperature (°F)

55

58

Economizer maximum enabled temperature (°F)

65

65

Boiler plant efficiency

N/A: Not applicable

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant‐reported post‐installation configuration is similar to the baseline configuration,
but included the reduction of supply airflow in the four impacted AHUs. The applicant
expected to reduce airflow by 20% during occupied periods and 45% during unoccupied
periods.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant algorithm used inputs of weekday/weekend operation hours, baseline/post‐
installation air flow, AHU supply air/final discharge temperatures, and economizer enabled
setpoints to calculate the thermal savings from airflow reduction. The applicant algorithm
calculated the savings using custom analysis spreadsheets that used 7 months (from April 2015 to
October 2015) of 15‐minute interval data and OAT from the EMS. The applicant’ algorithm did
not include normalization to typical outdoor weather (TMY weather). The applicant savings
algorithms used the inputs provided in Table 2‐1.
The applicant’s algorithm quantified savings in two parts – AHU‐level heating associated with
the outdoor air, and zone‐level heating associated with the discharge air. The applicant used the
following formulas to determine the natural gas savings:
1
100,000 Btu

1
η

where,
= occupied natural gas savings
= occupied air volume reduction (22,000 cfm)
= baseline occupied air volume (111,000 cfm)
= energy required to heat outdoor air (Btu/hr)
= energy required for reheating at zone discharge boxes (Btu/hr)
= occupied schedule (hours per year)
η

= overall efficiency of the boiler plant serving the site (75%)

1
100,000 Btu

1
η

where,
= unoccupied natural gas savings
= unoccupied air volume reduction (49,900 cfm)
= baseline unoccupied air volume (111,000 cfm)
= energy required to heat outdoor air (Btu/hr)
= energy required for reheating at zone discharge boxes (Btu/hr)
= unoccupied schedule hours per year
η
Site 2016E0486
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1.08

where,
= AHU supply air temperature (°F)
= outdoor air temperature (°F)
= OA flow (cfm)
1.08

= represents the heat content in the conversion of pounds of dry air at sea
level to a cubic volume, Btu∙min/cf∙hr∙F

1.08
where,
= Zone discharge temperature (°F)
= AHU supply air temperature (°F)
= outdoor air temperature (°F)
= supply air flow (cfm)
= outdoor air flow (cfm)
1.08

= represents the heat content in the conversion of pounds of dry air at sea
level to a cubic volume, Btu∙min/cf∙hr∙F

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for modeling the natural gas savings presents the following
deficiencies:

 Lack of weather‐normalization: the applicant’s analysis did not normalize the modeled
usage to typical outdoor weather conditions for the site location.

 Insufficient data source: the applicant used trend data from April through October in the
baseline period, which is insufficient for characterizing heating season operations.

 Inappropriate energy balance: the applicant’s algorithm did not account for the heating of
OA contributed by the mixing with return air, and thus overcalculated the OA heating
energy use.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
Site 2016E0486
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Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluator conducted a site visit on January 3, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluator
interviewed the facility operators to gather information about the hospital operation and its
heating system. The evaluator inspected all AHUs impacted by the project and verified the EMS
and the boiler plant.
The impacted AHUs are equipped with steam coils and operate as described in the project files.
The evaluator gathered historical EMS trend data and determined the baseline and post‐
installation airflow values are different than those used by the applicant in the savings
calculations. The evaluator reviewed the EMS schedules and verified the HVAC equipment is in
occupied mode from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., five days per week and unoccupied the remainder of the
hours.
Steam is provided by a central boiler plant and is metered at the intake of the building impacted
by the evaluated project. The facility staff provided details on the overall efficiency of the boiler
plant.
The site contact indicated the operation and the occupancy of the building did not change after
the project was installed. After the installation of the evaluated measure, the facility did not
install other projects that could have impacted the steam consumption.
The evaluator did not deploy data loggers because extensive trend data that was available
through the EMS and the steam meter.
2.2.2

Trended Data

The evaluators obtained trend data from the hospital’s EMS during and remotely after the site
visit. Trend data was retrieved in 1‐hour intervals from January 2015 through December 2017.
Since the project was implemented in 2016, 1 year of trend data from 2015 was used in
quantifying the baseline operations, and 1 year of trend data in 2017 was used to quantify the
as‐built operation. The points that were of primary focus to the evaluator are:
AHU 1 through 4






Supply air flow (cfm)
Return air temperature (°F)
Mixed air temperature (°F)
AHU supply air temperature (°F)
Occupancy status

Sample of terminal boxes (one zone per each of the 21 identified usage areas)


Discharge air temperature (°F)

A review of the trend data indicated that:

 Heating and cooling are required throughout the year, so the savings analysis needs to
include a whole year of trend data for both the baseline and as‐built configurations
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 On aggregate, the occupancy schedule as indicated by the site contact is evident and
accurate

 A reduction of airflow in both the occupied and unoccupied periods is evident, verifying
the measure performance, although weather normalization is necessary as the supply
airflow is a function of the OAT.
Figures 2‐1, 2‐2 and 2‐3 present example trend data plots for airflows, airstream temperatures,
and sampled zone‐level discharge air temperatures, respectively. Occasional malfunctions in
the sensors or trending were observed; thus, trends may not be available for all timeframes, and
brief periods of trends may fail to update (shown as static flat lines on the plots).
Figure 2‐1 shows that the OA flow (labeled TOT.OCFM in the legend) makes up a significant
fraction of the total supply air flow (labeled SCFM in the legend) throughout the trending
period, indicating the units are in economizer mode all year round.
Figure 2-1 – Supply and Outdoor Airflow Plot

Figure 2‐2 indicates that the supply air temperature (labeled SAT in the legend) and return air
temperature (labeled RAT in the legend) do not differ significantly throughout the year, while
the mixed air temperature (labeled MAT in the legend) is significantly influenced by the OAT.
This observation again supports the conclusion that the units are in economizer mode all year
round.
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Figure 2-2 – Supply, Return and Outdoor Air Temperature Plot

Figure 2‐3 shows a wide range of discharge air temperatures among the VAV zones. This is
expected, as the zones include areas in the hospital with differing heat gain (interior vs.
exterior), temperature setpoints, and pressurization. Brief periods of missing data (most notably
in August) were filtered out in the final analysis.
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Figure 2-3 – Sample of VAV Discharge Air Temperature Plot

Table 2‐2 presents an example of observed AHU weekly occupancy schedule, presented as
average percentages in the occupied mode. These percentages are non‐zero during off hours
because some zones are occupied even during off hours.
Table 2-2 – Observed Occupancy Schedule - Example
Hour of Day
Mon

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

21

22

23

24

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

88% 100% 100% 100% 100%

98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

88%

58%

58%

58%

58%

Tue

58%

58%

58%

58%

58%

87%

96%

96%

96%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

87%

58%

58%

58%

58%

Wed

58%

58%

58%

58%

58%

87%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

87%

58%

58%

58%

58%

Thu

58%

60%

60%

60%

60%

87%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

98%

87%

62%

62%

62%

62%

Fri

62%

62%

62%

62%

62%

88% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

88%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Sat

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

62%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

Sun

60%

58%

61%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

62%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

60%

After carefully reviewing the trend data and the summaries presented in the plots and tables
above, the evaluator determined the measure operates as intended.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators agree with the applicant’s selection of the baseline as the preexisting conditions
of the four impacted AHUs. The evaluators determined the baseline operations of the four
Site 2016E0486
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AHUs based on a review of the historical EMS trend data. These AHUs are variable volume
units that supply air between 52°F to 57°F to the zone terminal boxes, which feature hot water
reheat. Some interior zones are observed to require cooling year‐round. The outside air intake to
these units is controlled based on demand‐controlled ventilation and these units also feature
functional economizer controls that use outdoor air for cooling when the OAT is below the
economizer enable threshold of 65°F. The EMS trend data indicated the AHUs were typically
occupied from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday and unoccupied for the rest of the
hours. Post‐retrofit, the EMS controls reduced the AHU airflow rates during the unoccupied
hours. In the evaluation analysis, the operations of the DCV and economizers did not change
between the baseline and as‐built conditions.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator determined a weather‐normalized billing analysis provides accurate results for
this project. The factors that lead to that decision were:




savings represent more than 20% of the preexisting heating energy consumption of the
facility,
steam supplied to the facility is metered and is only consumed by the impacted AHUs,
the building operation and occupancy did not change after the project was installed.

The evaluator gathered multiple years of monthly steam consumption data. Steam metered data
from 4/1/2015 to 4/30/2016 was used to model the baseline and data from 1/1/2017 to 12/31/2017
was used to model the as‐built case. To normalize the baseline and as‐built steam submeter
data, the evaluators plotted the baseline steam submeter data (converted to therms) against the
corresponding heating degree days (HDDs) for the same period and a similar plot was
developed for the as‐built data. Then monthly heating degree day values were calculated using
the TMY3 data for Worcester, MA. The equations from the original plots were then applied to
the TMY3 heating degree days to develop the weather‐normalized baseline and as‐built natural
gas fuel usage. The evaluator weather‐normalized the monthly consumption between
September and May using the correlation between consumption and HDDs. To account for
impacts on the reheat natural gas consumption, the evaluator calculated the monthly
consumption between June and August using the average of monthly consumption in the pre‐
and post‐installation periods.
Figure 2‐4 shows the natural gas consumption along with heating degree days for the same
period prior to normalization. A heating degree day base temperature of 55°F was used in the
billing analysis because this was determined to be the building’s balance point from a review of
the trend data. The blue vertical line in June 2016 indicates the approximate date of the project
completion.
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Figure 2-4. Natural Gas Consumption and Heating Degree Days
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200
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0
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HDD
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Figure 2‐5 shows the pre‐ and post‐implementation consumption modeled as a function of
heating degree days. The R² curve fit for both the baseline and as‐built is greater than 0.9 which
indicates a strong correlation between the steam consumption and weather.
Figure 2-5. Pre- and Post-Implementation Models as Function of Heating Degree Days
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Table 2‐3 shows the weather normalized baseline and as‐built natural gas consumption along
with the difference between the two representing the savings.
Table 2-3. Billing Analysis Summary

Days
31
28
31
30
31
30
31

HDDTMY3
1,092
834
713
384
90
14
0

Weather Normalized
Baseline Gas
Consumption (therms)
45,096
37,630
34,123
24,605
16,073
14,056
14,056

Weather Normalized
As-Built Gas
Consumption (therms)
34,870
28,644
25,720
17,782
10,668
10,425
10,425

Savings
(therms)
10,226
8,986
8,403
6,822
5,405
3,631
3,631

8

31

5

14,056

10,425

3,631

9

30

42

14,699

9,522

5,177

10

31

219

19,811

13,785

6,026

11

30

493

27,753

20,408

7,345

12

31

809

36,908

28,042

8,866

Total

365

4,698

298,868

220,718

78,150

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of modifying the EMS programming to reduce the airflow through four
AHUs during occupied and unoccupied hours. The evaluated results are presented in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing

Applicant

Evaluator

Baseline gas usage - Aril 2015 through April
2016 (therms)

N.D.

295,213

As-built gas usage - January 2017 through
December 2017 (therms)

N/A

190,708

Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas
usage (therms)

N.D.

298,868

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas
usage (therms)

N/A

220,718

Applicant

Evaluator

Baseline
Analysis method

Analysis of 7 months of
trend data extrapolated
to the whole year

Occupied average airflow (cfm)

Weather-normalized billing
analysis

111,000

144,627

5,110

5,110

111,000

115,914

3,650

3,650

AHU average discharge temperature (°F)

55

56

Zone average discharge temperature (°F)

63

73

75%

80%

Applicant

Evaluator

Proposed parameter
values applied to 7
months of baseline trend
data extrapolated to the
whole year

Analysis of one year of trend
data with actual weather,
then applied to TMY3 data in
an 8,760 hourly analysis

Occupied average airflow (cfm)

88,800

103,314

Unoccupied average airflow (cfm)

61,100

81,521

AHU discharge temperature (°F)

55

56

Zone average discharge temperature (°F)

62

73

75%

80%

Occupied hours per year
Unoccupied average airflow (cfm)
Unoccupied hours per year

Boiler efficiency
As-Built

Normalization method

Boiler efficiency
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Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are more than the tracked savings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the
key analysis factors that led to the increased savings of this project.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings
(therms/yr)

Applicant

Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

Discussion of Deviations

47,492

47,492

No impact

No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.

Inaccurate preproject
characterization –
thermal load
(therms/year)

201,158

239,094

55%

Weighted average
supply air flow
reduction (cfm)

33,742

38,430

17%

Boiler efficiency

Site 2016E0486

75%

80%

-7%

3‐2

Increased savings – The evaluator
calculated the thermal load using
weather normalized gas consumption,
while the applicant modeled the thermal
load using an engineering analysis not
calibrated to the natural gas metered
consumption.
Increased savings – The metered
average supply airflow reduction is more
than the value used by the the applicant
in the savings calculations.
Decreased savings – The boiler plant
average efficiency value verified by the
evaluator is greater than the value used
by the applicant in the savings
calculations.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the underlying system is expected to outlive the installed measure, the evaluators
classified this measure as an add‐on with a single preexisting conditions baseline. The
evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following
formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= expected useful life of measure (years)

RUL

= remaining useful life, 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= is 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated measure first‐year savings value is greater than the tracking value. Table 3‐3 provides
a summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016E0486

Tracking
474,920 therms
47,492 therms
10 years
N/A

Applicant
237,460 therms
47,492 therms
5 years (project BCR)
N/A

3‐3

Evaluator
781,500 therms
78,150 therms
10 years (MA TRM)
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at a paper product manufacturing plant and consisted of the
installation of a new, energy efficient production line. The new production line was installed to
meet increased production demand. The facility operates on a 24/7 basis with stoppages for
holidays and maintenance.
Based on conversations with the site contact, the evaluator learned that the energy efficiency
improvements of the newly installed equipment include a heat recovery unit, a pre‐drying
press, and upgraded gas‐fired burners. Those upgrades improved the overall efficiency of the
new line when compared with a standard line.
Because the preexisting and post‐installation operation periods could be isolated and the
correlation with production was strong, the evaluators modeled the savings using the gas
consumption of the new line and production data provided by the site contact. Because this
project involved the addition of a production line to handle increased demand, the evaluators
determined that the new construction (lost opportunity) classification for this project was
appropriate. The evaluators also considered the applicant’s industry standard practice baseline
efficiency to be within reason. The evaluated savings were higher than the tracking savings
because the data provided by the site contact showed higher production levels and that the new
line was operating more efficiently than projected.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NC150452

Measure Name
New, energy efficient
production line

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

109,680

N.R.

Evaluated

144,587
132%

N/A
N/A

109,680
144,587
132%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 32% more than the applicant‐reported savings primarily due to a
higher annual production and greater efficiency than the applicant predicted. Based on monthly
production data provided by the site contact, the facility’s annual production rate is
approximately 16% greater than predicted by the applicant and the new production line
operates approximately 13% more efficiently than predicted by the applicant. Further details
regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation a new manufacturing line to accommodate increased
production demand.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According to the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline is an industry
standard practice production line. Table 2‐1 presents the main parameters of the baseline as
defined by the applicant.
Table 2-1. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Value

Production line efficiency

0.16 therms/kg

Production rate

180 kg/hr

Production annual operation

24 hrs/day×7 day/wk×52 wks/yr = 8,736 hrs/yr

Runtime factor (production line in operation)
Total annual production

180 kg/hr×8,736 hrs/yr×90% = 1,415,232 kg

Calculated baseline usage

2.1.2

90%
226,437 therms

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The proposed efficient production line is equipped with energy efficient equipment to reduce
the moisture content of the product before it enters the drying portion of the process. The lower
moisture content means that less heat is required to dry the product. Thus, less natural gas is
used in the manufacturing process. Table 2‐2 presents the main parameters of the baseline as
defined by the applicant.
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Table 2-2. Applicant Proposed Efficient Summary
Operation description

Value

Production line efficiency

0.0825 therms/kg

Production rate

180 kg/hr

Production annual opperation

24 hrs/day×7 day/wk×52 wks/yr = 8,736 hrs/yr

Runtime factor (production line in operation)

90%

Total annual production

180 kg/hr×8,736 hrs/yr×90% = 1,415,232 kg

Calculated usage of proposed efficient
equipment

2.1.3

116,757 therms

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

To calculate the project savings, the applicant used the algorithm shown below:
7

24

52

where,
= applicant analysis savings, 109,680 therms/year
= production rate, 180 kg/hr
= baseline efficiency, 0.16 therms/kg
= as‐built efficiency, 0.0825 therms/kg
downtime factor, 90%
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant prediction of natural gas use of the efficient proposed equipment was based on a
combination of manufacturer specifications and measured data from two similar projects
installed at the facility. Manufacturer performance data indicates the new line has production
rate of 180 kg/hour at an efficiency of 0.085 therms/kg. The applicant considered an as‐built
efficiency of 0.0825 therms/kg which is the average of the observed efficiencies (0.080
therms/kg) of the two similar production lines at the facility and the manufacrurer specification.
The applicant baseline natural gas consumption was calculated using an efficiency of 0.16
therms/kg. The applicant indicated this efficiency is standard practice for these lines. The same
production rate was applied to both the baseline and efficient energy use calculations. Based on
review of the project files and discussions with the site contact during the site visit the
evaluators determined that the applicant’s baseline efficiency value was reasonable.
The applicant energy savings calculation was based on the fact that the facility operates on a
24/7 basis for 52 weeks per year (8,736 hours/year). A 90% runtime factor was applied to
account for holidays and any downtimes in the production process. The evaluators determined
that the applicant understated the annual hours of operation for this project.
Based on discussions during the site visit, gas use, and production data provided by the site
contact, the evaluators determined that the new line has longer operating hours than considered
in the applicant’s savings algorithm. According to the site contact, the new line operated on a
24/7 basis with seven annual holidays and an average of 3.5 hours of downtime per week, or
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approximately 8,410 hours per year. This corresponds to a 4% reduction from the possible 8,760
hours in a year. The hourly gas use data provided by the site contact verified that the new line
was down an average of approximately 4% of the monitored period.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 4, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility manager and verified the installation and operation of the new
production line. The natural gas use of each of the facility’s three production lines is
submetered. The site contact described the production process as follows:

 The new line operates on 24/7 basis with seven holidays and approximately 3 – 4 hours of
downtime per week. Based on this information, the evaluator determined the new line
operates approximately 8,410 annual hours of operation.

 The new line operates continuously and produces close to five tons of finished product
per day.

 The energy efficiency improvements of the newly installed equipment include a heat
recovery unit, a pre‐drying press, and upgraded gas‐fired burners. Those upgrades
improved the overall efficiency of the new line when compared with a standard line.

2.2.2

o

According to the site contact, the pre‐drying press removes approximately 40% of
the moisture.

o

Also according to the site contact, the heat recovery system eliminates the need for a
pre‐heater for process water which is required to be at least 120°F.

Measured and Logged Data

The facility’s data monitoring system only stores data for the previous six months. For the
newly installed line, the site contact provided monthly production data for ten months of 2017
and hourly gas use data from July 8, 2017 – November 16, 2017. To determine the as‐built
production efficiency the evaluator analyzed the data for the months for which gas use data
was provided in full. The site contact indicated that the provided data is typical for the
operation of the new line over an entire year. Therefore, to determine the total annual
production, the evaluator calculated the average monthly tons of product pulled for the ten
months of data which were provided, and extrapolated this result over a full year. Table 2‐3
presents the production and gas use data considered in the evaluator’s savings calculation.
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Table 2-3. New Line – Natural Gas and Production Summary
Month
March 2017
April 2017
May 2017
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017

Natural Gas (Therms)
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
11,845

Production (kg)
135,000
115,000
135,000
146,000
124,000
149,000

September 2017

8,867

142,000

October 2017
November 2017
December 2017

11,265
N.D.
N.D.

154,000
139,000
128,000

N.D = No data

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators classified this measure as a lost opportunity with an industry standard practice
(ISP) baseline. According to the site contact, the efficiency value of 0.16 therms/kg of product
used in the applicant savings calculation is ISP.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluation savings model closely resembled the applicant’s. The site contact was able to
provide gas use and production data which demonstrated that the new production line
operated at a consistent level throughout the year. Therefore, the evaluator used three full
months of gas use and production data to determine a weighted average production efficiency.
The production efficiency was then applied to the total annual production to determine the
annual natural gas use. As stated above, the total annual production was determined by
extropolating the ten months of data provided by the site contact over an entire year. Using this
methodology, the total annual production for the facility was determined to be 1,640,400 kg.
The hourly gas consumption and monthly production for the new production line was
provided by the site contact in therms and tons, respectively. Downtime hours reflect the
periods with no gas consumption in the data provided by the site contact.
The facility operating hours were determined based on conversations with the site contact. The
site contact mentioned that the facility operates on a 24/7 basis with seven holidays and an
average of 3.5 hours of downtime per week. Based on this information, the evaluation energy
savings calculation considered 8,410 annual hours of operation. The operating hours reported
by the site contact were verified by the gas use data which showed that the production line was
not in operation approximately 4% of the time. To determine the weighted average production
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rate, the evaluator divided the total production from August – October of 2017 by the total
operating hours during the same months. The weighted average annual production rate was
determined to be approximately 211 kg/hour. Following the applicant methodology, the total
annual production was determined by multiplying the weighted average production rate by the
annual operating hours and was found to be approximately 1,771,049 kg. The evaluator
determined the weighted average production efficiency of the process, by dividing the sum of
the monthly metered gas use by the sum of the monthly monitored production. The weighted
average production efficiency was determined to be 0.072 therms/kg.
Both methodologies which the evaluator used to determine the total annual production,
extrapolating the ten months of provided production data over the entire year, and the
applicant methodology of applying the average hourly production rate to the total calculated
annual operating hours, produced similar results. Therefore, considering the additional data
provided by the site contact, the evaluator determined that the more appropriate way to
calculate the total annual production was to use this data extrapolated over the full year. As
stated above, using this methodology, the total annual production considered in the evaluator
savings analysis was 1,640,400 kg. The increased annual production as compared to the
applicant calculated value of 1,415,232 kg, can be explained by the higher production rate and
operating hours calculated by the evaluator.
To determine the baseline and as‐built energy use, the evaluator multiplied the industry
standard practice and the calculated as‐built production efficiencies (0.16 therms/kg and 0.072
therms/kg, respectively) by the total annual production. The savings were determined by taking
the difference between the baseline and as‐built annual natural gas use.
The evaluators included the natural gas consumption and production which was metered
during the following period:

 August, 2017 through October, 2017
The following formulas outline the evaluators savings calculation methodology:
2017
10
12
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installing a new, energy efficient production line. Based on discussions
and data provided by the site contact, the evaluators determine that the the applicant had
underestimated savings associated with this project. The evaluators were able to compare the
savings results using the same methodology as the applicant. The evaluators calculated savings
using a gas use and production data provided by the site contact. The evaluated savings are
more than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table
3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Parameter
Operating hours

Applicant
7,862 hours/year

Evaluator
8,410 hours/year

Production rate

180 kg/hour

211 kg/hour

Baseline production efficiency

0.16 therms/kg

0.16 therms/kg

As-built production efficiency

0.0825 therms/kg

0.072 therms/kg

1,415,232 kg

1,640,400 kg

109,680 therms/year

144,587 therms/year

Total Annual Production
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

132%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alerts at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are greater than the tracked savings, due to the higher production rate,
efficiency, and operating hours. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and
deviations.
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Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Evaluator
109,680 therms

1,415,232 kg

1,640,400 kg

+18%

0.0825
therm/kg

0.072 therm/kg

+14%

Annual
Production

Production line
efficiency

3.5

Impact of
Deviation

Applicant
109,680 therms

No impact

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Increased savings ‒ Monthly
production data provided by the site
contact shows the new line has a
greater annual production than
predicted by the applicant.
Increased savings ‒ Production data
and gas consumption provided by the
site contact shows the new line has a
greater efficiency than predicted by the
applicant.

Lifetime Savings

Because the new production line increased the production capacity, the evaluator classified this
measure as a lost opportunity with an ISP baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and
evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)

EUL

= expected useful life of measure (years)

RUL

= remaining useful life, 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016E0499

Tracking
2,193,600 therms
109,680 therms
20 years
N/A

3‐2

Applicant
2,193,600 therms
109,680 therms
20 years (project BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
2,891,740 therms
144,587 therms
20 years
Lost opportunity ISP
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project consisted of replacing three and repairing ten existing steam traps that had failed
throughout a University campus. Failed traps were classified as partial leak, partial blow by or
plugged by the applicant. The campus buildings impacted by this project operate throughout
the year between the normal academic calendar as well as for summer classes. Twelve of the 13
steam trap applications are on drip leg steam lines used to discharge condensate with a
negligible loss of steam. One steam trap application is on a unit heater. There are three boilers
on‐site that provide steam to the system. Two boilers are usually running in lead/lag
configuration but the third boiler can run on colder days when additional load is needed. Steam
is used in these facilities for space conditioning and domestic hot water (DHW).
During the site visit, the evaluator conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; and tested a sample of the steam
traps that were repaired or replaced using an infrared temperature gun to verify that the traps
were operating correctly. Boiler combustion efficiency testing could not be performed by the
evaluators due to facility safety procedures.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the appropriate custom express tool for steam
traps at the time based on the steam trap survey results. Evaluators estimated the project
savings using an updated custom express spreadsheet tool populated with the findings from
the steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on‐site.
The evaluated savings are lower than reported primarily due to lower annual steam trap
operating hours estimated by the evaluator compared to the applicant.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NR151335

Measure Name
Steam traps

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
10,625

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

4,051

N/A

38%

N/A

10,625
4,051
38%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 62% lower than tracking due to hours of operation adjustments to 10
of the 13 steam traps and the use of an updated tool for repairing and replacing steam traps by
the evaluators. The hours for 10 drip leg steam traps were adjusted down from 8,760 hours to
5,100 hours to reflect the typical seven‐month heating cycle (October – April). The evaluated
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savings for this project were calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening
Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated using the previous version of the Custom
Express Spreadsheet. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are
presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing and replacing 13 failed steam traps. The purpose of steam
traps is to remove condensate from the steam system. When steam traps fail open they remove
both condensate and live steam from the steam system and this increases the load on the steam
boilers. The following sections present the applicant and evaluator approaches for determining
the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

This measure was classified as a retrofit measure. The preexisting condition was based on a
steam trap survey conducted by a third‐party steam specialist. In the survey, each trap was
classified as working, plugged, leaking (full or partial), or blowing by (full or partial).
The applicant used a code‐compliant boiler combustion efficiency of 80%. The applicant
assumed that the steam system operates at 30 PSI which is the maximum steam pressure at any
repaired/replaced trap. The operating hours of the central steam plant were assumed to be
8,760 because of the DHW service provided throughout the year. Steam traps repaired and
replaced under this application were strictly for heat conditioning and DHW loads. Although
the applicant assumed the steam operation was 24/7, one drip leg steam trap was assumed to
operate 1,700 hours annually because it was on a unit heater that was manually operated. It was
assumed that these hours are determined using the full heating season hours (5,100) and
assuming that the steam trap will remain pressurized for only a third of the time.
The baseline status for each trap was established to be the operating condition identified by the
vendor during the survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was conducted and identified
13 steam traps that were categorized as plugged, partial blow by, or partial leak of steam
passing through their trap mechanism. Energy savings were only considered for the steam traps
that have failed open (or defined as leaking or blowing by) as these traps waste live steam.
Table 2‐1 below details the findings of the vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

141

0

0

141

Plugged

0

4

0

4

Partial blow by

0

5

1

6

Partial Leak

0

1

2

3

141

10

3

154

Fully operational

Total
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Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The vendor steam trap survey was conducted in October 2015 and identified 13 failed traps. The
applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all the traps on‐site are in good working
condition. The trap operating pressure and hours of operation used for the as‐built case
matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used the National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool to calculate savings. The
tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam trap survey as
inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines energy savings by calculating theoretical
steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then applying several factors
to account for trap‐specific and system level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the
orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
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= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

Site 2016E0502
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= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable except for the
repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered approach to calculating
steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant
discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the
measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that
since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the custom express tool has
been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap savings in addition to
several other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the input parameters used in the steam trap savings calculations
(pipe size, orifice size, trap operating pressure, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable, with the
exception of annual steam trap operating hours as explained in section 3‐1.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

A site visit was conducted on February 9th, 2018 by evaluators to confirm that a sample of the
13 steam traps identified as needing replacement or repair in the steam trap survey were in
working condition. Evaluators relied on documented trap tag numbers, locations, elevations,
and site contact knowledge to locate the traps. A combination of visual inspection and
Site 2016E0502
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temperature readings were used to determine if the traps were operating as intended.
Additionally, the key inputs to the savings calculations were confirmed as part of the site visit
such as pipe size and steam pressure.
Evaluators performed a walkthrough of the facility and were able to visually inspect and record
temperature measurements on six of the thirteen steam traps to make sure they were working
as intended and that there was no physical damage to the trap.
After a brief discussion with the site contact, the hours of operation are lower than expected
because the system is not used year round but only during the heating season. The facility has a
heating season from roughly mid‐October to mid‐May, and the traps operate 24/7 for that
period. Thus, 10 of the 13 repaired/replaced steam traps have modified operating hours of 5100
annual hours. Three of the 13 repaired/replaced steam traps remained at the original
estimations (two at 8760 annual hours and one at 1700 annual hours) as one is a drip leg for
domestic hot water, another is a drip leg in the power plant, which operates year‐round, and
the last a unit heater.
To confirm proper operation, an infrared thermometer was used check the temperature of pipe
entering and leaving the steam trap. A temperature drop of about 20‐30°F between the inlet and
outlet was taken to indicate proper operation. If the inlet and outlet temperatures are both hot,
the trap is likely failed open and leaking live steam. If the entering temperature is hot and the
leaving temperature is cold (temperature difference over 30°F), the trap could be failed closed. If
the temperature difference is small (<10°F), the trap could be partially failed open, however, this
is not conclusive.
The evaluator also recorded steam pressure by observing pressure gauge readings on steam
trap pipe lines where available. Steam lines at the site also had pressures marked on the
insulation surrounding the pipe when a gauge was not present. These markings are assumed to
be accurate as they are similar to measurements indicated on the tracking steam trap survey.
Boiler combustion efficiency testing was not permitted by the facility due to safety protocols but
boiler nameplate data was collected to determine average combustion efficiency. Table 2‐2
below details the traps inventoried, temperature and pressure data collected, as well as the
evaluators working assessment of the trap.
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Table 2-2. Evaluated Steam Traps
Pipe Temperature (˚F)
[Inlet/Outlet]

Temperature
Differential
(F)

Pressure
(psi)

140518

220/207

113

10

Fully operational

140523

238/219

19

30

Fully operational

140526

241/220

21

30

Fully operational

140530

207/190

17

10

Fully operational

142822

233/215

18

30

Fully operational

142826

226/203

23

30

Fully operational

Tag #

Evaluator Assessment

Two steam traps repaired/replaced steam are shown in Photo 2-1.
Photo 2-1: Repaired Inverted Bucket Drip Leg (Left) and F&T Drip Leg Steam Trap (Right)

The evaluators concluded that all six inventoried steam traps (46% of the sample) were in
working condition. These six steam traps were determined to accurately reflect the full sample
as the traps included in the project were scattered throughout the campus.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution
system with their previous operating status as documented in tracking calculators from
applicant surveys.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. At the onset of the steam trap site work for this
larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap savings
with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with site
specific observations as well as recreating tracking and evaluated savings using the new tool.
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Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes,
operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site
using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to
reflect the data collected from combustion test reports during the site visit.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
4,051 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 38%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on the evaluator on‐site findings, the only revisions
made were to the operating hours of the steam traps. The drip leg steam traps were estimated in
tracking to be operational for 8,760 hours annually. However, while the central boiler plant may
be used year‐round, the steam traps on the drip legs evaluated for this application are only in
use during the heating season. The typical heating season is from October through April and
equates to 5,100 annual hours of operation. The applicant methodology was updated to reflect
these site‐specific findings and yielded savings of 6,881 therms per year. The primary reason
why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values is due to the difference in the
annual steam trap operating hours employed by the applicant and evaluator.
Table 2‐3 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Evaluation Results
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

10,625

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

6,881

65%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

6,191

58%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

4,051

38%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 38%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 65%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 13 steam traps that had failed partially or fully
blown open at the site. The evaluators took inlet and outlet temperature measurements on six of
the thirteen repaired/replaced steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating properly.
It was determined that the six traps were in working condition. These six steam traps were
determined to accurately reflect the full sample as the traps included in the project were
scattered throughout the campus. The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure
using the custom express screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently
completed steam trap survey. The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure
using a revised version of the custom express savings equation along with additional
information gathered during the site visit. The evaluated savings for the project are lower
than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis using the new custom
express savings tool are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps

Thirteen failed (leaking/blowing
by) steam traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
thirteen failed steam traps.

Boiler plant efficiency

Boiler combustion efficiency:
80%
System line losses: 5%

Boiler combustion efficiency:
80%

Operating hours of drip leg
steam traps

8,760 hours (12/13 steam traps)
1,700 hours (1/13 steam traps)

5,100 hours (10/13 steam traps)
8,760 hours (2/13 steam traps)
1,700 hours (1/13 steam traps)

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps

Thirteen operational steam
traps.

Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
thirteen operational steam traps.

Boiler plant efficiency

Boiler combustion efficiency:
80%

Operating hours of drip leg
steam traps

Boiler combustion efficiency:
80%
System line losses: 5%
8,760 hours (12/13 steam traps)
1,700 hours (1/13 steam traps)

Savings

Applicant

Evaluator

Annual natural gas savings
(
)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

5,100 hours (10/13 steam traps)
8,760 hours (2/13 steam traps)
1,700 hours (1/13 steam traps)

10,625

4,051
38%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the evaluator
determined billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the
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evaluated measures. The natural gas usage at the facility is too large relative to the impacts of
the installed measure to observe any discernible impacts using a billing analysis. As a
percentage of the post‐retrofit therms, the results using the new tool and original tool account
for less than 1% of the total facility consumption in both cases.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

Provide additional tracking details for steam trap drip legs and other trap applications to
identify what kind of service the steam is providing (DHW, space conditioning, etc.). This
would allow evaluators to make better assumptions when calculating steam trap operating
hours based on site‐specific operating parameters.

3.3

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracking savings because the steam trap operating hours
were found to be less than assumed by the applicant. These changes to the savings calculations
lead to a decrease in the energy savings. Table 3‐2 provides a breakdown of the change in
savings due to each of the input modifications.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
10,625 therms

Evaluator
10,625 therms

Drip leg steam trap
operating hours

10 steam traps
with 8,760
operating hours

Steam traps
operate 5,100
hours

-35%

Difference in analysis
methodology

Original custom
express
method

Revised
custom
express
method

-22%

Difference in boiler
efficiency

Boiler
combustion
efficiency: 80%
System line
losses: 5%
Net efficiency:
75%

Boiler
efficiency: 80%

-5%
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings - 10 of 13
steam traps listed pressurized
hours of operation as 8,760.
These 10 trap hours were
adjusted down to reflect actual
pressurized hours based upon
their space conditioning
application. Typical heating
season annual hours are 5,100
from October through April.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation for steam
traps and the insulation savings
calculations using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach
resulted in smaller savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
63,750 therms
10,625 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
63,750 therms
10,625 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
24,306 therms
4,051 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented in a 300,000 sq. ft. office building and consisted of two measures:
installation of smart thermostat controls and automated boiler controls. All space heating in the
building is supplied by one preexisting dual‐fuel boiler rated for 14,640 MBH. The smart
thermostat measure included the installation of 106 network controlled thermostats. The units
were deployed throughout the office spaces in the building (Main and Annex sections) to allow
optimal start/stop, deeper unoccupied setback, and optimal occupancy scheduling. The
optimized boiler controls included the installation of direct digital controls (DDC) on the
preexisting boiler to eliminate the operations of the boiler when the outside air temperature
(OAT) is above 65°F. The boiler serves Main, Annex, BC East and BC West sections. The
reported baseline was the preexisting conditions for both evaluated measures, with which the
evaluators agree.
Based on the analysis of available trend data and metered data, and a review of the site
findings, the evaluators determined the smart thermostat measure did not perform as expected
because the baseline of the boiler controls measure performed similarly to the installed efficient
controls. Because of those reasons, the evaluators concluded the measures did not have any
impact on the natural gas consumption. The evaluators conducted a weather‐normalized
natural gas billing analysis as a cross‐check, which confirmed that the project did not have an
impact on the natural gas use.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

NR150982

Smart thermostat

Tracked
Evaluated

Boiler controls

26,292

N.R.

0

N/A

0%

N/A

Tracked

1,436

N.R.

0

N/A

0%

N/A

27,728

N.R.

0

N/A

0%

N/A

Evaluated
RR
Totals

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

1

RR
NR151259

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are zero for both measures because the measures did not perform as
intended. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section
3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of two measures. The first measure consisted of the installation of smart
thermostats to allow deeper unoccupied setback, optimal start/stop, and seven‐day scheduling.
The second measure consisted of the installation of boiler controls to shut off the boilers when
OAT is above 65°F. Both measures were evaluated.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant reported the preexisting conditions as the baseline for both measures. For the
smart thermostat measure, the applicant description of the baseline consisted of the office
HVAC system with a standard unoccupied setback and standard, fixed daily fan schedules. For
the boiler controls measure, the applicant description of the baseline consisted of manually
turning on the boiler on October 1st and turning it off on May 31st every year, regardless of the
OAT.
Table 2‐1 presents a summary of the applicant’s description of the baseline systems. The post‐
installation conditions are included in this same table for convenience.
Table 2-1. Applicant Description of the Baseline and Post-Installation Systems
Smart Thermostat Measure Parameter

Baseline Value

Post-Installation Value

Controls on occupied/unoccupied mode

Fixed schedules

Determined by smart thermostat

Unoccupied setpoint

70°F

62°F

Heating system efficiency

80%

80%

Boiler Controls Measure Parameter

Baseline Value

Post-Installation Value

Boiler annual operating hours

5,832

5,371

Heat losses when the boiler operates

249,237 Btu/hr

249,237 Btu/hr

Boiler efficiency

80%

80%

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The smart thermostat measure included the installation of 106 communicating thermostats
throughout the office spaces in the building to allow optimal start/stop, deeper unoccupied
setback, and optimal occupancy scheduling. The boiler controls measure included the
installation of DDC controls on the existing boiler to eliminate boiler operations when the OAT
exceeds 65°F. Table 2‐1, in the section above, includes the applicant’s description of the installed
systems and controls.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant developed a weather bin analysis for the smart thermostat measure. The
applicant’s analysis utilized deemed savings factors based on the measure types, using the
following formulas:
1

HDH
1

HDH
HDH

HDH

/

HDH

HDH
HDH

HDH
HDH

where,
= weather‐normalized baseline billed annual gas consumption (152,568 therms)
= deemed savings reduction factor (0.8)
= unoccupied fraction of time (60%)
HDH

= baseline heating degree days during unoccupied hours based on TMY3 data for
the weather station close to the site and the baseline unoccupied thermostat
setpoint of 70°F

HDH

= proposed heating degree days during unoccupied hours based on TMY3 data
data for the weather station close to the site and the applicant estimated as‐built
unoccupied thermostat setpoint of 62°F
= deemed extent of heat gains to losses (15%)
= reduction in occupied hours per day (2 hours)
= total daily hours (24 hours)
= scheduling setback hours annual reduction (198 hours)
= total annual heating hours when OAT is below 52°F (4,212 hours)

The evaluator determined that the applicant used the following formula to calculate thermal
savings for the boiler controls measure:

100,000
where,
A

= Standby heat loss (93,730 Btu/hr)
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= Radiant heat loss of 3” diameter pipe (155,507 BTU/hr per Whole Building
Design Guide Insulation Calculator)

2.1.4

h

= reduction in the boiler annul run hours with installed DDC controls (461 hours)

η

= boiler efficiency (80%)

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The overall applicant algorithm for calculating savings is reasonable. However, some deemed
savings factors did not incorporate site‐ and system‐specific conditions. These deemed savings
factors include:


15% extent of gains to losses



PA accepted savings (80% of calculations)

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted the first site visit on January 16, 2018. During the site visit, the
evaluators interviewed the facility project manager and maintenance staff to verify the
installation and operation of the two as‐built measures and to deploy data loggers. The project
manager confirmed the project scope of 106 smart thermostats and boiler controls, and
indicated that 47 AHUs operate for the entire year to provide heating, cooling and ventilation
air to the impacted spaces. Photo 2‐1 shows an example of an AHU controlled by an installed
smart thermostat.
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Photo 2-1. EMS Screen of Typical AHU Controlled by Installed Smart Thermostat

The evaluators verified that the facility has one dual‐fuel steam boiler with a power flame
burner in operation. This dual‐fuel boiler primarily consumes natural gas and has minimum
and maximum input capacities of 1,520 MBH and 14,640 MBH, respectively. The project
manager indicated that the facility boiler was typically manually energized every year in
October and deenergized in May. The evaluators confirmed that, prior to the as‐built boiler
controls were installed, the boiler did not have the ability to be controlled automatically based
on OAT. However, the facility staff indicated that the boilers were manually shut down in the
pre‐project configuration when the OAT exceeded approximately 50°F. This manual lockout
OAT was verified on the EMS screen. The as‐built controls have been added to automatically
isolate the steam flow and deenergize the boiler when the OAT exceeded the lockout setpoint.
The evaluators found that the lockout setpoint had been adjusted to 50°F. The boiler
combustion efficiency was tested by the evaluator and found to be 85%.
Photo 2‐2 presents a screenshot of the local display from the as‐built boiler controller.
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Photo 2-2. As-Built Boiler Controller

Photo 2‐3 presents the EMS screen showing the boiler operations, with the highlighted
automated and manual OAT lockout, corresponding to the as‐built and baseline OAT lockouts,
respectively.
Photo 2-3. EMS Screen on Boiler Showing Automated and Manual OAT Lockouts
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Measured and Logged Data

The evaluator deployed data loggers to meter the current draw of the boiler combustion fan and
a sample of three AHUs, which were running at the time of the site visit. The data loggers on
the AHUs were used to verify the accuracy of the trend data, which was used to verify optimal
start/stop and scheduling. The data logger on the boiler combustion fan was used to verify the
operations of the as‐built boiler controls. All of the data logging occurred from January 16, 2018
to March 8, 2018. Table 2‐2 presents the logger deployment details.
Table 2-3. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO logger with current
transformers (CT)
HOBO logger with current
transformers (CT)
HOBO logger with current
transformers (CT)
HOBO logger with current
transformers (CT)

Parameter
Combustion fan current
draw
AHU 3A5 current draw

Time Interval
1 minute

Duration
7 weeks

Quantity
1

1 minute

7 weeks

1

AHU 4M3 current draw

1 minute

7 weeks

1

AHU 4A7 current draw

1 minute

7 weeks

1

The evaluators also gathered a sample of 15‐minute trend data from the EMS for the trending
period between January 1, 2018 to April 4, 2018. The sampling captured at least one AHU from
each floor which required heating. Trend data provided included the supply fan status, fan
speed, heating valve status, space temperature and discharge air temperature. A review of the
trend data indicated that only the trended space temperature and discharge air temperature
were valid. Those two valid points were sufficient for the evaluators’ analysis.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the information gathered during the site visit and details provided in the application
files, the evaluators determined that both measures are add‐on measures with single baselines.
The evaluators determined that the baseline for the smart thermostat controls measure was the
preexisting conditions, which consisted of stand‐alone, manual thermostatic control of AHUs.
The AHU controls did not have the capability for optimal start/stop or seven‐day scheduling,
and had a standard unoccupied setback of space temperature to 70°F.
The evaluators determined that the baseline for the boiler controls measure was the preexisting
conditions, which consisted of manual seasonal control of the pre‐existing dual‐fuel steam
boiler. The boiler was supposed to be manually turned on in October and turned off in May
every year, but the facility staff manually turned off the boiler when the OAT was
approximately above 50°F. This manual OAT lockout was confirmed with the value observed in
the EMS. Therefore, although the baseline boiler controls were manual, they performed
similarly to the as‐built controls.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings are zero for both measures. The following sections detail the
methodologies for reaching the evaluators’ conclusions through the analysis of trend data,
logged data, and on‐site findings.
Smart Thermostat Controls Measure
The evaluation effort focused on the verification of the measure performance in the following
areas:

 Unoccupied space temperature setback to 62°F
 Optimal start/sop
 Seven‐day scheduling
The evaluators determined the building occupancy schedule from the EMS. This schedule was
used subsequently in analyzing the temperature setback and seven‐day scheduling savings.
Figure 2‐1 presents a screenshot of the EMS schedule page.
Figure 2-1. EMS Schedule Screenshot

Unoccupied Space Temperature Setback – Zero Evaluated Savings

The evaluators found that the unoccupied space temperature setback to 62°F did not perform as
intended, resulting in zero associated savings. The evaluators processed all obtained space
temperature trend data (all within the heating season) into a weekly average profile, and
observed that the average space temperature during unoccupied periods was 72.8°F. Since the
observed unoccupied space temperature is close to the applicant‐reported baseline value (70°F)
and differed significantly from the applicant‐reported implemented setback value (62°F), the
evaluators determined that the space temperature setback did not perform as reported. Table
2‐4 presents the weekly space temperature profile of a representative AHU, constructed by
averaging the values for AHUs 4A7, 4M3 and 3A5.
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Table 2-4. Space Temperature Profile of a Typical Week
Day of
Week

Hour of Day
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Mon

70.3 70.2 70.5 71.7 72.0 72.0 72.2 72.2 72.1 72.0 72.1 71.9 72.0 72.1 71.9 71.9 72.2 72.1 72.0 71.8 71.5 71.1 70.9 70.5

Tue

70.4 70.3 70.5 71.6 71.9 71.8 72.1 71.6 71.4 71.2 72.7 73.1 73.4 73.7 73.9 73.8 73.6 73.3 72.7 72.3 72.1 71.8 71.5 71.0

Wed

70.8 70.7 70.8 72.0 72.2 69.6 68.6 68.1 68.0 68.5 69.4 72.7 72.8 72.8 72.9 73.0 73.1 72.7 72.4 72.3 72.3 72.1 71.9 71.5

Thu

71.3 70.9 71.0 71.9 72.1 72.0 72.2 71.9 72.0 72.3 72.9 73.1 73.0 73.4 73.8 73.8 73.8 73.5 73.1 72.6 72.4 72.0 71.8 71.4

Fri

71.2 70.9 71.1 72.0 72.1 72.0 72.0 71.5 71.8 72.4 72.4 72.8 73.1 73.3 73.4 73.4 73.3 72.9 72.4 72.4 72.4 72.5 72.4 71.9

Sat

71.6 71.1 71.1 72.1 72.2 72.2 71.7 72.3 72.7 73.0 73.3 73.1 72.9 72.9 72.8 72.6 72.3 72.2 72.2 71.6 71.2 70.9 70.7 70.6

Sun

70.4 70.3 70.4 71.2 71.5 71.5 71.5 71.6 71.9 72.3 72.6 72.5 72.4 72.3 72.4 72.2 72.2 71.9 72.4 72.0 71.5 71.1 71.0 70.8

Optimal Start/Stop – Zero Evaluated Savings

The evaluators found that the optimal start/stop did not perform as reported and did not result
in heating savings. The evaluators’ metered data on a sample of AHU supply fans showed that
the AHUs were required to operate 24/7, thus did not allow opportunities for optimal start/stop
savings. Figure 2‐2 provides an example of metered amperage on an AHU fan (AHU 3A5)
which modulated based on load (but not schedule) and operated mostly at the minimum speed.
Figure 2-2. AHU 3A5 Metered Fan Amperage – Always On, Mostly at Minimum Speed

Figure 2‐3 provides an example of metered amperage on an AHU fan (AHU 4A7) which
modulated constantly without discernable load or schedule pattern.
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Figure 2-3. AHU 4A7 Metered Fan Amperage – Always On, Modulating

Seven-Day Schedule – Zero Evaluated Savings

The evaluators found that the seven‐day scheduling did not result in associated savings. This is
because, as can be seen in Table 2‐5, the temperature setback is insignificant, and therefore, any
potential heating savings from extended unoccupied period could not be realized. Table 2‐5
presents a summary of the average occupied and unoccupied temperatures based on the
sampled AHU trend data, indicating that the difference in the space temperature between the
two periods (0.8°F) was within the noise of the data collection methodology.
Table 2-5. Trended Occupied and Unoccupied Space Temperature Summary
Unit ID
7A8
5A9
4A7
4M2
4M3
3A5
2M2
1M6
1M9
Average

Location
Annex
Annex
Annex
Main
Main
Annex
Main
Main

Floor
7
5
4
4
4
3
2
1

Occupied Average
Temperature (°F)
73.8
73.8
73.1
73.9
71.9
71.5
73.1
75.3

Unoccupied Average
Temperature (°F)
72.4
73.0
71.5
72.5
68.8
73.4
71.5
79.5

Difference
(°F)
1.4
0.8
1.6
1.4
3.1
(1.9)
1.6
(4.2)

Main

1

76.6

72.8

3.8

73.6

72.8

0.8

The evaluators concluded that the smart thermostat measure as a whole resulted in zero
evaluated savings.
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Boiler Controls Measure
The evaluators found that the installed boiler controls were functional, although the OAT
lockout setpoint was modified to 50°F instead of the applicant‐reported 65°F. Figure 2‐5 shows
the boiler average firing rate plot as a function of OAT (based on OAT data from NOAA for the
metering period), processed from the evaluator’s metered boiler combustion fan amperage data.
Figure 2-5. Boiler Average Firing Rate vs. Outdoor Air Temperature
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Boiler firing rate
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The evaluators found that the baseline boiler controls, although manual as described by the
applicant, performed similarly to the as‐built controls. The baseline boiler controls, like the as‐
built boiler controls, effectively did not allow significant boiler operations when the OAT
exceeded the 50°F manual lockout, which was verified in the EMS screen and through
discussions with the site staff. Therefore, the evaluated savings for the boiler controls measure
were zero.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of two measures – smart thermostat controls and automated boiler
controls. The applicant calculated savings using spreadsheet analysis models with deemed
savings factors and assumed operations of the baseline and installed controls. The evaluators
determined that neither measures resulted in natural gas savings based on the analysis of
available trend data and metered data and a review of the site findings. The evaluated savings
were zero because the smart thermostat measure did not perform as reported, and the baseline
of the boiler controls measure was found to perform similarly to the as‐built controls. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing

Applicant

Evaluator

Weather-normalized modeled baseline
gas usage (therms)

152,568

176,574

Weather-normalized modeled as-built
gas usage (therms)

124,840

179,816

Billed pre-project annual gas usage for
the entire facility (therms)

172,716
(Sep ’14 through Aug ‘15)

167,059
(Dec ’14 through Nov ‘15)

Billed post-project annual gas usage for
the entire facility (therms)

N/A

149,207
(Feb ‘16 through Jan ‘17)

Applicant

Evaluator

Smart thermostat – unoccupied space
temperature setpoint

70°F

70°F

Smart thermostat – optimal start/stop
capability

Not capable

Not capable

Smart thermostat – seven-day
scheduling capability

Not capable

Not capable

None

50°F

Applicant

Evaluator

Smart thermostat – unoccupied space
temperature setpoint

62°F

70°F

Smart thermostat – optimal start/stop
capability

Capable, with reduced fan
operating hours

Capable, without reduced
fan operating hours

Capable, with extended
unoccupied space
temperature setback

Capable, without
unoccupied space
temperature setback

65°F

50°F (same as evaluated
baseline)

27,728

0

Baseline

Boiler controls – manual boiler lockout
OAT
As-Built

Smart thermostat – seven-day
scheduling capability
Boiler controls –automated boiler lockout
OAT
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate
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Cross Check with Billing Data

Cross checking with billing data is a valid method of veryfing the evaluated savings for this site
due to the following factors:

 The facility has not implemented any other natural gas savings project in the analyzed
billing period

 The tracking natural gas savings are greater than 10% of the annual billed natural gas
consumption
The evaluators analyzed the billed natural gas consumption of the site from December of 2013
to January of 2017, and found a strong correlation between the gas consumption and the actual
heating degree days (HDD). The HDD data was processed from the actual weather data form a
station closed to the site, with a balance temperature of 55°F. Figure 3‐1 presents the plot of gas
consumption and HDD.
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Figure 3-1. Natural Gas Consumption and Heating Degree Days
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The evaluators performed weather‐normalized regressions on both the pre‐ and post‐project
billing consumptions, using the actual HDD for the site location. The regressions showed nearly
identical weather correlation, indicating that the project did not result in significant space
heating savings. Figure 3‐2 presents the pre‐ and post‐project consumption regressions against
HDD.
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Figure 3-2. Pre- and Post-Project Gas Consumption against Heating Degree Days
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The evaluators normalized the pre‐and post‐project consumptions using typical meteorological
year (TMY3) data for the weather station closed to the site. The weather‐normalized post‐project
gas consumption of 179,816 therms/yr is not lower than the weather‐normalized pre‐project
consumption of 176,574 therms/yr, indicating that the project did not result in natural gas
savings. This billing analysis conclusion agrees with the engineering analysis findings that both
of the project measures did not result in gas savings.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are zero for both measures. For the smart thermostat controls measure,
the zero savings were because the evaluator’s engineering analysis determined that the
implemented measures did not perform as reported. For the boiler controls measure, the
savings were zero because the evaluated baseline operations were similar to the evaluated as‐
built operations, based on site findings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and
deviations.
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Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

As-built unoccupied
space temperature
setpoint

As-built optimal
start/stop – additional
unoccupied hours

Baseline boiler
controls – manual
lockout OAT

Seven-day scheduling
– additional
unoccupied hours

Site 2016E0504

Applicant
27,728 therms

Evaluator
27,728 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

62°F

70°F

-85%

2 hours per
day

0 hours per
day

-6%

None

50°F

-5%

198 hours per
year

0 hours per
year

-4%

3‐4

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluators found that the as-built
average unoccupied space
temperature is similar to that of
the baseline value, resulting in
zero savings for the unoccupied
setback.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators found that the AHUs
operated 24/7, and therefore
could not change fan operations
with optimal start/stop schedules.
Further, the evaluators found that
the difference between the
occupied and unoccupied space
temperatures was insignificant;
thus, any savings from extended
setback hours were also
insignificant.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators found that the
baseline boiler operated on a
manual OAT lockout setpoint
which was the same as the asbuilt automated OAT lockout
setpoint. Thus, the evaluated
boiler controls savings were zero.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators found that the
difference between the occupied
and unoccupied space
temperatures was insignificant;
thus, any savings from extended
setback hours were also
insignificant.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the underlying AHUs and boiler will outlive the installed controls, the evaluators
classified the both measures as add‐ons with single baselines. The evaluators calculated
applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

Site 2016E0504

Tracking
281,588 therms
27,728 therms
EMS controls: 10 years
Process controls: 13 years

Applicant
281,588 therms
27,728 therms
EMS controls: 10 years
Process controls: 13 years

Evaluator
0 therms
0 therms
EMS controls: 10 years
Boiler controls: 15 years

Retrofit

Retrofit

Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a university campus and consisted of the installation of hard
pipe and pipe fitting insulation to steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems and
fitted insulation jackets on serviceable components such as steam traps and valves on the steam
lines. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s
steam, hot water, and chilled water piping.
Steam is generated for the building from the facility’s cogeneration plant comprising of a heat
recovery steam generator (HRSG) and five boilers and is used for space heating and service hot
water. The cogeneration plant also includes a steam chiller that utilizes the steam generated
from the HRSG and boilers to provide chilled water to the facility. The boilers all have dual fuel
capabilities. The steam generation efficiency was estimated by the applicant to be 84%. While
sufficient utility billing data was available to perform a billing analysis, the tracked savings for
this project represent less than 1% of the cogeneration plant natural gas usage during the year
preceding the installation and the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide
more details about the performance of the evaluated measures.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation, deployed
temperature loggers on a select number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the
cogeneration plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated
savings are smaller than reported values, primarily due to the applicant overestimating heat
losses from uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
NR160782

Measure Name
Pipe insulation and
insulating jackets

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
90,134

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

75,013

N/A

83%

N/A

90,134
75,013
83%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 17% less than the applicant‐reported savings. It appears that the
vendor’s inputs to the analysis software were incorrect resulting in higher rates of heat loss for
the 200°F pipes. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in
Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of pipe insulation and fitted insulation jackets on
various components of the steam, hot water, and chilled water distribution systems located
throughout the building.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe and pipe fittings with
operating temperatures ranging from 42°F to 380°F.
The vendor identified uninsulated pipes and fittings that were allowing heat to escape to
unconditioned mechanical spaces, or absorbed by the pipe from the mechanical spaces in the
case of chilled water pipe fittings. The vendor took surface temperature spot readings of these
uninsulated surfaces, measured pipe lengths and diameters, identified fittings and determined
hours of operation for each fitting. The vendor identified 172 pipe fittings and 2,293 feet of pipe
to be insulated. This information was compiled into an inventory and heat loss rates calculated
using the vendor’s proprietary data base of pipe fitting characteristics and proprietary energy
modeling software. The hot surface temperatures were expected to be maintained for 8,760
hours per year, and the chilled water sections for 4,320 hours.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation was presented in five insulation groups
categorized by type of application. Table 2‐1 details the five applictions.
Table 2-1. Insulation Application Summary
Application Type

Count of Locations

Savings (therms/yr)

Steam Jackets

126

14,669

Steam Hard Insulation

10

807

Hot Water Hard Insulation

36

2,829

29 (2,293 ft)

71,830

Pipe Hard Insulation

The insulating jackets are constructed of 10 mm to 1 inch thick fiberglass padding coated with
Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth, and the hard insulation components are 1 to 3 inch semi‐
rigid fiberglass with a polymer outer layer. The hours of operation used for the as‐built case
matched those of the baseline configuration.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The insulation vendor prepared the savings analysis that was submitted by the applicant. Pipe
and insulation properties and bare surface temperatures were inputs to vendor’s proprietary
energy modelling software to determine bare and insulated surface rates of heat loss. The energy
savings were then calculated for each line item using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
= Applicant estimated steam generation efficiency (84%)
1/100,000

= Btu to Therms conversion

Overall, vendor’s analysis yielded savings of 90,134 therms which is the tracking value reported
by the program.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable although not fully
transparent. Each line item in the applicant analysis provides heat loss rates per square foot
along with the surface area of the insulated component. However, most of the savings were
achieved from insulating straight pipe for which the surface areas and system application were
readily available. The evaluators used 3E Plus to develop heat loss rates that could be compared
with the applicant analysis.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 2, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility energy manager who provided their most recent full year accounting of
fuels used, steam production, electrical generation, and heat recovery.
The facility energy manager confirmed that the insulated pipe fittings were bare prior to the
project taking place. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the
installation of a sample of insulation jackets.
Site 2016E0769
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The evaluators verified the installation of approximately 1/4th of the total installed jackets. Photo
2‐1 details some of the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on a number of hot surfaces covered with
insulation jackets and confirmed that the surface temperature measurements were within
reason of the values provided by the vendor analysis.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for the insulation of both hot and cold surfaces
measure is the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with
the site contact. The baseline is the preexisting cogeneration plant and steam distribution
system with uninsulated pipe, pipe fittings, steam traps, and valves served by the preexisting
cogeneration plant.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator obtained cogeneration plant fuel use and output summary from the site contact
to estimate overall cogeneration plant steam generation efficiency. The cogeneration plant
utilizes a combustion gas turbine to generate electricity. The exhaust heat from the combustion
gas turbine is utilized in the HRSG to generate steam for the facility. The HRSG is also equipped
with a duct burner to provide additional steam to the facility. In addition to the HRSG, there are
six dual‐fuel boilers that supplies steam to the facility.
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The evaluators estimated the overall cogeneration plant steam generation efficiency using the
following equation:

The total energy input to the HRSG was estimated using the following equation:

The evaluators estimated an overall gas to steam efficiency of 83.63%, compared to the 84%
value used in the applicant calculations.
To calculate energy savings resulting from this measure, the evaluator elected to bin all of the
inventoried insulation line items for each application type by temperature, run a 3E Plus
simulation for the average bin temperature, and then use the modeled bare and insulated heat
loss rates along with the operating hours and boiler plant efficiency.
The evaluators grouped the 201 unique lines of the insulation inventory by application type and
the into multiple temperature bins identified in the inventory as shown in Tables 2‐2 through 2‐
5. The evaluated savings for the insulation measure applications were calculated for each
application and inventory temperature bin using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe fittings (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe fittings (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E
Plus
= ‘Hot’ hours of operation
1/100,000

= Btu to therms conversion
= Steam generation efficiency

For straight pipes, evaluators utilized the pipe lengths in place of surface areas and heat loss
rates (at ambient temperatures of 86°F for pipe chases, and 95°F for steam supply rooms), from
3E plus in Btu/hr/ft in the above equation to estimate the energy savings. Tables 2‐2 through 2‐5
provide a detailed summary of the bin characteristics used in the evaluator’s methodology and
evaluated savings from each bin.
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Table 2-2. Steam and Chilled Water Jacket Bin Summary

Bin Temp (°F)

Line Count

Total
Surface
Area (ft2)

3E Plus Outputs
Tracking
Bare Heat Insulated
Savings
Loss
Heat Loss
(therms)
(Btu/hr/ft2) (Btu/hr/ft2)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

45

9

17

77.4

14.2

59

113

170

6

49

143.9

18.2

942

650

222

65

197

279.8

38.3

6,689

4,976

239

18

55

329.8

50.9

1,816

1,600

259

4

10

392.1

44.7

352

367

298

19

59

525.1

58.5

3,096

2,884

380

5

20

857.2

67.8

1,715

1,635

Totals

126

407

N/A

N/A

14,669

12,225

Table 2-3. Steam and Condensate Hard Fitting Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs
Tracking
Bare Heat Insulated
Savings
Loss
Heat Loss
(therms)
(Btu/hr/ft2) (Btu/hr/ft2)
143.9
18.2
211

Bin Temp (°F)

Line Count

Total
Surface
Area (ft2)

170

1

13

222

8

17

279.8

41.0

535

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)
167
417

298

1

1

525.1

58.5

61

49

Totals

10

30

N/A

N/A

807

633

Table 2-4 Hot Water Hard Fitting Insulation Bin Summary

Bin Temp (°F)

Line Count

Total
Surface
Area (ft2)

3E Plus Outputs
Tracking
Bare Heat Insulated
Savings
Loss
Heat Loss
(therms)
(Btu/hr/ft2) (Btu/hr/ft2)
120.8
15.6
659

160

4

41.0

170

28

115.8

143.9

18.2

2,048

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)
452
1,524

175

4

6.7

155.9

19.5

122

96

Totals

36

163

N/A

N/A

2,829

2,072

Table 2-5. Pipe Hard Insulation Bin Summary

Bin Temp (°F)

Line Count

42
85
170
200
298
316
380
Totals

5
4
5
6
1
6
2
29

3E Plus Outputs
Tracking
Total Pipe Bare Heat Insulated
Savings
Length (ft)
Heat Loss (therms)
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft) (Btu/hr/ft)

199.6
112.6
664.0
850.4
66.8
366.8
33.0
2293.2

106.4
0.4
92.7
299.9
1869.0
389.9
1867.4
N/A

12.3
0.1
12.1
25.4
121.8
36.7
105.3
N/A

1,838
16
6,232
32,029
12,977
13,527
5,210
71,830

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

970
3
2,764
24,449
12,230
13,570
6,097
60,082

The evaluated savings for the insulation measure using the method described above resulted in
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annual energy savings of 75,013 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of 83%. The
primary difference between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to lower rates of heat
loss as determined by the evaluator’s use of the 3E Plus software.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installating of insulation to pipes, pipe fittings, valves and steam
traps throughout the buildings’s steam, hot water and chilled water distribution systems
which were formerly bare of insulation.
The applicant savings were calculated for the measure using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis and applying 3E Plus generated outputs for each of the insulated components.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a modified version of the
approach used by the applicant, in which they grouped the inventory by pipe surface
temperature into bins, ran 3E Plus simulations for each bin, and then applied the bin results to
each inventory line in the bin.
The evaluated savings for the project are smaller than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Insulation measure

Applicant
Uninsulated pipes, fittings
and valves in
unconditioned mechanical
spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting cogeneration plant and
steam distribution system with
uninsulated pipes, fittings, and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Steam generation efficiency

Net efficiency: 84%

Net efficiency: 83.63%

As-Built
Insulation jacket measure

Applicant
Insulated fittings and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting cogeneration plant and
steam distribution system with
insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces

Steam generation efficiency

Net efficiency: 84%

Net efficiency: 83.63%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

90,134

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

75,013
83%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project
savings account for less than 1% of the pre‐project annual usage at the facility.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are smaller than the tracked savings, due to the applicant overestimating
heat losses from uninsulated steam pipes in their savings calculations.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
90,134 therms

Evaluator
90,134 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Vendor’s
proprietary
software to
estimate heat
losses from
uninsulated
components

Binned insulation
inventory into
multiple bins and
ran 3E Plus model
for each bin,
applying heat loss
rate outputs to
every line from
each bin.

-17%

Difference in steam
generation efficiency

Steam generation
efficiency: 84%

Steam generation
efficiency: 83.63%

0.4%

Site 2016E0769

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluator employed 3E Plus to
determine the rates of heat loss
for bare and uninsulated
surfaces, as did the applicant.
Most of the savings came from
hard pipe insulation which is the
most basic application for 3E
Plus, and for this application (as
in the others), the evaluators
consistently obtained lower
heat losses for bare surfaces
than the applicant.
Increased savings ‒ The
evaluator’s recalculation of
steam generation efficiency for
the facility yielded slightly
higher savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the steam generation components in the cogeneration plant will outlive the installed
measure, the evaluators classified the measur as add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators
calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are lesshan the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
1,352,010
90,134 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
1,352,010
90,134 therms
15 years
N/A

Evaluator
1,125,195 therms
75,013 therms
15 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was implemented in early 2016 at a food processing facility. After the
evaluator submitted the site‐report, the PA indicated the information and the documents
provided at the beginning of the study were for a 2017 steam trap replacement project at the
same facility. The evaluator reviewed the information gathered during the site visit and
determined the steam system operation did not change between 2016 and 2017 and verified
traps operation is representative for both 2016 and 2017 projects. For these reasons, the
evaluator used the results calculated for the 2017 project to calculate the results for the 2016
project.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, took instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler
plant, and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. A billing analysis was not
conducted as impacts due to the number of steam traps replaced through the program relative
to the overall gas usage at the facility would give inconclusive results on project savings. The
site contact indicated there were additional steam trap repair/replacements done since the
project as the facility regularly performs steam trap audits as part of scheduled maintenance.
However, to the site contact’s knowledge, no other energy efficiency projects or major
purchases were done and there were no large changes in the facility’s production relative to
normal fluctuations.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

B

Repair/replace failed steam
traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
9,127
6,206
68%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

9,127

N.R.

Evaluated

6,206

N/A

68%

N/A

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 32% less than the reported savings because the tracking savings were
greater than the applicant savings and because the evaluated savings are calculated using the
2017 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated
using the previous version of the Custom Express spreadsheet.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
Because the PA provided information and files for a different steam traps project installed at the
same facility on the same steam system, the site engineer evaluated that project. After
submitting the site‐report, the PA provided the files for the project that was included in the
study. The site engineer used the results calculated for the project that he initially evaluated to
calculate the results for the project included in the study.
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The measure was classified as a retrofit with a single baseline. The preexisting conditions was
considered as the project baseline and was based on a steam trap survey conducted by a third
party steam specialist. In the survey, each trap was classified as working, plugged, leaking (full
or partial), or blowing by (full or partial).
The applicant assumed a code‐compliant boiler combustion efficiency of 80% with 5% system
line losses and the steam system operates at 65 psi. The operating hours of the boilers were
8,760.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an on‐site
survey of all traps at the site. The vendor survey showed that testing was conducted and
identified 5 steam traps recommended for repair or replacement. Of those, two were plugged
resulting in no energy savings when replaced. One partially leaking steam trap was marked for
replacement. One partially leaking and partially blowing by steam trap were marked for repair.
The problematic steam traps in the vendor steam trap survey are presented in Table 2‐1 below.
Table 2-1 National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Claims
Trap Status
Partial Leak
Partial Blow By
Plugged
Total

2.1.2

Repair
1
1
0
2

Replace
1
0
2
3

Total
2
1
2
5

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
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formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level
operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
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= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,
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= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.3

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators agreed that the input parameters used in the steam trap savings calculations
(pipe size, orifice size, trap operating pressure, hours of operation, etc.) were reasonable
assumptions.
While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
Custom Express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to a number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 27, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating
practices with the facility engineer. The facility runs off three large steam boilers.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they were able to visually confirm all of the
steam traps had been fixed and conducted temperature verification of trap operation with the
exception of one line which was off. The site contact confirmed the steam traps’ 8,760 operation.
Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in order
to confirm the temperature difference over the trap.
The evaluators conducted testing on all five steam traps to confirm their operability and
confirmed that four of them were working with the last one being inconclusive since the line for
which the steam trap was installed was currently not in use for down stream equipment repair.
Boiler combustion efficiency was verified via the on‐screen display of each of the three boilers.
The boilers’ efficiencies were averaged together (82.73%) to come up with the combustion
efficiency used in the analysis. Boiler combustion tests could not be performed because the
evaluator was not given permission to use the combustion testing port.
Site 2016L0004
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Measured Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on the steam trap piping before and after
the incented steam traps. The results are found in the Table 2‐2 below. The steam pressure at the
trap could not be verified as there were no pressure gauges near the traps. The pressure at the
boiler is set at 110 psi. In addition to the steam trap data collected below, the evaluator retrieved
efficiency information from the three on‐site boilers: 83.2%, 82.25%, and 82.75% efficiency. These
three values were averaged together for a combined efficiency of 82.73%.
Table 2-2. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Application

Steam Pressure
at Trap (psig)

Pipe Size
(in)

Orifice Size
(in)

Temp 1
(°F)

Temp 2
(°F)

33

Drip Leg

-

1"

1/4

200

185

34

Drip Leg

-

0.75"

5/32

285

215

35

Drip Leg

-

0.5"

1/2

210

180

36

Drip Leg

-

0.5"

3/32

165

145

41

Drip Leg

Off

0.5"

1/2

Off

Off

Tag #

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting
conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam
trap measure is the preexisting boiler and steam distribution system with traps in condition
they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant and
documented in the Custom Express Screening Tool.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
All five of the repaired or replaced steam traps were inspected. Temperatures spot checks were
measured during operational hours to verify upstream and downstream pipe temperatures.
One steam trap’s temperature measurements could not be taken as the line on which it was
installed was not currently in use. This was due to repairs to process equipment that was being
performed. This operational change was abnormal and the evaluator did not change operational
hours in the analysis based on the repair. The site contact confirmed steam traps typically
operate 8,760 hours per year. Boiler efficiency was found to be higher than originally estimated
in the application analysis, resulting in lower overall savings This chang resulted in minor
adjustments to the total savings of the site which is discussed in detail in Table 3‐2.
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The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
2,673 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 70%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual methodology. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields
measure level savings of 2,673 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology of
3,830 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values
is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator. Table 2‐
3 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3. Proxy Results - Steam Trap Survey Findings
Method
Applicant savings (using old method)

Savings (therms)
3,830

Realization Rate
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

3,608

94%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

2,673

70%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

2,585

67%

N/A = Not applicable

The evaluator used the results presented in Table 2‐3 above to calculate the results for the steam
trap project included in the evaluation study. Table 2‐4 presents the evaluated results for the
project included in the PY2016 Evaluation study.
Table 2-4. Evaluated Project Results
Method
Applicant savings (using old method)

Savings (therms)
9,127

Realization Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

8,579

94%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

6,389

70%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

6,115

67%

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 67%.
2It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 97%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express
screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap
survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site
visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are smaller than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps status

Applicant
Five failed steam traps.

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
five failed steam traps.

Steam traps operating hours
Boiler plant

8,760
Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

8,760
Combustion efficiency: 82.73%
System line losses: 0%

As-Built
Steam traps status
Steam traps annual operating
hours
Boiler plant

Applicant
All steam traps operational
8,760

Evaluator
All steam traps operational
8,760

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Applicant
9,127

Combustion efficiency: 82.73%
System line losses: 0%
Evaluator
6,206

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

68%

Cross Check with Billing Data

A cross check with billing data was not performed. This was due to the five replaced steam
traps being in a large industrial facility. The five replaced steam traps would not create a
noticeable change in the billing data to feasibly perform a billing analysis.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are smaller than the applicant savings because of two reasons as listed in
Table 3‐2 below.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
-29.0%

Factor
Difference in
analysis
methodology

Applicant
Original custom
express method

Evaluator
Revised
custom
express
method

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 5%

Boiler
efficiency: 83%
System line
losses: 0%

3.5

-3.0%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the savings methodology to
incorporate approach generated from
the recently concluded Phase 2 Steam
Trap Evaluation (MA59) effort. This
approach resulted in smaller savings
for the steam traps measure.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the custom express equation
using the boiler efficiency determined
during the site visit. This approach
resulted in smaller savings for the
steam traps measure.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Site 2016L0004

Tracking
54,762 therms
9,127 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
54,762 therms
9,127 therms
6 years
N/A

3‐2

Evaluator
37,238 therms
6,206 therms
6 years
Add-on single
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a senior citizen facility. This building was constructed as an
elementary school over 50 years ago. The previous cafeteria/gymnasium is used as a community
center and common room. Classrooms have been converted into craft and special use rooms.
The senior center primary operating hours are from 7:00 am until 5:00 pm on Mondays through
Fridays. Special functions are booked for other days and times as needed over the year.
This project installs a web‐based digital controller to improve and optimize heating operation.
A scope of work document states that the primary measures are implementing outside air
lockout temperatures for the boiler, set a seasonal heating schedule, and improved room
temperature control.
The evaluator visited the facility and observed the installed digital control panel. Site personnel
were interviewed to discuss the operation of the senior center and heating system operation.
Data loggers were installed to monitor room temperatures and a combustion efficiency test was
conducted on the existing steam boiler.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

N.D.

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

4,596
2,881
63%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

4,596

N.R.

Evaluated

2,881

N/A

63%

N/A

Measure Name

Boiler controls

Totals

RR

1

1

Realization rate

N.D. = No data; N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 37% lower than the applicant‐reported savings. Unoccupied space
temperature maintenance is the single largest contributor to the savings variance. The tracking
savings are based upon implementing a 60°F unoccupied space temperature. Monitoring found
that the average unoccupied space temperature is 64°F. The unoccupied period is 118 hours per
week.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of installing digital boiler controls to implement boiler lockout set points
and to maintain space temperatures.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

Source documentation is limited. A scope of work (SOW) document from the vendor provided
the baseline and installed conditions. A .pdf file of a building model input fields corroborated
the SOW values. The baseline conditions:


No existing outside air lockout controls. Existing boilers cycled to maintain thermostat
loads.



The heating season was manually controlled to a range from the middle of September
through the middle of May.



Local thermostats were ineffective and space temperature was estimated at 70°F
continuously

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The SOW stated that the existing boiler controls and space sensors would be replaced with a
new web‐based HVAC control system that would provide the following features:


no heating permitted from May 15th to November 1st unless outside air temperature
dropped below 35°F



the boiler would be locked out during the heating season when OATs were 68°F or
greater during occupied periods and when >=60°F during unoccupied hours



space temperatures would be maintained at 70°F during occupied hours



space temperatures would be maintained at 60°F during unoccupied hours



boilers maintain current operating pressures (3 to 5‐psig)



boilers would cycle based upon OAT (no change from baseline).

2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Tracking savings were generated by a proprietary bin‐based building simulation model. Only the
PDF input screens were provided. The heating season was set at November 1st through May 15th.
Occupied hours were set at 6:00 am to 5:00 pm on Mondays through Fridays. Table 1‐1 shows the
Site 2016L0752
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input values for wall insulation and is typical of other building shell components. The heading is
for insulation improvements, but insulation R‐values remain constant. These entries are used to
estimate conduction heat losses. This page also shows that Boston weather was used in the
calculations.
Table 1-1: Wall Conduction Heat Loss Values

Outside air and infiltration loss values are shown in 2‐2. Infiltration was estimated using air
change per hour (ACH) assumptions.
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Table 2-2: Infiltration Values

While calculations are not directly available, it is possible to use the input variables to calculate
the conduction and infiltration losses. Savings were generated using Boston weather data which is
a significant distance from this site. What is not known is how the hours per temperature bin were
modified to estimate the defined heating seasons [pre‐and post‐installation].
Conduction heat loss is calculated for walls, windows, and roof/ceiling as:
–
100,000
where:
THERMScond

= Annual conduction

U

= Total u‐value of the component BTU/HR/FT2

A

= Total area of the component in FT2

TEMPint

= Interior space temperature °F

TEMPbin

= Bin temperature °F

HOURS

= Hours per bin temperature
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100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

The calculations are performed at each temperature bin for both the pre‐and post‐conditions. The
post condition would have both occupied and unoccupied calculation. The sum of post
occupied/unoccupied Therms would be subtracted from the sum of the pre‐retrofit Therms. The
only difference in the variables between the pre‐and post would be the allocation of
occupied/unoccupied hours and the change in TEMPint.
Infiltration energy usage is calculated in a similar fashion. The infiltration equation is:
1.08

–
100,000

where:

2.1.4

THERMSinfil

= Annual infiltration energy

CFM

= Cubic feet per minute of infiltration air

1.08

= Calculation constant

TEMPint

= Interior space temperature °F

TEMPbin

= Bin temperature °F

HOURS

= Hours per bin temperature

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The bin analysis is a basic simulation tool that estimates energy usage according to conduction
and infiltration losses. It estimates changes in energy consumption with the changes in space
temperature, annual heating hours, and for occupied and unoccupied periods. The model
calculates savings attributed to the changes in space temperature and operating hours.
System steam pressures do not change between pre‐and post‐installation conditions. There are
no identified inputs for pressure changes or for boiler cycling. The bin temperatures can be used
to enable the outside air lockout temperatures to incorporate those savings.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 9, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed site contact to discuss the installed measure and the operation of the facility. The
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site contact confirmed that the project had been successfully installed and the digital controls
are fully functional. This is a web‐based controls system. The site contact logged onto the
system at a local PC in an adjacent building. The 70°F occupied and 60°F unoccupied set point
temperatures were confirmed on the settings screen. The occupied period is set for the 11‐hour
period from 6:00 am to 5:00 pm on Mondays through Fridays. The site contact does not know if
trending is allowed with the system and did not know of any historical data retrieved from the
system.
The site contact also stated that the occupied period was set for the lowest period possible and
matches when most of the activities occur. However, temporary timed override is allowed at
the controller and unoccupied settings are overridden as needed. The 6:00 am to 5:00
pm/Monday through Friday occupied period was selected to provide the largest possible
unoccupied period. Scattered events can, and do, occur during the unoccupied hours especially
on weekends. These events are unscheduled and are dependent upon the time of year, holidays,
and special events like family functions, that are specific to the changing elderly population. No
two years or months show have the same extended operation needs. The site contact stated that
this could extend occupied operation by 20+ hours per week, but not on a continuous basis.
Loggers were installed to monitor room temperatures in the Main Meeting Hall and in a
perimeter craft room. A time‐of‐use logger was installed to monitor the operation of the burner.
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Measured Data

Hobo temperature loggers were installed to monitor room temperatures in the Main Meeting
Hall and in a perimeter craft room. The loggers were installed on March 9, 2018 and removed on
May 15, 2018. Room temperatures were monitored every minute over the 67.7‐day monitoring
period. The room temperatures for the two spaces were averaged together and turned into a
weekly profile as shown in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3: Weekly Room Temperature Profile °F

1

70.61

Average Occupied Temperature

64.58

Average Unoccupied Temperature

2

3

4

5

6

Average Monitored Space Temperature
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu

6.02

7

8

Fri

Sat

Hour

Sun

1

61.62

60.37

63.52

64.00

65.05

65.05

64.90

2

61.58

60.27

63.26

63.66

64.74

64.78

64.55

3

61.44

60.29

62.76

63.40

64.26

64.35

63.97

4

61.30

63.71

65.81

65.75

65.82

66.00

63.85

5

60.98

65.99

68.05

67.84

66.90

67.65

63.47

6

61.02

67.55

69.41

69.00

67.56

68.65

63.09

7

60.82

69.05

70.73

70.36

68.92

69.90

63.01

8

60.70

70.35

71.40

71.04

69.86

70.21

62.97

9

60.65

70.17

71.36

71.09

70.45

69.38

62.84

10

60.50

70.05

71.16

71.19

70.16

68.73

62.79

11

61.07

70.19

71.21

71.14

70.20

70.19

62.70

12

61.78

69.90

71.70

71.43

70.81

71.23

62.73

13

61.90

70.44

71.97

71.90

71.23

71.90

62.82

14

62.17

70.83

71.69

72.48

71.47

71.77

62.79

15

62.08

70.81

70.72

72.12

71.47

71.14

63.12

16

61.62

70.28

70.73

71.70

71.15

71.73

62.84

17

61.29

69.57

70.32

71.08

70.65

71.66

62.71

18

61.00

69.03

69.63

69.85

69.80

70.08

62.53

19

61.06

67.96

68.57

68.93

68.96

68.93

62.62

20

61.27

66.91

67.68

68.10

68.22

67.93

62.51

21

60.94

65.97

66.84

67.36

67.38

67.20

62.52

22

60.99

65.18

66.09

66.78

66.74

66.54

62.32

23

60.76

64.53

65.55

66.16

66.04

66.01

62.08

24

60.49

64.23

64.88

65.48

65.68

65.33

62.03

The highlighted section in the table identifies the occupied period. The average occupied space
temperature is 70.6°F which is slightly higher than the 70°F set point and the 68°F outside air
lockout temperature. The site contact stated that there were only minor temperature complaints.
The average unoccupied space temperature is nearly 5 degrees above the 60°F set point. Part of
the overage may be due to use of the override function, but the average temperatures are
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uniformly above the 60°F set point even during early morning hours. The boiler is serviced
annually, but the contract does not extend to the radiators unless specific work is requested. It is
possible that heating may be provided through a leak or bypass despite a no‐call from the space
sensors.
A time‐of use‐logger was installed on the burner to monitor run time. That logger showed the
burner operated 44.4% of the time during the same monitoring period. That logger data was
retrieved on May 15th which is the programmed end of the heating season. We have no
monitoring during the non‐heating season and cannot show burner operation during that
period. Outside air temperatures were cool during this heating season. There was limited
opportunity in the data to find burner operation at temperatures above the lockout set points. It
appears the set points are in place and operational.
A combustion efficiency test was also performed during the installation site visit using
combustion analyzer. The test found a 295°F net stack temperature, a 7.5% CO2 reading and an
81.6% steady state efficiency.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on details gathered during the site visit, the evaluator classified the measure as an add‐on
with a single baseline. The baseline is the pre‐existing system operation. There was no evidence
of prior outside air lockout controls on the existing boiler. There was no monitored data
confirming the 70°F baseline space temperature, but the site contact believed that that is a valid
assumption. He also confirmed that the boiler was enabled/disabled manually at the start and
end of the heating season on an as need basis.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Evaluated savings. The conduction, infiltration, and baseline temperature data from the bin
analysis was entered into an 8,760‐hour analysis spreadsheet. This spreadsheet used the same
equations and defined above to calculate savings on an hourly basis. The post‐installation
heating season from November 1st through May 15th was entered into the spreadsheet. The
occupied/unoccupied periods were also defined with the occupied period set as 6:00 am to 5:00
on Mondays through Fridays. All remaining hours are treated as unoccupied.
Using data from the temperature loggers, the evaluation performed a multivariate regression
analysis to develop a relationship between occupancy, outside air temperature, and indoor
space temperature. The regression analysis produced an R2 of 56%, which was much better than
single variable regressions tested using only occupancy or outside air temperature. The
multivariate regression resulted in the following coefficients:
Intercept
Occupied Hour
OA DBT (°F)
Site 2016L0752
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These coefficients were applied to TMY3 weather data to estimate indoor space temperature for
all unoccupied heating hours in the year. Since the occupied space temperature was found to be
slighting greater than the 68°F outdoor temperature lockout setting, evaluators used this value
for all occupied hours.
The measured 81.6% boiler efficiency was used in combination with a 4% assumed estimate of
system losses to represent total heating system efficiency. The 77.6% evaluation value replaced
the tracking estimate of 77%. The 8,760‐hour spreadsheet also used New Bedford TMY 3
weather data in place of Boston weather, which was used in the tracking analysis. Table 2‐4
shows savings for the first day of the year.
Table 2-4: Evaluation Analysis - January 1st
43.9514

1487
Avg

Totals

6,216

3004

6017

67.2

41.5

42.6

38.8

39.9

41.9

43.0

6017

1.6

44

41

45

97.0

Max

77.9

109.3

94.1

102.3

88.1

110.5

95.2

4.2

114

107

115

4.3

2.6

0.0

Min

57.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

0

0

0.0

0.0

57,753

119,737

62,373

129,316

7,200

4,704

Totals

61,678 127,876

265,411 248,518 268,399 10,082

EVALUATION MTherms
Month

0
1.7

1 = Occ Baseline Proposed
New
0=
Heating Heating
Bedford
Unocc
Season
Season DB Temp

Space
W alls
Hour Tempe Occupie
rature
d

Walls
Unocc

Roof
Occupied

Roof
Unocc

OA
Occupied

2,881

BASELINE MTherms
OA
Unocc

Site Total
Therms

Walls

Roof

OA

Total
Tracking
Therms

Total
Therm
Savings

Jan

0

1

1

19.0

1

60.55

0.0

67.8

0.0

63.4

0.0

68.5

2.6

83.2

77.9

84.1

3.2

0.586

Jan

0

1

1

18.0

2

60.4

0.0

69.1

0.0

64.7

0.0

69.9

2.6

84.8

79.4

85.8

3.2

0.595

Jan

0

1

1

19.0

3

60.55

0.0

67.8

0.0

63.4

0.0

68.5

2.6

83.2

77.9

84.1

3.2

0.586

Jan

0

1

1

18.0

4

60.4

0.0

69.1

0.0

64.7

0.0

69.9

2.6

84.8

79.4

85.8

3.2

0.595

Jan

0

1

1

21.0

5

60.84

0.0

65.0

0.0

60.8

0.0

65.7

2.5

79.9

74.8

80.8

3.0

0.567

Jan

0

1

1

21.0

6

60.84

0.0

65.0

0.0

60.8

0.0

65.7

2.5

79.9

74.8

80.8

3.0

0.567

Jan

0

1

1

21.0

7

60.84

0.0

65.0

0.0

60.8

0.0

65.7

2.5

79.9

74.8

80.8

3.0

0.567

Jan

0

1

1

25.0

8

61.44

0.0

59.4

0.0

55.6

0.0

60.1

2.3

73.4

68.7

74.2

2.8

0.530

Jan

0

1

1

30.0

9

62.18

0.0

52.5

0.0

49.1

0.0

53.1

2.0

65.2

61.1

66.0

2.5

0.484

Jan

0

1

1

39.0

10

63.52

0.0

40.0

0.0

37.4

0.0

40.4

1.5

50.6

47.3

51.1

1.9

0.401

Jan

0

1

1

43.0

11

64.11

0.0

34.4

0.0

32.2

0.0

34.8

1.3

44.0

41.2

44.5

1.7

0.365

Jan

0

1

1

46.0

12

64.56

0.0

30.3

0.0

28.3

0.0

30.6

1.1

39.1

36.6

39.6

1.5

0.337

Jan

0

1

1

45.0

13

64.41

0.0

31.7

0.0

29.6

0.0

32.0

1.2

40.8

38.2

41.2

1.5

0.346

Jan

0

1

1

45.0

14

64.41

0.0

31.7

0.0

29.6

0.0

32.0

1.2

40.8

38.2

41.2

1.5

0.346

Jan

0

1

1

43.0

15

64.11

0.0

34.4

0.0

32.2

0.0

34.8

1.3

44.0

41.2

44.5

1.7

0.365

Jan

0

1

1

43.0

16

64.11

0.0

34.4

0.0

32.2

0.0

34.8

1.3

44.0

41.2

44.5

1.7

0.365

Jan

0

1

1

39.0

17

63.52

0.0

40.0

0.0

37.4

0.0

40.4

1.5

50.6

47.3

51.1

1.9

0.401

Jan

0

1

1

39.0

18

63.52

0.0

40.0

0.0

37.4

0.0

40.4

1.5

50.6

47.3

51.1

1.9

0.401

Jan

0

1

1

32.0

19

62.48

0.0

49.7

0.0

46.5

0.0

50.3

1.9

62.0

58.0

62.7

2.4

0.466

Jan

0

1

1

30.0

20

62.18

0.0

52.5

0.0

49.1

0.0

53.1

2.0

65.2

61.1

66.0

2.5

0.484

Jan

0

1

1

32.0

21

62.48

0.0

49.7

0.0

46.5

0.0

50.3

1.9

62.0

58.0

62.7

2.4

0.466

Jan

0

1

1

28.0

22

61.88

0.0

55.3

0.0

51.7

0.0

55.9

2.1

68.5

64.1

69.3

2.6

0.503

Jan

0

1

1

30.0

23

62.18

0.0

52.5

0.0

49.1

0.0

53.1

2.0

65.2

61.1

66.0

2.5

0.484

Jan

0

1

1

28.0

24

61.88

0.0

55.3

0.0

51.7

0.0

55.9

2.1

68.5

64.1

69.3

2.6

0.503

Comparison with old methodology. The 8,760‐hour analysis spreadsheet uses the same
equations, conduction data, and infiltration data as the bin analysis. The baseline temperatures
are retained. Monitored space temperatures and combustion efficiency is used in place of the
bin analyses calculations. The occupied/unoccupied periods and heating season hours are the
same as the bin analysis. The major difference is that a specific temperature is provided for each
hour during the heating season in the 8,760‐analysis. Heating hours per bin had to be estimated
for each bin. Table 2‐5 states the final savings for the installed boiler controls.
Table 2-5. Final Savings
Method
Tracking savings
Evaluated savings
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This measure installs web‐based controls to improve boiler and space heating operation.
The applicant calculated savings for the measure using a bin model analysis.
The evaluators calculated savings in an 8,760‐hour spreadsheet using baseline data form the
bin model and monitored space temperatures and boiler efficiency. The parameters impacting
the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Boiler

Applicant
Natural gas fired steam boiler (3-5
psig) with a 1,672 MBH output

Evaluator
Natural gas fired steam boiler (35 psig) with a 1,672 MBH output

Heating system efficiency
Controls

77%
Room sensors, no boiler lockout
controls
70°F
6,216
Applicant
Natural gas fired steam boiler (3-5
psig) with a 1,672 MBH output

77.6%
Room sensors, no boiler lockout
controls
70°F
6,216
Evaluator
Natural gas fired steam boiler (35 psig) with a 1,672 MBH output

Boiler efficiency
Controls

77%
Occupied boiler OA lockout 68°F;
Unoccupied boiler OA lockout
60°F; digital room sensors

Space Temperatures

70°F Occupied; 60°F Unoccupied

77.6%
Occupied boiler OA lockout
68°F; Unoccupied boiler OA
lockout 60°F; digital room
sensors
68°F Occupied; 64°F
Unoccupied
4,704
Evaluator
2,881

Space temperature
Heating season hours
As-Built
Boiler

Heating season hours
Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

4,704
Applicant
4,596
63%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Billing data for the period between 2015 and 2017 was reviewed for this project, but not used in
the analysis. While billing data did show some evidence of a small reduction in usage, we
believe the normalized engineering analysis provides a more accurate assessment of project
savings.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the measure are lower than the reported values primarily due to the
unoccupied space temperature being nearly 6.0°F higher than anticipated. Additional variance
is attributed to the difference in boiler efficiencies used in the calculations.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Applicant
4,596 therms

Evaluator
4,596 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Change in unoccupied
space temperature

60°F

65.7°F

-39%

Change in occupied
space temperature

70°F

68°F

3%

77.0%

77.6%

-1%

Factor
Tracked savings

Change in boiler
efficiency

Site 2016L0752
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased Savings –
Unoccupied space temperatures
were greater than anticipated.
The higher temperature requires
more energy.
Increased Savings – The
occupied space temperatures
were slightly cooler than
predicted using less natural gas.
Decreased Savings – Less gas
is required at higher efficiency.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measure as
an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
45,960 therms
4,596 therms
10 years
N/A

Applicant
45,960 therms
4,596 therms
10 years
N/A

Evaluator
28,810 therms
2,881 therms
10 years
Add-on

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of two components:

 Sub‐measure #1: Replace the pre‐existing energy management system (EMS) with a new
EMS to control the pre‐existing HVAC equipment.

 Sub‐measure #2: Replace preexisting weather stripping with new weather stripping on
24 pre‐existing exterior doors.
Sub‐measure#1 included the installation of one new workstation, one new controller, 138 new
control points. The measure impacted the following HVAC equipment:

 Four pre‐existing air handling units (AHUs)
 Two pre‐existing heating and ventilating (HV) units
 Two pre‐existing gas‐fired hot water boilers
Besides new workstation, controller, and control points, sub‐measure #1 also implemented the
following sequences of operation for controlling the impacted HVAC equipment:

 Further setback unoccupied zone temperature setpoint
 Implement new operating schedule for the impacted AHUs and HV units
 Implement optimal start/stop control for the impacted AHUs and HV units
The installed sequences of operation were expected to reduce the unoccupied heating
consumption and operating hours of the impacted AHUs and HV units, resulting in natural gas
savings.
Sub‐measure#2 included the installation of new weather stripping on 24 existing exterior doors
at the facility. The sub‐measure was expected to save natural gas consumption by reducing
infiltration flow rate introduced to the facility.
Heating at the facility is provided by the two gas‐fired hot water boilers with each boiler’s gross
output of 3,190 MBH. Hot water is distributed to the facility via two lead‐lag hot water pumps.
The facility’s heating season runs from September through April. Four AHUs were impacted by
the evaluated project: two AHUs equipped with VFD controlled fans and two AHUs equipped
with single speed fans. Both impacted HV units are single speed units. All impacted AHUs and
HV units are equipped with hot water coils and direct expansion cooling coils.
In addition, the spaces served by the impacted AHUs were equipped with fin tube radiation
and unit ventilators (UVs) for additional heating. The additional heating equipment was
controlled using a separate thermostat in each space served by the impacted AHUs.
The impacted HVAC equipment was controlled by a pre‐existing EMS prior to the installation
of the project. The pre‐existing EMS allowed the facility staff to modify control temperature
setpoints and operating schedules of the controlled units. The preexisting EMS was 20 years old
but fully operational at the time the project was installed. The impacted boilers were enabled
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using a heat timer control. The details of how the boilers were controlled using the heat timer
were not clear to the evaluators.
The evaluators first visited the facility on January 31, 2018 to determine the baseline, confirm
installation of the measure, interview the facility manager, and install data loggers. A second
visit was made on May 16, 2018 to remove loggers.
The evaluators classified the evaluated measure as an add‐on with a single baseline because the
underlying HVAC equipment will likely outlast the installed EMS. The baseline is the pre‐
existing HVAC system controlled by some combination of the pre‐existing EMS and the heat
timers.
The evaluators assigned zero savings to the evaluated project because the applicant did not
account for the heating consumption from the stand‐alone fin tube radiation and the UVs,
which caused an insignificant change in the pre‐ and post‐implementation heating
consumption. In addition, the billing analysis shows that the post‐implementation gas
consumption is higher than the pre‐implementation gas consumption.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
3829280

Measure Name
Replace preexisting EMS and
weather stripping with new
EMS and weather stripping

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric
Savings
(kWh/yr)

16,259

N.R.

0
0%

N/A
N/A

16,259
0
0%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluators assigned zero savings for the project primarily due to the applicant’s inaccurate
saving calculation which did not include the additional heating supplied from the fin tube
radiation and UVs in the savings calculations. Further details regarding deviations from the
tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of one single measure with two sub‐measures:

 Replace the pre‐existing EMS with a new EMS to control pre‐existing HVAC equipment
 Replace pre‐existing weather stripping with new weather stripping on 24 exterior doors
2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According to the project documentation, the applicant baseline for the measure was pre‐existing
condition.
For sub‐measure #1, the pre‐existing condition was the pre‐existing EMS and heat timers that
controlled the impacted HVAC equipment. During the heating season, the pre‐existing EMS
setback the zone temperature setpoint to 66°F during unoccupied period. The pre‐existing EMS
was not capable of programming optimal start/ stop control sequence for the impacted HVAC
equipment. The applicant baseline indicated that the HVAC equipment operated 3,222 hours
per year. The impacted boilers were controlled using a heat timer control. The details of the
control sequence using the heat timer were not clearly stated by the applicant.
For sub‐measure #2, the preexisting condition was 24 existing exterior doors with pre‐existing
weather stripping. The pre‐existing weather stripping were worn out and resulted in a total
crack area of 1.45 square feet.
Table 2‐1 presents the main input parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant.
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Table 2-1. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Value

Boiler efficiency

77%

AHUs and HV units occupied operating hours
AHUs and HV units unoccupied operating hours
(when the units cycle ON)

2,607 hours per year
615 hours per year

Occupied heating space temperature setpoint

72°F

Unoccupied heating space temperature setpoint

66°F

Optimal start/stop for AHUs and HV units

No

Crack area from baseline weather stripping

1.45 sq.ft.

Total infiltration flow rate

326 CFM

Weather data

TMY2 weather data

Boiler control

Heat timer control

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant installed an EMS that controls the four AHUs and two HVs and weather
stripping for the 24 exterior doors.
For sub‐measure #1, the installed EMS consisted of one new workstation, one new controller,
and 138 new control points. The installed EMS utilized the pre‐existing wirings, sensors,
damper, and valve actuators that were part of the pre‐existing EMS. The installed EMS includes
the following control sequence for the impacted HVAC units:

 Setback the un‐occupied space heating temperature setpoint from 66°F (baseline) to 57°F
(installed)

 Reduce operating hours from 3,222 hours (baseline) to 2,788 hours (installed)
 Implement optimal start/ stop control
 During the occupied period, the impacted boilers will be enabled when outside air
temperature (OAT) is below 60°F. During the unoccupied period, the impacted boilers
will be enabled when outside air temperature (OAT) is below 37.5°F.
For sub‐measure #2, the applicant installed equipment was the proposed weather stripping that
replaced the pre‐existing weather stripping. The applicant claimed that the crack area reduced
to zero square feet with the installed weather stripping.
Table 2‐2 presents the main input parameters of the installed condition as defined by the
applicant.
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Table 2-2. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Value

Boiler efficiency

77%

AHUs and HV units occupied operating hours

2,124 hours per year

AHUs and HV units unoccupied operating hours
(when the units cycle ON)

664 hours per year

Occupied heating space temperature setpoint

72°F

Unoccupied heating space temperature setpoint

57°F

Optimal start/stop for AHUs and HV units

Yes

Boiler control

Enabled based on outside air temperature

Crack area from weather stripping

0 sq.ft.

Total infiltration flow rate

0 CFM

Weather data

TMY2 weather data

Boiler control set points

2.1.3

Occupied enable setpoint: 60°F
Unoccupied enable setpoint: 37.5°F

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used a temperature‐based model to calculate the project savings for both
measures. For sub‐measure #1, the applicant used the following formulas to calculate the energy
savings for the measure.

_ _

,

where,
= applicant calculated measure savings (therms)
= baseline heating consumption during occupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtus)
= as‐built heating consumption during occupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBTus)
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= baseline heating consumption during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtus)
= as‐built heating consumption during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtus)
= baseline heating demand during occupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtu/hour)
= baseline heating demand during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtu/hour)
= as‐built heating demand during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBtu/hour)
= baseline operating hours during occupied period at each
temperature bin (hours)
= baseline operating hours during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (hours)
= as‐built operating hours during occupied period at each
temperature bin (hours)
= as‐built operating hours during unoccupied period at each
temperature bin (hours)
= boiler efficiency
= outside air temperature at each temperature bin (°F)
= baseline heating space temperature setpoint during unoccupied
period (°F)
= as‐built heating space temperature setpoint during unoccupied
period (°F)
_ _

= unit conversion factor from MMBTU to therm

For sub‐measure #2, the applicant used the following formulas to calculate the energy savings
for the measure.
_ _
1.08
1,000
1.08
1,000
wind speed

crack area %windward
60

5,286

where,
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= applicant calculated measure savings (therms)

= heating consumption reduction during occupied period at each
temperature bin (MMBTUs)
= heating consumption reduction during unoccupied period at
each temperature bin (MMBTUs)
= heating consumption reduction during unoccupied period at
each temperature bin (MMBTUs)
= infiltration reduction due to installed weather stripping (CFM)
= occupied zone heating temperature setpoint (°F)
= unoccupied zone heating temperature setpoint (°F)
= outside air temperature at each temperature bin (°F)
= operating hours during occupied period at each temperature bin
(hours)
= operating hours during unoccupied period at each temperature
bin (hours)
= boiler efficiency
= wind velocity (MPH)
= total crack area caused by the failed weather stripping (sq.ft.)
%
2.1.4

= total windward fraction

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant calculated the tracking savings using a temperature‐based model with TMY2
weather data. The evaluators reviewed the applicant saving analysis and found that the
applicant did not include the calculation for the baseline occupied and unoccupied heating
(demandocc_b and demandunocc_b) demand in sub‐measure #1. The applicant used the baseline
heating demand to calculate the heating demand in the installed condition for this sub‐measure.
Without the baseline heating demand calculation, it is not feasible to validate all other
calculations included in the applicant saving analysis for this sub‐measure.
In addition, the applicant saving methodology did not account for the additional heating
provided by the fin tube radiation and UVs serving the same spaces served by the impacted
AHUs, resulting in an overestimation of the gas consumption reduction from the impacted
HVAC equipment.
As the result, the evaluators found the applicant saving methodology inappropriate and used a
different methodology to calculate the evaluated savings for the project.
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On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the
calculation of the final results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning
behind the full evaluation and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 31, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility custodian and obtained information to verify the installation and
operation of the project and to deploy data loggers. The facility staff confirmed that the EMS
was installed at the facility and the impacted equipment included four AHUs, two HV units,
and two hot water boilers. Photos 2‐1 and 2‐2 present the screenshots of the as‐built EMS.
Photo 2-1. Impacted HVAC Equipment Included in the As-built EMS
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Photo 2-2. Unoccupied Zone Heating Temperature Setpoint of One Impacted AHU

Photo 2‐1 and 2‐2 showed that the installed EMS provided unoccupied zone temperature
setpoint. The as‐built unoccupied zone temperature setpoint is 55°F which is lower than the
applicant installed condition. The as‐built unoccupied zone temperature setpoint would result
in an increase of the evaluated savings.
The evaluators also obtained supply air fan status trend data of the impacted HVAC equipment
to verify the as‐built operating schedule and optimal start/ stop control sequence of the
impacted units. Tables 2‐3 and 2‐4 present the percent ON time and operating hours of one
impacted AHU.
Table 2-3. Percent ON Time of One Impacted AHU
Day of
Week/
Hours
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

1
2%
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%

2
2%
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%

3
2%
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%

Site 2016N0008

4
2%
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%

5
2%
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%

6
23%
33%
24%
28%
25%
2%
2%

7
63%
73%
69%
71%
70%
2%
2%

8
66%
74%
73%
73%
71%
2%
2%

9
68%
75%
74%
72%
71%
2%
2%

10
68%
76%
72%
73%
71%
2%
2%

11
69%
76%
71%
72%
69%
2%
2%

2‐7

12
69%
76%
72%
73%
66%
2%
2%

13
63%
73%
71%
72%
58%
2%
2%

14
65%
71%
68%
69%
55%
2%
2%

15
30%
28%
26%
26%
20%
2%
2%

16
29%
27%
25%
25%
20%
2%
2%

17
8%
8%
10%
6%
0%
2%
2%

18
8%
8%
10%
6%
0%
2%
2%

19
8%
8%
10%
6%
0%
2%
2%

20
9%
8%
10%
6%
0%
2%
2%

21
10%
8%
10%
6%
0%
2%
2%

22
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%
2%

23
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%
2%

24
10%
8%
10%
6%
2%
2%
2%
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Table 2‐3 shows that the impacted units follow an operating schedule from 6:00 to 16:00. The
percent ON time at 6:00, 15:00 and 16:00 are lower than the percent ON time in other hours of
the day when the units are in occupied mode. This indicates that the optimal start/ stop control
sequence operates as intended. The evaluators used the information presented in Table 2‐3 to
calculate the annual operating hours of the impacted units. The annual operating hours were
calculated to be 1,941 hours. The as‐built evaluated operating hours of the impacted units are
smaller than the values used in the applicant saving calculation, and normally would result in
an increase of the evaluated savings.
The evaluators verified that the facility’s heating is provided by the two impacted gas‐fired hot
water boilers. The facility staff confirmed that prior to the installation of the project, the boilers
were controlled using heat timer control and did not have the ability to be controlled
automatically based on OAT. The facility staff was not able to provide any detail on the
operation of the heat timer control. The evaluators obtained EMS screenshot of the impacted
boilers to verify the installed control sequence for the boilers. The evaluators also obtained the
combustion test result to calculate the boiler efficiency of the impacted boilers. Photos 2‐3 to 2‐5
present the data gathered on the impacted boilers.
Photo 2-3. Occupied and Unoccupied Enable Setpoint for Impacted Boilers
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Photo 2-4. Nameplate Information of One Impacted Boiler

Photo 2-5. Combustion Efficiency Result of the Impacted Boilers
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Photo 2‐3 above shows that the as‐built control sequence for the impacted boiler matched with
the applicant installed condition. The evaluators calculated the boiler efficiency of the impacted
boilers by averaging the combustion test results of the two impacted boilers.
During the site visit, the evaluators learned that the facility also includes fin‐tube radiation and
unit ventilators to provide heating to the same spaces served by the impacted AHUs. The fin‐
tube radiation and the unit ventilators are controlled via pneumatic standalone thermostats and
were not connected to the newly installed EMS.
The evaluators conducted visual inspection and verified that the install weather stripping on 24
existing exterior doors is operating as intended. Photo 2‐6 presents the condition of the installed
weather stripping.
Photo 2-6. As-built Weather Stripping

2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators deployed data loggers to meter the current draw of the boiler combustion fan.
The data logger on the boiler combustion fan was used to verify the operations of the as‐built
boiler controls. All data logging occurred from January 31, 2018 to May 15, 2018. Table 2‐4
presents the logger deployment details.
Table 2-4. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO logger with one
current transformer (CT)

Parameter

Time Interval

Combustion fan current
draw

1 minute

Duration
12 weeks

Quantity
2

The evaluators logged the amperage of the combustion fan motor as a proxy for the boiler
operation. Table 2‐5 and Figure 2‐1 present the average hourly fan amperage for the two boilers
combined over the metering period.
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Table 2-5. Combined Amps – Weekly Profile
Hours/Days
Of Week
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

1
1.63
1.52
1.44
1.36
1.42
1.41
1.51

2
1.55
1.59
1.31
1.40
1.30
1.29
1.59

3
1.72
1.44
1.49
1.37
1.36
1.35
1.64

4
1.62
1.58
1.38
1.42
1.37
1.50
1.61

5
1.51
1.60
1.35
1.46
1.41
1.41
1.58

6
1.93
2.15
1.51
1.92
1.46
1.37
1.64

7
2.44
2.37
1.73
1.64
1.84
1.31
1.63

8
2.58
2.88
2.14
2.44
2.40
1.33
1.58

9
2.12
2.34
1.63
2.05
1.99
1.62
1.56

10
1.92
1.76
1.35
1.73
2.36
1.29
1.45

11
2.09
1.41
1.31
2.01
1.85
1.22
1.43

12
2.29
1.31
1.18
1.78
2.06
1.21
1.07

13
1.99
1.40
1.58
1.66
1.92
1.66
1.29

14
1.67
1.37
1.42
1.61
1.85
1.39
1.23

15
1.49
1.37
1.25
1.34
1.57
1.35
1.17

16
1.06
1.48
1.10
1.38
1.50
1.47
1.24

17
1.22
1.82
1.46
1.45
1.49
1.50
1.19

18
1.46
1.87
1.50
1.59
1.47
1.51
1.20

19
1.51
1.42
1.30
1.13
1.25
1.51
1.49

20
1.32
1.36
1.18
1.57
0.88
1.56
1.52

21
1.63
1.45
1.34
1.30
1.60
1.49
1.70

22
1.34
1.48
1.52
1.33
1.39
1.55
1.54

23
1.56
1.33
1.31
1.30
1.32
1.62
1.58

24
1.45
1.28
1.26
1.33
1.34
1.57
1.52

Boilers ‐ combustion fans amperes

Figure 2-1. Combined Amps – Weekly Profile
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The boilers firing rate increases from 5:30 to 15:00 during the weekdays and they operate at a
consistent load during the remaining hours of the week.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined that the measure is an add‐on measure with a single baseline. This
classification applies to both sub‐measures. The baseline consisted of pre‐existing condition of
the underlying HVAC equipment and exterior doors at the facility. The pre‐existing condition
in the evaluators’ baseline is the same as the applicant baseline, which consisted of the
following components:
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 The facility was equipped with the preexisting EMS that controlled, four AHUs, two HV
units, and two hot water boilers in Section 1.

 The AHUs and HV units were programmed to operate 3,222 hours annually.
 The unoccupied zone temperature setpoint was 66°F.
 The AHUs and HV units were not programmed with optimal start/ stop control.
 The hot water boilers were controlled using a heat timer control.
 The exterior doors were equipped with preexisting weather stripping.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators determined the evaluated savings for the project to be zero. The following
sections detail the methodologies for reaching the evaluators’ conclusions through the analysis
of on‐site findings, metered data and trend data.
On-site Findings
During the site visit, the evaluators found that besides the impacted HVAC equipment, the
facility is equipped with fin‐tube radiation and twenty unit ventilators (UVs) also served by the
hot water boilers. The fin‐tube radiation and UVs provide additional heating to the spaces
served by the impacted AHUs. According to the site contact, the fin‐tube radiation and the UVs
are controlled by standalone thermostats and were not included in the as‐built EMS. The site
contact confirmed that the facility does not have a temperature setback strategy for the
standalone fin‐tube radiation and UVs and the temperature setpoint of the standalone
thermostats remained the same in both pre‐ and post‐installation period. Because of the
standalone control, the fin‐tube radiation and the UVs would provide more heating to the space
when the impacted AHUs and HVs setback the space temperature setpoint to the unoccupied
temperature setpoint. This resulted in the same heating energy provided to the space in the pre‐
and post‐implementation periods, and zero evaluated savings for the project. The applicant
analysis did not include the heating supplied from fin tube radiation and UVs in the as‐built
heating demand calculation, therefore, resulting an underestimation of the heating load.
Analysis of Boiler Combustion Fan Metered Data
The evaluators calculated the percent ON time of impacted boilers based on the boiler
combustion fans metered data and used the calculated values to compare the boiler average
percent time ON between the as‐built occupied and unoccupied periods, and weekday and
weekend operation at the facility. Tables 2‐6 and 2‐7 present the average percent time ON of a
typical operating week and the average percent time ON in each operation mode of the
impacted boilers.
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Table 2-6. Percent Time ON – Weekly Profile of Impacted Boilers
Day of
Week/
Hour
Sun
Mon
Tue
Wed
Thu
Fri
Sat

1
27%
30%
26%
24%
25%
26%
25%

2
28%
29%
26%
22%
26%
24%
23%

3
29%
31%
25%
26%
24%
25%
24%

4
28%
29%
26%
24%
25%
26%
25%

5
28%
28%
27%
23%
26%
26%
24%

6
28%
34%
34%
24%
31%
27%
24%

7
29%
38%
38%
28%
26%
30%
23%

8
28%
39%
43%
32%
37%
36%
23%

9
28%
35%
36%
26%
35%
34%
26%

10
26%
31%
28%
22%
30%
38%
24%

11
26%
33%
23%
21%
33%
33%
22%

12
21%
35%
23%
19%
32%
36%
22%

13
21%
31%
22%
24%
30%
33%
28%

14
22%
29%
23%
24%
29%
32%
25%

15
22%
23%
23%
21%
24%
27%
25%

16
22%
17%
23%
19%
22%
27%
25%

17
22%
19%
28%
22%
23%
25%
26%

18
22%
21%
29%
24%
25%
26%
26%

19
25%
24%
25%
23%
21%
23%
27%

20
28%
21%
24%
21%
25%
15%
27%

21
31%
26%
24%
24%
24%
24%
27%

22
28%
23%
25%
24%
24%
25%
27%

23
28%
25%
23%
24%
24%
24%
28%

24
28%
25%
21%
23%
25%
23%
28%

Table 2-7. Impacted Boilers - Average Percent Time ON
Period
Occupied period (6:00 – 16:00, Monday - Friday)

Time ON
29%

Unoccupied period (16:00 – 6:00, Monday – Friday, and Saturday – Sunday)

25%

Weekday (Monday – Friday)

27%

Weekend (Saturday – Sunday)

26%

Based on the average percent time ON of the impacted boilers shown in Table 2‐7, the
evaluators determined that the heating energy supplied to the facility was similar in occupied
period, unoccupied period, weekday, and weekend. This is due to the additional heating
equipment not being controlled by the EMS and the shift of load from the EMS controlled
equipment to the additional heating equipment.
Analysis of the Space Temperature Trend Data
For the spaces served by the impacted HVAC equipment, the evaluators analyzed space
temperature trend data and determined that the average space temperature remained consistent
regardless of the operating schedule at the facility. This showed that the heating load provided
to the spaces remained consistent regardless of the operating schedule. Figure 2‐2 provides an
example of the daily average space temperature trend data of the spaces served by one
impacted AHU.
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Figure 2-2. Space Temperature Trend Data
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Figure 2‐2 showed that the space temperature of the space served by the impacted AHU did not
vary throughout the day, which indicated that the temperature setback control showed in photo
2‐2 could not perform as intended due to the additional heating load provided by the fin tube
radiation and the UVs serving the same space.
Analysis of Billing Data
The evaluators used billing analysis to verify the evaluated savings for this site due to the
following factors:

 The facility has not implemented any other natural gas savings project in the analyzed
billing period

 The tracking natural gas savings are greater than 10% of the annual billed natural gas
consumption
The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to the TMY3
weather data of the closest weather station to the facility. Figure 2‐3 compares the monthly
billing data to the monthly heating degree days, which have 60°F as base temperature.
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Thousands

Figure 2-3. Natural Gas Consumption from Dec-2014 to April-2018
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 December 9, 2014 to March 9, 2016 – baseline consumption
 October 10, 2016 to April 9, 2018 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐implementation regressions, shown in Figure 2‐4, and
applied them to Lawrence TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built
weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 2-4. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐8
Table 2-8. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1

Days
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therms)

1,124

9,045

11,233

(2,189)

2

28

792

6,640

8,297

(1,657)

3

31

583

5,125

6,447

(1,323)

4

30

415

3,906

4,960

(1,053)

5

31

163

2,081

2,731

(650)

6

30

59

0

0

0

7

31

11

0

0

0

8

31

6

0

0

0

9

30

65

1,370

1,863

(493)

10

31

327

3,266

4,178

(912)

11

30

436

4,063

5,151

(1,088)

12

31

865

7,168

8,942

(1,774)

Total

365

4,844

43,126

54,428

(11,139)

The weather‐normalized post‐project gas consumption of 54,428 therms/yr is not lower than the
weather‐normalized pre‐project consumption of 43,126 therms/yr, indicating that the project did
not result in natural gas savings. This billing analysis conclusion agrees with the engineering
analysis findings that the project did not result in gas savings.
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Discussion on the Weather Stripping
The evaluators determined the evaluated savings from weather stripping to be zero even
though the on‐site findings verified the installation of the measure. This is because it is not
possible to separate out the net savings from the two measures with billing analysis. What is
known is that the billing analysis showed no gross savings for both measures combined.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted the following sub‐measures:

 Sub‐measure #1: Replace the pre‐existing EMS with a new EMS to control pre‐existing
HVAC equipment

 Sub‐measure #2: Replace pre‐existing weather stripping with new weather stripping on
24 exterior doors
The applicant calculated savings using a weather‐based analysis with assumed operations of
the installed controls. After carefully reviewing the site findings and the metered data, the
evaluators determined that the project did not result in natural gas savings. The evaluators
determined heating energy supply was shifted from HVAC equipment controlled by the EMS
to the fin tube radiation and UVs heating equipment that are not controlled by the EMS. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Baseline gas usage - April 2015 to March 2016 (therms)

Applicant
N/A

Evaluator
38,626

As-built gas usage – May 2017 to April 2018 (therms)

N/A

53,206

Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas usage (therms)

N.D.

35,262

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage (therms)

N.D.

44,826

Applicant
3,222 hours

Evaluator
3,222 hours

No

No

Unoccupied space heating temperature setpoint

66°F

66°F

Average boiler efficiency

77%

82.3%

Not accounted

Accounted

Applicant
2,788 hours

Evaluator
1,941 hours

Optimal start/stop control for impacted HVAC equipment

Yes

Yes

Unoccupied space heating temperature setpoint

57°F

55°F

Average boiler efficiency

77%

82.3%

Not accounted

Accounted

16,259

0

Baseline
Operating hours of impacted HVAC equipment
Optimal start/stop control for impacted HVAC equipment

Additional heating load from fin tube radiation and UVs
As-Built
Operating hours of impacted HVAC equipment

Additional heating load from fin tube radiation and UVs
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

The applicant did not account for the additional heating equipment (fin tube radiation and UVs)
which caused an insignificant change in the heating load to the facility and resulted in zero
evaluated savings as the reduced consumption in the area heated by the controlled equipment
appears to be offset by the additional heating equipment which had no EMS or setback controls.
The evaluators recommend the Program Designers & Implementers to develop a more rigorous
engineering review process for future application.

3.2

Customer Alert

The customer requested a copy of the site report.

3.3

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, due to the incorrect applicant project
characterization. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
16,259 therms

Evaluator
16,259 therms

Project
characterization
and analysis
approach

The applicant
calculated the
savings using a
weather-based
analysis with
assumed
operations of the
installed condition

The evaluators
determined the
evaluated savings
based on on-site
findings, trend data
and metered data,
and used billing
analysis to verify
the evaluated
savings.

Site 2016N0008
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Impact of
Deviation
No impact

-100%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ the
heating load from the
additional heating equipment
was not accounted in the
applicant saving calculation.
The fin tube radiation and UVs
that provided additional
heating were controlled by
standalone thermostats and
caused no significant change
in the pre- and post-installation
heating load to the facility,
which resulted in zero savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the installed measure will outlive the underlying HVAC equipment, the evaluators
classified this measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
139,697 therms (*)
16,259 therms
12 years
N/A

Applicant
195,108 therms
16,259 therms
12 years (project BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
0 therms
0 therms
15 years (MA TRM)
Add-on single baseline

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of repairing and replacing 22 failed
steam traps identified in an April 2016 system wide steam trap survey. The measure saves
heating energy by reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The
22 repaired and replaced steam traps serve air handling units (AHUs), sterilization equipment,
unit heaters, and radiators. Most of the steam traps provide space heating and domestic hot
water year‐round; 27% of the repaired and replaced steam traps only operate during the heating
season.
Steam is generated at the building for space heating and domestic hot water by two 8.375
MMBtu natural gas‐fired boilers during the heating season and one 3.347 MMBtu natural gas‐
fired boiler during the summer. The site also has two additional boilers that operate year‐round
to provide high‐pressure steam for sterilization. Sufficient natural gas billing data was
provided; however, the project reported savings were less than 3% of the billed gas usage.
Therefore, it was determined that a billing analysis would not be appropriate in determining
project savings.
The evaluators visited the facility, verified operation of a sample of the repaired and replaced
steam traps using an ultrasonic leak detector and infrared temperature gun, acquired 2016
combustion efficiency test results, and updated the savings analysis accordingly. The evaluated
savings are lower than reported values due to several differences between the applicant and
evaluator methodologies and assumptions.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

6534732

Repair and replace steam traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

9,697

N.R.

Evaluated

7,040

N/A

RR1,2

73%

N/A

Tracked

9,697

N.R.

Evaluated

7,040

N/A

73%

N/A

Tracked

Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R. = Not Reported; N/A = Not Applicable
2

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 73% of the tracked savings, primarily due to differences between the
applicant assumptions and evaluator’s on‐site findings, along with the difference in calculation
methodologies resulting from using an updated Custom Express tool for steam trap
calculations. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in
Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the applicant approach and evaluation procedure, including the
findings from an in‐depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation
methodology determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The measure implemented by the site to repair and replace failed steam traps identified during
a steam trap survey was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from
the steam system. When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam
from the steam system and this increases the load on the steam boilers.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of steam traps in the designated mode of failure
(plugged, leaking, blowing by) identified during the vendor steam trap survey.
A vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap through temperature spot measurements and
ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was established to be the operating
condition identified by the vendor during the survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was
conducted on 88 steam traps out of the 119 traps listed in the facility inventory. The survey
identified 21 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam passing through their trap
mechanism while another single trap was identified as being plugged and allowing no steam or
condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Table 2‐1 details the findings of the 2016 steam
trap survey.
The applicant used a code‐compliant boiler combustion efficiency of 80% in the analysis. The
applicant assumed that the primary steam system operates at 8 psi and the sterilization steam
system operates at 45 psi. The operating hours of most steam traps were assumed to be 8,760
because steam is required year‐round. Steam traps that only operate during the heating season
were assumed to be 5,110 hours/year, assuming a heating season of October through May.
Steam traps that serve space heating elements are assumed to operate 1,700 hours/year because
the heating load varies and steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy
the space temperature setpoint.

Site 2016N0031
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Table 2-1 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status
Fully operational
Plugged
Partial leak
Partial blow by
Not in service
Retired in place
Total

Repair
N/A
1
15
3
N/A
N/A
19

Replace
N/A
0
2
1
N/A
N/A
3

No Action
66
0
0
0
22
9
97

Total
66
1
17
4
22
9
119

N/A = Not Applicable

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in April 2016 identified 21 failed or partially failed open
steam traps, which were replaced or repaired. The applicant’s installed case assumes that all of
the traps on‐site are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam
traps that have failed open (or defined as leaking by or blowing by) as these traps waste live
steam. The trap operating pressure and hours of operation used for the as‐built case matched
those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Energy Savings Algorithms

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the 2016 Custom Express Screening Tool
provided by the PA to calculate savings. The tool was originally developed by National Grid in
2010 and uses the findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The
tool determines energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice
using the Grashof formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and
system level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated
using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
Site 2016N0031
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condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)
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,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology because the standard Custom
Express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application. Note, however, the standard
Custom Express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool was used to determine
evaluated savings.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in the steam trap savings
calculations (surface temperatures, surface areas, hours of operation, etc.) were reasonable.
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Based on the site visit, the evaluators updated the trap operating pressure and boiler efficiency
in the steam trap savings calculations.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the Custom Express tool and to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
The evaluator sampled 14 steam traps (64% of the 22 steam traps identified as failed in the
original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced using an infrared thermal
imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The sample was selected randomly based on
traps that were accessible; evaluators weren’t able to access the crawlspace or penthouse. All the
inspected steam traps were working as intended.
Ultrasonic measurements were taken at the throat of each steam trap in order to confirm that
the trap was allowing for the removal of condensate from the steam line according to the trap
type. Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in
order to confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure
range (based on the saturated steam table).
The evaluators conducted testing on all 14 inspected steam traps to confirm their operability
and confirmed that none had failed, although four of the traps were not energized and the
results of the testing were inconclusive.
The boiler operator confirmed during the evaluator’s site visit that the annual operating hours
assumed by the applicant were appropriate. The boiler operator confirmed that two 8.375
MMBtu boilers run 24/7 during the heating season from late October through early May and
one 3.347 MMBtu boiler runs 24/7 from May to September during the site interview; billing data
supports this claim. Provided combustion tests found that the operating central steam boilers
providing space heating and DHW have a average combustion efficiency of 88.4%. The site
interview revealed that the steam system is maintained at 8 psi during the heating season and 7
psi during the summer, the evaluator calculated a weighted average steam pressure of 7.58 psi.
The sterilization boilers are maintained at 45 psi year‐round.
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A summary of the data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2 Summary of Site Visit Data
Parameter

Value

Boiler efficiency

88.4 %

Steam pressure

Space heating and DHW: weighted average of 7.58 psi yearround (8 psi for heating season and 7 psi for the rest of the
year). High-pressure sterilization: 45 psi for 8,760 hrs/yr

2.3

Source
Boiler combustion
tests
Site interview

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The measure is classified as an add‐on measure because the
steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps; therefore,
implementation of the measure was not time dependent. The baseline for the steam trap
measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in condition
they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant, as
confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised Custom Express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original Custom Express methodology revised
with site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below:
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a combination of original
and revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice
sizes, operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on
site using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results. During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the
combustion efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency.
This approach was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results.
With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom
savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler combustion efficiency value
to 88.4% to reflect the data collected from combustion test reports during the site visit. The
energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are 7,040
therms per year, yielding a realization rate of 73%.
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the only revisions the
evaluators could make to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology
were updated to the plant’s operating pressure and boiler efficiency. The applicant
methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields savings of 8,406 therms. Table 2‐3
compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

9,697

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

8,406

87%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

7,879

81%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

7,040

73%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 73%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 89%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 21 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators sampled 14 of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating as
intended and collected data for the central boiler plant.
The applicant calculated measure savings using the Custom Express screening tool with
inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated the measure savings using a revised version of the Custom Express
savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site visit.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant. Table 3‐1
summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the energy savings for the measure.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps

Applicant
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 21 failed
steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 21 failed
steam traps

Boiler plant

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Net efficiency: 75%
Annual weighted average
energized hours: 8,428

Boiler combustion efficiency:
88.4%
System line losses: 0%
Net efficiency: 88.4%
Annual weighted average
energized hours: 8,428

As-Built
Steam traps

Applicant
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 21
operational steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 21
operational steam traps

Boiler plant

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Annual weighted average
energized hours: 8,428

Boiler combustion efficiency:
88.4%
System line losses: 0%
Annual weighted average
energized hours: 8,428

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

9,697

Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0031
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

The date that the application was signed by the customer, August 17, 2016, is used as the
assumed install date for this project. The evaluators reviewed the billed natural gas usage data
from April 2012 through January 2017 and determined that the reported energy savings from
the project were less than 3% of the hospital’s annual gas use, and billed usage was impacted by
non‐weather‐related factors, so that a weather normalized billing analysis would not be
appropriate. Figure 3‐1 shows the monthly billing data for natural gas.
Figure 3-1. Monthly Billed Natural Gas Usage

Billed monthly natural gas consumption (therms)

45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0
Date

The evaluators were able to verify the typical heating season using the billing data. The most
recent 12 months of available billed usage (February 2016 through January 2017) totaled 290,217
therms of usage. The natural gas usage at the facility is too large relative to the impacts of the
installed measures to determine whether or not the measure savings are within the expected
range given the project scope.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings because the evaluators are using an
updated Custom Express tool, the boiler efficiency was found to be greater than assumed by the
applicant, and the steam pressure was found to be lower than assumed by the applicant. Each
of these changes to the savings calculations lead to a decrease in the energy savings. Table 3‐2
provides a breakdown of the change in savings due to each of the input modifications.
Table 3-2 Discrepancy Summary
Applicant

Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

Tracked savings

9,697 therms

9,697 therms

No impact

Difference in
operating
pressure of
primary steam
system

Steam traps
operating at
pressure of 8
psi year-round

Steam traps
operating at
weighted
average
pressure of 7.58
psi year-round

-4%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original
Custom
Express
method

Revised Custom
Express method

-12%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Combustion
efficiency: 80%
System line
losses: 5%

Combustion
efficiency:
88.4%
System line
losses: 0%

-9%

Factor

Site 2016N0031
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The evaluated
pressure was based on a site interview
with the boiler operator. They stated
that the primary steam system
maintains 8 psi during the heating
season and the summer boilers
operate at 7 psi. A weighted average
was calculated for steam traps that
operate 8,760 hour/year, resulting in a
corresponding decrease in savings.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the savings methodology to
incorporate approach generated from
the recently concluded Phase 2 Steam
Trap Evaluation (MA59) effort. This
approach resulted in smaller savings
for the steam traps measure.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the Custom Express equation
using the boiler efficiency determined
during the site visit. This approach
resulted in smaller savings.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the measure as
an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI = lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
FYS = first year savings (therm)
EUL = measure life (years)
RUL = 1/3 of EUL (years)
outyear factor ‐ is 100% for these single‐baseline measures
The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
41,653 therms (*)
9,697 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
58,812 therms
9,697 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
42,240 therms
7,040 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, steam traps, and other heating equipment in addition to
repairing and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures are expected to save energy by
reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The hospital requires
steam year‐round for sterilization, space heating, and domestic hot water (DHW). Since the
insulation was installed on the valves and steam traps on the steam distribution lines and the
replaced/repaired steam traps serve the hospital’s steam system, both measures expect to save
energy year‐round.
Low‐pressure steam is generated at the building for space heating and DHW by two 24.5
MMBtuh natural gas‐fired boilers during the heating season and one 12.25 MMBtuh natural
gas‐fired boiler during the summer. The site has two additional boilers that operate year‐round
to provide high‐pressure steam for sterilization. While sufficient utility billing data was
provided to perform a billing analysis, the project installation dates were staggered and other
projects affecting the facility’s gas use were completed at the same time as the evaluated
measures. Additionally, the billing data showed large variations in natural gas use from July
2014 to January 2017. Therefore, the evaluators determined that a billing analysis would not be
sufficient to determine energy savings for these two measures.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant,
and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than
reported values, primarily due to updating the calculation methodology for repairing and
replacing steam traps.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

6400964

Insulation jackets

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

9,215

N.R.

Evaluated

8,150

N/A

1

88%

N/A

Tracked

21,947

N.R.

Evaluated

RR
6003657

Steam traps

13,319

N/A

1,2

59%

N/A

Tracked

31,162

N.R.

Evaluated

21,469

N/A

69%

N/A

RR
Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 31% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
use of an updated tool for repairing and replacing steam traps in the evaluated savings
calculation for the steam trap measure. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of fitted insulation jackets on various pipe fittings,
valves, and other heating equipment and repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe for the insulation
measure and failed steam traps for the steam trap measure.
For the insulation measure, a third‐party vendor performed an audit in which they identified
uninsulated steam valves, steam traps, heat exchangers, and pipes that were allowing excess
heat to escape to unconditioned spaces throughout the building. The vendor took surface
temperature spot readings of these uninsulated surfaces, collected surface areas, and
determined hours of operation for each fitting. The vendor identified approximately 83 sections
of the distribution system totaling 283 ft2 of hot surfaces to be insulated. This information was
compiled into an inventory along with cost data and heat loss rates. It is unclear how the heat
loss rates were calculated, it is assumed that the vendor’s proprietary energy modeling software
was used. The vendor assumed that the insulated pipes are energized year‐round.
For the steam trap measure, a different vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps
throughout the facility which involved determining the operating status of each trap by way of
temperature spot measurements and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was
established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey. The
vendor survey shows that testing was conducted on 181 steam traps out of the 234 steam traps
listed in the site inventory. The survey identified 43 steam traps allowing excess amounts of
steam passing through their trap mechanism, while another 11 traps were identified as being
plugged and allowing no steam or condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Energy
savings are only considered for the steam traps that have failed open (or defined as leaking by
or blowing by) as these traps waste live steam. Table 2‐1 details the findings of the vendor
steam trap survey completed on December 23, 2015. The applicant used a code‐compliant boiler
combustion efficiency of 80% in the analysis. The applicant assumed that the steam system
operates at 10 psi. The operating hours of about half of the repaired/replaced steam traps were
assumed to serve space heating elements and operate 1,700 hours/year because the heating load
varies, and steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the space
temperature setpoint. One steam trap was assumed to operate 24/7 during the heating season
(5,110 hours/year). Two steam traps were assumed to operate 2,080 hours/year, though the
reasoning is unclear. The rest of the steam traps were assumed to operate 8,760 hours/year
because the facility requires steam year‐round.
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Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

127

N/A

N/A

127

Plugged

0

11

0

11

Partially leaking

0

19

3

22

Partially blowing by

0

12

9

21

Not in service

33

N/A

N/A

33

Retired in place

14

N/A

N/A

14

Not accessible

6

N/A

N/A

6

180

42

12

234

Fully operational

Total
N/A = Not applicable

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation measure consisted of hot pipe fittings
insulated with 10 mm, 0.5”, and 1” fiberglass insulation jackets coated in Teflon impregnated
fiberglass cloth. This information was used in the vendor’s proprietary software to calculate the
insulated surface heat loss rates for comparison with the established baseline. The hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
The steam trap survey was conducted in December 2015 and identified 43 leaking traps which
were later repaired or replaced in 2016. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes
that all the traps on‐site are in good working condition. The trap operating pressure and hours
of operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the insulation measure calculations, the applicant predicted the savings using an
undocumented custom analysis spreadsheet to establish bare and insulated surface heat loss
rates.
The insulation fitting energy savings were calculated for each line using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated by the vendor
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated by the vendor
= Hours of operation
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency
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The vendor assumed a boiler plant efficiency of 80% for the calculations and constant operation
(8,760 hours/yr). The vendor analysis yielded savings of 9,215 therms.
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level
operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
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= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable although not fully
transparent. The 3EPlus program calculates heat loss rates on a per unit surface area basis, and
the heat loss values for specific pipe fitting surface areas used in the analysis are proprietary to
the applicant and were not available for review. In addition to uninsulated surface and ambient
temperatures, 3EPlus software requires a system application such as pipe, tank, vertical surface,
etc, be assigned to each pipe fitting in the analysis. These 3EPlus inputs were not provided
making comparison to 3EPlus outputs not possible.
The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology for calculating the steam trap
measure savings because the standard custom express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for
this application. Note, however, the standard custom express tool has been revised and the 2018
version of the tool was used to determine evaluated savings.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 28, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The site contact verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project history
with the evaluators. The site contact confirmed that the insulated sections were bare prior to the
project taking place. The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating
practices with the boiler operator. Three natural gas‐fired boilers provide space heating and
DHW year‐round. The two 24.5 MMBtuh natural gas‐fired boilers, installed in 2014, supply the
required steam load during the heating season, while one 12.25 MMBtuh natural gas‐fired
boiler produces the required steam during the summer with one of the larger boilers acting as a
backup if needed. All three boilers are served by a single natural gas meter. Two additional
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high‐pressure boilers provide the required high‐pressure steam load for sterilization for the
hospital.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of a sample of
the insulation jackets in addition to confirming the repair or replacement and functionality the
fixed steam traps.
The evaluators verified the installation of approximately half of the installed jackets throughout
the boiler room and other assorted spaces throughout the facility. Photo 2‐1 shows a sample of
the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incentivized steam traps throughout
the facility. The evaluator sampled 21 steam traps (about 50% of the 43 steam traps identified as
failed open in the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced. The sample
was selected randomly based on traps that were easily accessible. All the inspected steam traps
were inspected using an infrared temperature gun and an ultrasonic leak detector and were
working as intended.
Ultrasonic measurements were taken at the throat of each steam trap to confirm that the trap
was allowing for the removal of condensate from the steam line according to the trap type.
Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap to
confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure range (based
on the saturated steam table).
The evaluators also visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation
and in lieu of conducting their own combustion tests were provided with efficiency data from
2015 efficiency tests. The average boiler efficiency for the boilers providing space heating and
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DHW was 85%. The boiler plant operates year‐round providing steam throughout the campus
for process and heating end uses. During the site visit, the evaluators confirmed that the
inspected insulation was placed on areas that remained heated year‐round. The site contact was
unsure of how many of the insulated sections only remained heated during the heating season,
but was able to confirm that most are heated year‐round.
The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on several hot surfaces covered with
insulation jackets and confirmed that the surface temperature measurements were within
reason of the values provided by the vendor analysis.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for both the insulation and steam trap measures are
the pre‐existing conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site
contact. For the insulation jacket measure, the baseline is the pre‐existing boiler plant and steam
distribution system with uninsulated hot pipe fittings and valves while the baseline for the
steam trap measure is the pre‐existing boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in
condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant.
The applicant’s operating hours for both measures were deemed reasonable based on the site
visit information and were used by the evaluator in their analysis.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The two measures installed at this site are described separately.
Pipe Insulation
To calculate energy savings for the insulation jacket measure, the evaluator used a similar
methodology to the vendor. However, the evaluators elected to bin all of the inventoried
insulation jackets by temperature. The evaluators ran a 3EPlus simulation for each bin
temperature and then use the modeled bare and insulated heat loss rates along with the
applicant’s operating hours and boiler plant efficiency. The evaluators selected insulation
thickness values based on the average thickness listed in the inventory for each bin. The
insulation thickness of the jackets was confirmed by the evaluators while on site.
The evaluators grouped the 83 unique lines of the insulation jacket inventory into 6 temperature
bins based on the operating temperatures listed in the vendor’s inventory. Table 2‐2 provides a
detailed summary of the bin characteristics used in the evaluator’s methodology.
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Table 2-2. Jacket Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Bin Temp
(°F)

Line
Count

Total
Surface
Area
(ft2)

1

190

4

58.69

203.5

2

200

12

24.97

3

239

56

4

250

5

Tracking
Savings
(therms)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

25.1

1,389

1,079

229.7

28.0

657

519

159.85

340.9

39.9

5,962

4,958

4

8.03

374.8

43.5

351

274

259

5

17.87

403.5

46.6

751

657

6

298

2

13.50

536.8

60.5

104

663

Total

N/A

83

283

2,089.2

243.6

9,215

8,150

Bin #

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

N/A = Not applicable

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure were calculated for each inventory
temperature bin using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Operating hours
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency (85%), taken from efficiency tests provided by the
site contact

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 8,150 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
88%. The primary difference between the applicant and evaluator savings is due to updating the
insulated heat loss values based on the evaluator’s methodology using 3EPlus.
Steam Traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised
with site specific observations.
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Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes,
operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site
using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach
was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results.
With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom
savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to
reflect the data collected from combustion test reports during the site visit. The applicant’s
steam trap operating hours and operating pressure were deemed reasonable and were used in
the evaluators’ analysis. The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the updated
methodology described above are 13,319 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization
rate of 61% when compared to the original method.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the only revision the
evaluators could make to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology
was updating the plant’s boiler efficiency. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site
specific findings yields measure level savings of 20,656 therms. The primary reason why the
evaluated savings are lower than the reported values is due to the difference in the
methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator. Table 2‐3 compares the reported,
modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

21,947

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

20,656

94%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

14,152

64%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

13,319

61%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 61%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 94%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of insulation jackets on hot fitting and valves
throughout the facility’s unconditioned mechanical spaces in addition to the repair and
replacement of failed steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using a custom calculator. The
applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express screening
tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a similar approach as the
applicant, in which they grouped the inventory by pipe surface temperature into bins, ran
3EPlus simulations for each bin, and then applied the bin results to each inventory line in the
bin. The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of
the custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the
site visit. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Insulation jacket
measure

Uninsulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam system
with uninsulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces.

Steam traps
measure

Forty-three failed (leaking/blowing
by) steam traps.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses for steam trap
measure only: 5%

Preexisting boiler plant and steam system
with forty-three failed steam traps.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 85%
System line losses: 0%

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Insulation jacket
measure

Insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces.

Preexisting boiler plant and steam system
with insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces.

System application

N.D.

Tank shell - horizontal

Insulation material

N.D.

850F MF Blanket, Type IV, C553-13

Steam traps
measure

Forty-three operational steam traps.

Boiler plant
combustion
efficiency

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses for steam trap
measure only: 5%

Preexisting boiler plant and steam system
with forty-three operational steam traps.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 85%
System line losses: 0%

Boiler plant
efficiency

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)

Applicant

Evaluator

31,162

21,469

Natural gas
realization rate
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Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project
installation dates were staggered, and the contact indicated that other work had been
performed before and after both projects were installed and the evaluator determined billing
analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures. In
addition, the natural gas usage at the facility is too large relative to the impacts of the installed
measures so that we can observe any discernible impacts using a billing analysis. The
calculated energy savings are about 1% of the total natural gas usage for the boilers.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, primarily because the evaluators used
an updated custom express tool to calculate energy savings for repairing and replacing steam
traps. The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values
primarily due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate
savings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings
Difference in
analysis
methodology –
steam traps

Applicant
31,162 therms

Evaluator
31,162 therms

Original
custom
express
method

Revised
custom
express
method

-19%

Difference in
as-built
equipment
efficiency –
both measures

Boiler
combustion
efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 5%

Boiler
efficiency: 85%
System line
losses: 0%

-10%

Difference in
analysis
methodology –
pipe insulation

Custom
analysis
spreadsheet

3EPlus
analysis with
inventoried
insulation
thickness

-2%
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the savings methodology to
incorporate approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2 Steam Trap
Evaluation (MA59) effort. This approach
resulted in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the custom express equation for
steam traps and the insulation savings
calculations using the boiler efficiency
determined during the site visit. This
approach resulted in smaller savings for
both measures.
Decreased savings – The evaluators
updated the savings methodology to
reflect the inventory inputs that were
confirmed during the site visit. This
approach resulted in smaller savings for
the insulation jackets measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
outyear %
where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)

FYS

= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are less than the tracking lifetime savings because the evaluated
first year savings are less than the tracking first year savings and the tracking data used a
measure lifetime of 18 years for the insulation measure which was greater than the evaluated
lifetime savings of 15 years. Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the
lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
213,018 therms (*)
31,162 therms
Building shell: 18 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Applicant
297,552 therms
31,162 therms
Pipe insulation: 18 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Evaluator
202,164 therms
21,469 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a rehabilitation hospital and consisted of energy management
system (EMS) control optimization and repairing failing or failed steam traps. The measures are
expected to save energy by reducing ventilation air reheat and losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired steam traps predominantly serve the steam
distribution line and run an 8,760 schedule. Steam is generated at the facility by three natural
gas fired boilers.
EMS control optimization was completed in November 2015 according to the Minimum
Requirements Document inspection form. The commencement of the steam trap work began
April 2016 and finished shortly thereafter according to the invoice.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired steam traps, took
instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler plant and
updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are lower than
reported values, primarily due to the evaluators calibration of the eQUEST model to as‐built
building operation billing data for natural gas and due to a higher evaluated boiler combustion
efficiency in the steam trap calculator.
A billing analysis was also performed by the evaluation team but was inconclusive and did not
impact results presented in this report due to the possible addition of other measures after EMS
optimization and the steam traps were repaired. The billing analysis estimated an increase in
load in the post‐installation scenario and the site contact confirmed operational changes due to
increased rehabilitation patient activity and possible measures performed after the program
years evaluated in this report.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
5565258

Measure Name
EMS control optimization

Tracked
Evaluated

Repair and replace failed
steam traps

99,000

N/A

92%

N/A

Tracked

4,108

N.R.

Evaluated

4,075

N/A

99%

N/A

112,245
103,075
92%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

1

RR
6296402

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
108,137

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
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Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The applicant used an eQUEST model to calculate the natural gas savings for EMS control
optimization. However, the baseline model was not calibrated to the pre‐installation billing data
by the applicant, resulting in approximately 10% lower usage compared to the billing data
shown in the TA report. Additionally, the evaluator obtained the building EMS trend data and
operation schedules and found some deviation from the EMS data to the model inputs for VAV
minimum airflow and temperature setpoint in some spaces. Therefore, the evaluator first
updated the post‐installation model with the findings from the EMS data and then calibrated
the eQUEST model to the 2016 and 2017 billing data normalized to TMY3 weather. Then the
post‐intallation model was modified to remove the changes made by this measure to create the
baseline model. Those changes in calibration and model inputs results in 8% reduction in
savings.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of two measures. The first measure is to implement optimization of the
EMS system, including reduction of VAV minimum airflow during occupied and unoccupied
times, and utilize temperature setbacks during unoccupied times. The second measure is steam
trap repair.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

For the EMS optimization measure, in the baseline model, the original air flow rate minimum
and maximum cfm setpoints in the pre‐installation scenario were used. The space temperature
setpoint was set to 70°F (heating) and 76°F (cooling) in all spaces all the time. A standard VAV
fan curve that represents fan energy at part load between the baseline and the EMS
optimization measure was used in the simulation model.
For the steam trap measure, the vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps throughout
the facility which involved determining the operating status of each trap by way of temperature
spot measurements and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was established to
be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey. The vendor survey
showed that testing was conducted on 81 steam traps listed in the facility inventory. The survey
identified 5 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam passing through their trap
mechanism while another 2 traps were identified as plugged and allowing no steam or
condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. The table below details the findings of the
vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

Fully operational

74

N/A

N/A

74

Plugged

0

2

0

2

Partially leaking

0

5

0

5

Partially blowing by

0

0

0

0

Total

74

7

0

81

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The EMS optimization measure consists of three main elements: rebalancing of VAV boxes
supplied by the subject five air handling units using lower minimum air flow setting for
selected areas, providing occupied/unoccupied schedules for support areas, and providing
enhanced control of the supply and return fans through the use of static pressure setpoint reset
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control sequence. This measure would save mainly fan electric energy and natural gas heating
energy.
The steam trap survey was conducted in March 2016 and identified 7 defunct traps which were
later repaired in April 2016. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all of
the traps on‐site are in good working condition. The traps operating pressure and hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For analysis of the EMS control optimization, consumption patterns of the facility and the
efficiency of the various energy conservation measures considered for the site were used to
develop a set of computer models of the facility . Building consumption simulations were
performed using eQUEST simulated building modeling software. eQUEST uses the latest
DOE2.2 building energy analysis software as its calculation engine. The program permits
modeling of complex building geometry, lighting systems, HVAC systems, and central plant
equipment. A baseline model was created based on the building’s existing condition and a
proposed model was created based on the baseline model with changes to include the
thermostat temperature setback during unoccupied hours and modification to the minimum
and maximum supply cfm for different spaces based on the airflow balancing report.
For the repaired steam traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express Screening
Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the findings
from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines energy
savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula
and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap was calculated using the formula
below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings were then calculated using various loss mechanisms that were
selected based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to
atmosphere were calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting
into a closed condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project were associated
with a single configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss
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mechanisms for this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings were
calculated using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) was calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings was calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)
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= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads was calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle was calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The eQUEST model was compiled using architectural and mechanical drawings and facility use
schedules obtained from the facility owner. Based on the TA report, TMY2 weather data for
Boston, MA, representing typical weather during the period of 1961 to 1990, was used in the
applicant’s analysis. The existing building model simulation results were compared against
metered electric and natural gas usage to validate the modeling assumptions. However, the
model was not strictly calibrated to the natural gas bills provided by National Grid as the TA
report shows approximately 10% lower modeled usage than the utility bill. Additionally, the
utility bill is based on 2013‐2015 weather, whereas the model was simulated using TMY2
weather data, thus the modeled results can not be compared with the utility data directly. It is
unclear if the applicants’ analysis normalized the utility bill based on degree day before
comparing the data.
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In the baseline model, the original air flow rate minimum and maximum cfm setpoints in the
pre‐measure installation were used. The space temperature setpoint was set to 70°F (heating)
and 76°F (cooling) in all spaces all the time. A standard VAV fan curve was used to represent
fan energy at part load between the baseline and measure.
In the proposed model, the minimum and maximum cfm setpoints for each space were updated
with the post‐measure installation airflow balancing report. A thermostat setpoint setback
schedule was introduced to the proposed model as follows: during unoccupied period from
8:00pm to 6:00am the next day, the setpoints are 65°F for heating and 80°F for cooling, during
the occupied hours, the temperature setpoints are 70°F for heating and 76°F for cooling. Upon
verification with the actual EMS control report and trending data, the evaluator discovered that
the temperature setpoints and VAV minimum cfms in the patient family center and lab spaces
were not accurately reflected in the model. Thus in the evaluator’s models, the eQUEST inputs
were updated to match the observed data in the EMS system.
While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
Custom Express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to a number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations
(trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 29, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. While he could not recall exact dates, the facility engineer
confirmed the documented project timelines.
The building ventilation consists of five air handlers of varying capacity listed in Table 2‐2 with
terminal VAV boxes that reheat the air with heated coils, radiant heating panels, and fin tube
radiation. VAV boxes are controlled by an EMS.
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Table 2-2. Installed AHU Capacity and Location of Installation
Item

Location

Total Airflow
(cfm)

HP

BHP

AHU-1

Basement

20,000

40

31.14

AHU-2

Basement

36,000

40

33.17

AHU-3

Basement

52,000

60

48.6

AHU-4

Penthouse

90,000

90.4

AHU-5

Penthouse

90,000

100
100

90.4

The VAV boxes have occupied and unoccupied schedules to regulate setback temperatures for
particular spaces. Regulated spaces are located on each floor of the hospital with most spaces
located on Floors 1‐5, which are the main body of the hospital. Floors 6‐8 are a smaller tower on
the eastern side of the building.
The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating practices with the facility
engineer. Three 8,500 lb/hr fire tube boilers, installed in 2011 produces steam for the system. The
boilers are located on a single natural gas meter along with the rest of the gas appliances in the
facility.
The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incented steam traps throughout the
facility. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they were able to visually confirm all
7 traps that had been fixed and conducted temperature verification of trap operation. Figure 2‐1
shows some of the repaired and replaced traps verified by the evaluators during their site visit.

Figure 2-1. Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps

Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in order
to confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure range
(based on the saturated steam table).
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The evaluators conducted testing on all repaired steam traps to confirm their operability and
confirmed that 5 traps were operating. Two traps were plugged and did not appear to have
changed from the initial preoperating condition. Since these steam traps were plugged, they do
not contribute to the savings and therefore do not affect this report. The summary of inspected
steam traps, which conisists of all repaired steam traps, are presented in Table 2‐4. The
evaluators visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation, however,
a combustion analysis test was not possible due to the location of the testing port at a high
location. The combustion efficiency is supplemented with the combustion efficiency located on
the boiler control panel. The boiler plant operates during the winter season (October to April)
providing steam throughout the building for heating end uses.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

Evaluators verified the quantity, equipment specifications, name plate data as well as the
sequence of operations of all the equipment (AHU’s and boilers) the installed measures affect.
After discussions with facility staff, the central EMS provides valve control data and room
temperatures for VAV boxes by setting minimum and maximum airflows for temperature and
occupancy setbacks. The EMS also dictates scheduling and air flow (in cfm) of the supply fans
for AHUs 1‐5. A list of EMS sampling trending points are listed below in Table 2‐4 to verify
hours of use, temperature setbacks, and minimum and maximum airflows for select spaces. The
EMS trends are verified by monitoring spaces with temperature and occupancy loggers along
with power metering of the supply fan on AHU‐4 as shown in Table 2‐3 and Figure 2‐2.
Table 2-3. Loggers Locations, Descriptions, and Durations of Metering Period
Logger Type
Temperature
and Occupancy
Temperature
and Occupancy
Temperature
and Occupancy
Elite Power

Floor
1

Room Type
Library and Patient Resource
Center
Open Offices, Boardroom, and
Lobby

Duration of Metering Period
End of March – Early June 2018

8

Executive Office

End of March – Early June 2018

9

Penthouse

End of March – Early June 2018

3

End of March – Early June 2018

Table 2-4. Room Numbers and Descriptions
Room Number
01C09

Floor
1

Device ID
TB-134

Room Description
Break-Out & Lobby Seating

1262

1

TB-101

Patient Family Center

2123

2

TB-242

Professional Development

2150

2

TB-208

Clinical Lab

3100

3

TB-316

Boardroom

4041

4

TB-16

Patient Room

5046T

5

TB-1

Airborne Infection Isolation Room
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6042T

6

TB-15

Patient Room

7043

7

TB-14

Patient Room

8073

8

TB-855

Executive Office

The AHU shown in Figure 2‐2 reduces air flow and sets back space temperatures during non‐
occupied periods and corresponds with normal working hours that are typical for building
occupancy.
Figure 2-2. AHU 4 Supply Fan Operational Cycle for April 17-21st of 2018
7

6

AHU 4 (kW)

5

4

3

2

1

0

Date

The setbacks are better viewed in an average weekly profile of the metered AHU that is shown
in Figure 2‐3. The AHU ramps up just before the workday begins to operating conditions
during the morning and slowly reduces usage to setback mode while the building becomes less
occupied during nighttime hours.
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Figure 2-3. AHU-4 Metered Average Weekly Profile

AHU-4 weekly profile (kW)
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5.0
4.0
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2.0
1.0
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As expected, the supply fans reduce the amount of usage during unoccupied hours (weeknights
and weekends). The daily operating schedule also fluctuates with occupancy as seen in Figure
2‐4 with office temperature rising during occupied hours and lowering during unoccupied
hours. The increase in temperature during 4/20 was due to higher than normal outside air
temperatures and the heat was exhausted during occupied hours the next day.
Figure 2-4. AHU 4 Operational Cycle for April 17-21st of 2018
75

120
Temperature
Occupancy

100

74

60
72
40
71

Office occupancy (%)

Office temperature (ᴼF)

80
73

20
70

0

69

-20

Date
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The steam traps were found in working order as listed in the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool. Five of the steam traps were working and providing full service. Two of the
steam traps were non‐operational, however, the screening tool listed them as plugged and not
providing additional energy savings. Therefore, the impact of the non‐operating steam traps do
not have an affect on the savings of this measure. The combustion efficiency of the boiler is the
solitary reason for a difference in savings from the steam trap measure.
Table 2-5. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Steam Pressure
at Trap (psig)

Pipe
Size (in)

Orifice
Size (in)

Initial Operating
Condition

10

3/4"

7/32

Partial Leak

Operating
Yes

Drip Leg

10

3/4"

7/32

Partial Leak

Yes

132601

Drip Leg

10

3/4"

7/32

Partial Leak

Yes

132603

Drip Leg

10

2"

7/16

Partial Leak

Yes

132619

Drip Leg

10

1 1/2"

1/2

Plugged

No

132621

Drip Leg

10

1 1/2"

1/2

Plugged

No

132633

Humidifier

10

2"

5/8

Partial Leak

Yes

Tag #
132626

Application
Drip Leg

132629

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluator determined the EMS optimization measure is a retrofit with a single baseline. The
baseline condition was modeled with an eQUEST model that is derived from the calibrated
post‐installation model without the changes described in the EMS measure, which includes
reverting the minimum and maximum VAV supply cfm to pre‐installation condition and
remove thermostat temperature setback.
Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the steam trap
measure is an add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the
preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact.
The steam trap measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps
in condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant
and documented in the Custom Express Screening Tool.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Evaluators used the eQUEST post‐installation model from the applicant as the starting point for
the calibration. Before the calibration, evaluators first verified the model assumptions with the
actual equipment and identified some discrepancies for the CHP engine. Based on the model
number of the CHP engine, MAN E2842, the electricity generation efficiency, heat recovery rate
was changed to match the actual specifications. Table 2‐6 lists the discrepancies based on
evaluators findings:
Table 2-6 Model Input Modification for CHP Engine
Parameters
Electricity generation efficiency
Exhaust recovery percentage
Coolant recovery percentage

Evaluator
37.5%
19.4%
35.4%

Applicants
34.8%
26%
20%

Then, the evaluators used the onsite metered data and trend data to verify the post‐installation
model assumptions. The EMS measure rebalanced VAV airflows for AHUs 1 to 5. The evaluator
requested trending data and EMS control report for several VAV boxes to verify the minimum
and maximum air flow. Table 2‐ compares the minimum and maximum air flows (in cfm) from
EMS control report and applicants’ TA report descriptions. The evaluator highlighted the cells if
the EMS control setpoint was different from the applicants’ measure description or if the
maximum cfm from the trend data was larger than the maximum setpoint by the EMS control.
Based on comparison of the data, evaluators modified the minimum cfm for the lab spaces to be
the same as the maximum cfm and matched the minimum cfm to the current EMS control
setpoint for patient family center. The trend data shows the maximum cfm in the clinical lab is
higher than the setpoint, which could be due to the fume hood exhaust requirement. Therefore,
no change was made to the clinical lab maximum cfm in the model.
Table 2-7. Comparison of Minimum and Maximum CFM for Sampled Spaces
Space
Patient family center
Professional development
Clinical lab
Boardroom
Patient room
Airborne infection isolation room
Patient room
Patient room
Patient room
Break‐out & lobby

EMS Control
Min CFM Max CFM
300
1,300
656
1,748
2,248
2,248
1,400
1,800
184
400
620
800
180
400
180
400
148
400
600

2,500

Applicants' Description
Min CFM
Max CFM
150
1,300
653
1,750
1,400
2,250
1,400
1,800
185
400
621
800
180
400
180
400
150
400
600

2,500

Based on the measure description, the EMS measure also deploys the following control
strategies: during the building’s scheduled unoccupied period, when a space is unoccupied, as
determined by the room occupancy sensor, the space temperature set point shall be reset to +4°F
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in cooling or ‐5°F in heating mode. The applicant’s eQUEST model used 76°F for cooling and
70°F for heating during occupied mode. Based on the comparison between the model inputs
and EMS control report as shown in Table 2‐8, the evaluator updated the space setpoints with
the values currently used in the EMS system, as highlighted in the table.
Table 2-8 Comparison of Thermostat Setpoint for Sampled Spaces

Space
Patient family center
Professional development
Clinical lab
Boardroom
Patient room
Airborne infection isolation room
Patient room
Patient room
Patient room
Break‐out & lobby

EMS control
Heating (°F)
Cooling (°F)
Occ. Unocc. Occ. Unocc.
73
65
75
80
70
65
74
80
70
65
74
80
72
65
74
80
70
65
74
82
70
70
74
74
70
65
74
82
70
65
74
82
70
65
74
82
72

65

74

80

TA Study
Heating (°F)
Cooling (°F)
Occ. Unocc. Occ. Unocc.
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70
70
76
76
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70
65
76
80
70

65

76

80

Once the post‐installation eQUEST model was updated to match the EMS data, the next step
was to calibrate the proposed model to the 2016 and 2017 natural gas billing data. Evaluators
selected TMY3 data for Boston instead of TMY2 data, as it represents the more recent typical
weather year. Since the utility bill is based on the actual historic weather, evaluators first
weather‐normalized the utility bill data using degree day analysis of the 2016, 2017 and TMY3
weather data during each billing cycle. Then, evaluators modified the occupancy schedule and
equipment schedule which were not explicitly identified and subject to variation in the actual
building operation.
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The final calibrated model annual natural gas usage was then identical to the normalized utility
bill data and the monthly comparison is shown in Figure 2‐5 and Table 2‐9.
Figure 2-5 Post-Installation Model and Billing Data Comparison
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Natural gas usage (Billion Btus)

6.0
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Jul

Aug
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Nov
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Table 2-9 eQUEST Model Calibration Results
Natural gas
usage
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Annual

Normalized billing data (billion
BTU)
6.2
5.5
5.3
4.3
3.8
3.4
3.3
2.8
2.6
4.0
4.7
6.0
51.9

eQUEST model
(billionBTU)
6.6
5.5
5.0
4.4
3.7
3.3
3.2
2.7
2.7
3.8
4.7
6.2
51.9

Differenc
e
-7.3%
0.6%
6.9%
-0.9%
0.8%
1.3%
1.8%
4.2%
-5.4%
4.4%
0.7%
-4.2%
0.0%

After calibrating the post‐installation model, evaluators created the baseline model by removing
the temperature setback during unoccupied hours and setting the minimum and maximum
VAV cfm to the pre‐existing condition. Both baseline and post model were run under the TMY3
weather for Boston to obtain the annual natural gas savings for this measure. The temperature
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and minimum cfm in the baseline model are shown in Table 3‐1 and the detailed minimum and
maximum cfm for each space can be found in the TA Report Appendix. The comparison of the
baseline and as‐built monthly natural gas consumption is shown in Figure 2‐6. The evaulated
natural gas savings is 99,000 therms/yr compared to the tracking savings of 108,137 therm/yr.
Figure 2-6 Baseline and As-Built Natural Gas Consumption
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As-Built

Steam Trap Evaluated Savings. The steam trap evaluated savings for this site were calculated
using the newly revised Custom Express tool with input parameters observed in the field.
However, at the onset of the steam trap site work for this larger evaluation effort, the decision
was made to compare the evaluated steam trap savings with savings calculated using the
original custom express methodology revised with site specific observations.
A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs following the completion
of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The intent of revising this tool
was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam trap savings, which
involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach in addition to the
empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate savings. The custom
savings equation developed through the referenced study has been adopted by the evaluators
and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
All seven repaired steam traps were inspected. Temperatures spot checks were measured
during operational hours to verify upstream and downstream pipe temperatures. The only
operational change determined from temperatures spot checks were two of the seven inspected
steam traps were not in‐service during heating hours. The operational changes of steam traps
“not in‐service” or “plugged” were not classified differently as those were not contributing to
the savings of the measure. These changes did not result in an adjustment to the savings of the
site which is discussed in detail in Table 3‐1.
The major change affecting savings for steam traps is due to an increase in boiler combustion
efficiency. The boiler combustion efficiency was changed to 82.5% from 80% based on the
control panel efficiency since a combustion analysis test was not possible due to the location of
the testing port at an unsafe height.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
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The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
4,075 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 99%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual methodology. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields
measure level savings of 4,075 therms versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology of
4,108 therms. The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values
is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and evaluator and an
increase in the combustion efficiency.
Table 2‐10 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-10. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)
4,108

Realization Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

3,872

94%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

4,202

102%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

4,075

99%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 99%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 97%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the optimization of the EMS controls and the repair of failed steam
traps.
For the VAV pre‐EMS installation minimum air flow reduction, the evaluator agrees with the
input parameters the applicants used. The major difference was that the evaluator calibrated
the proposed model to the billing data and applied the same changes to the baseline model.
The changes include CHP efficiency and heat recovery rate, changing temperature setpoint
and occupancy schedules based on the trend data and calibration. The evaluators calculated
savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the custom express savings
equation along with additional information gathered during the site visit.Table 3‐1 lists the
key parameters impacting the analysis.
Table 3-1 Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
EMS measure setpoint
temperature

Applicant
Occupied mode:
Heating: 70°F;
Cooling: 76°F

EMS measure minimum cfm as a
percentage of the maximum cfm

On average percentage of
maximum cfm
Lab spaces: 100%
Family centers: 100%
Patient room: 54%
Office room: 48%
Lobby: 100%
Conference room: 55%
Nurse station: 43%
Isolation room: 100%
Gym: 76%
Generation efficiency:
34.8%
Exhaust recovery: 26%
Coolant recovery: 20%
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system
with 5 failed steam traps
and 2 plugged
8,760 for drip legs & 5,110
for the humidifier
Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

CHP Plant efficiency

Steam traps measure

Steam traps annual operating
hours
Boiler plant

Site 2016N0066

3‐1

Evaluator
Occupied mode:
Heating: 70°F (or 72°F for offices
and lobbies);
Cooling: 74°F
On average percentage of
maximum cfm
Lab spaces: 100%
Family centers: 100%
Patient room: 54%
Office room: 48%
Lobby: 100%
Conference room: 55%
Nurse station: 43%
Isolation room: 100%
Gym: 76%
Generation efficiency: 37.5%
Exhaust recovery: 19.4%
Coolant recovery: 35.4%
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 5 failed
steam traps and 2 plugged
8,760 for drip legs & 5,110 for the
humidifier
Combustion efficiency: 82.5%
System line losses: 0%

July 2, 2018
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As-Built
EMS Measure setpoint
temperature

CHP Plant efficiency

EMS Measure minimum cfm as a
percentage of the maximum cfm

Steam traps status

Steam traps annual operating
hours
Boiler plant
Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
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Applicant
Occupied mode
Heating: 70°F; Cooling:
76°F
Unccupied mode
Heating: 65°F; Cooling:
80°F

Evaluator
Occupied mode
Heating: 70°F(or 72°F for offices
and lobbies); Cooling: 74°F

Generation efficiency:
34.8%
Exhaust recovery: 26%
Coolant recovery: 20%
On average percentage of
maximum cfm
Lab spaces: 53%
Family centers: 12%
Patient room: 46%
Offce room: 37%
Lobby: 32%
Conference room: 32%
Nurse station: 31%
Isolation room: 77%
Gym: 52%
5 operational steam traps
and 2 plugged

Generation efficiency: 37.5%
Exhaust recovery: 19.4%
Coolant recovery: 35.4%

8,760 for drip legs & 5,110
for the humidifier
Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Applicant

On average percentage of
maximum cfm
Lab spaces: 100%
Family centers: 23%
Patient room: 46%
Offce room: 37%
Lobby: 32%
Conference room: 32%
Nurse station: 31%
Isolation room: 77%
Gym: 52%
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 5
operational steam traps, 2 plugged
steam traps
8,760 for drip legs & 5,110 for the
humidifier
Combustion efficiency: 82.5%
System line losses: 0%
Evaluator

112,245

103,075

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Unccupied mode
Heating: 65°F;
Cooling: 80°F (or 82°F for patient
rooms)

92%

Cross Check with Billing Data

A simple degree day billing analysis was done at first to compare the weather normalized
baseline and as‐built natural gas consumption. However, as mentioned above, the hospital saw
an increase in patients and also implemented other measures outside this project, thus the
billing anlaysis did not generate conclusive results. To utilize the billing data to properly
represent the actual building operation, the evaluator calibrated as‐built model to the 2016 and
2017 billing data. After calibration, the eQUEST as‐built modeled annual natural gas
consumption were approximately identical to the normalized billing data.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations. Since the eQUEST model
contains complex algorithms that account for interaction of the various building components,
the impact of each change made to the model are not additive. The impact deviation for all the
changes to the EMS measure are summed and entered into the “Model calibration” change. For
steam trap measure, the impact of deviation are listed for each individual change.
Table 3-2 Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor

Applicant

Evaluator

Tracked savings

112,245 therms

112,245 therms

CHP Efficiency

Electricity Gen.:
34.8%
Exhaust
recovery: 26%
Cooling recovery
20%

Electricity Gen:
37.5%
Exhaust recovery:
19.4%
Cooling recovery
35.4%

Model calibration

Not calibrated

Calibrated by
adjusting the
schedules

-11%

Difference in
equipment
efficiency for
steam trap
measure

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 5%

Boiler efficiency:
82.5%
System line losses:
0%

-3%

Site 2016N0066
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3%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Increased savings – The
efficiency was updated based on
the equipment specs

Decreased savings – The
calibration involves many
adjustment to the model inputs to
match the utility bill. Only a
calibrated model can properly
represent the measure savings
for the building. The impact
shown here is the summation of
all the changes made to the
models as described above.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Factor

Applicant

Evaluator

Difference in
analysis
methodology for
steam trap
measure

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

3.5

Impact of
Deviation
2%

Discussion of Deviations
Increased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. For the EMS measure, the evaluators classified it as add‐on
measure with single baseline because the current HVAC system will outlive the installed
measures. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the
following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

Tracking
Applicant
791,799 therms (*)
1,106,018 therms
112,245 therms
112,245 therms
EMS optimization: 10 years EMS optimization: 10 years
Steam traps: 6 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A
N/A

Evaluator
1,014,450 therms
103,075 therms
EMS optimization: 10 years
Steam traps: 6 years
EMS: Retrofit single
Steam traps: Add-on single

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of fitted insulation
jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, and other heating equipment in addition to repairing
and replacing failed steam traps. Both measures are expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. Insulation was installed for the most
part on lines serving process and DHW that are energized year round while the repaired and
replaced steam traps predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating
season.
Steam is generated at the facility by three natural gas fired boilers, each with dual fuel
capabilities. While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the
project installation dates were staggered and the contact indicated that other work had been
performed before and after both projects were installed and the evaluator determined billing
analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, confirmed the
operation of the repaired and replaced steam traps, deployed temperature meters on a select
number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the boiler plant and updated the
savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are higher than reported values,
primarily because the tracking savings were calculated without including the boiler plant
efficiency value in the savings calculation for the insulation measure.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
3873095

6130045

Measure Name
Insulation jackets

Steam traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
36,193

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

Evaluated

42,308

N/A

RR1

117%

N/A

Tracked

7,809

N.R.

Evaluated

4,592

N/A

59%

N/A

44,002
46,900
107%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

RR
Totals

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 7% more than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
inclusion of the system efficiency in the evaluated savings calculation for the insulation
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measure. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section
3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of fitted insulation jackets on various pipe fittings,
valves, and other heating equipment in addition to repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe for the insulation
measure and failed steam traps for the steam trap measure.
For the insulation measure, the vendor performed a scoping audit in which they identified
uninsulated steam valves, headers, flanges, and tanks that were allowing excess heat to escape
to unconditioned mechanical spaces throughout the building. The vendor took surface
temperature spot readings of these uninsulated surfaces and collected surface areas and
determined hours of operation for each fitting. The vendor identified approximately 128
sections of the distribution system totaling 954 ft2 of hot surfaces to be insulated. This
information was compiled into an inventory along with cost data and heat loss rates calculated
using the vendor’s proprietary energy modelling software which they claim is based in part on
3EPlus.
For the steam trap measure, a different vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps
throughout the facility which involved determining the operating status of each trap by way to
temperature spot measurements and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was
established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey. The
vendor survey shows that testing was conducted on 155 steam traps out of the 194 traps listed
in the facility inventory. The survey identified 9 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam
passing through their trap mechanism while another 4 traps were identified as being plugged
and allowing no steam or condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Table 2‐1 below
details the findings of the vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

142

N/A

N/A

142

Plugged

0

2

2

4

Partially leaking

0

3

3

6

Partially blowing by

0

2

1

3

142

7

6

155

Fully operational

Total
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Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation measure consisted of hot pipe fittings
insulated with 1.5” fiberglass insulation jackets coated in Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth.
This information was used in 3E Plus to calculate the insulated surface heat loss rates for
comparison with the established baseline. The hours of operation used for the as‐built case
matched those of the baseline configuration.
The steam trap survey was conducted in December 2015 and identified 13 defunct traps which
were later repaired or replaced in January 2016. The applicant’s installed case for this measure
assumes that all of the trap on‐site are in good working condition. The trap operating pressure
and hours of operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the insulation measure, the applicant’s vendor predicted the savings using a custom analysis
spreadsheet. A third party engineering firm reviewed the calculations submitted by the
equipment vendor and chose to modify the savings for each fitting using adjustment factors
calculated based on the difference between the vendor calculation results and calculations done
using 3EPlus . The applicant calculated adjustment factors for low (<200°F), medium (200‐275°F)
and high temperature (>275°F) fittings using a sample of repsentative lines from each group. A
summary of the process for calculating the correction factors used by the applicant is provided in
Table 2‐2 below.

Temp
Range
Low
(<200°F)

Table 2-2. Applicant Generated Correction Factors
Fitting
Vendor
Applicant
Surface
Surface
Savings
Savings
Correction
Temp (°F)
Area (ft2)
(Btu/hr)
(Btu/hr)
Factor
170
10.80
2,820
1,088
0.39
175

4.22

1,160

734

0.63

140

11.04

1,973

1,919

0.97

Medium
(200-275°F)

268

6.53

4,039

2,739

0.68

230

8.44

5,197

2,616

0.50

High
(>275°F)

320

33.02

17,519

19,512

1.11

300
295

10.34
38.98

4,406
20,681

5,396
19,693

1.22
0.95

Average
Correction
Factor
0.664

0.591
1.097

Based on the measured surface temperature, the applicant applied the correction factors shown in
Table 2‐2 above to the vendor’s savings calculation spreadsheet. Additionally the applicant
updated the vendor spreadsheet to include a system downtime of two weeks per year rather than
no downtime as assumed by the vendor.
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The insulation fitting energy savings were calculated for each line using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
= Applicant established correction factor (see above)
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion

Overall, the applicant revisions to the analysis yielded savings of 36,193 therms, a value 27%
lower than the 49,683 therms calculated by the vendor. The tracking value reported by the
program was 36,193 therms.
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level
operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
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this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)
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The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable with the exception of
the savings calculation omitting the efficiency of the boiler plant in addition to the application
of correction factors to the vendor generated savings. The inclusion of the efficiency will yield
higher evaluated savings than what had been anticipated by the applicant.
In addition to this omission, the evaluators found that the correction factors had been
misapplied to a small number of line items in the custom savings spreadsheet. The evaluators
are skeptical of the applicant’s method for creating and applying correction factors to the
vendor savings, particularly considering that they used three values generated using eight line
items from an inventory of 128 line items (the factors were derived using approximately 6% of
all line items).
While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
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factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
custom express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to a number of other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in both the insulation and steam
trap savings calculations (surface temperatures, surface areas, trap operating pressure, hours of
operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 2, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. While he could not recall exact dates, the facility engineer
confirmed the documented project timelines, indicating that the insulation was installed in the
summer of 2015 while the steam trap work was not completed until the following winter (early
2016). The facility engineer confirmed that the insulated pipe fittings were bare prior to the
project taking place. The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating
practices with the facility engineer. A newer 20,000 lb/hr fire tube boiler produces the majority
of steam, while two older 30,000 lb/hr water tube boilers supplement the steam load on a
rotating basis when needed. All three boilers are served by a single natural gas meter, and while
regulations require the facility to have the capability to operate the boilers using #6 oil, recently
the facility has used #6 oil only to conduct routine testing.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of a sample of
the insulation jackets in addition to confirming the repair or replacement and functionality of
the fixed steam traps.
The evaluators verified the installation of approximately half of the installed jackets throughout
the boiler room and other assorted mechanical spaces throughout the facility. Photo 2‐1 details
some of the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
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Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

The evaluators noticed a handful of the jackets had been removed from their fittings because the
facility was working on replacing one of the valves that had been insulated. Discussions with
the site contact indicated that facility staff had removed the insulation to measure the size of the
fittings (so as to place an order) and had planned to reinstall the insulation once the new parts
were installed. Photo 2‐2 shows the jackets removed from the fittings.
Photo 2-2. Uninsulated Hot Section and Uninstalled Jackets

The evaluators confirmed that the insulation was reinstalled when they visited the facility again
on April 11, 2018. The site contact indicated that the insulation had been reinstalled shortly after
the evaluator’s initial site visit.
The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incented steam traps throughout the
facility. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they were able to visually confirm 10
out of 13 traps that had been fixed (three traps were inaccessible due to being too high up) and
conducted ultrasonic and temperature verification of trap operation. Photo 2‐3 shows some of
the repaired and replaced traps verified by the evaluators during their site visit.
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Photo 2-3. Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps

Ultrasonic measurements were taken at the throat of each steam trap in order to confirm that
the trap was allowing for the removal of condensate from the steam line according to the trap
type. Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in
order to confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure
range (based on the saturated steam table).
After reaching a conclusion on the operability of each trap, thermal images were taken to verify
the evaluator’s conclusion. Photo 2‐4 shows the thermal profiles of the steam traps displayed in
Photo 2‐3. Note that the thermal camera’s emissivity setting had not been calibrated during the
site visit so the temperature ranges provided in the images are approximate. The purpose of the
photo is to show the difference in temperatures over the trap.
Photo 2-4. Thermal Images of Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps
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The evaluators conducted testing on all ten inspected steam traps to confirm their operability
and confirmed that none had failed, although two of the traps were not energized and the
results of the testing were inconclusive.
The evaluators also visited the boiler plant to collect information about the system’s operation
and in lieu of conducting their own combustion tests were provided with test data from all
three of the plant’s boilers conducted in December 2017. The boiler plant operates year round
providing steam throughout the campus for process and heating end uses.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on a number of hot surfaces covered with
insulation jackets and confirmed that the surface temperature measurements were within
reason of the values provided by the vendor analysis. Additionally, the evaluators deployed
temperature probes with data loggers on a pair of pipe fittings in order to verify the constant
operation as described by the applicant and the site contact. Figure 2‐1 illustrates metered
temperature data collected on one of the insulated sections over a period of two weeks.
Figure 2-1. Insulated Section Pipe Surface and Outside Air Metered Temperature
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The evaluators also deployed temperature probes on the inlet and outlet of a pair of steam traps
serving heating equipment in order to confirm that their operation coincided with the heating
season. Figure 2‐2 illustrates the inlet and outlet temperatures for one of the replaced steam
traps over a period of two weeks.
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Figure 2-2. Metered Inlet and Outlet Steam Trap Temperatures
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2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for both the insulation and steam trap measures are
the preexisting conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site
contact. For the insulation jacket measure, the baseline is the preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with uninsulated hot pipe fittings and valves while the baseline for the
steam trap measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in
condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The two measures installed at this site are described separately.
Pipe Insulation
For the insulation jacket measure, to calculate energy savings, the evaluator used a different
methodology than that which was employed by the applicant. While the applicant chose to
create correction factors to apply to the vendor generated savings, the evaluators elected to bin
Site 2016N0113
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all of the inventoried insulation jackets by temperature, run a 3E Plus simulation for the average
bin temperature, and then use the modeled bare and insulated heat loss rates along with the
metered operating hours and boiler plant efficiency. The evaluator used the “tank shell” option
of 3EPlus as a simplication of the configurations for each section of added insulation.
The evaluators grouped the 128 unique lines of the insulation jacket inventory into 15
temperature bins with varying temperature ranges based on the evaluator’s engineering
judgment. Table 2‐3 provides a detailed summary of the bin characteristics used in the
evaluator’s methodology.
Table 2-3. Jacket Insulation Bin Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Bin#
1

Bin
Range
(°F)
138-147

Average
Temp
(°F)
143.1

Line
Count
5

Total
Surface
Area (ft2)
53

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)
121.5

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)
14.7

Tracking
Savings
(therms)
737

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)
831

2

160-166

163.6

8

72

168.4

19.6

1,156

1,290

3

170-176

172.5

8

58

190.0

21.7

1,091

1,137

4

180-185

183.2

3

12

216.9

24.4

231

282

5

195-202

199.7

12

53

260.4

28.7

1,447

1,680

6

204-211

208.8

22

153

285.5

31.1

5,629

5,283

7

212-220

219.4

17

115

315.6

33.9

2,671

3,419

8

225-234

229.4

11

78

345.0

36.6

5,210

6,614

9

240-252

244.7

6

40

391.7

40.9

3,591

3,621

10

260-268

266.1

5

22

460.8

47.1

1,154

1,457

11

270-273

271.6

6

58

479.2

48.7

2,629

3,182

12

280-284

280.7

7

40

510.4

51.4

1,496

1,953

13

289-292

289.3

5

43

540.6

54.1

1,266

2,082

14

295-300(*)

298.2

12

124

572.7

56.8

6,267

7,523

15

320-300

320.0

1

33

654.6

63.7

1,619

1,955

Total

N/A

N/A

128

954

N/A

N/A

36,193

42,308

(*) the evaluator metered the temperature for a period of two weeks as show in Figure 2-1 above.

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure were calculated for each inventory
temperature bin using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
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= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= ‘Hot’ hours of operation
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 42,308 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
117%. The primary differences between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to the
inclusion of boiler plant efficiency in the savings calculation in addition to calculating the
impacts for each installed item as opposed to using the three average correction factors applied
to the vendor algorithm that the applicant used.
Steam Traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observatins.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice
,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes,
operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on site
using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
With these updated statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom
savings equation. Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to
reflect the data collected from combustion test reports during the site visit.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the new methodology and new site level
inputs described above are 4,592 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of
59%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site fidings, the only revision the
evalautors could make to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology
was updating the plant’s boiler efficiency, which was higher. The applicant methodology
updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of 7,115 therms versus the
tracking estimate with the old methodology of 7,809 therms.
The primary reason why the evaluated savings (using the new methodology) are lower than the
reported values is due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and
evaluator.
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Table 2‐4 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-4. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using the old method)

7,809

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

7,115

91%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

4,827

62%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

4,592

59%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 59%.
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 95%.
2
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of insulation jackets on hot fittings and valves
throughout the facility’s unconditioned mechanical spaces in addition to the repair and
replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis model and applying correction factors to each savings value based on the applicant’s
own 3E Plus generated outputs for a sample of fitting and valves. The applicant calculated
savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express screening tool with inputs
provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a modified version of the
approach used by the applicant, in which they grouped the inventory by pipe surface
temperature into bins, ran 3E Plus simulations for each bin, and then applied the bin results to
each inventory line in the bin. The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure
using a revised version of the custom express savings equation along with additional
information gathered during the site visit. The parameters impacting the analysis are
summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Insulation jacket
measure

Applicant
Uninsulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with uninsulated fittings
and valves in unconditioned mechanical
spaces

Steam traps measure

Thirteen failed steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with thirteen failed steam
traps

Boiler plant efficiency

As-Built
Insulation jacket
measure

Insulation jacket measure: N.D.
Steam traps measure: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Net efficiency: 75%
Applicant
Insulated fittings and valves in
unconditioned mechanical spaces

Insulation jacket measure: 84.1%
Steam traps measure: 84.1%
System line losses: 0%
Net efficiency: 84.1%
Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with insulated fittings and
valves in unconditioned mechanical spaces

Steam traps measure

Thirteen operational steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with thirteen operational
steam traps

Boiler plant combustion
efficiency

Insulation jacket measure: N.D.
Steam traps measure: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Insulation jacket measure: 84.1%
Steam traps measure: 84.1%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)

Applicant
44,002

Evaluator
46,900

Natural gas realization
rate
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Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project
installation dates were staggered and the contact indicated that other work had been performed
before and after both projects were installed. With this information the evaluator determined a
simple billing analysis would not provide an accurate performance of the evaluated measures
even though the measure savings account for approximately 7% of the pre‐project annual usage
at the facility.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are more than the tracked savings, primarily due to the applicant savings
methodology for the insulation measure not accounting for system efficiency in the energy
calculation. The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported
values primarily due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to
calculate savings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
44,002 therms

Evaluator
44,002 therms

Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model
for pipe insulation
measure

Boiler plant
efficiency: 100%

Boiler plant
efficiency: 84.1%

16%

Difference in
analysis
methodology for
steam trap
measure

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-7%
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Increased savings ‒ The
inclusion of the system
efficiency in the evaluator’s
savings calculation yielded
higher savings and is the main
contributor to the difference in
savings for the pipe insulation
measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Impact of
Deviation
-3%

Factor
Inaccurate preproject
characterization
for pipe insulation

Applicant
Incorrectly applied
savings factors to
vendor savings

Evaluator
Correctly applied
savings factors to
vendor savings

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Applied correction
factors generated
from applicant’s
own 3E Plus
model to vendor
savings

Binned insulation
inventory into 15
bins and ran 3E
Plus model for
each bin, applying
heat loss rate
outputs to every
line from each bin.

2%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line losses:
5%

Boiler efficiency:
84.1%
System line losses:
0%

-1%

Site 2016N0113
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Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The
evaluators determined the
applicant incorrectly applied the
correction factors to the vendor
savings based on the method
outlined by the applicant and
review of the applicant
workbook. This approach
resulted in smaller savings for
the pipe insulation measure.
Increased savings – The
applicant used 8 inventory lines
to generate 3 correction factors
and apply them to the vendor’s
results while the evaluators
created 15 bins and
recalculated the savings for the
entire inventory using 3E Plus
outputs from each bin. The
higher resolution approach
resulted in slightly higher
evaluated savings for the pipe
insulation measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the
boiler efficiency determined
during the site visit. This
approach resulted in smaller
savings for the steam traps
measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
422,202 therms (*)
44,002 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Applicant
589,749 therms
44,002 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
N/A

Evaluator
662,172 therms
46,900 therms
Pipe insulation: 15 years
Steam traps: 6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of the installation of custom fitted
insulation blankets to all exposed fitting and junctions identified during a third party insulation
survey. The measure was expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. There were a total of 297 insulation jackets installed on
steam heating pipes, valves, and domestic hot water (DHW) lines that are energized year
round.
Steam is generated at the facility by three 150 psi natural gas fired boilers. One boiler is used as
the primary while the other two are used as backup. During colder weather all three boilers
may run; one primary with the other two modulating to meet demand. While sufficient utility
billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the total natural gas usage at the
facility relative to the impacts of the installed measure was too small such that evaluators
determined a billing analysis could not provide an accurate estimate of savings.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets, deployed
temperature meters on a select number of insulated steam jackets, collected information on the
boiler plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are
higher than reported values, primarily because the tracking savings were calculated without
including the boiler plant efficiency value of 84% in the savings calculations.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
4751775

Measure Name
Steam jacket insulation

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
42,232
54,898
130%
42,232
54,898
130%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 30% more than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
inclusion of the system efficiency of 84% in the evaluated savings calculation for the insulation
measure as well as an increase in evaluated boiler plant annual hours of operation from 8,086
hours to 8,760 hours. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are
presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of 297 fitted insulation jackets on various pipe fittings,
valves, and other heating equipment in the facility boiler plant and mechanical rooms.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe for the insulation
measure.
For the insulation measure, the vendor conducted a scoping audit in which they identified
uninsulated steam valves, bonnets, flanges, and tee’s that were allowing excess heat to escape to
unconditioned mechanical spaces throughout the building. The vendor took surface
temperature spot readings of these uninsulated surfaces and collected surface areas and
determined hours of operation for each uninsulated steam component. The vendor identified
approximately 297 sections of the distribution system totaling 1,757 ft2 of hot surfaces that could
be insulated. The steam boiler was estimated to operate 8,060 hours per year. The applicant did
not include steam boiler efficiency in the baseline.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration assumed a typical insulation thickness of 1.0”. The outer
and inner jacket is a PTFE Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth and the insulation material is an
11 PCF fiberglass needled fiber. The two materials are sewn together producing a self contained
blanket system. The hours of operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline
configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The vendor predicted the savings using a custom analysis spreadsheet aided by the 3E Plus
energy modelling software to establish bare and insulated surface heat loss rates. The applicant
hired a 3rd party engineer to review the calculations submitted by the vendor and chose to modify
the savings for each steam component using adjustment factors calculated based on the difference
between the vendor results (for which the applicant did not have 3E Plus inputs available) and
the applicant’s own results calculated by attempting to replicate the vendor’s 3E Plus savings. The
applicant calculated deration factors for low (≤250°F) and high temperature (>275°F) steam jackets
using a sample of repsentative lines from each group. A summary of the correction factors used
by the applicant is provided in Table 2‐1.
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Table 2-1: Applicant Generated Correction Factors
Temp
Range
Low
(≤250°F)

Fitting
Surface
Temp (°F)
189

Surface
Area (ft2)
2.32

Vendor
Savings
(Btu/hr)
599.10

Applicant
Savings
(Btu/hr)
430.22

Correction
Factor
0.77

219

1.99

648.56

513.78

0.79

208

1.80

513.03

415.10

0.81

300

5.94

3,510.74

2,930.62

0.83

310
276

5.68
3.37

3,686.40
1,856.67

2,990.63
1,407.65

0.81
0.76

High
(>250°F)

Average
Deration
Factor
79.03%

80.14%

Based on the measured surface temperature, the applicant applied the average deration factors
shown in Table 2‐1 to the vendor’s savings calculation spreadsheet. Additionally, the applicant
revised the vendor spreadsheet operating hours. In a memo, the applicant indicated that the
original vendor tracking calculations were adjusted to include system downtime and
maintenance to reflect 48 weeks of run time versus what the applicant believed was 52 weeks. The
vendor calculations had operating hours of 8,423 annually so it is unclear why the applicant
adjusted hours. It is also worth noting that the applicant adjusted savings using 3E Plus, using a
typical insulation thickness of 1.0” to determine heat loss. The original vendor calculations use
1.5”.
The insulation fitting energy savings were calculated for each line using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), calculated using 3E Plus
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
= Applicant established correction factor (see above)
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion

Overall, the applicant revisions to the analysis yielded savings of 42,232 therms, a value 24%
lower than the 55,492 therms calculated by the vendor. The tracking value reported by the
program was 42,232 therms.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The original applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable with the
exception of the savings calculation omitting the efficiency of the boiler plant, using an incorrect
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typical insulation thickness, as well as the application of deration factors to the vendor
generated savings.
In addition to the boiler efficiency omission and different insulation thickness, evaluators are
skeptical of the applicant’s method for creating and applying deration factors to the vendor
savings, particularly considering that the applicant used two values generated using six line
items from an inventory of 297 steam jackets over 222 line items (the factors were derived using
approximately 3% of all line items and 2% of the total inventory). In a memo included in the
tracking documents, the applicant adjusted the vendor estimate for boiler hours of operation
from 8,423 (50 weeks) annual hours to 8,086 hours to account for boiler maintenance and
downtime. The memo goes on to state that the reason this adjustment was made is to reflect 48
weeks of run time versus the original 52 weeks of run time. According to the vendor
calculations the boiler system incorporates some downtime operating 8,423 hours annually.
The evaluators agree that the various input parameters used in the insulation savings
calculations (thickness, surface temperatures, surface areas, hours of operation) were reasonable
but certain inputs used to calculate the tracking savings (thickness and hours of operation) were
found not to be accurate. The adjustment to savings using a thickness of 1.0” to determine heat
loss rates in 3EPlus was determined to be incorrect since the original vendor as well as the
evaluation engineer onsite confirmed the insulation installed was all 1.5”. Neither of the hours of
operation seemed appropriate as the boiler was confirmed through logging to remain operational
year‐round with no downtime.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 2, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. While he could not recall exact dates, the facility engineer generally
confirmed the documented project timelines, indicating that the pipes, valves and fittings where
the insulation jackets were installed, were bare prior to the project taking place. The evaluators
also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating practices with the chief plant engineer. The
plant is equipped with three 150 PSI, 16 MMBtu/hr steam boilers. One boiler at a time runs as
the primary and the other two supplement the steam load on a rotating basis when needed. At
least one boiler is always running throughout the year for heating and process requirements.
The chief engineer also provided evaluators with combustion efficiency testing data that took
place on April 13th, 2018. Each of the three boilers were tested at low, medium and high fire and
their efficiency recorded. Boiler efficiency per boiler at each rate of fire remained consistent. The
lowest recorded efficiency was 82.3% for boiler 2 at high fire, and the highest efficiency was
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86.3% for boiler 3 at low fire. The overall average boiler plant efficiency at low, medium and
high fire in the plant was 84%.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of a sample of
insulation jackets in the boiler room and other mechanical rooms. Temperature probes were
installed on four insulation jackets to verify the measured surface temperatures. Figure 2‐1
details some of the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
Figure 2-1: Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on a number of hot surfaces covered with
insulation jackets and confirmed that the surface temperature measurements were within
reason of the values provided by the vendor analysis. Additionally, the evaluators deployed
temperature probes with data loggers under four sections of insulation in order to verify the
constant operation as described by the applicant. Figure 2‐1 illustrates metered temperature
data collected on a low temp (<250˚F) insulated section over the monitoring period.
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Figure 2-1: Low Temp Insulated Section Pipe and Ambient Air Metered Temperature
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Based on the measured values, the applicant’s estimate of average ambient temperatures (85°F)
were deemed reasonable, and within the range of uncertainty of the evaluator’s measured
average of 86.6°F. The measured values of bare pipe temperatures were assumed to match the
insulation jacket’s estimated bare pipe temperature in the applicant’s calculation, but could not
be 100% confirmed due to a lack of documentation concerning locations of the installed loggers
and jackets as compared to items listed in the tracking estimate. The logged data did indicate
the boilers and pipes remained energized for all hours throughout the monitoring period
supporting the use of 8760 annual hours of operation.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline being the preexisting conditions. The preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with uninsulated pipe fittings is the baseline.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

To calculate energy savings, the evaluator used a similar methodology that was employed by
the applicant. The applicant chose to create deration factors to apply to the vendor generated
savings and evaluators elected to do the same but with more inputs to which create these
factors. The applicant used six surface temperature sample insulation section inputs (three low
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temperature and three high tempemperature insulation sections) and groupped them into two
temperature‐based bins. Evaluators used 40 inputs over four different temperatures (two low
temp, two high temp). Since the applicant input temperatures did not vary by much, evaluators
determined to sample just two temperatures bins with a greater quanity of insulation section
inputs. The evaluator then calculated the bare and insulated heat loss for each section in the
sample using the tank shell – horizontal application type. With those values the evaluator
calculated deration factors. The evaluator then grouped the 222 unique lines of the insulation
jacket inventory into two temperature‐based bins with varying temperature ranges based on the
evaluator’s engineering judgment. Te evaluator then applied the deration factors to the original
vendor estimates to calculate the evaluated savings. Table 2‐2 provides a detailed summary of
the bin characteristics used in the evaluator’s methodology and savings values.
Table 2-2: Jacket Insulation – Evaluated Results Summary
3E Plus Outputs

Bin #

Bin
Range
(°F)

Weighted
Average
Deration
Factor (%)

Average
Temp
(°F)

Line
Count

Bare Heat
Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Insulated
Heat Loss
(Btu/hr/ft2)

Evaluated
Savings
(therms)

1

≥250

102%

289

69

144,009

11,076

13,239

2

<250

93%

202

153

916,906

70,731

41,659

Total

N/A

NA

N/A

222

1,060,915

81,807

54,898

The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure were calculated for each inventory
temperature bin using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), tracking
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2), tracking
= Boiler plant hours of operation (8,760 hours per year based on metered
data and information provided by the site contact)
= Quantity of insulation jackets
= Weighted average deration factor (weighted by tracking savings)
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of insulation jackets on hot fitting, valves, and piping
throughout the facility’s boiler plant and unconditioned mechanical spaces where there was
no insulation.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using the vendor’s spreadsheet
analysis model and applying deration factors to each savings value based on the applicant’s
own 3E Plus generated outputs.
The evaluator metered operating temperature at four loactions impacted by the evaluated
measure and confirmed the temperature values used by the applicant in the tracking savings
calculations were reasonably accurate. The evaluator verified the installed insulation is 1.5”
thick with is more then the applicant used to calculate the tracking savings. The evaluator
calculated the measure savings using a modified version of the savings method used by the
applicant. The evaluator grouped the inventory by pipe surface temperature into two bins,
ran 3E Plus simulations for a sample of insulation sections in each bin, and then applied a
deration factor to the bin results to each inventory line in the bin based on measured surface
temperature range. The evaluated savings for the project are greater than the reported values.
The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Insulation jackets

Applicant
222 uninsulated fittings and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
222 uninsulated fittings and
valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces

Boiler plant combustion efficiency

Not included

84%

Boiler plant annual hours

8,086

8,760

As-Built
Insulation jacket measure

Applicant
1.0” thick insulation jackets
installed on 222 fittings and
valves located in the steam
distribution system.

Evaluator
1.5” thick insulation jackets
installed on 222 fittings and
valves located in the steam
distribution system.

System application

Tank shell - horizontal

Tank shell - horizontal

Boiler plant combustion efficiency

Not included

84%

Boiler plant annual hours

8,086

8,760

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0144
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Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the measure
impacts relative to the total natural gas usage at the facility was too small to conduct a reliable
billing analysis.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are more than the tracked savings due to the applicant savings
methodology not accounting for system efficiency, or the correct annual boiler plant hours in
the energy calculation. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2: Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
42,232 therms

Evaluator
42,232 therms

Impact of Deviation
No impact

Inaccurate
estimation from
applicant model

Boiler plant
efficiency: 100%

Boiler plant
efficiency: 84%

19%

Operating hours

Boiler run hours:
8,086

Boiler run hours:
8,760

8%

Difference in
installed
equipment size

1.0-inch thick
insulation

1.5-inch thick
insulation

3%
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No impact ‒ Tracked
savings were consistent
with the application.
Increased savings ‒ The
inclusion of the system
efficiency in the evaluator’s
savings calculation yielded
higher savings and is one
of two main contributors to
the difference in savings.
Increased savings – The
evaluators updated the
annual hours the boiler
plant is operating. The
system hours were
increased to account for a
year round cycle versus
the reduced hours
characterized in the
tracking calculations.
Increased savings – The
evaluator verified the
installed insulation was
different than the one used
to calculate the tracking
savings.
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Evaluator
Binned insulation
inventory into
two bins with 40
inputs and ran
3E Plus model
for each bin,
applying heat
loss rate outputs
to every line
from each bin.

Impact of Deviation
-3%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The
applicant used six
inventory lines to generate
deration factors and apply
them to the vendor’s
results while the evaluators
created two temperature
bins with 40 line items and
recalculated the savingsweighted-average deration
factors for the entire
inventory using 3E Plus
outputs from each bin. The
higher resolution approach
resulted in slightly lower
evaluated savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the measure as
add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3: Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
453,509(*) therms
42,232 therms
15 years

Applicant
633,480 therms
42,232 therms
15 years

Evaluator
823,466 therms
54,898 therms
15 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a plastic recycling facility. This is a compounding services
facility and industrial processes include pelletizing, blending, and extrusion. This site is
primarily a job shop; production is highly variable and driven by market forces.
A new single screw extrusion machine was installed in the facility. The new machine is used to
process clean dry Polyethylene, Polypropylene, and Polystyrene materials into pellets. A new
smoke, mist, and dust collection system was installed with the new extruder. This measure
allows the facility to circulate cleaned warm exhaust air into the warehouse instead of
exhausting the contaminated air the outdoors. The measure supplies space heating to the
warehouse and allows gas‐fired unit heaters in that space to operate less and use less natural
gas. The applicant classified the measure as a new construction with an ISP baseline since a new
machine was added.
The evaluator visited the facility and confirmed the operation of the installed extruder and
collection system. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the collection
system along with plant ventilation and heating requirements. Loggers were installed to
monitor collection system fan and heating equipment run times. The evaluator agrees with the
measure classification and the baseline and calculated the measure impacts using a similar
algorithm as the one used by the applicant. The evaluated savings are smaller than the reported
values, primarily because the applicant did not normalize the results to TMY3 weather.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

4454500

Mist/dust collection with recovered
air sent into breathable space

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
17,372
15,510
89%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

17,372

N.R.

Evaluated

15,510

N/A

89%

N/A

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

RR

1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 11% smaller than the applicant‐reported savings primarily because
the applicant did not normalize the results to TMY3 weather.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of installing a recycling smoke, mist, and dust collection system that
returns heated air to the plant floor instead of venting to outdoors.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The measure consisted of installing a new extruder equipped with a vertical mist and dust
collector. The extruder’s exhaust collection system has collection drops located near the
extruderʹs mold area to source‐capture the smoke, dust, and oil mist. The applicant classified
the measure as new construction with an ISP baseline. The baseline is a new extruder that is not
equipped with the filtering system and that would exhaust all the contaminated air to the
outdoor. In the baseline, 12,100 cfm of contaminated air at a temperature of 65°F would be
exhausted outdoors.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The mist and dust collector operates continuously during the heating season and supplies
12,100 cfm of air at a temperature of 65°F to the warehouse area. The heated air displaces
heating energy that would have been supplied by gas‐fired unit heaters.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Tracking savings were generated by the vendor using a monthly weather‐based heat loss analysis.
The monthly savings summary is shown in Table 2‐1 below:
Table 2-1: Annual Natural Gas Savings
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The savings equation for each month is:
1.08
100,000

24

%

where:
= measure annual savings (therms)
= airflow circulated to the warehouse (12,100 cfm)
= space temperature (65°F)
= monthly average outdoor air temperature
24

= hours per day
= days per month

2.1.4

%

= percent of operation (100% ‐ November through March, 25% ‐ May and
October, 0% ‐ rest of the year)

EFF

= gas‐fired unit heater efficiency (92%)

100,000

= BTUs per therm

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant predicted the space temperature in the warehouse area, where the air warmed by
the extruder is routed, is maintained at 65°F throughout the heating season and the gas‐fired
unit heaters would have had to operate continuously if the average outdoor temperature goes
below that value. Because the warm air is routed in to the shipping docks area where outdoor
air infiltration from opening the doors is common, the evaluator determined the applicant
assumptions are appropriate.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator conducted a site visit on March 6, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluator
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the operation
of the collection system with the evaluator. The new extruder and mist, smoke, and dust
collection system is installed near the shipping docks adjacent to the warehouse area. Air from
the collection system is directed into the warehouse area. It was expected that two unit heaters
serving those areas would be most affected by the collection system and run less of often.
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The site contact identified the unit heaters closest to the new collection system and stated that
these were most likely impacted by the waste heat. Time‐of‐use loggers (TOU) were installed to
monitor the operation of each of the unit heater fans. A third TOU logger was installed on the
collection system fan. The site contact also stated that the installed project might have permitted
shutting off a through‐the‐wall propeller fan. This was not done and will not be done in the
future. The contact also stated that the collection system is enabled for continuous operation to
provide additional “housekeeping” that helps keeps the adjacent stocking areas clean.
2.2.2

Measured Data

The facility engineer identified the heaters that were potentially most effected by the cycled mist
collector air. He stated that the unit heaters, being near the dock area, had operated in the past.
But, he had no data confirming the extent of their operation. Neither of the unit heaters were on
at the time of the site visit. The exchanger surfaces were not even warm indicating recent
operation. This was taken as an indication that they had not been recently on. A time‐of use
(TOU) logger was installed on the fan wiring in each unit. The loggers were installed on
03/06/2018 and removed on 06/07/2018. When retrieved, both loggers showed zero operation
during the 93‐day monitoring period.
A third TOU logger was installed on the collection system fan that circulates the cleaned
exhaust air to supply heat to the warehouse. That logger showed continuous operation over the
same 93‐day monitoring period.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The baseline system would have been a ducted system that exhausts the collection system air
outdoors. This was confirmed by the facility engineer.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator used the same algorithm as the one used by the applicant with the following
updated inputs:
‐

used TMY3 weather data for Worcester as opposed to weather data recorded in
Waltham used by the applicant

‐

calculated the temperature‐based heat loss using hourly temperature values as opposed
to monthly averages values used by the applicant

‐

the heating season starts on October 20 and ends on April 10 (the evaluated heating
season length is 4,128 hours as opposed to 3,990 hours defined by the applicant)

‐

heating is required for 3,576 hours as opposed to 3,990 hours defined by the applicant;
heating is required when the outdoor temperature goes below 65°F
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This measure is reduces space heating gas usage in the warehouse The applicant calculated
savings for the measure using a monthly temperature‐based heat loss analysis. The evaluator
calculated the impacts of the measure using the same approach the applicant used with
updated inputs. The evaluated savings for the project are 11% less than the reported values.
The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Ventilation system

Applicant
Vented dust/mist/smoke
ventilation system

Evaluator
Vented dust/mist/smoke
ventilation system

3,990

3,576

Monthly temperature values
for Waltham (recording
period not docummented)

TMY3 hourly temperature
values for Worchester

65°F

65°F

Space heating annual operating hours
Weather data

Warehouse space temperature
As-Built
Ventilation system

Applicant
Recycling dust/mist/smoke
ventilation system

Space heating annual operating hours
Dust collector annual operating hours
Weather data

Warehouse space temperature

3,990
8,760

3,576
8,760

Monthly temperature values
for Waltham (recording
period not docummented)
65°F

TMY3 hourly temperature
values for Worchester

Applicant
17,372

Evaluator
15,510

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Evaluator
Recycling dust/mist/smoke
ventilation system

65°F

89%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Because the baseline of the installed measure was an ISP with a new load and not the
preexisting conditions, the evaluator determined that billing data could not be used to
corroborate the baseline gas usage to the pre‐installation bills. Because of this reason, the
evaluator did not conduct a billing analysis.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the measure are lower than the reported values primarily due to the
evaluator changing the calculation format. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and
deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
17,372
therms

Evaluator
17,372
therms

Difference in
equipment load
profile

3,990

3,576

3.5

Impact of
Deviation
No impact
-11%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased Savings – The evaluator
used hourly TMY3 weather data for
Worcester instead of monthly averages
for Waltham. This change reduced the
hours during which the space impacted
by the measure requires space heating.

Lifetime Savings

Because the measure increased the capacity of the plant, the evaluator classified the measure as
lost opportunity with an ISP baseline. The evaluator calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
248,733 therms (*)
17,372 therms
20 years
New construction - ISP

Applicant
347,440 therms
17,372 therms
20 years
New construction - ISP

Evaluator
310,200 therms
15,510 therms
20 years
Lost opportunity - ISP

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a heavy industrial manufacturing facility and consisted of the
installation of an economizer to recover waste heat from a heat recovery steam generator
(HRSG). The HRSG is part of a newly installed CHP and supplies steam to the plant for various
processes. The economizer removes 4.6 MMBtu/hr from the exhaust stream of the HRSG and
transfers it via a glycol loop to three make up air units. These units supply heat to the facility
via distribution duct work. When the reclaimed heating energy from the economizer is not
required, the heat is dissipated to the outside through a dry cooler.
The facility uses natural gas for both process and space heating applications, although the
majority of gas is consumed by the production lines. The facility has six different gas meters
serving the facility, with a dedicated meter for the CHP unit and a different meter serving the
boiler from the preexisting case. Due to this configuration and the fact that production‐
dependent usage without production data is not suitable for a billing analysis, the evaluators
chose to forgo this type of approach.
The evaluators visited the facility, verified the installation of the economizer, glycol loop,
makeup air units and distribution ductwork, held discussions with the site contact regarding
the measure event, collected trended operating data of the incented equipment and calculated
measure savings using a modified version of the approach laid out in the approved M&V plan.
The evaluated savings are lower than reported values, primarily due to the facility having a
lower heating load than what had been anticipated by the applicant.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
5015962

Measure Name
Process heat recovery for
space heating

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
303,234

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

204,310

N/A

67%

N/A

303,234
204,310
67%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 33% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the
facility having a lower space heating load than what had been anticipated by the applicant
when calculating the reported savings. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked
savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

Space heating was originally provided to the facility via steam coil units and steam distribution
piping fed from a boiler used for both process and space heating applications. Heat exhausted
by the HRSG was dumped directly to the atmosphere prior to the installation of the economizer.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for this project consists of an economizer on the stack of the
existing CHP / HRSG setup to capture excess heat from the stack and transfer it through a
glycol loop serving new makeup air units located throughout the facility. The air handlers were
installed to reduce the negative pressure in the space and provide space heating as necessary.
The glycol loop is configured as the primary source of space heating. The heat recovery
mechanism operates throughout the the heating season to supply heat to the MAUs via the
glycol loop. The waste heat dry cooler is configured to vent excess heat to the atmosphere when
the heat being pulled off the stack is not required in the space. The dry cooler is controlled to
maintain a minimum temperature of 155°F glycol back to the economizer to avoid condensation
from forming in the unit.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated savings for this project using a spreadsheet‐based bin analysis featuring
two‐degree temperature increments. The analysis determines the required heating load within the
facility and calculates the apparent energy consumption with and without the installed
economizer measure. The formula used to calculate the baseline heating energy is as follows:
1.08
1,000,000
where,
= Baseline annual required heating energy (MMBtu/yr)
= Makeup air unit discharge air temperature (°F)
= Binned outdoor air temperature (°F)
1.08
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= Makeup air unit supply airflow (cfm)
= Binned hours (2°F increments)
= Boiler thermal efficiency
The discharge air temperature for the MAUs (DATMAU) was calculated by the applicant using a
linear relationship with the binned outdoor air temperature. The as‐built heating energy was
calculated by identifying the amount of heat that would still need to be provided to the space via
the MAU indirect burners (when the glycol loop couldn’t provide enough energy) using the
following formula:
1.08
1,000,000
where,
= As‐built annual required heating energy (MMBtu/yr)
= Hot water coil discharge fluid temperature (°F)
= MAU economizer effectiveness
The hot water coil discharge fluid temperature was established by determining the amount of
available recovered heat from the HRSG flue stack. The as‐built energy usage is modelled as the
space heating energy that could not be provided by the glycol loop. Energy savings for this
measure were calculated by taking the difference between the as‐built and baseline energy usage.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators found the applicant algorithm for calculating savings for the heat recovery
measure to be reasonable and anticipate updating key parameter assumptions following the on‐
site data collection.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 29, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the facility.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. The facility engineer confirmed the documented project timelines
and detailed the preexisting conditions at the facility. Prior to the installation of the economizer,
spaces throughout the facility were being heated by steam coil units fed from a boiler
generating steam for both process and space heating applications. Prior to the project
Site 2016N0152
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installation, no makeup air was being brought into the space and exhaust fans serving the
production line rejected heated air. This infiltration issue caused employees to wear jackets on
colder days in addition creating a condensation issue within the production area. With the
installation of the economizer measure to supplement the newmakeup air units, the facility
could better control infiltration within the plant, heat the space more efficiently, reduce internal
condensate build up and reduce their overall steam load at the facility.
The site contact specified that the facility operates 24/7 year round with the exception of two
weeks of scheduled shutdowns (week of 4th of July & the week between Christmas Eve and
New Years), Thanksgiving weekend, and brief unexpected shutdowns. The site contact
indicated that steam and gas usage at the facility is largely production based and that
production varies on a regular basis. The contact also confirmed that production at the facility
has remained variable but relatively consistent over the past few years and that there were no
major changes at the facility affecting steam or gas usage since the project took place.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of the
economizer, glycol loop and control system. The evaluators found that the equipment was
installed as described however, the CHP was down at the time of the visit for maintenance and
steam was being provided to the HRSG via a backup boiler (the same boiler used in the
preexisting configuration). The contact confirmed that the CHP would be back up and running
as soon as maintenance was completed. Photo 2‐1 details a screenshot of the control system
with an illustration of the glycol loop layout and Photo 2‐2 details one of the installed makeup
air units and ductwork serving the conditioned spaces.
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Photo 2-1. Glycol Loop Layout via Control System

Photo 2-2. Installed Makeup Air Unit and Insulated Ductwork
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Measured and Logged Data

Due to the site visit occurring at the tail end of the heating season, the evaluators chose to forgo
deploying metering equipment at the facility and instead gathered internal production data
provided by the facility. The evaluators collected two months worth of daily energy usage data
from the facility’s internal monitoring system in addition to a year’s worth of monthly
operating data for the boiler used in the baseline configuration. Figure 2‐1 provides an
illustration of the combined waste heat and heating energy used for space heating matched up
along heating degree days to illustrate the approximate relationship between dumped heat and
weather.
Figure 2-1. Glycol Loop Energy and HDD
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Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the review of project files and site visit findings (including the discussion with the
facility engineer), the evaluators determined that the project is an add‐on measure for the
recently installed CHP & HRSG plant at the facility. Prior to the measure installation, the waste
heat from the HRSG was dumped to the atmosphere while spaces were conditioned with steam
coil units fed from a boiler generating steam for both process and space heating applications.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Since the evaluators were able to collect actual daily energy usage data from the newly installed
glycol loop, they were able to forgo the methodology outlined in the M&V plan which involved
collecting temperature and flows to calculate energy usage. After reviewing the provided data
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and filtering out days when the system wasn’t operating, the evaluators created a regression of
heat recovered for space heating against heating degree days, which is illustrated in Figure 2‐2.
Figure 2-2. Regression of Space Heating Energy vs. HDD
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The evaluators applied the regression coefficients to a full year of daily typical heating degree
days generated from TMY3 weather data and applied a filter to account for days when the
facility is not operating.
In order to establish the gas consumption for space heating that was replaced with the new heat
recovery measure, the evaluators divided out the weather normalized space heating load by the
thermal efficiency of the steam boiler that would have provided space heat in the absence of the
measure. Table 2‐1 below details key parameters of the evaluator’s analysis.
Table 2-1. Evaluator Analysis Key Parameters
Parameter
Date range

Value
10/28/17 through 12/29/17

Total glycol loop energy (MMBtu)

5,668

Dumped waste heat energy (MMBtu)

2,501

Space heating load (MMBtu)

3,167

Actual heating degree days (60°F)

1,131

Typical annual heating degree days (60°F)

5,494

Normalized space heating load (MMBtu)

16,925

The evaluated savings for the heat recovery measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 204,310 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
67%. The primary reason for the difference between evaluated and reported savings are due to
the applicant overstating the amount of energy from the glycol loop that would be used by the
facility for space heating.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
This project consisted of the installation of an economizer to recover waste heat from a heat
recovery steam generator and transfer the energy via a newly installed glycol loop to three
makeup air units for space heating purposes. The project was expected to save natural gas by
using recovered waste heat for space heating instead of the indirect fired burners in the
makeup air units.
The applicant calculated savings for this project using a spreadsheet‐based bin analysis to
determine natural gas loads at the facility with and without the installed economizer measure.
The evalautors calculated savings for the project using two months of actual energy usage
data provided directly from the facility’s glycol loop control system. The evaluators regressed
this daily data against actual weather (heating degree days) and normalized it to typical
weather over the course of a year.
The evaluated savings for the project are lower than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

30,076

16,925

80%

82.8%

Applicant

Evaluator

Total space heating load (MMBtu)

30,076

16,925

Load served by glycol loop (MMBtu)

24,582

16,925

Load served by space heating equipment (MMBtu)

5,494

0*

Space heating equipment efficiency

92%

92%

Applicant

Evaluator

303,234

204,310

Total space heating load (MMBtu)
Space heating equipment efficiency
As-Built

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

67%

*Space load did not exceed economizer supply over two month duration of provided data and is assumed not to
exceed economizer supply for the duration of the year.

3.1

Cross Check with Billing Data

The facility uses natural gas for both process and space heating applications, although the
majority of gas at the facility is for process‐based applications. The facility has six different gas
meters serving the facility, with a dedicated meter for the CHP unit and a different meter
serving the boiler from the pre‐existing case. The evaluated savings account for 68% of the
annual pre‐project gas billed to the pre‐existing boiler meter. While this percentage appears
high, without billing data for the CHP meter and production data, which were not available,
along with a better understanding of which gas consumption was on which meter, a billing
analysis, was not viewed as a valid approach.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are lower than the tracked savings, primarily due to the applicant
algorithm overstating the amount of energy from the glycol system that would be used for
space heating measure. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
303,234 therms

Evaluator
303,234 therms

Difference in
equipment load
profile

Space heating
load generated
from pre-project
assumptions

Space heating
load calculated
directly from
energy
consumption data

-30%

Inaccurate preproject
characterization

80% thermal
efficiency

82.8% thermal
efficiency

-3%

3.5

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluators used energy
consumption data provided directly
from the facility's glycol control
system to establish savings, which
indicated a lower space heating load
than what had been assumed by the
applicant.
Decreased savings - The
evaluators found that the applicant
baseline efficiency was lower than
the actual value from boiler records
provided during the site visit.

Lifetime Savings

Because the evaluated measure improves the operation of an existing system, the evaluators
classified the measures as add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant
and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear factor = 100% for these single‐baseline measures
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The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
3,256,283 therms (*)
303,234 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
4,548,510 therms
303,234 therms
15 years
N/A

Evaluator
3,064,653 therms
204,310 therms
15 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of the installation of
demand control ventilation (DCV) on two existing rooftop units (RTUs) serving the gymnasium
and the cafeteria at the facility. The measure included the installation of two new CO2 sensors
and DCV sequence of operation onto the two impacted RTUs. The reported measure baseline
was the preexisting conditions – the two underlying RTUs without DCV. The measure is
expected to save energy by reducing outside air intake through the two impacted rooftop units
using modulating outside air dampers.
The facility’s central boiler plant consists of two hot water boilers. Hot water is distributed to
the existing impacted rooftop units via two lead‐lag hot water pumps. The hot water boilers
operate on a 24/7 schedule from October through May. The existing impacted RTUs are single
zone units equipped with constant speed supply and return air fans. There is one RTU serving
the gymnasium and one RTU serving the cafeteria. The RTU serving the gymnasium provides
only heating to the space and the RTU serving the cafeteria provides both cooling and heating
to the space.
The evaluators first visited the facility on January 12, 2018 to determine the baseline, confirm
installation of the measure, interview the facility manager, and install data loggers. A second
visit was made on March 29, 2018 to remove loggers.
The evaluators conducted the savings analysis using a methodology similar to the applicant
methodology with updated input parameters based on on‐site findings. The evaluated savings
are smaller than the reported values, primarily because there were two separate incentive
applications for this project, one of which was determined to be a duplicate application and
removed by the evaluators.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
6480591

Measure Name
Demand controlled
ventilation

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

3,459

N.R.

Evaluated

3,102
90%

N/A
N/A

3,459
3,102
90%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 10% less than the applicant‐reported saving, primarily due to the
removal of the duplicate tracking savings. Adjustments to the analysis inputs based on site
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findings also contributed to the deviations from the tracking savings. Further details regarding
deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of DCV control on two existing RTUs at the facility.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant analysis utilized a saving estimator tool developed by a vendor to calculate the
tracking savings for this project. The evaluators were not able to access all of the algorithms
used in the estimator tool, which is proprietary but reviewed the applicant analysis and
determined that the applicant baseline consisted of two RTUs without DCV control; one RTU
served the gymnasium space and one RTU served the cafeteria space. Table 2‐1 presents the
baseline input parameters used in the applicant analysis.
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Table 2-1. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Gymnasium Space

Cafeteria Space

Concrete

Concrete

ASHRAE 90.1 2010

ASHRAE 90.1 2010

9,200 sqft

4,000 sqft

20 people/ 1000 sqft

20 people/ 1000 sqft

80%

80%

Monday through Friday from 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
The gym is closed from June 15th to
August 31st every calendar year

Monday through Friday from 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
The cafeteria is closed from June
15th to June 30th every calendar
year

69°F

70°F

63°F

60°F

TMY3 Boston MA weather data

TMY3 Boston MA weather data

Constant ventilation rate when not
in economizer mode

Constant ventilation rate when not
in economizer mode

ASHRAE 62.1 2010 standard at
design building occupancy condition

ASHRAE 62.1 2010 standard at
design building occupancy condition

Baseline ventilation flow

2,760 CFM

1,200 CFM

RTU economizer control

Fixed dry bulb temperature
economizer enabled setpoint

Differential enthalpy economizer

Constant speed fans

Constant speed fans

RTU heating type

Hot water

Hot water

RTU cooling type

Cooling not available

Direct expansion

Fixed position outside air damper

Fixed position outside air damper

Space construction
Thermal envelop
Space area
Design maximum occupancy
Boiler efficiency
Occupied schedule

Occupied schedule heating
temperature setpoint
Unoccupied schedule
heating temperature setpoint
Weather data
Ventilation control
Ventilation rate

RTU supply and return air
fans

RTU outside air damper

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant‐reported installed equipment consisted of the same two preexisting RTUs as
described in the applicant baseline, with DCV controls. The DCV controls modulated the
ventilation rate based on a daily occupancy load profile assumed by the applicant. Tables 2‐2
and 2‐3 present the applicant‐reported installed condition and daily occupancy load profile for
each space type.
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Table 2-2. Applicant Installed Case Summary
Operation description

Gymnasium Space

Cafeteria Space

Concrete

Concrete

ASHRAE 90.1 2010

ASHRAE 90.1 2010

9,200 sqft

4,000 sqft

20 people/ 1000 sqft

20 people/ 1000 sqft

80%

80%

Monday through Friday from 7:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
The gym is closed from June 15th to
August 31st every calendar year

Monday through Friday from
7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
The cafeteria is closed from
June 15th to June 30th every
calendar year

69°F

70°F

63°F

60°F

TMY3 Boston MA weather data

TMY3 Boston MA weather data

Ventilation control

Modulating ventilation rate based
on the occupancy load profile

Modulating ventilation rate
based on the occupancy load
profile

Ventilation rate

ASHRAE 62.1 2010 standard at
applicant as-built building
occupancy condition

ASHRAE 62.1 2010 standard at
applicant as-built building
occupancy condition

200 CFM

323 CFM

Fixed dry bulb temperature
economizer enabled setpoint

Differential enthalpy economizer

RTU supply and return air
fans
RTU heating type

Constant speed fans

Constant speed fans

Hot water

Hot water

RTU cooling type

Cooling not available

Direct expansion

Modulating position outside air
damper

Modulating position outside air
damper

Space construction
Thermal envelop
Space area
Design maximum occupancy
Boiler efficiency
Occupied schedule

Occupied schedule heating
temperature setpoint
Unoccupied schedule
heating temperature setpoint
Weather data

As-built ventilation flow
RTU economizer control

RTU outside air damper
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Table 2-3. Applicant Installed Occupancy Load Profile
Hour

Gymnasium Occupancy Fraction

Cafeteria Occupancy Fraction

00:00

0%

0%

01:00

0%

0%

02:00

0%

0%

03:00

0%

0%

04:00

0%

0%

05:00

0%

0%

06:00

0%

5%

07:00

6%

38%

08:00

6%

0%

09:00

16%

0%

10:00

6%

63%

11:00

6%

63%

12:00

6%

63%

13:00

6%

5%

14:00

6%

5%

15:00

0%

0%

16:00

0%

0%

17:00

0%

0%

18:00

0%

0%

19:00

0%

0%

20:00

0%

0%

21:00

0%

0%

22:00

0%

0%

23:00

0%

0%

Besides ventilation control, ventilation rate and ventilation flow, other applicant’s installed
equipment input parameters remained the same as the applicant’s baseline condition.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated the tracking savings by using a saving estimator tool developed by a
vendor. According to the tool’s manual documentation, the saving estimator tool performed
energy consumption calculation of the HVAC equipment for each hour of the year using built‐
in models and hourly TYM3 weather data. Figure 2‐1 presents a flow diagram for the modeling
approach used within the tool.
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Figure 2-1. Saving Estimator Tool’s Modeling Approach

The building model in the above diagram provides hourly estimates of the sensible heating
requirements needed to keep the zone temperatures at heating setpoints based on the inputs of
physical building description, occupancy schedules and the thermostat control strategy. The
inputs parameters used in the building model were based on the applicant’s preexisting and
installed equipment input parameters listed in Table 2‐2 and 2‐3.
The air distribution model in the above diagram determines the mixed air condition supplied to
the HVAC equipment in the equipment model. The air distribution model receives the zone
temperature outputs from the building model, calculates return air humidity, flow and CO2
concentration, and determines the mixed air condition based on the return air condition and the
ventilation strategy input. The following ventilation strategy input was used by the applicant in
the air distribution model:

 Baseline ventilation strategy input: fixed ventilation rate.
 Installed equipment ventilation strategy input: variable ventilation rate. The ventilation
rate varied based on the applicant installed occupancy load profile described in Table 2.4
The ventilation rate was the only parameter that the applicant modified between the baseline
and installed model in the estimator tool. The savings estimator tool used the following formula
to calculate the ventilation rate for both the preexisting and installed conditions.

where,
= baseline ventilation rate
= ventilation rate required per person, 15 CFM/person. The
ventilation rate per person information is based on ASHRAE 62.1
2010 appendix C
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= total zone population. The baseline zone population was 184 for
the gymnasium and 80 for the cafeteria. The as‐built zone
population varied based on the applicant installed occupancy load
profile
The equipment model in the above diagram uses the mixed air condition and the sensible
heating requirement to determine the average supply air condition and the heating energy use
of the HVAC equipment to bring mixed air condition to the supply air condition.
The tracking savings were calculated based on the difference of the baseline and as‐built
calculated heating energy use of the HVAC equipment.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant calculated the project savings using a DCV savings estimator tool. The savings
estimator tool calculated energy savings of the project using an 8,760 hourly model. The energy
savings of the project were based on the difference of the modeled baseline and installed gas
consumptions of the impacted RTUs. After reviewing the applicant analysis, the evaluators
agreed with the applicant analysis methodology. Although the conceptual savings
methodology used in the tool was provided in the tool’s manual documentation, the evaluators
were not able to access all of the algorithms used in the estimator tool, which is proprietary.
Photos 2‐1 to 2‐6 present the inputs and outputs of the savings estimator tool used by the
applicant to calculate the reported savings for one impacted RTU.
Photo 2-1. Input Parameters for Building Model
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Photo 2-2. Input Parameters for Equipment Model

Photo 2-3. Input Parameters for Air Distribution Model
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Photo 2-4. Input Parameters for Air Distribution Model (cont.)
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Photo 2-5. Input Parameters for Air Distribution Model (cont.)

Photo 2-6. Saving Estimator Tool Outputs

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
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Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted the first site visit on January 12, 2018. During the site visit, the
evaluators interviewed the facility engineer and verified the installation of the project. The
evaluators verified that two new CO2 sensors were installed at the return air duct of the
impacted RTUs. The evaluators spot checked the energy management system at the facility and
verified that the DCV sequence of operation is working as intended. Photos 2‐7 and 2‐8 present
the evaluators on‐site measure installation verification.
Photo 2-7. CO2 Readings from CO2 Sensor

Photo 2-8. CO2 Readings from EMS
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Photos 2‐1 and 2‐2 above show that the CO2 readings from the CO2 sensor located in the RTUs
and the readings on the EMS were within a reasonable range. The EMS screenshot showed that
the outside air damper position (labeled as MA Dampers on the screenshot) was at 0% while the
CO2 readings (482 ppm) were less than setpoint (750 ppm), indicating the DCV control is
working as intended.
The evaluators visited the mechanical room at the facility to obtain the information of the hot
water boilers at the facility. The facility’s heating is provided by two hot water boilers.
According to the site contact, the hot water boilers were oversized for the size of the facility
with limited turn‐down ratio, which resulted in frequent boiler cycling. The evaluators took
combustion efficiency spot measurements of one boiler to assist with the saving calculation.
The evaluators also noted that there were two separate applications for the same project. One
application was submitted in 2015 and one application was submitted in 2016. The tracked
savings were based on the reported savings from both applications. Because some of the
tracked savings was already claimed in 2015, that portion was removed from this evaluation
and resulted in a reduction of 1,741 therms.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

During the site visit, the evaluators took combustion analysis spot measurements to obtain the
spot‐measure efficiency of the hot water boilers serving the impacted RTUs. Photo 2‐9 provides
the spot‐measure efficiency of one hot water boiler.
Photo 2-9. Combustion Efficiency

The applicant used an assumed boiler efficiency of 80%. Because the evaluators spot measured
the boiler combustion efficiency as higher than 80%, and the boilers’ short‐cycling would result
in an overall reduced combustion efficiency, the evaluators found the applicant’s assumption
reasonable and will use the applicant’s assumption of the boiler efficiency in the evaluated
savings analysis.
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The evaluators also deployed data loggers on the return air duct, the mixed air chamber and the
outside air intake of the impacted RTUs to obtain temperature and CO2 data in order to support
the evaluated savings analysis. Table 2‐4 presents the loggers deployment details.
Table 2-4. Evaluators’ Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO temperature
logger

Parameter

Time Interval

Duration

Quantity

Gymnasium RTU
outside air temperature

15 minutes

10 weeks

1

HOBO temperature
logger

Gymnasium and
cafeteria RTU return air
temperature

15 minutes

10 weeks

2

HOBO temperature
logger

Gymnasium and
cafeteria RTU mixed air
temperature

15 minutes

10 weeks

2

HOBO logger with CO2
sensor

Gymnasium and
cafeteria RTU return air
CO2

15 minutes

10 weeks

2

During the site visit, the evaluators found that the impacted RTUs did not have a separate
mixed air chamber for mixing the outside air and return air streams. The heating coils of the
units were placed directly next to the return air and outside air dampers. Therefore, the
evaluators had limited available space for installing the loggers. The evaluators found that
logged temperature readings from several loggers were not accurate, likely due to the effect of
the heating coil being so close to the data loggers. Figure 2‐2 and Table 2‐5 present the mixed air
temperature metered data of one impacted RTU and a summary of all metered data.
Figure 2-2. Logged Mixed Air Temperature of One Impacted RTU
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Table 2-5. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO temperature logger

Parameter

Data Quality

Gymnasium RTU outside air temperature

Reasonable

HOBO temperature logger

Gymnasium RTU mixed air temperature

Several readings
reached 90°F, deemed
not reasonable

HOBO temperature logger

Gymnasium RTU return air temperature

Reasonable

HOBO temperature logger

Cafeteria RTU mixed air temperature

Several readings
reached 100°F, deemed
not reasonable

HOBO temperature

Cafeteria RTU return air temperature

Several readings
reached 100°F, deemed
not reasonable

HOBO logger with CO2 sensor

Gymnasium and cafeteria RTU return air
CO2

Reasonable

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure is an add‐on with a single baseline and the baseline is
the preexisting conditions. The preexisting conditions consisted of the following conditions:

 There are two existing RTUs that were equipped with constant speed fans. One RTU
serves the gymnasium and one RTU serves the cafeteria.

 The existing RTUs were not equipped with DCV control and were providing a constant
ventilation flow when the units were not in the economizer mode. This constant
ventilation rate was the units’ design minimum ventilation flow which was provided in
the project documentation.

 The existing hot water boilers had an 80% boiler efficiency.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators agreed with the applicant’s analysis and used the same saving calculation with
updated input parameters to calculate the evaluated savings. The evaluators updated the
following input parameters in the evaluated saving calculations:

 Baseline ventilation rate of the gymnasium and the cafeteria. The evaluated baseline
ventilation rate is the design minimum ventilation flow of the impacted RTUs which is
shown in Figure 2‐3.
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Figure 2-3. Design Minimum Ventilation Flow of Impacted RTUs

The evaluated baseline ventilation is 65% greater than the value used in the applicant
baseline. This resulted in an increase in the evaluated base case consumption and
evaluated savings. The increase in evaluated savings due to the difference between the
evaluated baseline and applicant baseline ventilation rate was the major contributor in
offsetting the decrease in evaluated savings due to the removal of the duplicate tracking
savings.

 Occupied and unoccupied space heating temperature setpoint of the gymnasium. The
evaluators updated the occupied and unoccupied space heating temperature setpoint for
this space based on the review of the EMS. Photo 2‐10 presents the screenshot of the
impacted RTU that serves the gymnasium which includes the occupied and unoccupied
space heating temperature setpoint.
Photo 2-10. One Impacted RTU’s Occupied and Unoccupied Heating Space Temperature Setpoint

 As‐built occupancy load profile of the gymnasium and the cafeteria. The evaluators
interviewed the site contact and obtained the design number of occupants and the
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number of occupants for each hour of a typical operating day in each space type. The
evaluators developed an occupancy load profile based on the information provided by
the site contact and updated the occupancy load profile input parameters in the saving
estimator tool. Tables 2‐6 and 2‐7 present the as‐built design occupancy and occupancy
load profile for each space type impacted by the evaluated project.
Table 2-6. Rated Occupancy
As-built Design Occupancy for Gymnasium
217 occupants

As-built Design Occupancy for Cafeteria
220 occupants

Table 2-7. As-built Actual Occupancy
Gymnasium

Cafeteria

Number of
Occupants

Occupancy
Fraction

Number of
Occupants

Occupancy
Fraction

0

0%

0

0%

01:00

0

0%

0

0%

02:00

0

0%

0

0%

03:00

0

0%

0

0%

04:00

0

0%

0

0%

05:00

0

0%

0

0%

06:00

0

0%

11

5%

07:00

50

23%

11

5%

08:00

50

23%

0

0%

09:00

50

23%

0

0%

10:00

50

23%

220

100%

11:00

50

23%

220

100%

12:00

50

23%

220

100%

13:00

50

23%

11

5%

14:00

50

23%

11

5%

15:00

0

0%

0

0%

16:00

0

0%

0

0%

17:00

0

0%

0

0%

18:00

0

0%

0

0%

19:00

0

0%

0

0%

20:00

0

0%

0

0%

21:00

0

0%

0

0%

22:00

0

0%

0

0%

23:00

0

0%

0

0%

Hour
00:00

Table 2‐8 presents a summary of the applicant and evaluators’ values for each input parameter
used in the saving estimator tool.
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Table 2-8. Applicant-Reported and Evaluated Details of Updated Input Parameters
Operation description

ApplicantReported

Evaluated

Occupied heating temperature setpoint – Gymnasium

69°F

68°F

Unoccupied heating temperature setpoint – Gymnasium

63°F

62°F

Gymnasium baseline ventilation rate

2,760 CFM

3,250 CFM

Cafeteria baseline ventilation rate

1,200 CFM

3,300 CFM

7%

23%

27%

36%

Gymnasium average occupancy fraction (average of occupancy
fraction values from 07:00 to 14:00 in Table 2-7)
Cafeteria average occupancy fraction (average of occupancy
fraction values from 06:00 to 14:00 in Table 2-7)

Although the evaluators agreed and used the same saving calculation that was used by the
applicant, the preferred evaluated savings methodology was to use a weather‐based analysis to
calculate the evaluated savings using the following formula:
1.08
100,000
where,
= natural gas savings (therms)
= baseline outside air flow (cfm)
= as‐built outside air flow (cfm)
= space temperature (°F)
= outside air temperature (°F)
= boiler efficiency (%)
The baseline and as‐built outside air flow would be determined using the following formulas:

where:
= baseline outside air flow (CFM)
= as‐built outside air flow (CFM)
= design supply air flow (CFM)
= baseline outside air damper position (%)
= mixed air temperature(°F)
= return air temperature(°F)
= outside air temperature(°F)
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The as‐built outside air flow is also determined using the metered CO2 data. When the metered
CO2 reading is below the CO2 EMS setpoint, the as‐built outside air flow will be zero. The
preferred savings methodology was not used because the measured temperature readings were
influenced by the proximity of heating coils inside the impacted RTUs.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of implementing DCV control on two existing RTUs, one serving the
gymnasium, and one serving the cafeteria. The evaluators calculated the evaluated savings
using the same methodology as the applicant’s methodology with updated input parameters.
The updated input parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Billed pre-project annual gas usage for the
entire facility (therms)

Applicant
N.D.

Evaluator
31,530 therms (pre-project
annual gas usage from
March 2015 to March 2016)

Billed post-project annual gas usage for
the entire facility (therms)

N/A

N/A

Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas
usage (therms)

N.D.

N/A

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas
usage (therms)

N/A

N/A

Baseline
Baseline ventilation flow

Applicant
2,760 CFM for gymnasium
1,200 CFM for cafeteria
69°F for gymnasium
70°F for the cafeteria

Evaluator
3,250 CFM for gymnasium
3,300 CFM for cafeteria
68°F for the gymnasium
70°F for the cafeteria

Unoccupied heating temperature setpoint

63°F for gymnasium
60°F for the cafeteria

62°F for the gymnasium
60°F for the cafeteria

As-Built
Occupancy load profile

Applicant
7% for gymnasium
27% for cafeteria

Evaluator
23% for gymnasium
36% for cafeteria

Occupied heating temperature setpoint

69°F for gymnasium
70°F for the cafeteria

68°F for the gymnasium
70°F for the cafeteria

Unoccupied heating temperature setpoint

63°F for gymnasium
60°F for the cafeteria

62°F for the gymnasium
60°F for the cafeteria

Administrative error

1,741 therms

0 therms

Occupied heating temperature setpoint

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

3,459

Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0172
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Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators obtained and reviewed the billed natural gas usage data from May 2013 to
December 2016 to verify the evaluated savings for this project. The total available billed natural
gas usage data of the most recent 12 months was 35,315 therms. Since the evaluated savings are
less than 10% of the billed annual gas consumption, the evaluators determined the billing
analysis is not appropriate for verifying the evaluated savings for this project.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alert at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

Because the program reported savings from two applications submitted for the same measure,
the evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings. The evaluated savings for the installed
measure is 3,102 therms which is 179% more than 1,730 therms the program tracked for one
application. Based on information gathered during the site visit, the evaluator determined one
of the two applications was a duplicate. Absent of the clerical error, the realization rate for this
site would have been 180%. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
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Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
3,459 therms

Evaluator
3,459 therms

Administrative
errors

There were two
separate applications
for the same project.
One application was
submitted in 2015 and
one application was
submitted in 2016.
The tracked savings
were based on the
reported savings from
both applications.
Gymnasium: 2,760
CFM
Cafeteria:1,200 CFM

The evaluators
removed the
savings from
the 2015
application.

-50%

Gymnasium:
3,250 CFM
Cafeteria:
3,300 CFM

43%

Occupancy load
profile

Gymnasium average
occupancy load: 7%
Cafeteria average
occupancy load: 27%

Gymnasium
average
occupancy
load: 23%
Cafeteria
average
occupancy
load: 36%

-2%

Unoccupied and
occupied heating
temperature
setpoint for the
gymnasium

69°F occupied
63°F unoccupied

68°F occupied
62°F
unoccupied

-1%

Baseline outside
air flow
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ There
were two separate applications
for the same project. The
tracked savings were the sum
of the reported savings in both
applications. The evaluators
removed savings from the
application with an earlier date,
which resulted in a reduction of
1,741 therms of the project
savings.
Increased savings – The
evaluators determined the
baseline of the project to be
preexisting condition and
updated the baseline outside air
flow with the design minimum
outside air flow of the impacted
RTUs. The evaluated baseline
outside air resulted in greater
baseline gas consumption and
greater savings than reported.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators interviewed the site
contact and updated the
occupancy load profile for both
the gymnasium and the
cafeteria. The evaluated
occupancy load profile resulted
in smaller savings than
reported.
Decreased savings – The asbuilt gymnasium occupied and
unoccupied heating
temperature setpoints were
lower than assumed by the
applicant, resulting in lower
savings than reported.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the existing RTUs will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified this
measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
24,763 therms (*)
3,459 therms
10 years
N/A

Applicant
34,590 therms
3,459 therms
10 years (project BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
31,202 therms
3,102 therms
10 years (MA TRM)
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) The tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a high school and consisted repairing and replacing failed
steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses associated with the
facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps predominantly serve
heating equipment that operates during the heating season.
Steam is generated at the facility by two primary and one backup natural gas steam boilers. One
primary and the backup boilers serve one half of the facility and the other primary boiler serves
the other half of the facility. The applicant indicated that the steam operating pressure at the
plant is 7 psi, the heating season at the facility lasts from October through May, and during the
heating season, the steam boilers operate on a 24/7 schedule.
The evaluators visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, collected information on the boiler plant, and calculated the evaluated savings based on
on‐site findings. The evaluated savings are lower than the reported values, primarily because
the operating hours of the repaired/ replaced steam traps were less than the applicant’s
assumed operating hours.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
6446083

Measure Name
Steam traps

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1,2

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
16,777

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

12,842

N/A

77%

N/A

16,777
12,842
77%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 23% less than the applicant‐reported savings because the boiler
efficiency was found to be higher than assumed by the applicant, and the operating hours of the
repaired/ replaced steam traps were found to be lower than assumed by the applicant.
Additionally, the evaluated savings are calculated using the 2017 Custom Express Steam Trap
Screening Tool, while the applicant savings were calculated using the previous version of the
Custom Express spreadsheet.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing/ replacing failed steam traps at the facility.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of failed steam traps. A steam trap maintenance
vendor performed a survey of all the steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap via temperature spot measurements and
ultrasonic testing. The baseline status of each trap was established to be the operating condition
identified by the vendor during the survey. The vendor survey shows that testing was
conducted on 199 steam traps out of the 220 traps listed in the facility inventory. The survey
identified 113 steam traps allowing excess amounts of steam passing through their trap
mechanism while another 11 traps were identified as being plugged and allowing no steam or
condensate to pass through the trap mechanism. Plugged traps do not yield savings. The table
below details the findings of the vendor steam trap survey.
Table 2-1. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

No Action

Repair

Replace

Total

Fully operational

75

N/A

N/A

75

Plugged

0

8

3

11

Partially leaking

0

90

2

92

Fully leaking

0

1

1

2

Partially blowing by

0

19

0

3

Total

75

118

6

199

The applicant baseline also assumed the combustion efficiency of the boiler plant to be 80%,
steam piping losses to be 5%, the operating steam pressure of the plant to be 7 psi, and that the
boiler plant is enabled for 5,110 hours annually. The applicant estimated the operating hours of
the failed steam traps to be either 1,700 hours or 5,110 hours depending on the equipment that
the traps served. The calculated average operating hours of all steam traps included in the
applicant analysis were 2,910 hours.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey was conducted in March 2016 and identified 124 traps which were later
repaired or replaced in August 2016. The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes
that all of the traps on‐site are in good working condition. The trap operating pressure, hours of
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operation, and boiler efficiency used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline
configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithms

The applicant used the National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool to calculate the project
savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam
trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines energy savings by
calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then
applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
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= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator found the applicant calculation methodology reasonable with the exception of the
repair/replace factor. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated
for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter
than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were
reported, a revised version of the Custom Express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no
longer applies this factor to trap savings calculation in the applicant algorithm.
The evaluator agreed that the various input parameters used in the applicant steam trap savings
calculations which include trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency and trap
orifice diameters were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator conducted a site visit on February 13, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluator
interviewed the facility engineer, and verified the assumptions used by the applicant in the gas
savings calculations and the conditions of the steam traps that were replaced or repaired in
2016.
Based on the on‐site findings, the evaluator confirmed that the project was implemented as
reported. During the interview with the site contact, the evaluator discussed the boiler plant
setup and operating practices with the facility engineer. The existing boiler plant included three
existing steam boilers with two boilers running as the primary boilers and one boiler running as
the backup boiler. The operating steam pressure at the facility was 7 psi. The heating season at
the facility is from October through May. The boilers are regularly serviced.
The evaluators collected the facility’s combustion test results for all three boilers at the facility
boiler plant and calculated an average efficiency of 81.2% for all three boilers.
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The evaluator sampled 22 steam traps (19.4% of the 113 steam traps identified as failed open in
the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced in this project. The sample
was based on California’s 2000 Large Nonresidential Customer Standard Performance
Contracting (LNSPC) Program Procedure Manual, Appendix G; the sampling plan was
developed to achieve 80% condifence and 20% precision. The evaluator conducted a visual
verification of all sampled steam traps. Photo 2‐1 showed some of the repaired and replaced
traps verified by the evaluators during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Repaired and Replaced Steam Traps

Ultrasonic measurements were taken at each sampled steam trap in order to confirm that the
trap was allowing for the removal of the condensate from the steam line according to the trap
type. Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap in
order to confirm the temperature difference over the trap. The evaluators conducted testing on
all 22 inspected steam traps to confirm their operability and confirmed that three traps included
in the sample had failed. This resulted in 14% failure rate which is within the expected failure
rate for steam trap project since the implementation of the project. Therefore, for first year
savings, the evaluators will calculate the evaluated savings using 0% failure rate. A summary of
the data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2 Summary of Site Findings
Parameter

Value

Source of Findings

Boiler efficiency

81.2%

Facility boiler combustion test result

Steam pressure

7 psi

Site contact interview

3 out of 22 tested

Temperature gun and ultrasonic leak detector

Sampled failed traps
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Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators deployed current transformer loggers on the combustion fan motors of all the
boilers included in the baseline to quantify their operating hours. The metering period was from
February 13, 2018 to April 4, 2018. Table 2‐3 provides a summary of the metering results.
Table 2-3. Summary of Boiler Run Hour Metering Results
Boiler ID

Metered Hours

Primary boiler 1

759

Primary boiler 2

1,115

Backup boiler

69

The evaluators used the average hours of two primary boilers as the operating hours for the
impacted steam traps. The evaluated operating hours of the steam trap was 937 hours in the
metering period.
The evaluators used the heating degree days (HDD) during the metering period and calculated
with typical meteorological year (TMY3) data to normalize the boiler operating hours to an
annual basis. A base temperature of 55°F was used in the HDD calculations based on site
observations. The annual normalized heating hours were calculated using the following
formula:
3
Table 2‐4 presents the results of the normalized annual heating hours calculations.
Table 2-4. Annual Heating Hours Calculations

2.3

Parameter

Value

HDD in metering period

1,336

TYM3 HDD

3,425

Annual normalized heating hours

2,402

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for the measure is the preesxisting conditions as
confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The preeixsitng conditions
are the existing boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in condition they were
identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised Custom Express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original Custom Express methodology revised
with site specific obserations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site via spot checks and
interviews with the site contact. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant
approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion
efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach
was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results. With these updated
statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
Additionally, the evaluators updated the boiler plant efficiency value to reflect the data
collected from combustion test reports during the site visit.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using newly revised Custom Express tool
described above are 12,842 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 77 %.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the revisions the
evaluators made to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology were
updating the plant’s boiler efficiency and the number of repaired/ replaced traps. The applicant
methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of 13,356
therms. The evaluated savings were 80% of the savings using the applicant methodology using
the pre‐evalution ex‐ante assumptions.
Table 2‐5 compares the reported tracking estimate using both methods, modified applicant and
new methods using evaluated site finding for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-5. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)
16,777

Realization Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

13,356

80%

Tracking savings (using the revised method)

16,196

97%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

12,842

77%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 77%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 79%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of 124 broken steam traps at the facility.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the Custom Express screening
tool with inputs provided from the results of the completed steam trap survey in 2016.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
Custom Express savings tool along with additional information gather during the site visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are less than the reported values. The parameters impacting
the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Impacted system

Applicant
Pre-existing boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
124 failed steam traps ( 11
plugged, 113 leaking).

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 124 failed
steam traps ( 11 plugged, 113
leaking ).

Boiler plant efficiency

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 81.2%
System line losses: 0%

Steam trap operating hours

5,110 hours for drip leg traps
1,700 hours for air handling unit,
unit heater and radiator traps

2,402 hours for all traps

As-Built
Impacted system

Applicant
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
124 operational steam traps.

Boiler plant combustion
efficiency

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 124
operational steam traps including
11 previously plugged steam traps
now fixed
Combustion efficiency: 81.2%
System line losses: 0%

Steam trap operating hours

5,110 hours for drip leg traps
1,700 hours for air handling unit,
unit heater, and radiator traps

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

16,777

Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0194

2,402 hours for all traps

12,842
77%
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

The evaluators obtained and reviewed the billed natural gas usage data from May 2015 through
January 2017 to verify the evaluated savings for this project. The total available billed natural
gas usage data of the most recent 12 months was 186,858 therms. The evaluated savings were
6% of the total billing data of the most recent available 12 months. The evaluators concluded
that the evaluated savings had a minor impact on the total gas consumption of the facility and
found the billing data analysis not applicable for verifying the evaluated savings for this project.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer alert at this time.

3.4

Explaination of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to the lower
evaluated operating hours, the higher boiler efficiens, and the analysis method update. Table 3‐
3 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-3. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
16,777 therms

Evaluator
16,777 therms

Difference in
equipment hours
of operation

Average steam
traps energized
hours of 2,910
hours per year

-14%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line losses:
5%

Weighted
average steam
traps energized
hours of 2,402
hours per year
Boiler efficiency:
81.2%
System line
losses: 0%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original Custom
Express method

Revised Custom
Express method

-3%

Site 2016N0194
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-6%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluated steam energized hours
were 8% less than the applicant
reported average value.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the Custom
Express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified the measure as
an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐4 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
72,064 therms (*)
16,777 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
100,662 therms
16,777 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
77,052 therms
12,842 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hospital and consisted of repairing and replacing partially
broken or failed steam traps. The measure expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and replaced steam traps
predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating season.
Steam is generated at the facility by natural gas fired boilers. The commencement of work began
early in 2016 and finished approximately in July 2016.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, took instantaneous temperature spot measurements, collected information on the boiler
plant and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are less than
reported values, primarily due to evaluators employing a more accurate savings methodology
to calculate savings. The reduction in savings from the change in methodology is partially offset
by longer than anticipated annual heating hours.
Table 1-1 Project Summary of Savings
Measure ID

6296396

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
21,393
20,413
95%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

21,393

N.R.

Evaluated

20,413

N/A

95%

N/A

Measure Name

Repair/replace failed steam traps

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

Tthese results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.1

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 5% less than the applicant reported savings, primarily due to
evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings which were
mostly offset by the longer than anticipated annual heating hours of operation. Further details
regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The vendor performed a survey of all steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap by way of spot measurements on trap entering
and leaving temperatures and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was
established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey.
Tracking savings were calculated using a Custom Express Screening Tool. This spreadsheet
tool included steam traps that were plugged, fully leaking, partially leaking, in full blow‐by, or
partially blowing‐by. A total of 92 failed traps were identified. 64 traps were proposed for
repair and 28 traps were to be replaced. The table below details the findings of the Custom
Express Savings Tool submitted with the application.
Table 2-1. National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Claims
Trap Status
No Status

2.1.2

No Action
0

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
0

Fully operational

0

0

0

0

Plugged

0

5

9

14

Partially leaking

0

41

17

58

Full leak

0

0

0

0

Partially blowing by

0

18

2

20

Total

0

64

28

92

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant’s installed case for this measure assumes that all traps on‐site are brought to good
working condition. The trap operating pressure and hours of operation were applied to each
trap.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying several factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr.)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings were then calculated using various loss mechanisms that were
selected based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to
atmosphere were calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting
into a closed condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project were associated with
a single configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss
mechanisms for this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings were
calculated using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr.), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr.), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) was calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings was calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb.)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads was calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle was calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable except for the
repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered approach to calculating
steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace factor used by the applicant
discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an assumption that the
measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is worthwhile to note that
since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the custom express tool has
been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap savings in addition to
several other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agree that the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations
(trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit to the affected facility on April 11, 2018. During the site
visit, the evaluators interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. The site contact confirmed that the project was completed by the
beginning of July 2016. The evaluators also discussed the boiler plant setup and operating
practices with the facility engineer. The central boiler plant consists of three Cleaver‐Brooks fire‐
tube boilers model #CB20060015. The system feeds 100‐psi steam to the main header where the
pressure is regulated as needed. Steam pressure is reduced to 3‐psig for most radiators.
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The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incented steam traps throughout the
facility. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they inspected 23 traps or 25% total
traps in the project.
Temperature measurements were taken at both the inlet and outlet of each steam trap to
confirm the temperature difference over the trap and verify the specified pressure range (based
on the saturated steam table).
The evaluators conducted testing on 23 steam traps to confirm their operability. The evaluators
were limited to inspecting traps in the boiler room, mechanical spaces, common areas, men’s
room, hallways, and stairs. The facility requested that evaluators do not enter labs, offices, or
areas in the hospital serving patients as the facility was seeing higher than usual activity. The
site measurements on the 23 traps found that all were fully operational. The summary of
inspected steam traps is presented in Table 2‐2 with rows that show temperature values for
upstream (Temp 1) and downstream (Temp 2) of the trap. The evaluators also visited the boiler
plant to collect information about the system’s operation. The facility engineer did not permit a
combustion testing. Site information including digital controls show that the boilers are
operating at 85.4% efficiency. The site personnel stated that the heating season is from mid‐
October through mid‐April. The tracking documentation was discussed and reviewed with
facility engineers. The agreed that the documented operating hours and steam pressures were
accurate and suggested no changes or revisions.
2.2.2

Measured Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on 23 steam trap piping at the inlet and
outlet of the steam traps. When a steam trap fails open, steam will blow through the trap and
energy is wasted. Hot steam discharges continually when the valve is open. Nearly identical
temperatures on both the inlet and outlet sides can be an indicator of a failed trap. When the
outlet temperature is less than the inlet temperature the trap is operating properly. The results
are shown in Table 2‐2 below.
Table 2-2. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Tag #

Application

Steam Pressure at Trap
(psig)

Orifice Size
(in)

Temp 1
(°F)

Temp 2
(°F)

113884

Air Handler

3.0

9/32

222

213

44466

Radiator

3.0

7/32

225

214

46262

Radiator

3.0

7/32

219

209

46210

Drip Leg

3.0

9/32

217

205

44513

Radiator

3.0

1/4

231

216

44529

Radiator

3.0

1/4

220

210

46242

Radiator

3.0

1/4

180

175

62004

Drip Leg

30.0

3/8

227

211

62009

Drip Leg

30.0

3/8

219

206

62016

Other

15.0

9/32

251

241
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Steam Pressure at Trap
(psig)

Orifice Size
(in)

Temp 1
(°F)

Temp 2
(°F)

113820

Drip Leg

30.0

3/8

272

258

113822

Drip Leg

30.0

3/8

270

255

130501

Air Handler

3.0

1/4

224

213

79822

Radiator

3.0

3/16

217

210

78388

Drip Leg

10.0

3/16

241

230

79814

Heat Exchanger

10.0

3/16

234

221

86768

Drip Leg

3.0

5/16

223

210

Tag #
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82722

Drip Leg

3.0

5/16

224

215

130559

Air Handler

3.0

1/4

228

211

130560

Drip Leg

3.0

1/4

227

214

130556

Drip Leg

3.0

3/16

222

211

130558

Drip Leg

3.0

3/16

220

212

79867

Drip Leg

3.0

3/16

226

212

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting
conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam
trap measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in the
condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant
and documented in the Custom Express Screening Tool.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to compare the evaluated steam trap
savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised with
site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
A sample of 23 steam traps were inspected of the 92 repaired or replaced steam traps.
Temperatures spot checks were measured during operational hours to verify upstream and
downstream pipe temperatures. All traps that were inspected were working at the time of the
site visit.
The TA calculations estimated 3,400 annual operating hours for the steam heating season. The
facility personnel stated that heating is enabled from mid‐October through mid‐April. This is a
hospital and heating is required especially in care areas. The heating season was estimated to be
4,380 annual hours and steam generated continuously over that time.
An 80.0% combustion efficiency was used in the TA study. The boiler efficiency was changed to
85.4% from information obtained from the digital control on the boilers. Site personnel would
not allow unlicensed personnel to perform any combustion analysis on the boilers.
Site 2016N0204
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The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors in the new Custom Express savings tool. During
the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion efficiency
of the steam boilers accurately describes the overall heating system efficiency needed to
calculate savings. This approach was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2
study results.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the methodology described above are
20,413 therms per year, yielding a measure level realization rate of 95%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators updated the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual calculation methodology. The new calculation methodology, using the site‐specific
findings, generates savings of 20,413 therms annually. Annual savings using the old calculation
format and the site‐specific data would be 24,208 therms.
The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower (using the new methodology) than the
reported values are due to the difference in the methodologies employed by the applicant and
evaluator. Changes in annual operating hours partially offset that impact.
Table 2‐3 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)
21,393

Realization Rate1,2
N/A

Evaluated savings (using the old method)

24,208

113%

Tracking savings (using the revised calculator)

16,916

79%

Evaluated savings (applied to the revised calculator)

20,413

95%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 95%.
2It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 121%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of failed steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the Custom Express
screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap
survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
Custom Express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site
visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are lower than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1. The table compares the applicant input
parameters to the parameters collected on‐site.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps measure

Applicant
Ninety-two failed steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
ninety-two failed steam traps

Steam traps annual operating
hours
Boiler plant

3,400

4,380

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 85.4%
System line losses: 0%

Applicant
Ninety-two repaired/replaced
steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
ninety-two repaired/replaced
steam traps trap

As-Built
Steam traps status

Steam traps annual operating
hours

3,400

4,380

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 85.4%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

Applicant

Evaluator
21,393

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

20,413
95%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the site contact
could not guarantee that other gas measures were not performed at the facility after the steam
traps were replaced. Evaluators reviewed 39‐months of natural gas billing data [March 31, 2012
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– June 30, 2016] and an average annual total natural gas usage was estimated. The annual
measure savings account for approximately 2% of the annual gas usage, which is too small to
accurately measure using billing analysis methods.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily
due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
21,393 therms

Evaluator
21,393 therms

Difference in
annual operation
runtime hours

3,400 annual
hours

4,380 annual
hours

28.8%

Difference
equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 5%

Boiler efficiency:
85%
System line
losses: 0%

-12.2%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-21.2%

Site 2016N0204

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Increased savings – The
evaluators updated the annual
hours based on site personnel
stated heating season.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measure as
add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
91,892 therms
21,393 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
128,359 therms
21,393 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
122,478 therms
20,413 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was installed at a university residence hall and consisted of the installation of boiler
optimization controls on two 2,957 MBtuh low‐pressure natural gas‐fired boilers that operate in
a lead/lag configuration and provide hot water for space heating and domestic hot water
(DHW) from September to May (the university’s fall and spring semesters). During the
summer, DHW is provided by a smaller gas‐fired water heater that is operated with a manual
switch. The installed controllers optimize the efficiency of the boiler firing rate by monitoring
the supply and return hot water temperatures and adjusting the cycle time based on those
temperatures to reduce purge losses. The vendor updated the measure savings after the
application was submitted; the updated measure savings calculations were calculated by
metering the boiler cycles and on/off times when the controller was in bypass mode (off) and
save mode (on). The applicant applied the percent cycle reduction as a savings factor to the
boiler’s annual gas consumption.
The evaluators determined the measure is an add‐on measure with a single baseline because the
boilers will outlive the life of the controller. The baseline is the preexisting boiler conditions.
The evaluators assigned zero savings to the evaluated project because the evaluator metered the
boilers operation and determined that the boilers operate more frequently after the controllers
were installed. In addition, the billing analysis shows that the post‐implementation gas
consumption is higher than the pre‐implementation gas consumption.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
6316055

Measure Name
Boiler optimization controls

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

3,894

N.R.

0
0%

N/A
N/A

3,894
0
0%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluators assigned zero savings for the project because the metered data shows the boilers
operate more than predicted by the applicant. Further details regarding deviations from the
tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of cycle optimization controllers on two 2,957 MBtuh
gas‐fired boilers that provide hot water for space heating and DHW during the heating season.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline is the preexisting
boilers operation. The vendor modeled the operation of the preexisting boilers after the
controller was installed by installing testing equipment that switched the controller into
“bypass” mode every other day and monitoring its operation. In “bypass” mode, the controller
is powered but its ability to modify operation of the boilers is disabled, as if the controller was
not installed. The preexisting boilers hot water supply temperature is maintained by an
aquastat, which was controlled on an outdoor air temperature (OAT) hot water reset schedule
to maintain a range of temperatures from 160 – 180°F proportionally and linearly as OAT
decreases from 60°F to 0°F. Besides the OAT reset for the hot water setpoint, the preexisting
boiler was operated manually. The applicant indicated that the boiler cycled 60 times per day
before the controller was installed.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The as‐built boilers are equipped with controllers that adjust the frequency of the boiler start
and stop based on an internal control algorithm. The object of the controller is to reduce cycles
per hour and have longer off times, such that the boilers’ stand‐by/purge losses are reduced.
The controller analyzes the rate of change in the boiler’s supply and return water temperature
every 10 seconds and calculates building demand to restrict unnecessary firings. The applicant
initially estimated the reduction in purge losses based on previous case studies. However, after
the application was submitted, the vendor performed testing on the controlled boilers in
“bypass” (no controls) and “save” (with controls) mode. Based on data recorded during the
testing period, the vendor calculated a reduction in operating cycles per day as a result of
operating the controller. All the other operational parameters of the boilers’ system were
considered the same as the baseline boilers.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

A third‐party contractor installed DENT time ‐of‐use loggers on each of the two impacted
boilers to meter pilot status, run‐time, off‐time, and number of cycles when the boilers were
operating in “save” and “bypass” mode during the testing period. Using the metered data, the
vendor calculated the information listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2-1. Metered Data Summary
Operating period (minutes/day)
Bypass

367.1

Save

319.8

Savings

12.9%

Average operating-period (minutes/cycle)
Bypass

6.2

Save

5.6

Average off-time (minutes/cycle)
Bypass

13.0

Save

19.7

Average cycles per day
Bypass

60

Save

57

Reduction in cycling
5%

Reduction

The applicant adjusted the percent (%) reduction in energy use per day based on site
information before applying it to the annual space heating natural gas consumption for the
facility. During the testing period the boiler operator would not allow the controller to operate
below an OAT of 25°F. To calculate the total savings, the applicant used the percent of the
heating degree hours that were below 25°F and adjusted the savings percentage to 10.09%.
However, based on the analysis file and the applicant‐reported savings, the savings percentage
used by the applicant was 9.8%. The evaluators are unclear how the applicant determined the
final % reduction and total savings.
The savings were calculated with the following formula:
%
where,
= Reduction in natural gas energy use (Therms)
= Annual boiler natural gas consumption (Therms)
%

2.1.4

= % reduction in energy use per day, determined by metered data and
adjusted by third‐party contractor based on site operation

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant calculated the energy use per day using time of use metered data and assumed
the installed controllers saved energy by commanding the boilers to cycle less. The applicant
did not include the firing rate in the savings calculation and predicted savings by taking the
ratio of proposed and pre‐existing cycle periods. The evaluator deemed the metering
methodology as reasonable. However, in addition to metering on/off cycles, it would have been
beneficial to meter the boilers’ firing rates as well, to be able to calculate natural gas use of the
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baseline and installed periods without applying the reduction factor. Additionally, it is unclear
how the final savings reduction factor was calculated.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 9, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the site contact and maintenance personnel about the boiler operation. The boiler
plant is served by one natural gas meter. The site contact described the preexisting boiler plant
as follows:

 The boilers are enabled from September until May and provide hot water for space
heating and DHW

 The boilers were manually controlled by turning them on and off
 The boilers are equipped with single speed 2 hp combustion fans
 The boilers’ hot water temperature setpoint is controlled with OAT reset and varies from
160°F to 180°F based on the OAT.
The as‐built boiler plant operates as follows:

 The boilers are enabled from September until May and provide hot water for space
heating and DHW

 The as‐built boilers are controlled by the controller that monitors the frequency of the
boiler start and stop times based on internal control algorithms and adjusts the boiler
operation to reduce the cycling rates and purge losses

 The boilers are equipped with single speed 2 hp combustion fans.
 The boilers’ hot water temperature setpoint is controlled with OAT reset and varies from
160°F to 180°F based on the OAT.
The evaluators inspected the two boilers equipped with as‐built controls and deployed data
loggers to meter the combustion fan current draw, stack temperatures, and return water
temperatures for both boilers. During the site visit, the evaluators had the maintenance staff
override the controller to vary the boilers’ firing rates manually and took note of the
combustion fan amps, combustion efficiencies, and stack temperatures for three firing rates.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

Table 2‐2 presents the stack temperature and combustion efficiency results from varying the
boilers firing rates during the site visit on February 9th.
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Table 2-2. Spot Measurements Summary
Boiler
ID
Boiler 1

Boiler 2

Stack
Temperature (°F)

Combustion
Efficiency

Average Combustion
Fan Amps

315°F

81.6%

Medium fire

418°F

82.4%

1.844
1.528

High fire

487°F

81.3%

1.387

Low fire
Medium fire
High fire

315°F
444°F
511°F

82.0%
81.7%
79.7%

2.188
2.479
2.658

Firing Rate
Low fire

The evaluators also deployed data loggers to characterize the operation profile of the boilers
from February 9, 2018 through April 4, 2018. The evaluators believe that the spot‐measured data
taken while the firing rates were adjusted for Boiler 1 is not representative of the boiler’s actual
operation based on the metered data for the stack temperatures and the combustion fan amps
for Boiler 1. Despite the on‐site measurements, the metered data showed that the combustion
fan amps are directly proportional to the stack temperature. Table 2‐3 presents the logger
deployment details. Only boiler 1 operated during the logged period.
Table 2-3. Data Logger Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO logger with one
current transformer (CT)

Parameter

Time Interval

Duration

Quantity

Combustion fan current
draw – boilers 1 & 2

5 minutes

8 weeks

2

Thermocouple logger
with probe

Stack temperature – boilers
1&2

5 minutes

8 weeks

2

Thermocouple logger

Surface temperature of
return water pipes – boilers
1&2

5 minutes

8 weeks

2

The evaluators logged the amperage of the combustion fan motor as a proxy for the boiler
operation. Figures 2‐1 and 2‐2 present the five‐minute interval combustion fan amperage data
and stack temperatures, respectively, for Boiler 1 over a sample two‐day period.
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Figure 2-1. Boiler 1 Fan Amperage over 2-day Period
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Figure 2-2. Boiler 1 Stack Temperature, OAT, and Room Temperature over 2-day Period
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Based the metered data and the on‐site measurements, the evaluators determined that the
operating boiler was operated in low‐fire throughout the logged period.
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Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure is an add‐on with a single baseline and the baseline is
the preexisting conditions. The preexisting boilers were equipped with linkage controls
operated manually and maintained a hot water setpoint between 160°F and 180°F depending on
OAT.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators determined the evaluated savings for the project to be zero. The following
sections detail the methodologies for reaching the evaluators’ conclusions through the analysis
of on‐site findings, metered data and trend data, and billing analysis.
Analysis of Boiler Combustion Fan Metered Data
During the site visit, the evaluators interviewed the boiler operator on the operation of the
boiler controller. The site contact was uncertain about how the boiler controller operated; due to
the uncertainty, it is possible that the boiler controls operated manually more often than they
did in the pilot testing period. The evaluator used the pilot testing period data recorded by the
applicant (when the boiler was in bypass mode) to create the baseline percent ON time of the
impacted boilers. The evaluators calculated the as‐built percent ON time of impacted boilers
based on the boiler combustion fans metered data. The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐
installation regressions using historical HDD data, shown in Figure 2‐3, and applied them to
Boston TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built boiler operating
profiles.
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Figure 2-3. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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Using the metered combustion fan amps, the evaluators noticed that the boilers operated
primarily at low‐fire. The pilot testing period data provided by the applicant only shows the
change of state of the combustion fans. The evaluators were not able to confirm the boiler
operation/firing rate during the pilot testing period. Since the boilers have not been replaced
and the site contact indicated that there had been no change in the space heating or DHW load
since the controller installation, the evaluators assumed that the pre‐existing and as‐built boilers
operated at the same firing rates.
Using the metered data collected by the evaluator and the data logged by the applicant, the
evaluator saw that the boilers operated more frequently during the as‐built period. Having the
boilers operate more frequently would reduce purge losses, but also increases the natural gas
consumption of the as‐built boilers. Therefore, the evaluators calculated that the project did not
result in energy savings.
Billing Analysis
The two 2,957 MBtuh low‐pressure boilers considered for this project and a smaller gas‐fired
water heater are served by a single gas meter. The two 2,957 MBtuh low‐pressure boilers
operate September through May and provide space heating and DHW for the facility. The
smaller gas‐fired water heater only operates in the summer when the boilers are turned off
(June through August). Their operation does not overlap. Because the pre‐existing and post‐
installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was strong, the
evaluator modeled the boilers natural gas consumption using a weather‐normalized billing
analysis. The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to
historic Boston data. Figure 2‐4 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating
degree days, which have 55°F as base temperature.
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Figure 2-4. Natural Gas Consumption from Mar-2014 to Dec-2016
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods,
excluding June through August for each year as the boilers are not operating during those
months:

 March 10, 2014 to March 9,2016 – baseline consumption
 April 6, 2016 to May 2, 2018 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 2‐5, and applied
them to Boston TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built weather‐
normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 2-5. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐4. Savings are not considered for
June through August as the boilers are not operating during that period.
Table 2-4. Billing Analysis Results
Days

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therm)

1

31

802

6,835

8,395

(1,560)

2

28

640

5,762

6,972

(1,210)

3

31

504

4,852

5,765

(912)

4

30

261

3,238

3,623

(385)

5

31

80

2,040

2,033

7

6

30

9

1,035

976

-

7

31

0

1,035

976

-

8

31

0

1,035

976

-

Month

9

30

21

1,649

1,514

135

10

31

152

2,517

2,666

(149)

11

30

391

4,105

4,773

(668)

12

31

742

6,437

7,867

(1,430)

Total

365

3,602

40,540

46,535

(6,172)

The weather‐normalized post‐project gas consumption of 40,540 therms/yr is not lower than the
weather‐normalized pre‐project consumption of 46,535 therms/yr, indicating that the project did
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not result in natural gas savings. This billing analysis conclusion agrees with the engineering
analysis findings that the project did not result in gas savings.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installing a cycle optimization controller on two 2,957 MBtuh hot water
boilers. The applicant calculated the measure savings by applying a savings factor determined
during the controls pilot period. The evaluators were unable to compare the savings results
using the same methodology. After carefully reviewing the site findings and the metered data,
the evaluators determined that the project did not result in natural gas savings. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas usage
(therms)

Applicant
N.D.

Evaluator
40,540

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage
(therms)

N.D.

46,535

Applicant
Boiler 1: 2,957 MBtuh
Boiler 2: 2,957 MBtuh

Evaluator
Boiler 1: 2,957 MBtuh
Boiler 2: 2,957 MBtuh

Firing rate

N.D.

Low-fire

Average % ON

28%

41%

Baseline
Boiler rated input

As-Built
Boiler rated input

Applicant
Evaluator
Same as baseline

Firing rate

N.D.

Low-fire

Average % ON

24%

70%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

3,894

0

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

0%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluators determined the evaluated savings for the project to be zero, due to the billing
data and metered data. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
3,894 therms

Evaluator
3,894 therms

Difference in
equipment load
profile

The predicted
operation of the
boilers reduced
cycling

The metered
operation of the
boilers did
reduce cycling
however the
boiler operates
for longer hours

3.5

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

-100%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
comparison of baseline
metered data and the
evaluator’s metered data
showed an increase in boiler
operation, which was verified
by the evaluator’s billing
analysis, which resulted in
zero savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the steam boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified this
measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
outyear %
where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)

FYS

= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

=100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
27,877 therms (*)
3,894 therms
10 years

Applicant
38,940 therms
3,894 therms
10 years (project BCR)

Evaluator
0 therms
0 therms
15 years (MA TRM for
boiler controls)

N/A

N/A

Add-on single baseline

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a university campus building and consisted of repairing and
replacing partially broken or failed steam traps. The measure is expected to save energy by
reducing losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The repaired and
replaced steam traps predominantly serve heating equipment and only run during the heating
season.
Steam is generated at the facility by natural gas fired boilers. The commencement of work began
early in 2016 and finished on February 1st, 2016.
The evaluator visited the facility, confirmed the operation of the repaired and replaced steam
traps, collected information on the boiler plant and updated the savings analyses models
accordingly. The evaluated savings are less than reported values, due to the evaluators
employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings.
Table 1-1 Project Summary of Savings
Measure ID

Measure Name

5931317

Repair/replace failed steam
traps

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

2,163
1,502
69%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

2,163

N.R.

Evaluated

1,502

N/A

RR1,2

69%

N/A

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.1

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 31% less than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily due to
revised custom savings equation employed by evaluators to calculate savings from the steam
trap measure.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of repairing and replacing failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The vendor performed a survey of all steam traps throughout the facility which involved
determining the operating status of each trap by way of spot measurements on trap entering
and leaving temperatures and ultrasonic testing. The baseline status for each trap was
established to be the operating condition identified by the vendor during the survey.
There is a discrepancy between the Custom Express Screening Tool, described in Section 2.1.3,
for steam traps submitted with the application and the vendor final report while both reflect the
same annual savings value. This report will reflect the information found in the Custom Express
Screening Tool as the baseline due to its ability to quantify therms savings through calculations.
The Custom Express Savings Tool identified steam traps that were plugged, partially leaking, or
partially blowing‐by in university. A total of 10 failed traps were identified. Nine traps were
proposed for repair and one trap was to be replaced. The table below details the findings of the
Custom Express Savings Tool submitted with the application.
Table 2-1. National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool Claims
Trap Status
No Status

2.1.2

No Action
12

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
12

Fully operational

74

0

0

74

Plugged

0

0

0

0

Partially leaking

0

6

1

7

Full leak

0

3

0

3

Partially blowing by

0

0

0

0

Total

86

9

1

96

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam traps were repaired or replaced on February 1st ,2016. The applicant’s installed case
for this measure assumes that all traps on‐site are brought to good working condition. The
baseline trap operating pressure and hours of operation were applied to each trap in the
installed case.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses the
findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines
energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof
formula and then applying several factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below:
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
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Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in deaeration tank or
heating conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

While the applicant approach for calculating steam trap savings is reasonable, with the
exception of the repair/replace factor, the evaluators found the applicant’s multilayered
approach to calculating steam trap savings to be unnecessarily complex. The repair/replace
factor used by the applicant discounts savings calculated for repaired traps by 30% based on an
assumption that the measure life for repaired traps is shorter than that of replaced traps. It is
worthwhile to note that since the savings for this project were reported, a revised version of the
custom express tool has been adopted by the PAs which no longer applies this factor to trap
savings in addition to several other changes to the applicant algorithm described above.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in steam trap savings calculations
(trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.) were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 30th, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed the facility engineer and verified conditions at the site.
The facility engineer verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. The site contact confirmed that the project was completed by the
beginning of February 2016.
The evaluators verified both the repair and replacement of incented steam traps throughout the
facility. The evaluators conducted a walkthrough in which they visually inspected a sample of
the traps repaired or replaced in the project.
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Measured Data

Based on site contact interview and boiler operation, the steam traps were hot and appeared to
be operating. The evaluators were not able to take temperature spot measurements on steam
trap piping before and after the steam traps at the time of the site visit due to instrumentation
available to the evaluators. An additional site visit was not granted to the evaluators to allow
them to take these spot measurements.
2.2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.2.4

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for steam trap measures are the preexisting
conditions as confirmed by the evaluator through discussions with the site contact. The steam
trap measure is the preexisting boiler plant and steam distribution system with traps in
condition they were identified to be operating during the survey conducted by the applicant
and documented in the Custom Express Screening Tool.
2.2.5

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised custom express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
trap savings with savings calculated using the original custom express methodology revised
with site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia
0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
All traps that were inspected appeared to be working at the time of the site visit. The TA
calculations estimated 3,000 annual operating hours for the steam heating season. These boiler
operating hours matched findings from site interviews.
A boiler combustion efficiency test was not able to be conducted at the time of the site visit.
Additionally, the evaluators were not given results of any recent boiler efficiency tests.
Therefore, the evaluators used the 80.0% combustion efficiency as estimated in the TA study
when performing the savings analysis.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using the new methodology described above
and findings from the evaluation site visit are 1,502 therms per year, yielding a measure level
realization rate of 69%.
The primary reason why the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values are due to
use of the new methodology, the applicant’s inclusion of steam system distribution losses in
their calculation of the boiler plant efficiency per the old methodology, and the evaluator’s use
of only the combustion efficiency per the new methodology. No other values were adjusted.
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Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators updated the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters without modifying the
actual calculation methodology. The new calculation methodology, using the site‐specific boiler
combustion efficiency but excluding distribution system losses, generates savings of 1,502
therms annually. Annual savings using the old calculation format and the boiler combustion
efficiency without distribution system losses would be 1,921 therms.
Table 2‐2 compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-2. Steam Trap Evaluation Results
Method
Tracking savings (using old method)

Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

2,163

N/A

Evaluated savings (using the old method)

1,921

89%

Tracking savings (using the revised calculator)

1,602

74%

Evaluated savings (applied to the revised calculator)

1,502

69%

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 69%.
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 94%.
2
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the repair and replacement of broken steam traps.
The applicant calculated savings for the steam trap measure using the custom express
screening tool with inputs provided from the results of a recently completed steam trap
survey.
The evaluators calculated savings for the steam trap measure using a revised version of the
custom express savings equation along with additional information gathered during the site
visit.
The evaluated savings for the project are lower than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Steam traps measure

Applicant
Ten failed steam traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
ten failed steam traps

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%

As-Built
Steam traps status

Applicant
Ten repaired/replaced steam
traps

Evaluator
Preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with
ten repaired/replaced steam
traps trap

Steam traps annual operating
hours

3,000

3,000

Boiler plant

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

Applicant

Evaluator
2,163

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

1,502
69%

Cross Check with Billing Data

Utility billing data was not provided to the evaluators to cross‐check the savings provided
above. However, if it was made available, it is likely too small to accurately measure using
billing analysis methods.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the steam trap measure are lower than the reported values primarily
due to the evaluators employing a revised custom savings equation to calculate savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
2,163 therms

Evaluator
2,163 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Original custom
express method

Revised custom
express method

-26.0%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 5%

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line
losses: 0%

-5.0%

Site 2016N0242
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the custom
express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐3 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
9,291 therms (*)
2,163 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
12,978 therms
2,163 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
9,012 therms
1,502 therms
6 years
Add-on single

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a university’s laboratory building which was constructed in
1995. The nine‐story building (plus occupied basement) is spread over 275,000 sq. ft. and
contains residence halls, research labs with fume hoods, offices, classrooms, and a physical
plant. The facility is more heavily occupied during daytimes and weekdays, but air flow is
required from the primary air handlers 24/7, partially due to the lab spaces. The four air‐
handlers serve VAV boxes, many with reheat.
This project includes three different custom gas applications consisting of six different measures
installed on the university’s campus. The evaluated measures are:
Ventilation Reduction ‐ A demand control ventilation (DCV) study was done in the
classrooms and offices of the facility that determined that there were too many air changes
per hour (ACH) increasing energy costs. The pre‐existing energy management system
(EMS) controls were connected to the pre‐existing air handling units (AHU) to reduce
ventilation and set back temperature set‐points during occupied and unoccupied times.
Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction ‐ A DCV study determined that there were too many
ACH in lab spaces which increased the need for make‐up air to balance pressure. The
existing EMS was connected to the AHU’s serving the labs to set back ventilation set‐points
during occupied and unoccupied times.
Boiler Combustion Controls ‐ The building is heated by three steam boilers. Two of the three
boilers were retrofitted with combustion controls. The controls on the two primary boilers
allow them to run in a lead/lag configuration with the addition of variable frequency drives
(VFDs) on the combustion blower motors while the third boiler is used as a backup when
the primaries cannot meet demand. The controls also monitor flue gas to modulate air/fuel
lines as necessary.
Process Free Cooling ‐ Lasers in laboratory spaces are cooled with two process chillers
which have been connected to the existing central EMS. The preexisting process chiller loop
has been reconfigured to utilize free cooling from outside air instead of mechanical cooling.
The reconfigured system allows the process loop to bypass the chiller and send the heated
process fluid from the lasers to the heat exchangers (HX) of the AHUs to preheat outdoor air
for space heating.
Pipe Insulation ‐ 89 ft. of pipe insulation was installed on the preexisting steam piping to
reduce heat loss.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace ‐ The project consisted of repairing three existing steam traps
that had partial leaks. The repaired traps are of the float and thermostatic type with one on a
HX and the other two drip legs.
The evaluators visited the facility on January 30th, 2018. Site personnel were interviewed to
discuss the implemented measures. Trend data was collected from the building’s EMS to verify
post‐retrofit conditions.
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The evaluated savings are greater than reported values due to several differences between the
applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions for the specific measures.

1.1

Savings
Table 1-1 Project Summary of Savings

Application ID

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
43,031
46,019
107%
26,057
33,403
128%
5,743
4,027
70%
15,900
15,350
97%
3,678
3,384
92%
731
704
96%

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A
N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked

95,140

N.R.

Evaluated

102,887

N/A

108%

N/A

Measure Name

5183956

Ventilation reduction

5183956

Lab hood and make-up air
reduction

5183956

Boiler combustion controls

5183956

Process free cooling

6600475

Pipe insulation

5931307

Steam trap repair/replace

Totals

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1
Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

RR1,2
1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

A summary that presents the reasons for which the evaluated savings are 8% greater than the
tracking values is shown below:
Ventilation Reduction
The control ventilation savings were greater than anticipated. The airflows found in post‐
retrofit conditions were less than estimated resulting in less heating consumption in the post‐
retrofit period. This increase in savings was slightly offset by lower‐than‐anticipated supply air
temperatures which increased the thermal load on the heating coils.
Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Site 2016N0248
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The overall lab hood and make‐up air ventilation savings resulting from demand control
strategies were greater than anticipated. The airflows found in post‐retrofit conditions were
less than estimated resulting in less heating consumption in the post‐retrofit observed period.
This increase in savings was slightly offset by lower‐than‐anticipated supply air temperatures.
Boiler Combustion Controls
The post‐retrofit combustion efficiencies of the boilers were lower than the applicant’s
estimated post‐retrofit efficiencies, resulting in smaller savings than anticipated.
Process Free Cooling
The evaluators determined savings to be similar to the applicant savings with the exception that
the applicable hours, which are temperature dependent, should include only periods when the
outside air is less than 40°F, as supported by the TA review. This conclusion was based on
visual inspection and operational characteristics explained at the site at time. Without sufficient
evidence to conclude that the measure details resulted in different values than estimated by the
applicant for temperatures less than 40°F, savings were assumed to be equivalent to the
application.
Pipe Insulation
The savings for this measure were less than expected due to the applicant’s inclusion of steam
distribution system losses in the boiler plant efficiency. The evaluators took into account the
interactive effects of the improved boiler combustion controls’ post‐retrofit efficiency. Savings
were further decreased by the updated heat loss rates as obtained from the 3EPlus insulation
savings software.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
The estimated savings were less than expected because the applicant’s savings calculation tool
included a lower boiler system efficiency than determined in measure 3.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the six measures described above.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The baseline considered by the applicant for each measure is:
Ventilation Reduction
The baseline reported by the applicant was preexisting conditions in classroom and office
AHUs not connected to the central EMS and without temperature and ventilation flow rate
sensors in the supply air ducts of each space. The applicant determined the supply air flow
setpoints were higher than necessary at 40‐50% of peak design. The baseline condition did not
include occupancy schedules or setbacks, therefore AHU’s maintained consistent setpoints
independent of day of week or hour of day.
Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
The baseline reported by the applicant was existing conditions at lab AHUs and fume hoods not
connected to the existing central EMS, and therefore not capable of temperature and ventilation
flow rate controls. Fume hood sash velocities when the sash was at 18 inches open ranged from
90 to 300 fpm.
Boiler Combustion Controls
The baseline reported by the applicant were boilers without combustion controls to modulate
air and fuel supply lines. The single‐speed blower boilers were controlled to maintain a fixed
steam pressure and operated at low part‐loads. The cycling of the boilers was used to estimate
cycling efficiency losses, which were linearly interpolated between 8% efficiency losses at 20%
runtime and 0% efficiency losses at 100% runtime. The basis of the efficiency loss value is
undocumented.
Process Free Cooling
The baseline reported by the applicant was the existing system with dedicated process cooling
loop with two water‐cooled chillers for the lasers in the laboratory space. The process chiller
and associated pumps operated in the heating season to serve lab process loads. Estimated off‐
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season load is 50 tons. The AHU pre‐heat coil’s load, which is intended to be offset is calculated
using a 5°F bin temperature model.
Pipe Insulation
The baseline consisted of uninsulated straight runs of vertical pipes in the boiler room and
mechanical spaces. Piping sizes ranged from 1” diameter to 16” in diameter. Bare condensate
piping was estimated to be 240°F. Steam pipes were estimated to maintain pressure for 4,380
hours per year. Boiler efficiency was estimated at 80%. Piping/device area and temperatures are
shown in Table 2‐1.
Table 2-1: Steam Piping Diameters

Description
10"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
6"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
16"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
12"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
14"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
2"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
1"Ø steel pipe- 1" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

Nominal
Pipe
Size (in.)
10.00
6.00
16.00
12.00
14.00
2.00
1.00

Surface
Temp (⁰F)
240
240
240
240
240
240
240

Linear Feet
Component
48.00
11.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
12.00
9.00

Annual
Operating
Hours
4380
4380
4380
4380
4380
4380
4380

Seven uninsulated pipe lengths were identified. Total uninsulated pipe length was 89 linear
feet.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
A steam trap survey was conducted in February 2016 and the report shows 3 of the 25 surveyed
traps failed. Table 2‐2 details the findings of the Custom Express Savings Tool submitted with
the application. Other baseline conditions include 3,000 operational hours for the traps. The
steam pressure was a constant 10 psig. Boiler combustion efficiency was estimated at 80%.
System losses were estimated at 5.0% and total system efficiency was 75.0%.
Table 2-2: Steam Traps Baseline
Trap Status
No Status

No Action
0

Repair
0

Replace
0

Total
0

Fully operational

22

0

0

22

Plugged

0

0

0

0

Partially leaking

0

3

0

3

Full leak

0

0

0

0

Partially blowing by

0

0

0

0

Total

22

3

0

25
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Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

Ventilation Reduction
A central EMS was enhanced to provide occupied/unoccupied schedule control for each VAV
unit serving spaces with reduced minimum flow setpoints for both occupied and unoccupied
periods. New digital temperature sensors and DDC controllers were installed to maintain space
temperature setpoints. Supply fans operate 24/7. Some conference and class rooms were
instrumented with CO2 sensors to allow for demand‐controlled ventilation. Other spaces’
minimum airflow rates were adjusted down to about 30%. Most savings resulted from reduced
airflow setpoints during unoccupied hours from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m., Mon‐Fri and all weekend
hours and holidays, or 4,728 hours in the installed condition. Primary air supply temperatures
in the pre‐project configuration were 56°F for AHUs 1 and 2, and 58°F for AHUs 3 and 4. In the
post‐project configuration, supply air temperatures were estimated to be increased to 57°F for
AHUs 1 and 2, and 59°F for AHUs 3 and 4.
Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Airflow reductions were implemented to maintain space pressures in accordance with fume
hood exhaust flows. All fume hoods were rebalanced to a 100 fpm face velocity at 18 inches
sash position. Minimum supply and exhaust terminal boxes were set to maintain 6 ACH.
Boiler Combustion Controls
This measure proposed retrofitting two of the three boilers with parallel positioning controls, a
blower VFD and O2 trim. The third boiler is maintained as emergency standby as the payback
for retrofitting all three boilers given oversizing of the plant was not cost effective. Thermal
savings were estimated in the 5%‐7% range for this ECM, given the inefficiency of preexisting
oversized boilers cycling at a minimum fire capacity for a significant amount of time.
Process Free Cooling
This ECM proposed reducing the heating load on the AHU in the winter with a run around
heat recovery loop to meet the chiller process load. The project included the installation of a
small plate‐frame HX, piping, switchover valves and controls to provide cooling service to the
facility process loads instead of the chiller compressor. The process chilled water pumps with
VFDs were used to pump the hot side of the HX. The condenser loop and pump serving CH‐4
were used for the cold side of the HX which serves that AHU preheat coil. Existing piping and
pumps could be utilized along with a new crossover between the HVAC and process cooling
loops. According to the TA study, the system only operated below 40°F as opposed to the 45°F
maximum temperature used in the tracking calcs. This adjustment reduced the savings to 15,350
therms annually. However, this was not updated into the tracking thermal savings.
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Pipe Insulation
Insulation on pipes was anticipated according Table 2‐3 below:
Table 2-3: Applicant Insulation Pipe Sizes and Thicknesses

Description

Nominal Pipe Size (in.)
10.00
6.00
16.00
12.00
14.00
2.00
1.00

10"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
6"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
16"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
12"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
14"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
2"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
1"Ø steel pipe- 1" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

Insulation Thickness
2"
2"
1.5"
2"
2"
1.5"
1"

The only indication of the applicant’s intended type of insulation to be used were found in the
custom express tool which cited 850°F Mineral Fiber PIPE, Type I, C547‐11.
The ambient temperature was 85°F and the bare steam pipe temperatures were 240°F. The
boiler system efficiency of 80% was used in calculations. The applicant did not account for the
increased boiler efficiencies from other measures in this project in calculating savings for this
measure.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
The 3 failed steam traps were repaired in February 22nd, 2016. The applicant’s installed case for
this measure assumes that all traps on‐site are brought to good working condition. The trap
operating pressure, boiler efficiency, and hours of operation identified in the baseline remain
unchanged in the installed scenario.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

Ventilation Reduction and Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Tracking savings were generated by a bin model simulation spreadsheet. Savings were
determined based upon the sequential interaction of the full scope of ECMs in the incentive
application. Key variables in the model included an assumed 14% reduction in primary air flow
during occupied hours and an 80% reduction in air flow in the unoccupied hours for the
classrooms. Reheat was also expected to decrease by 1°F in the post‐installation conditions by
increasing the supply air temperature for an unknown reason.
∆

86%

∆

1

1.08

100,000
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20%
100,000

∆

1

1.08

where:
Reheat∆T

1,000

1.08

where:
GASsaved Occ

= Annual natural gas savings during occupied hours in therms

GASsaved Unocc = Annual natural gas savings during unoccupied hours in therms
GASsaved

= Annual natural gas savings

CFM

= Ventilation air in CFM to the classrooms

1.08

= Constant

HOURSOcc

= Annual occupied operating hours

HOURSUnocc = Annual unoccupied operating hours
100,000

= BTUs per Therm

Baseline measured airflow
EFF

= spot measured values provided by applicant in CFM

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler with system deration due to cycling

reheat energy at pumps

= 500 x PumpGPM (Reheat DeltaT)

where:
Reheat DeltaT = Supply Water Temperature ‐ Return Water Temperature from reheat
loop spot measured values provided by applicant in degrees F
PumpGPM

Site 2016N0248
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Boiler Combustion Controls
The total thermal output of the boilers providing steam to the facility is calculated using a
weather bin analysis based upon outside air temperature (OAT). Annual hours that the boilers
run at each 5°F weather bin (‐5˚ to 100˚F) are estimated for occupied and unoccupied times.
From the boiler load, the baseline and implemented estimates of the boiler efficiency, and the
amount of boiler run hours in each weather bin, the amount of annual therms are calculated for
each measure. Each 5°F bin calculates savings as follows:
100

100
where:

MBHOutput = Total load provided to the building equipment in MBH
EFFbase

= Baseline boiler efficiency

EFFpost

= Proposed boiler efficiency

hours

= total number of annual hours at that bin

The boiler output was calculated using the following formula:

where:
Preheat MBH = Calculated Preheat energy – (Ventilation Reduction and Lab hood and
make-up air reduction Savings) in MBH
FTR MBH

= Fin Tube Radiator load in MBH estimated by applicant as 1,250 MBH at

‐2.5 deg F, 0 MBH at 47.5 deg F, and linearly interpolated between those estimated loads
where:
Calculated Preheat energy

1.08

where:
Reheat MBH = Reheat load in MBH - Ventilation Reduction and Lab hood and make-up
air reduction Savings
Reheat energy at pumps

= 500 x PumpGPM (Reheat DeltaT)

where:
Reheat DeltaT = Supply Water Temperature ‐ Return Water Temperature from reheat
loop spot measured values provided by applicant in degrees F
PumpGPM

Site 2016N0248
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Process Free Cooling
The total thermal savings methodology is as follows

where:
50

12,000
1,000
/

/

where:
= Annual natural gas savings
= total annual hours below 45°F
= Preheat load in MBH
Pipe Insulation
Pipe insulation savings calculation Custom Express spreadsheet files itemize steam pipe
components (pipe diameter, length, material) along with the proposed insulation thickness.
Evaluators have assumed that gas savings in therms per steam pipe component are calculated
using the following formula:

100,000
where:
THERMSsaved

= Annual natural gas savings

AREA

= Device area (ft2)

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase
tool

= Heat loss from bare device (BTU/hr/ft2) in a Custom Express spreadsheet

LOSSinst
= Heat loss from insulated device (BTU/hr/ft2) in a Custom Express
spreadsheet tool
100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Gas savings are calculated based on operating hours of the pipe component converting
MMBTU directly to therms of gas by dividing by the boiler system efficiency, but not
accounting for the improved boiler efficiency as determined in post‐retrofit conditions of the
boiler optimization measure.
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A vendor developed spreadsheet tool was used to determined bare and insulated heat loss
values (BTU/lf/hr) for 850F Mineral Fiber PIPE, Type I, C547‐11.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the National Grid Custom Express
Screening Tool to calculate savings. The tool was developed by National Grid in 2010 and uses
the findings from the steam trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool
determines energy savings by calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using
the Grashof formula and then applying several factors to account for trap‐specific and system
level operating characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using
the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are
selected based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to
atmosphere are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting
into a closed condensate return system). Since all the traps from this project are associated with
a single configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss
mechanisms for this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are
calculated using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
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= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)
Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The tracking documentation consisted of a 5°F bin analysis Excel spreadsheet containing the
working equation that generated the tracking savings for the Ventilation Reduction, Lab Hood
and Make‐up Air Reduction, and Process Free Cooling measures. Spreadsheets used by the
applicant contained separate calculations and bin hour totals for occupied and unoccupied
hours. Savings for each measure accounted for interactivity by cascading the measures such that
the post‐install parameters became the pre‐install parameters for the next measure. Measures
were cascaded in the same order in which they are presented in this report. As all measures
were installed simultaneously, this is a reasonable approach.
Ventilation Reduction and Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Savings for the Ventilation Reduction measure were estimated using an apparent set of
measured airflows at five OATs to determine an extrapolated air flow profile across all bins for
the baseline. Unoccupied post‐install flows were approximated to be 20% of baseline flows,
while the basis of occupied were flow reductions were undocumented. The referenced post‐
install test and balance report was not provided. Since these calculations were created in pre‐
install period these are assumed to be estimations of unknown origin but are approximately
87% of the baseline.
Savings for the Lab Hood and Make‐up air Reduction measure were estimated using the post‐
install scenario air flow rates from the Ventilation Reduction as the baseline. Occupied and
Unoccupied post‐install flows were approximated using a post install test and balance report
which was not provided. Since these calculations were created in pre‐install period these are
assumed to be estimations of unknown origin but were approximately 93% of the baseline.
The basis of assumption of the 1°F difference between supply air temperature and VAV reheat
was not clear. The supply air temperature setpoint also seems to reset based on trend data
review, which was not incorporated into the savings analysis. VAV boxes in spaces with heavy
cooling loads often dictate changes to supply air temperatures.
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Boiler Combustion Controls
The boiler load calculation was mostly approximated using undocumented key parameters
including fin tube load approximations. Reheat loads were based on a flow rate that appears to
be approximated, but not measured.
Process Free Cooling
The plate and frame savings calculation show no measured values for the basis of evaluation.
The process load was estimated as 50 tons 24/7.
Pipe Insulation
The applicant used a simplified custom express tool, relative to a more accurate 3EPlus analysis,
which was reasonable approach given the small savings involved.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
The applicant used an older custom express template, which was reasonable approach at the
time the application was processed.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the results.
Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation and
savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 30, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
visually inspected equipment affected by the measures and interviewed the site contact to
discuss the installed measures and the operation of the facility.
Ventilation Reduction and Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
The trends provided for the AHUs and sampled VAV boxes allowed the post retrofit conditions
to be modeled.
Boiler Combustion Controls
The trends provided for the boilers allowed the post retrofit conditions to be modeled. Boilers
were inspected to observe the new controls and VFDs modulating the combustion blower
motors.
Process Free Cooling
No evidence was provided to confirm or refute that the process cooling load is now serving the
preheat coil crossover in the AHUs. As such, the size of the load could also not be determined.
Screenshots from HX‐1 and HX‐2 taken on 1/30/18 when the outside air temperature was 26.1°F
indicate that steam is used to heat the HW pumped to the preheat coils and supplied by the
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chiller condensing water. Supply temp to the preheat coils is 114.1°F and return is 105.0°F with
the HW pump active.
Conflicting statements exist between the TA study which calls for adding a new Heat
Exchanger and piping. However, the MRD indicates that only a new cross over was required.
From screenshots gathered indicating return water temperatures from the preheat coils of over
70°F on AHU‐1, it is unclear if this measure has been implemented and the process chiller
bypassed, thereby rejecting heat to the AHUs preheat coils.
Pipe Insulation
The summary of the insulation pipes inspection results is presented in Table 2‐4 below.
Observations match the tracking values.
Table 2-4: Inspected Insulation Parameters
Description

Nominal Pipe Size
(in)

10"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
6"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
16"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
12"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
14"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
2"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
1"Ø steel pipe- 1" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

1
6
16
1
1
1

Insulation Thickness (in)

2
1.5
2
2
1.5
1

Steam Trap Repair/Replace
The repaired traps were visually inspected and confirmed to be operational. No measurements
were recorded.
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Measured Data

Measurements and findings as they related to each gas savings measure are outlined under the
respective measure headings below.
Ventilation Reduction and Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Trend data from 5/20/18 to 7/11/18 was provided for all four AHUs including outside air temp,
mixed air temps, return air temps, CFM flow, room temps, supply air temps, primary air supply
temp setpoints, and damper positions. VAV data was provided for a sample of VAV boxes from
4/13/18 to 7/18/18 which included reheat valve positions, damper position, CFM flow, CFM
setpoint, room temp, and supply air temp. Spaces that included demand‐controlled ventilation
also included CO2 levels. Figure 2‐1 presents the measured average air flows.
Figure 2-1: Average AHU Air Flows
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As shown in Figure 2‐1 above, the trending interval included dates coincident with warm
outside air temperatures, or above 50°F. The lack of colder observations only allowed for partial
analysis and savings calculation updates to the bins at warmer temperatures.
Table 2‐5 shows the measured average primary supply air temperatures over the same
monitoring period as the values shown in Figure 2‐1 above. Additionally, for comparison, the
applicant’s proposed supply air temperatures are shown as well.
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Table 2-5: Average Supply Air Temperatures (SAT) Measured vs. Estimated
AHU

Measured Avg SAT (°F)

Applicant Proposed SAT (°F)

1
2
3
4

55.7
55.5
55.8
55.6

57
57
59
59

While trend data was collected of temperatures entering and leaving the reheat coils and
radiant heating coils from 5/20/18 to 7/11/18, the outside air temperatures during this period
were too warm to evaluate the water side consumption due to reheat and space temps.
Boiler Combustion Controls and Process Free Cooling
To evaluate the savings for these measures, the following trended data points were requested:
Central plant boilers:
‐VFD speed, pressure, % firing rate, fuel value position, efficiency, stack temperature, %
exhaust O2.
Laboratory building boilers:
‐Run time, input, output, percent load, combustion efficiency.
Reheat pump for preheat, heat, and reheat coils:
‐GPM, supply and return temp on HX
Fin tube pump for preheat, heat and reheat coils:
‐GPM, supply and return temp on HX
Preheat and reheat coils (representative sample):
‐CFM, entering air temp, leaving air temp, mixed air temp, discharge air temp, return air
temp, outside air damper position.
In addition to these trend points, specific rooms on different floors were identified to obtain
trends for space temperature and flow requirements. Three offices, three classrooms, three labs,
a conference room, and a common hallway were randomly selected.
The trend files received omitted the heat exchanger flows, so load calculations were not
possible. Additionally, the trended interval of 5/21/18 to 7/18/18 covered warm outside air
temperatures only allowing for partial year analysis.
Figure 2‐2 shows the trended efficiency compiled for all three boilers at the coincident dry bulb
outside air temperatures.
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Figure 2-2: Measured Post Boiler Efficiency
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Screenshots of the BMS front end were also used to inspect the control setpoints, equipment
configurations, and sensor readings.
Pipe Insulation
Installed insulation was visually inspected during the site visit and confirmed to be applied to
energized steam pipes. The temperatures were consistent with expected.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Ventilation Reduction
Because it improves the operation of the pre‐existing HVAC system, the evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying equipment as baseline. The preexisting
AHUs operated continuously. No unoccupied schedules and no VAV box flow reductions were
in place before the measure was implemented. Terminal VAV box controllers were replaced
with new box controllers and CO2 sensors were added in appropriate spaces. The AHUs were
not replaced, and no documented mechanical changes were made to VAV boxes.
Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
Because it improves the operation of the pre‐existing HVAC system, the evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying equipment as baseline. The preexisting
AHUs operated continuously and no unoccupied schedules or VAV box flow reductions were
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in place. The existing exhaust hood and VAV boxes were rebalanced to reduce fume hood sash
face velocities and air changes. The AHUs were not replaced, and no documented mechanical
changes were made to VAV boxes or lab exhausts or fume hood control valves.
Boiler Combustion Controls
Because it improves the operation of the pre‐existing boiler system, the evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying equipment as baseline. The preexisting
boilers were oversized for the building load and cycled due to the fixed speed operation of the
burner fan motors. The retrofit boilers were improved with new burners with controls for the
new VFDs on the burner fan motors. These enhancements to the existing equipment improve
operational efficiency and decrease wear due to excessive on/off cycling due to the turndown
capabilities. Therefore, the pre‐existing boiler efficiency is baseline.
Process Free Cooling
Because it reduces load on the pre‐existing AHU and process chiller, the evaluator classified
this measure as an add‐on with pre‐existing underlying equipment as baseline. The installation
of a small plate‐frame HX, piping, switchover valves and controls were coupled with the
existing process chilled water pumps with VFDs on the hot side of the HX and the condenser
loop and pump serving CH‐4 on the cold side of the HX to provide cooling service to the facility
process loads without use of the chiller compressor during cold outdoor air temperatures and
reduce AHU preheat load. Therefore, the pre‐existing AHU preheat load is baseline.
Pipe Insulation
The documentation review of the installed insulation with facility personnel confirmed that the
listed devices and piping were uninsulated prior to the project. The evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying steam distribution equipment as
baseline.
Steam Trap Repair/Replace
The documentation review of the three repaired with facility personnel confirmed that the listed
devices were failed and partially leaking prior to the project. The evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying steam distribution equipment as
baseline.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

Ventilation Reduction and Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction
The post implementation primary ventilation air CFM for each AHU and primary supply air
temperatures from the trend data were entered into the applicant’s 5°F bin calculation
spreadsheet for post retrofit occupied and unoccupied hours. Because sufficient data covering
winter weather was not available to the evaluators, the approach taken was to adjust the bins at
50° F and above based on the airflow and temperatures. Below 50° F, the same equation used in
the TA spreadsheet was used for each row in the evaluation analysis for both the baseline and
evaluation calculations. The applicant’s determination of operational parameters was used for
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the baseline. Average supply air temperatures for the trend period were also updated for the
post retrofit bin hours above 50° F.
The control ventilation savings were greater than anticipated, primarily because the airflows
found in post‐retrofit conditions were less than estimated resulting in less thermal energy
consumption in the post‐retrofit observed period.
This increase in savings was slightly offset by lower than anticipated supply air temperatures
which increased the thermal load on the reheat coils.
Because savings for the Ventilation Reduction /Lab Hood and Make‐up Air Reduction measures
in combination resulted in the observed reduced air flow rates, the savings for each measure
could not be differentiated or determined separately. Therefore, the total airflow reduction
savings were apportioned to the two measures using the following assumptions:


50% air flow for post retrofit occupied boxes serving classrooms. This increased
occupied airflow reductions from an occupied airflow reduction as estimated of 10,452
CFM to a reduction of 45,759 CFM.



50% air flow for post retrofit unoccupied boxes serving classrooms. This increased
unoccupied airflow reductions from an occupied airflow reduction as estimated of
71,309 CFM to a reduction of 76,188 CFM.

Subsequently, occupied and unoccupied airflow reductions in the lab areas were determined to
be equivalent to the airflow reductions beyond those outlined above for the classrooms. More
specifically, the average occupied airflow for the labs was determined to be 37% of the expected,
or an average reduction of 22,051 CFM. Average unoccupied airflow was determined to be 53%
of the expected, or an average reduction of 31,468 CFM to the lab areas.
Increased savings were slightly offset by the application of the measured post retrofit supply air
temperatures which were higher than expected, as noted in the site findings.
Boiler Combustion Controls
The post retrofit measured efficiencies of the boilers were used to create a regression model
which was applied to the boiler loads determined in the applicants 5 °F bin spreadsheet. The
lower than estimated efficiency resulted in less savings than anticipated.
Process Free Cooling
Insufficient evidence was available to verify the intended aspects of the implementation of this
measure due to the lack of trends provided, time of year of the site visit, and the lack of
sequences and drawings provided to the evaluators.
Without sufficient evidence to conclude that the measure details resulted in different values
than estimated by the applicant, savings were assumed to be equivalent to the application with
the exception that the evaluators incorporated the feedback from an engineering review, which
indicated the system will only operate below 40 °F. This reduced the savings to 15,350 therms
annually based solely on the 551 bin hour reduction of hours that the free cooling was assumed
to be operational in the applicant’s calculations.
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It should be noted that an alternative to using the tracking estimate for the evaluated savings
for this measure would be to apply the realization from the other measures at this site. Using
that method would have resulted in higher savings for this unevaluated measure and to be
more conservative the tracking estimate was used.
Pipe Insulation
The savings for this measure were less than expected due to the applicant’s use of a boiler
efficiency which did not appear to be adjusted for site specific measurements. The evaluators
included the interactive effects of the improved boiler combustion controls post‐retrofit
efficiency. The evaluators updated heat transfer rates as obtained from 3EPlus. Differences in
heat transfer rates, which were higher than the applicants are shown in Table 2‐6 below.
Table 2-6: Insulation Heat Loss Rates

Description
10"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1
6"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1
16"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F
Mineral Fiber Type 1
12"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1
14"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1
2"Ø steel pipe- 1.5" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1
1"Ø steel pipe- 1" 850F Mineral
Fiber Type 1

Applicant
Bare Heat
Loss BTU/hr/lf

Evaluators
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/lf

Applicant
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/lf

Evaluators
Insulated Heat
Loss BTU/hr/lf

998.3

998.2

43.8

67.21

620.1

615.6

29.5

46.36

1478.3

1486

78.7

126.9

848

1184

50.7

77.9

1295.7

1300

55

88.86

227.8

220.9

16.9

26.05

128.8

122.5

14.6

22.03

The Custom Express tool was used to determined bare and insulated heat loss values
(BTU/hr/lf) for 850F Mineral Fiber PIPE, Type I, C547‐11, but those values could not be fully
matched using the available insulation types selected by the evaluators of 0 mph windspeed
and vertical pipe. The insulation type selected by the evaluators is PVC jacket 850F Min Fiber
PIPE Type 1, C547‐15. It is unclear to the evaluators if the differences in the insulated heat loss
is due to the last two digits of the pipe insulation description, if another type of jacket was
selected or if other windspeeds, pipe orientations, or other parameters were adjusted. Bare heat
loss rates should match if the only changes were to insulation type. Further investigations into
the differences were not possible because the custom express spreadsheet tool is locked and
password protected.
The applicant’s bare heat loss rate for 12ʺØ steel pipe‐ 2ʺ 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1 becomes
suspect when compared to the evaluator’s values and other pipe diameters in Figure 2‐3 below.
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Figure 2-3: Bare Pipe Heat Loss Rates

Bare pipe heat loss rates (BTU/hr/lf)
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Steam Trap Repair/Replace
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the custom express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

1

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice
,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site using spot checks.
All 3 steam repaired steam traps were inspected and observed to be energized at the time of the
site inspection.
System pressures are assumed to be maintained for 3,000 hours per year on all traps based on
interviews with site operators. The discrepancy between the partial annual hours of the pipe
insulation and the traps is based on the equipment respectively served. No further details were
provided to the evaluators. Annual operational hours for both the steam traps and pipe
insulation match the applicants estimated operational hours.
The savings for this measure were less than expected due to the applicant’s use of a boiler
efficiency which did not appear to be adjusted for site specific measurements and also included
steam distribution system losses. The evaluators took into account the interactive effects of the
improved boiler combustion controls post‐retrofit efficiency of 84.4% as well as used the new
evaluation tool.
The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to reflect the picklist options of the
revised method rather than the options from the applicant approach. This involved updating
statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”,
respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results. With these updated statuses,
the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the evaluators changed the
old method calculator to reflect the evaluator’s observed parameters (which includes the change
in the boiler combustion efficiency) without modifying the actual methodology. The applicant
methodology updated to reflect site specific findings yields measure level savings of 645 therms
versus the tracking estimate with the old methodology of 731 therms. The primary reason why
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the evaluated savings are lower than the reported values is due to the difference in the boiler
efficiencies employed by the applicant and evaluator.
Table 2‐ compares the reported, modified applicant and evaluated savings for the steam trap
measure.
Table 2-7: Steam Trap Survey Methodology Comparison
Savings
(therms)

Realization
Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

731

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

658

90%

Applicant inputs (using the revised calculator)

749

102%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

704

96%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective
realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old
method) or 96%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications;
therefore, the prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the
Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator) or 94%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The evaluated savings for the project are 8% greater than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

AHU-1 - supply air temperature (°F)

56

56

AHU-2 - supply air temperature (°F)

56

56

AHU-3 - supply air temperature (°F)

58

58

AHU-4 - supply air temperature (°F)

58

58

Occupied period – average supply air flow rate (CFM)

310,606

310,606

Unoccupied period – average supply air flow rate (CFM)

310,606

310,606

3

3

Steam traps - annual operating hours

3,000

3,000

Pipe insulation - operating hours

4,380

4,380

Steam traps - boiler plant efficiency (%)

75%

84.4%

Pipe insulation - boiler plant efficiency (%)

75%

84.4%

50

50

Applicant

Evaluator

AHU-1 - supply air temperature (°F)

57

55.7

AHU-2 - supply air temperature (°F)

57

55.5

AHU-3 - supply air temperature (°F)

59

55.8

AHU-4 - supply air temperature (°F)

59

55.6

Occupied period – average supply air flow rate (CFM)

295,491

253,700

Unoccupied period – average supply air flow rate (CFM)

234,604

213,855

3

3

75%

84.4%

Pipe insulation - boiler plant efficiency (%)

75%

84.4%

Steam traps - annual operating hours

3,000

3,000

Pipe insulation - operating hours

4,380

4,380

50

50

45.0

40.0

Applicant

Evaluator

95,140

102,907

Steam traps identified as failed

Load of Process Chiller Offset (tons)
As-Built

Steam traps identified as failed and repaired
Steam traps - boiler plant efficiency (%)

Load of Process Chiller Offset (tons)
Free Cooling – max temperature of operation (°F)
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

108%

Cross Check with Billing Data

A billing analysis was done for this project using monthly bills during the year prior and the
year after the project was implemented. The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and
normalized the consumption to historic Boston, MA data. Figure 3‐1 compares the monthly
billing data to the monthly heating degree days, which have 55°F as the base temperature.
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70

Baseline

60

Measure
Installation

As-built

1,200

1,000

50

800

Gas usage (therms)

40
600
30

HDD

Thousands

Figure 3-1. Natural Gas Consumption from Dec-2011 to Dec-2017
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0
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 September 30, 2014 to May 31, 2015 – baseline regression consumption
 May 31, 2015 to September 30, 2015 – baseline average baseload consumption
 September 30, 2016 to May 31, 2017 – As‐built regression consumption
 May 31, 2016 to September 30, 2017 – As‐built average baseload consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 3‐2, and applied
them to Boston, MA TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built
weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Thousands

Figure 3-2. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 3‐2.
Table 3-2. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Days
31
28
31
30
31
30
31
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

879
670
522
266
54
11
0
0

59,249
50,925
45,022
34,851
26,395
23,236
23,236
23,236

43,608
36,933
32,201
24,046
17,267
14,122
14,122
14,122

Savings (therm)
15,642
13,991
12,821
10,805
9,128
9,114
9,114
9,114

9

30

7

23,236

14,122

9,114

10

31

127

29,289

19,587

9,702

11

30

368

38,894

27,288

11,606

12

31

593

47,833

34,455

13,378

Total

365

3,497

425,401

291,872

133,528

The billing data analysis was intended as a cross‐check of the engineering analysis, and not
the intended M&V method for savings determination. The billing analysis‐based savings
represent 31% of the total annual baseline natural gas consumption. When these regressions
were applied to TMY3 data, an annual decrease in consumption was determined to be 130%
of the evaluated savings. The discrepancy between this engineering analysis and the billing
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data analysis is within reason given the uncertainty regarding other measures installed or
operational changes during the same period.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers
1. For control upgrade measures, it is essential to record the baseline control setpoints and
logics through pre‐commission data collection as the evaluation team would have no
opportunity to replicate the baseline operation in the post‐project phase. The existing
operations are recorded through EMS trends that verify the baseline operations and
documents the existing control strategies and deficiencies. However, the program
document did not have any baseline EMS trends to support the baseline used. In the
absence of any verifiable baseline data, the evaluation accepted the narration of baseline
operations in the TA study report and values added to the savings calculations. The
projects should adhere to the program guidelines and to adequately record the baseline
operations for RCx projects. Further, they should be available in form of raw EMS data
and their analysis findings in the TA study.
2. TA study did not utilize any building performance trends and used only few static
parameters at four OAT conditions. Since the equipment/system operations for such
large lab buildings usually exhibit variations during occupied/unoccupied periods,
during school session/off‐session periods, utilizing building EMS trends would have
been best approach to develop the system performance profiles for the whole year.
3. The program calculation files used many hard‐typed values and used those values to
extrapolate values for the other BIN conditions. In the absence of any supporting data,
those extrapolations appear simplistic and may have inflated the baseline.
4. The program savings estimation did not document the post project operating conditions
to support the measure improvements claimed in the TA study report. TA study only
documented the proposed improvements under each measure description. Post
completion of the project, program documents did not specify what operating
parameters were revised and how far the revised operating parameters were from those
proposed in the TA study.
5. The program savings claimed significant savings by reducing the load on a process
chiller through free cooling in the post‐project condition compared to their baseline
numbers. However, the post project conditions, nor the basis of assumed load were not
documented at all to support these claimed changes. Trend data was not provided so it
was not feasible to fully determine the operational characteristics that would be used to
quantify achieved savings with enough level of certainty.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the measures are 8% greater than the reported value. The variance is
primarily due to greater than expected airflow reductions on the AHU measures. Table 3‐3
provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-3. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Applicant

Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

Discussion of Deviations

Tracked savings

95,140 therms

95,140 therms

No impact

No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.

Change in post
retrofit ventilation
airflow CFM

295,491/
234,604 CFM
average
Occ/Unocc

253,700/
213,855 CFM
average
Occ/Unocc

18.9%

Factor

Change in primary
supply air
temperatures vs.
baseline

+1°F average

Difference in max
post efficiency for
boiler measure
(regression)

85.10%

Annual Operation
of free cooling

OAT<45 °F

OAT<40 °F

-0.6%

Difference in boiler
efficiency insulation and
heat loss rates

75%

84.4%

0.3%

Difference in boiler
efficiency - traps

75%

84.4%

-0.05%

Difference in
analysis
methodology for
traps

Site 2016N0248

Original
custom
express
method

-1.9°F
average

84.50%

-8.1%

-1.8%

Revised
custom
express
method

0.1%

3‐5

Increased Savings – The lower
airflows increased potential
savings.
Decreased Savings – A lower
supply temperature means a
greater ∆T (i.e. Space Temp
minus Supply Temp) which is
assumed to be reheat load in the
post scenario decreased
potential savings.
Decreased Savings – The
lower post boiler combustion
efficiency decreased potential
savings
Decreased Savings – The
lower number of free cooling
operating hours decreased
savings
Decreased Savings – The
higher boiler combustion
efficiency decreased potential
savings. Due to the locked tool,
savings could not be
differentiated for the two
contributors to reduced savings
Decreased Savings – The
higher boiler efficiency
decreased potential savings
Decreased total savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐4 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor

Ventilation
Reduction

Lifetime savings
First year
savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

Lab Hood
and Makeup Air
Reduction

Lifetime savings
First year
savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification
Lifetime savings
First year
savings

Boiler
Combustion
Measure lifetime
Controls
Baseline
classification

Process
Free
Cooling

Pipe
Insulation

Lifetime savings
First year
savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification
Lifetime savings
First year
savings

Site 2016N0248

Tracking

Applicant

Evaluator

308,059 therms

430,310 therms

460,186 therms

43,031 therms

43,031 therms

46,019 therms

10 years

10 years

10 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

186,542 therms

260,570 therms

334,032 therms

26,057 therms

26,057 therms

33,403 therms

10 years

10 years

10 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

41,114 therms

57,430 therms

60,405 therms

5,743 therms

5,743 therms

4,027 therms

10 years

10 years

15 years (MA
TRM)

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

113,828 therms

159,000 therms

153,496 therms

15,900 therms

15,900 therms

15,350 therms

10 years

10 years

10 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

47,396 therms

66,204 therms

50,760 therms

3,678 therms

3,678 therms

3,384 therms
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Tracking

Applicant

Measure lifetime

18 years

18 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

3,140 therms

5,848 therms

4,224 therms

731 therms

731 therms

704 therms

8 years

8 years

6 years (MA TRM)

N/A

N/A

Add-on single

Baseline
classification

Steam Trap
Repair/
Replace

Site-Specific M&V Report

Lifetime savings
First year
savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

Evaluator
15 years (MA
TRM)

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
This project was implemented at a residence hall on a university campus. This is a multi‐story
building that houses residences, a dining hall, meeting and common areas, and some offices.
The facility is occupied 24‐hours per day and 365‐days per year. The level of occupancy changes
seasonally.
This project included six different retrofit measures installed within the building. The measures
and a summary of each are as follows:
6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The building is heated via five Cleaver
Brooks steam boilers. All five boilers were retrofitted with additional sensors, combustion
controls, and variable frequency drives (VFDs) on the combustion blower motors.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The boiler plant serves steam to hot
water heat exchangers which are pumped in three separate secondary loops. The systems feed
space heating and domestic hot water loads in the residence hall. The existing hot water supply
temperature reset strategy was changed to generally decrease the setpoint as a function of
outside air temperature to reduce distribution system thermal losses.
6447045‐ Steam fittings insulation jackets – A total of 607 uninsulated tanks, flanges, strainers,
elbows, valves, and other devices were insulated with removable jackets.
6600471‐ Steam pipe insulation – A single 16” diameter x 30’ long uninsulated, bare pipe on the
steam system was insulated.
6600472‐ Steam pipe insulation ‐ Two uninsulated pipes on the steam system, including one 16”
diameter x 7’ long run and one 4” diameter x 30’ long run were insulated.
6600473‐ Steam pipe and tank insulation – One uninsulated steam pipe and one domestic hot
water tank were insulated.
The evaluators visited the facility on January 30th, 2018 and verified the insulation installed in
the basement mechanical space. Site personnel were interviewed to discuss the operation of the
residence hall and the heating system. Two temperature loggers were installed to log steam
system temperatures as well as the insulated surface temperatures of a low‐pressure steam
valve and a condensate receiver tank. Trend data was collected from the building’s energy
management system (EMS) to determine the post‐implementation efficiency of the boiler
controls.
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The evaluated savings are less than reported values due to several differences between the
applicant and evaluator methodologies and assumptions for the specific measures. The
evaluated savings for the project is 13% less than the reported value primarily due to the
decrease in savings resulting from the updated heat loss rates of bare and insulated surfaces for
the steam fittings insulation jackets measure (App 6447045).

1.1

Savings

Application
ID

Measure Name

6296453

Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate
control)

6320906

6447045

6600471

Gas Savings
(therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

14,275

N.R.

Evaluated

11,632

N/A

1

81%

N/A

Tracked

22,844

N.R.

Evaluated

RR

Hot water controls (reset supply
temperature)

21,025

N/A

1

92%

N/A

Tracked

58,449

N.R.

Evaluated

RR

Steam fittings fnsulation jackets

Steam pipe insulation

50,023

N/A

RR1

86%

N/A

Tracked

2,326

N.R.

Evaluated

2,120

N/A

1

91%

N/A

Tracked

1,210

N.R.

Evaluated

1,236

N/A

102%

N/A

Tracked

946

N.R.

Evaluated

842

N/A

89%

N/A

Tracked

100,050

N.R.

Evaluated

86,878

N/A

87%

N/A

RR
6600472

Steam pipe insulation

RR
6600473

Steam pipe and tank insulation

RR
Totals

RR

1

1

1

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings for the project is 13% less than the reported value primarily due to the
decrease in savings resulting from the updated heat loss rates of bare and insulated surfaces for
the steam fittings insulation jackets measure (App 6447045). Further details regarding
deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The applicant baseline for this measure
included five existing 800 hp Cleaver Brooks natural gas fired steam boilers with modulating
burners, but without parallel positioning linkage arms, VFD to modulate blower fan speeds,
stack oxygen (O2) sensors, or controls to optimize combustion efficiency. The baseline
combustion efficiencies of each boiler were estimated by the applicant at available part‐loads as
shown in Table 2‐1.
Table 2-1: Baseline Steam Boiler Efficiencies from Calculations
Firing Rate

Boiler 1
Efficiency

Boiler 2
Efficiency

Boiler 3
Efficiency

Boiler 4
Efficiency

Boiler 5
Efficiency

25%

85.19%

84.81%

85.26%

84.14%

85.13%

50%

85.53%

85.02%

84.77%

84.28%

85.14%

75%

85.53%

84.77%

84.77%

84.28%

85.42%

100%

85.26%

85.11%

84.88%

84.36%

85.52%

Additionally, boiler combustion efficiency measurements (as shown below in Table 2‐2) were
taken by a third‐party reviewer before the installation of the measure on April 2, 2015.
However, the applicant’s savings calculations did not use these values. Note that not all part‐
load measurements were possible due to building loads.
Table 2-2: Baseline Steam Boiler Efficiency Measurements
Firing Rate

Boiler 1
Efficiency

Boiler 2
Efficiency

Boiler 3
Efficiency

Boiler 4
Efficiency

Boiler 5
Efficiency

25%

N.D.

85.80%

82.80%

86.50%

86.20%

50%

N.D.

85.30%

N.D.

85.30%

85.70%

75%

86.10%

85.30%

85.90%

85.70%

86.10%

100%

N.D.

86.10%

N.

N.D.

86.00%

N.D. = No data
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6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The pre‐existing hot water supply
temperatures (HWST) for three heat exchanger loops varied as shown in Table 2‐3 and were
determined by the applicant to be unnecessarily hot relative to the end use needs of equipment
supplied.
Table 2-3: Applicant Baseline Hot Water Supply Temperatures

65 - 70

Hot
Water
Loop
Run
Hours
762

60 - 65

927

120

55 - 60

772

120

50 - 55

619

120

45 - 50

763

150

Outside Air Temperature (OAT) bin
(°F)

Pre-existing HWST
(°F)
120

40 - 45

738

150

35 - 40

1,060

150

30 - 35

707

150

25 - 30

320

180

20 - 25

284

180

15 – 20

265

180

10 – 15

77

180

5 – 10

27

180

<5

19

180

The hot water supply was off when OAT was above 70°F. All pipes served were assumed by the
applicant to be insulated with 1” of pipe insulation. Boiler efficiency was estimated at 75%. The
applicant assumed the steam to hot water conversion efficiency was 96%.
Because these supply temperature resets are achieved on the secondary loops and not the
primary loops from the boilers, the applicant considered no interactive effects on the boiler
efficiency.
6447045‐ Steam fittings insulation jackets – 607 uninsulated tanks and devices were identified in
the pre‐existing scenario by the applicant. Bare surface temperatures ranged from 150 °F to 250
°F, ambient temperatures were 85°F, a total surface area of 1,976 sf of fittings operated for 5,124
hours per year and a total of 598 sf of fittings operated 8,760 hours per year. Boiler efficiency
was estimated at 87%.
6600471‐ Steam pipe insulation – The baseline for this measure included a single 16” diameter x
30’ long uninsulated, bare pipe on the steam system. Bare pipe temperature was 240 °F,
ambient temperatures were 85°F, and operated for 4,380 hours per year. Boiler efficiency was
estimated at 80%.
6600472‐ Steam pipe insulation ‐ The baseline for this measure included two pipes on the steam
system, including one 16” diameter x 7’ long run and one 4” diameter x 30’ long run. Bare pipe
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temperature was 240 °F, ambient temperatures were 85°F, and operated for 4,380 hours per
year. Boiler efficiency was estimated at 80%.
6600473‐ Steam pipe and tank insulation –The baseline for this measure included one steam
pipe and one domestic hot water tank. The applicant’s savings calculations were not provided
to the evaluators, therefore, the applicant’s assumed and measured bare pipe and tank
temperatures, ambient temperatures, heat loss rates, operational hours, and boiler efficiencies
are unknown.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – All five 800 hp Cleaver Brooks natural
gas fired steam boilers were retrofitted with parallel positioning linkage arms, VFDs to
modulate blower fan speeds, stack O2 sensors and oxygen trim controls, and controls to
optimize combustion efficiency through sequencing and load management which were tied into
the EMS. These changes would allow the boilers to stage more efficiently. The firing rate profile
of each boiler matched those in the baseline configuration.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The revised hot water supply
temperature setpoint for the three heat exchanger loops was proposed to be reset as shown in
Table 2‐4. For Outside Air Temperatures between those shown in the table, the proposed Hot
Water Supply Temperature (HWST) is expected to be linearly interpolated. The HWST is
expected to be the same as the maximum or minimum values shown when the Outside Air
Temperature is below the minimum or above the maximum, respectively. The addition of
sensors, valves, and temperature controls strategies (optimized for the heating equipment
served) would allow the supply temperatures to be lowered and thereby reduce distribution
system thermal losses. Hot water supply remained off when OAT was above 70 °F.
Table 2-4: Applicant Proposed Hot Water Supply Temperatures Reset Schedule
Outside Air Temp (°F)

Proposed HWST (°F)

10

180

60

90

All other baseline variables mentioned in Section 2.1.1 were unchanged and were applied to the
installed scenario.
6447045‐ Steam fittings insulation jackets – All 607 uninsulated tanks, fittings, and devices were
insulated with protective jackets which were either 10mm, 1”, or 2” thick. All other baseline
variables mentioned in Section 2.1.1 were unchanged and were applied to the installed scenario.
6600471‐ Steam pipe insulation – The uninsulated pipe was insulated with 2” thick 850F Mineral
Fiber PIPE, Type I, C547‐11 insulation. All other baseline variables mentioned in Section 2.1.1
were unchanged and were applied to the installed scenario.
6600472‐ Steam pipe insulation ‐ The uninsulated pipes were insulated with 2” thick 850F
Mineral Fiber PIPE, Type I, C547‐11 insulation. All other baseline variables mentioned in
Section 2.1.1 were unchanged and were applied to the installed scenario.
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6600473‐ Steam pipe and tank insulation – The applicants savings calculations were not
provided so the applicant’s anticipated insulation type and thickness were unknown.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – A spreadsheet was created which
calculated the improved efficiency savings with a monthly heating degree day tabulation of
effective full load heating hours (EFLH) and turn down ratios (TDR) on all five boilers. TDR
compares the maximum to minimum heat output as a ratio. A working spreadsheet was not
provided so it is unknown how the applicant arrived at the estimated impacts (i.e. hard coded
estimates or calculated) of the contributing equipment improvements associated with the
measure.
The applicant algorithm calculated the savings using a custom analysis spreadsheet. Spot
measurements and pre‐installation weather‐normalized billing data were used as explained in the
following sections to quantify tracking savings. The applicant used the seasonal efficiencies,
calculated as 5% lower than the combustion efficiency, in the savings algorithm. The applicant
savings algorithms used the inputs provided in Table 2‐1, along with calculated expected post‐
retrofit efficiencies as shown in table 2‐5.
Table 2-5: Applicant Estimated Post-Install Boiler Part-load Efficiencies
Firing Rate

Boiler 1
Efficiency

Boiler 2
Efficiency

Boiler 3
Efficiency

Boiler 4
Efficiency

Boiler 5
Efficiency

25%

85.79%

85.81%

85.75%

85.77%

85.77%

50%

85.86%

85.58%

85.03%

85.24%

85.58%

75%

85.86%

85.66%

85.03%

85.24%

85.48%

100%

85.56%

85.6%

85.03%

85.08%

85.76%

Combustion Efficiency Calculations
The applicant took spot measurements of O2, excess air, and stack temperatures at a range of
firing rates for all five boilers in the pre‐existing scenario. Then, the applicant used the
measured values to calculate the combustion efficiency at each firing rate. An estimated firing
rate profile, similar for all boilers, was constructed. The average combustion efficiency was
calculated as the weighted combustion efficiency across the firing rate profile, using the
following formula:
%

%

%
%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

where,
= Time‐weighted average combustion efficiency
= Measured combustion efficiency at a 25% firing rate

%

%

%
%
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= Estimated percentage of time the boiler’s firing rate is closest to 50%

%

= Measured combustion efficiency at a 75% firing rate

%

%

= Estimated percentage of time the boiler’s firing rate is closest to 75%

%

= Measured combustion efficiency at a 100% firing rate

%

%
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%

= Estimated percentage of time the boiler’s firing rate is closest to 100%

Billing Data Weather Normalization
The applicant used billing data in the pre‐installation period, from September 2013 through
February 2016, to estimate the annual load on the boilers. The billing data was normalized using
heating degree days (HDD) with a base of 65°F, using the following formula:
‐

where,
= Normalized monthly natural gas consumption
= Weather‐independent monthly consumption
= Weather‐dependent monthly consumption
= Annual HDD during the billing period
= Annual HDD averaged over the past 30 years

‐

Natural Gas Consumption and Savings Calculations
The applicant calculated the percentage of total boiler gas consumption attributable to each
boiler as equal, or 20% each. The applicant did not provide details on the basis for estimating
firing rate profiles. The applicant did not expect a change in the heating load post‐project. The
baseline monthly natural gas consumption of each boiler was calculated using the following
formula:
,

.

%

,

where,
,
%

= Baseline monthly natural gas consumption of boiler i
,

= Baseline % of natural gas consumption attributable to boiler i

The as‐built monthly natural gas consumption of each boiler was calculated using the following
formula:
,

.

%

,

,

,

where,
,
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= As‐built % of natural gas consumption attributable to boiler i
= Baseline combined seasonal efficiency of boiler i

,
,

= As‐built combined seasonal efficiency of boiler i

In both the baseline and as‐built configurations, the applicant estimated the combined seasonal
efficiency of each boiler to be 5% lower than the respective calculated average combustion
efficiency due to steam system distribution losses. The difference between the sum of the
baseline and as‐built natural gas consumptions for all five boilers was calculated as the
applicant‐reported savings.

6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – Tracking savings were generated in an
Excel spreadsheet which calculated the reduced thermal losses through each building’s hot
water loops. The savings were calculated for each building using a temperature bin analysis
methodology. The calculations consisted of the insulated pipe heat loss (btu/hr/ft2) for the baseline
and installed scenarios respectively. Annual operating hours, summation of pipe surface areas,
and boiler efficiency were obtained from the site. Annual natural gas savings were calculated
using the equation:

100,000
where,
THERMSsaved

= Annual natural gas savings

Area

= Pipe area in square feet

Hours

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from insulated pipes with baseline conditions (btu/hr/ft2)

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated pipes with post‐install conditions (btu/hr/ft2)

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

Effcomb

= Estimated combustion efficiency

EffHX

= HX converter efficiency

where,

InsulationConductivity = Thermal conduction rate of insulation = 0.023 Btu/(h ft °F)
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TempAmbient

= Estimated Ambient Temperature = 70°F

TempHW

= Hot Water Supply Temperature according to the reset schedule

where,
2

ln

Diameter

= Nominal pipe diameter in inches

InsulationThickness

= Insulation Thickness in inches

Length

= Length of each pipe run in feet

6447045/6600471/6600472/6600473‐ Steam fitting jacket, pipe, and tank insulation –
Tracking savings for applications 6600471, 6600472 and 6600473 were generated using a National
Grid custom spreadsheet. For application 6447045, a vendor tool which provided hardcopy values
which were reported to be based on 3EPlus, was provided. For both spreadsheet types, each pipe,
fitting, tank, or other devices had individual savings calculated per row. The calculations
consisted of two components. The component consists of the bare heat loss and insulated heat
loss. For tanks, fittings, and other devices the heat loss rate is per area (btu/hr/ft2). For pipes the
heat loss rate is per linear foot of piping (btu/hr/ft).. Replication of the heat loss values using the
3E plus software was not always feasible because the assumed density, type, layers, airflow,
orientation, or other 3E Plus input parameters are undocumented. These represent the heat loss
from the devices for the baseline and installed scenarios respectively.
The second component to the calculations consisted of the remaining variables that include the
annual operating hours, device area in ft2 or pipe length in feet, and boiler efficiency. This data
was obtained from the site by the applicant. Annual natural gas savings were calculated using
the equation:
For tanks, fittings, and devices:
100,000 ∗
where:
THERMSsaved

= Annual natural gas savings

AREA

= Device area (ft2)

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare device (btu/hr/ft2)

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated device (btu/hr/ft2)

100,000

= BTUs per Therm
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= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

For pipes:
100,000 ∗
where:

2.1.4

THERMSsaved

= Annual natural gas savings

LENGTH

= Pipe Length (ft)

HOURS

= Annual operating hours

LOSSbase

= Heat loss from bare pipe (btu/hr/ft)

LOSSinst

= Heat loss from insulated pipe (btu/hr/ft)

100,000

= BTUs per Therm

EFF

= Combustion efficiency of the boiler

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

Each measure in this project was calculated separately by the applicant, and interactive savings
between measures were not incorporated into the savings calculations.
6296453‐ Boiler Controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The applicant algorithm for modeling
the boilers’ natural gas consumption and calculating savings is reasonable. Many inputs,
including firing rate profiles, appear to be estimates without substantiation beyond single spot
observations.
It is also not clear when the measurements for calculating combustion efficiencies were taken.
The applicant documentation contained pre‐project O2 level and stack temperature
measurements provided by the vendor, but not the actual measured combustion efficiency
values that were documented in the Boiler Combustion Test Review Memo dated 4/21/2015.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The applicant algorithm for modeling
the savings resulting from the hot water reset strategy is reasonable. Key inputs, including the
pipe sizes and lengths for each hot water loop are fully inventoried. The applicant used a boiler
efficiency of 75% which is inconsistent with the above measure, unless system losses are
assumed to be more than 10%, which is much higher than typical industry assumed losses of
5%. Pipe outer diameters are equivalent to nominal dimensions, which ignores pipe wall
thickness, thereby reducing losses.
6447045/6600471/6600472‐ Steam fittings insulation jackets and pipe insulation – The analysis is
a composite of site specific data and performance data for the piping and devices that provide
the losses for the bare and uninsulated scenarios. The equation itself is a basic estimation
approach. The heat loss values could not all be replicated. 3EPlus was used to try and replicate
the heat loss values. 3EPlus has an extensive database of piping, tanks, and flat surfaces. How
Site 2016N0250
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surface area heat loss is estimated for flanges, valve bodies, and other devices outside of piping
and tank applications is not known. It is also not known how the surface area (ft2) of the non‐
pipe/tank devices was calculated.
6600473‐ Steam Pipe and Tank Insulation – The applicant’s savings calculations with details
such as hours, thermal loss rates, temperatures, or sizes were not provided so the basis of the
applicant’s key variables and assumptions are unknown. A PDF of the final savings summary
along with insulation types and temperatures in the MRD were the extent of the provided
documentation regarding the applicants basis of savings.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on January 30th, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed site contact to discuss the installed measure and the operation of the facility.
6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) –During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility manager to verify the operation of the boilers and then inspected the as‐
built boilers, set up trending for boiler combustion efficiencies as well as other operational
parameters.
The site contact identified the as‐built boilers 1‐5, each with nominal capacities of 800hp. All five
boilers were retrofitted with combustion controls. The plant operates 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week, year‐round, with full lead/lag rotation.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – Facility manager indicated that this
measure is operational. No further site verifications were performed. The requested trends of
supply temperatures were expected to be provided to verify the measured temperatures meet
the intended reset schedule, but were not provided to the evaluation team.
6447045/6600471/6600472/6600473‐ Steam fitting jacket, pipe, and tank insulation – Insulation on
pipes and fittings was visually inspected and found to be in good condition where site
personnel indicated the jackets and pipe insulation had been installed within this project scope.
2.2.2

Measured Data

6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The evaluators visually inspected the
boilers retrofitted with the VFDs and enhanced controls. The following trend data points for
each boiler were provided for the date range of April 18th 2018 to July 6th 2018 at one hour
intervals: VFD Speed (%), Steam Pressure (psi), Percent Fire (%), Fuel Valve Position (%),
Efficiency (%), Stack Temp (°F), Percent Exhaust O2 (%). Hourly metered gas consumption data
recorded between January 1st, 2018 and July 12th, 2018 was also provided from BMS trends.
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6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – No spot measurements were taken.
Trends of supply temperatures for the secondary loops were not provided.
6447045/6600471/6600472/6600473‐ Steam Fitting Jacket, Pipe, and Tank Insulation – The
evaluators deployed data loggers to verify ambient and bare pipe temperature values from
January 30, 2018, through April 12, 2018. Two temperature loggers were installed in the
mechanical rooms containing a condensate tank and a low‐pressure steam pipe. Probes to
measure ambient space temperatures as well as the surface temperature below the installed
jackets were installed on each logger. Table 2‐6 presents the logger deployment details.
Table 2-6. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
Temperature logger with
two K-type
thermocouples
Temperature logger with
two K-type
thermocouple

2.3

Parameter
Ambient temperature and surface
temperature of pipe
Ambient temperature and surface
temperature of tank

Time
Interval
1 minutes

Duration
10 weeks

1 minutes

10 weeks

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – Because it improves the operation of the
pre‐existing boiler system, the evaluator classified the measure as an add‐on with the pre‐
existing underlying equipment as baseline. The pre‐existing boilers were retrofit with new
parallel positioning linkage arms, VFDs to modulate blower fan speeds, stack O2 sensors and
enhanced controls. These enhancements to the existing equipment improve operational
efficiency. Therefore, the pre‐existing boiler efficiency was adopted to be the evaluation
baseline.
The efficiencies of the baseline boilers at each firing rate as documented in the memo, and
shown in Table 2‐2, were thoroughly documented, more recent, and deemed reasonable by the
third‐party who obtained the measurements. Therefore, these values were used in the
evaluator’s analysis directly.
To eliminate the potential for overlapping the interactive effects of this measures and the other
installed measures, the evaluators assumed this measure was installed first. As such, the post‐
install boiler combustion efficiency was used for all of the following measures. Subsequently,
the evaluators used the following approach:
1. Used the hourly metered gas consumption data recorded between 1/1/18 and
7/12/18 and added the savings for the hot water reset and insulation measures,
then weather‐normalized to calculate the as‐built consumption for the controls
measure.
Site 2016N0250
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2. Multiplied the result from Step 1 by the as‐built boiler efficiency to deteremine
the heating load in the building.
3. Determined the baseline boiler consumption by dividing the load by the part‐
load pre‐existing (baseline) boilers efficiency for the controls measure.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – Because it improves the operation of
the secondary hot water loops and reduces losses, the evaluator classified the measure as an
add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying equipment as baseline. The evaluators baseline
matches the applicant’s description of the baseline, except for the pipe diameters which
previously were based on the nominal internal diameters rather than the outer diameters, and
the boiler efficiency. The boilers, heat exchangers and piping were not replaced, and no
documented mechanical changes were made.
6447045/6600471/6600472/6600473‐ Steam fitting jacket, pipe, and tank insulation – The
documentation review of the installed insulation with facility personnel confirmed that the
listed devices and piping were uninsulated prior to the project. The evaluator classified the
measure as an add‐on with the pre‐existing underlying steam distribution equipment as
baseline. The evaluator’s baseline matches the applicant’s description of the baseline, except for
the boiler efficiency.
The hours used by the applicant for each pipe insulation and fitting jacket were not able to be
confirmed or determined to be inaccurate. It is note‐worthy that the inconsistency in hours for
each of the measures is atypical and would have been resolved if the site contacts were
available for further discussions or the evaluators were granted access to the site for additional
data collection.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

To capture the interaction between measures, the evaluation of each measure was cascaded in
the order of measures shown in this report, such that the baseline conditions of subsequent
measures match the post‐install conditions of the previous measure.
6296453‐ Boiler controls (VFD and firing rate control) – The boilers’ natural gas consumption
over the metering period was determined using a model developed based on gathered trend
data of the boiler controls and the gas consumption at the meter. The evaluators used regression
models to determine key values in an 8,760‐hour model including the monthly average boiler
run time, firing rate, as‐built combustion efficiency for each boiler. Savings were calculated as
the difference between the modeled baseline and as‐built boiler natural gas consumption.
The evaluators used the following general Steps
1. Used the metered hourly trended data recorded between 1/1/18 and 7/12/18 and
added the savings for the insulation measure.
2. Multiplied the result from Step 1 by the annual average as‐built boiler efficiency to
determine the heating load in the building as a function of OAT (as shown in Figure
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2‐6), then weather‐normalized to TMY3 data to calculate the heating load in an 8,760
model for the controls measure.
3. Determined the baseline boiler consumption for each annual hour by dividing the
hourly load by the part‐load pre‐existing (baseline) boilers efficiency for the controls
measure using the efficiency regression shown in Figure 2‐7.
4. Determined the post‐install boiler consumption for each annual hour by dividing the
hourly load by the part‐load measured post‐install boiler efficiency for the controls
measure using the efficiencies shown in Figures 2‐2 through 2‐5.
5. Savings were determined by subtracting the result from Step 4 from the result from Step
3.
The following sections describe this methodology in greater detail.
Boilers’ Operation during the Trended Period
The evaluators attempted to confirm the contribution, as a percentage of the total use, of each of
the five boilers to be equal. The results for the full trended time period and the summer period
are shown below in Table 2‐7.
Table 2-7: Boiler Contribution Operational Hours
Start Date

End Date

Boiler 1

Boiler 2

Boiler 3

Boiler 4

Boiler 5

6/7/2018

7/6/2018

11%

14%

17%

27%

31%

4/18/2018

7/6/2018

22%

19%

7%

22%

30%

The evaluators took a closer inspection of the trend data to determine why Boiler 3 had less run
hours than the other boilers. Upon further analysis, the evaluators determined that during
colder temperatures each boiler operated as expected in sequential rotation, but Boiler 2 would
only operate for 2 hours before the rotation would continue. It is unclear if this was intentional
or a systemic defect. Given this uncertainty, all boilers were assumed to be equally loaded. The
efficiency of the boilers were trended as a function of their respective firing rate, as shown
below in Figure 2‐1.
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Figure 2-1: Efficiency of All Boilers
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From visual inspection of these values, the evaluators determined that despite the similarities
between the boilers, the efficiencies would need to be determined independently to improve the
correlation to the respective boiler’s firing rate. Therefore, the following correlations were
determined for each boiler:
Figure 2-2: Boiler 1 Efficiency vs. Firing Rate
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Figure 2-3: Boiler 2 Efficiency vs. Firing Rate
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Figure 2-4: Boiler 4 Efficiency vs. Firing Rate
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Figure 2-5: Boiler 5 Efficiency vs. Firing Rate
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Note that efficiency of Boiler 3 trends contained erroneous values of zero for all periods and
therefore could not be incorporated into the savings model, despite indications that it did
operate as noted above based on firing rates and other trended parameters.
Next the evaluators used post‐install data to determine load. First, hourly trend data of MBtu
consumed at the meter level was collected from 1/1/18 to 7/12/18. Since the measures were
assumed to be installed sequentially as shown in this report, the savings for the other measures
were added to the load, assuming equal 8,760 hour distribution. Next the consumption was
multiplied by the annual average installed boiler efficiency to determine the heating load.
Based on metered data and information gathered during the site visit, the evaluators
determined that the boilers’ operation is weather‐dependent. Per the ASHRAE Inverse
Modeling Toolkit, a linear changepoint model would produce a higher correlation than a non‐
linear regression. As such, the changepoint was found to be 64 °F ‐‐ with linear models below
and above this changepoint as shown in Figures 2‐6 below.
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Figure 2-6: Outside Air Temperature vs. Total Boiler Loads above and below 64°F
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Using the above regression modeled to TMY3 data, an annual load of 1,821,942 therms was
estimated.
Using the trended combustion efficiency, firing rates, derived loads, and outside air
temperatures; the evaluators modeled the post‐retrofit operation of the boilers. The evaluators
were unable to determine the basis of sequencing (or share of contribution hours) of each boiler,
so the boilers were all assumed to contribute equally. The data indicated a clear distinction in
the staging from one boiler to two boilers operating simultaneously when the outside air
temperature was below 47°F, as shown in Figure 2‐8.
The total boiler natural gas consumption was calculated by dividing the total hourly boiler load
by the average installed efficiency across all boilers for the respective hour based on the
modeled partloads shown in Figure 2‐8. The percentage of operational contribution by each
boiler was therefore incorporated into the model as a weighting to the boiler’s associated
efficiency. Boiler 3’s unknown efficiency was excluded.
The evaluators reviewed the measured efficiency values for the preexisting boilers and deemed
the measurement methodology and inputs credible. Thus, the evaluator’s baseline efficiencies
for boilers 1 through 5 were the same as provided in Table 2‐2. Figure 2‐7 presents the baseline
boiler efficiencies regression to be applied to the 8,760‐hour model.
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Figure 2-7: Baseline Boiler Efficiency Regression
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To determine the correlation between boiler part‐loads and the outside temperature, the
evaluators created the regression model shown in Figure 2‐8.
Figure 2-8: Measured Post-Install Firing Rate vs. Outside Temperature
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Note that the limited data when outside air temperatures were below 47°F substantially
decreases the evaluator’s confidence in the modeled part‐loads at these lower temperatures.
Additionally, the change from one boiler to two boilers firing simultaneously below 47°F is not
to be confused with the changepoint of 64°F that was observed for the building load regression.
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Savings Calculations
The baseline load for the boiler plant was assumed to be equal to the modeled as‐built load
shown in Figure 2‐6 above.
Savings were then modeled using the average baseline efficiencies presented in Figures 2‐7 and
the percentage firing rate in Figure 2‐8 along with the individual post‐installation boiler
efficiencies in Figures 2‐2, 2‐3, 2‐4, and 2‐5; using the following formula:

100
where,
= Baseline monthly boiler load (MBTU)
= Baseline monthly average combustion efficiency
= As‐built monthly average combustion efficiency
The natural gas savings were calculated as the difference between the annual baseline and as‐
built consumptions.
Differences between Applicant’s and Evaluators’ Boiler Load Modeling
Similar to the approach outlined above, the applicant used available billing data to quantify the
boiler plant’s baseline natural gas consumptions. The applicant used 12 months of meter
consumption in the pre‐project period, which the applicant attributed to the boilers natural gas
consumption only.
6320906‐ Hot water controls (Reset supply temperature) – The evaluators replicated the
applicant’s savings approach of using an Excel spreadsheet which calculated the reduced
thermal losses through each building’s hot water loops. The savings were calculated per
building using the same method with the same inputs used by the applicant, with the exception
of two changes:


Summation of pipe surface areas were updated to include the pipe wall thickness of 1/8”
assumed per pipe, based on the typical thickness of schedule 40 copper pipe. This
thereby increased the total heat‐loss surface area.



The post‐retrofit boiler plant efficiency was changed to 85.91%. This is the weighted
average post‐install boiler efficiency post‐implementation of Application 6296453‐ Boiler
controls (VFD and firing rate control). Steam distribution losses are not included in the
applicable boiler efficiency for measures that reduce distribution loads. This updated
boiler plant efficiency is 6 percentage point greater than the applicant’s assumed boiler
plant efficiency.
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For each of the follow insulation measures, the evaluators believe that the 3EPlus heat loss rate
calculation tool, the accepted industry standard, was more accurate than the applicant’s custom
express calculation or vendor’s calculation.
6447045‐ Steam fittings insulation jackets
The evaluators replicated the applicant’s savings approach of using an Excel spreadsheet which
quantified bare and insulated thermal losses through each pipe, fitting, and tank. The savings
were calculated using the same method with the same inputs, with the exception of three changes:


The post‐retrofit boiler plant efficiency was changed to 85.91% based on the post‐install
boiler efficiency. This efficiency was lower than the applicant’s assumed efficiency of
87%, by 1.09 percentage points.



Heat loss rates were updated for both bare and insulated conditions as obtained from the
3EPlus insulation savings software for all of the insulation jackets. A summary of the heat
loss rates obtained from 3EPlus is shown in Table 2‐8.

The bare and insulated heat loss rates for the condensate tank and a low‐pressure steam pipe
were calculated in 3EPlus based on measured temperature values shown in Table 2‐9.
Table 2-8: Unique Temperature and Insulation Thicknesses with Heat Loss Rates

Process
Temp
150
160
170
180
185
190
200
205
218
227
239
244
245
250
170
200
205
218
227
239
244
245
227

Insulation
Thickness
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
10 mm
2"

Site 2016N0250

Total Bare
Surface
Area (ft2)
13.34
232.52
454.03
367.29
2
5.34
335.42
36.88
53.66
456.66
242.35
19.75
62.59
16.94
45.2
13.13
2.58
21.48
72.34
74.27
7
19.12
19.6

Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/ft2
117.7
140.3
163.9
188.4
201
213.8
240.2
253.8
290
316.1
352
367.3
370.4
386.1
163.9
240.2
253.8
290
316.1
352
367.3
370.4
316.1

2‐19

Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/ft2
15.38
17.99
20.66
23.4
24.79
26.21
29.09
30.56
34.46
37.25
41.06
42.68
43.01
44.66
43.65
61.85
65.03
73.51
79.55
87.85
91.39
92.1
19.95

Count of
Unique
Jackets
2
40
46
47
1
2
108
8
7
155
45
5
18
2
6
7
3
10
37
36
4
8
10
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Annual hours of operation were assumed to match the applicant’s hours of 8,760 for the main
steam system and 5,124 for the space heating branches of the steam system.
Two temperature loggers were installed to monitor ambient space temperatures in the mechanical
rooms containing a condensate tank and a low‐pressure steam valve. The surface temperature
below the installed jackets were also installed. The loggers were installed on January 30th,2018 and
removed on April 12th, 2018. The logger monitored pipe temperatures in 1‐minute increments
over the monitoring period. The average temperatures logged are shown in Table 2‐9, and the
trends of the monitored values are shown in Figures 2‐9 and 2‐10.
Table 2-9: Average Insulated Surface and Ambient Space Temperatures vs. Tracking
Tracking
Ambient
Temp (°F)

Evaluation

Pipe Surface
Temp (°F)

Ambient Temp
(°F)

Pipe Surface
Temp (°F)

Low Pressure Steam Pipe

85

240

93.7

213.3

Condensate Return Tank

85

180

92.5

158.3

Figure 2-9: Logged Temperatures Condensate Tank inside and outside of Insulation Jacket
250

200

Temp (°F)

150

100

50

0
1/20/2018

2/9/2018

3/1/2018

3/21/2018

4/10/2018

4/30/2018

Temp inside of Jacket °F Temp, °F (LGR S/N: 2002777, SEN S/N: 10244963)
Temp outside of Jacket °F Temp, °F (LGR S/N: 2002777, SEN S/N: 10244964)
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Figure 2-10: Logged Temperatures of Low Pressure Steam Valve inside and outside of Insulation
Jacket
250

200

Temp (°F)

150

100

50

0
1/20/2018

2/9/2018

3/1/2018

3/21/2018

Temp of outside of Jacket °F

4/10/2018

4/30/2018

Temp of inside of Jacket °F

Temperatures logged supported the estimation of hours of operation of the respective
equipment as they show continuous operation.
6600471‐ Steam pipe insulation – The evaluators replicated the applicant’s savings approach of
using an Excel spreadsheet which quantified bare and insulated thermal losses through each
pipe. The savings were calculated using the same method with the same inputs, with the
exception of two changes:


The post‐retrofit boiler plant efficiency was changed to 85.91% based on the evaluation
post‐install boiler combustion efficiency. This efficiency was higher than the applicant’s
assumed efficiency of 80%, by 5.91%. Distribution losses were not included in the
calculation.



Heat loss rates were updated for both bare and insulated conditions as obtained from the
3EPlus insulation savings software for the pipe insulation based on the descriptions and
conditions observed by the evaluators. The following values were determined for pipes
that are vertically oriented with 0 mph airflow. Details of these changes are shown in
Table 2‐10.
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Table 2-10: Insulated and Bare Heat Loss Rates
Applicant
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/sf
1,478.2

Description
16"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

Evaluators
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/sf
1,486.0

Applicant
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/sf
61.9

Evaluators
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/sf
99.7

Annual hours of operation were assumed to match the applicant’s hours of 4,320 for the insulated
pipe.

6600472‐ Steam pipe insulation – The evaluators replicated the applicant’s savings approach of
using an Excel spreadsheet which quantified bare and insulated thermal losses through each
pipe. The savings were calculated using the same method with the same inputs, with the
exception of two changes:


The post‐retrofit boiler plant efficiency was changed to 85.91% from the evaluated post‐
install boiler efficiency. This efficiency was higher than the applicant’s assumed
efficiency of 80%, by 5.91 percentage points.



Heat loss rates were updated for both bare and insulated conditions as obtained from the
3EPlus insulation savings software for the pipe insulation based on the descriptions and
conditions observed by the evaluators. The following values were determined for pipes
that are horizontally oriented with 0 mph airflow for the 4” pipe and 1 mph airflow for the
16” pipe. Details of these changes are shown in Table 2‐11.
Table 2-11: Insulated and Bare Heat Loss Rates

Description
4"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

Applicant
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/sf
424.5

Evaluators
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/sf
449.8

Applicant
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/sf
22.0

Evaluators
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/sf
34.3

16"Ø steel pipe- 2" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1

1,494.6

1,544.0

62.0

100.0

Annual hours of operation were assumed to match the applicant’s hours of 4,320 for the insulated
pipe.

6600473‐ Steam pipe and tank Insulation – For this measure, the evaluators replicated the
applicant’s savings approach for Applications 6600471 and 6600472 of using an Excel spreadsheet
which quantified bare and insulated thermal losses through each pipe and tank. The savings
were calculated using heat loss rates were obtained for both bare and insulated conditions from
the 3EPlus insulation savings software based on the descriptions and conditions observed by the
evaluators. The following values determined for pipes that are horizontally oriented with 0 mph
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airflow, 85°F ambient 140°F for the tank and 150°F for the 1” pipe. Details of these values are
shown in Table 2‐12.
Table 2-12: Insulated and Bare Heat Loss Rate

Description
1"Ø steel pipe- 1" 850F Mineral Fiber Type 1
DHW Tank: 2" 450F MF Board Type 1B

Evaluators
Bare Heat
Loss
BTU/hr/sf
48.7

Evaluators
Insulated
Heat Loss
BTU/hr/sf
8.3

96.1

7.0

Annual hours of operation were assumed to match the applicant’s hours of 8,424 for the steam
pipe and 8,760 for the tank.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The evaluated savings for the project are 13% less than the reported values. The parameters
impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Boiler efficiency for VFD and firing rate control (app 6296453)

Applicant
Varies- see
Table 2-1

Evaluator
Varies- see
Table 2-2

Boiler & distribution system efficiency for Hot water supply
temperature reset (app 6320906)
Boiler efficiency for steam fittings insulation jackets (app 6447045)

75%

85.91%

87%

85.91%

Boiler efficiency for steam pipe insulation (app 6600471/6600472)

80%

85.91%

Boiler efficiency for steam pipe and tank insulation (app 6600473)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation for main/heating branches
(app 6447045)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation (app 6600471/6600472)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation for piping/tank (app
6600473)

unknown

85.91%

8,760/5,124

8,760/5,124

4,380

4,380

8,424/8,760

8,424/8,760

Pipe sizes for HW supply temperature reset (app 6320906)
Operating temps for supply temperature reset (app 6320906)
As-Built
Boiler efficiency for VFD and firing rate control (app 6296453)

< 70 °F
See Table 2-3
Applicant
Varies- see
Table 2-5

Outer
Diameter
< 70 °F
See Table 2-4
Evaluator
Varies- see
Figure 2-8

Nominal

Boiler efficiency for Hot water supply temperature reset (app
6320906)
Boiler efficiency for steam fittings insulation jackets (app 6447045)

75%

85.91%

87%

85.91%

Boiler efficiency for steam pipe insulation (app 6600471/6600472)

80%

85.91%

Boiler efficiency for steam pipe and tank insulation (app 6600473)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation for main/heating branches
(app 6447045)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation (app 6600471/6600472)
Annual hours of steam pipe operation for piping/tank (app
6600473)

unknown

85.91%

8,760/5,124

8,760/5,124

4,380

4,380

8,424/8,760

8,424/8,760

Pipe sizes for HW supply temperature reset (app 6320906)
Operating temps for supply temperature reset (app 6320906)
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0250

< 70 °F
See Table 2-3
Applicant

Outer
Diameter
< 70 °F
See Table 2-4
Evaluator

100,050

86,878

Nominal

87%
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Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators obtained meter consumption data from the pre‐ and post‐project period (from
1/1/2014 to 5/1/2018), which the evaluators assumed to be serving all boilers, with no additional
meters serving the boilers.
A billing analysis was done for this project using monthly bills during the year prior and the
year after the project was implemented. The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and
normalized the consumption to historic Boston, MA temperature data. Figure 3‐1 compares the
monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree days, which have 55°F as the base
temperature.

Gas Usage from Jan-14 to May-2018

350

Baseline

300

Measure
Installation

1,200

As-built
1,000

250

800

200

400

100

200

50

0

0
Jan-14
Mar-14
May-14
Jul-14
Sep-14
Nov-14
Jan-15
Mar-15
May-15
Jul-15
Sep-15
Nov-15
Jan-16
Mar-16
May-16
Jul-16
Sep-16
Nov-16
Jan-17
Mar-17
May-17
Jul-17
Sep-17
Nov-17
Jan-18
Mar-18
May-18

Gas usage (therms)

600
150

HDD

Thousands

Figure 3-1. Natural Gas Consumption per Monthly Billing Data

HDD

Consumption (therm)

The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 September 30, 2014 to May 31, 2015 – baseline regression consumption
 June 30, 2015 to August 31, 2015 – baseline average baseload consumption
 September 30, 2016 to April 30, 2017 – As‐built regression consumption
 June 30, 2017 to August 31, 2017 – As‐built average baseload consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 3‐2, and applied
them to Boston, MA TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built
weather‐normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 3-2. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
350,000
y = 153.932912x + 135,472.598339
R² = 0.844200

Consumption (therm)

300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000

y = 219.400732x + 114,723.627548
R² = 0.957311

100,000
50,000
0
0

200

400

600

800

1,000

1,200

Heating degree days
As-built

Baseline

The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 3‐2.
Table 3-2. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Days
31
28
31
30
31
30
31
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

879
670
522
266
54
11
0
0

270,841
238,644
215,812
176,472
143,766
84,339
84,339
84,339

307,665
261,774
229,231
173,160
126,544
81,540
81,540
81,540

Savings (therm)
(36,824)
(23,130)
(13,419)
3,312
17,222
2,800
2,800
2,800

9

30

7

84,339

81,540

2,800

10

31

127

154,961

142,500

12,461

11

30

368

192,110

195,449

(3,339)

12

31

593

226,685

244,729

(18,044)

Total

365

3,497

1,956,647

2,007,211

(50,563)

The billing data analysis was intended as a cross‐check of the engineering analysis, and not
the intended M&V method for savings determination. The billing analysis‐based savings
represent ‐2.6% of the total annual baseline natural gas consumption (i.e. increased
consumption of 2.6%). The discrepancy between this engineering analysis and the billing data
analysis cannot be characterized given the uncertainty regarding other measures installed or
operational changes during the same period.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers
1. For control upgrade measures, it is essential to record the baseline control setpoints and
logics through pre‐commission data collection as the evaluation team would have no
opportunity to replicate the baseline operation in the post‐project phase. The existing
operations are recorded through EMS trends that verify the baseline operations and
documents the existing control strategies and deficiencies. However, the program
documents did not have any baseline EMS trends to support the baseline used. In the
absence of any verifiable baseline data, the evaluation accepted the narration of baseline
operations in the TA study report and values added to the savings calculations. The
projects should adhere to the program guidelines and to adequately record the baseline
operations for RCx projects. Further, they should be available in form of raw EMS data
and their analysis findings in the TA study.
2. Live spreadsheet savings calculations were not provided for Application ID 6600473.
Only a static PDF of savings calculated for Application ID 6296453 was made available
and therefore it is assumed that this was not made available to the PA. It is important to
have working spreadsheets to effectively understand and validate the key values and
assumptions, as well as the methods used to quantify savings.
3. The program calculation files used many hard‐typed values including those obtained
from 3E Plus and used those values to calculate savings. In the absence of any
supporting data or the assumed parameters in 3E Plus, the differences in bare and
insulated heat loss rates cannot be accounted for.
4. The program savings estimation did not document the post project operating conditions
to support the measure improvements claimed in the TA study report. The TA study
only documented the proposed improvements under each measure description. Post
completion of the project, program documents did not specify what operating
parameters were revised and how far the revised operating parameters were from those
proposed in the TA study.
5. The program savings claimed significant savings by the hot water supply temperature
reset measure. However, the post project conditions were not documented at all to
support these claimed changes. Trend data was not provided so it was not feasible to
fully determine the operational characteristics that would be used to quantify achieved
savings with a higher level of certainty.
6. When many applications are created and reviewed for the same building and systems or
similar measures, parameters such as boiler efficiency should be consistent‐‐ or
reasoning behind discrepancies should be provided.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings for the project is 13% less than the reported value primarily due to the
decrease in savings resulting from the updated heat loss rates of bare and insulated surfaces for
the steam fittings insulation jackets measure (app 6447045). Table 3‐3 provides a summary of
the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-3. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Applicant

Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

100,050
therms

100,050
therms

No impact

Change in baseline boiler
efficiency for VFD and
firing rate control (App
6296453)

varies see
Table 2-1

varies see
Table 2-2

-8.6%

Change in baseline boiler
efficiency for VFD and
firing rate control (App
6296453)

varies see
Table 2-5

varies see
Figure 2-8

11.3%

Change in boiler efficiency
for Hot water supply
temperature reset
measure (App 6320906)

75%

85.91%

-3.3%

Nominal
Diameter

Outer
Diameter
(Nominal
+1/8")

1.5%

Change in boiler efficiency
for steam fittings insulation
jackets measure (App
6447045)

87%

85.91%

0.7%

Change in heat loss rates
for steam fittings insulation
jackets measure (App
6447045)

varies by
fitting

varies by
fitting

-8.4%

Change in boiler efficiency
for steam pipe insulation
measure (App
6600471/6600472)

80%

85.91%

-0.2%

Factor
Tracked savings

Change in pipe sizes for
supply temperature reset
measure (App 6320906)

Site 2016N0250

3‐5

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased Savings – The
measured baseline efficiency
used by the evaluator was
greater, which decreased
potential savings.
Increased Savings – The
measured post-retrofit
efficiency was greater, which
increased potential savings.
Decreased Savings – The
measured efficiency postinstall of App 6296453 was
greater, which decreased
potential savings.
Increased Savings – The
increased pipe diameters
increased surface area and
losses, which increased
potential savings.
Increased Savings – The
measured efficiency postinstall of App 6296453 was
lower, which increased
potential savings.
Decreased Savings – The 3E
Plus obtained change in heat
loss rates were overall lower,
which increased potential
savings.
Decreased Savings – The
measured efficiency postinstall of App 6296453 was
greater, which decreased
potential savings.
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Applicant

Change in heat loss rates
for steam fittings insulation
jackets measure (App
6600471/6600472)

3.5

varies by
pipe
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Evaluator

Impact of
Deviation

varies by
pipe

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased Savings – The 3E
Plus obtained change in heat
loss rates were overall lower,
which decreased potential
savings.

-0.02%

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

Table 3‐4 provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor

Boiler controls
(VFD and firing
rate control)

Tracking

Applicant

Evaluator

Lifetime savings

102,195 therms

142,750 therms

116,319 therms

First year savings

14,275 therms

14,275 therms

11,632 therms

Measure lifetime

10 years

10 years

10 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

Lifetime savings

163,540 therms

228,440 therms

210,253 therms

First year savings

22,844 therms

22,844 therms

21,025 therms

Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

10 years

10 years

10 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

Lifetime savings

753,187 therms

1,052,082 therms

750,346 therms

First year savings

58,449 therms

58,449 therms

62,728 therms

Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

18 years

18 years

15 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

Baseline
classification
Hot water
controls (reset
supply
temperature)

Steam fittings
insulation
jackets
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Steam pipe
insulation

Steam pipe
insulation

Steam pipe and
tank insulation
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Tracking

Applicant

Evaluator

Lifetime savings

29,973 therms

41,868 therms

31,805 therms

First year savings

2,326 therms

2,326 therms

2,120 therms

Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

18 years

18 years

15 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

Lifetime savings

15,592 therms

21,780 therms

18,537 therms

First year savings

1,210 therms

1,210 therms

1,151 therms

Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

18 years

18 years

15 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

Lifetime savings

12,190 therms

17,028 therms

12,630 therms

First year savings

946 therms

946 therms

842 therms

Measure lifetime
Baseline
classification

18 years

18 years

15 years

N/A

N/A

Add-on - single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measure installed at a retail and office building. The project
replaced or repaired steam traps identified as failed in a system‐wide steam trap survey
performed in March 2016. Gas savings associated with the repair or replacement of steam traps
that had failed were claimed by the utility.
During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; conducted a boiler combustion
test; and tested a sample of the steam traps that were repaired or replaced using an ultra‐sonic
leak detector and an infrared thermal camera to verify that the traps were operating correctly.
The applicant estimated the project savings using the appropriate Custom Express tool for
steam traps at the time based on the steam trap survey results. The evaluators determined the
project impacts through an updated Custom Express spreadsheet tool populated with the
findings from the steam trap test sample results and spot measurements taken on‐site. The
reduction in savings was due to the high rate of trap failures, field verified differences in boiler
operation, and updates to the calculation tool for steam traps.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

6491176

Repair/replace failed
steam traps

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

10,859

N.R.

Evaluated

3,334

N/A

1,2

30.7%

N/A

Tracked

10,859

N.R.

Evaluated

3,334

N/A

30.7%

N/A

RR
Totals

RR

1,2

1

Realization rate

2

These results are planned to be applied retrospectively

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracked Savings

The evaluated savings are 30.7% of the tracked savings. This is because the boiler efficiency was
found to be higher than assumed by the applicant, and the evaluator found that 54.5% of the
traps have failed since being repaired/replaced. Additionally, the evaluator savings are
calculated using the 2018 Custom Express Steam Trap Screening Tool, while the applicant
savings were calculated using the previous version of the Custom Express spreadsheet.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The measure implemented by the site to identify and then repair and replace failed steam traps
was evaluated. The purpose of steam traps is to remove condensate from the steam system.
When steam traps fail open they remove both condensate and live steam from the steam system
and this increases the load on the steam boilers. The following sections present the applicant
and evaluator approaches for determining the gas savings resulting from repairing or replacing
the failed steam traps.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

For the measures installed at the central steam boiler plant, the applicant used a code‐compliant
boiler combustion efficiency of 80% with 5% distribution losses. The applicant assumes that the
steam system operates between 7 and 8 psi, depending on the trap and the steam plant operates
8,760 hours annually for domestic hot water and some year‐round heating at space conditioning
equipment such as air handlers, radiators and unit heaters. As far as the active end‐use steam
use, there are a mixture of drip leg traps (8,760 hours), heat exchanger traps (2,080 hours), and
unit heater, AHU & radiator traps (1,700 hours). Steam traps that serve space heating elements
are assumed to operate for 1,700 hours (EFLH) annually because the the heating load varies and
steam control valves will cycle between open and closed to satisfy the space temperature
setpoint.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
The steam trap survey identified 13 failed or partially failed open steam traps and 4 steam traps
that were failed closed. “Plugged” is the term used in the Custom Express tool to describe a trap
that has failed closed. The table below details the findings of the March 2016 steam trap survey.
Table 2-1: Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

Repair

Replace

No Action

Total

Fully operational

0

0

61

61

Partial leak

5

0

0

5

Partial blow by

7

1

0

8

Plugged

3

1

0

4

Total

15

2

61

78

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The steam trap survey conducted in 2016 identified 13 failed or partially failed open steam
traps, which were replaced or repaired. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site
Site 2016N0257
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are in working condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have
failed open (or defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have
failed closed (plugged) do not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line thus
when repaired increase steam usage and provide no savings. Boiler efficiency, operating hours,
and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The Custom Express inputs were based on the steam trap survey results.The calculation tool
used to evaluate the energy savings for this project calculates the steam loss through the failed
traps using the Grashof formula for steam flow through an orifice. The tool uses the inputs
listed below to calculate savings.
The applicant used the National Grid Custom Express Screening Tool that was relevant in 2016
to calculate savings for repairing or replacing the traps. The custom express inputs were based
on the steam trap survey results.The calculation tool used to evaluate the energy savings for this
project calculates the steam loss through the failed traps using the Grashof formula for steam
flow through an orifice. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the
formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
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= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.
The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

Site 2016N0257
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= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)

The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using using the
formula below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Savings Algorithms

The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology because the standard Custom
Express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application. Note, however, the standard
Custom Express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool was used to determine
evaluated savings.
The applicant assumes 8,760 operationg hours for the steam plant, which is consistent with the site’s
stated operation throughout the year. The boiler plant operates annually to serve domestic hot
water heating loads and some annual heating loads.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to verify the assumptions used by the
applicant to calculate gas savings using the Custom Express tool: and, to evaluate if the steam
traps that were replaced or repaired in 2016 are still operating properly.
The evaluator sampled eleven steam traps (85% of the 13 steam traps identified as failed open in
the original steam trap survey) that had been repaired or replaced using an infrared thermal
imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector. The two remaining traps could not be found, or
were inaccessible. Six (6) traps included in this sample were identified as failed.
The evaluator interviewed the Plant Manager on 1/30/2018. The Plant Manager confirmed that
the annual operating hours assumed by the applicant were appropriate. The site contact
confirmed the boilers run 24/7.
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A combustion test found that the operating central steam boiler has a combustion efficiency of
86.3%. The steam system is maintained at 7 to 10 psi. A summary of the data collected during
the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐2.
Table 2-2: Summary of Metered Data
Parameter

Value

Source

Boiler efficiency

86.3%

Boiler combustion test

Steam pressure

7 psi

Failed traps

2.3

Spot observation

6 out of 11 tested

Infrared thermal imaging camera and ultrasonic leak
detector

Evaluation Information and Analysis

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

This measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss through
the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system, but not
replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a single
baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the traps;
therefore implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The evaluation used the baseline established with the steam trap survey conducted in March
2016, which identified 13 failed or partially failed open steam traps. The baseline status of each
steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite inventory of all the traps at the
site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving surface temperature readings.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

In March 2017, an evaluation study was completed1 to develop a methodology for producing
more consistent results for custom steam trap savings and a new prescriptive steam trap
deemed savings value. The result of the study was a new Custom Express spreadsheet tool to
be used by all Program Administrators. The custom savings equation developed through the
referenced study has been adopted by the evalautors and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia
0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a combination of original
and revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice
sizes, operating pressure and hours of operation used by the applicant as they were verified on
site using spot checks and metered data. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak
factor) to reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the
applicant approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially
blowing by” to “leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2
study results.
During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion
efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach
was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results. Combustion efficiency
was updated in the Custom Express Tool based on the evaluator’s measurement.
Savings were adjusted based on the evaluator’s observed trap failure rate. The guidance for the
evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings is based on the evaluated failure rate
being at least 15% worse than would be expected based on a simple linear survival rate curve.
The annual rate of failure observed by the evaluator meets this criteria.
The failure rate is assumed to be independent of the mode of failure. The decrease in savings is
calculated based on the failure rate observed by the evaluator compared to the assumed failure
rate associated with a 6 year measure life for steam traps. The applicant savings are based on a
mean trap life span of 6 years and therefore the assumed failure rate is 8.3% traps per year (50%
fail at mean measure life; 50%* 1/6)). The assumed failure percentage (AFP) at the time of the
evaluation testing is calculated using the following formula.
∗ 50%
6
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The evaluated failure percentage (EFP) is the ratio of failed traps to traps sampled by the
evaluator.
The EFP and the AFP for steam traps are used to calculate the savings adjustment using the
formula below.
%

1

The evaluation team has agreed with the PAs and EEAC to limit the savings adjustment to no
more than the –EFP.
This savings adjustment is applied to the Custom Express tool energy savings after the boiler
efficiency adjustment have been made using the following formula.
∗ 1

%

Where the Custom Express Savings is the savings as though all the steam traps operated as
repaired with the evaluation adjustments to the key parameters of the model, which is
7,334 therms.
For this site, the EFP was found to be 54.5% (6 out of 11 traps were observed as failed) and the
AFP at the time of the site visit was 13.9% (repaired on 05/31/16 and evaluated on 01/30/18) and
the calculated savings adjustment was ‐74.5%. The savings adjustment applied is limited to the
‐EFP or ‐54.5%.
7,334
∗ 1 54.5%
3,334
The guidance for the evaluation team in adjusting steam trap measure savings is based on the
evaluated failure rate being at least 15% worse than would be expected based on a simple linear
survival rate curve. The annual rate of failure observed by the evaluator meets this criteria.
The primary reason why the evaluated savings (using the new methodology) are lower than the
reported values is that six (6) of the eleven (11) steam traps sampled by the evaluator had failed
since being repaired or replaced.
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The energy savings results from each of the Custom Express tools considering all adjustments
are summarized in Table 2‐3.
Table 2-3. Evaluator Savings Summary
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

Tracking savings (using old method)

10,859

N/A

Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

4,235

39.0%

Applicant inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

7,911

72.9%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

3,334

30.7%

Method

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 31%.
2It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to
the revised calculator) or 42%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of repairing or replacing 13 steam traps that had failed open at the site. The
evaluators sampled eleven (11) of these steam traps to determine if the steam traps are operating
properly and collected data for the central boiler plant.
The evaluators’ analyses show lower savings than were projected by the applicant. This is
because six (6) of the sampled steam traps had failed, and the boiler efficiency is higher than
originally assumed. Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the energy
savings for the measure using the older tool for the tracking estimate and the newer tool for the
evaluated results. Other resuls are presented in Table 2‐3 above.
Table 3-1: Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps measure

Thirteen failed steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with thirteen
failed steam traps

Boiler plant efficiency

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 86.3%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure

7 psi

7 psi

Operating hours

Steam plant/Drip legs 8,760 hours
Heating coils 1,700 hours
Heat exchangers 2,080 hours

Steam plant/Drip legs 8,760 hours
Heating coils 1,700 hours
Heat exchangers 2,080 hours

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Steam traps status

Thirteen operational steam traps

Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with six out of
eleven traps found failed during the
site visit.

Boiler plant efficiency

Combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%

Combustion efficiency: 86.3%
System line losses: 0%

Steam pressure

7 psi

7 psi

Steam plant operating
hours

Steam plant/Drip legs 8,760 hours
Heating coils 1,700 hours
Heat exchangers 2,080 hours

Steam plant/Drip legs 8,760 hours
Heating coils 1,700 hours
Heat exchangers 2,080 hours

Applicant

Evaluator

Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)

10,859

3,334

Natural gas realization
rate

Site 2016N0257
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

The evaluator verified the trap repair/replacement date with the vendor: the installation was
completed on May 31, 2016. The site consumed approximately 290,000 therms of natural gas in
2016 (The 2016 bill data was missing four months of data, so an average value of these months
in years past was used). The evaluation updated savings of 1,602 therms is 0.6% of the total
energy consumption. The percentage savings are too small to conduct a credible billing
analysis of the performance of the evaluated measure.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

The customer explained that they have a maintenance plan to continually monitor steam trap
performance. They plan to have the vendor perform a survey of the traps bi‐annually to identify
failed steam traps and to repair and replace them. There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings because the evaluators used an updated
Custom Express tool, the boiler efficiency was found to be greater than assumed by the
applicant, and six of the eleven steam traps sampled by the evaluator had failed since being
repaired or replaced. Each of these changes to the savings calculations lead to a decrease in the
energy savings. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2: Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
10,859 therms

Evaluator
10,859 therms

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

Boiler efficiency:
80%
System line losses:
5%

Boiler efficiency:
86.3%
System line losses:
0%

-10.3%

Failure of steam
traps

100% of steam
traps operational

45.5% of steam
traps operational

-39.4%

Site 2016N0257
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No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the Custom
Express equation using the boiler
efficiency determined during the
site visit. This approach resulted
in smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
Decreased savings – The
evaluator adjusted the savings
calculations to account for the
failed steam traps observed
during the evaluation site visit.
This approach resulting in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.
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Evaluator
Revised Custom
Express method

Impact of
Deviation
-19.6%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The
evaluators updated the savings
methodology to incorporate the
approach generated from the
recently concluded Phase 2
Steam Trap Evaluation (MA59)
effort. This approach resulted in
smaller savings for the steam
traps measure.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed steam traps, the evaluators classified the steam trap
measure as add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

`= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
46,644 therms (*)
10,859 therms
6 years
N/A

Applicant
65,154 therms
10,859 therms
6 years
N/A

Evaluator
20,002 therms
3,334 therms
6 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a skilled nursing home/rehab center and consisted of the
installation of fitted insulation jackets on various pipe fittings, valves, and other steam system
components in the boiler room. The measure is expected to save energy by reducing losses
associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. Insulation jackets were installed on lines
serving space heating, service hot water, and food service.
Steam is generated at the facility by four natural gas fired boilers; two 440 hp boilers operate
primarily during the heating season and two 120 hp boilers operate during the remainder of the
year. While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, tracking
saving represented a small percentage of the total bills and the evaluator determined that a
billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated
measures. In addition, the contact indicated that retrofitting the lighting systems to LED
technology has been a major effort over the past few years with a resulting increase in gas
usage.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the insulation jackets and deployed
temperature meters on a select number of fittings and steam traps, collected information on the
boiler plant, and updated the savings analyses models accordingly. The evaluated savings are
smaller than reported values, primarily because the evaluated pipe surface temperatures are
smaller than the values used in the tracking savings calculations and because the difference in
methodologies for calculating the measure impacts.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID

Measure Name

5677820

Insulation jackets

Totals

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

11,427

N.R.

Evaluated

5,991

N/A

RR1

52%

N/A

Tracked

11,427

N.R.

Evaluated

5,991

N/A

RR1

52%

N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 48% less than the applicant reported savings, primarily due to lower
pipe‐fitting surface temperatures and savings calculations methods differences. Further details
regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available. The project consisted of the
installation of fitted insulation jackets on various valves and other pipe fittings of the steam
distribution system in the boiler room. The vendor indicated the meaaure impacts were
calculated using a proprietary database of pipe fitting characteristics and 3EPlus modeling
software.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe fittings with operating
temperatures of 244°F or 235°F, depending on the distribution section.
The vendor identified uninsulated steam valves, traps, flanges, and tanks that were allowing
excess heat to escape to unconditioned mechanical spaces. The vendor took surface temperature
spot readings of these uninsulated surfaces and determined hours of operation for each fitting.
The vendor identified ninety four components of the distribution system totaling 318 ft2 of hot
surfaces to be insulated. This information was compiled into an inventory along with cost data
and heat loss rates calculated using the vendor’s proprietary data base of pipe fitting
characteristics.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration consisted of installing ninety four fiberglass insulation
jackets coated in Teflon impregnated fiberglass cloth. Eighty seven were 1 inch thick, and seven
were 10mm thick (for the smallest steam traps). The analysis assumes constant ambient
temperature of 88°F, boiler thermal efficiency of 80%, and 7,968 hours of annual operation.
These inputs matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant used spot measurements of ambient and pipe fitting surface temperatures and
3EPlus software to calculate the heat loss rate (Btu/hr), per unit area of each pipe fitting. The
applicant’s database of pipe fitting surface areas, the model heat loss rate output, an estimated
boiler efficiency of 80% , and 7,968 annual operating hours were entered into a spreadsheet to
calculate the annual gas savings.
The insulation fitting energy savings were calculated for each line using the following formula:
100,000
where,
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= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Surface area of fitting being insulated (ft2)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft2)
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft2)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
= Applicant estimated boiler thermal efficiency (80%)
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion

Overall, vendor’s analysis yielded savings of 11,427 therms which is the tracking value reported
by the program.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable although not fully
transparent. The 3EPlus program calculates heat loss rates on a per unit surface area basis, and
the heat loss values for specific pipe fitting surface areas used in the analysis are proprietary to
the applicant and were not available for review. In addition to uninsulated surface and ambient
temperatures, 3EPlus software requires a system application such as pipe, tank, vertical surface,
etc, be assigned to each pipe fitting in the analysis. These 3EPlus inputs were not provided
making comparison to 3EPlus outputs not possible.
The applicant’s calculations included a boiler room ambient temperature of 88°F and a boiler
thermal efficiency of 80%.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 1, 2018, and interviewed the facility engineer
who provided copies of recent boiler combustion analyses as well as a sample of boiler logs
spanning the preceeding twenty months of boiler operation. The facility has four boilers served
by a single natural gas meter. The burners are dual fuel capable, however distillate fuel is only
stored for emergencies and routine testing. Two 440 hp boilers operate from mid September to
mid or late May, and two 120 hp boilers operate during the remainder of the year when only
service hot water and cooking steam are required.
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The evaluators verified the installation of a sample of the insulation jackets throughout the
boiler room. Photo 2‐1 details some of the insulation verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Insulation Jackets

The jackets are designed to be removable; held on with cinching straps and Velcro tabs, and in a
few instances tied cloth laces. While most were securely installed, a small number of cube
shaped jackets which rely heavily on Velcro fastening were found to be loosely installed. Photo
2‐2 details two loosely wrapped jackets observed during the site visit.
Photo 2-2. Loosely Wrapped Insulation Jackets

Several insulation jackets were removed by the evaluators during the site visit, and the bare
surface temperatures were measured using an IR thermometer. Pipe fittings representing a
range of the estimated temperatures were identified by evaluators and thermocouples attached
to the bare pipe fittings which were then rewrapped with the jackets. Data loggers were
connected to the thermocouples and programmed to store temperatures at five‐minute
intervals. Figure 2‐1 illustrates the applicant’s estimated surface temperature and the
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evaluator’s metered temperature data collected from three of the insulated pipe fittings over
three weeks.
Figure 2-1. Surface Temperatures of Insulated Pipe Fittings
260
240

Pipe temperature ◦F

220
200
180
160
140
120
100

Date
Tag# 62 (Measured)

Tag# 63 (Measured)

Tag# 90 (Measured)

Applicant estimated (for all tags)

During the site visit the evaluator reviewed a sample of daily boiler logs spanning nearly two
years of operation and did not find any steam pressure readings indicating boiler plant shut‐
down periods. Several logs showing the make‐up water guage readings for each boiler were
also examined to identify possible intervals of low activity. As expected, the summer time idling
of the two large boilers was apparent. The evaluator determined the large majority of the
system is energized for a least eleven months per year. The operating hours predicted by the
applicant for the large majority of the system impacted by the measure is reasonable.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results..
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on the project files and site visit findings, the evaluator determined the measure is an
add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline for the insulation is the preexisting boiler plant and
steam distribution system with uninsulated hot pipe fittings and valves, as confirmed by the
evaluator through discussions with the site contact.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator used bare surface temperatures from three locations measured over a three week
period and 3E Plus software to calculate the bare and insulated heat loss rates. Table 2‐1
provides a summary of the evaluator’s heat loss rates as determined with the 3E Plus software.
Table 2-1. Summary of Applicant and Evaluator Heat Loss Rates
Surface
Temperature
(°F)

Heat Loss
Bare
(Btu/hr/sqft)

Heat Loss
Insulated
(Btu/hr/sqft)

Heat Loss
Savings
(Btu/hr/sqft)

Applicant

244

393.4

32.55

360.85

Evaluator

185.6

226.0

27.47

198.53

Applicant

244

409.5

39.81

369.69

Evaluator

186

218.6

26.96

191.91

Applicant

244

409.5

40.26

369.24

Evaluator

237.4

256.1

31.04

225.06

Location
(Tag#)

Source

62
63
90

The evaluator determined an average boiler plant efficiency from test results provided by the
facility engineer. Table 2‐2 provides a summary of the evaluator’s calculation of the boiler plant
efficiency.
Table 2-2. Boiler Plant Efficiency
Boiler

Low Fire

Medium Fire

High Fire

Average

#1

84.9%

84.9%

85.2%

85.0%

#2

85.2%

85.2%

85.4%

85.3%

#3

84.9%

85.8%

N.D.

85.4%

#4

85.9%

86.1%

86.2%

86.1%

Average boiler plant efficiency

85.4%

N.D. = No data

For the fittings presented in Table 2‐1 above, the evaluator used the tracking and the evaluated
heat loss savings values to calculate a realization rate using the following formula:
°

∑
∑

where,
= Heat loss savings realization rate for tags #62 and #63 (their
operating temperature is the same ‐ 186°F)
= Evaluated savings for tags #62 and #63 (shown in Table 2‐1)
= Tracking savings for tags #62 and #63 (shown in Table 2‐1)
The evaluator used a similar approach to calculate the heat loss realization rate for fittings that
operate at 237.4°F (tag #90 in Table 2‐1 above).
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Based on the metered data, the evaluator determind the portion of the system that is located
across from boiler #4 operates at 186°F, while the rest of the system impacted by the evaluated
measure operates at 237.4°F. The evaluator summed all tracking savings the applicant
calculated for each fitting that operates at 186°F and 237.4°F. The evaluator calculated the
overall heat loss realization by calculating a tracking savings weighted average heat loss
realization rate using the following formula:
°

°

. °
°

. °
. °

where,
= Overall heat loss savings realization rate
°

= Heat loss savings realization rate for all impacted fittings located
across boiler #4 (54.1%)

. °

= Heat loss savings realization rate for all impacted fittings located
in other areas (61%)
°

= Tracking savings for all impacted fittings located across boiler #4
(8,289 therms)

°

= Tracking savings for impacted fittings located other areas (3,138
therms)

The evaluator calculated the evaluated savings using the following formula:

where,
= annual evaluated savings (therms)
= annual tracking savings (11,427 therms)
= applicant boiler efficiency (80%)
= evaluated boiler efficiency (85.4%)
= applicant annual operating hours (8,199 hours)
= evaluated annual operating hours (8,199 hours)
= Overall heat loss savings realization rate
The evaluated savings for the insulation jacket measure using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 5,991 therms, yielding a measure level realization rate of
52%. The primary differences between the applicant and evaluator savings are due to the lower
measured pipe temperatures, and higher boiler plant efficiency in the evaluator savings
calculations.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of insulation jackets on hot fittings and valves located
the facility’s unconditioned mechanical space.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using 3EPlus. The inputs used in
3EPlus were not available for review.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using 3EPlus. The inputs the
evaluator used in 3EPlus included metered surface temperatures, and insulation and fitting
details gathered during the site visit. The evaluator also used the boiler plant efficiency and
evaluated operating hours.
Table 3‐1 summarizes the key parameters used to calculate the energy savings for the measure.

Baseline
Fittings

Operating
temperature
Boiler plant
efficiency
Operating hours
As-Built
Operating
temperature
Insulation thickness
System application
Insulation material
Boiler plant
efficiency
Steam pressure
Operating hours
Savings
Annual natural gas
savings (therms)
Natural gas
realization rate

3.1

Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Applicant
Evaluator
Uninsulated fittings and valves in
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
unconditioned mechanical spaces
distribution system with uninsulated
fittings and valves in unconditioned
mechanical spaces
25 fittings operating at 235°F
62 fittings operating at 186°F
69 fittings operating at 244°F
32 fittings operating at 237.4°F
Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 80%

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 85.4%

8,119 hours
Applicant
25 fittings operating at 235°F
69 fittings operating at 244°F
1”
N.D.
N.D.

8,119 hours
Evaluator
62 fittings operating at 186°F
32 fittings operating at 237.4°F
1”
Tank shell - horizontal
850F MF Blanket, Type IV, C553-13

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 80%

Boiler Combustion Efficiency: 85.4%

Steam pressure is 5 psi.
8,119 hours
Applicant

Steam pressure is 3 psi.
8,119 hours
Evaluator

11,427

5,991
52%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, tracking saving
represented a small percentage (2.3%) of the total bills and the evaluator determined that a
billing analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated
measures. In addition, the contact indicated that retrofitting the lighting systems to LED
technology has been a major effort over the past few years with a resulting increase in gas
usage.
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are lower than the tracked savings, primarily due to lower than
estimated pipe temperatures and a general boiler efficiency assumption.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
11,427 therms

Evaluator
11,427 therms

Difference in
analysis
methodology

Proprietary heat
transfer
coefficient, system
application type

850F MF Blanket,
Type IV, C553-13
insulation
Tank shell –
horizontal – system
application type

-24%

Inaccurate preproject
characterization

Bare surface
temperature:
240°F

-20%

Difference in
heating efficiency

80%

Bare surface
temperature
(weighted
average): 203°F
85.4%
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings – The
applicant did not provide the
details used to model the heat
loss reduction. After revieweing
project files and on-site findings,
the evaluator determined the
difference in savings
calculations approach reduced
the savings.
Decreased savings ‒ The
lower average temperature of
the pipe fitting surfaces reduces
the savings potential.
Decreased savings – The
heating efficiency is more than
the value used by the applicant
in the savings calculations.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measures as
add‐ons with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings and the measure life are smaller than the tracking values. Table 3‐3
provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
147,251 therms (*)
11,427 therms
18 years
N/A

Tracking
205,686 therms
11,427 therms
18 years (from BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
89,865 therms
5,991 therms
15 years
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at a food processing facility to serve process heating only.
The project consisted of two submeasures:

 Installing a heat exchanger on the exhaust stack of a preexisting regenerative thermal
oxidizer (RTO) to preheat the incoming city water. The preheated city water serves as
makeup water to the low‐pressure (LP) and high‐pressure (HP) steam boilers, as well as
process and sanitation hot water. A bypass damper on the RTO exhaust stack modulates to
maintain the preheated city water temperature at the setpoint.

 Installing two natural gas‐fired HP steam boilers with 150 hp nominal capacity each, 85%
rated efficiency, and equipped with integrated stack economizers for preheating the boiler
feedwater. These two boilers (Boiler #1 and #2) are part of the three‐boiler HP steam plant
which serves a new process.
Figure 1‐1 presents a schematic of the as‐built system configuration. The equipment installed in
this project is shaded in green.
Figure 1-1. Schematic of As-Built System

The processes require heating 24 hours per day, 5 days per week. The impacted heating loads
are correlated with production levels only, which vary with customer demands. The applicant
classified this measure as a lost‐opportunity with a unique baseline for this project. The
applicant defined the baseline as two 150 hp 79% efficient steam boilers without economizers
and no preheating of the incoming city water.
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The evaluated savings were less than the tracking estimates because of updates to the analysis
input parameters. The most impactful updates include reduced RTO preheat flow rate, lower
RTO preheat exit water temperature, and reduced HP boiler load.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
5599923

Measure Name
High-efficiency boilers and
RTO heat recovery

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

186,015

N.R.

Evaluated

167,386
90%

N/A
N/A

186,015
167,386
90%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 10% smaller than the applicant‐reported savings because of updates
to the analysis input parameters. The most impactful updates include reduced RTO preheat
flow rate, lower RTO preheat exit water temperature, and reduced load on the HP boilers.
Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of an RTO stack heat exchanger for preheating incoming
city water, and the installation of two 150 hp high‐efficiency high pressure (HP) steam boilers
with integrated stack economizers. Both submeasures were evaluated.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline consisted of the
following:

 No preheating of the incoming city water
 Two standard‐efficiency 150 hp HP steam boilers without economizers. The boilers supply
100 psi steam.
The applicant defined the baseline boiler efficiency to be 79%. Table 2‐1 presents the main
parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant. The applicant proposed values are
included for comparison in the same table.
Table 2-1. Applicant Reported Operations Summary
Operation Description

2.1.2

Baseline

Proposed

RTO preheat city water flow rate to LP makeup water

N/A

12 gpm

RTO preheat city water flow rate to HP makeup water

N/A

13 gpm

City water entering temperature

N/A

55°F

City water preheated temperature

N/A

207°F

HP boiler efficiency

79%

85%

Boiler operating hours per year

5,292

5,292

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

Based on the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the installed equipment consisted
of the following:

 Installed RTO stack heat exchanger to preheat the incoming city water, to serve the LP and
HP boiler feedwater

 Two high‐efficiency 150 hp HP steam boilers with economizers. The boilers supply 100 psi
steam.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant’s savings algorithm included savings associated with the RTO heat exchanger
and with the high‐efficiency high pressure (HP) steam boilers.
RTO Heat Exchanger
The applicant calculated the makeup water needs of the LP and HP steam boilers by totaling the
estimated steam consumption rates of each process intended to be served by the respective
steam boilers. The natural gas savings associated with the LP boiler makeup water preheating
was calculated using the following formula:
500

10

where,
= LP boiler makeup water preheating savings, therms/yr
= LP boiler makeup water average flow, 12 gpm
= Water temperature exiting the RTO heat exchanger, 207°F
= Water temperature entering the RTO heat exchanger, 55°F
500

= Unit conversion factor

10

= Btu to therms conversion factor
= LP boiler efficiency, 75%
= Facility operating hours, 5,292 hr/yr

The natural gas savings associated with the HP boiler makeup water preheating was calculated
using the following formula:
500

10

where,
= HP boiler makeup water preheating savings, therms/yr
= HP boiler makeup water average flow, 13 gpm
= HP boiler efficiency, 85%
The total RTO heat recovery savings were calculated as the sum of the savings associated with
the LP and HP makeup water preheating.
High-Efficiency HP Boilers
The applicant calculated the total heating load on the HP boilers as the sum of condensate
heating load and the makeup water heating load. Condensate was estimated at 5% of the total
feedwater flow. The condensate heating load was calculated using the following formula:
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1

where,
= Condensate heating load, Btu/hr
= Condensate flow, 348 lb/hr
= Condensate return temperature, 180°F
= Saturated steam temperature at 100 psig, 338°F
1

= Heat capacity of water, Btu/°F‐lb
= Heat of vaporization of water at 100 psig, 880 Btu/lb

The makeup water heating load was calculated using the following formula:
1
where,
= Makeup water heating load, Btu/hr
= Makeup water flow, 6,603 lb/hr (13 gpm)
= City water temperature, 55°F
The applicant calculated HP boiler natural gas savings using the following formula:
1

1

10

where,
= Natural gas savings associated with the new boilers, therms/yr
= Proposed HP boiler efficiency, 85%
= Baseline HP boiler efficiency, 79%
= Facility operating hours, 5,292 hr/yr
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators found the applicant’s savings algorithm reasonable overall, but in need of the
following updates:

 Substantiation of the steam flow rates through metered or trended data.
 Substantiation of the operating hours through metered or trended data.
 Removal of duplicate savings on the preheating of the HP boiler feedwater. The applicant
claimed savings for the HP feedwater for both the RTO preheat and the high‐efficiency
boilers (both calculations include city water temperature at 55°F).
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The applicant defined the baseline boiler by discounting the efficiency of a code boiler to
account for the high‐pressure of the steam the boiler supplies. The evaluation addressed the
above updates.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 1, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
discussed the project scope and operations with the site contact, inspected the boiler plant and
the energy management system (EMS), set up trending on the EMS, and took spot
measurements. The as‐built HP boiler plant consists of the following three boilers:

 Boiler #1: 150 hp boiler with integrated stack economizer, installed as part of this evaluated
project

 Boiler #2: 150 hp boiler with integrated stack economizer, installed as part of this evaluated
project

 Boiler #3: 200 hp boiler with integrated stack economizer, installed after the evaluated
project
The three boilers operate in a rotating lead‐lag configuration to satisfy the HP steam demand.
All three boilers are equipped with combustion air modulation controls. The site contact
confirmed that the facility operates all year round on a 24/5 schedule, and that any variations on
the production levels are not predictable. The evaluators requested that the site contact set up
trending for the steam flow data on each boiler.
The RTO heat exchanger was verified to be installed and operational. A bypass damper was
installed on the RTO stack to modulate the RTO exhaust flow over the heat exchanger, to
maintain the preheat water exit temperature at its setpoint. The site contact indicated that the
preheat water setpoint was originally programmed at 207°F as the applicant reported, but was
changed to 185°F to match the actual hot water and boiler feedwater demand. The EMS screen
showed that the actual preheat water temperature varied from 165°F to 205°F, with an average
of 185°F. Since each end use of the preheated water has a storage tank, these short‐term
fluctuations did not impact the end uses. The site contact indicated that all process and
sanitation hot water is produced by the RTO heat exchanger in the as‐built configuration
without additional steam heating. This configuration differed from the applicant proposed
configuration, where the sanitation and process hot water was reported to be produced from
the HP steam. Figure 2‐1 shows key parameters as displayed on the EMS screen.
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Figure 2-1. Key Parameter Display on EMS

Billing analysis is not feasible for this facility, as the boiler portion of the project is a new
construction and the site contact indicated that the natural gas bills are charged on a corporate‐
wide scale, so that the project impacts could not be isolated.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators performed spot combustion efficiency measurements on the as‐built boilers #1
and #2. The averaged measured stack temperature and combustion efficiency were 250°F and
86.7%. The boilers’ local displays showed boiler stack temperatures ranging from 238°F to
288°F, which agreed with the evaluator’s combustion testing results. The local controls also
showed the HP steam output pressure at between 81 and 87 psig, which was lower than the 100
psig estimated by the applicant. Since the boilers’ economizers were integrated inside the
boilers and not accessible, the evaluators could not determine the impact of the stack
economizers in isolation.
The water line exiting the RTO economizer was elevated and insulated. Therefore, the
evaluators did not have access to install temperature sensors to verify the exit water
temperature out of the RTO heat exchanger. The evaluators also could not locate an access port
for the LP steam boiler’s stack for combustion efficiency testing. However, based on the
observation that the LP steam boiler is old, without a stack economizer, and without automated
combustion control, the evaluators found the applicant‐reported LP boiler efficiency of 75%
reasonable.
The evaluators documented points available for trending on the EMS. Figure 2‐2 presents points
set up for trending at the time of the site visit.
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Figure 2-2. EMS Points Capable of Trending

An additional city water flow rate point was also set up for trending during a subsequent
request from the evaluators. Table 2‐2 summarizes the trend points used in the evaluators’
analysis.
Table 2-2. Trend Data Used in Evaluation
Trend Point
HP boiler #1 steam flow

Time Interval

Trending Period

10 minute

5/2/2018 – 7/6/2018

HP boiler #2 steam flow

10 minute

5/2/2018 – 7/6/2018

City water flow through RTO heat exchanger

10 minute

3/22/2018 – 4/30/2018
& 5/2/2018 – 7/6/2018

The site also has a natural gas submeter serving the HP boiler plant only. However, a review of
the submetered data indicated the data was bad, and therefore the collected submeter data was
not used in the evaluators’ analysis. Since the site‐collected and trended information was
sufficient to update the evaluators’ analysis, the evaluators did not deploy additional metering
at the site.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project documentation and interviewed the site contact to
understand the measure classification and the baseline. The measure is a combination of RTO
heat recovery and high‐pressure boilers installation. The evaluators determined this measure is
a lost opportunity because the new equipment was added to increase the production capacity at
the site. The measures is unique because it was designed for this facility and the evaluator
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determined there is only a niche market for the installed measure. The evaluators agreed with
the applicant’s measure classification and baseline. The measure is a lost opportunity with a
unique baseline. The baseline is:

 No preheating of the incoming city water
 Two standard‐efficiency 150 hp HP steam boilers without economizersthat supply 100 psi
steam.
Based on the manufacturer’s literature and an estimated stack temperature of 220°F, the
applicant determined the baseline boiler efficiency was 79%. Since the evaluated stack
temperature did not differ significantly from the applicant’s estimate, the evaluators found the
applicant’s value reasonable and used the same value in the evaluators’ analysis.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators found the applicant’s savings algorithm appropriate, and used the same
algorithm in the evaluators’ savings analysis. Please refer to Section 2.1.3 for details on the
savings algorithm.
The evaluators reviewed the obtained trend data sets and found them valid. As expected, the
data did not show discernable seasonal or temperature‐dependent usage variations. Figure 2‐3
presents the plots of the HP steam flow and city water flow across the RTO heat exchanger,
each on its separate axis.
Figure 2-3. Trend Data Plot – HP Steam Flow and City Water Flow
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Fgure 2‐4 presents the trended steam flow data for each impact boiler (boilers #1 and #2).
Figure 2-4. Trend Data Plot – Boiler #1 and #2 Steam Flow
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The evaluators updated formulas and inputs in the savings algorithm based on site findings
and the trend data analysis. Table 2‐3 provides the evaluators’ updates.
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Table 2-3. Evaluators’ Updates of Formulas and Inputs
Update
Facility operating hours

Description
An analysis of the steam flow trend data showed the facility operated
for an extrapolated 5,621 hours per year, higher than the 5,292 hours
per year estimated by the applicant.

HP steam flow from boilers
#1 and #2

An analysis of the steam flow trend data showed the impacted two
boilers produced an average of 5,906 pounds of steam per hour
during production hours, lower than the 6,950 pounds per hour
estimated by the applicant.

Hot water assignment

Discussions with the site contact and inspections of the system
configuration indicated that the sanitation and process hot water was
produced with RTO preheating only, without additional steam usage.
The applicant estimated that the hot water would be produced by HP
steam.

RTO preheat water flow

The steam flow and city water flow trend data indicated that the HP
boiler makeup water flow and all other preheat water flow averaged
11 gpm and 19 gpm, respectively. These values differed from the 13
gpm and 12 gpm respective estimates from the applicant.

RTO preheat water
temperature setpoint

Discussions with the site contact and inspections of the EMS verified
that the RTO preheat water setpoint was adjusted to 185°F by the
site, from the original value of 207°F, to match the facility’s hot water
needs.

HP steam pressure

Local boiler panels and the EMS showed an average of 85 psig for
the HP steam output, lower than the 100 psig estimated by the
applicant. The respective steam properties were updated – a
saturation temperature of 328°F and a heat of vaporization of 889
Btu/lb.

HP boiler efficiency

The spot combustion efficiency results showed an average boiler
efficiency of 86.7%, higher than the 85% estimated by the applicant.

Removal of doublecounting of heat recovery
savings

The applicant used 55°F incoming water temperature in both the RTO
preheat and HP boiler makeup water heating calculations, thereby
double counting the savings. The evaluators subtracted the heat
recovered by the RTO preheating of the HP makeup water from the
HP boiler load.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project was installed at a food processing facility to support a new process. The project
scope included the installation of an RTO stack heat exchanger to preheat the incoming city
water to a setpoint, and two high‐efficiency high pressure (HP) boilers to supply process steam.
All process usage required time‐period normalization only, as the production levels are not
temperature‐dependent or seasonal. The evaluators found the applicant’s analysis methodology
reasonable, and used the same for the evaluators’ analysis, with updated formulas and inputs.
The evaluated savings are less than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis
are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
RTO preheat of city water
LP boiler efficiency
LP boiler makeup water flow
HP boiler efficiency
HP steam output
HP boiler makeup water flow
Sanitation and process hot water heating source
Annual operating hours
As-Built
RTO preheat of city water
RTO preheat water setpoint
LP boiler efficiency
LP boiler makeup water flow
HP boiler efficiency
HP boiler makeup water flow
HP boiler makeup water entering the boiler
Sanitation and process hot water heating source
Annual operating hours
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Applicant
Evaluator
None
None
75%
75%
12 gpm
19 gpm
79%
79%
6,950 lb/hr
5,906 lb/hr
13 gpm
11 gpm
HP boilers
RTO preheat
5,292 hours
5,621 hours
Applicant
Evaluator
Installed
Installed
207°F
185°F
75%
75%
12 gpm
8 gpm
85%
86.7%
13 gpm
11 gpm
55°F – city water
185°F – preheated
temperature
water temperature
HP boilers
RTO preheat
5,292 hours
5,621 hours
Applicant
Evaluator
186,015
167,386
90%

Cross Check with Billing Data

A billing analysis is not feasible for this project, because the facility’s natural gas usage is
included in the corporate‐wide billing involving multiple facilities, so that the impact of the
project could not be isolated.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.
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Customer Alert

There are no customer alert at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are 35% less than the applicant‐reported savings because of updates to
the analysis input parameters. The most impactful updates include reduced RTO preheat flow
rate, lower RTO preheat exit water temperature, and reduced HP boiler load. Table 3‐2 provides
a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
186,015 therms

HP steam output

6,950 lb/hr

Evaluator
186,015
therms
5,906 lb/hr

207°F

185°F

-8%

Hot water heat
source

HP boilers

RTO preheat

-3%

HP boiler
makeup water
entering the
boiler

55°F – city
water
temperature

185°F –
preheated
water
temperature

-2%

13 gpm to the
HP makeup
water, 12 gpm
to the LP
makeup water

11 gpm to the
HP makeup
water, 19 gpm
to all other
end uses

2%

RTO preheat
water exit
temperature

RTO preheat flow

Site 2016N0317

3‐2

-9%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings – The applicant
estimated the steam flow values from
the process requirements. The
evaluators updated the values based
on the steam flow trend data
analysis.
Decreased savings – The applicant
proposed an RTO preheat water
setpoint of 207°F. The site modified
the setpoint to 185°F to match the
process hot water requirements.
Decreased savings ‒ The applicant
modeled the sanitation and process
hot water loads as supplied by the
HP steam boilers. The evaluators
verified that in the as-built
configuration, all hot water loads
were met by the RTO preheat.
Decreased savings ‒ The applicant
modeled the water entering the RTO
preheat and entering the HP boiler
makeup water tank as both at the city
water temperature of 55°F. This
approach resulted in double counting
of savings associated with the HP
makeup water preheating.
Increased savings – The applicant
estimated the makeup water flow
values from the process
requirements. The evaluators
updated the values based on the city
water flow trend data analysis.
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Applicant
5,292

Evaluator
5,621

Impact of
Deviation
6%

85%

86.7%

4%

Discussion of Deviations
Increased savings – The evaluators
extrapolated the annual operating
hours based on the available trend
data, which were more than the
applicant’s estimates.
Increased savings – the evaluators
performed spot combustion efficiency
testing and found higher as-built HP
boiler efficiency than what the
applicant estimated, resulting in
increased savings.

Lifetime Savings

The evaluator classified the measure as lost‐opportunity with a unique baseline. The evaluators
calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated measure life is longer than the tracking measure life. Table 3‐3 provides a summary
of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
Applicant
2,663,366 therms (*)
3,720,300 therms
186,015 therms
186,015 therms
20 years
20 years (project BCR)
New construction

New construction

Evaluator
4,184,650 therms
167,386 therms
25 years (MA TRM for
boilers)
Lost opportunity - unique

(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The evaluated project was installed at an elementary school and consisted of the installation of
heat timer controls on two 3,660 MBtuh gas‐fired boilers that operate in a lead/lag configuration
and provide steam for space heating. The heat timer is set to control the number of minutes per
30‐minute interval the lead boiler will operate based on outdoor air temperature (OAT) and the
steam pressure. The system is set to weekday/weekend scheduling with night setbacks. The
applicant calculated the measure savings by decreasing the heating load as a result of a
reduction in the average space temperature from 72°F to 70°F.
Since the preexisting and post‐installation operation periods could be isolated and the
correlation with OAT was strong, the evaluators modeled the savings using a billing analysis. In
addition, the billing analysis captures preexisting manual operation of the boilers which cannot
be accurately modeled using an engineering approach. The evaluators determined the measure
is as an add‐on measure with a single baseline because the boilers will outlive the life of the
controller. The baseline is the pre‐existing conditions. The savings were less than the tracking
estimates because the applicant’s project characterization and analysis approach were
inconsistent with the scope of the measure.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
5891377

Measure Name
Boiler heat timer control

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

2,496

N.R.

Evaluated

1,706
68%

N/A
N/A

2,496
1,706
68%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

1

Realization rate
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 32% less than the applicant‐reported savings primarily due to the
applicant’s inaccurate calculation method which overstated the reduction in boiler plant
operation. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are presented in
Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of heat timer controls on two 3,660 MBtuh gas‐fired
boilers that provide steam for space heating.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

According the savings analysis file provided by the applicant, the baseline is the preexisting
boiler plant. Table 2‐2 presents the main parameters of the baseline as defined by the applicant.
Table 2-2. Applicant Baseline Summary
Operation description

Value

Boiler controls

Manual

Boilers turn on if OAT goes below

70°F

Boiler efficiency

80%

Occupied schedule

Monday through Friday from 6:00 to 18:00

Occupied schedule heating temperature setpoint
Unoccupied schedule

Monday through Friday from 19:00 to 5:00
and Saturday and Sunday

Unoccupied schedule heating temperature
setpoint
Boilers billed usage

2.1.2

70°F

60°F
32,732 therm

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The as‐built boiler plant is equipped with an outdoor timer control that allows the boilers to
turn on for a specified number of minutes every hour. The specified number of minutes
programmed in the timer control is based on the outdoor air temperature. The applicant
predicted the as‐built boilers natural gas consumption using the baseline natural gas
consumption multiplied by a coefficient that accounts for a reduction in the average space
temperature from 72°F to 70°F. All the other operational parameters of the boilers system were
considered the same as the baseline boilers.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant calculated the baseline using a temperature bin based analysis calibrated to the
billed usage. The applicant used the following formula to calculate the baseline natural gas
consumption at every bin:
10
where,
= Baseline energy consumption at bin (Therms)
= Occupied schedule operating hours at bin (hours)
= Outdoor air temperature bin (°F)
= Occupied schedule heating setpoint (70°F)
= Heating design temperature (18.35°F)
= Unoccupied schedule operating hours at bin (hours)
= Unoccupied schedule heating setpoint (60°F)
= Heating load calibrated to the bills (996,355 Btu/hr)
= Boiler efficiency (80%)
10

= Conversion factor from Btu to therm

The applicant calculated the as‐built savings using a temperature bin based analysis. The
applicant used the following formula to calculate the as‐built natural gas consumption at every
bin:
1
where,
= As‐built energy consumption at bin (Therms)
= Baseline energy consumption at bin (Therms)
= Average indoor air temperature (72°F)
= Heating setpoint (70°F); the applicant does not differentiate between occupied
and unoccupied schedules
= Average outdoor air temperature during the heating season (45.77°F)
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The applicant calculated the annual tracking savings using the following equation:

where,
= Reduction in annual natural gas consumption (Therms)
= Baseline energy consumption at bin (Therms)
= As‐built energy consumption at bin (Therms)
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant calculated the baseline natural gas consumption using a temperature‐based bin
analysis calibrated to the bills. The baseline model was not normalized to TMY3 weather data.
The applicant calculated the as‐built natural gas consumption using the baseline natural gas
consumption multiplied by a savings factor which appears to be intended to account for a 2°F
reduction in the average space temperature in the facility. The evaluators could not determine
how the formula for calculating the as‐built consumption was generated.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on December 15, 2017. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility custodian and verified the boilers. The boiler plant is served by one
natural gas meter. The site contact described the pre‐existing boiler plant as follows:

 The boilers were enabled from October until May and provided steam for space heating.
 The boilers were manually controlled by turning them on and off.
 The boilers were equipped with single speed combustion fans.
The as‐built boiler plant operates as follows:

 The boilers are enabled from October until May and provide steam for space heating
 The as‐built boilers are controlled by a heat timer that specifies how many minutes the
boilers turn on each hour. The timer is programmed based on the outdoor air temperature
and on the steam pressure.

 The boilers are equipped with single speed combustion fans.
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Figure 2‐1 presents the heat timer control programming matrix for hourly operating time
specifications. For the occupied schedule, the heat adjustment setting “I” was selected with an
outdoor air cutoff temperature of 65°F. For the unoccupied schedule, the heat adjustment
setting “G” was selected with an outdoor air cutoff temperature of 45°F.
Figure 2-1. Heat Timer Control Sequence

The site contact indicated the following projects were implemented at the facility since the
installation of the evaluated measure in February 2016:

 During the summer of 2017, boiler #2 was replaced with a new similar boiler equipped
with a new burner.

 During the boiler #2 replacement, a new combustion air preheater was also installed. This
unit uses low pressure steam from the boilers to preheat combustion air.
During the summer 2017, the facility switched the domestic hot water (DHW) equipment from
natural gas to electric.The evaluators inspected the boilers with as‐built controls and deployed
data loggers to meter the combustion fan current draw of both boilers. Because they could not
vary the boilers’ firing rates manually, the evaluators gathered combustion testing reports from
the site staff.
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Measured and Logged Data

Table 2‐3 presents the results of the boiler combustion reports conducted on September 27, 2017.
Table 2-3. Boiler Combustion Report Results
Boiler ID

Firing Rate
Low fire

Boiler 1
Boiler 2

Stack Temperature (°F)
282

Combustion Efficiency
82.7%

High fire

396

83.1%

Low fire
High fire

275
384

82.6%
83.4%

The evaluators also deployed data loggers to characterize the operation profile of the boilers
from December 15, 2017, through March 9, 2018. Table 2‐4 presents the logger deployment
details.
Table 2-4. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO logger with one
current transformer (CT)

Parameter

HOBO logger with one
current transformer (CT)

Time Interval

Duration

Quantity

Combustion fan current
draw

1 minute

14 weeks

2

Combustion air
preheater current draw

5 minutes

14 weeks

1

The evaluators logged the amperage of the combustion fan motor as a proxy for the boiler
operation. Table 2‐5 and Figure 2‐2 present the average hourly fan amperage for the two boilers
combined over the metering period.
Table 2-5. Combined Amps – Weekly Profile
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Sunday

3.4

3.6

4.3

3.4

3.9

4.0

3.7

4.1

3.3

2.7

3.5

2.9

2.8

2.4

3.6

2.5

2.7

2.9

3.5

3.3

3.2

2.8

3.4

3.0

Monday

3.8

3.1

3.3

3.2

3.8

5.9

5.7

6.3

4.5

4.9

5.3

5.6

4.7

4.8

5.0

4.9

4.7

4.7

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.4

3.5

2.7

Tuesday

4.2

3.2

3.7

3.5

3.9

6.5

5.0

5.6

4.3

4.7

3.6

4.7

3.8

4.6

4.2

3.9

4.2

4.7

2.9

2.6

2.9

2.8

2.9

3.1

Wednesday

3.5

3.3

3.7

3.1

4.9

6.4

5.2

5.6

4.4

4.2

3.9

4.1

3.7

3.5

3.8

3.6

3.7

4.0

3.4

2.8

3.0

3.3

3.3

3.3

Thursday

3.3

3.2

3.4

3.2

3.9

6.8

5.2

5.5

4.6

4.7

4.3

4.4

4.2

4.4

3.8

4.0

4.3

4.4

3.2

2.8

3.1

2.9

3.6

3.1

Friday

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.9

3.9

6.9

5.2

5.7

4.7

5.6

4.7

5.1

4.6

5.0

4.4

4.9

4.5

5.4

3.1

3.4

4.2

4.1

3.9

3.9

Saturday

4.4

4.0

4.1

4.0

4.3

4.1

4.1

4.9

6.1

4.5

4.6

3.4

3.0

3.0

2.3

2.6

2.9

2.6

2.8

3.2

3.2

3.1

2.8

4.1

Weekday\Hour
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Figure 2-2. Combined Amps – Weekly Profile
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The boilers firing rate increases from 5:30 to 18:00 during the weekdays and 8:30 to 11:30 on
Saturday (occupied schedule) and they operate less during the rest of the week (unoccupied
schedule). This profile is consistent with the schedule described by the site contact and with the
programming of the heat timer.
To verify the operation of the controller cycling, the evaluators modeled the as‐built boilers
operation using the metered data and verified the results against the natural gas consumption
shown in the utility bills. The evaluators calculated the boilers’ hourly natural gas consumption
using the formula shown below:
%

7.326

10

where:
= the modeled natural gas consumption of the boilers during the metering period
2014

= number of hours during the metering period (from 12/15/2017 to 3/9/2018)

= hourly average metered amps of the boilers (the average includes only the
values when the boilers were running)
= maximum value of metered amps
%

= percent time the boilers operated on every hour during the metering period

7.326 = overall input capacity of the boilers
10

Site 2016N0346
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The evaluators calculated the modeled natural gas consumption and compared it with the
billing data. Table 2‐6 presents the modelled and billed consumption.
Table 2-6. Billed Vs. Modeled Natural Gas Consumption
Start Date
12/14/17
01/12/18
02/08/18
Total

End Date
1/12/2018
2/8/2018
3/9/2018

Bills
8,300
5,463
5,264
19,027

Model
7,729
5,958
4,958
18,645

Difference
7%
-9%
6%
2%

Once the evaluators determined the modeled boilers operation corroborates with the billed
natural gas consumption, they compared the boilers’ operation profile to the settings of the
heat timer to determine how much the metered operation deviated from settings. Figures 2‐3
and 2‐4 present the occupied and unoccupied schedule comparisons, respectively.
Figure 2-3. Programmed Vs. Actual Operation – Occupied Schedule
100%
90%
80%
% Run time

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
65 to 70

60 to 65

55 to 60

50 to 55

45 to 50

40 to 45

35 to 40

30 to 35

25 to 30

20 to 25

15 to 20

10 to 15

5 to 10

0 to 5

0%

OAT bin (°F)
Programmed run time

Metered run time

During the occupied schedule, at low temperatures, the boilers operate less than the specified
time, while at temperatures above 25°F the boilers operate more than the specified time.
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Figure 2-4. Programmed vs. Actual Operation – Unoccupied Schedule
100%
90%
80%
% Run time

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
65 to 70

60 to 65

55 to 60
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35 to 40

30 to 35

25 to 30

20 to 25

15 to 20

10 to 15

5 to 10

0 to 5

0%

OAT bin (°F)
Programmed run time

Metered run time

During the unoccupied schedule, the boilers operate more than the specified time. The measure
does reduce boiler run time during unoccupied hours, as expected. The boilers operation follow
the occupied and unnocupied schedules but operate more than programmed. Overall the hours
of operation of the boilers during both occupied and unoccupied schedules is greater than the
programmed operating hours. Table 2‐7 presents the annual summary of the boilers specified
and operating hours.
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Table 2-7. Programmed vs. Actual Operation – Annual Summary
Temperature
Bin (°F)
-5 to 0
0 to 5
5 to 10
10 to 15
15 to 20
20 to 25
25 to 30
30 to 35
35 to 40
40 to 45
45 to 50
50 to 55
55 to 60
60 to 65
65 to 70
70 to 75
Total

TMY3 Hours
Occupied Unoccupied
0
0
1
0
11
13
35
61
64
160
115
260
96
291
248
557
242
679
197
535
140
440
155
455
94
321
50
315
20
118
0
53
1,468
4,258

Programmed Run Hours
Occupied Unoccupied
0
0
1
0
10
5
26
18
42
37
63
48
43
39
95
56
73
45
49
27
26
0
23
0
9
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
464
275

Metered Run Hours
Occupied Unoccupied
0
0
1
0
9
7
24
34
39
83
70
111
51
112
108
187
108
233
80
128
27
21
28
24
10
1
8
0
0
1
0
0
561
943

The boilers operate 97 hours more than programmed in the occupied schedule and 668 hours
more than programmed in the unoccupied schedule. The differences result in an additional 765
hours of operation than the system was supposedly programmed for over the course of a
typical weather‐normalized year.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure is an add‐on with a single baseline and the baseline is
the preexisting conditions. The preexisting boilers were equipped with linkage controls
operated manually and supplied steam at 6 psi.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluator modeled the savings using a billing analysis, since the pre‐existing and post‐
installation operation periods could be isolated and the correlation with OAT was strong. In
addition, the billing analysis captures pre‐existing manual operation of the boilers which cannot
be accurately modeled. The evaluators used billing data for January 2013 – June 2017 for the
billing analysis, which represents a period when no other major changes occurred at the site
that would affect natural gas use.
Site 2016N0346
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The evaluators collected natural gas billing data and normalized the consumption to historic
Boston data. Figure 2‐5 compares the monthly billing data to the monthly heating degree days,
which have 65°F as base temperature.

Thousands

Figure 2-5. Natural Gas Consumption from Apr-2012 to Mar-2018
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The evaluators included the natural gas consumption billed during the following periods:

 January 13, 2014 to January 13, 2016 – baseline consumption
 March 14, 2016 to June 14, 2017 – as‐built consumption
The evaluators created pre‐ and post‐installation regressions, shown in Figure 2‐6, and applied
them to Boston TMY3 weather data to determine the modeled baseline and as‐built weather‐
normalized gas consumption.
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Figure 2-6. Baseline and As-built Correlation with Degree Days
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The monthly billing analysis results are presented in Table 2‐8.
Table 2-8. Billing Analysis Results
Month
1

Days
31

HDDTMY3

Weather Normalized Baseline

Weather Normalized –
As-Built

Savings
(therm)

1,112

7,838

7,503

335

2

28

917

6,366

6,091

275

3

31

811

5,564

5,322

242

4

30

535

3,480

3,323

157

5

31

260

1,407

1,335

72

6

30

85

0

0

0

7

31

18

0

0

0

8

31

27

0

0

0

9

30

107

0

0

0

10

31

379

2,307

2,198

109

11

30

675

4,536

4,336

200

12

31

1,051

7,378

7,062

316

Total

365

5,976

38,876

37,169

1,706

The evaluated savings represent 4.4% of the total annual baseline natural gas consumption.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installing a heat timer control on two 3.66 MMBtu/hr steam boilers. The
applicant inaccurately calculated savings, overestimating the reduction in the boiler plant
operation; therefore, the analysis was not applicable, and the evaluators were unable to
compare the savings results using the same methodology. The evaluators calculated savings
using a weather‐normalized billing analysis. The evaluated savings are less than the reported
values. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Baseline gas usage - January 2014 to
December 2014 (therms)

Applicant
33,572

Evaluator
34,256

As-built gas usage (therms)

N/A

32,731

Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas
usage (therms)

N.D.

38,876

31,076

37,169

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage
(therms)
Baseline
Boiler rated input

Applicant
Evaluator
Boiler 1: 3.66
Boiler 1: 3.66 MMBtu/hr
MMBtu/hr
Boiler 2: 3.66 MMBtu/hr
Boiler 2: 3.66
MMBtu/hr
Applicant
Evaluator
Same as baseline

As-Built
Boiler rated input
Average boiler efficiencies
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Boiler 1: 80%
Boiler 2: 80%

Boiler 1: 82.9%
Boiler 2: 83.0%

2,496

1,706
68%

Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators conducted a billing analysis to determine the savings for this project. Details on
the billing data used in the analysis are provided in Section 2.3.2 above.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

The customer requested a copy of the site report.
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Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracked savings, due to the incorrect applicant project
characterization. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
2,496 therms

Evaluator
2,496 therms

Project
characterization
and analysis
approach

Analysis based
on % savings of
2°F temperature
setback

Inaccurate preproject
characterization

Heating system
enabled below
70°F

Savings
calculated
using a
weathernormalized
billing analysis
Heating system
enabled below
65°F

Site 2016N0346

3‐2

Impact of
Deviation
No impact
-19%

-13%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Decreased savings ‒ The applicant
improperly characterized the measure,
which resulted in an inapplicable
analysis. The evaluator’s billing
analysis resulted in decreased savings.
Decreased savings ‒ The applicant
calculated the measure impacts under
the assumption the heating system is
enabled when the outdoor air
temperature goes below 70°F. The
evaluators analyzed the billed gas
consumption and interviewed the site
contact and determined the heating
system is enabled when the outdoor
temperature goes below 65°F.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the steam boilers will outlive the installed measure, the evaluators classified this
measure as an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated
lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
26,803 therms (*)
2,496 therms
15 years

Applicant
24,960 therms
2,496 therms
10 years (project BCR)

N/A

N/A

Evaluator
25,590 therms
1,706 therms
15 years (MA TRM for
boiler controls)
Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project consists of a custom gas measures installed at an industrial cranberry processing
plant. The project replaced an existing batch production line with a continuous line and
replacing two failed steam traps. The original process relied on soaking cranberries and then
evaporating excess water to achieve the desired juice concentration in the making of sweetened
dried cranberries. The new line is a continuous process that utilizes a centrifuge to extract juice
from the fruit with a lower energy input. Steam trap replacements were based on a system wide
steam trap survey conducted in April 2016.
During the site visit, the evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility; interviewed the site
contact; verified the installation of the incentivized equipment; and collected production and
utility data.
The applicant estimated the project savings using a custom spreadsheet analysis with input
assumptions based on data provided by the customer (i.e. average condensate and juice flow
rates, process temperatures, average evaporator steam load). The applicant claimed savings
amounted to roughly 33% of the facility’s annual gas use so the evaluators relied on a
production data and utility bill review to calculate realized savings.
The increased savings for the new process line was due primarily to increased production
performance beyond what was calculated by the applicant. The decrease in savings for the
steam trap replacement due to one of two traps no longer being in operation and due to a
different custom express tool being used to evaluate the steam traps.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
6485191

Measure Name
New process line

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)

Tracked

532,169

N.R.

Evaluated

609,943
114.6%

N/A
N/A

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

2,479
493
19.9%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1,2

534,648
610,436
114.2%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

RR
6477820

Repair/replace failed steam traps

Totals

1

1

Realization rate
These results are planned to be applied retrospectively
N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable
2
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Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 114.2% of the tracked savings. This is primarily because the
production performance improvement (energy savings per unit of production) was better than
what was calculated by the applicant. There was also a slight increase in production over the
applicant’s forecast increasing savings. This project was reclassified from a retrofit to new
construction because this project eliminated a bottleneck in the previous production line,
increasing the capacity of the plant.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of replacing two existing batch cranberry processing lines with two
continuous infusion lines in addition to replacing two failed steam traps. The new continuous
infusion line utilizes centrifuges to extract juice from cranberries without relying on the
preexisting practice of soaking and then evaporating water from juice. The continuous infusion
line also increases the temperature of the sliced cranberries entering the dryers, which further
reduces energy consumption.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant used the pre‐existing conditions and production rates as the baseline for this
production improvement measure and classified the measure as a retrofit. The baseline
includes batch processing lines where cranberries are soaked in hot water.
Baseline process steps:
1. Frozen cranberries are sliced
2. Sliced cranberries are thawed
3. Cranberries are soaked in hot batch tanks
4. Diluted juice is drained from tank and sent to pasteurizer and then evaporator to concentrate
juice
5. Batch tank with the sliced cranberries is filled with syrup to sweeten cranberries
6. Syrup is drained from the tank and sent to evaporator to re‐concentrate syrup
7. Sweetened cranberries are sent at 75°F to oven to dry
For the steam trap measure the applicant used a code‐compliant boiler combustion efficiency of
80%. The applicant assumes that the steam pressure varies throughout the plant with the two
failed traps operating at 150 psi. The operating hours of the central steam plant are assumed to
be 8,760 because the steam is used for process loads.
The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
survey of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
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The steam trap survey identified 2 failed or partially failed open steam traps. “Plugged” is the
term used in the custom express tool to describe a trap that has failed closed. Table 2‐1 below
details the findings of the 2015 steam trap survey.
Table 2-1 Steam Trap Survey Findings
Trap Status

2.1.2

Repair

Replace

No Action

Total

Fully Operational

0

0

30

30

Partial Leak

0

1

0

1

Partial Blow By

0

1

0

1

Plugged

0

0

0

0

Total

0

2

30

32

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The installed cases does away with the batch tanks and adds two continuous infusion lines
completely replacing the existing process. The infusion lines are centrifuges that can extract
juice from the cranberries without adding excess water as was the case with the pre‐existing
system. Reducing the amount of water introduced to the process results in less water that
needs to be evaporated and ultimately reduced natural gas input. The new line also sends
cranberries to the dryers at a higher temperature which further reduces energy consumption.
The steam trap survey conducted in 2015 identified 2 failed or partially failed open steam traps,
which were replaced. The installed case assumes that all of the traps on‐site are in working
condition. Energy savings are only considered for the steam traps that have failed open (or
defined as leaking by) as these traps waste live steam and the traps that have failed closed do
not pass live steam from the steam header to the condensate line. Boiler efficiency, operating
hours, and steam pressure are not impacted by this measure.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithms

The applicant used a custom spreadsheet calculation approach that considered the energy input
at each step of the pre‐existing and proposed processes. The analysis used average
temperatures and water flow rates to calculate the natural gas input for each step of the process.
The site provided the applicant with approximately 35 hours of hourly condensate flow data
leavings the evaporator. This was averaged and used to calculate the average steam use of the
evaporator for a typical year. All other flow rates were estimated by the site and documented in
email screenshots. Except for the 35 hours of condensate flow data from the evaporator, no
metering, production, or utility data was used in the savings calculations. Due to the different
calculation methodology, it is not possible for the evaluator to comment on which input caused
the discrepancy in specific energy use.
The evaluator chose to use a different analysis methodology for the production improvement
measure than the applicant due to lack of data available for the pre‐existing equipment. It
would have been impossible for the evaluator to confirm all the assumptions that went into the
applicant’s pre‐existing case analysis since the equipment is no longer installed. The total
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claimed savings was a high percentage of the annual gas bills, so the evaluator decided the best
method would be to use this bill data from the pre and post period along with production data
to determine savings.
For the repaired and replaced traps, the applicant used the Custom Express Screening Tool to
calculate the project savings. The tool was developed in 2010 and uses the findings from the steam
trap survey as inputs to calculate energy savings. The tool determines energy savings by
calculating theoretical steam flow through the trap orifice using the Grashof formula and then
applying a number of factors to account for trap‐specific and system level operating
characteristics. Steam flow through the orifice for each trap is calculated using the formula below.
41.58

14.7

2

.

where,
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice (lbs/hr)
41.58

= Grashof equation coefficient
= Trap orifice diameter (inches)
= Trap operating pressure (psig)
= Leak factor as determined from steam trap survey testing

Applicant steam trap savings are then calculated using various loss mechanisms that are selected
based on the system configuration (for example, savings for a trap venting directly to atmosphere
are calculated with a different loss mechanism than those used for a trap venting into a closed
condensate return system). Since all of the traps from this project are associated with a single
configuration (traps venting to a closed condensate return system), only the loss mechanisms for
this configuration will be explained. Applicant steam trap savings are calculated using the
following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Total correction factor (see below)
= Number of hours per year the valve or fitting is energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of trap steam not serving boiler loads
(Btu/hr), see below
= Loss mechanism for excess steam in boiler cycle (Btu/hr), see below
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= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

Total correction factor (TCF) is calculated as the product of two factors described below.

where,
= Repair/replace factor. For repaired traps, a value of 70% is applied to
the savings equation while replaced traps use a value of 100%.
= PA savings adjustment factor to be used by PA’s engineering staff to
adjust savings if needed based on system uncertainty.

The loss mechanism for flash steam savings is calculated using the formula below.
,

,

,

,

,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for flash steam savings (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated liquid enthalpy, constant (180.07 Btu/lb)

,

= Atmospheric saturated steam enthalpy, constant (1,150.4 Btu/lb)

,

= City water enthalpy, constant (28.1 Btu/lb)

The loss mechanism for the latent heat of trap steam not used to serve boiler loads is calculated
using the formula below.
,

,

where,
= Loss mechanism for latent heat of steam not being used to serve boiler
loads throughout facility (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Percent of latent heat in steam which is not returned to the steam loop
in a useful manner such as heating condensate in DA tank or heating
conditioned space through condensate return line. (30%)
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The loss mechanism for the excess steam lost in the boiler cycle is calculated using the formula
below.
,

,

1

where,
= Loss mechanism for excess steam lost in boiler cycle (Btu/hr)
= Estimated steam flow through trap orifice, calculated above (lbs/hr)
,

= Steam trap saturated steam enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)

,

= Steam trap saturated liquid enthalpy, based on trap pressure (Btu/lb)
= Total boiler efficiency, includes system line losses (75%)

2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithms

The evaluator generally agrees with the process line engineering calculations that the applicant used
in their spreadsheet analysis but cannot confirm that the specific flow rates, temperatures, or
operating hours are reasonable since the pre‐existing process is not in place anymore. The
applicant’s analysis includes screen shots of email conversations with the customer that suggest that
the site‐specific assumptions were provided directly by the customer. It appears that the customer
provided spot readings of evaporator flow rate which the applicant averaged and used in the
savings calculations to calculate steam input.
The evaluator agrees with the applicant calculation methodology for calculating steam trap savings
because the standard custom express tool in use during 2016 was appropriate for this application.
Note, however, the standard custom express tool has been revised and the 2018 version of the tool
was used to determine evaluated savings. The evaluators agreed that the various input
parameters used in both the insulation and steam trap savings calculations (surface
temperatures, surface areas, trap operating pressure, hours of operation, boiler efficiency, etc.)
were reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection and Metering

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from initial site visit through the final results.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluator had two primary goals while on site: to view the installation of new equipment
and to collect production data to use in a bill analysis to calculate realized savings.
The evaluator met with the Facilities Manager, Director of Operations, and Vice President of
Operations during the site visit to discuss the new process, changes in production rates, and to
review production and gas bill data. After this meeting, the evaluators were given a tour of the
facility by the Facilities Manager.
It was explained to the evaluators that the site was happy with the existing process as it was
producing high quality and consistent product and the equipment was in good condition. The
pre‐retrofit process was very energy intensive though and the site was having trouble
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remaining competitive in the market as a result of their high utility costs. In order to remain
competitive, the site decided to completely replace their existing production line to reduce
energy costs. While the primary motivation for implementing this project was reducing costs,
the secondary motivation was increasing production capacity.
The main site contact, the Vice President of Operations, described the timeline of the upgrade
process. 2015 was the last year of full production with the preexisting line and is used as the
baseline year by the evaluator. The new line was started in August of 2016 and there were
several months of commissioning before it ran regularly. Therefore, April through December,
2017 is used to represent the post‐retrofit performance by the evaluator.
While on site the contacts also informed the evaluator that there are two distinct processes used
to produce juice concentrate. The sweetened dried cranberry (SDC) process is the process that
was changed by this project. The SDC process produces juice concentrate and dried cranberries
simultaneously. The second process makes only juice concentrate and involves mashing the
fruit to more easily extract the juice. The mash process is less energy intensive than the SDC
process. The site explained that 2017 was an abnormal year where they had excess fruit supply
which resulted in a higher percentage of fruit throughput going through the mash process
(11.5% versus 6%). The evaluator uses 6% as a typical mash percentage in the analysis.
While on –site the evaluator determined if the steam traps that were replaced or repaired based
on the 2016 study are still operating properly. One of the traps was found to be in a section of
the plant that no longer is in use and steam has been shut off to the area. The second trap was
testing using an infrared thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector and was
found to be working.
A summary of the data collected during the evaluation site visit is shown in Table 2‐1.
Table 2-1 Summary of Collected Data

2.3

Parameter

Source

Monthly Barrels of Cranberries Processed

Provided by site

Monthly gas use

Provided by site

Monthly SDC %

Provided by site

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the baseline and savings calculation methodology used by the evaluator.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

The project was classified as a retrofit project in tracking using the preexisting system as the
baseline. In 2015, this site processed 489,844 barrels of cranberries before the project was
implemented. In 2017, the first full year after the project was installed, the site processed
669,405 barrels of cranberries. This was a production increase of 37% which would not have
been possible with the existing equipment.
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The pre‐existing equipment was reportedly in good condition. However, the evaluator
reclassified this measure as unique due to the combination of replacing a preexisting line and an
increase in capacity and higher production rates.
To achieve current production level with the pre‐existing system, the site would have needed to
purchase additional batch tanks. The existing process production rate was limited by the fixed
volume and soaking time of the batch tanks. Therefore, the evaluator’s baseline is the
preexisting equipment plus additional batch tanks to meet the new production volume. The
evaluator assumes that the production performance values (therms/barrel) remains unchanged
between the existing case and the baseline of increased production. The production
performance from 2015 is used to calculate the baseline energy use.
The steam trap measure reduces the energy use of the steam system by reducing the steam loss
through the failed traps. The measure involved upgrade of a component of the steam system,
but not replacing the system (or boiler). The measure is classified as an add‐on measure with a
single baseline because the steam system could have continued to operate without repairing the
traps; therefore, implementation of the measure was not time dependent.
The steam trap survey conducted in April 2016 identified 2 failed or partially failed open steam
traps. The baseline status of each steam trap was determined by the applicant through an onsite
inventory of all the traps at the site using ultrasonic detection and trap entering and leaving
surface temperature readings.
The evaluator used an ultra‐sonic leak detector and infrared thermal imaging camera to
evaluate the operation of the two steam traps. One of the traps no longer receives steam and
the other trap is working.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

New Process Line
The applicant claimed gas savings were equal to approximately 33% of the facilities annual gas
use, so rather than trying to confirm temperatures and flow rates for the pre‐retrofit systems
that are no longer in place, the evaluators performed a gas bill and production data analysis to
determine the realized savings per barrel of product. The evaluators assume that any other gas
users (space heating) are small relative to the production line and are considered negligible.
This site utilizes two distinct processes to make juice. This project involves changing the process
that makes sweetened dried cranberries (SDC) and fruit juice simultaneously. The second process
(which is not part of this project) involves mashing the cranberries to more easily extract juice. In
2017, the customer had more fruit than they needed for the SDC process so they produced more
juice concentrate using the mash process than in a normal year. In 2017, 88.5% of the fruit
throughput used the SDC process while in 2015, 94.3% used the SDC process. Figure 2‐1 shows
the relationship between SDC % and production performance (therms/barrel). This data includes
two years of monthly production (barrels of cranberries processed) and gas data (whole building)
provided by the customer.
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Figure 2-1 Monthly Production Performance vs %SDC

Monthyl Production Performance (Therm/Barrel)
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As shown in Figure 2‐1, the specific energy input for the mash process is less than the SDC
process. To account for the change in SDC% in the post‐installation case, the evaluator used the
relationships shown in Figure 2‐1 to calculate the performance at a steady SDC % of 94.3%. The
resulting pre and post‐installation performance values are as follows:
Pre: 3.19 therms/barrel

Post: 2.17 therms/barrel

The customer estimated the total annual cranberry throughput moving forward at 600,000 barrels.
This value is between the actual 2015 (489,844 barrels) and 2017 (669,405 barrels) production and
was deemed reasonable by the evaluator. The evaluator used the following calculation
methodology to arrive at the realized gas savings:
Evaluation Savings (therms) = (Pre‐Install Performance – Post‐Install Performance) × Production
Evaluation Savings (therms) = (3.19 therms/barrel – 2.17 therms/barrel) × 600,000 barrels
Evaluation Savings (therms) = 609,943 therms*
*Performance values are rounded to two decimal places in this summary.

Steam Traps
The evaluated savings for this site were calculated using the newly revised Custom Express tool
with input parameters observed in the field. However, at the onset of the steam trap site work
for this larger evaluation effort, the decision was made to also compare the evaluated steam
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trap savings with savings calculated using the original Custom Express methodology revised
with site specific observations.
Evaluated savings. A revised version of the Custom Express tool was adopted by the PAs
following the completion of the Phase 2 Steam Trap Evaluation1 completed in March 2017. The
intent of revising this tool was to develop a more consistent methodology for calculating steam
trap savings, which involved a combination of methodological simplifications to the approach
in addition to the empirical derivation of relatively unknown parameters used to calculate
savings. The custom savings equation developed through the referenced study has been
adopted by the evaluators and is described below.
60

4

14.7

.

100,000

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
60

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation (lbm/(in0.06‐lb0.97‐hr))
= Diameter of steam trap orifice (inches)
= Pressure of steam in line at trap (psig); add 14.7 to get psia

0.97

= Empirically derived factor in Grashof equation
= Leak factor is determined through field testing and accounts for
partially obstructed orifices or non‐ideal steam flow. Plugged traps use a
value of 0% (i.e. no savings result from fixing a plugged trap), leaking
traps use a value of 26% and blowing by traps use a value of 55%.
= Discharge coefficient (70%) due to trap hole not being a perfect orifice

,

= Enthalpy of saturated steam and liquid, respectively; associated with
specified trap operating pressure (Btu/lb)
= Condensate return factor accounting for energy returned from
leaking/blowing by traps via a condensate return line. (36.3%)
= Hours per year that a trap is pressurized and operating

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluators used the revised custom savings equation along with a collection of original and
revised input parameters to calculate savings. The evaluators used the same trap orifice sizes
and operating pressure used by the applicant as they were verified on site via spot checks and
interviews with the site contact. The evaluators updated the operating status (leak factor) to
reflect the picklist options of the revised method rather than the options from the applicant

1

http://ma-eeac.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Steam-Trap-Evaluation-Phase-II.pdf
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approach. This involved updating statuses like “partially leaking” and “partially blowing by” to
“leaking” and “blowing by”, respectively, based on guidance from the Phase 2 study results.
During the Phase 2 study, it was determined that, for steam traps measures, the combustion
efficiency of the steam boilers accurately describes the heating system efficiency. This approach
was agreed upon by the MA EEAC following the Phase 2 study results. With these updated
statuses, the evaluators applied the revised leak factors to the custom savings equation.
One of the steam traps was located on a section of steam pipe that was no longer in use. The site
indicated that steam had been shutoff to that section for long time. Since an exact date of the
change in operation was not documented the evaluator has estimated that the shutdown
occurred halfway between the date of the trap repairs (7/20/16) and the evaluation visit
(2/28/18). Savings for this trap are realized while steam was flowing through the piping for a
portion of the measure life, but no savings are realized once steam was shut off from this section
of pipe. The adjusted savings for this trap based on the following formula.
0.5
The tracking savings for this trap, 25504, was 2,133 therms. The savings for the second trap,
25514, was 346 therms. (The higher savings for trap 25504 is because it was classified as partial
blow by and it receives 150 psig steam; while trap 25514 was classified as partial leak and
received steam at 70 psig)
The adjusted savings for trap 25504 based on the steam pipe no longer being in use is
2,133

0.5

2/28/18
2,190

4/4/16

338

The savings for the second trap are claimed for the entire measure life because the trap was
tested using an infrared thermal imaging camera and an ultrasonic leak detector and was found
to be working.
The energy savings for the steam trap measure using newly revised Custom Express tool and
the adjustment based on steam plant operation described above are 493 therms per year,
yielding a measure level realization rate of 19.9%.
Comparison with old methodology. Based on their on‐site findings, the revisions the
evaluators made to the applicant approach without modifying the actual methodology were
updating the steam trap years of operation. The applicant methodology updated to reflect site
specific findings yields measure level savings of 684 therms. The evaluated savings were 81% of
the savings using the applicant methodology using the pre‐evaluation ex‐ante assumptions.
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Table 2‐3 compares the reported tracking estimate using both methods, modified applicant and
new methods using evaluated site finding for the steam trap measure.
Table 2-3. Steam Trap Survey Findings
Savings (therms)

Realization Rate1,2

2,479

N/A

684

27.6%

Applicant Inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

1,141

46.0%

Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator)

493

19.9%

Method
Tracking savings (using old method)
Evaluated inputs (using the old method)

N/A = Not applicable
1
The realization ratio column presents the retrospective realization rates for each method. The final retrospective realization rate is
the ratio of the Evaluated inputs (applied to the revised calculator) to the Tracking savings (using old method) or 20%.
2
It is expected that the Program Administrators started using the revised calculator in 2018 for all new applications; therefore the
prospective realization rate is the ratio of the Evaluated input (applied to the revised calculator) to the Applicant inputs (applied to the
revised calculator) or 43%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of replacing a preexisting batch production line with a continuous process
line and replacing 2 failed steam traps. The preexisting line used a process that involved soaking
cranberries in batch tanks to extract juice and then evaporating excess water to achieve desired
levels of sweetness in the juice. The new process utilizes centrifuges to extract juice with less
excess water input.
The evaluator’s analyses show greater savings than the tracking values. The evaluator has not
been able to identify a specific input that has increased the savings but it is likely some
combination of increased production rate and overestimated baseline performance. Table 3‐1
provides a summary of the key parameters of the savings calculations. The production rates
used by the applicant and the evaluator are within 2% of each other but the applicant expected
0.91 therms of gas savings per barrel of cranberries (1.8 pre – 0.9 installed) compared to the
evaluated 1.02 therms/barrel (3.19 pre – 2.17 installed).
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline

Applicant

Evaluator

Annual production

587,972 barrels

600,000 barrels

Process performance

1.8 therms/barrel

Steam traps measure

2 failed open steam traps

Steam plant operating hours

Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Steam pressure varies - 150 psi at
failed traps
8,760 hours

3.19 therms/barrel
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with 2 failed
open steam traps.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%
Steam pressure varies - 150 psi at
failed traps
8,760 hours

As-Built

Applicant

Evaluator

Annual production

587,972 barrels

600,000 barrels

Process performance

0.9 therms/barrel

Steam traps measure

2 operational steam traps.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 5%
Steam pressure varies - 150 psi at
failed traps
8,760 hours

2.17 therms/barrel
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
distribution system with one trap no
longer in use and one trap
operational.
Boiler combustion efficiency: 80%
System line losses: 0%
Steam pressure varies - 150 psi at
failed traps
8,760 hours

Applicant

Evaluator

Boiler plant efficiency
Steam pressure

Boiler plant efficiency
Steam pressure
Steam plant operating hours
Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)
Natural gas realization rate

Site 2016N0367
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Cross-Check with Billing Data

After discussing the project timeline with the customer, it was decided to use the 2015 calendar
year as the basis of preexisting operation and 2017 as the basis for post operation. This is due
mostly to the fact that the customer used the old production line for part of 2016, then
shutdown to make changes, and started back up using a combination of both lines while the
new system was being commissioned. By April, 2017 the new production line was being fully
utilized. Table 3‐2 shows the monthly billed gas data from the preexisting and the post‐
installation periods as well as the total pounds of processed fruit.
Table 3-2. Pre- and Post-Billing Data

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Total

Gas Use (Therms)
Pre
Post
Difference
140,278
138,248
2,030
129,022
126,510
2,512
148,432
146,250
2,182
137,127
97,673
39,454
131,893
109,158
22,735
124,997
109,922
15,075
81,571
75,489
6,082
130,617
114,145
16,472
127,207
108,957
18,250
138,791
118,982
19,809
133,980
118,707
15,272
137,715
118,519
19,196
1,561,629
1,382,560
179,069

Production (barrels of raw fruit)
Pre
Post
41,984
62,078
40,054
51,167
48,292
71,599
39,977
56,835
38,430
63,009
37,947
57,069
26,635
40,611
38,088
59,161
42,308
49,220
44,541
56,236
42,078
50,659
49,510
51,759
489,844
669,405

A simple comparison of bill data suggests an annual gas use reduction of 179,069 therms. This
methodology does not account for variations in production volume or SDC % and therefore
should not be considered for this site. It should be noted that though the production was
considerably higher, the gas consumption was lower, clearly indicating significant savings. The
analysis above captures this using consumption normalized to production.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers and Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no alerts at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The applicant’s calculation methodology is completely different than the evaluation
methodology, so it is difficult to confidently conclude what the discrepancies are and how they
led to higher evaluation savings. The applicant used rated steam input value for the preexisting
evaporators and scaled the input by the average loading provided by the customer. The
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applicant does not directly use annual production, so the evaluator was unable to confirm that
equal production was assumed in the pre‐ and post‐calculation. The evaluator back calculated
the applicant’s proposed production rate given the assumed average dryer feed rate and
assumed annual operating hours. The evaluator also compared their calculated gas savings per
barrel to the applicant’s. These values are show in Table 3‐3.
Table 3-3 Discrepancy Summary
Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
534,648 therms

Evaluator
534,648 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Difference in
Equipment Load
Profile

587,972 barrels

600,000 barrels

2.0%

Difference in
As-Built
Equipment
Efficiency

0.91
therms/barrel

1.02
therms/barrel

12.3%

Difference in
quantity
installed

2 operating steam
traps

-0.3%

Difference in
analysis
methodology

2016 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

1 operating trap
for ~1 year and 1
operating trap for
the entire
measures life
2018 Custom
Express Steam
Trap Tool

Site 2016N0367
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-0.1%

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings were
consistent with the application.
Increased savings – The evaluated
production rate is greater than the
value used by the applicant. This
increased savings by the same
amount.
Increased savings – The evaluated
review of gas and production data
resulted in a savings per barrel of
1.01 therms. The savings increased
by the same amount. This metric is
impacted by %SDC.
Decreased savings – Removal of a
section of piping and associated
trap from operation leads to a
decrease in savings for the steam
trap measure.
Decreased savings – Using the
updated custom express tool
reduces the energy savings for the
steam trap measure.
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Lifetime Savings

This measure is a new construction measure. Lifetime savings are the product of the measure
life and the first‐year savings. The applicant measure life was found in the BCR model and
matches the evaluator measure life, so there is no difference in savings due to tracking and
evaluated EUL differences. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings
values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐4 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-4. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
6,868,297 therms (*)
534,648 therms
Process 10 years
Traps: 6 years
N/A

Applicant
9,593,916 therms
534,648 therms
Process 10 years
Traps: 6 years
N/A

Evaluator
12,201,819 therms
610,436 therms
Process 20 years
Traps: 6 years
Process: unique single
Traps: add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a hotel and consisted of the installation of two high efficiency
washing machines. The washing machines utilize a proprietary polymer bead system that
significantly reduces the amount of hot water used for laundry. Additionally, the high‐
efficiency polymer bead machines have a lower moisture retention rate, which reduces the heat
required for the dryers resulting in additional savings.
The evaluators visited the facility, verified the installation of the incentivized washers, and held
discussions with the site contact regarding the project timeline, pre‐retrofit conditions, laundry
material and volume patterns, and facility operation. The evaluators also collected unit‐specific
trend data from the manufacturer. The manufacturer stated that occupancy of the hotel was
lower than predicted in 2017, which resulted in lower energy savings than anticipated. The
manufacturer’s statement was confirmed by the evaluator’s analysis. The evaluators were
unable to gather sufficient post‐project billing data to conduct a utility billing analysis but were
able to confirm the validity of the savings estimates relative to the facility’s annual usage.
The evaluated savings are lower than reported values, primarily due to lower than anticipated
laundry volume at the hotel.

1.1

Savings
Measure ID
6214699

Measure Name
Washers

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
9,498

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

4,673

N/A

49%

N/A

9,498
4,673
49%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 51% less than the applicant reported savings, primarily due to lower
than anticipated laundry volume at the hotel. Further details regarding deviations from the
tracked savings are presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of the installation of high efficiency laundry equipment at a hotel.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The documentation for this project indicates that the installed measure is new construction;
therefore the applicant baseline for this project was classified as industry standard practice
(ISP). The equipment performance data used to characterize the baseline was that of equivalent
capacity gas‐fired washers.
The applicant baseline used for this measure was two 60 lb capacity conventional clothes
washers. The applicant assumed that 70% of the total water used by conventional clothes
washers was hot water.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for this measure consisted of two 60 lb capacity polymer
bead clothes washers. The washing machines utilize polymer beads with cold water to perform
the majority of laundering normally performed with hot water. The washers have the ability to
use hot water for hard‐to‐clean fabrics and the applicant assumed that less than 2% of the total
water used was hot water. The washers reduced the moisture retention rate which reduced the
dry cycle time, resulting in dryer savings. The as‐built equipment loads (lbs of laundry per load,
loads per day) for the washers match the baseline.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant estimated savings for this project by calculating facility gas loads based on facility
occupancy and production, using equipment specifications derived from a TA study. Savings
from installing a polymer bead washing machine were calculated using the following formula:

where,
= Reduction in annual energy consumption (therms/yr)
= Annual gas load of baseline washing machine (therms/yr)
= Annual gas load of proposed washing machine (therms/yr)
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The baseline washing machine gas load is calculated using the following formula:
8.34

1

‐°

365

100,000
where,

= Annual gas load of baseline washing machine (therms/yr)
8.34

= Density of water
= Specific heat capacity of water (1 Btu/lb‐°F)

‐°

= Hot water temperature (140 °F)
= Incoming city water temperature (55 °F)
= Thermal efficiency (85%), assumed
= Gallons of hot water used per day, calculated below
The hot water used per day is calculated using the following formula:

G

%

where,
= Gallons of hot water used per day
= Pounds of linen laundered per day (1,440 lbs/day), estimated by
manufacturer based on 136 rooms and 80% occupancy
= Gallons of water used per pound of linen (2.6 gal/lb), established
in the TA study
%

= Percent of the total water used by conventional clothes washers
that is hot water (70%)

The proposed polymer bead washing machine gas load is calculated using the following
formula:
8.34

1

‐°

1

100,000

%

365

where,
= Annual gas load of proposed washing machine (therms/yr)
8.34
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= Specific heat capacity of water (1 Btu/lb‐°F)
= Hot water temperature (140 °F)
= Incoming city water temperature (55 °F)
= Gallons of HW used per day, calculated above
= Thermal efficiency (85%), assumed

%

= Reduction in hot water with Xeros machine (98%), established in
TA study

Polymer bead washing machines have a lower moisture retention rate than a conventional
washing machine. Therefore, replacing the conventional washing machines would also result in
dryer savings, even though the dryers were not replaced, by reducing dry time for the existing
dryers. Dryer savings were calculated separately from the washer measure using equipment
performance specifications provided by the manufacturer.
From the equipment performance specifications, the applicant used the total heat input
required by the dryer for sheets and terry towels in a conventional washer/conventional dryer
combination compared to a Xeros washer/conventional dryer combination. Both the pre‐ and
post‐installation heat input rates, shown in the calculation below, are blended averages
accounting for the different energy requirements of towels and sheets broken down by their
relative portion of the daily combined weight. The applicant assumed the breakdown of
laundry by weight was 75% towels and 25% sheets. Dryer savings as a result of the high‐
efficiency washing machine are calculated as follows:
,

7

52

where,
= Reduction in annual energy consumption (Therms)
= Average daily laundered material (1,440 lbs)
= Average heat input per lb of laundry, conventional washer and
conventional dryer (1,537 Btu/lb)
= Average heat input per lb of laundry, Xeros polymer bead washer and
conventional dryer (1,142 Btu/lb)
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Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The evaluators have found that the algorithms for calculating both washer and dryer savings
are reasonable.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on March 1, 2018. During the site visit, the evaluators
interviewed the facility manager and verified operating conditions at the site.
The evaluators verified that the project work had been completed and discussed the project
history (i.e. measure event) with the site contact. The site contact confirmed that the project was
installed in 2016 and indicated the preexisting laundry equipment was in constant need of
upkeep to maintain full functionality. Additionally, the site contact stated that they needed
more capacity, so the installed units are a larger capacity than the preexisting laundry
equipment.
The facility is open 365 days a year and laundry is cleaned on a daily basis. The site contact
stated that the facility regularly undergoes seasonal changes in occupancy between the summer
and winter, where the hotel is less than 50% booked from November through April and then
maintains close to 100% occupancy from May through October.
The site contact indicated that the new washing machines almost exclusively use cold water;
however, they do run reclaim cycles which require hot water. Reclaim cycles are a washer cycle
option of the new washing machines that is used for material that was not sufficiently cleaned
by the polymer bead system and requires hot water to get the stains out. The site contact stated
that they rarely run reclaim cycles.
Hot water for the washing machines is provided by five boilers, which also provide domestic
hot water (DHW) heating for the rest of the hotel. The site contact stated that these boilers were
installed approximately nine years ago, though one had to be replaced more recently. The site
contact confirmed that all boilers are set to deliver 120°F water to the washers.
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The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of the
incentivized laundry equipment. The evaluators verified the installation of two polymer bead
washers at the facility. Photo 2‐1 details the washers verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Installed Washers

The evaluators also visited another mechanical space in the facility to inspect and collect
nameplate data off the boilers which provide hot water to the washers at a temperature of 120°F
when needed. The thermal efficiency was obtained from manufacturer specification sheets for
the water heaters. Photo 2‐2 details the boilers serving the washers and other various
equipment throughout the facility.
Photo 2-2. Hot Water Heaters
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The evaluator reached out to a manufacturer’s representative to better understand the
technology and collect trend data from the machines installed at the facility. The representative
provided additional information on the equipment design and operation, as well as insight into
how they determine energy impacts for installations at different facilities.
2.2.2

Trend Data

The representative provided the evaluators with a year’s worth of monthly trended operating
data, which includes a breakdown of water used, cycles run, and gallons of water per cycle. The
evaluators used this information to verify the typical load volume and confirm the limited hot
water usage from the new configuration. Table 2‐1 provides a summary of the information
provided by the manufacturer.
Table 2-1. Manufacturer Provided Equipment Specifications
Water Usage (Gallons)
Month

Days

Jan-17
Feb-17
Mar-17
Apr-17
May-17
Jun-17
Jul-17
Aug-17
Sep-17
Oct-17
Nov-17
Dec-17
Total/Avg

Wash Cycles

Hot

Cold

Total

% Hot
Water

31
28
31
30
31
30
31
31
30
31
30
31

464
137
0
168
803
1239
258
112
159
0
0
0

13,812
13,983
14,903
15,595
18,545
19,011
22,978
24,627
22,644
19,125
16,829
10,938

14,276
14,120
14,903
15,763
19,348
20,250
23,236
24,739
22,803
19,125
16,829
10,938

3.3%
1.0%
0%
1.1%
4.2%
6.1%
1.1%
0.5%
0.7%
0%
0%
0%

325
320
339
356
421
450
544
581
520
415
417
271

10.5
11.4
10.9
11.9
13.6
15.0
17.5
18.7
17.3
13.4
13.9
8.7

44
44
44
44
46
45
43
43
44
46
40
40

365

3,340

212,990

216,330

1.5%

4,959

13.6

44

Cycles

Loads/Day

Gallons/Cycle

Review of the hot water usage provided by the manufacturer indicates that hot water accounts
for 1.5% of the total amount of water used for laundry at the facility.

2.3

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

Based on a review of the project files and site visit findings, the evaluators classified the
measure event type as a lost opportunity with a single baseline. The baseline is the ISP unit as
defined by the applicant.
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The evaluators employed the same methodologies used by the applicant to determine energy
savings for both measures, updating assumptions to reflect the evaluator’s on‐site findings.
The evaluator processed the operating data provided by the manufacturer by averaging it out
for the summer and winter operating seasons and combined them to use as inputs in the
approved methodology. Table 2‐2 details the values averaged from the manufacturer data and
used in the savings equation.
Table 2-2. Manufacturer Specified Operating Data
Winter
(Dec-Apr)

Summer
(May-Nov)

Annual
Average

Annual
Total

Loads per day

10.7

15.6

13.6

N/A

Loads per month

322

478

413

N/A

Loads per season

1,611

3,348

N/A

4,959

Parameter

N/A = Not applicable

The evaluators updated the applicant equations to include this modified data. Table 2‐3
provides a comparison of the applicant and evaluator inputs used to determine energy impacts
for replacing the washer.
Table 2-3. Comparison of Applicant and Evaluator Calculation Inputs
Applicant
Value

Evaluator
Value

Evaluator Source

Days operating per year

365

365

Confirmed with site

Loads per day

21.8

13.6

Pounds per day

1,440

899

Derived directly from trend data
Revised indirectly from trend data for
loads per day

Pounds per load

66.2

66.2

Calculated indirectly based on applicant
assumption

HW gal per load (baseline)

120

120

Applicant assumption

Supply water temp (°F)

140

120

Verified on site

City water temp (°F)

55

55

Parameter

1

Applicant assumption
1

Thermal efficiency

85%

95.1%

Baseline Btu/lb towels

1,629

1,629

Verified on site
TA study specification

As-built Btu/lb towels

1,226

1,226

TA study specification

Baseline Btu/lb sheets

1,263

1,263

TA study specification

As-built Btu/lb sheets

890

890

TA study specification

% towel cycles

75%

66%

Calculated based on site estimations

% sheet cycles

25%

34%

Calculated based on site estimations

Blended baseline Btu/lb

1,537

1,008

Revised indirectly from site information

Blended as-built Btu/lb

1,142

738

Revised indirectly from site information

The installed boilers were fully condensing hot water boilers which explains the higher efficiency
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The breakdown of sheets and towels used in the dryer savings calculation was calculated by the
evaluator based on estimated information provided by the site contact. Based on the evaluator’s
assessment of the installed measures through on‐site verification and review of the operation
data collected both during the site visit and provided by the equipment manufacturer, the
evaluators have determined that the washer measure saves 3,385 therms and the corresponding
dryer savings are 1,287 therms, yielding a site level realization rate of 49%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of high efficiency washers at a hotel.
The applicant calculated savings for this project by calculating gas loads based on the facility
operation and using equipment specifications derived from a TA study completed by the
manufacturer and a separate consulting firm.
The evaluators calculated savings for the project using the same methodology employed by
the applicant but updated a number of assumptions to reflect their findings compiled during
their site visit and review of the collected data. The evaluated savings for the project are less
than the reported values. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Washer

Applicant
Conventional gas fired washing
machine

Evaluator
Conventional gas fired washing
machine

Dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

HW supply

Portion of loads w/ HW = 70%
HW supply temp = 140°F
HW per load = 120 gal
Water heater efficiency = 85%

Portion of loads w/ HW = 70%
HW supply temp = 120°F
HW per load = 120 gal
Water heater efficiency = 95.1%

Laundry plant operation

Loads per day = 21.8
Lbs per load = 66.2
Towel / sheet ratio = 75/25

Loads per day = 13.6
Lbs per load = 66.2
Towel / sheet ratio = 66/34

As-Built
Washer

Applicant
Polymer bead washer using
primarily cold water

Evaluator
Polymer bead washer using
primarily cold water

Dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

Conventional gas fired dryer

HW supply

Portion of loads w/ HW = 2%
HW supply temp = 140°F
Thermal efficiency = 85%

Portion of loads w/ HW = 1.5%
HW supply temp = 120°F
Thermal efficiency = 95.1%

Laundry plant operation

Loads per day = 21.8
Towel / sheet ratio = 75/25

Loads per day = 13.6
Towel / sheet ratio = 66/34

Savings
Annual natural gas savings
(therms)

Applicant
9,890

Evaluator
4,673

Natural gas realization rate
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Cross Check with Billing Data

The evaluators were unable to gather sufficient post‐project billing data to conduct a utility
billing analysis but were able to confirm that the evaluated savings represent approximately
12% of the average annual pre‐project gas consumption at the facility.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are less than the tracking savings, primarily due to the applicant
overestimating the equipment loads at the facility. Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key
factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
4%

Factor
Tracked savings

Applicant
9,890 therms

Evaluator
9,498 therms

Difference in
equipment load
profile

21.8 loads per
day

13.6 loads per
day

-34%

Difference in
equipment load
profile

HW supply
temp = 140°F

HW supply
temp = 120°F

-16%

Difference in asbuilt equipment
efficiency

85%

95.1%

-5%

Difference in
equipment load
profile

75% Towels
25% Sheets

66% Towels
34% Sheets

-0.2%
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Discussion of Deviations
Increased savings - The evaluators
found the savings reported by the
program (9,498 therms) did not match the
values calculated in the applicant savings
analysis file (9,890 therms). Because the
program reported less savings than the
value calculated by the applicant, the
overall realization rate increased.
Decreased savings - The evaluators
determined that the facility processed
fewer loads of laundry per day on
average than what had been predicted by
the applicant.
Decreased savings - The evaluators
determined that the hot water supplied to
the laundry equipment had a lower
temperature than what had been
predicted by the applicant.
Decreased savings - The evaluators
determined that the HW boilers that
supply hot water to the washers is more
efficient than predicted by the applicant.
This factor only impacts the savings
associated with the washers.
Decreased savings - The evaluators
determined that the breakdown of towel
and sheet cycles processed was different
than what had been anticipated by the
applicant.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the preexisting equipment was failing and did not operate as intended without
extensive repairs and did not provide the necessary capacity, the evaluators classified the
measure as lost opportunity with a single baseline. The baseline is ISP. The evaluators
calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
outyear %
where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)

FYS

= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are smaller than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings and the measure life are smaller than the tracking values. Table 3‐3
provides a summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
101,994 therms(*)
9,498 therms
15 years
N/A

Applicant
148,350 therms
9,890 therms
15 years (from BCR)
N/A

Evaluator
51,403 therms
4,673 therms
11 years (**)
ISP

N/A = Not applicable
(*) the tracking lifetime savings value is net of all program adjustment factors
(**) Lifetime for Energystar rated appliances
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at a correctional facility and consisted of one measure – insulating
the site’s condensate return pipes. The insulated condensate return pipes served the steam
distribution system, which operates year‐round to satisfy space heating, domestic hot water
(DHW) needs, and process end‐uses. This measure was expected to save energy by reducing
losses associated with the facility’s steam distribution system. The evaluators also found that
the condensate return pipes themselves had been replaced as part of the project. The old pipes
were leaking; replacing the pipes would save energy by reducing heating losses due to the
water lost from leaking pipes. The applicant did not include the impact of replacing the
condensate return pipes and, because of that, the program reported energy savings are solely
due to the installation of insulation.
Steam is generated at the facility by two rotating 500 hp natural gas‐fired boilers during the
heating season and one 350 hp natural gas‐fired boiler during the summer. While sufficient
utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the installation of pipe insulation
and the replacement of the condensate return pipes were completed as part of a larger multi‐
million dollar project with several other energy efficiency measures, such as heat exchanger
replacement, additional powerhouse insulation, addition of control valves and VFDs, and
pump replacement. Therefore, the evaluator determined a billing analysis would not be able to
provide clear information about the performance of the evaluated measure.
The evaluator visited the facility, verified the installation of the pipe insulation and replacement
of the condensate return pipes, deployed temperature meters on several sections of pipe at
different locations, collected information on the boiler plant, and updated the savings analysis
model accordingly. The evaluated savings are higher than the reported values, due to the
addition of the pipe replacement savings.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
99822

Measure Name
Pipe Insulation

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
64,491

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

74,925

N/A

116%

N/A

64,491
74,925
116%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are higher than to the applicant‐reported savings. The evaluated savings
were higher than the applicant savings, due to the addition of the pipe replacement savings and
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updates to the boiler combustion efficiency in the savings calculation. Further details regarding
updates to the analysis are presented in Section 3‐4.

1‐2
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from an in‐
depth review of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology
determined to be the best fit for the site and information available.
The project consisted of installing pipe insulation and a PVC covering on the site’s condensate
return pipes.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline for this project consisted of bare, uninsulated pipe.
The vendor calculated the energy savings from installing insulation on 3,716 ft of condensate
return pipe, from mechanical rooms through the steam tunnels to the powerhouse. The
uninsulated pipe allowed excess heat to escape to unconditioned underground steam tunnels
throughout the campus. The vendor noted the fluid temperature for the condensate return
pipes, verified the length of uninsulated condensate return pipe, and determined hours of
operation for the piping. The vendor identified 3,716 ft of uninsulated return pipe in the steam
distribution system, ranging from 0.5 in. to 4 in. in diameter. This information was compiled
into an inventory and uninsulated heat loss rates were calculated with a custom spreadsheet
using the bare heat loss rates listed in the 2001 ASHRAE Handbook.
2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration for the insulation measure consisted of variously‐sized
pipes insulated with fiberglass insulation covered with PVC jackets to protect the insulation
from the elements in the underground steam tunnels. This information was used in a custom
spreadsheet utilizing heat loss rates listed in the 1993 ASHRAE Handbook to calculate the
insulated surface heat loss rates for comparison with the established baseline. The hours of
operation used for the as‐built case matched those of the baseline configuration.
2.1.3

Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant predicted the savings using a custom analysis spreadsheet aided by insulated and
uninsulated heat loss rates listed in the 1993 and 2001 ASHRAE Handbooks to establish bare and
insulated surface heat loss rates for each section of pipe. For the uninsulated heat loss rates, the
applicant extrapolated known heat loss rates listed in the 2001 ASHRAE Handbook for variously‐
sized bare steel pipes at various fluid temperatures. For the insulated heat loss rates, the applicant
extrapolated known heat loss rates listed in the 1993 ASHRAE Handbook for variously‐sized
pipes at various fluid temperatures insulated with mineral fiber insulation. The known heat loss
rates were extrapolated to obtain heat loss rates for pipes with a fluid/process temperature of
175°F at the various pipe diameters, ranging from 0.5 inch to 4 innch.
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The pipe insulation energy savings were calculated for each line using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Length of pipe being insulated (ft)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft), extrapolated based on 2001
ASHRAE values
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft), extrapolated based on 1993
ASHRAE values
= Number of hours per year the pipes are energized
100,000

= Therms to Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The applicant’s analysis yielded savings of 64,491.5 therms. The tracking value reported by the
program and listed on the application was 64,491 therms.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The applicant algorithm for calculating insulation savings is reasonable. The evaluators used 3E
Plus, an energy modeling software, to confirm that the extrapolated heat loss rates were within
the expected range. However, the ASHRAE values used to determine heat loss rates were
outdated compared to the 2010 ASHRAE Handbook values; instead of extrapolating the
updated values, the evaluators used 3E Plus to perform the calculations.
The evaluators agreed that the various input parameters used in the insulation calculations
(pipe length, fluid temperatures, hours of operation, etc.) were reasonable. The evaluators
updated the surface temperature, ambient temperature, and boiler efficiency based on site visit
findings and metered data.
The applicant did not take into account the replacement of the condensate return pipes; all
energy savings are due to the installation of insulation on bare, uninsulated existing pipes.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-Site Findings

The evaluators conducted a site visit on February 8, 2018. During the site visit the evaluators
interviewed a project manager with the Department of Corrections (DOC) and various site
personnel, as well as verified conditions at the site.
Site 2016U0575
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DOC and site personnel verified that the project work was completed and discussed the project
history with the evaluators. Site personnel confirmed that pipe insulation was installed on the
pipes in January 2016. DOC personnel also clarified that the condensate return pipes were
replaced concurrently with the installation of pipe insulation. The site personnel confirmed that
existing pipes (before pipe replacement) were bare prior to the project taking place; it was stated
that some pipe sections had been previously insulated but due to the steam tunnel conditions
and leaking pipes the insulation had degraded and/or fallen off the pipes.
The evaluators also discussed the boiler operating practices with a boiler operator. Two 500 hp
natural gas‐fired boilers operate during the heating season to provide space heating and DHW.
For a majority of the heating season, only one 500 hp boiler is necessary to meet the demand
and the other 500 hp boiler operates as a backup. One 350 hp natural gas‐fired boiler provides
the majority of the steam during the summer for DHW and process end‐uses; one 500 hp boiler
operates as a backup.
All three boilers are served by a single natural gas meter; the boilers are four years old. The
boiler plant operates year‐round providing steam throughout the campus for DHW and heating
end uses. The evaluators were not able to run combustion efficiency tests on the operating
boiler. The evaluators noted the combustion efficiency from the readout screen on the 500 hp
boiler that was operating during the site visit.
The evaluators conducted a walkthrough of the facility to verify the installation of a sample of
pipe insulation on various pipe diameters. The evaluators verified the installation of pipe
insulation by walking through various sections of the steam tunnels, entering through various
buildings and walking to different points throughout the lines. Photos 2‐1 and 2‐2 show the
insulation type and some of the insulated pipe sections verified as installed during the site visit.
Photo 2-1. Verified Insulation Material and Thickness
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Photo 2-2. Verified Insulation

2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The evaluators took temperature spot measurements on several sections of pipe covered with
insulation and confirmed that the fluid temperature provided by the vendor analysis was
within reason. Additionally, the evaluators deployed temperature probes with data loggers on
several sections of insulated pipe to verify the constant operation as described by the applicant
and the site contact and determine the average surface temperature of the pipes. Ambient air
temperature in the underground steam tunnel was also logged. Figure 2‐1 illustrates metered
temperature data collected the insulated sections over a period of two weeks.
Figure 2-1. Insulated Pipe Surface and Tunnel Ambient Air Metered Temperature
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Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluation Description of Baseline

When the project was originally proposed, the existing condensate return pipes were to remain.
However, the existing pipes were leaking causing the steam system to waste energy. As the
larger project progressed, the facility decided to replace the condensate return pipes as well as
install insulation as part of a larger project to improve their steam system. Since the condensate
return pipes were leaking but still in operation and did not need to be replaced for the steam
system to provide the necessary steam for DHW, space heating, and process end‐uses, the
evaluator determined that the measure is an add‐on with a single baseline. The baseline is
supported by the BCR calculator, the project files, site visit findings, and discussion amongst
evaluation personnel. The baseline is the preexisting boiler plant with bare, uninsulated pipes
that existed before the pipe replacement and installation of insulation.
2.3.2

Evaluator Calculation Methodology

To calculate energy savings, the evaluator used a different methodology than that which was
employed by the applicant to calculate the insulation savings. While the applicant chose to
extrapolate heat loss rates based on ASHRAE Handbook values to determine the appropriate
bare and insulated heat loss rates for steel pipes, the evaluators elected to utilize average pipe
surface temperature and average tunnel ambient air temperature determined by the metered
data to run a simulation with 3E Plus energy modeling software for each section of different
pipe diameters to calculate heat loss rates, and then use the modeled bare and insulated heat
loss rates along with the metered operating hours and boiler plant efficiency.
The evaluated savings for the insulation measure were calculated for section of pipe, ranging
from 0.5 in. to 4 in. using the following formula:
100,000
where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
= Length of pipe being insulated (ft)
= Heat loss rate of bare pipe (Btu/hr/ft), calculated using 3E Plus
= Heat loss rate of insulated pipe (Btu/hr/ft), calculated using 3E Plus
= ‘Hot’ hours of operation
100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluated savings for the insulation measure using the method described above resulted in
annual energy savings of 64,645 therms. The primary differences between the applicant and
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evaluator’s analyses are due to updating the surface temperature, ambient temperature, and
boiler efficiency values in the evaluator’s analysis; however, these minor differences cancel each
other out.
The evaluator also included energy savings from replacing the condensate return pipes. The
savings were calculated from the reduced boiler energy required to heat returning condensate
water. The site contact provided estimates for the reduction in makeup water due to
replacement of the leaking pipes. The facility’s chief engineer stated that, prior to the
condensate lines being replaced, the makeup water ranged from 2,700 to 4,800 gallons per day,
depending on the season. Since the boilers were replaced, the makeup water is about 1,400
gallons per day. The evaluators used a year‐round average for the existing make‐up water to
calculate the reduction in heating energy, using the formula below.
8.34

1

‐°

100,000

365

where,
= Annual energy savings per year (therms)
8.34
‐°

= Density of water
= Specific heat capacity of water (1 Btu/lb‐°F)
= Average flow rate of makeup water for preexisting pipes (gal/day)
= Average flow rate of makeup water for installed pipes (gal/day)
= Average return condensate water temperature (175 °F)
= Incoming city water temperature (55 °F)

365

= Operating days per year

100,000

= Therms per Btu conversion
= Boiler plant efficiency

The evaluated savings for the replacing the condensate pipes using the method described above
resulted in annual energy savings of 10,281 therms. Including these savings in the total project
savings resulted in an RR of 116%.
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of the installation of fiberglass insulation on the site’s condensate return
pipes throughout the site’s campus from unconditioned mechanical spaces through the
underground steam tunnels to the powerhouse and replacement of the condensate return
pipes.
The applicant calculated savings for the insulation measure using a custom analysis
spreadsheet, utilizing heat loss rates from the 1993 and 2001 ASHRAE Handbook.
The evaluators calculated savings for the insulation measure using a similar approach to that
of the approach used by the applicant. The evaluator used the surface and ambient
temperatures from the metered data and ran 3E Plus simulations for section of differently
sized pipes to determine the insulated and uninsulated heat loss rates. The evaluator also
included the savings from the reduction in heating energy due to the new pipes.
The evaluated savings for the project are higher than the reported values, due to the addition
of the pipe savings. The parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Baseline
Applicant
Evaluator
Insulation jacket measure
Uninsulated pipe in
Preexisting boiler plant and steam
unconditioned
distribution system with uninsulated
underground steam
pipe in unconditioned underground
tunnels
steam tunnels
Boiler plant efficiency
85%
83.5%
Ambient air temperature
80°F
81.8°F
Surface temperature
175°F
182.9°F
Makeup water
Average of 3,750 gal/day throughout
N.D.
the year
As-Built
Applicant
Evaluator
Insulation jacket measure
Insulated pipes in
Preexisting boiler plant with new
unconditioned
insulated condensate return pipes in
underground steam
unconditioned underground steam
tunnels
tunnels
Boiler plant combustion efficiency
85%
83.5%
Ambient air temperature
80°F
81.8°F
Surface temperature
175°F
182.9°F
Makeup water
N.D.
1,400 gal/day
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)
Natural gas realization rate

3.1

Applicant

Evaluator

64,492

74,925
116%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, this project was
one part of a larger multi‐million‐dollar project with many projects with staggered installation
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dates. Therefore, the evaluator determined billing analysis would not provide more details
about the performance of the evaluated measure. In addition, the natural gas usage at the
facility is too large relative to the impacts of the installed measures so that we can observe any
discernible impacts using a billing analysis; energy savings for this measure are about 12% of
the site’s annual natural gas use.

3.2

Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are higher than the tracked savings, due to the addition of the pipe
replacement savings.
Table 3‐2 provides a summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-2. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked
savings

Applicant
64,491 therms

Evaluator
64,491 therms

Addition of
pipe
replacement
savings

The applicant
did not include
savings from
replacing the
condensate
pipes as they
were supposed
to remain when
the project was
proposed.
Boiler plant
efficiency: 85%

The evaluator
included savings
from replacing the
leaking
condensate return
pipes, as they
were replaced with
the installation of
insulation.

16%

Boiler plant
efficiency: 83.5%

2%

Difference in
boiler
efficiency

Site 2016U0575
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Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Increased savings – The
applicant included energy
savings from replacing the
condensate return pipes
concurrently with the installation
of insulation on the pipes. The
applicant did not include these
savings. Therefore, the
evaluated savings are higher
than the reported savings.
Increased savings ‒ The boiler
efficiency was updated based on
site visit findings. The reduction
in efficiency resulted in slightly
higher savings.
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Factor
Difference in
analysis
methodology

3.5

Applicant
Calculated heat
loss rates by
extrapolating
1993 and 2001
ASHRAE
Handbook
values based on
fluid temp of
175°F and
ambient temp of
80°F.
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Evaluator
Calculated heat
loss rates with 3E
Plus based on
surface temp of
182.9°F and
ambient
temperature of
81.8°F.

Impact of
Deviation
-2%

Discussion of Deviations
Decreased savings – The
applicant used extrapolated
ASHRAE heat loss values while
the evaluators used 3E Plus.
They also updated the surface
temp and ambient temp based
on metered data. The updates to
the analysis methodology
resulted in slightly lower
evaluated savings.

Lifetime Savings

Because the boilers will outlive the installed measures, the evaluators classified the measure as
an add‐on with a single baseline. The evaluators calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime
savings values using the following formula:
outyear %
where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)

FYS

= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for these single‐baseline measures

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are greater than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of the factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime

Baseline classification

Tracking
967,365 therms
64,491 therms
15 years

N/A

Applicant
967,365 therms
64,491 therms
15 years (BCR lifetime listed as 13
years; however, BCR lifetime savings
use a lifetime of 15 years)
N/A

Evaluator
1,123,880 therms
74,925 therms
15 years

Add-on single

N/A = Not applicable
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1 PROJECT SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The project was implemented at an industrial facility heated by a central steam boiler and
consisted of installing of two efficient unit heaters in the shipping and receiving area. The new
unit heaters are single stage, condensing warm air furnaces, each with an input capacity of 310
MBH, and rated thermal efficiency of 93%. The preexisting equipment was an air handling unit
with degraded or failed steam coils served by the central boiler which continues to heat the rest
of the facility. The air handler was removed, the steam lines were capped off, and new gas lines
were installed from the boiler room to the loading dock to supply the unit heaters. The facility is
served by one single gas meter.
The evaluators first visited the facility on January 15, 2018 to confirm installation of the
measure, interview the facility manager, and install data loggers. A second visit was made on
March 7, 2018 to remove loggers and discuss the results of a billing analysis that had been
completed during the metering period.
The evaluators conducted the savings analysis using metered data from both unit heaters,
ambient temperature recorded at the thermostat controlling the heaters, and measured boiler
efficiency. The savings were greater than estimated by the applicant primarily because the
evaluated operating hours were greater than the values used to calculate the tracking savings.

1.1

Savings

Measure ID
101246

Measure Name
Install two efficient unit
heaters

Tracked
Evaluated
RR

Totals

1

Tracked
Evaluated
RR1

Gas Savings
(Therms/yr)
4,691

Electric Savings
(kWh/yr)
N.R.

5,466

N/A

117%

N/A

4,691
5,466
117%

N.R.
N/A
N/A

1

Realization rate

N.R = Not reported by program, N/A = Not applicable

1.2

Explanation of Deviations from Tracking

The evaluated savings are 17% more than the applicant‐reported savings, primarily because of
greater operating hours. Further details regarding deviations from the tracked savings are
presented in Section 3‐4.
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2 EVALUATED MEASURES
The following sections present the evaluation procedure, including the findings from a review
of the supplied applicant calculations and the evaluation methodology determined to be the
best fit for the site and information available.
The measure was installed at an industrial facility and consisted of the installation of two 310
MBH condensing gas unit heaters in the shipping and receiving area.

2.1

Application Information and Analysis

This section describes the information and analysis provided by the applicant.
2.1.1

Applicant Description of Baseline

The applicant baseline is two new 320 MBH coils to replace the preexisting failing steam coils.
The coils would be installed in the preexisting air handler and continue to be served by the
existing 3.5 MMBH gas‐fired steam boiler. The baseline natural gas consumption was calculated
using a variable boiler efficiency, ranging from 55% at high firing rate to 75% at low firing rate,
with another 5% loss through the steam distribution system. The operating hours and firing
rates were calculated based on the occupany schedule, a data set of average hourly outdoor air
temperatures for Massachusetts, and a heating degree days (HDD) calculated using 60°F as
base.
In the savings algorithms, the applicant used the inputs shown in Table 2‐1. The as‐built
conditions are included in this same table for convenience.
Table 2-1. Applicant Description of Baseline and As-Built Systems
Baseline Value
Parameter
System thermal efficiency (at
various OAT ranges)

Billed natural gas consumption

OAT Range
-15°F to -5°F
-5°F to 25°F
25°F to 35°F
35°F to 55°F
126,048

52%
57%
62%
71%
14,322

Annual heating degree days
(HDD) in analysis

As-Built
Value
93%
93%
93%
93%
9,630

5,536

Unit
N/A

therms/year
°F-days

N/A: Not applicable

2.1.2

Applicant Description of Installed Equipment and Operation

The applicant as‐built configuration consisted of two 310 MBH condensing gas unit heaters,
controlled by local thermostats. Based on an the applicant’s estimated heating load of 0.0674
therms per heating degree hour (HDH), the new heaters would operate at 1,553 hours per year.
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Applicant Energy Savings Algorithm

The applicant algorithm uses Massachusetts average hourly temperatures in 5‐degree bins and a
60°F balance point to establish the number of heating degree hours (HDH) per bin. Each HDH set
is multiplied by a constant value of 0.0674 therms per HDH to determine the heating load at each
temperature bin. The savings was calculated for each bin as the difference between the quotients
of heating load and the existing and as‐built efficiencies.
2.1.3.1 Energy Savings Calculation
The applicant calculated the natural gas savings by subtracting the as‐built natural gas annual
consumption from the baseline natural gas annual consumption using the following formula:
1

1

where,
= Annual heating degree hours at each 5˚F bin
= 0.0674 therms per heating degree hour
= baseline steam system efficiency at each 5˚F bin
= as‐built heaters efficiency at each 5˚F bin (93%)
The therms per HDH constant used in the applicant’s calculations is not substantiated.
2.1.4

Analysis of Applicant Algorithm

The variable boiler system efficiency used by the applicant is substantially lower than the
measured values and no basis for its value appears in the applicant’s project documents. In
addition, the Massachusetts average hourly temperatures used in the applicant’s analysis are
higher than TMY3 data resulting in fewer annual heating degree days. Finally, the rationale for
using a constant Therms/HDH is not provided.

2.2

On-Site Inspection, Metering, and Analysis

This section provides the steps of the evaluation from the initial site visit through the final
results. Each step is described in detail to offer an in‐depth reasoning behind the full evaluation
and savings calculation process.
2.2.1

Summary of On-site Findings

The evaluators conducted the first site visit on January 15, 2018. During the site visit the
evaluators interviewed the facility manager to verify the operating schedule of the loading
dock, obtained a recent combustion efficiency report for the steam boiler, inspected the installed
unit heaters, confirmed the closure of the discontinued steam line, and installed data loggers.
The loading dock operates around the clock seven days per week, with three holidays during
the heating season. The evaluators confirmed the installed measure and the capped steam pipes
were observed. The controlling thermostat setpoint was recorded and a temperature logger was
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installed nearby. Motor on/off loggers were installed on the blower motors, and temperature
loggers were installed in the heaters’ output airstream.
A second visit was made to the facility on March 7, 2018. At that time one thermostat setpoint
was observed to be 5˚F higher than recorded during the first visit. In converstion with one of the
dock workers, the evaluators learned that employees change the setpoint on an as‐needed basis,
and according to two employees, the space is generally warmer than before the measure was
installed. In a subsequent conversation with the facility manager, he stated his intent to install
enclosures on the thermostats to prevent future changes.
2.2.2

Measured and Logged Data

The site contact provided the evaluators with a recent combustion analysis report for the gas
fired boiler that supplied steam to the shipping and receiving area before the unit heaters had
been installed. Table 2‐2 presents the measured boiler combustion efficiency.
Table 2-2. Boiler Combustion Efficiency
Firing Rate

Stack Temperature (°F)

Combustion Efficiency

33%

209

86.7%

66%

310

85.1%

100%

397

83.3%

The evaluators installed temperature loggers at the thermostat and the heater discharge vents,
and motor on/off loggers were installed at the heater blower motors. The loggers were left in
place between January 15 and March 7, 2018. Table 2‐3 presents the logger deployment details.
Table 2-3. Data Logger Deployment Details
Data Logger Type
HOBO Temp/RH logger
HOBO Temp logger
HOBO Motor On/Off logger

Site 2016U0741

Parameter
Ambient temperature
Discharge air
temperature at heater
Blower motor run time

2‐3

Time Interval
2 minutes
2 minutes

Duration
7 weeks
7 weeks

Quantity
1
2

1 hour

7 weeks

2
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The evaluators logged the hourly percent run time of the blower motors as a proxy for the
operating hours of the heaters. Discharge air temperature readings were obtained as a back‐up
measure in case eith of the motor on/off loggers failed or was damaged. Figure 2‐1 presents the
hourly run time percentage of the unit heaters with the hourly outdoor air temperatures
measured at the closest NOAA weather station during the metering period.
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Figure 2-1. Unit Heaters Run Time and OAT

Unit Heater #2

Evaluation Methods, Findings, and Results

This section describes the evaluator methods, findings, and results.
2.3.1

Evaluator Description of Baseline

The evaluators reviewed the project files and interviewed the site contact to gather information
on the baseline. Based on the information provided in the project files and by the site contact,
the evaluators determined this measure is a lost opportunity with a single baseline and the
baseline is new steam coils installed on the preexisting AHUs. The steam is provided at a net
thermal efficiency of 80%.

Site 2016U0741
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Evaluator Calculation Methodology

The installed unit heaters operate at a single firing rate, and turn off when space temperature
setpoints are met. Hence the percent run time is a suitable proxy for the hourly percentage of
fuel input capacity. The percent run time for each unit heater was regressed with the local
temperature data to correlate hourly heating load profiles with outdoor air temperature. Figures
2‐2 and 2‐3 show the regressions and resulting equations for the new heaters.
Figure 2-2. Unit Heater #1 Percent Run Time versus Outside Air Temperature
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The operation of both unit heaters correlates with the outdoor conditions.
Figure 2-3. Unit Heater #2 Percent Run Time versus Outside Air Temperature
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Evaluator Savings Algorithm

The evaluator used the correlations between the heaters operation and the outdoor temperature
to extrapolate the heaters operating profiles over the entire heating season using with
theoretical meterological year (TMY3) temperature data. The heating season starts on October 1
and ends on April 30. The savings were calculated using the following formula:
1

%

1

where,
%

= Hourly % output calculated using the regression equations
= 310 × 93% × 10‐2 MBH/therm
= Average steam system efficiency (80%)
= Rated efficiency of as‐built heaters (93%)

Table 2‐4 shows operating operating characteristics of installed heaters during the metered
period.
Table 2-4. Summary Results over the Metered Period
Unit Hater ID

Run Time (%)

Unit Heater Therms

HDD

UH 1

61.9%

2,341

1,486

UH 2

63.7%

2,409

1,486

Site 2016U0741
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3 FINAL RESULTS
The project consisted of installing two single‐stage condensing gas‐fired unit heaters with
rated input and thermal efficiency of 310 MBH and 93%. The heaters provide space heating to
the loading dock area of an industrial facility. The applicant used the preexisting air‐handlers
(AHUs) equipped with steam coils as baseline and calculated the project savings using a
temperature‐based bin analysis. The evaluators determined the baseline is the preexisting
AHUs equipped with new steam coils and calculated savings using metered data. The
parameters impacting the analysis are summarized in Table 3‐1.
Table 3-1. Summary of Key Parameters
Billing
Baseline gas usage - December 2014 to
November 2015 (therms)

Applicant
N.D.

Evaluator
118,276

As-built gas usage – March 2016 to February
2017(therms)

N/A

111,624

Weather-normalized modeled baseline gas
usage (therms)

N.D.

147,661

Weather-normalized modeled as-built gas usage
(therms)

N.D.

132,910

Applicant
66%

Evaluator
80%

Operating hours

2,238

3,173

HDD

5,536

5,895

Applicant
93%

Evaluator
93%

Operating hours

2,238

3,173

HDD
Savings
Annual natural gas savings (therms)

5,536

5,895

4,691

5,466

Baseline
Steam system average efficiency

As-Built
Unit heaters average efficiency

Natural gas realization rate

3.1

117%

Cross Check with Billing Data

While sufficient utility billing data was provided to perform a billing analysis, the project
installation dates were staggered and the contact indicated that during the year following the
installation of the evaluated measure other failing steam coils were replaced with new coils
thereby eliminating additional losses. Because of these factors, evaluator determined billing
analysis would not provide more details about the performance of the evaluated measures. In
addition, the natural gas usage at the facility is too large relative to the impacts of the installed
measures so that we can observe any discernible impacts using a billing analysis.

Site 2016U0741
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Recommendations for Program Designers & Implementers

There are no recommendations at this time.

3.3

Customer Alert

There are no customer requests at this time.

3.4

Explanation of Deviations

The evaluated savings are more than the tracked savings, primarily due to differences between
the applicant and evaluator operating hours of the heating systems. Table 3‐4 provides a
summary of the key factors and deviations.
Table 3-4. Summary of Key Factors and Deviations
Applicant
4,691 therms

Average steam
system efficiency

66%

80%

-22%

Baseline heating
system capacity

640 MBH

620 MBH

-3%

2,238

3,173

42%

Difference in
equipment hours of
operation

Site 2016U0741

Evaluator
4,691 therms

Impact of
Deviation
No impact

Factor
Tracked savings

3‐2

Discussion of Deviations
No impact ‒ Tracked savings
were consistent with the
application.
Decreased savings ‒ The
evaluated baseline steam system
efficiency is greater than values
used in the tracking savings
calculations.
Decreased savings – The
evaluated baseline capacity is 3%
less than applicant’s, because the
applicant used rated replacement
steam coil size and the evalustors
used the installed equipment size.
Increased savings – The
evaluated operating hours are
greater than the values used in
the tracking savings calculations.
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Lifetime Savings

Because the new unit heaters replaced a failed system, the evaluators classified this measure as
a lost opportunity with ISP baseline. The installed system replced a steam coil heating system
and the evaluators determined the ISP is a code compliant steam coil system. The evaluators
calculated applicant and evaluated lifetime savings values using the following formula:
LAGI

outyear %

where:
LAGI

= lifetime adjusted gross impact (therm)
= first year savings (therm)

EUL

= measure life (years)

RUL

= 1/3 of EUL (years)

outyear

= 100% for this single‐baseline measure

The evaluated lifetime savings are greater than the tracking lifetime savings because the
evaluated first year savings are smaller than the tracking first year savings. Table 3‐3 provides a
summary of key factors that influence the lifetime savings.
Table 3-3. Lifetime Savings - Summary of Key Factors
Factor
Lifetime savings
First year savings
Measure lifetime
Baseline classification

Tracking
84,438 therms
4,691 therms
18 years

Applicant
70,365 therms
4,691 therms
15 years (project BCR)

N/A

N/A

Evaluator
98,388 therms
5,466 therms
18 years (MA TRM for unit
heaters)
Lost opportunity

N/A: Not applicable
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